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ABSTRACT
The rhetoric and apparatus of national security have played critical roles in American
controversies over animal and human experimentation from the dawn of the Twentieth
Century to today's "War on Terror." Drawing on archival and Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) research, this dissertation traces how American partisans in the enduring
vivisection controversy have sought to mobilize national security concerns to tar their
domestic political adversaries as enemy agents of foreign enemies from the Kaiser and
Hitler to Stalin and Al-Qaeda. Further, this study explores how these efforts have
intersected with issues of gender, slavery, and the pathologizing of political dissent, as well
as campaigns for the absolute freedom of research, the functioning of Nazism and the
Holocaust in the American political imagination, civil liberties in the Post-9/11 world, and
ongoing debates over animal rights, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and
domestic terrorism.
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Prologue- "A Jacobonical Doctrine." The First National Legislative Fight over
the Protection ofAnimals

As England entered the nineteenth century, bull-baiting was a popular blood
sport in which a bull was tied to a stake, mutilated and tormented into a state of
rage, and ultimately killed by a series of frenzied bulldogs loosed upon the tethered
bovine. In Spring 1800, Sir William Pultaney introduced in British House of
Commons the first ever national legislation to protect animals. The renowned
Parliamentarian's bill sought to prohibit bull-baiting. Despite the novelty of seeking
to protect animals legislatively, Sir William's measure enjoyed considerable, if not
always impassioned support.1
The bill met with fervid opposition. Led by MP William Windham, gender
was at the fore of the opposition's claims. Windham declared a ban on bull-baiting
would emasculate the British working class, and the proposed measure must have
been inspired by "some little" weak-willed man "whose wife might have been
frightened at seeing a bull-bait." Relatedly, Windham, who was also the British
Secretary of War, argued the proposed ban on baiting bulls threatened the security
of the British Empire. Windham asserted brutal amusements such as bull-baiting

1For an excellent, detailed overview of the British bull-baiting legislative fight, see Kathryn
Shevelow, For the Love ofAnimals: The Rise of the Animal ProtectionMovement (New York:

Henry Holt and Company, 2008), 201-222. There are areas of overlap between portions of
Shevelow's analysis of the British bull-baiting fight and my own analysis in this chapter.
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"contributed very much to give [British working-class men] a martial spirit" linked
to the passion "to fight against the enemies of his country[.]"

2

With Great Britain at war with revolutionary France, and Windham an ardent
ally of the Royalist cause, the guillotines across the channel loomed large in his
denunciations. The proposed ban, he insisted, was animated by a "Jacobinical
doctrine" intent on undermining the nation's security by weakening British military
preparedness. Conservative MP George Canning, co-founder of the periodical AntiJacobin, loudly seconded Windham's gender and security-oriented hostility to the
bill.3
The bill's opponents worked to deprive its supporters of one of their key
assets: rhetorical ownership of "the humane". The Secretary of War highlighted
inconsistencies in the ban's proponents' compassion for animals, and voiced
concerns for animals excluded from the proponents' vision. Windham denounced
the bill's supporters for protesting the cruelty of bull-baiting while saying nothing of

the issue of bull-baiting alone, Secretary of War Windham was a loud advocate for
the promotion of amusements "of a sort that cal[1] forth a continued admiration of prowess
and hardihood", and heaped scorn upon "amusements [that] are all of a pacific, pleasurable,
and effeminate nature[.]" Anon., "Mr. Windham's Opinions on the Efficacy of Pugilism," The
2Beyond

Sporting Magazine or Monthly Calendarof the Transactionsof the Turf, the Chase, and every
other Diversion Interesting to the Man of Pleasure,Enterprise, & Spirt (London) (Sept. 1812),
2 53; William Woodfall and Assistants, An ImpartialReport of the Debates that Occur in the
Houses of Parliament,in the Course of the FourthSession of the Eighteenth Parliamentof
Great Britain, called to meet at Westminster on Tuesday the 24th of September, 1799, Vol IL

(London: T. Gillet, 1800), 35-358.
Canning would also later become Prime Minister of England. Woodfall, 354- 363;
Shevelow, 205.
3George
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the many human practices "inflicting greater torture on other animals[.]"
Highlighting the "greater" cruelty of hunting, Windham demanded rhetorically, is
there "no cruelty in that practice?" Is "every bird [...] killed on the spot", or are they
subjected to prolonged suffering? Responding to his own question, Windham
informed, "For [every] one bird that was killed a dozen went off wounded." 4
Many of the bill's chief supporters were indeed hunters or spoke approvingly
thereof.5 Himself a devoted hunter, however, Windham shed crocodile tears for
hunted animals as he cast those who sought to prevent tethered bulls from being
dismembered by frenzied dogs as the true advocates of animal cruelty. Windham
declared that in not opposing hunting, the bill's supporters were endorsing the
actions of Britons who take "delight in tormenting poor timid animals that r[u]n
away to save their lives[.]" Windham castigated the anti-bull-baiters for approving
of their countrymen who "gratif[y] their ferocious dispositions by seeing the entrails
torn from the animal that had been so long a victim to their cruelty." 6
Building upon this line of argument, Windham suggested the inconsistent
compassion for animals voiced by the anti-bull-baiters was actually a veil masking a

4 Woodfall,

357-358.

T.C. Hansard et al., Hansard'sParliamentaryDebates, Vol. XXXVI, Comprising the Period
from the Twenty-Ninth Day of October, 1801, to the Twelfth Day ofAugust, 1803 (London: T.C.
5See

Hansard, 1820), 846, 853. Relatedly, see Harriet Ritvo, The Animal Estate: The English and
Other Creaturesin the VictorianAge (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989), 148-149.
6 Woodfall,

354-357.
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darker purpose: the deprivation of British liberty. More specifically, Windham
alleged the ban on bull-baiting was designed to deprive the liberty of British
working men. 7 Though hardly an ally of the working class, the conservative
Secretary of War denounced the anti-bull-baiters as animated by a "busy meddling
spirit" intent on "depriving the poor of all their amusements." Continued Windham,
the bill's supporters were employing the bill as a vehicle to gain "unnecessary and
vexatious control over the lower classes of people." Again, asserted Windham, this
constituted a threat to the security of the nation. Windham cautioned his colleagues,
"These were not fit times for [....] affording the lower classes of people an

opportunity" to voice class resentment. This, Windham admonished, would lead to
Jacobinism. 8
When the bull-baiting prohibition came up for a vote, the Secretary ofWar's
side narrowly prevailed, 43 to 41.9 The Times celebrated the bill's defeat, declaring
the measure to have been a threat to British freedoms. Further, The Timesstressed

71For an extended analysis of the partial functioning of Victorian animal protection as a
vehicle for social control of the working class, see Ritvo, 133-166.
8 Woodfall, 354-358.
9Ibid., 363.
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that if a similar bill were to be submitted in the future, the Secretary of War's "manly
language" would again be required to safeguard British liberty.10
Undeterred, two years later, the ban's proponents reintroduced it. This time
their effort was joined by Evangelical Anglican MP William Wilberforce. Wilberforce
was Britain's leading anti-slavery crusader, and he battled in Parliament both for the
abolition of slavery and protection of animals. As in 1800, Windham again helmed
those opposed. And again, Windham and his allies attacked the bill on purported
national security grounds. One Windham ally, MP Major-General Isaac Gascoyne,
who had been wounded captaining a British naval ship in the war against the
French, claimed that in his home town, bull-baiting was such a useful military
recruiting tool that "the bull was called the recruiting sergeant[."11
More pointedly, Windham declared a core feature of the alleged menace
posed by the bill was that anti-bull-baiting sentiment was a threat to the British
Empire by functioning as a threat to the British mind. In making this case, Windham
conflated Wilberforce's Anglican Evangelicalism with the perceived-to-be-moreextreme Evangelical sect of Methodism, and then further conflated Methodism and
Jacobinism. Despite the deep antagonisms between the two philosophies and their
adherents, Windham cried, "[T]he Jacobins and the Methodists" are "two great

10 As quoted in Shevelow, 207.
11 Hansard, 844.
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parties united" in their joint quest to "fit the [British] mind for the reception of their
poisonous tenets" and achieve "the destruction of the old English character[.]"12
Asserted Windham, the Methodist Wilberforce sought to bring Jacobinsm to
British shores by protecting bulls from baiting with dogs. In reference to
Wilberforce's proposed ban on the practice, Windham damningly alleged there was
"nothing that could operate more strongly to goad the mind into desperation, and to
prepare the poor for that dangerous enthusiasm which was analogous to
Jacobinism." Continued Windham, "Such a bill as this" was "sufficient to Jacobinze a
whole country."13
As in 1800, in 1802 gendered claims were central to the bill's opposition. In
response to the measure's reintroduction, Windham insisted bull-baiting must be
preserved because "the Jacobins in France and England very sincerely lamen[t]" the
manly, martial vigor produced by the baiting of British bulls. In like vein, Windham's
Parliamentary ally William Frankland denounced the proposed ban as a threat to
England's "national character." It was "the encouragement given to such manly
sports", Franklin declared, "that made us what we [are]." Disaster had befallen
England, he continued, whenever her people turned to "sedentary and unmanly"

12Hansard, 833-834.
13Ibid.

13

pursuits."1 4 Again in repetition of his arguments from 1800, Windham explicitly

assailed the masculinity of the bill's proponents, sneering, "These gentlemen see[m]
to be influenced by a species of philosophy dictated by their wives[.] "15
Also as in 1800, Windham and his allies sought to deprive the bill's
supporters ownership of "the humane". Pro-bull-baiting William Frankland called
out the bill's proponents for inconsistencies in their compassion. "In some points of
view," opined Frankland, "the amusement of horse-racing might also be termed
cruel; there was not a year in which numbers were not killed in that sport[....] So
might it be said of stag hunting." Frankland rhetorically asked if the bill's
proponents thought stag hunting "could take place without producing great agony?
The hounds often fastened on his chest, and tore him to pieces-- and yet such a
practice had entirely escaped the humanity of the legislature[.]"16
Major-General Gascoyne informed that in his town, he had heard "the bulls
were ornamented with flowers previous to their being baited, and their horns gilt
and decorated."1 7 Going further, not only was bull-baiting not cruel, Windham
insisted, it was actually an act of compassion to the tethered animal. By giving the

14Ibid.,
1s
16

849.

Ibid., 843.

Ibid., 849.
844.

17Ibid.,

14

bull an opportunity to prove his manly valor, "the bull felt a satisfaction in the
contest", and there was "demonstrable proof that he felt some pleasure."1 8 As such,
Windham implied, it was the bull-baiters and their allies, not the bill's hen-pecked
proponents, who were the true protectors of animals. When the 1802 bill came up
for a vote, Windham's side again prevailed, this time 51-64.19

Here in the first ever national legislative fight over animal protection, several
themes stand out: Efforts to legislatively protect animals were met with gendered
attacks, accusations of dangerously pathological thinking, assertions that politicized
compassion for animals was a false compassion that served as a mask for assaults
on cherished liberties, insistence that those seeking to thwart animal protection
legislation were the true defenders of animals, and dire warnings that animal
protection legislation and its proponents represented a threat to national security.
And while the anti-bull-baiters at times couched portions of their own arguments in
gender, pathologized thinking, and even national security, these arguments failed to
adequately resonate. 20 Two decades later, some of those involved in pushing the

18

Ibid., 839.

19 Ibid., 854.

In the 1800-1802 Parliamentary debates over bull-baiting, the anti-bull-baiters employed
such rhetorical strategies sparingly and typically less in reference to the effects of bullbaiting as much as an aside or referencing the effects of the pro-bull-baiters' argumentation.
For example, regarding gendered rhetoric, pro-bill Sir Richard Hill incidentally (though
20

15

bull-baiting effort co-founded the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(SPCA). It was the first incorporated animal protection organization in the world.
Another decade later, in 1835, the SPCA and its allies in Parliament finally banned
bull-baiting. 2 1In 1840, Queen Victoria granted the Society royal status, rendering it
the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA). However, the
RSPCA's victories remained limited as well as focused primarily on animal cruelty
perpetrated by the lower classes. More so, the 1800-1802 contest to define and own
the above key rhetorical features of the fight over politicized animal protection
proved durable. And from the perspective of those seeking to legislate in favor of
animals, far more often than not, this was losing terrain.

foully) remarked that, "The amiable sex, in general, [are] advocates for the bill. There might,
indeed, be some exceptions; but where should we find them? Perhaps, staggering out of a
gin-shop[.]" Regarding national security, pro-bill William Wilberforce declared Windham's
assertion, that without bull-baiting British workers would rise up in Jacobin revolt, was
such an insult to the British working class that, "Of all the arguments ever invented by
Jacobinism to prove the wretched state of the lower orders, this surely was the strongest, if
the only enjoyment of the common people of England was derived from the practice of bullbaiting." Likewise, pro-bill MP John Dent suggested Windham's remarks were the only
Jacobonistic feature of the bull-baiting issue. Accused Dent, he had never "heard a speech
which was of a more Jacobinical tendency than [Windham's] warm appeal to the vulgar

prejudices of the rabble[.]" Ibid., 830-831, 846, 854.
banned bull-baiting, along with bear-baiting and cockfighting, in 1835 in the
"Act to Consolidate and Amend the Several Laws Relating to the Cruel and Improper
Treatment of Animals, and the Mischiefs arising from the driving of Cattle, and to make
other Provisions in regard thereto", more commonly known as the Cruelty to Animals Act of
21Parliament

1835.
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Chapter 1- "No Union with Slaveholders!" The Vivisection Question in America
and The Anticipation of War

The Liberatorunderstood its cause as a holy crusade to eradicate the scourge
of slavery and secure human rights for black people. As the premier abolitionist
organ in the United States, William Lloyd Garrison's newspaper exhorted
uncompromising resistance to the cruelty and injustice of human bondage. Only
three weeks before Confederate troops attacked Fort Sumter, plunging the United
States into Civil War, The Liberatordeclared, "No Union with Slaveholders!" In the
adjacent column, Garrison heralded the "sacre[d]" necessity of also securing "the
rights of animals".

22

Wrote Garrison, "If it be true that 'Man's inhumanity to man makes
thousands mourn,' it is equally true that his barbarity to fish, and fowl, and cattle,
mightily augments the sum of mortal agony." Garrison continued that the protection
of animals was "a messianic mission in behalf of the brute race, who though
incapable of articulate speech, possess feeling, memory, instinct, forecast, a certain
power of reasoning, with large capacity for enjoyment and suffering; and whose
claims to rational and humane consideration, at the hands of man, ought ever to be
sacredly regarded." Proclaimed Garrison, human beings should be "ashamed that
they have given so little attention to the nature and capacity" of other animals, and
that man must extend his compassion and sense of justice to "every beast of the
earth". Further, the anti-slavery crusader declared humanity must recognize that
22 Anon.,

"No Union with Slaveholders! Vindication of Massachusetts," The Liberator(22
March 1861), 2; William Lloyd Garrison, "The Treatment of Animals," The Liberator(22
March 1861), 2.
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animals possess "certain absolute and inherent rights, which could not be
disregarded without great wrong, as well as positive suffering[.]" Yet, bemoaned
Garrison, these rights have "been systematically violated through ignorance, caprice,
thoughtlessness, or brutality, to the infliction of an amount of suffering and crime
beyond all power of computation." Declaring that for animals humanity is a
"tyrannic lord", Garrison signed his column, "Yours, for the recognition of 'the rights
of man' and 'the rights of animals,' Wm. Lloyd Garrison." 23
In 1866, less than a year after the Confederacy's surrender, former diplomat
Henry Bergh explicitly drew upon foundational American tropes and drafted a
document he titled a "Declaration of the Rights of Animals", and then founded the
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA).

24

Headquartered in New York City, the ASPCA was the first incorporated animal
protection organization in the Western Hemisphere. In the group's early years,
Bergh and his organization fought against such practices such as cock-fighting,
horse beating, cruelty to dogs, fox-hunting, pigeon shoots, and cruelty in
slaughterhouses. 25

the best of my knowledge, the present study is the first to locate or discuss Garrison's
here-quoted column or thoughts on animal rights. Also, Garrison's column takes the form of
an open letter to John S. Rarey, an attorney and "world-renowned" horse whisperer and
humane educator whose lecture on the subject Garrison had just attended at the elegant
Boston Music Hall. Regarding the final lecture of Rarey's four-day speaking engagement,
gushing, Garrison instructed his readership, "Go and see it." Ibid., 2.
23To

24Diane

L. Beers, For the Prevention of Cruelty: The History and Legacy ofAnimal Rights

Activism in the United States (Athens: Swallow Press/Ohio University Press, 2006), 43-44.
25

ernard Oreste Unti, The quality of mercy: Organized animalprotection in the United

States, 1866-1930 (Diss: American University, 2002), 80-87.
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Across the Atlantic during the same period, Louis Pasteur, Robert Koch,
Joseph Lister, and other trailblazing physicians and researchers developed and set
about supporting their new "germ theory" of disease. 26 This effort quickly gave rise
to the nascent disciplines of bacteriology and immunology, as well as the
modernized disciplines of physiology and pharmacology, all of which positioned the
laboratory rather than the bedside as the key site for the production of medical
knowledge. 27 The chief vehicles for such knowledge production within the
laboratory were living human and animal bodies on which to experiment.2 8
The rapid growth of such laboratories birthed an international movement
opposed to experimentation on animals and non-consenting human beings. In
inspiration and personnel, the antivivisection movement drew heavily upon the
slavery abolitionist movement and the ongoing fight for women's suffrage. In 1875,
Frances Power Cobbe, a leading Irish suffragette and writer in London, founded the
world's first antivivisection society, the Victoria Street Society for the Protection of
Animals from Vivisection. Cobbe's organization reacted with profound
disappointment to the British Cruelty to Animals Act of 1876, which, as described by
Massachusetts Institute of Technology historian Harriet Ritvo, "could easily have

260n

the development and reception of germ theory in the United States, see, Nancy Tomes,

The Gospel of Germs: Men, Women, and the Microbe in American Life (Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 1998).
27Tomes;

Susan E. Lederer, Subjected to Science: Human Experimentation in America Before

the Second World War (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1995), 3-6; Patrica Peck Gossell,
"William Henry Welch and the Antivivisection Legislation in the District of Columbia, 18961900," Journalof the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences (V40, 1985),402.
28 Lederer

(1995), 3.
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been understood as a protection for vivisectors rather than a constraint on them." 29
Cobbe's group also damned the RSPCA's ultimately anemic response to the
vivisection question. 30 In response, the Victoria Street Society and an assortment of
other British antivivisection organizations waged a relentless effort "for the total
abolition of vivisection". 3 1
From the very beginning of the organization's existence in 1866, Henry
Bergh and his ASPCA opposed and fought vivisection. 32 However, vivisection
remained far less common in the U.S. than across the Atlantic, and antivivisection
campaigns represented only a relatively small portion of the ASPCA's activities.
Harvard and John Hopkins opened their first physiology laboratories in the 1870s,
and when the two universities expanded those facilities in the 1880s, other schools
began to follow. In 1884, Henry Bergh travelled to Baltimore to campaign against
vivisection at John Hopkins. Disturbed by the continuing spread of animal
experimentation, Bergh became convinced of the need for an American organization

29

Ritvo, 160.

30 Ritvo,

159-161.
31 Ritvo, 161-163.
321Bernard Oreste Unti, "'The doctors are so sure that they only are right.': The Rockefeller
Institute and the Defeat of Vivisection Reform in New York, 1908-1914," in Darwin H.
Stapleton (ed.), CreatingA Tradition of Biomedical Research: Contributionsto The History of

The Rockefeller University (New York: Rockefeller University Press, 2004), 176; Unti
(2002), 330; Gossell, 398.
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to counter vivisection with the single-minded focus of Cobbe's Victoria Street
Society. 33

Of like mind, in 1885, Caroline Earle White founded the first dedicated
antivivisection society in the U.S., the American Anti-Vivisection Society (AAVS)
based in Philadelphia.34 In addition to drawing inspiration from her father, a
prominent abolitionist attorney, White drew motivation from Bergh, Cobbe, and the
influential American abolitionist and suffragette, Mary Grew. 35 With Bergh's death
in 1888, the ASPCA adopted a more cautious position and retreated from
engagement on the vivisection issue. 36 However, especially as U.S. experimentation
on animals expanded dramatically in the 1890s, new antivivisection societies across
the country joined White and her AAVS. 37
The antivivisectionists explicitly understood their efforts as following in the
footsteps of William Wilberforce, William Lloyd Garrison, and other anti-slavery
abolitionists. In some cases, surviving abolitionists openly joined the
antivivisectionists' ranks. These included Julia Ward Howe, famed abolitionist,

33 Unti, (2002), 329-333;
34 Unti (2002), 352-355.

Gossell, 398-401.

Oreste Unti, "American Ant-Vivisection Society: Our Founder,"
http://aavs.org/about/history/founder (Visited 3 April 2018).
36 Unti (2004), 176.
37 Lederer (1995),
53.
35Bernard
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feminist, and author of the Civil War Union anthem, "Battle Hymn of the Republic". 38
Inspired by the anti-slavery abolitionists, American antivivisectionists hoped to
redeem civilization by eradicating the perceived scourge of vivisection. To this end,
they campaigned to prohibit or at least meaningfully regulate experiments on
animals and vulnerable groups of humans beings. 39
Almost immediately, a movement of medical researchers and their allies
formed to eradicate the perceived scourge of antivivisection. Henry Bergh and his
ASPCA's efforts to ban vivisection in New York in the 1880s led the New York State
Medical Society to establish the first American body officially tasked with defending
animal experimentation from antivivisectionists. In 1896, the Boston Society of
Medical Sciences established a similar committee. 40
Expanding to national ambitions, between 1896 and 1902, American
antivivisectionists made repeated attempts in Congress to pass a fairly mild
regulatory bill for animal experimentation occurring within Washington, D.C.
Modelled after the British Act of 1876, the antivivisectionists' efforts were greatly

380n

Julia Ward Howe's antivivisection activities, see Laura E. Richards, Maud Howe Elliott,

and Florence Howe Hall, Julia Ward Howe: 1819-1910 Vol. II (Boston & New York: Houghton
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aided by widespread popular support including that of leading abolitionists and
suffragettes such as Julia Ward Howe, the passionate backing of physician and U.S.
Senator Jacob Gallinger, and the support of six U.S. Supreme Court justices. 4 1
Dr. William Henry Welch coordinated the pro-vivisection response. Among
numerous other achievements, Welch was the first and current dean of the Johns
Hopkins School of Medicine and the founder of the Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene
and Public Health. 42 To assist Welch in his fight, the American Medical Association
(AMA) produced and disseminated a pamphlet titled "Defense of Vivisection". 4 3
Welch's efforts to derail the antivivisectionists' regulatory measure were further
buoyed by the outbreak of the Spanish-American War which lead to the bill's
shelving. 44 When Senator Gallinger reintroduced a similar bill in 1899, AMA
president and Welch's disciple in pro-vivisection activism, Dr. William Williams
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Keen of Philadelphia, co-coordinated the again successful pro-vivisection
campaign. 45
As animal experimentation and ethically dubious human experimentation
further spread in the U.S., so too did the antivivisectionists' efforts to oppose it.4 6 In
response, in 1908, the American Medical Association established a standing body to
counter "the antivivisection menace". The head of the AMA's new Council on the
Defense of Medical Research was Keen's disciple in pro-vivisection advocacy,
Harvard's Walter B. Cannon. 47 As the struggle between the antivivisectionists and
the "research defense community" escalated, both sides increasingly came to
understand their political conflict as akin to warfare.

Martial rhetoric has been an occasional, if minor feature of western notions
of healing and disease for millennia. However, with the rise of bacteriology and
related disciplines in the later part of the nineteenth century, such rhetoric became
a central facet of modern understandings of medicine, and in particular the nascent
germ theory of disease. 48 Disease was depicted as an enemy upon which the body
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waged war. By World War I, the martial understanding of medicine had evolved
such that disease was cast as an attacking foe, medical men as generals in the fight
against illness, research laboratories as weapons, treatments as ammunition, mass
enlistment in the public health army as a patriotic obligation, dissenters from that
army as national menaces, and the war against disease as synonymous with the war
in Europe. This potent rendering transformed the thinking of American researchers
and provided a militarized framework within which to view their work, authority,
and challenges to both. Antivivisection campaigns lent themselves particularly well
to such a schematization.
American medical men leading the charge against the antivivisectionists
were familiar with more than just the language of war. The field medic experience
was integral in the professional development of many of America's brightest
medical minds. In no person was this more pronounced than "Nestor of American
surgeons", Dr. William Williams Keen.49 A towering figure in American medicine, W.
W. Keen was born in Philadelphia in 1837.50 While a medical student, on the
"auspicious day" of July 4, 1861, Keen was sworn into the Union Army on the steps
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of the U.S. Capital. 51 He spent the following years practicing the pre-hygienic
"horrible surgery of the Civil War" on the wounded at such bloodbaths as the Battle
of Bull Run.5 2 His wartime work alongside mentor Dr. Weir Mitchell "laid the
foundation of modern neurological surgery."5 3
Despite declining his Army commission to pursue a civilian career in
medicine after the defeat of the Confederacy, his Civil War service was never far
from the fore of Keen's thoughts.5 4 Keen would train in Paris, Vienna, Berlin, and
London but invoked his formative Civil War days at seemingly every opportunity.
Keen habitually began sentences with phrases such as, "During the Civil War[...],"
and maintained that "only those who have lived through" that war and its "horribly
fatal surgery" could fully appreciate the gifts of modern medicine.55 Reminiscing on
his ninetieth birthday in 1927, Keen remarked that, "To me, the Civil War does not
seem very far away."56

51 Ibid, 1.
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Trained in antiseptic surgery by pioneer of antisepsis, Joseph Lister, Keen
rapidly became one of America's most eminent surgeons.5 7 In 1887, he performed
the first successful operation for a brain tumor, and later participated in the secret
surgery to remove a malignant tumor from President Grover Cleveland.58 By the
turn of the century, Keen was the President of American Medical Association and the
College of Physicians of Philadelphia.5 9 Keen also served as President of the
American Philosophical Society, the American Surgical Association, the Philadelphia
Academy of Surgery, and the International Society of Surgery.60 Eventually teaching
over 10,000 students, the PhiladelphiaLedger in 1922 proclaimed that, "So great is
the measure of distinction enjoyed by Dr. William W. Keen that enumeration of his
professional activities would fill columns." 61
As we have seen in Keen's assistance to Welch in the D.C. fight, prominent
among those activities was Keen's battles against the antivivisectionists. Keen stood
at the fore of medical efforts to promote experiments on animals and to prevent the
restriction or regulation of animal research. As Keen saw it, by attempting to
(1927), 10. Keen declared in 1917 that, "Antiseptic surgery, as developed in its basic
principles by Lister, is the greatest 'revolution' in the entire history of surgery." Keen
(1917), 53.
58Martha Mitchell, "William Williams Keen," Encyclopedia Brunoniana(Providence: Brown
University Library, 1993), reproduced online at
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p?serial=K0030 (Viewed 5 April 2018).
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regulate the laboratory, and by opposing some of its products such as vaccination,
antivivisectionists threatened the autonomy of researchers to lead the battle against
illness, as well as the viability of what many researchers saw as their chief weapons
in that fight.
Indeed, a messianic understanding of the role of the researcher and the
sacred necessity of absolute freedom of research were central articles of faith for
much of the research and research defense community. As Columbia University
philosopher and ardent pro-vivisectionist John Dewey wrote in 1909 in a tract for
the Medical Society of the State of New York,
Scientific inquiry has been the chief instrumentality in bringing man from
barbarism to civilization, from darkness to light; while it has incurred at
every step, determined opposition from the powers of ignorance,
misunderstanding and jealousy. [.... Antivivisection] involves the revival of
that animosity to discovery and to the application to life of the fruits of
discovery which, upon the whole, has been the chief foe of human progress.
Wrote Dewey, "The community as a whole is under definite obligations to see to it
that physicians and scientific men are not needlessly hampered[.]"
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strongest incentive to scientific and medical men in other countries to resist to the
utmost the imposition of similar shackles upon freedom of scientific investigation."
Continued Welch, "We to-day should be recreant to a great trust did we not do all in
our power to protect our successors from the imposition of these trammels upon
freedom of research."6 3
Similarly rejecting the possibility of any external oversight of the laboratory,
an obstetrician at Brooklyn Hospital and Lecturer on Surgery at Long Island College
Hospital made plain in 1895, "I am in favor of vivisection without other restriction
or restraint than the conscious of the experimenter himself." 64 Of like mind, one of
the very few women animal experimenters at the time, Dr. Mary Jacobi of the New
York Infirmary, voiced that it is "ridiculous for outsiders, necessarily imperfectly
acquainted with methods of physiological research, to be allowed to prescribe what
may or may not be done to demonstrate a proposition or to impart to students a
living conception of the phenomena of life." Jacobi additionally signed her name,
along with numerous other doctors and researchers, to an 1895 declaration
asserting, "[W]hile many discoveries of value in the treatment of human ailments
have undoubtedly been due to experiments on animals, yet even these we regard as
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of secondary importance to the absolute freedom of research, and the independence
of Science from all restrictions and restraints." 65
In full agreement, Dr. Henry P. Bowditch explicitly linked the freedom of
research to cherished Americanist freedoms more broadly by invoking an aphorism
commonly misattributed to Thomas Jefferson. Bowditch, who was the co-founder of
the American Physiological Society, Professor of Physiology at Harvard, and until
recently the Dean of Harvard Medical School, declared before Congress in 1900 that,
"'Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty,' and the saying seems to be as true of
liberty to study and investigate as of the political liberty with regard to which the
saying originated." 66

As a high priest of the faith of absolute research freedom, W.W. Keen assisted
in coordinating the efforts of the American research defense community from the
early 1880s until just before his death in 1932.67 He strategized, testified before
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Congress and state governments, wrote articles, and was always on call as a
spokesperson for the medical community.
In Keen's countless responses to the antivivisection "enemy", he moved
seamlessly between what he perceived as the inextricably linked war on disease,
war against the antivivisectionists, and actual military combat. 68 Drawing time and
again on his Civil War experience, he excoriated those he described as "enemies of
our children and of humanity", and argued for the military and civilian fruits of
vivisection. 69 In a 1901 article titled "The Progress of Surgery as Influenced by
Vivisection," Keen asserted, "I shall never forget one night [...] about ten day after
the battle of Gettysburg, when I was called five times" to treat secondary
hemorrhages from pre-antiseptic ligatures. However, as a result of Lister's
experiments on animals, Keen maintained, "I do not recall in the last thirty years five
case similar to these five I attended in one night."7 0

Similarly, asserted Keen, "During the Civil War practically almost every case
of perforation of the intestine by gunshot died." However, as a result of subsequent
abdominal gunshot experiments on dogs, the surgical success rate for intestinal
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wounds had improved and many "patients had recovered." 71 At seemingly every
opportunity, Keen contrasted the present state of medicine, attributed to animal
experimentation, with the lamentably inferior states of wound "dressing [....] during
the Civil War," wound infection "During the Civil War," "Gangrene [...] in the Civil
War," Smallpox "During the Civil War," "blood poisoning in the Civil War," "lockjaw
[....]

in the Civil War," and "thermometry [in] the Civil War." 72
Keen's disciple in pro-vivisection activity was Harvard's Walter B. Cannon.

Like Keen, Cannon was a dominating figure in American medicine and devotee of
absolute research autonomy. A graduate of the Harvard Medical School Class of
1900, by 1906 Cannon was Chair of Harvard's Department of Physiology. Cannon
held this position for the next thirty-six years. 73 He coined the term "fight or flight
response" in 1915 and significantly developed Claude Bernard's concept of
homeostasis in 1932.74
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Cannon was elected Chairman of the AMA's pro-vivisection Council on the
Defense of Medical Research in 1908 and held that position through 1928.75
Cannon's biographer later wrote, "few physicians or scientists in the country knew
more than he did about the antivivisectionists and few had as much experience in
defending medical research." He was, "indispensable" to the protection of
unimpeded animal experimentation. 76
Cannon's conceptual approach to the vivisection issue was overwhelmingly
martial. Cannon described his responding to antivivisection articles as his having
"taken up the cudgels" against the antivivisectionists. 7 Upon learning Keen was to
have an article published refuting the recently published claims of a British
antivivisectionist, Cannon rejoiced, "I am delighted to learn that you had been
loading your gun for Stephen Coleridge and that Collier will fire it for you." 78 Cannon
explained his decision to instruct Colorado pro-vivisectionists to counter an
antivivisection campaign on their own by asserting, "it is better for them to fight out
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their own battle rather to ask that mercenaries from the outside be brought in."79
And Cannon voiced outrage at a 1910 New York Post article he perceived to be
inadequately critical of antivivisectionists by insisting, "we may be justified in
declaring that they who are not for us are against us."80
Like his mentor Keen and Keen's mentor Welch before him, Walter B. Cannon
fully viewed the defense of research autonomy as a medical and martial matter of
spiritual and world-historic importance. "Science", Cannon declared in 1913, "has
waged a long warfare through the centuries for freedom of investigation. The last of
its battles is being waged to-day for freedom of experimental research in
medicine." 81 The enemy was clear. As a 1914 Harper'sarticle written with assistance
from Cannon testified, antivivisectionists "wage an intermittent guerilla warfare
against those men who are devoting their time and trained energies to the
investigation of disease and its cure." 82 Speaking of a 1920 California antivivisection
initiative, Cannon asserted, "the obvious fact, is of course, that this is not a state
struggle but merely a new manifestation of the old conflict between light and
darkness[.]"83 And offering the highest praise he had to give, Cannon declared in
1928 that through his constant efforts against the antivivisectionists, Keen had
"done more than anyone else to preserve freedom of medical research in this
B. Cannon to W. W. Keen, 27 Feb. 1922, APS Cannon Papers.
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country." 84 In almost lockstep agreement and working hand in hand from 1908 until
the late 1920s, Keen and Cannon jointly crafted the American medical community's
evolving response to the "antivivisection problem".

The antivivisectionists kept Keen and Cannon busy. Through streams of
expos6s detailing alleged laboratory cruelty, public lectures, information booths,
magazine and newspaper articles, and legislative campaigns, the movement assailed
what it saw as "that unspeakable stain upon civilization, vivisection." 85
Antivivisection appeals were grounded in sentimental, scientific, and spiritual
claims. Vivisection, they argued, was patently cruel. Antivivisectionists, often by
reprinting researchers' own accounts of their experiments from medical literature,
painted harrowing portraits of "tortured" dogs, "strapped to the table," suffering in
the course of "unspeakably fiendish experiments" at the hands of "sadistic"
researchers. 86 Author and feminist Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Ward informed an
audience in 1908 that, "It is on record that a dog undergoing a shocking vivisection
of the vertebral nerves twice escaped the knife, and struggling up in his agony, put
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his arms around his vivisector's neck to plead for mercy; and that he prayed in
vain." 87
While antivivisectionists were best known for these sentimental appeals,
their scientific arguments were often equally central to the movement's ideology.
Vivisection, they argued, was predicated upon spurious scientific assumptions. Chief
among them was the germ theory of disease. Coming to prominence in the latter
third of the nineteenth century, germ theory remained to varying degrees
contentious throughout the first decades of the twentieth. 88
As Nancy Tomes has shown, popular acceptance of germ theory came
incrementally, and many had only a piecemeal understanding of the theory and the
science behind it.89 Doctors themselves disagreed as to the reliability and details of
the new theory. As late as 1920, The FarmJournal(a publication with 1,000,000
subscribers) printed an article penned by a doctor stating that "germs and microbes,
as the causes of disease, do not exist," and that this had "been shown by expert
investigation." 90
Many, including the antivivisectionists, continued believing in the older
"sanitary science" theory of disease that had until recently been the dominant
medical opinion. Under the sanitary model, illness was the product of a defect in
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hereditary or moral character, as exhibited by unhygienic living conditions or
immoral behavior such as excessive alcohol consumption. Pollution of the body,
whether through environmental, genetic, or moral contamination, was thought to
weaken the body thus giving rise to sickness. 9 1
Under such an understanding, animal experimentation was "fundamentally
unscientific." 92 Yes, injections of toxins into animal bodies would produce disease,
but it was the polluting nature of the injection and the fear in the originating animal
that generated illness, not any specific microbe. Antivivisectionists argued the
products of such investigations; serums, anti-toxins, and vaccines, would poison the
very human bodies they were intended to protect. Recurring and highly publicized
outbreaks of disease following mass inoculations, such as the death of 13 of 36
prisoners inoculated for cholera in 1906, lent credence to such fears. 93
As convinced as most antivivisectionists were of both the cruelty and
unscientific nature of vivisection, the movement's core claim was spiritual. Simply,
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animal experimentation was an affront to God and therefore must be wrong. As the
American Anti-Vivisection Society proclaimed, vivisection "is wrong... it is against
the laws of God to torture a sentient being without its consent." 94 Accordingly, "no
matter what good it had accomplished, it was wicked because it was against the
laws of god, and therefore should be stopped." 95
Animal experimentation, they argued, was a pernicious product of a
materialist worldview slowly seizing hold of public life. By privileging physical
health through cruelty over spiritual health through compassion, and by placing
"emphasis [...] upon the body and not upon the spirit within", vivisectors were
openly rejecting the word of God. 96 "If anyone should tell me," proclaimed Caroline
Earle White, "that this [vivisection] is favored by god, I should tell him that he was
guilty of blasphemy." 97
So strong was the antivivisectionists' conviction that animal experimentation
contravened divine will that for many, faith in the eventual triumph of
antivivisection was as much a precondition for belief in God as was faith in God a
cornerstone of antivivisection belief. Speaking to a crowd in Philadelphia in 1909,
influential visiting British antivivisectionist Miss Lind Af Hageby proclaimed, "If I
believed that good things could undoubtedly come out of evil, I could not have faith
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in the spiritual purpose of the universe[.]"98 AAVS founder Caroline Earle White
concurred, declaring that if she did not "believe that in the course of time we shall
have total abolition of vivisection [....] I could not believe that there is a God in
Heaven."99

The practice of this blasphemous art, they argued, had a sinister effect on
souls. Through materialism and animal cruelty, vivisection "converts men into
fiends". 100 Antivivisectionists decried "the inevitable hardening of feeling produced
by" animal experimentation among its practitioners. 1 01 It was not only the souls of
the vivisectors themselves that were threatened by vivisection, however. The entire
race was at risk of moral contamination and catastrophic reversion to an ungodly
state through acceptance of what antivivisectionists saw as a "black doctrine." "To
permit this work to go on and let men become regardless of it," argued AAVS
President Rev. Dr. Floyd W. Tomkins in 1909, "is to deaden the sensibility which is
the power through which man is allied to God. If the human race becomes without
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feeling, then does Nordau's rule come to pass; and there is a reversion to the original
type and a degeneration."1

02

Like Keen, antivivisectionists also found inspiration in their own wartime
experiences. In 1910, Dr. W.R.D. Blackwood of Philadelphia, a veteran of the Army
Medical Corps, declared, "I was in more than forty battles in the Civil War, and I did
not lie down when I got licked. This society [AAVS] has got to keep on; and we shall
get there after a while, if we only stand up."10 3
However, the spiritual underpinnings of antivivisection thought had long
aligned the movement with Christian pacifism. Consequently, antivivisection
rationales did not lend themselves as neatly to martial conceptualizations as
research defense. An AAVS speaker in 1911 lamented, "There is little about which
one can be sanguine for future good in a nation that spends more than two-thirds of
its income upon wars and rumors and seeks to make itself a world power by
unblushing theft of other people's land."1 04 AAVS President Robert Logan combined
opposition to both vivisection and war in an accusatory 1916 missive to Cannon. "As
a loyal Harvard man," wrote Logan, "I am heartily sorry that my university is so
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prominent in a practice [vivisection] which is typical of an age of materialism, greed,
selfishness, competition, and war[.]"105
Still, over the first decade and half of the twentieth century, American
antivivisectionists conceived of themselves as fighting a war on two fronts. The dayto-day war was fought on the earthly plane, and this, the antivivisectionists
perceived, was primarily a war of defense. Antivivisectionists envisioned
themselves operating "in defense of our animal friends" and vulnerable human
beings from the physical assaults of "The Enemy."1 06 As acceptance of germ theory
grew, antivivisectionists saw the "ranks" of their opponents expanding.1 07 Now, they
declared, many "medical colleges and libraries [we] may collectively classify as 'the
camp of the enemy."1 08 "The Enemy" was perceived as an insatiable, bloodthirsty,
and cold-hearted army seeking out new animal and human bodies to imprison and
torture in their laboratories.

As historian of medicine Susan E. Lederer has shown, the issue of
experimentation on vulnerable human populations was central to the arguments of
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anti and pro-vivisectionists alike.1 09 Concomitant with the ascendancy of scientific
medicine and the organizational restructuring of American medical care and
training along Continental and especially German models, massive hospitals and
laboratories increasingly provided "material" and motivation for human
experimentation. For many Americans, the family physician gradually transformed
into the "scientist at the bedside."11 0 This became a core concern for the
antivivisectionists.
Indeed, the animal protection and children's protection movements in the
United States experienced a co-evolution of sorts. For example, in addition to
founding the first animal protection organization in the U.S., the ASPCA in 1866, in
1875 Henry Bergh also founded the first American organization explicitly devoted
to the protection of children, the New York Society for the Protection of Children
(SPCC).111 Bergh's ASPCA and SPCC labored in intimate cooperation, functioning
with both programmatic and organizational overlaps.1120ver the following decades,
newly founded animal protection and children's protection organizations across the
country likewise worked in tandem or even as single entities. A representative of
the Colorado Bureau of Child and Animal Protection was quoted in 1910 declaring,
"The protection of children and the protection of animals are combined because of
the principle involved, i.e. their helplessness, is the same; because all life is the same,
109 Lederer
110
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differing only in degree of development and expression; and because each profits by
association with the other.""

3

Prior to emancipation, southern doctors and researchers often experimented
on slaves and vulnerable free black people.11 4 As Lederer has demonstrated, even
after the fall of the Confederacy, unethical human experimentation on vulnerable
populations, often conducted by prestigious researchers and research institutions,
was indeed relatively common in the United States and other western countries. For
a few examples among many, after receiving his M.D. from Johns Hopkin's and
serving in the U.S. Army Medical Service in the Philippines during the recent
Spanish-American War, in his capacity as director of the Philippine Biological
Laboratory in the U.S. occupied Philippines, in 1906 Dr. Richard Pearson Strong
subjected roughly three dozen non-consenting prisoners incarcerated at Bilibid
Prison in Manilla to an experimental cholera vaccine. The vaccine was contaminated
with bubonic plague virus, and thirteen of the inmates died. Not long thereafter,
Strong became Chair of the new Harvard Medical School Department of Tropical
Medicine." 5 Around the same time, Dr. Hideyo Noguchi of the Rockefeller Institute
for Biological Research in New York was engaged in a series of experiments
113
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infecting rabbits and human beings with an ostensibly neutered form of syphilis.
Favorably impressed with the results of Noguchi's research, in 1911, John Hopkins'
William Welch encouraged Noguchi to expand his efforts to extensive
experimentation upon human beings. Moving on Welch's suggestion, Noguchi
coordinated with numerous New York City area physicians, hospitals, and other
medical establishments, ultimately infecting four hundred children and hospital
patients with his experimental syphilitic agent.1 16 Also around the same time, after
obtaining his M.D. from Johns Hopkins' in 1907, performing post-graduate
laboratory work in Berlin, and becoming a professor at the University of Michigan
Medical School, in 1916 Dr. Udo Julius Wile published in William Welch and Simon
Flexner's prestigious Journalof ExperimentalMedicine about his experiments
drilling into the brains of non-consenting, paralyzed patients in a Michigan mental
institution in order to infect rabbits with syphilis.1

U.S. antivivisectionists assailed

at every opportunity these and other acts of ethically dubious human
experimentation, and the antivivisectionists allies in Congress and the press did the
same. 118
The urgency of antivivisectionist condemnation of experiments on
vulnerable humans was heightened by researchers and other medical men's own
occasional explicit public calls for lethal experimentation on American prisoners.
116 Lederer
117 Ibid.
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For example, Dr. John S. Pyle of Ohio recommended in 1893 to the Tri-State Medical
Society that fatal experiments upon condemned prisoners be permitted.11 9 Similarly,
in 1895, Dr. Ephraim Cutter (M.D., L.L.D.) of New York declared that in addition to
gunshot experiments on dogs, he was "in favor of experiments made on criminals
sentenced to death justly, for the good of society, that is, penal physiology [....] [so
that finally] worthless and criminal lives thus be made valuable for the good of
society."12 0
As a result of U.S. researchers' actual and proposed ethically troubling human
experimentation, since the late nineteenth century, American antivivisectionists and
research defenders battled for rhetorical ownership of what I have termed the
specter of human vivisection. As Susan Lederer has shown for the early decades of
the twentieth century, with the concern for shared helplessness in mind,
antivivisectionists argued that orphans, women, charity patients, the mentally ill,
soldiers, and prisoners were all the logical progression for research subjects from
cats and dogs. This perceived trans-species peril led antivivisectionists to highlight
the connections between human and animal experimentation. Antivivisectionists
decried the "inevitable tendency of [animal] vivisection" to lead to experiments on
vulnerable groups of human beings. It was "only a step," and a short one at that, they
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asserted, from the animal laboratory to the hospital ward and orphanage.121With
every exposure of a new Dr. Strong, Dr. Noguchi, or Dr. Wile, antivivisectionists
bellowed to the press regarding the "fulfillment of prophecy".1 22
Conversely, medical researchers and other advocates of unregulated animal
experimentation argued that far from leading to human vivisection, animal
experimentation was the sole bulwark against human experimentation. As John
Dewey wrote in 1909 in his tract for the Medical Society of the State of New York,
"Scientific men are under definite obligation to experiment upon animals so far as
that is the alternative to random and possibly harmful experimentation upon human
beings."1 23 In agreement with this sentiment, W.W. Keen declared in 1885, "To grow
better we must try new methods, give new drugs, perform new operations, or
perform old ones in new ways. That is to say, we must experiment .... They must
then be tried either on an animal or on you. Which shall it be?"1 24
And while Keen and the research defense community mobilized the specter
of human vivisection to prevent any regulation of animal experimentation, they

"Only a Step," Herald(New York), reprinted in pamphlet of the New York AntiVivisection Society (1914) as reproduced in Lederer (1995), 74, 79. More broadly, see
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simultaneously viewed efforts to regulate human experimentation as another
pernicious threat to the absolute freedom of research. When Senator Gallinger
introduced a bill to regulate human experimentation in D.C. in 1900, W. W. Keen
damned the legislation as threatening the imposition of "considerable hardship"
upon researchers who experiment upon humans. Rejecting the necessity or
possibility of external oversight of the laboratory, even with human subjects inside,
Keen insisted, "The moral sense of the profession may well be relied upon to
prevent [unethical human experimentation] without any law to restrain it."12 5

In attempting to abolish or at least meaningfully regulate vivisection,
antivivisectionists envisioned themselves not only as protecting animal and
vulnerable human research subjects, but even more importantly, to be fighting for
"the moral elevation of the nation".1 26 Envisioning themselves as standard bearers
of the Lord's Army, they proudly declared their allegiance to "the Antivivisection
crusade."1 27
Indeed, the most bellicose of martial rhetoric from the antivivisectionists
during the first sixteen years of the twentieth century was uttered in relation to this
12 5 Lederer
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spiritual front, as papers such as The Christian Heraldboldly declared "War on
Vivisection."1 28 "We have been in the hands of Mammon for long, but this
[materialist vivisectional science] is worse than Mammon," pronounced-the keynote
speaker at the annual meeting of the AAVS in 1912. "Against this horrible image,
with death-like hands, we are going to strike a blow and a blow that will be felt. We
know our enemy now."1 29
In response, Keen and the research defense community endlessly disparaged
the antivivisectionists as an irrational peril. This disparagement was deeply
gendered. The overwhelming majority of medical researchers were men.1 30 And
while there were many men in the anti-vivisection movement, the majority of
antivivisectionists were women.131 The research defense community routinely
alleged that "hysterical and super-sentimental" female antivivisectionists
threatened research freedom and the necessary, serious work of male
researchers.1 32
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The heated question of women's suffrage played heavily into this framing. As
we have seen, suffragettes comprised much of the antivivisection movement's
leadership and rank and file. Further, antivivisectionists held out great hope that
women's attainment of the vote would naturally lead to the abolishment or
significant curtailment of vivisection. Suffragette, antivivisectionist, and cofounder
of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, Alice Stone Blackwell, wrote
in 1892 that,
All efforts to obtain moral and humane legislation are now hampered by the
fact that the sex most sensitive to moral and humane considerations is
without a vote. It is not merely for the sake of abolishing laws unjust to their
own sex that thoughtful women desire a vote, but for the sake of having the
humane element adequately represented in the general legislation of the
country.1 33
Similarly, antivivisectionist, suffragette, and future Pulitzer Prize winner, Ellen
Glasgow, wrote in 1907 that, "There is one thing of which the study of [the
vivisection] question has convinced me, and that is the absolute expediency of
Woman's Suffrage." 134
Conversely, many medical researchers and their allies opposed granting the
vote to women for the same reason. As one prominent voice articulated in the
Boston Medical and SurgicalJournalin 1896, the possibility of "wild gusts of

unreasoning, uncalculating, hysterical emotion" rendered women's suffrage a
menace to medical research.13 5 To the same end, research defenders routinely
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pathologized women's pro-suffrage and antivivisection activism as both rooted in
maternal deprivation.1 36 In language nearly identical to that commonly deployed to
dismiss suffragettes, University of Rochester Physiology Professor John R. Murlin
advised a New York State legislator, "The anti-vivisectionists are, for the most part,
unmarried or sterile old women whose maternal affections have been centered on
animals instead of babies[.]"1 3 7

Relatedly, In March 1909, Cornell neurologist and president of the American
Neurological Society, Charles Loomis Dana, conceived and popularized a diagnosis
intended to pathologize the antivivisectionist mind.1 38 Dana termed his new mental
disease Zoophil-Psychosis. The key symptom of his new sickness was a supposed
excessive concern for animals that allegedly masked an actual hatred for human
beings. As Dana had it, the dread condition most clearly manifested by membership
in an antivivisection society. Explained Dana, Zoophil-Psychosis "shows itself' when
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the "naturally noble sentiment" of compassion for animals is carried "to the point of
[...] disease."1 39

One emblematic case cited by Dana was that of a New York man whose
"concern for horses [was] originally a natural and humane one", but "it grew on him
[...] so that he finally gave up using them [....], [and] it gave him real suffering to see

a horse [...] whipped[.]"1 40 Another case offered was that of a female patient who,
according to Dana, devoted too much of her attention to neighborhood cats, and too
little to her husband. Dana insisted the woman, who "naturally belonged to some
kind of zoophilic society", could only be cured through gynecological surgery to
correct for this "perversion of instinct[.]"141
Dana's article and diagnosis were warmly received by fellow neurologists
and psychologists, medical men of various stripes, and the popular press. Explicitly
and approvingly citing Dana's work along these lines, the New York Times opined
that by criticizing unregulated animal experimentation, even the moderate ASPCA
was flirting with exactly this type of "perversion of feeling" and "insanity".1 42 The
New York Times further declared, "Passion For Animals Really a Disease", and the
ChicagoDaily Tribune concurred with the "distinguished authority on mental and
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nervous disorders" that "the condition is most real."1 43 By 1914, Colombia
University physiologist Frederic S. Lee illustrated the broad acceptance of the
diagnosis by testifying before a New York legislative session that, "the
antivivisection mania [is] recognized as a well-developed form of mental disease." 144
Research defenders also shed crocodile tears for animals suffering at human
hands for non-vivisectional purposes while simultaneously alleging
antivivisectionists' irrational and vain female nature rendered their compassion for
animals a hypocritical, phony compassion. Despite extensive, though far from
ubiquitous, antivivisection opposition to animal skin clothing, circuses, hunting, and
at times even meat-eating, research defenders disparaged antivivisectionists as a
uniformly fur and feather clad social circle holding steak dinner fundraisers for the
alleged benefit of dogs in laboratories.14 5 As John Dewey wrote in his 1909 provivisection tract, the antivivisectionists lacked a sense of "perspective and
proportion" because "Doubtless more suffering is inflicted upon animals in a single
day in a single abattoir in some one city of our country than in a year, or years, in all
the scientific and medical laboratories of all the United States." Further, alleged
Dewey, while the antivivisectionists did nothing to prevent the suffering of animals
in slaughterhouses, they "daily satisfy their own physical appetites at the cost of the
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deaths of animals[.]"1 46 A 1920 pro-vivisection pamphlet produced with assistance
from W.W. Keen likewise decried the "misplaced compassion" voiced by
antivivisectionists who protested experiments on animals while wearing "fine
feathers (ospreys) in their hats and furs upon their backs."147

While Keen and the research defense community castigated
antivivisectionists as sentimental, irrational, and unbalanced in comparison to the
supposedly hard-headed realism of scientists, research defense and modern
medicine themselves were deeply steeped in emotion as well as the rhetoric and
exercise of religion. For example, in arguing the axiomatic pro-vivisection position
that scientists must experiment on living beings, and therefore animal
experimentation was necessary to prevent unethical human experimentation,
research defenders endlessly presented the issue to the public with the highly
emotive framing of "your dog or your baby".1 48 Further, as Nancy Tomes has shown
in The Gospel of Germs, bacteriology-based public health movements and
understandings of medicine, such as the battle against tuberculosis, heavily
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employed the tropes, practices, and underlying religiosity of Protestant
Evangelicalism. Health pamphlets were referred to as "tracts" and "catechisms",
while health rules were described as "commandments". The primary antituberculosis group was named the "Modern Health Crusade", which sought the
"moral regeneration" of the nation through hygiene. Fusing religion, the war on
disease, and actual warfare, the young author of a prizewinning Modern Health
Crusade essay highlighted the linkages between the fight against tuberculosis and
the Christian crusades, noting, "The germs are the Turks."1 4 9

Keen himself harbored a deeply religious understanding his undertakings
and employed religious tropes in his writing as often as martial ones. Keen once
attacked an antivivisectionist reverend by offering the insight that, "he is, in his deep
concern for the welfare of animals when the welfare of man is at stake, not in
harmony with either the teachings or the accounts of the practice presented in the
New Testament."150 Keen asserted antivivisectionist rewording of a pro-research
bill was tantamount to desecration of the "First Commandment."1 5 1When
describing a success against the antivivisectionists at a legislative hearing in 1910,
Keen quoted the Hebrew Bible, declaring, "we smote them hip and thigh."15 2
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Keen not only employed the rhetoric of religion, he firmly believed in an
explicit and literal gospel of medical research. For Keen, "the war of our guild
against Disease" was a religious war and he routinely described the
accomplishments of medical research in explicitly spiritual terms.15 3 Through God,
Keen declared, researchers provided "the blessed sleep of Ether!" Continued Keen
"vaccination, anesthesia, and antisepsis [are] an ever blessed Trinity of
Benedictions[.]"1s4 As Keen saw it, animal experimentation was a holy duty, and he
was a servant of the lord.

By the second decade of the twentieth century, American antivivisectionists
and the research defense community had both come to understand the vivisection
conflict as a form of warfare with dire stakes for the country, species, and human
salvation. Antivivisectionists envisioned themselves as modern day abolitionists
struggling to abolish or significantly regulate experiments on animals and
vulnerable groups of human beings. Medical researchers and their allies regarded
themselves as apostles of the progress of knowledge and human health fighting to
defend the absolute freedom of research. Further, medical men linked the righteous
necessity of the freedom of research to hallowed Americanist tropes of liberty.
Antivivisectionists believed an essentialist female quality of compassion, especially
153
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paired with eventual Women's Suffrage, would guide their movement to victory.
Despite deeply emotional elements underlying their own cause, many research
defenders assailed antivivisection and suffrage alike as pathologically hysterical
menaces to research autonomy and rational rule of law. Relatedly, research
defenders derided antivivisectionists' compassion for animals as an inconsistent,
phony byproduct of the movement's underlying hysteria. Both sides held as
axiomatic that their position on the question of animal vivisection was the sole
bulwark against experiments on vulnerable human populations. And both sides
jointly understood the other as uniquely villainous and unmistakably "The Enemy".
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Chapter 2- "War to the knife and the knife to the hilt." W.W. Keen, the Red Cross, and
the Battle over Vivisection in World War I America

The onset of war in Europe radicalized the already incendiary American
conflict over vivisection. Although the U.S. held to its neutral stance, much of the
American medical and scientific community clamored for President Wilson to send
troops into trenches the Atlantic. In keeping with this sentiment, and with W.W.
Keen at its helm, the American research defense community threw itself behind the
Entente Powers and lobbied fervently for U.S. military intervention in the European
war. Keen decried as catastrophic the U.S.' neutrality in the face of the "German
menace to civilization."' Exhorting "the American people" in rhetoric echoing the
emotional, gendered, Americanist liberty-themed language employed in the ongoing
fight against the antivivisectionists, Keen and the American Rights League cried, "It
is time for lovers of public liberty and justice to cease to be merely lookers-on at the
prodigious catastrophe." 2 Declared Keen and the League, the European war is and
must be "an American war, . . a war for every man and woman who hopes to live in
freedom, in liberty, and in peaceful progress." 3 Concluding, Keen and the American

1 American Rights League, (Advertisement) "To the American People," New York Times (1
Mar. 1917), 9. Keen was a prominent member of the American Rights League, and his
signature accompanied the League's published letters and advertisements.
2 Quoted approvingly in the American Rights League's advertisement, this statement is by
also leading member of the research defense community, Charles W. Eliot, the recently
retired iconic president of Harvard University. Ibid.
3Quoted approvingly in the American Rights League's advertisement, this statement is by
Nicholas Murray Butler, research defense supporter and president of Columbia University.
Ibid.
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Rights League demanded, "Are you too timid to fight for the protection of your
women and children?" 4
To the delight of Keen and the American Rights League, in April 1917, the U.S.
declared war on Germany and the Central Powers. On professional and personal
levels, American entry into the Great War merged the European battle and the
vivisection battle in the minds of many in the U.S. research defense community. In
particular, the departure for France of some leading U.S. medical researchers
brought the European front into the American laboratory and the American
laboratory to the European front.
Just shy of his eightieth birthday, Keen reenlisted as a Major to assist in the
war effort, albeit from stateside.5 As some of his closest colleagues boarded
steamers for Europe, for Keen, the line distinguishing the Great War and the war
over vivisection grew ever fainter. Only weeks after fellow neurosurgical pioneer
and research defense advocate Harvey Cushing of Harvard departed for a laboratory
on the Western Front, Keen wrote Cannon about how best to respond to a new
round of antivivisection efforts at home. After again invoking the Civil War, Keen
declared that as far as the antivivisection conflict is now concerned, "It is war to the
knife and the knife to the hilt." Finishing the line by hand, Keen penned, "& I am
ready for the war!" 6
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In July 1917, leaders of the U.S. researchers stationed in France convinced
Major Grayson M.P. Murphy, a prominent New York-based industrial magnate and
then European Commissioner of the American Red Cross (ARC), to cable the
Chairman of the ARC War Council with a request. Murphy sought the allocation of
$100,000 from the Red Cross for the establishment of an American run
experimental military medicine research program in France. Among other expenses,
Murphy's cable indicated the allocation would be spent on "certain special
laboratory equipment, suitable buildings, animals for experimental purposes, etc." 7
Echoing the American researchers' enthusiasm over unparalleled experimental
access to living, war-damaged human bodies at the front, as well as the opportunity
to attempt to treat those bodies, Murphy proclaimed, "An extraordinary opportunity
presents itself here for medical research work." 8
The ARC War Council referred the matter to the Executive Committee of the
ARC Medical Advisory Committee, which denied Murphy's request partly because
the Committee found it to be too vague, and partly because the Committee held it
was the Red Cross' mission to fund direct aid, not research. 9 Murphy insistently
urged the War Council to reconsider, again highlighting that, "Opportunities for
really effective work along research lines are unequalled and manifestly unique."10
After further deliberations, the ARC reversed course and allocated $100,000 for the
7 Grayson

M.P. Murphy to H.P. Davison, "Cable 216," 23 July 1917, Records of the American
National Red Cross: 1917-1934, National Archives and Records Administration, RG 200
(Hereafter ARC Archives 1917-1934), Box 556, Folder 500.007: Vivisection.
8 Ibid.
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31 July 1917, ARC Archives 1917-1934, Box 556, Folder 500.007: Vivisection.
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9 Dr.
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proposed battlefield experimental research program involving animals and human
beings." The ARC announced the allocation was necessary in order to conduct
research involving "war neuroasthenia, exhaustion, lethal gases, shell concussion,
wound infection" and other wartime diseases and injuries.12
The ARC War Council selected Harvard's Water B. Cannon to oversee the Red
Cross battlefield experimental research program.1 3 Cannon, now enlisted in the U.S.
Army as a Lieutenant, was already in France conducting research involving poison
gasses, shock, and other war-related topics.1 4 Major Dr. Alexander Lambert, Chief
Surgeon of the ARC in France, wrote Cannon that his ARC-funded work would
provide immeasurable benefits for "humanity and the troops."15
Potential public anger over Red Cross-funding for animal and human
experimentation concerned the ARC and its researchers from the outset. Seeking to
allay concerns that ARC-funded animal experimentation might arouse controversy
at home, the Red Cross War Council declared, "As a matter of fact, there will be very

Unsigned Statement of the ARC War Council, Undated (ca. Aug.-Sept. 1917), 1-2, ARC
Archives 1917-1934, Box 556, Folder 500.007: Vivisection.
12 ARC War Council, "Report: The Work of the American Red Cross," (1917), 99-100, ARC
Archives 1917-1934, Box 556, Folder 500.007: Vivisection; William Howard Taft (Counselor
for the Defendant), "Affidavit and Notice of Motion," Robert Hawley Ingersoll et al. v.
American National Red Cross, U.S.D.C. S.D.N.Y., Undated (1918), 7, ARC Archives 1917-1934,
Box 556, Folder 500.007: Vivisection.
13ARC War Council, "Report: The Work of the American Red Cross" (1917), 99, ARC
Archives 1917-1934, Box 556, Folder 500.007: Vivisection.
14 Anon. (National
Academy of Sciences), "Abstract from Letter of Dr. W.B. Cannon, Gas
Service, A.P.O. 702, A.E.F., France, April 1, 1918," undated (circa 1 April 1918), 1-3, National
Academy of Sciences-National Research Council Central File: 1914-1918, Folder Medicine
Related Sciences: Projects: Research Personnel in Base Hospitals Abroad: General, Archives
of the National Academy of Sciences (Hereafter NAS-NRC Archives Central File).
15 Major Dr. Alexander Lambert to W.B. Cannon, 18 Oct. 1917, Walter B. Cannon Papers:
1871-1945, Box 136, Folder 1930, Francis A. Countway Center for the History of Medicine,
Harvard University (Hereafter Harvard Cannon Papers).
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little if any need for animals for experiments in France, for the opportunities to
study wounds and their effect upon human beings themselves are all too many."16
John L. Yates, a Milwaukee physician and research colleague of Cannon's in France,
recognized the desirability of shielding the American public from information about
both the animal and human experiments, as well as the deficiencies of some of the
human research conducted at the front until that point. Wrote Yates in anticipation
of ARC funding, "Cannon and I hope to get right at the shock-chest problem. [....] We
hope to control our Clinical work better than it has been done and to have proper
microscopic evidence. That like vivisection has to be soft pedaled." 17
Publicly, the Red Cross remained entirely silent regarding its human
experimentation upon soldiers in France. This silence proved effective in preventing
disclosure of the human research program. However, even if U.S. antivivisectionists
had learned of and campaigned on the Red Cross human experiments, the issue is
unlikely to have been especially productive from the antivivisectionists' perspective.
While many of the human subjects in France were likely American soldiers, and
therefore belonged to a vulnerable and revered class, no specific indication has
surfaced that the Red Cross human research in France was especially unethical
beyond a presumed absence of informed consent. And even though lead U.S.
researchers at the front embraced "military urgency" as justification for significant
shifts in their medical ethics, this was neither especially unusual nor particularly
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likely to result in gross violations of human research ethics in this case. Cannon
made explicitly clear that military rather than traditional healing imperatives must
guide medical work at the front. Wrote Cannon shortly after approval of the ARC
allocation, "[T]he important matter is to keep as many men on the [front] line as
possible. This military judgement is likely to be slowly learned by the physician. [....]
It means, therefore, under certain circumstances, a reversal of the usual
humanitarian instincts."1 8 However, Cannon and his colleagues nonetheless also
held deep respect for the troops and earnestly hoped to provide effective medical
care for them.19

The Red Cross also attempted to soft-pedal its animal experiments in France.
This proved a miserable failure. First the ARC announced its research program
would include animal experimentation, but in an attempt to avoid "incit[ing]
unnecessary controversy", the ARC published a second announcement omitting any
reference thereof.20 The antivivisectionists, as well as the closely allied and
politically powerful Christian Scientists, noticed both announcements. They also
(National Academy of Sciences), "Abstract from Letter of Dr. W.B. Cannon, Gas
Service, A.P.O. 702, A.E.F., France, April 1, 1918" undated (circa 1 April 1918), 3, NAS-NRC
Archives Central File, Folder Medicine &Related Sciences: Projects: Research Personnel in
Base Hospitals Abroad: General.
19 For example, in the same breath as he was cautioning on the need to soft-pedal animal
vivisection and human research alike, Dr. J.L. Yates also wrote, "Have not had anything very
exciting in my life but what little there has been is nothing compared to the possibilities
now offered to help the care of our men." Anon. (National Academy of Sciences), "Abstract
from Letter of J.L. Yates, 3/31/18, A.P.O. 721," undated (circa 31 March 1918), 2, NAS-NRC
Archives Central File, Folder: Medicine &Related Sciences: Projects: Research Personnel in
Base Hospitals Abroad.
20 Assistant to the Chairman, Red Cross War Council to Charles Nutter (ARC Boston), 17 Oct.
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noticed the discrepancies therein, leading them to correctly believe that not only
was the Red Cross funding vivisection, the venerable organization was
simultaneously attempting to cover it up.2 1
Incensed that an icon of mercy was now funding animal experimentation, the
antivivisectionists and their allies declared war on the Red Cross. While being
careful to avoid criticism of the American war effort itself, the ChristianScience
Monitor decried the proposed experimentation headed by Cannon in France as
"diabolical cruelty". 22 Robert Logan, President of the American Anti-Vivisection
Society, likewise denounced the Red Cross experiments while also attempting to
support the war effort. Proclaimed Logan, in the present global conflict, the "bright
standard of humanity [must] be kept unsullied and secure; and if there be blood
upon its folds," may it "be the blood of heroes shed willingly for an ideal, and not the
blood struck from shrieking victims of the vivisectors knife." 23
While the antivivisectionists were deprived of Red Cross human experiments
on which to campaign alongside Red Cross animal experiments, they nonetheless
strongly foregrounded the research threat to U.S. troops overseas. The "shrieking
victims", argued Logan, were not only the experimental animals, but also the

Anon., "Editorial: Red Cross and Vivisection," ChristianScience Monitor (26 Sept. 1917), as
reproduced in JournalofZoophily (of the American Anti-Vivisection Society) (Oct. 1917),
150; Anon., "Significant Words Omitted: American Red Cross Makes Hasty Change in
Announcement Sent Out Regarding Medical Research in France," ChristianScience Monitor
(26 Sept. 1917), as reproduced in JournalofZodphily (of the American Anti-Vivisection
Society) (Oct. 1917), 150-151.
22 Anon., "Editorial: Red Cross and Vivisection," ChristianScience Monitor (26 Sept. 1917), as
reproduced in JournalofZodphily (of the American Anti-Vivisection Society) (Oct. 1917),
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"innocent soldiers" horribly poisoned by the now compulsory vaccination.
Antivivisectionists highlighted disease outbreaks following mass inoculations such
as the death of thirty naval recruits from meningitis in 1917, and asserted that the
Red Cross had declared itself an enemy of the American soldier and Allied cause. As
a leading antivivisection magazine declared in January 1918, the fight against the
Red Cross is a struggle "to save our soldiers, our people, and our animalsfrom the
further scourge of the Bloody Cross."24
For the antivivisectionists, Red Cross vivisection wholly wed the conflict in
Europe and the struggle over animal experimentation in the U.S. There was now
only one war of epic scale. "We shall have no international nor industrial peace
while the emphasis of thought is laid on universal war, and vivisection is man's
declaration of war against all living things", declared Logan. 25 In his May 1917 "War
Message" entitled, "The Enemy", AAVS President Logan made the antivivisectionist
position even plainer. Declared Logan,
America is at war with Germany; we are at war with Vivisection. [....]

What is the essence of Prussian militarism? It is the doctrine that might
makes right, that the weaker must go to the wall, that the economic and
racial expansion of a nation takes precedence of moral codes and spiritual
considerations. [....]

What is the essence of Vivisection? It is the doctrine that might makes right;
that the physical and material ends of men justify whatever means are
employed for their attainment; that the animal must suffer for the man.

B. H. Jones, "The Red Cross and the Political Doctors," The Open Door (Jan. 1918), 2.
(Emphasis in original).
25 Robert R. Logan to John Haynes Holmes, 19 Nov. 1929, as reprinted in JournalofZoophily
(Dec. 1920), 189.
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The vivisector [...] has torn down the standard of mercy and of justice and
substituted in its place the "Jolly Roger." Now more than ever does it behoove
the Anti-Vivisectionists to unfurl the banner of morality, that they may not be
giving aid and comfort to the common enemy of mankind. 26

Further drawing attention to this "common enemy", antivivisectionists
insisted animal experimentation itself was a distinctly German affair. As a "soldier's
wife" and antivivisectionist war nurse wrote the New York American in May 1918,
"Let the followers of vivisection remember that for years the Kaiser, the incarnation
of mediaeval brutality and fanaticism, has been the patron and protector of
vivisection." 27 The ChristianScience Monitor declared the Red Cross vivisectors to be
"rankly Prussian in their blind, perverting arrogance". 28 The American AntiVivisection Society proclaimed, "The professional vivisector, without regard to
nationality, is a Hun at heart and is not to be trusted in the war hospitals among
helpless men." 29 The California Anti-Vivisection Society admonished, "If the Red
Cross is wise, it will purge its ranks of these pro-German vivisectors[.]" 30
The antivivisectionists" campaign to shut down "Red Cross vivisection"
gathered significant momentum as a deluge of irate letters poured into ARC offices,
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animal protection societies, and newsrooms. 3 1 Internally, the ARC fretted as it
received "thousands of letters" from all over the country, including "all kinds of
arguments and pressure from people of prominence, who are members of the Red
Cross[.]" ARC leadership also internally lamented the tremendous "pressure that
was being exerted against the Red Cross."32 Antivivisectionists anticipated the fight
in Europe would flood the ranks for animal and vulnerable human protection at
home. AAVS President Logan proclaimed, "[E]ven while the bloody legions of
vivisection have been trampling on the dumb and helpless animals and inoculating
with cruelty and selfishness the souls of men, a great white army has been slowly
forming[....] To us in the first-line trenches the enemy seems formidable still, but our
friends are ever gathering behind us[.]" 33
With advancing armies on the Western Front and the homefront,
antivivisectionists anticipated twin victories resulting in a global spiritual
revolution. "[W]e must build our hopes," AAVS proclaimed, "that out of this gigantic
struggle will come a world-wide hatred of inflicting pain on any sentient being."
Reveling in the shared righteousness of both causes, the AAVS continued, that
[Jiust as the great wave of democracy set in motion by the war will guarantee
to the humblest, most obscure and defenseless peoples, certain fundamental
and inalienable human rights, so let us hope that this sentiment may
penetrate [...] to the sub-human as well as the human, and guarantee to them

ARC, "Red Cross - Medical Research and Anti-Vivisectionists: Discussion at joint meeting
of the Medical Advisory Committee and War Council," 4 June 1918, 2, ARC Archives 19171934, Box 556, Folder 500.007: Vivisection.
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the rights to be freed from torture, as one form of barbarity which, with other
evils the war will have forever swept away.34

Even more prophetically, in December 1917, AAVS President Logan spoke of
the "the dawning conscience of mankind." He assured his followers that just as
"feudalism and slavery" were toppled previously, the new era of humanity would
"shake from [its] soul the nightmares of vivisection and industrial selfishness and, in
the full reality of peace, look back upon this war of nations as on the monstrous
fabric of a dream." 35 "There is a new birth of faith" cried Logan, "that the new race
will be born, not from the outer darkness but from the light within shall be created a
new heaven and a new earth." 36
Seeking to usher in this new heaven and earth, the antivivisectionists and
their allies attacked the American Red Cross. In a fiery public showdown, they
attempted a novel strategy. In January 1918, the newly formed National AntiVivisection Federation (NAVF) filed a lawsuit against the ARC for breach of charter.
Since animal experimentation was contrary "to the principles of many of the
contributors [to the ARC]", NAVF argued that any ARC financial support for such
experiments was "a misappropriation of the moneys contributed to the Red
Cross." 37
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Manning the homefront, Major Keen leapt into action in defense of his
colleague Cannon, vivisection, and the success of the American war effort. In Science
magazine, Keen authored a widely cited and reprinted article titled, "The Red Cross
and the Antivivisectionists: An Appeal to the Families and Friends of our Heroic
Troops and to the Common Sense of the American People". 38 Keen informed his
readers that, "Every man who dies, or is permanently disabled because of our
ignorance, hinders our winning the war." 39 Animal experimentation was integral to
combating that ignorance, Keen argued.
True to form, Keen invoked his Civil War experience on nearly every page of
his Science article. In particular, Keen stressed the reduction in disease rates among
the armies of past and present conflicts. "During the Civil War", Keen informed,
"typhoid fever resulted in 79,462 cases and 29,336 deaths." 40 After comparing those
figures with statistics from the Boer and Spanish-American wars, he cited the
dramatic reduction of typhoid casualties in the present war.41 Keen concluded that
"Had the conditions of 1898 prevailed there would have been 144,506 cases instead of
199 in all!" This great improvement, Keen informed his readers, was resultant of
vaccination, which in turn "is the direct result of bacteriologicallaboratorywork." 42
Drafting animals into his cause, Keen asked, "If a horse or a dog or even a tiny mouse

(1918),175-182.
39 Ibid., 176.
40 Ibid., 177.
41 Ibid., 178.
42 Ibid.
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can help in this sacred crusade for liberty and civilization, [...] is it not a worthy
sacrifice?" 43
Though on opposing sides of a sacred struggle, Keen and the
antivivisectionist agreed on its existence. For Keen, just as the antivivisectionists,
World War I, and above all the battle over Red Cross vivisection, fully coalesced the
wars for medicine, vivisection, nation, and humanity. Also just as with the
antivivisectionists, the result for Keen was an eschatological vision of the fused
conflicts as a holy war auguring the final battle between good and evil.
During World War I, and as a result of the Red Cross fight, Keen's
understanding of the religious war of medicine converted into a full-scale
apocalyptic conflict. "[C]onscious of the great responsibility of my words," wrote
Keen wrote in response to the antivivisectionist's challenge to the Red Cross, "I
regard "experimental research in medicine as a medical, a moral and a Christian
duty toward animals, toward my fellow men and toward God. [....] Do you wonder
that I am in dead earnest?"44 Opponents of such research, Keen maintained, were
doing the Devil's work. Those attempting to prohibit or regulate animal
experimentation, asserted Keen, were seeking "to offer up hecatombs of human lives
to the Moloch of antivivisection[.]"4s
For Keen as for the antivivisectionists, the wars over disease, the Central
powers, and foes in the vivisection conflict were part of a continuous struggle.
Ibid., 180.
44 Ibid., 181-182.
4 W. W. Keen, "What Vivisection Has Done for Humanity," Ladies Home Journal (April 1910),
as reproduced in Keen (1914), 226.
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"When the Great Peace shall follow the Great War," Keen wrote in 1917, "one
conflict will not stop. The war of our guild against disease - as old and as eternal as
the war between Ormuzd and Ahriman, between Good and Evil - will never cease
until the last disease has been conquered and Humanity has been set free." Keen
continued, "Research, Research, Research, that is the method by which we will enter
into the Paradise of Health, and not for childhood only, but a lifelong Paradise, till
Death shall come, not as our last enemy, but as our best friend, to open to us the
gates of Immortality." 4 6

Despite Keen's powerful work in defense of Cannon's ARC experimental
program, and his unshakeable belief in the godliness of animal research, in April
1918 the Red Cross announced it was caving to the antivivisectionists. Fearful the
antivivisectionist uproar and pending lawsuit could negatively impact upcoming
fundraising drives, the ARC withdrew the allocation it had provided for the
experiments through its ARC War Fund, as well as agreed to reimburse the fund for
any money already spent on vivisection. 47 More so, the Red Cross' announcement of
its retreat made clear it "did not take sides for or against 'vivisection". 48
AAVS gushed, "Never since the beginning of the Anti-Vivisection crusade,
now over half a century ago, has a decision of more importance, of greater
significance regarding the trends of the times, carried its message of joyous relief
(1917),159-160.
47 Diana Belais, "The Red Cross Yields!," The Open Door (May 1918), 6; Anon., "No Red Cross
Funds for Vivisection Use," Atlanta Constitution (10 April 1918), 2.
48 "A Serious Mistake Was Made," New York Times (11 April 1918), 12.
46Keen,
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throughout America and, indeed, the whole civilized world." 49 Concurring in full,
Diana Belais, a prominent and outspoken foe of the Red Cross experiments, declared
the ARC's decision "a supreme triumph for the anti-vivisectionists[.]"50
However, the triumph was pyrrhic and the antivivisectionists' "joyous relief'
short-lived. Though the Red Cross withdrew the financial support provided through
its War Fund for the experiments, it quickly became apparent the ARC did so only
after matching funds to continue the experiments through a separate ARC fund had
been provided by Cleveland H. Dodge, a close friend, advisor, and campaign
financier of President Wilson.5 Incensed at what they perceived to be the Red Cross'
duplicity and betrayal, the antivivisectionists redoubled their efforts.
The research defense community seethed as well. Not only did they believe
the Red Cross publicly appeared to have caved to the antivivisectionists, the ARC
War Council's Medical Advisory Committee had not been consulted about the
decision to pull the original funding for the experiments.52 American medical and
research defense luminary, William Welch of Johns Hopkins, who served on both the
ARC War Council's Medical Advisory Committee and that Committee's "committee of
one" assisting the ARC Legal Branch in responding to the antivivisectionists' lawsuit,
complained to the War Council that the ARC's apparent caving to antivivisectionist
49
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demands was "embarrassing [...] to the scientific and medical men of the
country[.]"5 3 Highlighting the research defense community's long-running quest to
maintain total freedom of research, Welch continued that even with matching funds
for the experiments allocated from a separate ARC account, the ARC's apparent
surrender to the antivivisectionists "was a most unfortunate state of affairs" that
"does real injury to the cause for which we have been fighting for so many years."5 4
In agreement, Dr. Victor C. Vaughan, a past president of the American Medical
Association and current Dean of the University of Michigan Medical School, as well
as a member of the ARC War Council's Medical Advisory Committee, informed the
War Council he believed "the matter to be a very serious one[.]"55 Concurring in
more dire terms, Dr. Frank Billings, another past president of the AMA and current
member of the War Council's Medical Advisory Committee, admonished the War
Council that the ARC's apparent surrender on the vivisection question was a
"mistake [which if not corrected] would result in a great calamity to the community
and to the human race[.]"56
Dr. Simon Flexner, member of the ARC War Council's Medical Advisory
Committee and legendary founding Director of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical
Research, scolded the War council in stronger terms still. Making explicit the
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research defense community's crusade to maintain absolute research autonomy,
Flexner lectured, "Medical men are endeavoring to preserve medical research in this
country unrestricted, and maintain this fight all over the country[.]" For emphasis,
Flexner added, "Dr. Welch gave a whole year to fighting this [research regulationist]
legislation before Congress." Continuing, Dr. Flexner declared, "there could be no
more dangerous time than the present to hamper and hinder medical research in
this country[.]" More stridently still, Flexner declared to the Red Cross War Council
that it was "more important to preserve the work of medical research than to
preserve the work of the Red Cross[.]"57

Privately, the ARC expressed frustration over the implacable attitudes of the
antivivisectionists and researchers alike. In an internal communication, a senior
executive at ARC National Headquarters groaned that "both parties to [this
controversy] are governed by deep, and to some extent religious feelings, and it is
pretty safe to say the Red Cross played no favorites[.]"58 Nonetheless, now seeking
to mollify the irate researchers, the ARC allowed Welch and the Medical Advisory
Committee to draft for the ARC War Council a new, more explicitly pro-animal
experimentation public statement. 59 Still, the ARC quietly doubted any statement
from the Red Cross could satisfy the impenetrable biases of either side. Confided
another senior executive at ARC National Headquarters not long thereafter, "[M]y
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judgement is that it is one of those controversies in which both sides have so
completely prejudged the situation that no statement is likely to change their
convictions." 60 Indeed, the research community continued fuming over the
perceived Red Cross vivisection slight for years to come.

Yet the antivivisectionists were the unmistakable losers in this fight, and
their failed campaign to halt the Red Cross' experiments in France was hardly the
most damaging element of the affair. The American antivivisection movement
experienced tremendous national security-oriented blowback from their efforts to
halt the wartime Red Cross experiments. Livid that antivivisectionists were
threatening the freedom of research, the war effort, the soldiers, and the path to
human salvation on Earth, W.W. Keen led a furious charge to bring the powers of the
wartime state to bear against the animal protectionists. In his widely republished
article in Science, "The Red Cross and the Antivivisectionists: An Appeal to the
Families and Friends of our Heroic Troops and to the Common Sense of the
American People", Keen repeated a charge first leveled by the medical staff of the
Commander of U.S. Army forces on the Western Front, General John Pershing.
Incorporating language drawn directly from the U.S. Constitution's provisions on
treason, Keen declared that "anyone endeavoring to stop the Red Cross from
assisting in its humanitarian and humane desire to prevent American soldiers from
being diseased, and protecting them by solving the peculiar new problems of
60 W.
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disease with which the Army is confronted is in realitygiving aid and comfort to the
enemy." 61
Other American researchers publicly echoed Keen and General Pershing's
medical staff's sentiment, labeling the antivivisectionists "most unpatriotic" and
"seditious." 62 The New York Times called antivivisectionists "the most detestable and
not the least dangerous group of men and women to be found in the United States."
Continuing, the Times asserted that antivivisectionist "interference with animal
experimentation just now decreases the safety of the men in our army and navy,
[and] makes impossible, so far as the interference is effective, the conquest of
several terrible diseases to which the fighters for liberty are still exposed, and sets
up the absurd claims of fanatic degenerates against the well-demonstrated truths of
medical science." 63
The Washington Postran headlines such as the "Plot Against Vivisection:
Fight on Red Cross Research Aid Called Pro-German Propaganda" and "Vivisection's
Foes Aids to the Kaiser." 64 Not convinced they were directly working for the
Germans, a writer for the Postnonetheless asserted the antivivisectionists, along
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with suffragettes "of the 'wild' type", "receive the enthusiastic support of the
genuine pro-German organizations" seeking to undermine the U.S. war effort. 65
The New York Times agreed, concluding the antivivisectionists' Red Cross
campaign was, "Probably not [the] Work of the Germans". However, the Times
averred, it was possible "the Kaiser's friends in America would have started this
stupid and vicious campaign if they had thought of it, for its effects, so far as it has
any, will be to decrease the efficiency of the forces that the Kaiser is fighting."
Further questioning antivivisectionists' loyalty, the Times surmised they probably
were "not pro-German," yet "probably [...] not pro-Ally, either." "So, for once,"
concluded the Times, "let's acquit the Germans. There are lengths to which they
won't go - or at least to which they have not yet gone, so far as we know." 66
As did much of the research defense community, however, Red Cross officials
insisted American antivivisectionists were actively working for Prussia. The
assistant to the Chairman of the ARC War Council privately circulated talking points
for influential individuals in the New York City area declaring anyone willing to
tarnish the reputation of the Red Cross at this time "must be counted on the side of
the Kaiser." 67 James Jackson, manager of the New England division of the Red Cross,
declared in the Washington Post that antivivisection agitation against the Red Cross
experiments was deliberate "insidious pro-German propaganda designed to
weaken" the U.S. war effort. Continuing, Jackson insisted "only weak sentimentalists,
Ian May, "Hundreds of Pro-German Plotters in America Maintain Dangerous Propaganda,
Declares Ian Hay," The Washington Post (25 April 1918), 9.
66 "Topics of the Times," New York Times (27 Dec. 1917), 10.
67Assistant to the Chairman, ARC War Council to William J. Bergh, Esq., 20 Dec. 1917, 2, ARC
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who value lightly the responsibilities of citizenship, can be influenced by such clear
and palpable German propaganda at such a time." 68

Whether determining antivivisectionists to be knowing or de facto agents of
the Kaiser, Keen's efforts to tar the antivivisection movement as a threat to U.S.
national security took hold in many of the nation's leading papers and minds. Press
and popular support, however, was inadequate to accomplish his desired ends. Now
well within the mainstream of popular opinion, The Fort Wayne Sentinel declared
that "if the antivivisectionists are not actually in the employment of the German
government, they are at least, consciously or unconsciously, furthering German
interests." Even more pointedly, the Sentinel maligned the antivivisectionists as "A
Bad Lot" from whom "we have material evidence" of "sen[ding] out a volume of
seditious literature". Finally, the Sentinel ominously took the argument to its logical
conclusion, and declared the antivivisectionists' opposition to the Red Cross
experiments to be "sufficient to bring them under suspicion and to warrant a resort
to repressive measures." 69
Repressive measures were precisely what Keen had in mind. In numerous
public statements, the Red Cross agreed. In January 1918, Dr. T.W. Huntington, a
Red Cross executive and President of the American Surgical Association, addressed
a Bay Area crowd on the war and the antivivisectionists. Dr. Huntington declared it
James Jackson (ARC New England Division), "Publicity Department: New England
Division, American Red Cross" Statement on "the present attack on the Red Cross by socalled antivivisectionists," Undated (ca 26 Dec. 1917), ARC Archives 1917-1934, Box 556,
Folder 500.007: Vivisection; "Plot Against Vivisection: Fight on Red Cross Research Aid
Called Pro-German Propaganda," Washington Post (26 Dec. 1917), 9.
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was imperative to "Stamp out the anti-vivisection movement in San Francisco and
throughout America." 70
That President Wilson was also the official President of the American Red
Cross, as well as a close friend of W.W. Keen's, increased the possibility for such
stamping out. Keen wrote Cannon that President Wilson "is an old friend for
perhaps twenty years[.]" Further, Keen noted, "I did a slight operation about a year
ago on Mrs. Wilson and about seven years ago I operated on two of his three
daughters, both operations of gravity, one of the utmost gravity. [....] Fortunately

both of them recovered and are perfectly well." Continued Keen, "Such an
experience brings a surgeon very close to the father and mother. As a result, Keen
informed Cannon, "I can go to President Wilson as I would go to you and talk to him
freely in reference to any matter in which I may be interested."7 1
Additionally, the passage of two new pieces of federal legislation intended to
prohibit public opposition to the war effort created significant additional potential
for deployment of state repressive measures against the antivivisectionists. The
antivivisectionists' wartime opposition to the Red Cross battlefield experiments, and
related opposition to mandatory vaccination of U.S. soldiers, squarely exposed them
to this threat.
The Espionage Act of 1917 and related Sedition Act of 1918 were already
being aggressively deployed by the U.S. Department of Justice to imprison
opponents of the war and silence would-be anti-war dissenters. Together, these two
70
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extremely broad acts explicitly criminalized numerous speech offenses of potential
applicability to the antivivisectionists. Among many other offenses, the acts
criminalized the making or publishing during wartime of statements that "interfere
with the operation or success of the military or naval forces of the United States, [or]
promote the success of its enemies[.]" They also criminalized statements that "cause
or attempt to cause, or incite or attempt to incite, insubordination, disloyalty,
mutiny, or refusal of duty, in the military or naval forces of the United States[.]" They
also criminalized the making or publishing of statements that would bring "the
military or naval forces of the United States [...] into contempt, scorn, contumely, or
disrepute", or that "promote the cause of its enemies[.]" They also criminalized
statements that in any way supported interference with the "production in this
country of anything or things, product or products, necessary or essential to the
prosecution of the war in which the United States may be engaged," as well as
statements that "support or favor the cause of any country with which the United
States is at war[.]" Over one thousand Americans were prosecuted under the
Espionage and Sedition Acts during the war for criticizing the war effort or elements
thereof.72
Repeatedly, the ARC and its officials highlighted the purportedly nefarious
and prosecutable nature of the antivivisectionists' wartime activity. In a brief
bearing the signature of former U.S. President William Taft, who was now Chairman
of the ARC Central Committee as well as its lead counsel, the Red Cross asserted the
72
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antivivisectionists' campaigns were plainly treasonous.73 Invoking the Constitution's
definition of that most loathsome crime, President Taft and the ARC declared in
federal court that in opposing the Red Cross experiments, the antivivisectionists
were "in reality giving aid and comfort to the enemy."74
In like vein, in response to Life magazine's ardent support for antivivisection
in general and recent publication of a series of Red Cross-specific antivivisection
cartoons in particular, a proxy for the ARC lambasted Life's "lack of patriotism in
casting aspersions at" the Red Cross. Referencing Rep. Robert La Follette (R-WI),
whose staunch opposition to the war and the Espionage Act rendered him among
the most detested perceived-to-be traitors in the country, the ARC's proxy
continued, "I don't believe that all that LaFollette has done will equal the harm that
you have done with these cartoons during the past few weeks." Directly accusing the
editor of Life magazine of treason for promoting the antivivisectionists' cause, the
writer concluded, "Talk about 'aid and comfort to the enemy' -- for shame Life, think
it over." 7 5
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More explicitly still, a senior ARC National executive attacked and appeared
to threaten the ChristianScience Monitor over the paper's enthusiastic support of
the antivivisectionists' campaign. The ARC official wrote the Monitor,
To hinder and disparage the work of the Army Medical Corps is precisely the
same as hindering and disparaging any other branch of the United States
Army activity, and as the Red Cross is legally and officially (to quote
President Wilson's proclamation) "the officially recognized agent for
voluntary effort [o]n behalf of the armed forces of the Nation" this
disparagement of the Red Cross might be considered in the same light.
Pointedly continued the ARC official, "To hinder or to declaim against the military
activities of the country is disloyal and, if carried far enough, is an indictable
offense."17 6
Despite the Red Cross' loud and repeated statements along these lines, W.W.
Keen and Cannon remained distraught by what they perceived to be the ARC's
"cowardice" and "weakness" for publicly appearing to have surrendered to
antivivisectionist demands. 77 Venting his anger, Keen wrote the Red Cross informing
that in multiple ways, the antivivisectionists were actively subverting the American
war effort. First, Keen again invoked the Constitution's definition of treason and
declared, "anyone endeavoring to stop the Red Cross from assisting in its
humanitarian and humane desire to prevent American soldiers from being diseased,
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and protecting them by solving the peculiar new problems of disease with which the
Army is confronted is in realitygiving aid and comfort to the enemy." 78
Further, insisted Keen, in speeches, articles, and mailers such as "Why is My
Solder Sick", produced by the National Anti-Vivisection Federation, the umbrella
organization responsible for the lawsuit against the Red Cross, the
antivivisectionists were urging American soldiers and citizens to "resist
vaccination". Declared Keen, through the incitement of enlisted men's
insubordination and resultant disease, this would interfere with U.S military success
and consequently "would be the best means of helping the Germans to win the war."
Fumed Keen, "This is a serious offense against our country[.]" Continuing, Keen
pointedly informed, "It may well be also, as Mr. Reavis of the House of
Representatives has suggested, that legal prosecution may follow." 79

Indeed, likely inspired by Keen and his research defense allies, Rep. Charles
Reavis (R-NE) sought to mobilize the powers of the wartime state against the
antivivisectionists. Reading the National Anti-Vivisection Federation's mailer to an
incensed House of Representatives, in April 1918, Rep. Reavis declared that the
antivivisectionists were directly menacing the U.S. war effort, and by extension, all
of civilization. Intoned Reavis, "With civilization utterly dependent upon us, any
discouragement is almost treasonable." The Congressman continued, "[S]tatements
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of this kind, untrue as they are, at this particular time, when we are calling for an
additional draft, are absolutely unpatriotic and almost treasonable in their effect." 80

Reavis specifically called out the signed author of the mailer, the Federation's
recording secretary, Jessica Henderson. In addition to being a staunch vegetarian
and antivivisection leader, Henderson was a prominent racial justice activist who
served as Vice President of the League of Struggle for Negro Rights alongside
Langston Hughes. 8 1 She was also one of the leading figures in the Sacco and Vanzetti
defense effort, was personally close with the two men, and served on the Executive
Committee of the Sacco and Vanzetti National League. Relatedly, Henderson was
also a prominent member of the National Committee for the Defense of Political
Prisoners. 82 Henderson was also a long-time suffrage and women's rights leader
who, not long after Representative Reavis assailed her on the floor of Congress, was
imprisoned for eight days in the Charles Street Jail following an act of pro-suffrage
civil disobedience upon President Wilson's arrival in Boston.83 When Rep. Reavis
called Henderson out on the floor of Congress, it was for the alleged dire threat to
the Republic posed by her antivivisection efforts. Declared Reavis of Henderson and
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the National Anti-Vivisection Federation's mailer, "If the lady who signed this is not
in the employ of those of those who are responsible for the German propaganda and
the spy system that has been rife in this country, she ought to be, because she is
doing more to discourage those who remain at home by such stuff as this than
anything that has been called to my attention." 84
Providing Keen with precisely what he wanted, Rep. Reavis made his
intentions explicit. Seeking to utilize the new repressive powers of the wartime state
to silence animal protectionist critique, Reavis bellowed before Congress, "I think
the attention of the Department of Justice ought to be drawn to such circulars as
these." Continuing, Reavis declared, "Personally, I intend to see that this document
gets into the hands of the Department, to give an opportunity to investigate this socalled association and stop it, as it ought to be stopped, at once." When Reavis
concluded, the CongressionalRecord reports his speech was greeted by his
colleagues with "Applause." 85
The New York Times enthusiastically concurred. Opined the Times,
While Federal authorities of one kind or another are giving deserved
attention to the various people who in one way or another antagonize the
Government's settled polices and try to excite resistance against their
execution, they should devote some earnest thought to the activities and
utterances of Mrs. Jessica Henderson, whose official title is Recording
Secretary of the National Anti-Vivisection Federation. 86
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Further pathologizing the antivivisectionists' opposition to the Red Cross
experiments and compulsory vaccination, the New York Times informed its
readership that Henderson and the Federation's assertions in the mailer "sound like
the raving of lunacy." Continuing, the Times declared the mailer would "breed
disaffection" and "encourage [...] fighting the draft." Endorsing either a medical or
carceral cure for Jessica Henderson and the antivivisectionists, the paper of record
declared, "Anybody who says such things, if insane should be shut up, if sane,
silenced." 87
In accord on the issue, The Washington Post reported Reavis' intention to
provide the antivivisectionist' mailer "to the Department of Justice with the
suggestion that it take drastic action against the federation." 88 Henderson and the
National Anti-Vivisection Federation responded by provided Rep. Reavis a written
reply defending the organization's actions and mailer. Reavis delivered the reply,
along with Henderson and the group's original mailer, to the Department of Justice
for investigation and prosecution. 89
Though it is unclear precisely why, no trials materialized. However, Through
the Red Cross vivisection affair, Keen, Cannon, and the American research defense
community fostered an enduring legacy associating antivivisectionism with threats
to the security of the nation. This stigma would endure long past the cessation of
war in Europe. As Nature magazine presciently proclaimed in the final months of
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battle, "the war has burned deep into the hearts of all of us this lesson, that the
magnificent work of our Army medical services is indeed founded and built on
knowledge made possible by experimental bacteriology." Citing Keen, Nature
declared, "Not all the anti-vivisection societies in the world will ever persuade us to
forget that lesson of the war."90

Nonetheless, simultaneously buoyed and enraged by the Red Cross
experience, the antivivisectionists sought to capitalize on the patriotic feelings
inspired by the Great War. Military parades prominently featured medal-clad dogs
of war. Ubiquitous wartime and post-war coverage in the mainstream press of the
"hero dog" and his invaluable role in winning the war encouraged antivivisectionists
to seek a federal dog exception bill in 1919. The antivivisectionists' most stalwart
political ally, Senator Jacob Gallinger of New Hampshire, had passed away the
previous year. However, antivivisectionists positioned the new Myers bill of 1919,
similar in some of its content to the Gallinger bill of 1899, as a reward for the
courageous service of the dog to the American military cause.
"Whereas the dog has made a wonderful war record," the Myers bill read,
"and from everywhere word comes of his courage, his faithfulness, his cheery
comradeship, and his keen intelligence; and Whereas he has been decorated for
bravery, serving his country, following its flag, and dying for its cause: Now, as an
act of right and justice to the dog and as a tribute to the soldiers who speak and
90 "Anti-vivisectionists and Protective Medicine in the Army," Nature (2 May 1918), 169170.
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plead for him," we must, the bill demanded, protect our brave dogs from
vivisection. 9 1 The U.S. antivivisection movement threw its weight behind the bill,
citing America's need to "Pay Our Debt" to the dog. 92
Popular fears, amplified by the antivivisectionists, that even heroic war dogs
themselves may end up under the vivisector's scalpel gave additional force to
animal protectionist hopes for the Myers Bill. The antivivisectionists endlessly
reprinted and circulated the 1919 poem "Rags" by popular poet and radio
personality, Edmund Vance Cooke. "Rags" is a tale told by a returning American
soldier of a valiant mutt who, in return for only "bones and bread," love, and an
occasional "pat on the head," repeatedly saved the soldier's life on battlefield. "We
called him 'Rags.' He was just a cur, but twice, on the Western Line, that little old
bunch of faithful fur had offered his life for mine."
When the soldier's regiment returned victorious to the States, Rags returned
"home" with them. However, likely as a result of theft, Rags went missing and was
sold to a laboratory. The soldier, now in college as a "budding M.D.", went with his
class "to one of those institutes where they demonstrate every new disease by
means of bisected brutes." Inside the laboratory, "They had one animal tacked and
tied and slit like a full dressed fish, with his vitals pumping away inside[.]" The
soldier-turned-student "stopped to look like the rest, of course, and the beast's eyes
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levelled with mine, and his short tale thumped with a feeble force, and he uttered a
tender whine."
To the returned soldier's horror, the beast was none other than his old friend
and loyal war comrade, now tortured and dying for humanity's sins. "It was Rags,
yes Rags! who was martyred there, who was quartered and crucified, and he whined
that whine which is doggish prayer and he licked my hand - and died." Continuing,
the solider exclaimed, "Well! I've seen men go to courageous death in the air, on sea,
on land! But only a dog would spend his breath in a kiss for his murderer's hand." 93
Despite the post-war popularity of such sentiments for war dogs specifically,
and a consequent elevated esteem for dogs more broadly, the situation was not as
favorable as the antivivisectionists had hoped. True, ubiquitous articles hailed the
bravery of dogs as patriotic soldiers in America's great fight. Such valorizations,
however, were not ecumenical. Rather than uniformly raising the status of all dogs,
the war shifted conceptions of categories of American dogdom. And as with almost
all things in World War I America, canine status was reconfigured along
essentialized visions of nation and loyalty.
Breeds understood to be properly American, such as the American Terrier,
took pride of place in the new canine hierarchy. "Allied" breeds, such as the French
Poodle and British Bulldog, occupied a less exalted, but still admirable wrung on the
ladder. Breeds unfortunate enough to be associated with the enemy faired far less
93 Edmund Vance Cooke, "Rags," Wilmington Evening Journal(Delaware) (1919), as
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well. Increasingly viewed as the tail-wagging incarnation of the Kaiser's bloodthirsty
war machine, the Dachshund made out worst of all.
The dachshund quickly became one of the core metonymic referents for all
things Prussian. U-boats were referred to as "Sea dachshunds." 94 Even the
machinations of the Kaiser himself were rendered as the body of the dachshund
menace. And as the Wall StreetJournalmade clear, in such cases, "We Favor
Vivisection". 95
The dachshund, however, was not just linked to enemy humans overseas. In
progressively repressive tones, the Dachshund stood-in for German humans in the
United States. American papers were replete with ominous assertions such as that
from a March 1918 South Carolina paper declaring, "The patriotic dogs of Aiken
think that the German Dachshund should be interned." 96
Non-German Americans suspected of ties to Germany likewise found
themselves depicted in heavily elongated form. In 1917, Texas Governor James E.
Fergusson was impeached and barred from holding elected office in the state for
having accepted $150,000 from German brewing interests, and then "violently
opposing" U.S. war preparation measures. Nonetheless, in 1918, Fergusson
attempted reelection as Texas Governor. As part of a "loyalty campaign" to prevent
this outcome, one million postcards bearing the image of a yellow dachshund
emblazoned with the sum "$150,000?" were mailed to Texas voters. The "Yellow
"Yankee Cunning Shows John Bull Way to Fight the U-Boats," Elyria Evening Telegraph
(Ohio) (24 Feb. 1917), 5.
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Dachshund" icon became so prevalent during the campaign a Texas paper reported
"All of Texas is plastered with pictures of a yellow dog. In sight of every voting box,
on billboards, fence posts, at the country crossroads and on side-walks, there is the
picture of a dachshund marked '$150,000?"97

The metonymic functions of the dachshund were not limited to the figurative,
and linkages between the German adversary and flesh and blood German breed
dogs in the U.S. were understood literally as well. Prior to the war, the dachshund
had been among the most popular dog breeds in the country, as well as considered
one of the most American breeds in spirit. However, as a Newark, New Jersey paper
spelled it out it in November 1918, "Every dog has a day, but the day of the
dachshund is over." 98
Identified as the much shorter, longer embodiment of America's wartime
adversary, dachshunds and other German breeds increasingly became the objects of
openly celebrated patriotic violence. Merging the figurative and the literal, a
Nebraska paper in October 1917 ran an article entitled, "English Bull Opens
Dachshund Offensive". The piece enthusiastically reported on a Portland, Oregon
woman's complaint to the police that, in the paper's terms, a "decidedly anti-Hun"
bulldog repeatedly visits "the Kaiser's subject in her backyard and administers a
pro-ally chewing to her pet."99
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As popular sentiment grew ever more venomous towards those classified as
enemy aliens, patriotic human Americans expanded the range of state sanctioned
anti-German violence to include American-owned pet dachshunds and other
"enemy" breed dogs. After turning his back for a moment, a "Patriotic Day" paradegoer in Duluth, Minnesota found his dachshund disoriented and painted with white
letters reading, "U-Dog". The man "rushed into a store, bought a blanket", and
wrapped his dachshund up to hide both their shame as he "hurried home with the
animal". 100 An August 1917 issue of the Oakland Tribune approvingly recounted how
two dachshunds, until lately among the most popular residents of North Berkeley,
were now "friendless". Recently approaching a once friendly street vendor, the two
dogs discovered "the newsstand man is a patriot and hates everything German. 'Get
out of here you _

!', he shouted at the Teutonic hounds." The Tribune reported

that now the two dogs faces "have become almost as long as their forms."1'0
When displayed in Cincinnati in 1918, a U.S. Marines recruiting poster
depicting an American bulldog chasing a spike-helmeted Prussian dachshund
inspired violence against dachshunds so constant a local paper declared the breed
to thereafter have been wholly driven from the streets of the city. 0 2 Comparable
violence lead to the rapid, conspicuous disappearance of dachshunds and other
German breed dogs from the public spaces of numerous other American cities as
well.
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Collective efforts to change the breed's name from dachshund to "Liberty
Hound" did little to remedy the state of affairs. 103 Similarly inspired efforts to
rename individual dachshunds and other German breed dogs accomplished equally
dismal results. Frequently until that point having been named "Kaiser" and
"Bismarck", even rechristened German breed dogs with impeccably American
monikers such as "Lincoln" and "Uncle Sam" experienced no respite from the
violence.104

Likely among the most dramatic examples of this patriotic anti-German
breed dog violence occurred in May 1918 in Columbus, Ohio. In a moonlit ceremony
celebrating the renaming of Schiller Park to the less treasonous Washington Park,
residents searched the city for all dogs of German breed, dragged them to the park
and massacred them as German language books burned in a pyre nearby. 105

So, despite antivivisection hopes, the American public hardly viewed itself as
indebted to all dogs, especially when so many of them were understood as actively
linked to the enemy. More so, W.B. Cannon helmed the research defense attack on
the Myers bill. Alerted to the measure by the Director of the U.S. Public Health
Service Hygienic Laboratory, Cannon was notified that, the "opening gun has been
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fired."1 06 Emphasizing his military credentials, and again fusing the war on disease,
the war over vivisection, and actual military combat, Lieutenant Cannon informed
the Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee that, "The sentiment on which the
proposed legislation is based, namely, elimination of the dog from use in
experiments because he has been of service in the recent war, is short-sighted
appreciation of the true state of affairs. The dog in warfare, was subjected to
wounds and death for the sake of saving human beings."1 07
"The proponents," Cannon continued, "of such a bill as you have to consider
appear to be ignorant of the fact that medical investigators are engaged in constant
warfare, a warfare against disease, and that they act upon the conviction that it is as
justifiable to draft into this service the lower animals, as it is to draft the best of our
young men when human welfare is at stake."1 08
Taking advantage of ambivalent attitudes towards dogs, antivivisection
marginalization, and now strong public association of experimental medicine with
the war effort, Keen's prot6g6 Cannon led the successful effort to crush the Myers
bill. Emphasizing his military credentials, and again fusing the war on disease, the
war over vivisection, and actual military combat, Lieutenant Cannon informed the
Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee that, "The sentiment on which the
proposed legislation is based, namely, elimination of the dog from use in
experiments because he has been of service in the recent war, is short-sighted
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appreciation of the true state of affairs. The dog in warfare, was subjected to
wounds and death for the sake of saving human beings." 109 The Myers Bill failed.

Though Charles Loomis Dana's efforts to pathologize the antivivisectionist
mind as a source of anti-human cruelty were warmly received and mobilized by the
America research defense community, Keen determined that this strategy, even
when paired with allegations of sedition, was inadequate to marginalize the animal
protectionists. What was needed, Keen beleived, was a campaign to seize from the
animal protectionists ownership of the very notion of animal protection itself.
Strategized Keen, it was not enough to argue merely that antivivisectionists were
cruel to human beings. Rather, they must be depicted as cruel to animals as well.
Keen informed Cannon, "That is where they are most vulnerable." Continued Keen,
"They are always talking about kindness to animals and being themselves cruel
instead of kind to them, cruel by withholding the means of curing and preventing
animal diseases. They haven't a single laboratory of any kind." 110 Argued Keen, the
job of the research defense community must be to convince the public that, in
opposing animal experimentation, "The cruelties inflicted on animals by the A.V.s by
preventing the use of means for preventing animal diseases is a black chapter in the
'

history of animal welfare." 1
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Combining this approach with the research defense community's already
extensive efforts to tar anti-vivisectionists as anti-human, Keen posited that animal
researchers must assert that opposition to animal experimentation nothing less
than "the greatest cruelty to human beings and animals that can possibly be
devised[. 112 Extending this line further, Keen insisted that researchers needed to
represent themselves not only as kind to human beings, but also as being the true
protectors of animals. To this end, Keen proposed a public relations strategy he
titled "The Beneficence of Vivisection." 1 3 Research defenders were already
highlighting the economic advantages of animal experimentation for the American
livestock industry, in the form of animal vaccines and other profit-enhancing herdlevel medical interventions. Keen, however, admonished that this line of argument
must be retooled to highlight ostensible benefits from animal experimentation to
animals themselves. "[I]t out to be not only the economic loss from animal diseases,
but the cruelty to hundreds of thousands, if not millions of animals as a result of the
efforts of the Antivivisectionists to prevent such study of animal diseases."114
The research defense community, argued Keen, must even more loudly stress
"the saving of suffering and cruel death by disease to thousands of animals and the
prevention of enormous economic loss to our farmers and stockmen should also be
shown."11 5 Keen was so adamant about the necessity of pursuing and uniting these
threads, the rebranding of animal protectionists as cruel enemies of human beings
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and animals, and the simultaneous rebranding of animal researchers as the true
advocates of compassion for man and beast alike, that he declared to his disciple
Cannon, "That should be practically our sole aim at the present time."116
Heeding his mentor's calls, Cannon sought a proper spokesman to advocate
Keen's proposed "Beneficence of Vivisection" platform. To deliver the message
successfully, Cannon conjectured the ideal spokesman would not be a scientist.
Rather, he would be layman. And not just any layman, he should be a layman already
perceived as a voice for the protection of animals. Cannon found the perfect man for
the job in the person of leading popular nature writer Ernest Harold Baynes.
Throughout the 1910s and early 1920s, Baynes had become a wildly popular writer
of heartwarming nature tales often told from the animals' point of view. Author of
such works as Animal Heroes of the Great War, Jimmie; the Story of a Black Bear Cub,
and Wild Bird Guests: How to Entertain Them, Baynes was the perfect choice for
selling the public on what he would shortly describe as, "the importance of
vivisection from the standpoint of the animals themselves[.]"117
Baynes did not disappoint. First, Baynes translated Keen's erudite and at
times challenging research defense messaging into a more lay-friendly approach.
Keen's "The Beneficence of Vivisection" became Baynes' "The Beneficial Results of
Vivisection".11 8 Keen's number-heavy charts became a photograph of six adorable
116 W.W.
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piglets resting atop a barnyard railing, with a caption reading, "When it comes to
vivisection these pigs are not on the fence".119
Following this line in his widely read subsequent series of articles on the
topic as well as related lectures, Baynes declared that, "When the opponents of
medical research, in the name of Humanity, seek to abolish vivisection, they seem to
ignore the fact that they are striking at a practice which is fundamentally humane."
Baynes continued, "One 'vivisector' working in his laboratory will prevent more
suffering to animals than all the officers in all the animal rescue leagues in the
United States put together[.]" Baynes recounted several laboratory-derived
treatments that reduced the pre-slaughter mortality rate of animals raised for meat,
and then concluded there can be no doubt that "vivisection is the most humane
practice known to man." If any of his readers were still incredulous, Baynes assured
them he was providing the "view of vivisection which [...] the animals themselves
would take if they knew what was best for them[.]"120

The New York Times declared Baynes had proved once and for all that "the
vivisectors are the true friends of animals no less than of human beings."'121 The
research defense community was thrilled. Baynes was appointed as an officer of the
newly formed Friends of Medical Progress. Though ostensibly a Boston-based "lay"
organization in support of unregulated animal experimentation, the organization
119 Ibid., 1.
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"Editorial: Friends of Animals," New York Times (11 Aug. 1923), as reproduced in leaflet
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was largely conceived of and overseen by the professional leaders of the research
defense community. Among others, the group's crucial Medical Advisory Board
included Keen, Cannon, and Flexner.1 22 Through the organization, Baynes articles
were reprinted and distributed to ever wider audiences.1 23
Keen and Baynes' narrative seeking to displace antivivisectionists as the true
animal protectionists spread and achieved new heights. For example, in a widely
redistributed article in Scientific Monthly by Maurice Hall of the United States
Bureau of Animal Industry, the research defense community pinned initial blame for
the cruelty of the world on nature herself. Began Hall, "Nature [...] destroys life
remorselessly. He continued, in the skies, on land, and under the waves where
"death awaits with armed tentacles," nature is the ultimate source of cruelty to men
and animals alike.1 24
Against this woeful brutality of nature, Hall continued, stands "a great
humane society", medical researchers and their allies. Indeed, Hall titled his piece,
"The Prevention of Cruelty and the Work of a Great Humane Society". Linking this
narrative to patholigization of the antivivisectionist mind, Hall continued that
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opposed to the great humane society of animal researchers stands the
antivivisectionists. These false protectors of animals, Hall insisted, were the
"tenemies of all medical science, sadists who conceal under an outward love of
animals a cruelty to mankind[.]" 1 25
When another dog exemption measure was placed on the California ballot in
1920, Keen raged to Cannon in disbelief that the absolute freedom of science could
be subject to the democratic process as any other issue. Railed Keen, "It is a perfect
absurdity anyway to have day laborers, carpenters and cooks decide whether
scientific investigation shall go on or not go on. Absurd on the face of it!"1

26

As with

the Myers Bill, however, the 1920 California ballot initiative failed as well. Indeed,
these antivivisection defeats presaged a general decline in the fortunes of the
movement to end or regulate animal experimentation from which it would not even
begin to reemerge for a decade. After the war, medical researchers entered a golden
era of research and respectability. Their well-publicized role in the war effort, as
well as the recent production of "miracle treatments" such as insulin, elevated them
to new heights of status.
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Already regarding the vivisection conflict as warfare, the soaring ideals and
horrific carnage of the Great War radicalized researchers and antivivisectionists'
understandings of the fight over experimentation. By the end of the bloodletting in
Europe, both sides of the American vivisection debate viewed themselves as locked
in a total and apocalyptic war of salvation for the future of humanity and civilization
that often fully conflated the war in Europe with their war over American
laboratories. In the process, W.W. Keen and the research defense community's
response to the antivivisectionists' efforts to shut down Red Cross-funded animal
experimentation resulted in damning, durable blowback against the antivivisection
movement. Increasingly, leading publications and minds associated the American
movement against animal experimentation with external threats to the security of
the nation. Research defense efforts to further pathologize the antivivisectionist
mind, especially along gendered lines, were central to this outcome. Further, the
research defense community made great strides towards their now explicit goal of
seizing from the animal protectionists their most valuable asset, ownership of the
notion of "the humane" itself.
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Chapter 3- "Our Nuremberg Trial."American Animal Protection, the Freedom
of Prussian Science, and Nazi Vivisection in Germany.

I- "OurNuremberg Trial"
Well before Hitler declared war on America, Nazis in Germany animated the
imaginations of pro and antivivisection partisans in the United States. As we have
seen, since the late nineteenth century, American animal protectionists and
advocates of animal research battled for rhetorical ownership of what I have termed
the specter of human vivisection. The antivivisectionists decried the "inevitable
tendency of [animal] vivisection" to lead to experiments on vulnerable groups of
human beings. It was "only a step," and a short one at that, they asserted, from the
animal laboratory to the hospital ward and orphanage. 5ss Conversely, medical
researchers and other advocates of unregulated animal experimentation argued that
far from leading to human vivisection, animal experimentation was the sole bulwark
against human experimentation. Through the 1930s, both sides in this contest
actively south out new supposed horrors perpetrated by their opponents to employ
as trump cards in this long simmering contest, but no additional revelations of
isolated human experimentation or ill-considered antivivisectionist misanthropy
sufficed to break the tie. By the time of America's entry into World War II, the battle
to own the specter of human vivisection was at a stalemate.

"Only a Step," Herald (New York), reprinted in pamphlet of the New York AntiVivisection Society, 1914, as reproduced in Lederer (1995), 74, 79.
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In her study of U. S. human and animal experimentation in the first decades
of the twentieth century, Susan Lederer concludes the centrality of human
vivisection in debates over animal experimentation declined after the 1940s due to
shifts in the undergirding philosophy of the animal protection movement from an
emphasis on cruelty to a focus on rights. Argues Lederer, the new focus was no
longer consistent with the charity and pity-oriented character of human vivisection
appeals.15 6 In this respect, Lederer's generally trenchant analysis misses the mark.
As we shall see, the question of human vivisection not only remained vital in
postwar experimentation debates, but it was only in the wake of Nuremberg that the
specter of human vivisection assumed its largest and most durable role.15 7

The trials in Nuremberg, however, were still a distant and unlikely horizon
when antivivisectionists first began drawing metaphorical links between the
conduct of Nazis and American medical researchers. In the months leading up to
Pearl Harbor, antivivisectionists again publicly linked German ruthlessness and
American laboratories.158 Just as it had invoked the Kaiser during WWI, the
156 Lederer

(1995), 140-141.
centrality of Nazi vivisection within American conflicts over animal and human
experimentation in the 1940s and 1950s requires a shift in our historical understanding of
the Holocaust in American social and political discourse. For historiographical analysis of
such, see below Appendix 1: Antivivisection and the Historiography of the Holocaust in
American Life.
158n a more generalized sense, American antivivisectionists analogized American
researchers and German Nazis even earlier. For example, well before the German invasion
of Poland, in December 1937 the American Anti-Vivisection Society compared the supposed
amorality of American animal researchers to that of "Hitler and Mussolini [...] send[ing]
machine guns and airplanes" to aid Franco's forces in the ongoing Spanish Civil War. That
said, in comparing the actions of American researchers (and hunters) to German and Italian
involvement in the Spanish Civil War, AAVS was not yet suggesting Nazi morality was
157The
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American Anti-Vivisection Society (AAVS) declared in May 1941, "It may seem
fanciful to connect the Nietzschean philosophy which inspires the vast abominations
of the Nazi Fuehrer with the secret horrors of vivisection which had its origin
centuries before Nietzsche was born, but there is no denying that they both stem
from the same root-the arrogated right of the strong to crucify the weak because
they are weak." 15 9
Following Hitler's declaration of war against the U.S., American
antivivisectionists increased their German-themed argumentation, warning of "Nazi
Methods in America."1 60 For example, in February 1943, AAVS excoriated the
American Medical Association's promotion of animal experimentation by asserting,
"Adolf Hitler, believing the Germans to be a super-race and strong enough to
conquer the world, announces that they have the right to subdue and torture the
rest of mankind. Organized Medicine, seeing that man has the humbler races of the
earth in his power, proclaims that it is virtuous for him to torture them when and as
he thinks it is to his own advantage."161
Again couching the American vivisection controversy in terms of the fight
against National Socialism, the following month AAVS scolded, "During these days of
war and ruthless violence we cry aloud in righteous horror at the atrocities inflicted

exceptionally depraved, nor was AAVS necessarily siding with Franco's leftist and
democratic Republican opponents. Rather, in referring to German and Italian armament of
"one Spanish faction [...] against another[,]" AAVS was making a more limited point
regarding brutality and the unbridled quest for power. R.R.L., "Let Us Have Peace," The
Starry Cross (Dec. 1937), 163.
159 R.B.C.,
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upon helpless peoples by Nazi viciousness. We should not overlook our own
savagery. In laboratories all over this great land outrageous cruelties are being
inflicted by a dominant people upon the weaker races, purely for the satisfaction of
the Nazi-minded."1

62 Similarly,

an article titled "Vivisection and Fascism"

reproduced in numerous animal protection periodicals on both sides of the Atlantic,
proclaimed, "Vivisection resembles fascism. It claims the right to do anything for the
sake of Science, just as Fascism claims the right to do anything for the sake of the
race or nation."1 63
In June 1943, animal protection invocations of Nazi Germany shifted from
metaphorical to literal linkages. The catalyst was an account from a recently
published German medical journal.1 64 As openly reported in the Munchener
medizinische Wochenschrift, German researchers conducted vitamin deficiency
experiments on fourteen infants. All fourteen perished over the course of a year.
Situating the deaths of these children within the antivivisection movement's long
held assertions, AAVS reproduced a British antivivisection account of the story
under the headline, "Where Does It Lead?" Echoing sixty years of similar claims,
AAVS declared this "scientific extermination" of babies proved "it is but a short step
from helpless animals to helpless humans [....] The only safe course to pursue is to
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forbid all experimental research on living creatures, whether human or subhuman[.] "165

However, as neatly as these experiments fit within the antivivisectionists'
preexisting framework, the death of fourteen infants read as simply another isolated
case of individual wrongdoing rather than proof of systemic vivisectionist
malevolence. Antivivisection reporting on the vitamin deficiency experiments struck
readers as little different than the occasional stories of lethal human research
occurring throughout the western world that antivivisectionists had publicized
since the turn of the century.
By the following year, however, the Nazi experience began its dramatic
ascension in the antivivisection armamentarium from merely the latest example in a
lengthy catalogue of outrages to a core element of the defining frame by which all
future and past events were to be understood. In summer 1944, credible sources,
including the Dutch underground, provided details of purported mass human
experimentation in the concentration camps. Most of the American press viewed the
information skeptically, and when the material was published at all, it was almost
invariably buried in the back pages. 166
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However, finding confirmation of their sixty-year held assertions, American
antivivisectionists seized upon the viciousness of Nazi medicine to make sense of
American research practices. 167 In so doing, they were among the first in the West to
highlight the horrors occurring inside concentration camp laboratories. Quickly
eclipsing the story of the fourteen infants, American antivivisectionists splashed the
underground reports on the front covers of their mailings. "[N]ot as propaganda but
as acknowledged facts," AAVS pronounced, "reputable German doctors of high
scientific training have been experimenting both surgically and through disease
inoculations on men and women prisoners in the Polish concentration camps [.]"168
AAVS listed the Ravensbrtick and Mauthausen camps by name and provided explicit
details of the bone grafting, tetanus, gangrene, and poison gas experiments later
made infamous at Nuremberg.1 69

167 Though

far less regularly than with the German experiments, American
antivivisectionists also highlighted the barbarity of the "Jap human experimentation camps"
and drew connections between Japanese wartime human experimentation and animal
experimentation in the United States. In a similar vein, American antivivisectionists also
drew connections between Japanese non-research oriented cruelty to animals and the
practices of American animal research laboratories. In the October 1947 issue of its
magazine, AAVS reproduced a report on the published account of an Australian former
prisoner of the Japanese who witnessed "pigs tortured for an hour before execution by
having boiling water poured down their ears so that they screamed like demented souls."
And while the former prisoner continued that, "no single action of the Japanese emphasized
so strongly the abyss which separated our mentalities", AAVS retorted that though "[w]e do
not pour boiling water into a pig's ears for the fun of hearing the pig scream," Anglo
researchers nonetheless do the same sort of thing merely for the "scientific purpose of
discovering a pig's 'reaction' to that particular form of torture." Walter Murdoch, "Answer to
Readers' Questions," The West Australian (Perth) (1 Feb. 1947), as reproduced in The A-V
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Re-envisioning the historical record and with eyes squarely on the next
phase of the vivisection struggle, AAVS president Logan linked the concentration
camps experiments to American laboratories past, present, and future. "We realize,"
Logan declared, "that our patriotic readers will assume that these German
vivisectors were cruel and unfeeling because they were Nazis and that American
and British doctors would have nothing but condemnation for them. We wish we
could feel the same way but unfortunately we cannot forget the experiments upon
the orphan children in St. Vincent's Home, Philadelphia," who had earlier in the
century been subjected to widely condemned optic tuberculin experiments.1 70 "Nor
can we forget that from time to time both English and American doctors have asked
that criminals be used for vivisectional experiments[.] "171 "Perhaps," added Logan
sardonically, "the war will put an end to all this false sentiment about animal and
human rights [so that] when peace comes our vivisectors may be saved the expense
of obtaining enough pet dogs and cats for their laboratories." Instead, he asserted,
American researchers will, like the Nazis, follow through with the "inevitable" logic
of vivisection and "be supplied with a steady stream of orphans, criminals and antivivisectionists" upon which to experiment. "[L]et us look forward," Logan
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concluded, "to a truly scientific and unsentimental world where everyone shall be
entitled either to torture or be tortured in the name of humanity."

72

As U.S. and Russian tanks barreled towards Berlin, new information from the
Nazi extermination centers continued its way west. Making use of this material, the
concentration camps assumed an increasingly prominent place within
antivivisection fulminations. Reproducing a March 1945 British antivivisection
article under the headline, "More Human Vivisection," AAVS introduced its
readership to Auschwitz. Coupling the account with additional news of human
experiments at Ravensbruk, AAVS detailed the Auschwitz sterilization experiments
and provided specific information on camp block designations, the number of
experimental victims, and even the SS doctors in charge. AAVS declared, "These
cases represent the ultimate evil of the practice which we know as vivisection. First,
experiments on animals [...], then, when opportunity offers, similar experiments on
human beings. The necessary prerequisite in each case being that the victims must
be those who cannot defend themselves. Is not this an overwhelming argument for
the total abolition of experiments on any living creature other than for that
creature's own immediate benefit?"
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At war's end, the previously reticent mainstream media alacritously joined
the antivivisectionist press in coverage of the camps. On May 7, 1945, Life Magazine
published graphic photographs of the liberation of Buchenwald. Photo essays of
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other camps followed shortly thereafter. Seemingly overnight, the horrors of the
concentration camps were transformed from abstract crimes of a wartime enemy to
something entirely distinct and terrifying. While it would be decades before the
atrocities depicted in Life would become popularly understood as "the Holocaust,"
the immediate impact of the pictures on the American imagination was
staggering. 7 4 As literary icon Susan Sontag famously wrote of first seeing the
photographs as a twelve year old girl in 1945, "Nothing I have ever seen-in
photographs or in real life-ever cut me as sharply, deeply, instantaneously. Indeed,
it seems plausible to me to divide my life into two parts, before I saw those
photographs [...] and after." Continuing, "When I looked at those photographs,
something broke. Some limit had been reached, and not only that of horror; I felt
irrevocably grieved, wounded, [...] something went dead; something is still
crying."17 5
Riding this wave of spreading revulsion, American antivivisectionists
incorporated what would eventually be known as the Holocaust, and in particular
the concentration camp experiments, as a cornerstone of their appeals. By 1946,
Dachau was as ubiquitous a geographical reference within many antivivisection
articles as was Johns Hopkins, and researchers highlighted in the antivivisection
press were often just as likely to owe allegiance to the SS as to the AMA. Most
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frequently, antivivisectionists paired Nazi and American researchers in a unified
vision of the merciless vivisecting fiend.1 7 6

Again and again antivivisectionists invoked the concentration camp
experiments as long sought proof of the alleged inevitable experimental progression
from animal to unconsenting human bodies in biomedical research. In the months
and years immediately following the war, AAVS repeatedly reproduced other
antivivisectionists' reports of new evidence pertaining to the Nazi experiments
under the recurring headline, "VIVISECTION-WHERE DOES IT LEAD?" Asserted the
column, the Nazi experience confirmed that after some time with the scalpel, "the
vivisector feels regret that he is confined to animals as the material for his research,
and given the opportunity, he will turn his experimental endeavors to any
unfortunate human being who may be at his mercy." "Let it not be thought," AAVS
admonished, "that 'Nazism' was alone responsible for these manifestations[.]"177
The culprit, antivivisectionists insisted, was an international vivisectionist
spirit that imperiled animals and human beings alike. Interspersed between
discussion of U. N. War Crimes Commission documents and graphic details of "the
torture camps at Belsen, Buchenwald, Ravensbruk and elsewhere[,]" the column
provided names and dates of other human experiments conducted by researchers
across the western world.' 7 8 "The obvious lesson to be learnt from all this," a later
example, see, R.B.C., "What Will Not Woman, Gentle Woman, Dare!" The A-V
(February 1946), 25.
177W. Arr, "VIVISECTION-WHERE DOES IT LEAD?", leaflet of the London &Provincial AntiVivisection Society, 1946, as reproduced in The A-V (November 1946), 146-147.
178 Ibid.; W. Arr,
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installment of the column intoned, "is that vivisection is morally wrong; that it
carries in its train the potentiality of the development from animal experiments to
human experiments," and that "both forms of experiments [...] are completely
unjustifiable[.]"179

Noted lay theologian, author, and Oxford fellow C. S. Lewis concurred in an
early post-war essay written for and published by the New England Anti-Vivisection
Society. Declared Lewis:
[N] o argument for experiments on animals can be found which is not also an
argument for experiments on inferior men. If we cut up beasts simply
because they cannot prevent us and because we are backing our own side in
the struggle for existence, it is only logical to cut up imbeciles, criminals,
enemies, or capitalists for the same reasons. Indeed, experiments on men
have already begun. We all hear that Nazi scientists have done them. We all
suspect that our own scientists may begin to do so, in secret, at any
moment.18 0
In the war's wake, American officials from Supreme Commander of Allied
Forces, Dwight D. Eisenhower, down sought to retroactively in part justify America's
involvement in the European conflict as a heroic struggle to liberate the
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Society, 1946, as reproduced in The A-V (December 1946), 166-167; W. Arr, "VIVISECTIONWHERE DOES IT LEAD?", leaflet of the London &Provincial Anti-Vivisection Society, 1946,
as reproduced in The A-V (January 1947), 14-15.
17 9 W. Arr, "VIVISECTION-WHERE DOES IT LEAD?", leaflet of the London &Provincial AntiVivisection Society, 1946, as reproduced in The A-V (February 1947), 31.
180 Lewis continued that, "The victory of vivisection marks a great advance in the triumph of
ruthless, non-moral utilitarianism over the old world of ethical law; a triumph in which we,
as well as animals, are already the victims, and of which Dachau and Hiroshima mark the
more recent achievements." C. S. Lewis, "Vivisection," Pamphlet of the New England AntiVivisection Society, 1947, as reproduced in C. S. Lewis, God in the Dock: Essays on Theology
and Ethics (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1970), 224228.
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concentration camps and smash the mentality that produced them.1 81 Integrating
this increasingly popular postwar understanding of the war's ultimate purpose,
antivivisectionists rendered themselves as a continuing wartime resistance force. It
was up to the antivivisectionists, they argued, to oppose American vivisectors at
home in order to shut down the Nazi-styled concentration camps on U. S. soil.
In a November 1946 address reproduced as a pamphlet by the Chicago-based
Vivisection Investigation League, antivivisectionist physician A. V. Allen declared,
"We have read [with] great indignation about the terrible experiments the Germans
performed on the helpless prisoners. Practically everything they did to prisoners is
being done in our own country, except it is being done to animals instead of human
beings." "It is said," Allen continued, "the German people are equally guilty for not
protesting to the authorities about these atrocities. By the same token, we

Until the late stages of the war, most Americans focused their primary venom on the
Japanese. And despite a general disdain for Nazism, there remained great uncertainty
among many in the U. S. as to why exactly their country was at also war with Germany. As
future playwright Arthur Miller wrote of his wartime experiences in the Brooklyn Navy
Yards, there existed a "near absence among the men I worked with ... of any comprehension
of what Nazism meant - we were fighting Germany essentially because she had allied
herself with the Japanese who had attacked us at Pearl Harbor." Argues Peter Novick
(among others), the concentration camps "provided, retroactively, the symbol that defined
the meaning of the war." Writing after ordering American troops to tour a liberated
concentration camp, General Eisenhower noted, 'We are told that the American soldier does
not know what he is fighting for. Now, at least, he will know what he is fighting against."
Peter Novick, The Holocaust in American Life (Boston: Mariner books, 2000), 26, 85,
(emphasis in original). Along similar lines, on Eisenhower and others' efforts to ensure that
as many Americans as possible back home witnessed the sights of the concentration camps,
see Robert Lane Fenrich, ImaginingHolocaust: Mass Death and American Consciousness at
the End of the Second World War (Diss: Northwestern University, 1992), 22-86. And on
differing wartime attitudes of Americans towards the Japanese and Germans, see John W.
Dower, War Without Mercy: Race and Power in the Pacific War (USA: Pantheon, 1987), 3-73,
esp. 33-57.
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Americans are equally guilty if we do not protest what is going on in our vivisection
laboratories." 1 8 2
Not restricted to movement broadsides, a few months later the head of the
Animal Protective League of Milwaukee testified at a state senate hearing on animal
experimentation that, to "the same degree that the Nazis have been held guilty of
torture at Dachau, so will the civilized world be held guilty of cruelty, if animal
experimentations are allowed to continue without restriction." 183 Further binding
the antivivisection cause to the national military mission, one pamphlet decried
American "animal torture camps" and declared that returning American soldiers,
"after having witnessed the prison camps of our enemies [only] to find here in their
own country similar chambers of horror," may be aroused "to end forever, under
our flag, these debasing and horrible practices" just as they did overseas.18 4
Little excited antivivisectionist thought along these lines more than the
1946-1947 prosecution of concentration camp doctors at Nuremberg known as the
182 A.V.

Allen, "Vivisection as a Business," leaflet of the Vivisection Investigation League
(Chicago), 1946, NSMR Archives, Box 11, Folder: Anti-Vivisection Publications/1905-1951.
For a slightly different version of the address, see its reproduction as, "Vivisection as a
Business," leaflet of the National Anti-Vivisection Society (Chicago), ca 1946, NSMR
Archives, Box 14, Folder: National Anti-Vivisection Society Publications/1954-1960.
183 "Nazi Cruelty in Vivisection," The Sentinel (Milwaukee) (19 February 1947), as
reproduced in Bulletin of the NationalAnti-Vivisection Society (Chicago) (1 April 1947).
184

The pamphlet continued, "The G.I. Must Fight Over Here. Let every G.I., [sic] who has
witnessed the suffering of his buddies on the battle field, in the hospitals of pain, on the
long, weary marches, in the pest holes of disease, stand up in the name of humanity, stand
up for his dear ones here at home, and fight as he did overseas, against the torture
chambers, the burning of sentient flesh, man and beast, that is going on in this country[.]" A.
Fitz Roy Anderson, "An Open Letter to the President of the United States on Medical
Sabotage and Exploitation of Veteran Relief," ca 1946-1947, NSMR Archives, Box 9, Folder:
Anti-medical propaganda/publications/ca 1924-1947.
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Doctors' Trial. One column in Washington D.C.'s Times-Herald titled, "Cruelty to
Dogs Invites Cruelty to Man," routinely reproduced by numerous American
antivivisection societies, reported on the Doctors' Trial and its supposed proof of
"the road down which [animal experiments] start the vivisector."1 85 "And what road
is that? You see plainly enough when you read the official testimony of the trials
now going on in Germany, trials of eminent doctors who turned to vivisection of
human beings, with Hitler's full encouragement, just a little while ago."1 86 Another
piece in the Washington Times-Herald, this one supporting pending vivisection
restriction bills before Congress, denounced American animal experiments and
declared, "just now in Germany there is being conducted a trial of 23 leading
German scientists who did all the above things. Only they did not use mere dogs as
their subjects. They used human beings." 187 A later installment of the "Cruelty to
Dogs Invites Cruelty to Man" column ominously warned, "The Germans used human
beings. The Americans, as yet, use other animals. But the methods, purposes and
moral values are identical."1 88
The Doctors' Trial guilty verdicts and death sentences handed down in
August 1947 provided dramatic inspiration to American antivivisectionists and
185 American antivivisection societies that reproduced the column included the National
Anti-Vivisection Society (Chicago), the American Anti-Vivisection Society (Philadelphia),
and the Anti-Vivisection Society of the District of Columbia.
186 "Cruelty to Dogs Invites Cruelty to Man," Times-Herald(Washington D.C.) (6 April 1948),

as reproduced in Bulletin of the NationalAn ti-Vivisection Society (Chicago) (1 May 1948);
and in The A-V (May 1948), 67.
187 "StopVivisection," Times-Herald, Washington D.C., ca Feb.-March 1947, as reproduced in
Bulletin of the NationalAn ti-Vivisection Society (Chicago) (1 March 1947).

"Cruelty to Dogs Invites Cruelty to Man," Times-Herald (Washington D.C.) (3 June 1948),
as reproduced in leaflet of the Anti-Vivisection Society of the District of Columbia (1948),
NSMR Archives, Box 12, Folder: Misc. Anti-Vivisection Societies Correspondence/19481949.
188
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their understanding of the inextricably linked nature of American and German
research practices. "Seven vivisectionists were hanged yesterday, by order of the
government of the United States," boasted one article. 189 Similarly, in a letter sent to
A.

J. Carlson,

noted Chicago physiologist and recent cofounder of the pro-animal

research advocacy organization the National Society for Medical Research (NSMR),
an irate antivivisectionist declared, "[I]f you got your rightful reward you would be
the [next] to hang for cruelty."1 90 Less viciously but equally inspired by the
proceedings in Nuremberg, another American animal protection group called for
submissions "for our 'Nuremberg Trial' to be presented as evidence of [a] new kind
for the petition for an injunction against all vivisection in the U.S." As prophetically
envisioned, when faced with this evidence, "the tears of the presiding judge will win
the new freedom for all living beings."1 91

By the close of the Doctors' Trial, American antivivisectionists wholly
articulated many of their core assertions in the context of the concentration camps.
The Nazi crimes reified and made corporeal the antivivisectionists' long held
movement identity of heroic resistance to an apocalyptic progression from
experimentation upon helpless animals to experimentation upon unconsenting
human beings. Similar to their dire pronouncements regarding "Kaiseristic
Ibid.
Miss H. L. Mancini to Anton Carlson, 18 September 1947, NSMR Archives, Box 10, Folder:
Anti-Vivisection letters from individuals/Unanswered.
191 Philip Louis Bocchini, "Letter for the Court in our own 'Nuremberg Trial,"' OurAnimal
Friends (Philadelphia) (Sept.-Oct. 1947), 11.
189
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vivisection" during WWI, animal protectionists believed and argued that a possible
postwar U. S. antivivisectionist defeat would unleash a Hitlerian experimental vision
upon American soil. Conversely, and again as with WWI, they argued that U. S.
antivivisectionist triumph would augur American redemption and universal
freedom. After sixty years of rhetorical struggle, and buoyed by the growing
mountain of evidence from Nuremberg, American antivivisectionists confidently
believed they had finally secured victory in the lengthy contest for the specter of
human vivisection.
The antivivisectionists were indeed correct that the battle over the specter of
human vivisection was about to be decisively won. It was not, however, to be by
them.

II- The freedom of German science
To make sense of this coming American vivisection victory born out of the
ashes of Nazi Germany, we must first turn our attention to the earliest days of the
Third Reich. On August 16, 1933, only months after the NSDAP translated electoral
successes into single-party rule, Nazi second-in-command Hermann Goring declared
over radio that "vivisection of animals of whatsoever species is prohibited in all
parts of Prussian territory." 192 Further, Goring vowed, "Any one presuming to

"New Regulations Concerning Vivisection," JAMA 101 (1933): 1087. The date of Goring's
proclamation is frequently misidentified as 17 August. For correct dating putting the
proclamation on 16 August, see for example, "Order by Goering Bans Vivisection in Prussia,
New York Times (17 Aug. 1933), 10; "Prohibition!", ProgressToday (July-Sept. 1933), 145;
192
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practice vivisection henceforth will be taken to a concentration camp."1 93 Joyous
animal protectionists flooded G6ring and Hitler with telegrams of gratitude. One
such cable to Hitler from a group of German antivivisection societies gushed, "For
the total prohibition of vivisection in Prussia, for which we have been fighting
without hope, for years, we express to you, Mr. Chancellor, in the name of all
protectors of animals our deeply felt thanks. We are convinced this noble deed will
bear noble fruit."1 94
While indeed jarring, the fruit of G6ring's decree was not an actual Nazi ban
on animal experimentation. As we shall see, the Nazis did not ban animal
experimentation, no relevant party at the time believed (for long) that the Nazis
banned animal experimentation, animal experimentation expanded under the Nazis,
and animal experimentation proved to be a critical element of eventual human
experimentation within the concentration camps and related facilities.

19s

Clemens Giese, "Affidavit," 31 July 1947, USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 86,
Hoerlein Doc. NO-16, Frame 0100, NARA.
193 "Order by Goering Bans Vivisection in Prussia," New York Times (17 Aug. 1933),
10.
194 Tierrecht und Tierschutz (Aug. 1933), as translated by and quoted in
"Prohibition!," ProgressToday (July-Sept. 1933), 145.
195
One would be unlikely to arrive at these same conclusions, however, if surveying the
existing historiography. Most historical works on relevant topics are totally or nearly silent
about the controversy. More problematic still is the seeming consensus of most works that
do address the topic. Despite the claim's unequivocal lack of historical grounding, Ivy and
the NSMR's assertions regarding an actualized Nazi ban or near-ban on animal
experimentation that led to or encouraged unconsenting human experimentation in the
concentration camps became, and to some extent remains, a historiographical staple in
numerous works dealing with Nazi human experimentation or touching upon Nazism more
broadly. Relatedly, this same understanding became, and also to some extent remains,
virtually canonical within influential segments of the western biomedical community. For
one example among many, see Michael A. Grodin's 1992 chapter "Historical Origins of the
Nuremberg Code," in which he asserts, "On November 24, 1933, the Nazis passed a law to
prevent cruelty and indifference of humans to animals. [....] This law, of course, would
prevent the use of animals as an alternative to human experimentation." Michael A. Grodin,
"Historical Origins of the Nuremberg Code," in George J. Annas and Michael A. Grodin (eds.),
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G6ring's proclamation was a stopgap measure for a single German municipal
state1 96 until a new comprehensive federal animal welfare law could be shortly
devised.19 7 This process would take several months, and even during this brief
period, G6ring's declared prohibition allowed for "necessary" experiments to
continue.1 98 Further, as we shall see, the supposed Nazi ban on vivisection grew
increasingly porous with the passing days.
Gdring later referred to his decree as having come "like lighting out of a blue
sky," but it was not without precedent.1 99 Capitalizing on a lengthy tradition of
German antivivisection sentiment 200, on February 2, 1929, Adolf Hitler himself

The Nazi Doctors and the Nuremberg Code: Human Rights in Human Experimentation (New

York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 132. For a more extended historiographical
assessment of this issue, see below Appendix 2: Historiography of the Controversy over
Animal Experimentation in Nazi Germany.
196 Prussia was, however, the largest of the German states. Further, though not resulting
from Goring's proclamation barring vivisection in Prussia, the German state Bavaria also
enacted restrictions on some animal experimentation at roughly the same time.
Subsequently, though no federal restrictions on animal experimentation were issued by the
Nazis in August 1933, a more than substantial portion of the country was nonetheless
covered by the Prussian and Bavarian orders. On the Bavarian regulations, see "Verbot der
Vivisektion auch in Bayern," Deutsche Volksgesundheit aus Blut und Boden!, November 1933,

USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 68, Doc. Hoerlein NO-52, Frame 0163, NARA.
197 "New Regulations Concerning Vivisection," JAMA 101 (1933): 1087; "Prussian Premier
Bans Vivisection in Drastic Decree," ChristianScience Monitor (18 Aug. 1933), 1.
198 "New Regulations Concerning Vivisection,"JAMA 101 (1933): 1087; "Prussian Premier
Bans Vivisection in Drastic Decree," ChristianScience Monitor, 18 Aug. 1933, 1.

199 Hermann G6ring, The PoliticalTestament of Hermann Goring:A selection of important
Speeches and Articles by Field-MarshalHermann Goring (London: John Long Limited, 1939,

reprinted New York: AMS Press, 1972), 70.
Significant German antivivisection sentiment long predated the rise of the NSDAP. As in
England and the U. S., antivivisection agitation in the German states emerged forcefully in
the mid-to-late nineteenth-century (frequently with the specter of human vivisection as a
central concern). The first German law (mildly) curbing animal experimentation passed in
1880, and Prussia itself experienced fierce debate over possible antivivisection legislation
as early as 1883. The early German antivivisection movement was prominently supported
by cultural icons such as philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer, composer Richard Wagner, and
(somewhat more hesitantly) Chancellor Otto von Bismarck himself. Though experiencing
periods of greater and lesser political strength (as with the antivivisection movement
200
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wrote to German antivivisection leader Dr. Albert Eckhard. The would-be Fuhrer
corresponded, "My Esteemed Doctor, Many thanks for your kindness in sending me
your magazine regarding the protection of animals, which I have read with interest
and deepest of indignation [....] Your article on vivisection cannot be distributed

widely enough, and you may be convinced that in the near future in Germany,
vivisection will be ended quickly." 201 Then, on November 2, 1932, NSDAP officials in
the Prussian Landtag advanced a bill to restrict animal experiments. 202 The bill
stalled, but the Nazis soon relieved themselves of the burdens of democratic
governance. By May 1933, international antivivisection societies were already
extolling Hitler for his "reported purpose to abolish vivisection in Germany."20 3 In
elsewhere), German concerns over animal experimentation remained pronounced into the
Weimar era. Indeed, the center-left Prussian government enacted a bill (again mildly)
regulating the practice in 1930. On the nineteenth and early twentieth-century German
antivivisection movement, see Ulrich Tr6hler and Andreas-Holger Maehle, "Anti-vivisection
in Nineteenth-century Germany and Switzerland: Motives and Methods," in Nicolaas A.
Rupke (ed.), Vivisection in HistoricalPerspective (Great Britain: Croom Helm, 1987), 149-

187. On Wagner's fervent support for the antivivisection cause, see same; Richard Wagner
as edited by M.R.L. Freshel, Selections from Three Essays by Richard Wagner with Comment
on a Subject ofsuch Importance to the Moral Progressof Humanity thatit Constitutes an Issue

in Ethics & Religion (New Hampshire: The Record Press/Millennium Guild, 1933); and
below. On Bismarck's less vociferous but still pronounced support, see same and "Foreign
Intelligence: Germany," The Zoophilist (London), 2 April 1883, 60-61. On the staunch
support of Bismarck's wife, the Princess Bismarck, see "Foreign Intelligence: Germany," The
Zoophilist (London), 1 March 1895, 150-151. On the 1930 Prussian regulations on animal
experimentation, see "New Regulations Concerning Vivisection," JAMA 101 (1933): 1087;
"The Antivivisectionists,"JAMA 99 (1932): 574.
201For the text of the letter, see Winifred Wilkins, "Hitler Against Vivisection-A Woman
Started a War," Wisconsin StateJournal(3 July 1933, 3). For the date of the letter, as well
as partial text of the letter in its original German, see "Was ist's dem 'Germanin,"'
Deutsche Volksgesundheit aus Blut und Boden!, November 1933, USA v. CarlKrauch, et al.,

RGB 238, M892, Roll 68, Doc. Hoerlein NO-52, Frame 0162, NARA.
proposed 1932 bill, however, "allowed exceptions for [animal experimentation at]
three publically controlled institutions[.]" "Tagesgeschichtliche Notizen," Miinchener
medizinische Wochenschrift 80 (1933): 204; "Prussian Premier Bans Vivisection in Drastic
202The

Decree," ChristianScience Monitor (18 Aug. 1933), 1.
"Praise Hitler," Galveston Daily News (Texas)(6 May 1933), 10; Bulletin of the
NationalAnti-Vivisection Society (Chicago) (1 June 1933), 1.
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mid-August 1933, G6ring, by now appointed Minister President of Prussia,
consulted on the matter with Hitler at his mountain retreat.2 0 4 Finally, G6ring issued
his dramatic August 16 partial and temporary restrictions on animal
experimentation in Prussia for the several months required to develop a
comprehensive federal animal welfare law.
During those months, although the Nazi's political opponents were
increasingly sidelined by the new dictatorship, the same cannot be said of the
regime's allies.205 Doctors and scientists were among the earliest and most ardent
supporters of the new Reich. 206 Yet, many German doctors and scientists actively

204 "Nazis

Put Ban on Vivisection: Minister Gring Forbids Practice in Prussia," Los Angeles
Times (17 Aug. 1933), 3.
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Now canonical works such as Robert Proctor's 1988 Racial Hygiene, Paul Weindling's
1989 Health, Race and German PoliticsBetween National Unification and Nazism, 1870-1945,

and Ute Deichman's 1996 Biologists Under Hitlerillustrate the untenability of the older
historiography asserting the Nazis crippled German medicine and science, and that
scientists and doctors in Germany were rarely active supporters of the NSDAP. In its place,
these scholars and others have demonstrated that not only did science survive under the
Nazis, the new Reich actually led numerous scientific disciplines to flourish. Further, as
Proctor writes, in many cases it was not an issue of doctors adopting or rejecting Nazi
ideology, but rather, "it was largely medical scientists who invented racial hygiene in the
first place." Robert N. Proctor, Racial Hygiene: Medicine Under the Nazis (Cambridge:

Harvard University Press, 1988), 38, 65-66, (emphasis in original); Paul Weindling, Health,
Race, and German Politicsbetween National Unification and Nazism, 1870-1945 (New York:

Cambridge University Press, 1989); Ute Deichmann, Biologists Under Hitler (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1996). For more on this historiography and its relevance to the
present study, see below Appendix 3: Heinrich Horlein and the historiography of science,
medicine, and the state in Nazi Germany.
206 That early Nazi ideology appealed to antivivisectionists and research scientists alike is
testament to the success of the NSDAP strategy seeking to broaden its base by, as historian
of National Socialism William Sheridan Allen described it, "being all things to all men." As
also historian of National Socialism Joseph Nyomarkay explained, "The most sharply
conflicting ideas were allowed to coexist in the party, which enabled National Socialism to
appeal to the most diverse groups[.][....] Programmatic diversity proved an excellent
instrument for attracting those who wanted change and who were willing to ascribe to
Nazism their particular ideals and aspirations." William Sheridan Allen, The Nazi Seizure of
Power: The Experience of a Single German Town 1922-1945 (New York: Franklin Watts,
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participated in an organized campaign of opposition to G6ring's proposed ban on
animal experimentation. 207 Almost immediately, German "representatives of
science" openly decried the announced prohibition, alleging a ban on animal
experimentation would do great harm to German health, culture, and military
prowess.208 Seeking to reassure his colleagues, only two days after G6ring's
broadcast, Dr. Leonardo Conti, Prussian Interior Ministerial Councilor, cofounder of
the Nazi Physicians League, and later chief physician of the Third Reich
(Reichsgesundheitsfuhrer),announced that when formulating the new animal
protection law, "consideration will be given to the requirements of science." 209

1965, 1984), 142; Joseph Nyomarkay, Charisma and Factionalism in the Nazi Party
(Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1967), 38-39.
20 7With
the exception of John E. Lesch's 2007 The FirstMiracle Drugs: How the Sulfa Drugs
TransformedMedicine. the resistance of the German medical and scientific communities to
the proposed Nazi ban on animal experimentation is nearly nonexistent in the secondary
literature. Lesch's work provides a strong account of the role 1. G. Farben's Heinrich H6rlein
played in the scientific resistance to the ban. And other than a handful of additional works
focused on 1. G. Farben that offhandedly note H6rlein's protests, the only other English
language volume of which I am aware that even mentions medico-scientific opposition to
the ban is Deborah Rudacille's 2000 The Scalpel and the Butterfly: The War between Animal

Research andAnimal Protection.Her treatment is as inaccurate as it is brief. Writes
Rudacille, "There was some grumbling among academic physicians about this ban, but it
was squelched [.]" John E. Lesch, The FirstMiracle Drugs: How the Sulfa Drugs Transformed
Medicine (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 72-81; Deborah Rudacille, The Scalpel
and the Butterfly: The War between Animal Research and Animal Protection (New York:

Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2000), 81.
208 For examples, see "What is Vivisection?", ProgressToday (July-Sept. 1933), 167; and
G6ring's revised thoughts on the vivisection question in late August 1933 after having
consulted with members of the research community, in G6ring (1939, 1972), 74.
209 For the quotation, see "New Regulations Concerning Vivisection," JAMA 101 (1933):
1087. For identification of Conti as the likely source of the quotation, see "Zur
Vivisektionsfrage," Tierrecht und Tierschutz (20 Sept. 1933), 131, as translated and
reproduced in "Permission!", ProgressToday (July-Sept. 1933), 148, ("Two days later, on
August 18, Ministerial Councillor Dr. Conti explained to the representatives of the press the
decree of the Prussian Premier G6ring against vivisection, and then made exceptions which
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These German research defense efforts proved effective. Less than two
weeks after his initial proclamation on vivisection, on August 28, Gbring returned to
the airwaves and took his first steps away from the seemingly abolitionist intent of
his earlier decree. Though still lambasting "those who still think they can continue
to treat animals as inanimate property[,]" G6ring began to hedge. It was only
"experiments on animals which are not really necessary [that] must be stopped." 210
Further, G6ring announced, "It will and must be the task of the experts to state
individual cases and to decide how far it will be necessary, if at all, to experiment on
animals in order to advance the knowledge of disease in humans, to produce
medicines and generally to further scientific knowledge." 211 He then proudly
enumerated successes of German animal experimentation, including benefits to the
nation's military capabilities. 212

were calculated considerably to damp the joy of protectors of animals."). For Conti's rise to
influence under Goring's patronage in Prussia, Conti's role in the Nazi T-4 "euthanasia"
campaign to exterminate perceived "defective" Aryans, and Conti's 6 October 1945 suicide
in a Nuremberg cell while awaiting prosecution for crimes against humanity, see Michael H.
Kater, "Doctor Leonardo Conti and His Nemesis: The Failure of Centralized Medicine in the
Third Reich," CentralEuropeanHistory, Sept.-Dec. 1985, 299-325. While Conti is the most
likely source of the quotation, there remains a lesser possibility that either Ministerial
Director Dr. Frey of the Medical Department of the Prussian Ministry of the Interior, or
Ministerial Councillor Dr. Clemens Giese of the Medical Department of the Reich Ministry of
the Interior, was the source. Both men were, alongside Conti, involved the medical effort to
oppose Goring's proposed ban on animal experimentation. See Heinrich H6rlein, "Affidavit,"
2 May 1947, USA v. CarlKrauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, H6rlein Doc. NI-6787, 3, NARA.
210
Gring (1939, 1972), 74 (Emphasis mine).
211 Ibid., 73.
212 Ibid., 74.
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Concluding his second radio address on vivisection, Goring called for a
conference of scientists from both sides of the controversy to "examine the
problem" and issue recommendations. 213 Convening the next day 2 14 in the Prussian
Upper House in Berlin, Ministerial Director Dr. Gottfried Frey of the Medical
Department of the Prussian Ministry of the Interior chaired what was to be the
defining event in the development of the Nazi laws on animal experimentation. 215
Famed I. G. Farben chemist Heinrich Horlein helmed the roughly twenty-person
strong pro-animal experimentation delegation at the meeting.216 H6rlein had been
with the massive I. G. Farben chemical cartel since 1909, sat on the firm's managing
board (Vorstand) since 1926, sat on the firm's even more exclusive Central
Committee since 1933, and managed the firm's crucial Elberfeld pharmaceutical and
insecticide plant.217 Actively involved in the promotion of German science, H6rlein
served as chairman or treasurer of at least six German scientific societies including
the German Chemical Society (Deutsche Chemische Gesellschaft) and the Kaiser
Wilhelm Society for the Advancement of Science (Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaftzur

Ibis., 75.
various parties to the conference had received invitations several days earlier on 26
August 1933. "Zur Vivisektionsfrage," Tierrecht und Tierschutz (20 Sept. 1933), 131.
213
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H6rlein, "Affidavit," 2 May 1947, USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892,
H6rlein Doc. NI-6787, 1, NARA; United Nations War Crimes Commission, Law Reports of
Trials of War Criminals, Vol. X (London: United Nations War Crimes Commission, 1949), 19.
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Fdrderungder Wissenschaften).218 Viewing it as his duty to "fight for freedom of
science," H6rlein had worked to counter Nazi antivivisection tendencies even prior
to G6ring's decree.219
On the opposing side, the antivivisectionists held a strategizing session
before Goring's conference and selected Germany's premier antivivisectionist, Dr.
Albert Eckhard of Hanover, to counter H6rlein. 220 Eckhard was chairman of the
German Physicians Anti-Vivisection League (Verband Viviseckionsgegnerischer
Aerzte) and the Scientific Editor of Germany's leading animal protection periodical,
Tierrechtund Tierschutz.221He was also an early and ardent member of the Nazi
Party. Eckhard joined the NSDAP in 1922, only two year after its formation. He
joined the SS in 1928, only three years after its founding, quickly rising to the rank
of SS-Sturmbannfthrerand the position Abschnittsarzt des SS (SS District

218

Ibid., 1-2.

219 Testimony

of Heinrich H6rlein, 30 January 1948, USA v. CarlKrauch, et al., RGB 238,
M892, Roll 7, Frame 0544, NARA; Heinrich H6rlein, "Affidavit," 2 May 1947, USA v. Carl
Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Horlein Doc. NI-6787, 3, NARA.
220
"Zur Vivisektionsfrage," Tierrecht und Tierschutz (20 Sept. 1933), 131.
2
21As with his American and British counterparts, Eckhard was also a vigorous proponent
of the axiomatic antivivisectionist position regarding necessary progression from
experimentation upon animals to experimentation upon unconsenting human beings. For
example, in 1932 Eckhard argued, "The objection that one must carry out animal
experiments in order not to have to make any experiments on humans also does not accord
with the truth, for the cruel experiments on animals have merely provided the foundation
for the belief that one can also make reprehensible experiments on human beings. The bad
thing is that they have performed the experiments on people, especially on children of poor
folk, to whom they transmitted tuberculosis, diphtheria, syphilis and other horrible
diseases, and did not even shrink back from conducting experiments on dying children."
Albert Eckhard in Tierrecht und Tierschutz, 20 September 1932, as translated and quoted in
Hans Ruesch (ed.), 1000 Doctors (And Many More) Against Vivisection (New York: CIVIS
Publications, 1989), 159.
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Physician). 222 Notably, Eckhard was also the recipient of Hitler's above discussed
and now much-touted 1929 letter promising to outlaw vivisection in the new
Reich. 223
Lasting over seven hours, Goring's already tense conference on animal
experimentation policy degenerated into acrimonious accusations and name calling
between H6rlein and Eckhard. 224 H6rlein flatly accused Eckhard of lying. Eckhard
responded by accusing H6rlein and I.G. Farben of being overly "capitalistic[,]"
suspiciously "Marxist[,]" and inadequately "Aryan[.]" On this last point, Eckhard
insinuated a need for racial descent investigations of I.G. Farben's executive board,
and castigated H6rlein for assistance he had provided a Jewish professor. 225

222 Eckhard's

NSDAP party number was 5064, and his SS number was an equally impressive
and damming 2945. For Eckhard's NSDAP and SS histories, see Der Fuhrer des SSAbschnitts IV to SS-Grupe Nord Altona, 19 Nov. 1932, RG 242, SS Officers Personnel Files,
Berlin Document Center, Roll A3343, SSO-172, Frame 412, NARA; "Ausweis," RG 242, SS
Officers Personnel Files, Berlin Document Center, Roll A3343, SSO-172, Frame 373, NARA;
Albert Eckhard to Heinrich Himmler, 9 December 1934, RG 242, SS Officers Personnel Files,
Berlin Document Center, Roll A3343, SSO-172, Frame 390-395, NARA; Heinrich Himmler to
Albert Eckhard, 13 December 1934, RG 242, SS Officers Personnel Files, Berlin Document
Center, Roll A3343, SSO-172, Frame 383, NARA.
2231For examples of touting, see Winifred Wilkins, "Hitler Against Vivisection-A Woman
Started a War," Wisconsin StateJournal(3 July 1933), 3; "Was ist's dem'Germanin,"'
Deutsche Volksgesundheit aus Blut und Boden! (November 1933), USA v. Carl Krauch, et al.,

RGB 238, M892, Roll 68, Doc. Hoerlein NO-52, Frame 0162, NARA; "Hitler and Vivisection,"
Progress Today (July-Sept. 1933), 167; Testimony of Heinrich H6rlein, 4 February 1948,
USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 7, Frame 0755, NARA.
224 "Zur Vivisektionsfrage,"
Tierrecht und Tierschutz (20 Sept. 1933), 132.
225 Notably, the English language antivivisection press reproduction of Eckhard's account of
the conference omitted Eckhard's anti-Semitic attacks. "Zur Vivisektionsfrage," Tierrecht
und Tierschutz (20 Sept. 1933), 132. For the sanitized English translation and reproduction,
see, "Permission!", ProgressToday (July-Sept. 1933), 147-149.
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Despite Eckhard's indisputably stronger ties to the Nazi Party and its
ideologies

226, when

the meeting finally adjourned, I.G. Farben's Horlein was the

clear winner. Though official press accounts suggested the conference resulted in an
accord between the two sides, this was simply untrue. The antivivisectionists left
the assembly largely empty handed and despondent. 227 Reflecting on the meeting,
Eckhard himself conceded that as far "as experiments on animals are concerned [...]
our wishes in this connection have not been at all fulfilled." 228
Just over a week later, G6ring reinforced antivivisectionist disappointment
when, on the basis of the "recommendations" of the conference, he announced his
new provisional guidelines for animal experimentation. These guidelines of
September 8, 1933 superseded his earlier declarations and would remain in force

226 H6rlein

joined the NSDAP in 1934. However, H6rlein was never an ardent Nazi nor an
anti-Semite. As accused by Eckahrd, H6rlein indeed assisted the Jewish Professor Rosenfeld
as well as other Jewish scientists in the early years of the Third Reich. H6rlein joined the
Party for a variety of reasons, including Nazi-driven improvements in the economy and a
sense of nationalism. However, H6rlein's primary motivation was to promote the autonomy
of science. By joining the NSDAP, H6rlein hoped to increase his influence in order to defend
scientific autonomy at I. G. Farben and more broadly from an assortment of state attempts
to curtail or (more frequently) direct research. See Testimony of Heinrich H6rlein, 30
January 1948, USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 7, Frame 0568, 0576-0578,
NARA. For corroboration, see Former Co-Workers of Professor Dr. Heinrich Hoerlein,
"Affidavit," 12 December 1947, USA v. CarlKrauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 86, Hoerlein
Doc. NO-57, Frame 0118-0121, NARA; Adolf Windaus, "Affidavit," 25 May 1947, USA v. Carl
Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 86, Hoerlein Doc. NO-5, Frame 0107-0108, NARA;
Clemens Giese, "Affidavit," 31 July 1947, USA v. CarlKrauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 86,
Hoerlein Doc. NO-16, Frame 0100-0101, NARA.
227See remarks of Caesar Rhan, chairman of the Verband vivisektionsgegnerischerVereine
(League of Antivivisection Organizations) in "Niederschriftder ausserordentlichen

Haupversammlung des 'Weltbundes zum Schutze der Tier und gegen die Vivisektion,"'
Tierrecht und Tierschutz (20 Sept. 1933), 130; and Eckhard's remarks in "Zur
Vivisektionsfrage," Tierrechtund Tierschutz (20 Sept. 1933), 131-132.
228 "Zur Vivisektionsfrage,"
Tierrecht und Tierschutz (20 Sept. 1933), 132, as translated
and reproduced in "Permission!", ProgressToday (July-Sept. 1933), 148.
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until finalization of the federal law.2 29 Bearing little resemblance to his initial

bombastic August decree, the new guidelines in no way constituted a ban on animal
experimentation, but rather introduced a regulatory scheme for it.2 3 0 After
discussions with the German research community, Goring justified the permissive
nature of the new rules by declaring, "[S]erious scientific research, in the interest of
the health and life of men and animals, cannot dispense with animal
experimentation[.]"

231Subsequently,

the new guidelines held that though

vivisection was technically prohibited, "experimentation on animals shall not be
regarded as vivisection" if it was conducted in compliance with the new
guidelines. 232
The awaited final federal law on animal experimentation was promulgated
on November 24, 1933 and was based largely on Goring's September 8 guidelines
born of the August 29 conference's supposed recommendations. 233 The official
preamble to the federal law's section on animal experimentation read, "[I]t is not
possible to support the complete prohibition of experiments on live animals,
"Ban on Vivisection in Germany: A Modification," The Times (London) (9 Sept. 1933); Die
Deutsche Aerzte-Zeitung (17 Sept. 1933), as translated and reproduced in "The Original
Order Prohibiting Vivisection 'Modified," ProgressToday (July-Sept. 1933), 147.
230 Ibid.; "Scientific Notes and News," Science 78 (1933): 280; "Temporary Regulations for
Animal Experimentation," JAMA 101 (1933): 1404.
231 "Temporary Regulations for Animal Experimentation,"JAMA 101 (1933): 1404.
23 2
Die Deutsche Aerzte-Zeitung (17 Sept. 1933), as translated and reproduced in "The
Original Order Prohibiting Vivisection 'Modified," Progress Today (July-Sept. 1933), 147.
233 "The Law Pertaining to the Protection of Animals,"JAMA 102 (1934): 552; "Experiments
on Living Animals: The New German Law," The Lancet 1 (1934): 42; Berliner TierschutzVereinsfir alle Ldnder deutscher Sprache," as translated and reproduced in, "The New
German Reich Animal Protection Law of November 24, 1933," ProgressToday (Oct.-Dec.
1933), 220-222.
229
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because an order to that effect would be a disservice to the nation and would mean a
step backwards in serious scientific research work[.]" 234 Reporting on the law, the
Berlin correspondent for The Times of London, remarked dryly, "The total
prohibition of vivisection [...] has not been found practicable." 235 Indeed, just as with
the September guidelines, the final November 1933 law that superseded all
previous regulations was in no way a ban. Any experiment on any animal conducted
in any manner was permitted so long as it occurred in an approved research
institution and was deemed necessary by the institution's scientific director or a
representative thereof.236
Examining the text of the enacted federal law, one finds it prohibited all
experiments on animals unless the Home Secretary gave permission otherwise. The
Home Secretary could delegate permission granting authority to anyone of his
choosing. Permission for animal experimentation was to be given for entire
experimental practices of institutions and laboratories, not solely for individually
approved experiments. Institutions could receive permission as long as their
scientific director was of "standing," had the equipment with which to conduct the
experiment, and was prepared to conduct it. The scientific director could select
anyone to perform the actual experiments so long as they were under the
234 Clemens

Giese, "Affidavit," 31 July 1947, RGB 238, M892, Roll 86, Hoerlein Doc. NO-16,
Frame 0100, NARA.
235 "Partial Prohibition of Vivisection: New German Regulations," The Times (London) (28
November 1933), 13.
236 Deutsche Medizinische

Wochenschrift (22 Dec. 1933), as translated and reproduced in

"Experiments on Living Animals: The New German Law," The Lancet 1 (1934): 42; Berliner
Tierschutz-Vereinsffir alle Ldnder deutscherSprache," as translated and reproduced in, "The

New German Reich Animal Protection Law of November 24, 1933," ProgressToday (Oct.Dec. 1933), 220-222.
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supervision of someone who had training. Experiments could be conducted to
investigate all matters that were not yet fully solved. As many animals could be used
as deemed necessary by the experimenter. Even those species deemed worthy of
special consideration by the Nazis, such as dogs, primates, and horses could be
experimented upon provided the researcher deemed it necessary. Animals could be
experimented upon for teaching purposes if the teacher deemed it necessary. Pain
was to be avoided unless it was determined by the scientific director to be
necessary. Anesthesia was to be used unless it interfered with the experiment in
some way as determined by the scientific director. Unanesthetized animals were
only to have one "severe" experiment performed on them before being killed, "so far
as in the judgment of the scientific director this is consistent with the goals of the
experiment." And even these weak regulations did not apply to experiments on
animals involving the law, bloodletting (for serum production), or the testing of
experimental serums and vaccines. 237
This complete about-face by the Nazi state on the "vivisection question" is
less surprising when viewed in light of the extensive and myriad goals of Nazi
animal protection policy, with compassion to animals being neither the sole nor
primary motivating force. 238 Dr. Clemens Giese, technical advisor to the German
237

Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift (22 Dec. 1933), as translated and reproduced in

"Experiments on Living Animals: The New German Law," The Lancet 1 (1934): 42; Berliner
Tierschutz- Vereinsfur alle Ldnder deutscherSprache," as translated and reproduced in, "The

New German Reich Animal Protection Law of November 24, 1933," ProgressToday (Oct.Dec. 1933), 220-222; "The Law Pertaining to the Protection of Animals,"JAMA 102 (1934):
552.
238 Some in the American press had a good time attributing alternative motivations to the
new German regulations on animal experimentation. As a few U. S. papers facetiously
speculated, the new law was "Probably just a device for Herr Hitler to protect that Chaplin
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Minister of the Interior, drafter of the final German animal protection regulations,
and co-author of the official Nazi book on the various laws for the protection of
animals

239, stated

shortly after its enactment that the new law would settle the

enduringly contentious vivisection issue so that "experiments on living animals will
no longer be regarded by a large portion of the population as cruel or immoral acts
but rather as an important link in the chain of research methods." 240 Goring
addressed this purpose of the law as well. Describing the vivisection controversy as
until then "an eternal point to quarrel over[,]" G6ring declared, "We will solve this
burning question. We will bring about a solution through this new decree made by
me and, in doing that, we will have installed peace in part of our German cultural
life. Unnecessary, harmful vivisection and animal torture will disappear, and only
necessary animal experiments, properly supervised, will be allowed, thus bringing
unity in our domestic life." 24 1
To insure this, German press censorship would thereafter be a necessity to
obscure the ongoing reality of animal experimentation. As Dr. Giese made clear, "the
daily press is expected to refrain from publishing reports of experiments on living
animals, and the medical press is urged to describe, if occasion arises, all animal

mustache." "The German Nazis," ADA Evening News (Oklahoma) (13 September 1933),
4; "The German Nazis," Alton Evening Telegraph (Illinois) (19 October 1933), 4.
239 Clemens Giese and Waldemar Kahler, Das deutsche Tierschutzrecht: Bestimmungen zum
Schutz der Tiere (Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1939).
240 "The Law Pertaining to the Protection of Animals,"JAMA 102 (1934): 552.
24
1Gbring (1939, 1972), 75.
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experiments in such a manner that it is apparent that all possible consideration was
shown the experimental animals." 242
Largely by their own efforts, the group benefitting most from the final law on
animal experimentation was the German research community. The law provided
legal cover from antivivisectionists. It explicitly construed animal experimentation,
provided it was conducted in conformity with the new bureaucratic requirements,
as definitionally outside the scope of anti-cruelty prosecution. The new regulations
also provided cultural cover from antivivisectionists. Prior to passage of the law, the
German research community argued allegations of needless sadism cast by
"antivivisectionists constitute a danger to the authority of the physicians[.]"243 By
declaring animal experimentation to be both necessary and humane, the new
regulations neutered such antivivisectionist critiques. The final law also protected
the authority of the physicians on another front, extending their grip on the healing
business in Germany. Prior to the new regulations, animal experimentation in
Germany was open to all, regardless of membership in the orthodox medical or
scientific community. Professional German doctors and scientists moved strongly
against this and other competition, and the final German vivisection regulations
aided in that effort. 244 As made plain, the new regulations were "designed for the
speedy elimination of unauthorized persons who have heretofore engaged in animal

242 "The

Law Pertaining to the Protection of Animals,"JAMA 102 (1934): 552.
"The Antivivisectionists,"JAMA 99 (1932): 574.
2440n the orthodox German medical community's efforts to secure a monopoly on healing,
see for example Proctor (1988), 243-250.
243
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experimentation." 24s Consequently, the final law made animal experimentation the
exclusive domain of the very doctors it initially appeared to target.
Another purpose of the new German animal protection law was, as with
every sphere in Nazi Germany, the extension of state power. While doctors secured
control of animal experimentation, the Nazis seized even further control of the
doctors. Though paperwork was now all that was required to experiment on
animals, the Nazi bureaucracy could of course take issue with paperwork submitted
by a politically problematic researcher. Additionally, through the new law the
regime also gained power over the antivivisectionists. When it bureaucratized
animal experimentation, the final law also created a new state-controlled entity
known as the Reich Animal Protection League (Reichstierschutzbund)that absorbed
all 679 previously existing German animal welfare organizations into Gdring's ever
growing personal fiefdom.

24

6

"The Law Pertaining to the Protection of Animals,"JAMA 102 (1934): 552.
1n addition to the general NSDAP desire for the expansion of state power, Goring's
personal imperial ambitions were a key element of the consolidation of animal protection
groups, as well as the semi-related consolidation of nature and forest protection
organizations. For example, with the passage of the Reich Law for the Protection of Nature
(Reichsnaturschutzgesetz)in 1935, there was heated ministerial dispute over which
governmental agency was to control the now consolidated nature protection (Naturschutz)
organizations. Goring intervened personally to "settle" the dispute by telephoning Minister
of Science and Education Rust, one of the other leading contenders. According to an
eyewitness account, G6ring bullied, "Listen Herr Rust, what's happening with Naturschutz? I
am the only one who pursues proper Naturschutz. Are you agreed that it goes over to my
jurisdiction? (Pause) Oh but I have the forests and the animals, so Naturschutz fits much
better in my jurisdiction than in yours...OK, you are agreed...Thanks." On the consolidation
of German animal protection organizations, see "The Law Pertaining to the Protection of
Animals,"JAMA 102 (1934): 552. For the quotation in the note, see Raymond H. Dominick
III, The EnvironmentalMovement in Germany: Prophetsand Pioneers,1871-1971
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1992), 107, 247 n. 107. On G6ring's ignorance of,
and relative lack of interest in, conservation matters beyond expanding his personal empire,
and the relative failure of the resulting efforts (outside the realm of propaganda), see
245

246
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The Nazi law on animal experimentation, as intended, also functioned within
the propaganda arena. Hitler and his minister of propaganda Joseph Goebbels
carefully crafted and disseminated a "Fiihrer myth" designed to portray the dictator
as a superhuman and otherworldly figure. 247 Though not always centrally, animal
protection featured into this messianic myth making. 248 For example, the Nazi
magazine Neugeist/die Weisse asked its readers, "Do you know that your Fuhrer [....]

is an ardent opponent of any torture of animals, in particular vivisection, and has
declared to terminate those conditions [...] thus fulfilling his role as the savior of
animals[?]"249 In this capacity, despite failing to ban or even seriously restrict
animal experimentation, the new law functioned well. G6ring also benefited from
#

this association 25 O, as when he was portrayed in a 1933 political cartoon [see plate

Dominick III (1992), esp. 81-115; Frank Uekoetter, The Green & the Brown:A History of
Conservation in Nazi Germany (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006); Franz-Josef
Bruggemeier, Mark Cioc, and Thomas Zeller (eds.), How Green Were the Nazis: Nature,
Environment, and Nation in the Third Reich (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2005); Thomas
M. Lekan, Imagining the Nation in Nature: Landscape Preservationand German Identity,

1885-1945 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2004).
247

On the genesis and evolution of the Fuhrer myth, see Ian Kershaw, The 'HitlerMyth':
Image and Reality in the Third Reich. (Oxford University Press, 1987, 2001).
248
For discussion of animal protection featuring into the Fuhrer myth, see Norbert

Bromberg and Verna Small, Hitler'sPsychopathology(New York: International Universities
Press, 1983), 178; Robert Payne, The Life and Death ofAdolf Hitler (New York: Praeger,
1973), 346-347.
quoted in Arnold Arluke and Boria Sax, "The Nazi Treatment of Animals and People,"
in Lynda Birke and Ruth Hubbard (eds.), Reinventing Biology: Respectfor Life and the
Creation of Knowledge (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995), 148.
250 As with his role enacting the regulations on vivisection, Goring also benefitted from
propaganda positioning him as a defender of animals due to his promulgation of laws
regarding hunting, despite again the questionable impact of those laws. Goring was an
obsessive hunter who frequently participated in orgiastic hunting expeditions and
appointed himself to the exalted new position of Reichsjdgermeister(Reich Hunting Master).
Though offering some new protections for animals, such as the prohibition of certain forms
of perceived-to-be inhumane ammunition, Goring's new hunting regulations primarily
served a variety of alternate agendas. This included populist functions such as opening
hunting to all (Aryan) Germans rather than just the elite. It also entailed the easing of
249 As
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. . ] as the heroic liberator of laboratory animals. With "Vivisection verboten"
emblazoned upon the laboratory wall, a motley assortment of freed critters chanted
"Heil Goring" as they en masse offered Nazi salutes to their swastika-clad savior. 25 1
Indeed, the Nazi animal protection law functioned so well as propaganda that
even properly-Aryan dogs 25 2 far from the laboratory heard the good news. Guests at
a high society Weimar dinner party in the summer of 1935 were apparently
provided quite a treat by their hostess Mathilde Baroness von Freytag-Loringhoven.
A semi-regular feature in the international animal protection and popular press, the
Weimar baroness was "famous for her pioneer work" with her "thinking, speaking,
counting and reading" Dachshund, Kuno vom Schwertberg, or as he was
affectionately known, "Kurwenal." 25 3 As reported in the official SS organ Das

bureaucratic limitations to hunting, such as allowing hunters to use their hunting licenses in
all German provinces rather than just their own. It further involved the marginalization of
perceived racial enemies, such as the prohibition of certain forms of hunting practiced
almost exclusively by Roma, as well as the prohibition of hunting by Jews. Finally, it included
the dramatic expansion of Gbring's personal hunting resources, such as the establishment of
massive private hunting reserves in which Goring and his friends could shoot the countless
exotic animals stocked there for that purpose. Hitler himself commented on the incongruity
of G6ring's efforts. "First you protect the animals, then you shoot them dead." On G6ring and
the Nazi hunting laws, see Erich Gritzbach, Hermann Goering: The Man and His Work

(London: Hurst & Blackett, 1938), reprinted by (Georgia: Historical Review Press U. S. A.,
1980), 46-72; Boria Sax, Animals In the thirdReich: Pets, Scapegoats, and the Holocaust(New

York: Continuum, 2000), 116-117, 119. For the Hitler quotation in the note, see Dominick Ill,
(1992), 107.
25
1Kladderadatatsch,3 September 1933, as reproduced in Robert Proctor, The Nazi War on
Cancer(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999), 129.
252 And yes, there were non-Aryan
dogs. For a discussion of such, see Boria Sax, "What is a
'Jewish Dog,'? Konrad Lorenz and the Cult of Wildness," Society andAnimals 5 (1997): 3-2 1;
Boria Sax, "The Jewish Dog," in Sax (2000), 81-91.
253 Mathilde, Baroness
von Freytag-Loringhoven of Weimar, "The Talking and Counting
Dogs: Recent Facts and Observations," ProgressToday (Jan-March 1933), 12-17; Otto
Wulf, "More About Kurwenal: The Thinking, Speaking, Counting and Reading Dog,"
ProgressToday (July-Sept. 1935), 126-130.
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Schwarzes Korps (and then by Reuter news wire under the title, "Hitler--Leader of
Dogs" 25 4 ), the baroness' party culminated in a performance by Kurwenal himself.

This entertainment took the form of a question and answer session in which
partygoers posed queries to the sagacious hound. In response to the question, "Who
is Adolf Hitler," through a special alpha-numeric canine barking alphabet designed
especially for him 255 , Kurwenal reportedly responded, "My Fuhrer." 25 6 More
incensed than impressed, one (human) guest cried out, "This is in abominably bad
taste. You are misusing the Fuhrer's name." Indignantly, the baroness retorted, "This
clever animal knows that Adolf Hitler has caused laws to be passed against
vivisection and the Jews' ritual slaughter of animals, and out of gratitude his small
canine brain recognizes Adolf Hitler as his Fuhrer." 25 7

2 54 Reuter,

"Hitler--Leader of Dogs," ManchesterGuardian (5 August 1935J, Ben Barkow (ed.J,
"Testaments to the Holocaust: Series Two: The Wiener Library Thematic Press Cuttings
Collection, 1933-1945," Reel 93, Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies, United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum.
255 On Kurwenal's alpha-numeric canine barking alphabet, see "Kurwenal (Kuno vom
Schwertberg): The thinking, Speaking, Counting, Reading, Dog," Progress Today (Jan.March 1933), 6-11; Prof. Dr. Max Muller, "Die Verstandigung zwischen Tier und Mensch
uber den Weg der Zahlensprache," Deutsche Schlachthof-Zeitung, 1934 (f. 18/19), as
translated and reproduced in part in Prof. Dr. Max Muller, "Communication between
Animal and Man through the use of Number-Language," ProgressToday (July-Sept 1936),
115-120.
2 6
5 Das Schwarzes Korps, 31 July 1935, as cited in Richard Grunberger, The 12-Year Reich: A
Social History of Nazi Germany 1933-1945 (New York: Da Capo Press, 1995), 86.

Described as a "budding 'Dog-Cicero"', Kurwenal was the most famous of several dozen
so-called "educated animals" in the early decades of the twentieth-century. These learned
creatures, primarily dogs but including also horses and the occasional cat, were associated
with the New Animal Psychology (Die Neue Tierpsychologie), a scholarly and lay movement
concentrated in, though not exclusive to, Germany. Though much can (and remains to) be
written about this movement, for present purposes, of greatest interest are the overlaps
between the New Animal Psychology and the animal protection cause. Antivivisectionists in
Germany, the U.S., and the UK prominently marshaled the supposed erudition of these
learned animals to advance the case against vivisection. For example, Miss Land-af-Hageby,
a Swedish born leading British antivivisectionist, declared in a 1937 public speech in
257
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As also indicated by the above, an additional and especially nefarious
purpose behind Nazi animal protection law was its function as a weapon with which
to attack perceived enemies of the state, most notably, Jews. 25 8 While the new
regulations for the protection of animals covered a wide variety of topics

25 9, those

highlighted most frequently were the laws on vivisection and kosher slaughter. 26 0

London on "The Thinking, Speaking, Counting, Dogs of Weimar," that "from the animal
protection point of view these proofs that animals have thinking-minds are of great
importance, since the basis of cruelty to animals is the belief that they have no minds and
are just things." Indeed, a eulogy for Kurwenal published later that year by the panEuropean animal protection magazine ProgressToday went so far as to declare that the
hound's ability to demonstrate "independent reasoning possessed by animals" rendered
him "the greatest champion of their rights." As with the opinions of academic experts,
popular press responses were mixed. Ranging from exultant to dismissive, at least one
British paper in 1937 noted that the German nationality of most of the educated animals
raised potential liabilities of its own. Quipped the Observer, "the wise dog will have to be
very careful how it thinks and speaks and counts in the Totalitarian state." Of course, given
his politics, this was unlikely to be a problem for Kurwenal. For the quotations in the note,
see "Kurwenal (Kuno vom Schwertberg): The thinking, Speaking, Counting, Reading, Dog,"
ProgressToday (Jan.-March 1933), 6-11; "Press Comment on "Thinking and Speaking
Animals," Progress Today (April-June 1937), 96-98; "Death of Kurwenal," ProgressToday
(Oct.-Dec. 1937), 195. For a lengthy favorable contemporary "biography" of Kurwenal and
his education, see Otto Wolf, Kumo vom SchwertberggenanntKurwenal, der Zahlsprechende
Teckel der Mathilde, Freiin von Freytag-Loringhoven(Stuttgart: Richard Jordan Verlag,
1933). On the New Animal Psychology, see Britt von den Berg, Die "Neue Tierpsychologie"
und ihre wissenschaftlichen Vertreter (von 1900 bis 1945) (Diss: Tierarztliche Hochschule
Hannover, 2008). Finally, despite giving credence to misguided perceptions of Nazi animal
protection policy, rheumatologist and author Jan Bondeson provides the best available
English language treatment of the New Animal Psychology in his entertaining chapter on
the topic in Jan Bondeson, Amazing Dogs: A Cabinet of Canine Curiosities(Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 2011), 35-53.
258 Though Jews were the primary racial targets of Nazi animal protection regulations, for
discussion of Nazi hunting regulations employed as weapons against Roma.
259 For the full range of issues covered by Nazi animal protection regulations, see Giese and
Kahler (1939); Edeltraud Klueting, "Die gesetzlichen Regelungen der
nationalsozialistischen Reichsregierung fur den Tierschutz, den Naturschutz und den
Umweltschutz," in Joachim Radkau and Frank Uekotter (eds.), Naturschutz und
Nationalsozialismus(Frankfurt: Campus Fachbuch, 2003), 78-88; "Appendix 1" and
"Appendix 2" in Sax (2000), 175-182.
260
As it did with vivisection, the NSDAP also employed animal welfarist argumentation
against kosher slaughter even before 1933. Nazi recruiters highlighted Kosher slaughter in
articles, public lectures, and slideshows as a tool by which to stoke anti-Semitic flames and
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Vivisection, it was argued by the Nazis, was the product of a "materialist-Jewish"
mindset. This linkage of Jews and animal experimentation dated back to the mid-tolate nineteenth century. 261 A strong proponent of this association was the iconic
German composer, and idol to Hitler, Richard Wagner, who in 1879 railed against
animal experimentation and blamed the practice on the "Judaization" of modern
thought. 262
Echoing Wagner, Goring also alluded to this anti-Semitic function of the law.
In his second August 1933 radio address on the topic, G6ring insisted that
unregulated animal experimentation had previously been tolerated as a result of
"the influence of foreign [Jewish] conceptions of justice [...], through the unhappy
fact that the exercise of justice was in the hands of people alien to the nation[.]" He
continued, "[I] ndividual scientists, mostly alien of the nation, have had their feelings

raise support for the party prior to (and after) the Nazi rise to power. For examples, see
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PracticeShehitah (New York: Research Institute for Post-War Problems of Religious Jewry,
1946).
261 For discussion of late-nineteenth and early twentieth century German and British
linkages of animal experimentation and Jews, as well as the older anti-Semitic traditions
upon which such linkages drew, see "The Rhetoric of Anti-Semitism" in Anita Guerrini, "The
Rhetoric of Animal Rights," in John P. Gluck, Tony DiPasquale, and F. Barbara Orlans (eds.),
Applied Ethics in Animal Research: Philosophy, Regulation, and LaboratoryApplications

(Indiana: Purdue University Press, 2002), 64-69. For a discussion of similar themes and as
relevant to Nazi animal protection law, see Arnold Arluke and Boria Sax, "Understanding
Nazi Animal Protection and the Holocaust," Anthrozods 5 (1992): 19-23.
262 Richard Wagner to Ernst von Weber, 14 August 1879, as quoted in Arluke Sax (1995),
245-246.
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so numbed that it is doubtful if any existed at all[.]" 2 63 With a good deal of truth, one
British pundit at the time commented acidly that the new German rules on animal
experimentation "merely turned Jewish vivisectors out, leaving the superior Aryan
Nordic to work his will on defenseless animals." 264
Finally, though unintentionally, the 1933 German conflict over animal
experimentation served yet another function in immediate post-war Germany. At
the Nuremberg trials, participants on various sides of the conflict sought to save
themselves from the gallows by invoking their roles in the 1933 vivisection fight.
On the stand, Hermann G6ring himself lamely attempted to deny knowledge of the
concentration camp human experiments by asserting, "In 1934265 I strictly forbade
experiments and tortures to be carried out on living animals; kindly do not expect
263 G6ring

(1939, 1972), 71-72.
limited to the laws on vivisection and Kosher slaughter, well into the Third Reich, the
Nazis continued to pass animal-related laws intended to function as weapons against Jews,
and in some cases, against the animals of Jews as well. For example, the Nazis eventually
prohibited not only Jewish contributions to animal welfare societies, but in 1942 the Nazis
formally banned pet ownership by Jews entirely. Further, Jews were not permitted to
transfer ownership of their pets to Aryans, but rather were required to surrender their
animals for destruction. As noted Dresden Jewish-born professor Victor Klemperer wrote
shortly after the war, "[T]hey took our pets away from us, cats, dogs, even canaries, and
killed them, not just in isolated cases and out of individual malice, but officially and
systematically; this is one of those acts of cruelty which will not be mentioned in any
Nuremberg Trial and for which, if it was up to me, I would erect a towering gallows, even if
it cost me my eternal salvation." For the quotation in the text regarding turning "Jewish
vivisectors out," see H.V., "Review: The New Inquisition: Its Danger to the State," The
Theosophist," Sept. 1934-Dec. 1934, 304. For the Klemperer quotation in the note, see Victor
264Not

Klemperer, The Language of the Third Reich: LTI-Lingua Tertii Imperii:A Philologist's

Notebook (New York: Continuum, 2002), 50. For more from Klemperer on this topic, see his
diary entries for 15, 18, 19, and 22 May 1942 in I Will Bear Witness: 1942-1945: A Diary of

the Nazi Years (New York: The Modern Library, 2001).
265 Though enacted on 24 November 1933, the German animal protection law went into
force on 1 February 1934. See, "The New German Reich Animal Protection Law of
November 24, 1933," ProgressToday (Oct.-Dec. 1933), 222.
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me to have permitted them to be carried out on human beings.

266 G6ring

expanded

upon this theme in a jailhouse exchange with an American prison psychiatrist at
Nuremberg. 267 Referring to the concentration camps, G6ring argued, "[A]s far as I
knew, atrocities did not exist. I am a man who is basically opposed to atrocities or
ungentlemanly actions. In 1934 I promulgated a law against vivisection. You can see,
therefore, that if I disapprove of the experimentation on animals, how could I
possibly be in favor of torturing humans?" 268
Arguing nearly the opposite, I. G. Farben's Heinrich H6rlein likewise sought
to leverage his role in the 1933 vivisection controversy to spare himself from the
noose at Nuremberg. H6rlein was a defendant in the 1947-1948 war crimes trial of
German industrialists commonly known as the I.G. Farben Trial. 269 Despite
occasional tension between I. G. Farben and the state, Farben had been richly
Testimony of Hermann G6ring, 20 August 1946, Trial of the Major War Criminals before
the InternationalMilitary Tribunal, Vol. XXI (Nuremberg: Allied Control Authority for
266

Germany, 1948), 315.
267 Prison psychiatrists at Nuremberg were provided not for the emotional well-being of the
prisoners, but rather for obtaining information of potential utility to the prosecution, and
for scholarly and medical analysis. As a psychologist member of the team reported, the war
criminals were "available to him as laboratory mice." See Robert Gellately, "Introduction:
Nuremberg-Voices from the past," in Leon Goldensohn, The Nuremberg Interviews: An
American Psychiatrist'sConversationswith the Defendant's and Witnesses (New York: Alfred

A. Knopf, 2004), vii-xxix.
268 This approach did not rescue the Reichsmarschall'sfailing defense. G6ring was convicted
and sentenced to death by hanging. However, just prior to his scheduled execution on 15
October 1946, Goring cheated the victors by committing suicide in his cell with a cyanide
pill likely smuggled in for him by a sympathetic or naive American guard. For the quotation,
see Entry for 24 May 1946 interview with Hermann G6ring, Goldensohn, 118. Also see Paul
Julian Weindling, Nazi Medicine and the Nuremberg Trials: From Medical Crimes to Informed

Consent (Great Britain: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 128-132.
269The formal name of the I. G. Farben Trial was United States ofAmerica vs. Carl Krauch, et
al. There were also two other trials of major German industrialists at Nuremberg. These
were the United States ofAmerica vs. FriedrichFlick, et al. and United States ofAmerica vs.
Alfried Krupp, et al.
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rewarded for its extensive and indispensable roles in the Nazi rise to power, the
German war effort, and the resulting atrocities. 270 Never a convinced Nazi despite
being a member of the Party, H6rlein was nevertheless deeply linked to Farben's
abundant crimes against humanity and other war crimes committed during the
Third Reich. 27 10n the stand, H6rlein sought to distance himself from such by
demonstrating his antagonism towards key leaders of the NSDAP. This maneuver
was complicated not only by evidence of H6rlein's guilt, but also by Horlein's
amicable relationships with leading Party officials during and after the vivisection
controversy. 272

the crimes of I.G. Farben during the Nazi era, see Richard Sasuly, IG Farben (New
York: Boni & Gaer, 1947); Josiah E. DuBois, Jr., The Devil's Chemists: 24 Conspiratorsof the
InternationalFarben Cartel Who Manufacture Wars (Boton: The Beacon Press, 1952); Joseph
2700n

Borkin, The Crime and PunishmentofI.G. Farben (New York: The Free Press, 1978); Peter
Hayes, Industry and Ideology: IG Farben in the Nazi Era (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1987, 2001); Diarmuid Jeffreys, Hell's Cartel: IG Farben and the Making of Hitler'sWar

Machine (New York: Metropolitan Books, 2008); Stephen H. Lindner, Inside IG Farben:
Hoechst During the Third Reich (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008).

this, see Appendix 3: Heinrich H6rlein and the historiography of science, medicine,
and the state in Nazi Germany.
2720n amicable relationships with Party officials, for example, H6rlein worked closely with
numerous Nazi medical and scientific leaders in the fight against G6ring's proposed ban on
animal experimentation, as well as in subsequent also successful efforts to shut down
German anti-vivisectionist and homeopathic periodicals. Additionally, impressed in part by
H6rlein's "fighting attitude" during the vivisection controversy, a Nazi Party Kreisleiter(a
county-level Nazi official) successfully urged H6rlein to remain a member of the Wuppertal
Municipal Council when H6rlein considered resigning. Even Hermann Goring himself
ultimately sought out H6rlein's assistance. In 1942, G6ring personally enlisted H6rlein's
help in the crucial task of determining the adequacy of pharmaceutical supplies in Germany
and at the front. On H6rlein's work alongside Nazi scientific and medical leaders in
opposition to G6ring's proposed ban on animal experimentation and German antivivisection
periodicals, see for example Testimony of Heinrich H6rlein, 3 February 1947, USA v. Carl
Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 7, Frame 0731-0732, NARA; Heinrich Horlein, "Affidavit,"
2 May 1947, USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Doc. NI-6787, 3-4 NARA. On H6rlein
and the Nazi Kreisleiter, see Testimony of Heinrich H6rlein, 4 February 1947, USA v. Carl
Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 7, Frame 0749-0751, NARA. On Goring's 1942 enlistment
of H6rlein's help, see Testimony of Heinrich H6rlein, 5 February 1947, USA v. CarlKrauch, et
al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 7, Frame 0844, NARA.
2710n
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Regardless, H6rlein positioned his role in the vivisection fight and other
research defense efforts as proof that "since 1933 we had a severe struggle with the
Party agencies supported by Hitler and Goering." 273 Argued H6rlein's attorney Dr.
Nelte, the 1933-1934 vivisection controversy demonstrated "a hateful opposition
[by] powerful members of the Party to Farben and especially its pharmaceutical and
medical branch." Nelte continued, "Professor Hoerlein fought against them" and
against "the fight of the Party against vivisection." 274 In a theme emphasized
repeatedly throughout H6rlein's defense, H6rlein and Nelte insisted H6rlein's
successful pro-vivisection "fight for the freedom of science" was evidence of
H6rlein's innocence of war crimes. 275 Further, to illustrate the broad significance of
H6rlein's pro-research efforts, Nelte submitted into evidence a 1946 American proanimal experimentation article by Surgeon General of the U. S. Army, Norman T.
Kirk.2 7 6 Written with the assistance of A. C. Ivy' recently-founded NSMR, and as

explicitly highlighted for the court by Nelte, the article advanced the axiomatic

273 Testimony

of Heinrich H6rlein, 30 January 1948, USA v. CarlKrauch, et al., RGB 238,
M892, Roll 7, Frame 0564, NARA.
274 Ibid.

It was not. Horlein had indeed committed crimes against humanity. However, in a highly
controversial and flawed decision, Horlein and most other senior Farben officials
prosecuted at the trial were found not guilty. For more on the Farben verdict and its
implications, Alberto L. Zuppi, "Slave Labor in Nuremberg's I.G. Farben Case: The Lonely
Voice of Paul M. Hebert," 66 La. L. Rev. (2006): 495-526. For the above quotation, see
Heinrich H6rlein, "Affidavit," 2 May 1947, USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Doc. NI6787, 3, NARA.
276 Norman T. Kirk, "Mice- or Men," Collier's(29 June 1946), 16, 61, USA v. Carl Krauch, et al.,
RGB 238, M892, Roll 68, Hoerlein Doc. NO-56, Frame 0191-0193, NARA.
275
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research defense position that medical experimentation must take place either on
"Mice or Men." 2 77

Gbring's desperate postwar posturing notwithstanding, given all of the
above, it should perhaps be unsurprising that none of the parties involved in or
actively following the 1933 debate over German animal experimentation
understood the final law to be a prohibitive measure. This included Dr. Clemens
Giese, technical advisor to the German Minister of the Interior and the above-noted
drafter of the final law itself. Giese later remarked with understatement that due to
the efforts of Heinrich Horlein, along with his own and those of other outspoken
men of science, the final German law on animal experimentation "could be
considered an absolutely moderate one." 278
As we have seen, Dr. Eckhard and the German antivivisectionists considered
the law a terrible failure. Indeed, as Nazi support for his cause receded into the
seemingly distant past, by late 1934, Eckhard was reduced to penning pathetic
rambling letters to SS chief Heinrich Himmler. 279 Complained Eckhard to the
addition to the piece's title, Kirk's article approvingly quoted an American researcher
testifying, "But if we are forbidden to test [medicine] on dogs what recourse is there but to
test it on human beings." Kirk, 61, USA v. CarlKrauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 68,
Hoerlein Doc. NO-56, Frame 0191-0193, NARA. For Nelte's use of Kirk's article to highlight
"the choice between mice or men," see Testimony of Heinrich H6rlein, 30 January 1948,
USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 7, Frame 0568-0569, NARA.
278 Giese referred
to the September 8 guidelines as "absolutely moderate" and immediately
thereafter described those guidelines as the template for the final law, about which he felt
the same. Clemens Giese, "Affidavit," 31 July 1947, USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892,
Roll 86, Hoerlein Doc. NO-16, Frame 0100, NARA.
279The Nazi abandonment of antivivisection in all but propaganda was related to, but
predated, what Robert Proctor has described as the "Nazi retreat from natural medicine."
2771n
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Reichsfahrer-SS, the law to protect animals from vivisection had become "a law for
the protection of vivisectors" ("ein Gesetz zum Schutz der Herren Vivisektoren"). 2 80
Further, whined Eckhard to Himmler, Hitler no longer responded to his missives. 28 1
Adding further to the doctor's woes, Himmler responded by unceremoniously
expelling Eckhard from the SS due to his "uncontrollable squabbles" with Party

The German antivivisection movement was deeply linked to the related but even more
popular German natural healing movement, and Dr. Eckhard was a leading figure in both
causes. As with the Nazi proposed ban on animal experimentation, many German doctors
and scientists (often Party members themselves) openly decried official efforts to promote
natural healing methods alongside more conventional allopathic medicine. In fact, many of
the same figures involved in the fight against antivivisection also partook in the struggle
against natural healing. This included ReichsgesundheitsfuhrersConti and Wagner, as well as
I. G. Farben's Heinrich Horlein. As Proctor argues, the Nazi commitment to natural healing
as legitimate medicine began to wane after 1935 and largely evaporated in the years
thereafter. Concludes Proctor, "Ultimately, Nazi support for natural healing was
subordinated to the quest for medicines that would help fight the war. Those parts of
medicine seen as vital for this effort were preserved; others were allowed to wither. The
Nazis, in other words, supported 'organic' medicine when it suited their purposes." And
though not discussed by Proctor, this is much the same as with the Nazi commitment to
antivivisection. On Nazi support for natural medicine, see Proctor (1988), 223-243. On "the
Nazi retreat from natural medicine, see same 243-250. On H6rlein's involvement in this
fight, see for example Heinrich H6rlein, "Affidavit," 2 May 1947, USA v. Carl Krauch, et al.,
RGB 238, M892, Doc. NI-6787, 3-4, NARA; Testimony of Heinrich Horlein, 3 February 1948,
USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 7, Frame 0731-0732,NARA.
280 Albert Eckhard
to Heinrich Himmler, 9 December 1934, RG 242, SS Officers Personnel
Files, Berlin Document Center, Roll A3343, SSO-172, Frame 390-395, NARA (translation
courtesy Mahi Klosterhalfen).
281 The letter also contained a range of other grievances including Eckhard's frustration
over what he perceived to be the growing inadequacy of official Nazi support for the natural
healing movement. For example, after venting over the failure of the antivivisection law,
Eckhard lamented, "Some time ago, the so-called Rudolf Hess hospital in Dresden was
established for the purpose of naturopathy. However, the head of this hospital is not a
naturopath but is instead a doctor who has fought against me for many years here in
Hannover due to my practice of naturopathy." Albert Eckhard to Heinrich Himmler, 9
December 1934, RG 242, SS Officers Personnel Files, Berlin Document Center, Roll A3343,
SSO-172, Frame 390-395, NARA (translation courtesy Mahi Klosterhalfen).
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leaders, and ordered Eckhard to surrender his SS identification materials to the
relevant authorities. 282
Heinrich H6rlein, whose fortunes conversely only rose during the Nazi era,
concurred with his former ally Giese and adversary Eckhard alike.283 In the course
of his Nuremberg defense, Horlein accurately if cynically gloated that "in the face of
stiff opposition[,]" he had succeeded "in establishing successfully the freedom of
animal experiments" in Hitler's Germany. 284 True to his word, H6rlein's Elberfeld
laboratory alone experimented on tens of thousands of animals a year during the
Nazi period, including poison gas experiments on dogs, monkeys, and baboons with
the lethal nerve agents Sarin and Tabun. 285

282 Heinrich

Himmler to Albert Eckhard, 13 December 1934, RG 242, SS Officers Personnel
Files, Berlin Document Center, Roll A3343, SSO-172, Frame 383, NARA.
283As both Giese and H6rlein's statements were provided during the course of H6rlein's war
crimes trial defense, both statements should certainly be viewed with a degree of
skepticism. However, both men's assertions in Nuremberg on this point are consistent with
those of parties on various sides of the conflict in 1933 and 1934, as well as with the rest of
the historical record. Consequently, despite their self-serving nature, we can likely take
these declarations at close to face value.
284 Heinrich Horlein,
"Affidavit," 2 May 1947, USA v. CarlKrauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Doc.
NI-6787, 3, NARA.
285 The nerve agents Tabun and Sarin were actually invented at H6rlein's Elberfeld
laboratory in the mid-to-late 1930s in the course of extensive animal experimentation.
Regarding the development of these agents, a report based upon immediate postwar Allied
intelligence reviews of Elberfeld's activities during the Third Reich described one set of
Tabun experiments on baboons at Elberfeld thusly. "Without exception, the animals lost
control of their bodily movements and functions, excreting uncontrollably, vomiting,
foaming at the mouth. Finally, they went into convulsive fits and died, all within 15 minutes"
of exposure. Eberhard Gross, "Affidavit," 12 January 1948, USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB
238, M892, Roll 86, Doc. Hoerlein NO-64, Frame 0188, NARA; Heinrich H6rlein, "Affidavit," 2
May 1947, USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Doc. NI-6787, 4-6, NARA; Testimony of
Helmut Weese, 3 February 1948, USA v. CarlKrauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 7, Frame
0737, NARA; John Parker, The Killing Factory: The top secret world ofgerm and chemical

warfare (London: Smith Gryphon Publishers, 1996), 42-44,210-211.
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British antivivisectionists quickly expressed their own profound
disappointment with the law. The metamorphosis of the German regulations from
seeming ban to functional irrelevance occurred so rapidly that before the London
office of the leading pan-European animal protection magazine, ProgressToday,
could go to print with the initial story on the proposed August ban, nearly the entire
saga had unfolded. The magazine chose simply to print in order each of the stories it
had written while tracking the issue, all under the broad title, "Vivisection in
Germany." 286 In a series of six articles, ProgressToday mapped the evolution of the
law from "Prohibition!" to "Permission!" in a single issue of the magazine. The
opening paragraph of "Permission!" made unmistakably plain the British
antivivisectionists' assessment of the German situation.
It will thus be seen that the original prohibition has been so much modified,
that vivisection is in practice permitted in its various forms provided
adequate reason and alleged necessity can be found. In England we know the
illusory protection of animals afforded by such restrictions. They confirm
and legalize vivisection and give the protection of the state to the vivisector,
who otherwise might be prosecuted under the ordinary laws for the
protection of cruelty to animals. 287
The British medical community concurred, and albeit favorably, also
compared the new German law to the relatively mild regulatory scheme for animal

286 Progress Today

(July-Sept. 1933), 145-149, 167.
ProgressToday (July-Sept. 1933), 147. In the quoted passage, Progress
Today was commenting upon the September 8 guidelines, which were the most recent
development at the time of press, and which, as we have seen, formed the basis of the final
law. Upon enactment of the final law, ProgressToday concluded with similar contempt, "The
restrictions on vivisection [in Germany] will not protect laboratory animals from cruelty.
Experiments of every kind deemed "necessary" by vivisectors will be performed and legally
protected." "The New German Reich Animal Protection Law of November 24, 1933,"
ProgressToday (Oct.-Dec. 1933), 220-222.
287 "Prohibition!,"
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experimentation in place in England since 1876.288 As aptly summarized by the
Lancet of January 6, 1934, "It will be seen from the text of these [German]
regulations [...] that the restrictions imposed follow rather closely those in force in
this country." 289 The Research Defense Society (RDS), Britain's leading pro-animal
experimentation advocacy group, shared the sentiment. After Goring's initial
proclamation, "[jiubilant" British antivivisectionists had boasted that the looming
fall of vivisection in Germany "was the beginning of total abolition" for England as
well. 2 90 After the final German federal law was enacted, however, RDS responded

dismissively that the new German measure would do nothing more than the
regulations already in place "in this country since 1876."291
Across the Atlantic, American antivivisectionists grieved alongside their
European counterparts. The magazine of the American Anti-Vivisection Society
reminded its readers that though "humanitarians" around the world had rejoiced at
news of Gdring's initial August decree, "there were [also] cautious voices saying
'wait a little until more is known about it"', because "many earlier edicts and actions
of the present Government in Germany are much out of harmony with the sudden

what is still the best treatment of the English fight over animal experimentation that
resulted in the British act of 1876, and antivivisection displeasure with those results, see
2881For

Richard D. French, Antivivisection and MedicalScience in Victorian Society (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1975).
289 "Experiments on Living Animals: The New German Law," The Lancet 1 (1934): 42.
290 "Research Regulations in Germany," The FightAgainst Disease: The QuarterlyJournalof
the Research Defense Society, 22 (1934): 4.
291 Ibid.
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prohibition of vivisection." 292 After release of the September 8 guidelines, AAVS
concluded, "The doubters were right." 293 Consequently, AAVS alleged that due to
heavy lobbying and financial contributions to the Nazi regime from German
chemical, pharmaceutical, and military 294 concerns, the final law was likely to
"protect the experimenters but not their sacrificial beasts; this is exactly what the
vaunted English law does; it is a farce[.]" 2 95 The final regulations, AAVS lamented,

"contain so many of the usual loopholes for vivisectors to crawl out of that the
legislation itself is a hindrance rather than an aid to the cause of animal
protection." 296
Though more quietly than did their British colleagues, the American medical
and research defense communities also gloated over the final German animal
protection law. Following Goring's initial August proclamation, Elliot Cutler, Harvey
Cushing Professor of Surgery at Harvard Medical School and Walter B. Cannon's
successor as Chairman of the American Medical Associations' Committee on the
Protection of Medical Research (see chapter 2), initially fretted that the proposed
German ban was an "evil situation" inimical to "the survival of the human race." 2 9 7

Indeed, AAVS itself had been among those humanitarians rejoicing at news of G6ring's
August decree. See "Heard and Read," The Starry Cross (Sept. 1933), 94; Robert Logan,
"Turn on the Light," The Starry Cross (October 1933), 103-104.
2 93
N. C. W., "Vivisection Agitation in Germany," The StarryCross (Nov. 1933), 116.
294 Regarding military concerns, AAVS asserted, "last but most important, the War party
which means all of Germany - declared the country could not hold its own in future wars if
their scientists were forbidden to test new poison gasses on animals, while all other
countries had unlimited rights to torture animals in concocting ghastly devices for the
wholesale murder of human beings."
295 N. C. W., "Vivisection Agitation in Germany," The Starry Cross (Nov. 1933), 116.
296
A. F. C., "Heard and Read," The Starry Cross (Nov. 1934), 115.
297 Elliot Cutler to Ernst Hanfstaengl, 21 August 1933, Harvard Cannon Papers, Box 35, Folder: 441.
-
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In an attempt to remedy this state of affairs, Cutler wrote his former Harvard
classmate, and now member of Hitler's innermost circle and chief of the Nazi
Foreign Press Bureau, Ernst Hanfstaengl. After congratulating "Dear Hanfy" on "the
high position which we in this country understand you have attained in Germany",
Cutler informed the Nazi propagandist that he "could not imagine a worse blow for
humanity" than the proposed German ban on animal experimentation. He then
implored Hanfstaengl to use his influence with "Herr Hitler" to cancel the
measure. 298
Hanfstaengl responded with a "promising" clarification and draft text of the
new German law, all of which Cutler shared with Cannon. 299 Cutler informed Cannon
that upon review of Hanfstaengl's materials, it appeared the Germans were not
enacting a ban but rather were moving towards a regulatory system "as the English
have

it[.]"3o0

Cannon agreed with his successor's assessment and added that Science

magazine's recent review of the September 8 guidelines similarly revealed G6ring's
initial declaration to have largely "been meaningless[.]"301 Approvingly, Cannon also
noted it "looks very much as if" the new German regulations were "based on the
[voluntary and self-regulating] 'Rules' regarding animal experimentation which
were put out by the A.M.A." itself in 1909.302 Finally, applauding Cutler for his
298

Ibid.

299 Walter

B. Cannon to Elliot Cutler, 23 September 1933, Harvard Cannon Papers, Box 35,
Folder 441; Elliot Cutler to Walter B. Cannon, 31 October 1933, Harvard Cannon Papers,
Box 35, Folder: 441.
300

Ibid.

302 This

was a particularly meaningful statement from Cannon not only because the AMA's 1909
"Rules" were more permissive than even the British act of 1876, but also because Cannon himself
spearheaded the 1909 "Rules" effort as chairman of the AMA's Council on
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research defense outreach to Hanfstaengl, Cannon commented happily on AAVS'
above-noted condemnation of the collapse of "the German situation." Congratulating
his mentee, Cannon praised, "I really feel that you had a rather large finger in that
pie[.]"303

III- "Supplementarywork"
The full impact of a law, however, is not evident in its phrasing or reception,
but in its application. Did the new law for the protection of animals as practiced put
an end to animal experimentation in Nazi Germany? The answer is an emphatic and
resounding no. In many fields, animal experimentation expanded dramatically
under the Nazis. 304 Further, as we shall see, animal experimentation proved to be a
critical element of eventual human experimentation within the concentration camps
and related facilities.

the Defense of Medical Research. For the quotation, see Walter B. Cannon to Elliot Cutler, 1
November 1933, Harvard Cannon Papers, Box 35, Folder: 441. On Cannon's role in the
production and dissemination of the AMA's 1909 "Rules," see Lederer (1995), 73.
303 Walter B. Cannon to Elliot Cutler, 6 December 1933, Harvard Cannon Papers, Box 35,
Folder: 441. My gratitude to Susan E. Lederer for pointing me towards the Cutler, Cannon,
Hanfstaengl correspondence.
3041n their studies of Nazi medicine, Robert Proctor, Ute Deichman, and others have
demonstrated that in research fields ranging from cancer to environmental toxins to public
health, the National Socialist regime greatly expanded experimentation of all sorts,
including animal experimentation, decades before other western countries made similar
commitments. See for example, Proctor (1999); Deichmann (1996).
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One clear indicator of the National Socialist commitment to animal
experimentation was the large-scale expansion and new construction of breeding
facilities for animals destined for use in German laboratories during the Nazi era.
Indeed, in November 1933, the very month the final German law on animal
experimentation was promulgated, a scientific division of the Reich Ministry of the
Interior allocated between RM 30,000 and 40,000 to expand the laboratory mammal
breeding installations at G6ttingen and the government prison estate Plauerhof.305
Additionally, Dr. Alfred Kuhn, head of laboratory animal breeding at Gttingen, also
received RM 40,000 for his own experiments developing a breeding program to
produce highly customized strains of laboratory animals. 306
The newly expanded G6ttingen facility became a major source of animals for
laboratory experiments throughout the Reich. Mice and guinea pigs were bred at
G6ttingen specifically for the Reich Heath Office, the Hygienic Institute, and the
Pharmacological Institute in Marburg. 307 The Institute for Experimental Therapy in
Frankfurt used "eighteen inbred strains [of mice] to carry out experiments on
susceptibility to tuberculosis." 308 Mice bred to be afflicted with hereditary cancer
were shipped from G6ttingen to the Cancer Station of the State Institute for
3 05

Deichmann (1996), 162. The scientific division was the Emergency Association of

German Science (Notgemeinschaft der Deutschen Wissenschaftchen), which at that time was
a component of the Reichsinnenministerium.On the founding of the Notgemeinschaftand its

role in National Socialist Germany, see Deichmann (1996), esp. 89-94.
306 Deichmann (1996),
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Experimental Therapy in Frankfurt and the Pathology Institute of IG Farben. 309 In
Heidelberg, racial hygienist Ernst Rodenwaldt researched genetically conditioned
resistance to diphtheria in animals from G6ttingen. 310 Dr. Kuhn's other "large-scale"
animal breeding facility at the government prison estate Plauerhof was likewise
expanded to provide greater numbers of animals to researchers throughout the
Reich. 31 1
Along similar lines, at the General Institute for Tumor Research at the Rudolf
Virchow Hospital in Berlin, in 1936 the Reich Chancellery funded construction of a
new German Research Association (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft) planned
central laboratory animal breeding facility for tumor-specific research. As
envisioned by the scientists involved, "This laboratory animal farm should be
capable of supplying at any time to all German research institutes all kinds of
tumors--tumors caused by immunizations, spontaneous tumors, tumors caused by
irritations, etc.-- at all necessary stages from flawless large scale breeding with
breeding records." 312 Dubbed the "tumor farm," the completed breeding center
functioned as such. 31 3
Additionally, numerous scientific, government, industry, and military
institutions maintained their own large-scale breeding facilities during both peace
309
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Ibid., 171-172, 399-400 (cit. n. 69 and 70).
313 Ibid., 172-173.
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and wartime. This included Herman Gdring's own Luftwaffe. 314 For example, by
winter 1942, German laboratory animal breeding centers could not keep up with the
strong demand for experimental rabbits, especially when coupled with evergrowing general wartime procurement difficulties. In order to provide the
Luftwaffe, the Werhmacht, and other institutions with rabbits for laboratory testing,
the Luftwaffe greatly expanded its in-house rabbit breeding program. Formerly used
primarily to produce angora wool underwear for German aviators, the expanded
program supplied roughly 200,000 rabbits to laboratories throughout the Reich. 315
Then, in August 1943, the Chief of Medical Services of the Supreme Command of the
Luftwaffe ordered the Luftwaffe animal breeding facilities further expanded. The
expansion applied not only to greater production of rabbits, but also included dogs,
mice, guinea pigs, and rats for experimentation. 316
In summer 1944, with Allied bombs raining across Germany and massive
shortages in all areas of the Reich, the Luftwaffe allocated an additional 50,000 RM
to build yet another laboratory animal breeding facility, this one in the town of
Rodach in Northern Bavaria. As described by the Luftwaffe official in charge of this
and other animal breeding efforts for the German military, the new center bred
large numbers of "all the usual test animals such as mice, rats, guinea pigs, rabbits,
314 From

1935 until the final days of World War II, Goring was commander-in-chief of the
Luftwaffe, the German air force under Hitler.
3 15
Dr. Harry Suchalla, "Affidavit," 18 April 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., English
Transcript: p. 7937 (21 May 1947), Defense Doc. No. Becker-Freyseng 61, 1-4.
316 Ibid., 1-2.
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cats and dogs." 3 17 Until the war's end, Luftwaffe animal breeding centers remained a
reliable source of experimental animals not only for the German armed forces, but
for "many university institutes and numerous laboratories of the pharmaceutical
industry" as well. 3 1 8

Hermann Gbring, the onetime architect of the antivivisection law, played a
key role in this process. Not only was he commander-in-chief of the Luftwaffe, but
as of June 9, 1942, G6ring was also head of the Reich Research Council
(Reichsforschungsrat),then the central research-coordinating body in Germany. 319
This placed responsibility for a huge percentage of Germany's expanding animal
experimentation directly at the feet of the man who once threatened to send
vivisectors to concentration camps.
Hitler's role in the expansion of German animal experimentation was equally
at odds with his public face. Hitler, the so called "savior of animals," provided a
personal "filhrer donation" to construct the above-mentioned laboratory animal
breeding facility known as the "tumor farm." Hitler also provided an "ongoing
endowment of the fuhrer and reich chancellor" to maintain the "tumor farm" once
constructed. 320

317 Ibid., 3.

Ibid., 3-4.
Adolf Hitler, "Decree of the Fuehrer on the Reich Research Council of 9 June 1942," USA v.
Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-894, Frame 0093, NARA.
3
20 As quoted in Deichmann (1996), 171-173. On Hitler's near obsession with cancer, and
with the fight against it, see Proctor (1999).
318

319
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And though largely muted by the Nazi consolidation of their organizations
under one state controlled entity, German animal protectionists nonetheless
publicly (if politely) grieved the widespread practice of animal experimentation
under the Nazi regime. For example, a 1942 German manual on animal protection
included an entry covering the topic of "Vivisection." This "Hand and Workbook for
Animal Protectionists, Police, Educators, Farmers, Zoo-Keepers, Animal Handlers,
and Public Officials" lamented that animal experimentation in Germany continues to
be permitted "too generously in the interest of the freedom of research. In [the
relatively minor German sub-state] Wtirttemberg alone, for example, 26 institutions
have obtained permission[.]" 32 1

As the 1933 law on vivisection neither eliminated nor even ultimately
decreased animal experimentation in Germany, it could not, as A. C. Ivy and his
NSMR would later claim, have led to a dearth of animal subjects necessitating or
otherwise encouraging experimental use of unconsenting human beings in the
concentration camps. However, as revealed by my analysis of the records of the
Nuremberg Doctors' Trial and related documents, a relationship did exist between
Nazi-era animal and human experimentation, even if not the one so strenuously
posited by Ivy. 322 Though American antivivisectionists failed to successfully

321

Alfred G. Radtke, "Vivisektion," in Alfred G. Radtke, Tierschutz von A-Z: Ein Hand- und

Arbeitsbuchfir Tierschutzer, Polizeibeamte, Erzieher, Landwirte, Tierpfleger, Tierwdrter

sowie Behdrden (Frankfurt am Main: Breidenstein Verlagsgesellschaft, 1942), 235
(translation mine).
322Writing within the classical antivivisection framework detailed above and making
arguments regarding progression from animal to human experimentation in Nazi Germany
(and beyond), literary critic and antivivisectionist author John Vyvyan also reviewed
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mobilize such knowledge after the war, the record from Germany was in
fundamental regards far more affirmative of their arguments pertaining to the
specter of human vivisection than that of their research defense opponents. This is
not to suggest animal experiments "caused" human experiments in National
Socialist Germany. The road to the Nazi medical crimes was vastly more complex
than can be accounted for by any such simplistic and overly reductionist a
narrative. 323 Rather, I am making the far more limited but still significant claim that
contrary to the assertions of Ivy and others then and since, and as unexplored as
such in the scholarly literature 324 , Nazi-era German animal experimentation was a
routine and fundamental component of unconsenting human experimentation in the
concentration camps and related facilities.
The first of the notorious lethal concentration camp experiments on human
beings were the high altitude low-pressure chamber experiments conducted at
portions of the Doctors' Trial records within the context of the vivisection controversy in his
1971 The Dark Face ofScience. The methodologies, scope, context, and substance of my
analysis differ markedly from Vyvyan's. His work on this subject, as well as some degree of
overlap between his work and my own, however, warrant acknowledgment here. John
Vyvyan, The Dark Face ofScience (London: Michael Joseph Ltd, 1971), 155-171.
323For an excellent treatment of the multi-causal development of human experimentation
under the Nazis, see Gerhard Baader, Susan E. Lederer, Morris Low, Florian Schmaltz, and
Alexander v. Schwerin, "Pathways to Human Experimentation, 1933-1945: Germany, Japan,
and the United States," in Carola Sachse and Mark Walker (eds.), Politics and Science in
Wartime: ComparativeInternationalPerspectiveson the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, Osiris 20

(2005): 205-231. Notably, though without situating such within a broader analytical
framework, this piece is also among the best in terms of scholarly attention to German
animal experiments in the context of Nazi human experimentation. And for further
treatments of Nazi human experimentation and its broader medical context in National
Socialist Germany, see below Appendix 4: Historiography of Nazi Human Experimentation
and its Broader Medical Context.
324 Nazi-era German experiments on animals have certainly been mentioned and discussed
in some relevant studies. However, beyond brief remarks or discussion of particular animal
experiments in the context of particular human experiments, the broader relationship
between animal experimentation and human experimentation in Nazi Germany has not
been addressed in any depth in the scholarly literature.
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Dachau by Luftwaffe researcher Sigmund Rascher and his associates. 325 These
experiments emerged directly from Nazi experiments on animals. In early spring
1941, Rascher attended a lecture in Munich by fellow Luftwaffe researcher Heinrich
Kottenhoff.326 Drawn from Kottenhoff's ongoing experimental work, the subject of
the lecture was "The increase in high-altitude adaptability of rabbits and
monkeys." 327 Kottenhoff concluded his address by highlighting some limitations of
animal experiments for assessing human responses to especially high altitude
conditions, and noted the desirability of supplemental human experimentation

325

As described by one of the participating researchers, these experiments were conducted

"to determine the effects of extreme high altitudes on the human body" and involved
subjecting concentration camp prisoners to varying rates of descent from varying simulated
heights with and without supplemental oxygen. On the institutional and scientific
background of these experiments, as well as the history and historiography of German
aviation medical research more broadly, see Karl Heinz Roth, "Flying Bodies - Enforcing
States: German Aviation Medical Research From 1925-1975 and the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft," in Wolfgang U. Eckart (ed.), Man, Medicine, and the State: The
Human Body as an Object of Government Sponsored Medical Research in the 20th Century
(Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2006), 107-137. For a description of the purpose and
varieties of the Dachau high altitude experiments as provided by one of the participating
researchers, see Hans Wolfgang Romberg, "Affidavit," 1 November 1946, USA v. Karl Brandt,
et al., English Transcript: p. 7872, (20 May 1947), Doc. NO-476, 1-2. On the Dachau high
altitude experiments being the first of the coordinated lethal experiments in the
concentration camps, see Alexander Mitscherlich and Fred Mielke, Doctorsof Infamy: The
Story of the Nazi Medical Crimes (New York: Henry Schuman, Inc., 1949), 4.
326

At that time, Kottenhoff was a physician and Luftwaffe Oberfeldarzt(a medical staff
officer with rank equivalent to a Lieutenant Colonel). He was assigned to the Luftgau

Kommando VII (Air Command Headquarters VII) in Munich where he served as the officer in

charge of medical care. Rascher was also then assigned to Luftgau Kommando VII, where he
was taking a medical training course. Kottenhoff's lecture which Rascher attended was part
of that course. Heinrich Kottenhoff, "Affidavit," 21 Feb. 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al.,
English Transcript: p. 7052, (6 May 1947), Defense Doc. No. Weltz 2, 1-2; Sigmund Rascher
to Heinrich Himmler, 15 May 1941, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc.
1602-PS, Frame 0140-0141, NARA.
327
Kottenhoff (1947), 2.
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along these lines. 328 Following the lecture, Rascher approached Kottenhoff for a
"fvery confidential" discussion about the possibility of experimenting upon human
prisoners to extend beyond the mentioned limitations of animal experiments.

329

Kottenhoff signaled his interest. 330 Though nearly absent from the secondary
literature, this was the genesis of coordinated lethal human experimentation in the
concentration camps. 33 1
Shortly after their conversation at Kottenhoffs lecture, on May 15, 1941,
Rascher wrote to chief of the SS, Heinrich Himmler, with a problem and a request.
After thanking the Reichsfuhrer-SS for flowers sent on the occasion of Rascher's
second son's birth 332, Rascher informed Himmler that he was in communication
328 Kottenhoff had

already conducted one experiment upon a fellow Luftwaffe physician
who volunteered to participate. The physician was reportedly unharmed, but such
experiments were painful and hazardous, and additional volunteers were scarce at best.
Kottenhoff (1947), 2, 5; Sigmund Rascher to Heinrich Himmler, 15 May 1941, USA v. Karl
Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. 1602-PS, Frame 0140-0141, NARA.
329 Kottenhoff
(1947), 2-3; Rascher to Himmler, 15 May 1941.
330 Ibid; Ibid.
33 1Kottenhoff's role
in any capacity in the secondary literature is just this side of
nonexistent. On this problem, see below Appendix 5: Historiography, Heinrich Kottenhoff,
and the genesis of coordinated lethal human experimentation in the concentration camps.
332 Himmler had a special
fondness for Rascher, as well as for Rascher's wife Nini, who had
earlier been Himmler's mistress. Himmler routinely bestowed upon the couple favors and
gifts well beyond fruit. These gifts included money, reduction of taxes, furniture, and even
"slave servant girls from captured territories." See Leo Alexander, "The Treatment of Shock
from Prolonged Exposure to Cold, Especially in Water," Combined Intelligence Objectives
Sub-Committee, G2-Division, Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces, 10 July
1945, 18, 54; Weindling (2004), 34.
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with another researcher (Kottenhoff) then conducting low-pressure experiments for
the Luftwaffe. Rascher explained that such experiments were necessary because
British fighter planes had a higher flight ceiling than their German counterparts and
the Luftwaffe required information about pilot survival when parachuting from
those greater heights. 333 "[U]ntil now," Rascher continued, such experiments have
been "carried out on monkeys." 334 However, extrapolating from monkeys to human
beings at those extreme heights proved challenging. 335 If the Germans were to
compete with the British, Rascher argued, they would need to use human subjects.
In order to extend the results of Kottenhoff's animal research, Rascher
inquired of Himmler whether "two or three professional criminals can be made
available for these experiments." Rascher added that "Feeble-minded individuals"
would also be acceptable "as test material[.]"336 He noted bluntly that these tests
"are very dangerous" and that "the experimental subject of course may die[.]" 337
Himmler's aid, SS-SturmbannftihrerRudolf Brandt, responded to Rascher, "I can
inform you that prisoners will of course be gladly made available for the high-flight

333 Rascher

to Himmler, 15 May 1941.

3341bid.

Ibid.; Kottenhoff (1947), 2; Michael H. Kater, Doctors Under Hitler (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 1989), 226.
336 Rascher
to Himmler, 15 May 1941.
335

3371bid.
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research." 338 Encouraged, Rascher inquired if permission could be granted for him
to "carry out the experiments [...] within the camp of Dachau itself." 3 3 9
Himmler assented and in July authorized Rascher, Kottenhoff, and their
superior and director of the Luftwaffe's Munich Institute for Aviation Medicine,
Georg August Weltz, to conduct high altitude experiments on prisoners at Dachau. 340
Kottenhoff's transfer to Romania later that year prevented him from participating in
the experiments beyond the early planning stages, but developments proceeded
without him. 34 1 In early 1942, the Luftwaffe furnished a low-pressure chamber to
Rascher and his associates at Dachau and thus commenced the horrific and
frequently lethal experiments on human beings at simulated heights of up to 21,000

338 SS-Sturmbannfiihrer

(Rudolf Brandt) to Sigmund Rascher, Undated, USA v. Karl Brandt,
et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. 1582-PS, Frame 0143, NARA.
339 Sigmund Rascher to Karl Brandt, Undated, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll
16, Doc. NO-217, Frame 0144, NARA.
340
Nini Rascher (for Sigmund Rascher) to SS-Supreme Command, 24 February 1942, USA v.
Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. 263, Frame 0145-0146, NARA.
341
Kottenhoff appears nonetheless to have continued working on his related high altitute
research on rhesus monkeys and publishing on the topic. In late December 1942, Kottenhoff
submitted his article "Steigerung der Hbhenfestigkeit durch Umstellung beim Rhesus-Affen"
("Increase of the degree of resistance to high altitudes through acclimatization in the case of
Rhesus-monkeys") to the prestigious German military medical aviation journal
Luftfahrtmedizin (Aviation Medicine), and Luftfahrtmedizin published Kottenhoff's article

late the following year. On Kottenhoff's transfer, see Kottenhoff (1947), 4-5; Siegfried Wille,
"Trial Brief for the Defendant Prof. Dr. Georg August Weltz," July 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et
al., English Transcript: p. 11199, (18 July 1947), 5; Nini Rascher (for Sigmund Rascher) to
SS-Supreme Command, 24 February 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll
16, Doc. 263, Frame 0145-0146, NARA; Rudolf Brandt, "Affidavit," 30 August 1946, USA v.
Karl Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p. 163, (10 Dec.
1946), Doc. NO-191, 1-2. On Kottenhoffs subsequent publication regarding his high altitude
experiments on rhesus monkeys, see Marianne Ruhl-Stanislaus and Heinrich Kottenhoff,
"Steigerung der H6henfestigkeit durch Umstellung beim Rhesus-Affen," Luftfahrtmedizin 8
(1943): 242-248; Heinrich Kottenhoff, Extract from "Increase of the degree of resistance to
high altitudes through acclimatization in the case of Rhesus-monkeys," 28 Dec. 1942, USA v.
Karl Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p. 7054, (6 May 1947), Defense Doc. No. Weltz 17, 1-2.
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meters. 342 For the most dangerous of the tests, Jewish prisoners allegedly guilty of
"Rassenschande"(race pollution) were selected as subjects. 343 The first sentence of
Rascher's May 11, 1942 "Secret Report" to Himmler on the research was
unequivocal: "Based on results of experiments which up to now various scientists
had conducted on animals only, the experiments in Dachau were to prove whether
these results would maintain their validity on human beings." 344
High altitude parachuting was not the only medical issue about which the
Luftwaffe desired data. German aviators were at times forced to parachute into the
icy waters of the North Sea. Consequently, questions of cold tolerance and methods
of rewarming were also of great interest.345 To this end, Luftwaffe researchers
under the direction of above-mentioned Georg August Weltz immersed small
animals, including mice, rats, and guinea pigs, in near-freezing water and kept them
submerged for hours as the animals' dropping temperatures were measured rectally
internal wrangling, personnel issues, and possible ethical qualms within segments
of the Luftwaffe had briefly delayed initiation of the experiments. On personnel issues, see
Alexander Hardy, "Closing brief for the United States of America against Siegfried Ruff, Hans
Wolfgang Romberg, and Georg August Weltz," 16 June 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., 9-10.
On wrangling and possible ethical qualms, see Appendix 6: Dr. Erich Hippke's 6 March 1943
Letter to the SS in the Context of Nazi Animal and Human Experimentation. For a detailed
clinical description of one of the lethal high altitude experiments, including a post-high
altitude chamber lethal dissection of a 37-year-old Jewish man while he was still alive, see
Sigmund Rascher, "First Interim Report on the Low Pressure Chamber Experiments in the
Concentration Camp of Dachau," ca August 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887,
Roll 16, Doc. NO-287, Frame 0150-0151, NARA. For human experiments at simulated
heights of up to 21,000 meters (nearly 69,000 feet), see Sigmund Rascher, Siegfried Ruff,
and Hans Wolfgang Romberg, "Experiments on Rescue from High Altitudes," 28 July 1942,
cover page, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-402, Frame 0172,
NARA.
343 Sigmund Rascher, "Secret Report," 11 May 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238,
M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-220 b, Frame 0164-0165, NARA.
342Some

3441bid.

Rudolf Brandt, "Affidavit," 9 September 1946, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887,
Roll 16, Doc. NO-242, Frame 0221, NARA.
34s
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until death.346 The researchers also subjected larger animals, including dogs, cats,
and full-grown pigs to similar "slow freezing" and rewarming experiments. 347 One of
the researchers involved described the pig experiments as conducted on a
particularly "large-scale" basis. 3 4 8

At a German conference on "Medical Problems Arising from Distress at Sea
and Winter Hardships" held in Nuremberg in October, 1942, Luftwaffe freezing
researchers discussed the results of the animal experiments and again noted some
limitations thereof.349 The presenters then proudly announced to their gathered
colleagues that, "It has now been possible to conduct a series of investigations of
human beings who were rescued after having been in cold water for a long time." 350

Inspector of Medical Service of the Luftwaffe, "Minutes of Meeting 7/43 on a scientific
conference on 26 and 27 October 1942 in Nuernberg [sic] on Medical Problems Arising
from Distress at Sea and Winter Hardships," USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll
16, Doc. NO-401, Frame 0305, NARA; Alexander (1945), 4-6.
3470n Luftwaffe pig freezing experiments, see below and Alexander (1945). Otherwise see
Inspector of Medical Service of the Luftwaffe, "Minutes of Meeting 7/43", 4-12.
348 Robert von Werz, "Affidavit," 7 January 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., English
Transcript: p. 7255, (8 May 1947 June 1947), Defense Doc. No. Weltz 4, 2-3.
349 Inspector of Medical Service of the Luftwaffe, "Minutes of Meeting 7/43."
346

350 Ibid.
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The researchers, including Rascher, neglected to mention that these human beings
had been "rescued" from a freezing tank inside a Dachau laboratory after having
been forced in often at gunpoint, that some of the victims begged to be shot rather
than continue with the experiment, and that such "rescue" routinely involved the
rectal monitoring of submerged prisoners' dropping temperatures until death. 35 1
Again, the records of the Doctors' Trial make plain the evolution of these
experiments. In late spring 1942, Luftwaffe officials requested permission from the
SS to perform freezing experiments on prisoners at Dachau. Himmler assented, and
Rascher and associates began the human freezing experiments at Dachau in August
of that year. 35 2 Again, as the Luftwaffe freezing researchers informed their
colleagues at the 1942 medical conference in Nuremberg, "The good results [...]
obtained in experiments with animals encouraged a corresponding procedure with
human beings." 35 3
Even when not submerged in water, German aviators still risked lengthy
strandings at sea. The German military therefore desired information on survival

351 Sigmund

Rascher, "Intermediate report on the sub-normal cooling experiments in the
Dachau camp started on 15 August 1942," 10 Sept. 1942, 1, RG 549, Records of U.S. Army,
Europe, Judge Advocate Division, War Crimes Branch, Records Relating to Medical
Experiments, 1933-1947, Box 4, Folder: Medical Experiments 127047 Exhibits; Alexander
Mitscherlich and Fred Mielke, Doctors of Infamy: The Story of the Nazi Medical Crimes (New
York: Henry Schuman, Inc, 1949), 32.
352 Rudolf Brandt, "Affidavit," 9 September 1946, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887,
Roll 16, Doc. NO-242, Frame 0221, NARA.
3s3 Inspector of Medical Service of the Luftwaffe, "Minutes of Meeting 7/43."
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periods while ingesting only seawater and on novel methods for rendering seawater
potable. In search of such data, researchers initially conducted lethal seawater
injection experiments on animals and non-lethal experiments on Luftwaffe human
volunteers. However, the Luftwaffe was only willing to subject its own people to
seawater experiments lasting up to four days, and data was required for periods of
up to twelve. 35 4 In June 1944, the Luftwaffe's Dr. Oskar Schr6der wrote Himmler
with the proposal. "I again stand before a decision, which, after numerous
experiments on animals and also on voluntary human subjects, demands final
resolution. [....] As it is known from previous experiments, [...] necessary

laboratories exist in the concentration camp Dachau[.]" 355 Himmler approved in
August and numerous Roma prisoners soon suffered agonizing seawater injection
experiments and frequently death as a result. 35 6

Luftwaffe researchers were not alone in invoking military necessity to
experiment on both animals and human beings. The German Wehrmacht was
interested in possible defenses against poison gas and chemical weapons attacks. In
1942, Dr. August Hirt, chairman at the Reich University in Strasbourg, submitted to
Himmler a report on experiments he was conducted along these lines. On orders
from the Wehrmacht, Hirt had been subjecting rabbits, pigs, mice, and rats to
mustard gas in order to gauge the effects of various possibly protective agents,
3540skar

Schr6der to Heinrich Himmler, 7 June 1944, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238,
M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-185, Frame 0464-0465, NARA.
355 Ibid.
356Aside from the forcible seawater injections, the victims of these experiments were
denied any other liquid or food. Rudolf Brandt to Ernst Grawitz, 7 August 1944, USA v. Karl
Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-183, Frame 0468, NARA.
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including vitamin supplementation, against this chemical weapon. 35 7 Hirt hoped to
expand his experimentation to potentially lethal research on human subjects, and
with Himmler's blessing, Hirt finally conducted his experiments on prisoners at the
Natzweiler concentration camp. 358 Again, the progression was unmistakable. As
Rene-Colombin Wagner, Hirt's mustard gas research assistant, later informed the
Nuremberg judges, "We [...] made some experiments on animals and I know that the
results of these experiments were to be used for other experiments on human
beings in the Natzweiler Concentration Camp." 35 9

Likewise, in 1943, Otto Bickenbach, chief of the Polyclinic of the University
Medical School and of the biology section of the medical faculty in Strasbourg,
screened a film of his ongoing chemical warfare-related experiments on animals for
gathered scientific personnel at the SS Institute for Applied Military Research. Partly
in collaboration with above-discussed Heinrich Horlein's I. G. Farben laboratory in
Elberfeld, Bickenbach had been experimenting upon dogs, cats, and apes with
phosgene gas in order to develop a defense against this chemical warfare agent. 360
Suitably impressed by what they saw, the SS invited Bickenbach to extend his
357 August Hirt, "Report on the Lost [Mustard Gas] Experiments, conducted by order of the

Wehrmacht." Included in Wolfram Sievers to Rudolf Brandt, 2 June 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt,
et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-097, Frame 1016-1020, NARA.
3 58
Rene-Colombin Wagner, "Affidavit," 17 November 1946, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB
238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-881, Frame 1058-1059, NARA.
359 bid.
3 60
Baader et al. (2005): 215-216; Florian Schmaltz, "Otto Bickenbach's Human Experiments
with Chemical Warfare Agents and the Concentration Camp Natzweiler," in Wolfgang U.
Eckart (ed.), Man, Medicine, and the State: The Human Body as an Object of Government
Sponsored Medical Research in the 20th Century (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2006), 140-

145.
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research to human subjects alongside Hirt at Natzeiler. Bickenback and Hirt then
jointly subjected numerous Natzweiler inmates to mustard gas and phosgene in a
gas chamber built by the SS specifically for that purpose. Of the few survivors, one
later testified that while in the chamber, he heard "the hollow, clapping sound of the
bursting lungs" of two other victims, who "collapsed with brown foam extruding
from their mouth, nose, and ears." 361
The same basic patterns are also evident in the evolution of a new and far
more deadly class of chemical warfare agents, nerve agents. The nerve agents Tabun
and Sarin were developed at the laboratory of above-discussed victor of the Nazi
vivisection controversy, Heinrich H6rlein. H6rlien's I.G. Farben Elberfeld laboratory
developed nerve agents in the mid-to-late 1930s in the course of extensive animal
tests involving research on thousands of dogs, monkeys, and baboons among other
species. A report based upon immediate postwar Allied intelligence reviews of

Schmaltz (2006), 145-155. The quoted text is Schmaltz's summary of the survivor's
testimony (on 151), not a direct quotation from the survivor himself. And though perhaps
less "medical" in nature than Hirt and Bickenback's chemical warfare experiments,
experiments on animals also directly preceded the Nazi use of gas with which the regime
has since become nearly synonymous; extermination. For example, Albert Widmann, the
regime official responsible for working out technical details of the Nazi T-4 "euthanasia"
program experimented upon animals with poison gas prior to recommending the method
for mass use upon human beings. And as Henry Friedlander has shown, after proving its
efficacy, the methods and machinery of the T-4 program were subsequently moved east for
use in the concentration camps. Relatedly, the Mauthausen concentration camp in Upper
Austria constructed and first utilized its gas chamber in spring 1942. Just days prior to its
first utilization upon human beings (more than two hundred Soviet prisoners of war),
animals (rats) were gassed during a trial run. Henry Friedlander, The Originsof Nazi
361

Genocide: From Euthanasiato the FinalSolution (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1995), esp. 209; Gordon J. Horwitz, In the Shadow of Death: Living Outside the Gates of

Mauthausen (New York: Free Press, 1990), 18.
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Elberfeld's activities during the Third Reich described one set of Tabun experiments
on baboons at Elberfeld. "Without exception, the animals lost control of their bodily
movements and functions, excreting uncontrollably, vomiting, foaming at the mouth.
Finally, they went into convulsive fits and died, all within 15 minutes" of
exposure. 362
As we have seen, H6rlein argued in defense of animal experimentation in
part on the basis of the axiomatic research defense position regarding animal
research serving as a necessary bulwark against unconsenting human
experimentation. However, in August 1945, Fritz Ter Meer, a chemist and executive
colleague of H6rlein's in running I.G. Farben, informed a leading British scientific
intelligence officer that,
Prof. Horlein had an I.G. Laboratory in Elberfeld where he developed [the
nerve agent] Tabun. The most secret part of the laboratory is called the
Zentralstelle which is in charge of Prof. Gross [who worked for H6rlein].
There the effects of poison gases and of noxious fumes of less harmful
chemical product were studied. Originally the experiments were carried out
on monkeys, later on human beings. For the latter, KZ (concentration camps)
inmates, who had been condemned to death, were selected[.] 363

362 Eberhard

Gross, "Affidavit," 12 January 1948, USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892,
Roll 86, Doc. Hoerlein NO-64, Frame 0188, NARA; Heinrich H6rlein, "Affidavit," 2 May 1947,
USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Doc. NI-6787, 4-6, NARA; Testimony of Helmut
Weese, 3 February 1948, USA v. Carl Krauch, et al., RGB 238, M892, Roll 7, Frame 0737,
NARA; John Parker, The Killing Factory: The top secret world ofgerm and chemical warfare

(London: Smith Gryphon Publishers, 1996), 42-44, 210-211.
more on this subject, see below Appendix 3: Heinrich H6rlein and the historiography
of science, medicine, and the state in Nazi Germany. For the quotation, see Major Edmund
Tilley, "Report by Maj. E. Tilley on Examination of Dr. Fritz Ter Meer, 2 Aug. 1945, as
reproduced in United States Senate Subcommittee of the Committee on Military Affairs,
Hearings regarding "Elimination of German Resources for War, Part 10, I.G. Farben
Exhibits," Feb. 1946, 1276.
363For
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Moving beyond the strictly military 364 , German researchers also conducted
human experiments based upon animal experiments pursuant of Nazi eugenic and
racial agendas. In the words of Himmler's assistant, Rudolph Brandt, Himmler was
"extremely interested in the development of a cheap and rapid sterilization method
which could be used against [racial] enemies of Germany, such as the Russians,
Poles and Jews." 3 65 Of like mind, in October 1941, Dr. Adolf Pokorny forwarded

Himmler two published articles on the ongoing animal research of a Dr. Gerhard
Madaus. 366 Based out of Radebeul near Dresden, Madaus reported having
considerable success conducting sterility experiments on dogs, rats, and rabbits
using the drug caladium seguinum, an extract of a North American plant.3 6 7 Pokorny
summarized for Himmler that "Madaus found [caladium seguinum] when taken by
mouth or given as an injection to male [or] female animals [...] produces permanent

364 The

line separating military from medical/eugenical agendas in Nazi Germany was
blurry at best. Nazi theory, propaganda, and practice explicitly understood eugenical efforts
as of military necessity and military efforts as of medical/eugenical necessity. See for
example, Jeffrey Herf, The Jewish Enemy: Nazi PropagandaDuring World War II and the

Holocaust (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Belknap, 2006).
365
Brandt continued, Himmler "hoped, thereby not only to defeat the enemy but to
exterminate him. The capacity for work of the sterilized persons could be exploited by
Germany, while the dangerous propagation would be eliminated. [....] For mass application
[surgical castration] was considered as too slow and too expensive. It was further desired
that a procedure be found which would result in sterilization that was not immediately
noticeable. Medical sterilization experiments were therefore conducted." Rudolph Brandt,
"Affidavit," 19 October 1946, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-440,
Frame 0482-0483, NARA.
366 One of those articles was titled, "Studies of Animal Experiments pertaining to
Sterilization through Medication." Madaus, G., and Koch, F.E., "Tierexperimentelle Studien
zur Frage der medikamentosen Sterilisierung (durch Caladium seguinum ([sic]
Dieffenbachia sequina)", Zischr.f d. ges. exper. Med. 109 (1941): 68-87.
3 67

Pokorny to Himmler, October 1941, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16,
Doc. NO-035, Frame 0484-0485, NARA; K. Gund (misspelling of Gerland) to Heinrich
Himmler, 24 August 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-039,
Frame 0498, NARA.
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sterility." 368 Pokorny continued that based upon the results of Madaus' animal
experiments, "Immediate research on human beings" should be conducted at
Dachau. 369
Pokorny was not alone. Independently, a mid-ranking SS officer named K.
Gerland also contacted Himmler about Madaus' animal experiments. After
synopsizing Madaus' results, Gerland strongly recommended to Himmler that the
goal of preventing "reproduction by the congenitally unfit and racially inferior"
warranted that "the necessary research and human experiments [be] undertaken by
an appropriately selected medical staff basing their work on the Madaus animal
experiments[.]"370 In agreement, high-ranking SS staff ultimately visited Madaus'
animal research facility and "were shown the premises and experiments with
animals in the laboratory." 37 ' Himmler was so enthusiastic about the overall project
that he not only assented to the human experimentation, he also arranged for the
construction of large hothouses at Dachau to cultivate caladiumseguinum, and
forwarded a Madaus-based "report on the studies of experiments on animals
regarding the question of sterilization by medicine" to Reinhard Heydrich, along
with Himmler one of the chief architects of the Holocaust. 3 72
368 Pokorny

to Himmler, October 1941.
Ibid.
3 70
Gund/Gerland to Himmler, 24 August 1942.
371 Oswald Pohl, "Affidavit: Medical Experiments," 23 June 1946, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al.,
English Transcript: p. 406 (13 December 1946), Doc. NO-065, 2.
372While human beings were subjected to experiments with caladium seguinum in the
concentration camps, due to the impossibility of obtaining the plant from wartime enemy
the United States, and the difficulty of rapidly cultivating the plant in large quantities in
Germany, it appears caladium seguinum human experimentation in the concentration
369
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Madaus was not the only German researcher experimenting upon animal and
human bodies along such lines. Dr. Carl Clauberg, professor and Chief Physician of
the Gynecological Clinics of the Knappschaft and St. Ludwig's Hospitals in Upper
Silesia, also devised methods of mass sterilization upon animals that he brought to
Himmler's attention for possible expansion to human subjects. In May 1942,
Clauberg wrote Himmler about purportedly successful sterilization experiments he
was conducting injecting the formaldehyde derivative "formalin" into the uteruses
of female animals. Making his intentions clear, Clauberg explained to Himmler, "the
situation now is such, that from animal experiments in which I have demonstrated
the possibility of sterilization without operation we must proceed to the first
experiments in human beings." 373 To this end, Clauberg took "the liberty of
proposing that the experiments necessary for [his human and animal research
projects] be carried out at the Auschwitz concentration camp[.]"374Clauberg

camps ultimately occurred on a far smaller scale than desired by Himmler and the
researchers involved. Relatedly, though Himmler arranged for caladium seguinum to be
cultivated at Dachau, Madaus and his colleague Koch determined the camp was an
unsuitable site for this purpose and convinced the SS to fund hothouse construction at the
researchers' home facility in Radebeul instead. Rudolph Brandt, "Affidavit," 19 October
1946, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-440, Frame 0482, NARA;
Rudolph Brandt, "Confidential Reich matter, Document reference," 22 June 1942, USA v. Karl
Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-044, Frame 0494, NARA; Reichsfuhrer-SS,
Personal Staff (likely Rudolph Brandt) to Oswald Pohl, 11 June 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt, et
al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-46 b, Frame 0493; Oswald Pohl, "Affidavit: Medical
Experiments," 23 June 1946, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p. 406 (13
December 1946), Doc. NO-065, 2; Reichsfuhrer-SS, Personal Staff (likely Rudolph Brandt) to
Reinhard Heydrich, 23 April 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc.
N0-047, Frame 0488, NARA.
373 Carl Clauberg to Heinrich Himmler, 30 May 1942, USA v. KarlBrandt, et al., RGB 238,
M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-211, Frame 0538-0539, NARA.
374 This proposal included semi-detailed requirements for such an eventuality, including the
amount of land required upon which to build his Auschwitz laboratory for animal
experimentation and the number and species of experimental animals required for such a
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continued that his proposal for human and animal research at Auschwitz ideally
required the construction of a new "laboratory for extensive animal experiments,
which will always serve as a basis for further research." 375 In July 1942, Himmler's
assistant Brandt reported, "The ReichsfiihrerSShas promised [Clauberg] that the
Auschwitz concentration camp will be at his disposal for his experiments on human
beings and animals." 376 True to his word, Himmler saw to it that in addition to
Clauberg's animal experiments, the researcher attempted painful and at times lethal
sterilization experiments on up to several thousand Jewish and Roma women at
Auschwitz and Ravensbruck. 377
As Clauberg's work demonstrates, animal experimentation not only routinely
directly precipitated human experimentation in Nazi Germany, at times German
researchers inside the concentration camps experimented upon animals and human
beings simultaneously. The typhus experiments in Buchenwald represent another
example of this tandem human and animal experimentation within the camps. In
Buchenwald, German typhus-related experiments on animals outside the camp
inspired typhus-related experiments on animals inside the camp that were
conducted in tandem with typhus-related experiments on human beings also within

laboratory. Clauberg to Himmler, 30 May 1942.
3751bid.
376 Rudolf

Brandt, Memorandum: "Fuehrer Headquarters, Top Secret!", July 1942, USA v.
Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-216, Frame 0542, NARA.
377
For details of Clauberg's human experimentation at Auschwitz and Ravensbruck, see
Robert Jay Lifton, The Nazi Doctors:Medical Killing and the Psychology of Genocide (USA:

Basic Books, 1986), 270-278.
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the camp. In September 1944, SS surgeon Dr. Erwin Ding 3 78 of Buchenwald

prepared an article for submission to a German medical journal. Ding began his
submission with reference to a previous article in the same journal dealing with
other researchers' ostensibly successful recent typhus vaccine experiments on
animals. Ding continued, "The result of these [animal] experiments was so
encouraging that we considered ourselves justified in starting clinical tests [...] on
human beings afflicted with typhus." 379
Consequently, in Buchenwald's Block 50, researchers infected and
experimented upon rabbits, mice, and guinea pigs with various strains of typhus
virus in order to develop the virus and refine vaccines to be tested upon the camp's
human prisoners. In the first five months of tests, 112 rabbits, 134 guinea pigs, and
56 mice were experimented upon to this end. 380 The experiments were next
conducted upon selected human prisoners in Block 46. Human inmates in Block 46
were inoculated with experimental vaccines made from the ground lungs, brains,
and marrow of Block 50's experimental animals.

381 The

human prisoners were then

Late in the war, Dr. Ding changed his surname to Schuler, likely in an attempt to evade
eventual prosecution for his role in the concentration camp human experiments. His
surname is frequently referred to in postwar documents as Ding-Schuler. Ding-Schuler
committed suicide while in American custody in 1945. On Ding-Schuler's wartime research,
378

see Paul Weindling, Epidemics and Genocide in Eastern Europe, 1890-1945 (Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 2000), 353-361.
379 Erwin Oskar Ding-Schuler, "On Treatment of Typhus with Acridin Derivates," 29
September 1944, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-582, Frame
0870-0872, NARA.
380 "Work Report for the year 1943" of the Hygiene Institute of the Waffen-SS, Department
for Spotted Fever and Virus Research, Weimar-Buchenwald, January 1944, USA v. Karl
Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-571, Frame 0862-0865, NARA.
381 Some prisoners, used as control groups, were not inoculated with the vaccine prior to
subsequent deliberate infection with the virus. Alfred Balachowski, "Affadavit," 24 May
1946, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-484, Frame 0908-0918,
NARA; "Work Report for the year 1943" of the Hygiene Institute of the Waffen-SS,
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deliberately infected with typhus virus. The vaccines largely proved ineffective and
over six hundred human experimental subjects perished as a result.3 82
In some cases, human experiments in Nazi Germany actually served as the
basis for further animal experimentation. For example, in the case of researcher
Hans Nachtsheim, experiments on human beings inspired subsequent experiments
on animals that inspired simultaneous human and animal experimentation.
Nachtsheim, a professor of genetics at the University of Berlin, routinely
experimented upon rabbits in order to devise diagnostic tools for eugenical
purposes. 383 Nachtsheim hoped his rabbit research would serve to distinguish
between hereditary and nonhereditary epilepsy, the former being grounds for
compulsory sterilization under the 1933 Nazi Law for the Prevention of Genetically
Diseased Offspring. Intent on supplementing related human experiments conducted
Department for Spotted Fever and Virus Research, Weimar-Buchenwald, January 1944, USA
v. KarlBrandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-571, Frame 0863-0864, NARA;
Weindling (2000), 355; Weindling (2004), 37.
382 This figure includes both vaccinated and unvaccinated human subjects. Eugen Kogon,
The Theory and Practiceof Hell: The Nazi HorrorCamps and How they Worked (New York:

Berkley Books, 1950, 1980), 157-158; Weindling (2000), 352-357; (2004), 96.
383For more on Nachstein's Nazi-era animal and human experiments, see Baader, et al.
(2005), 205-231, esp. 207-1212. "Pathways" is especially notable for its keen sensitivity to
scientific and other social relationships between Nachstein's human and animal
experimentation. Also see Deichmann (1996), 231-240. On Nachstein's defense of his
Nazi-era work and postwar continuing eugenical activities, see same, 238-250, and Ute
Deichman, "Hans Nachsteim, A Human Geneticist under National Socialism and the
Question of Freedom of Science," in Michael Fortun and Everett Mendelsohn (eds.), The
Practiceof Human Genetics, Sociology of the Sciences, Vol. XXI (Dordrecht/Boston/London:
Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1997), 143-153.
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in Germany and elsewhere, Nachtsheim injected rabbits with the seizure-inducing
drug Cardiazol. 38 4 Nachtsheim hoped to prove the theory, raised in previous
experiments on human beings, that early seizures demonstrated a predisposition to
hereditary epilepsy.3 85

Nachtsheim's rabbit experiments failed to resolve the issue of hereditary
versus non-hereditary epilepsy, but they did demonstrate oxygen deficiency was the
basic cause of the Cardiazol-induced epileptic seizures, and that younger and older
rabbits seized differently in response to the drug. 386 This age-contingent differential
response to oxygen deficiency in rabbits, asserted Nachtsheim, "makes it desirable
to undertake comparative tests of young and adult epileptics in humans." 387 To this
end, in 1944, Nachtsheim requested and received children from the "euthanasia" 388
institution in Gorden (Brandenburg). 38 9 Nachsteim then conducted oxygen
deficiency seizure experiments on human children and rabbits in the same lowpressure chamber earlier used by Rascher and his associates in Dachau. 390 Again,
the evolution of the experiments was explicit. As Nachsteim himself wrote in a grant
application, "Since our animal experiments had revealed a significant difference in
Called Metrazol in the U.S.
(1996), 233-235.
386 Ibid., 234-235.
384

385 Deichmann
387
3 88

Ibid., 235-236.
0n

the Nazi "euthanasia" program to exterminate supposed biologically unfit Aryan

Germans, see Henry Friedlander, The Originsof Nazi Genocide: From Euthanasiato the Final

Solution (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1995).
389 Deichmann (1996), 236-237.
390 Ibid., 237.
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the behavior of young and adult epileptics, we tested epileptic children in a similar
manner in a low pressure chamber." 39 1
Not only did animal experimentation routinely precipitate and at times
operate in tandem with human experimentation in Nazi Germany, for some of the
researchers involved, the lines between species themselves became increasingly
blurred. After protesting in 1943 that University of Strasbourg and Luftwaffe
researcher Eugen Haagen planned to inject unconsenting concentration camp
inmates with experimental typhus vaccine (made from the ground lungs of mice),
Edith Schmidt, Haagen's University teaching assistant, was admonished that, "I
should calm myself, that the experiments would not be performed on inmates but
on Poles. When I [...] objected that that was the same thing," the researcher
responded, "No, Poles are not human beings."'

392

This was not always merely a rhetorical move. Nazi racial ideology motivated
much human and animal experimentation in Germany, but at times it also bedeviled
experimental design. Adding to and complicating the long-pressing question of the
viability of extrapolation of data from experiments on animal bodies to knowledge

391

Deichmann (1996), 236.
This exchange occurred between Schmidt and Haagen's research assistant, SS Ober-Artz
Dr. Helmet Grefe. Schmidt's exchange continued, "and I said that that was not true; and,
therefore, I was told to be quiet." Testimony of Edith Schmidt, 9 January 1947, RGB 238,
M887, Roll 3, Frame 0218-0219, NARA. The same exchange was also reported by Haagen's
University secretary, Olga Eyer, as well by Dr. Victor Schuh, a University of Strasbourg
research assistant under Haagen and a member of the Communist underground. See Olga
Eyer, "Affidavit," 18 November 1946, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc.
NO-883, Frame 0953, NARA; Victor Eugene Schuh, "Affidavit," 18 November 1946, USA v.
Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-885, Frame 0956, NARA.
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of human bodies

3 93,

Nazi-era German researchers also contended with the issue of

extrapolation of data from experiments on so-called Untermenschen39 4 to knowledge
of "Aryan" bodies. For example, participating in the design of the above-discussed
Dachau seawater experiments, high-ranking SS physician Ernst Grawitz objected
that results obtained from experiments upon the proposed subjects, Roma, might
not be applicable to Aryans. Implored Grawitz, "To the proposal [...] to use gipsies
[sic] for the experiment, I beg to raise an objection to wit that the gipsies being of
1 i he issue or the viability of extrapolation of experimental knowledge of animal bodies to
knowledge of human bodies dates back long before the modern vivisection controversy.
And though not most often in the ways typically trumpeted by antivivisectionists, this issue
remains a persistent problem for experimental medicine into the present. For discussion of
this issue in Nazi Germany, see the above-mentioned October 1942 Nuremberg conference
on medical problems at sea. Excerpt: "The paper presented by [Rascher's colleague in the
animal and human freezing experiments] reopens the question to what extent we are
justified to apply to human beings the experiences gained by experiments on animals."
Though he suggested some caution in the matter, the speaker concluded with a largely
confident assessment of the viability of such extrapolation. Franz Grosse-Brockhoff quoted
in Inspector of Medical Service of the Luftwaffe, "Minutes of Meeting 7/43." Also see Michael
H. Kater, Doctors Under Hitler (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1989), 226.
On the persistence of this problem, for one example among many, see the British Medical
Journal's2004 article, "Where is the evidence that animal research benefits humans?"
Though authored by researchers who are generally supportive of animal experimentation,
the article begins, "Clinicians and the public often consider it axiomatic that animal research
has contributed to the treatment of human disease, yet little evidence is available to support
this view. Few methods exist for evaluating the clinical relevance or importance of basic
animal research, and so its clinical (as distinct from scientific) contribution remains
uncertain. Anecdotal evidence or unsupported claims are often used as justification-for
example, statements that the need for animal research is "self evident" or that "Animal
experimentation is a valuable research method which has proved itself over time." Such
statements are an inadequate form of evidence for such a controversial area of research. We
argue that systematic reviews of existing and future research are needed." Pandora Pound,
Shah Ebrahim, Peter Sandercock, Michael Bracken, Ian Roberts, and the Reviewing Animal
Trials Systematically (RATS) Group, "Where is the evidence that animal research benefits
humans?", BMJ, 328 (7438) (2004): 514-517.
394In this sense, originally adopted from the early 1920s writing of American eugenicist
author Lothrop Stoddard, Untermesnch, or "Under Man" in English, was a Nazi-era
eugenicist description of supposed racial inferiors or "sub-humans" such as Jews, Russians,
Poles, Roma, Africans, etc.
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somewhat different racial composition might possibly provide experimental results,
which might not apply entirely to our men. It would therefore be desirable, if such
prisoners could be used for these experiments as are racially comparable to
European peoples." 395 Only partially moved by this line of argumentation, Himmler
ultimately ruled that Roma should indeed be used for the experiments but that
"three other prisoners shall [also] be made available" for "control" purposes. 396
Indeed, animal experimentation was such a pivotal and prominent
component of Nazi-era human experimentation that its ubiquity ultimately
imperiled one of the implicated German researchers who later attempted in court to
obscure his involvement with wartime human experimentation. 397 Confronted with
testimony from a former assistant that he had brought typhus-infected guinea pigs
into Natzweiler for use in human experimentation, the above-mentioned Dr. Haagen
stumbled to explain his actions. On the stand, Haagen conceded he had brought the
animals into the camp, but offered the ludicrous defense that he did so out of
kindness to concentration camp prisoners interested in pet keeping. Testified

395 Ernst

Grawitz to Heinrich Himmler, 28 June 1944, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238,

M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-179, Frame 0466-0467, NARA.
Somewhat oddly, Jewish prisoners, though hardly considered Aryan, were selected to
serve as the controls. Handwritten remarks of Heinrich Himmler on Ernst Grawitz to
Heinrich Himmler, 28 June 1944, RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-179, Frame 0467, NARA.
Rudolf Brandt to Ernst Grawitz, 7 August 1944, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887,
Roll 16, Doc. NO-183, Frame 0468, NARA.
397 Though some researchers attempted to deny or obscure their involvement with
unconsenting human experimentation, the majority of those prosecuted for Nazi medical
crimes readily admitted what they had done. At trial, these researchers defended their
actions on the basis of a fairly consistent series of moral arguments. For a review and
analysis of these moral arguments, see Arthur L. Caplan, "How Did Medicine Go So Wrong?",
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Jersey: Humana Press, 1992), 53-92, esp. 71-77.
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Haagen, "[T]hese were nice healthy guinea pigs and they were taken there because
[...]

that gave [the prisoners] a great deal of pleasure." 398

Upon reviewing the records of the Doctors' Trial and related documents, it
becomes flatly apparent that human experimentation in Nazi Germany was not an
alternative to animal research. With few exceptions, it was an extension of it. Again
and again, in wartime documentary evidence and postwar testimony, the German
researchers and administrators themselves repeatedly made this plain. This reality
was perhaps summed up best by Dr. Erich Hippke, Chief of the Medical Service of
the Luftwaffe, the Nazi equivalent of the U. S. Air Force Surgeon General. Writing to
Himmler's Chief of Personal Staff in March 1943 regarding Rascher's human
freezing experiments at Dachau, Hippke stated bluntly, "I immediately agreed to the
experiments, because our own previous experiments on large animals were
concluded and supplementary work was necessary." 399

398 Testimony

of Eugen Haagen, 18 June 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll
10, Frame 0271, NARA. Although first arrested by Allied forces in 1945, due to
miscoordination between agencies, Haagen was released from American custody in 1946.
By the time he was recaptured by British intelligence later that year, it was too late for him
to serve as a defendant at the Doctors' Trial. He did, however, serve as a witness during the
Doctors' Trial (see above). For a discussion of Haagen's postwar efforts to evade
prosecution, his eventual conviction in French military court, and his ultimately defiant
public embrace of his wartime research, see Weindling (2004), 48-56.
399 Erich Hippke to Karl Wolff, 6 March 1943, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p.
348 (12 December 1946), Doc. NO-262, 1.
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As we have seen, no relevant party at the time of the 1933-34 Nazi
vivisection controversy understood the final German law to be prohibitive. And as
we have also seen, the postwar American antivivisectionists were buoyed by the
growing mountain of evidence from Nuremberg seeming to in this case support
their movement's sixty-year held axiomatic position that experiments on animals
progress to experiments on unconsenting human beings. Nonetheless, the
antivivisectionist dream of securing ownership of the specter of human vivisection
was shortly dashed by a research heavyweight who far more effectively defined the
"lessons of Nuremberg" for the American public.
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Chapter 4- "'AndThen Came The Nuremberg Trials..."A.C. Ivy, the National
Society for Medical Research, and Nazi Vivisection in America.

I- "The conscience of U. S. science"
Even as American antivivisectionists looked to the Nuremberg Doctors Trial
for salvation, out of the very same Doctors' Trial, celebrity physiologist Dr. Andrew
Conway (A.C.) Ivy skillfully wrested the specter of human vivisection from their
clutches. Among his numerous distinctions, Ivy was Vice President of the University
of Illinois in charge of the Schools of Medicine and Pharmacy, as well as head of the
medical school's Department of Clinical Science. Prior to these appointments, for
more than twenty years Ivy had sat as chair of the Department of Physiology and
Pharmacology at Northwestern University. By the end of 1941, Ivy was the recent
past president of the American Physiological Society and the American
Gastroenterological Society, as well as a recent two-time recipient of the AMA's
"Gold Medal for Research." 400 During the war, Ivy served as Director of the Naval
Medical Research Institute in Bethesda, Maryland, ultimately earning a Presidential
Certificate of Merit "for outstanding fidelity and meritorious conduct" from
President Truman. 401 Ivy's ever-growing scientific acclaim and frequent press

Ivy was president of the American Physiological Society in 1939 (having served as
Secretary of the group for the five previous years) and president of the American
Gastroenterological Society from 1940-1941. Ivy was awarded the AMA's "Gold Medal for
Research" in 1938 and 1941. Ivy also received the AMA's "Silver Medal for Research" in
1944 and "Bronze Medal for Research" in 1950. Jon M. Harkness, "Ivy, Andrew Conway,"
American NationalBiography, Volume II (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 726728; "Andrew C. Ivy, 1893-," The Physiologist17 (1974): 11-14.
401 Ivy served as director of the Naval Medical Research Institute (NMRI) from mid-1942
through mid-1943. In July 1943, Ivy resigned the post to tend to his Department of
Physiology and Pharmacology at Northwestern, which had entered a state of disarray due to
the departure for military service of a high percentage of its faculty and students. Ivy,
400
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appearances led Time magazine to declare Ivy "part researcher, part executive, and
part salesman", and Life magazine to declare Ivy's name a "household byword[.]"402
Unequivocally one of the most prominent and respected medical research
authorities in the United States, in 1946 Ivy was selected by the AMA and the U. S.
War Department to serve as a consultant and expert witness on medical ethics for
the prosecution at the upcoming Doctors' Trial in Nuremberg. 403
Ivy was a seasoned veteran of the American vivisection controversy. As
accurately described by Ivy's longtime close friend, D.B. Dill, Ivy was also an
"innately combative[e]" personality. 404 A late 1970s memorial to Ivy in the
Physiologistpenned by Dill highlights both truths in the same breath. Wrote Ivy's
friend,
however, remained a consultant for the NMRI for the duration of the war. For the quotation,
see Harkness (1999), 726-728. On Ivy's resignation as Director of NMRI, see
A. C. Ivy to Medical Officer in Command, Naval Medical Research Institute, 1 June 1943, A. C.
Ivy Papers, 1779-1984, Box 86, Folder: 26 (United States Navy Medical Research Institute,
1941-1943), American Heritage Center, University of Wyoming, Laramie (Hereafter Ivy
Papers). On Ivy's continuing as a consultant for NMRI, see Chief of the Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery to Medical Officer in Command, National Naval Medical Center, 17 June 1943,
Ivy Papers, Box 86, Folder: 26 (United States Navy Medical Research Institute, 1941-1943).
402 Anon., "Citizen Doctor," Time (13 Jan. 1947) 47-49; Life quotation as quoted in Jon M.
Harkness, "Ivy, Andrew Conway," American National Biography, Volume II (New York:

Oxford University Press, 1999), 726-728.
4030n Ivy's selection by the AMA and the War Department, see Col. David Marcus,
Memorandum for the Surgeon General, War Department, "Subject: Condemnation of Vicious
Medical Experimentation by Germans," 16 May 1946, Records of the Office of the Judge
Advocate General (Army), War Crimes Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files, 1944-1949,
RG 153, Box 10, Folder: 86-3-1 Book 2, National Archives and Records Administration
(Hereafter Nuremberg Administrative Files); Col. Robert J. Carpenter to Director, Civil
Affairs Division, War Department, 17 May 1946, Nuremberg Administrative Files, RG 153,
Box 10, Folder: 86-3-1 Book 2; A. C. Ivy, "Supplementary Report Submitted by Dr. A. C. Ivy,"
27 January 1947, Nuremberg Administrative Files, Box 11, Folder: 86-3-1 Book 3; E.
Bontecou, Restricted War Crimes Branch memorandum, 7 Nov. 1946, Nuremberg
Administrative Files, RG 153, Box 10, Folder: 86-3-1 Book 2; Outgoing Classified Message
USCC Nuremberg Nr: WAR 85135, 8 November 1946, Nuremberg Administrative Files, RG
153, Box 11, Folder: 86-3-1 Book 3.
404D.B. Dill, "A.C. Ivy - Reminiscences," The Physiologist22 (1979), 21.
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Two stories illustrate his combative spirit. [...][A]s a college student he
worked one summer as a foreman of a section gang on a railroad. I guess his
boss had learned of his record as a boxer. The boss advised him that there
was only one way to enforce discipline among the rude men assigned to him.
"The first time a man fails to obey orders, knock him down. After you have
knocked down two or three men you will have no more trouble." Ivy took his
advice; after he had knocked down two men his orders were obeyed.
Many years later he was at his desk at the University of Illinois Medical
School when an agitated laboratory assistant rushed in to tell him some
woman had entered the laboratory, picked up an anesthetized dog from the
operating table and carried it out of the building. Ivy caught up with Irene
Castle at the foot of the stairs posing with the dog as a photographer was
preparing to take a picture. In a well-coordinated movement Ivy kicked the
camera from the photographer's hands and lifted the dog from Irene Castle's
arms. Shortly, the dog was back on the table. 405

At the time of the Doctors' Trial, Ivy was the most outspoken research
defender in the AMA's contentious hometown of Chicago, and since the early 1930s
he had fought antivivisectionists nationally as Chairman of the AMA's Section on
Physiology & Pathology and as a member of the AMA's Committee on the Protection
of Medical Research. 406 By the mid-1940s, many on both sides of the vivisection
issue regarded Ivy as the very face of the research defense movement. In this
capacity, in late 1945, Ivy cofounded the National Society for Medical Research
(NSMR), soon to be the leading pro-animal experimentation voice in the nation. As
had his predecessors since the late 1880s, Ivy strenuously advocated the axiomatic

40 5 Dill, 21.

Ivy's Chairmanship of the AMA's Section on Physiology &Pathology in the early
1930s, see A. C. Ivy, "United States of America Personnel Security Questionnaire," Office of
the Chief of Staff, G-2, Headquarters, Fifth Army, ca. 13 May 1948, received through
Freedom of Information Act request to Federal Bureau of Investigation (Hereafter FOIA:
FBI). On Ivy's membership on the AMA's Committee on the Protection of Medical Research
4060n

as of the early 1930s, see Walter B. Cannon to Elliot Cutler, 17 December 1934, Harvard

Cannon Papers, Box 35, Folder: 444.
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research defense position concerning the need for animal experimentation in order
to prevent unconsenting human experimentation. Indeed, just prior to his departure
for Germany, Ivy penned an editorial for the journal ClinicalMedicine announcing
the formation of his research defense NSMR. The only italicized sentence in the
entire three-page editorial declared, "Animal experimentation is the only method by
which random and unnecessary experimentation on man can be avoided."

407

Ivy returned from Nuremberg with an ingenious narrative to bolster this
position. Upon his homecoming, Ivy reported to the American press that in
Nuremberg he learned "the first step in the breakdown of scientific ethics [in
Germany] was the passage of an antivivisection law." 4 08 Ivy continued, "one of the

first things Hitler did when he came into power was to issue an antivivisection edict.
Certain animals could no longer be used in scientific experiments. Well, animals
were not used by the Nazis; human beings were." 409
Referred to by Time magazine as "a one-man medical information bureau for
news-men," Ivy insistently and authoritatively engaged in the first campaign of
0 7A. C. Ivy, "Antivivisectionists," ClinicalMedicine 53 (1946): 231, (emphasis in original).
On the timing of Ivy's submission of the editorial to Clinical Medicine, see R. L. Gorrell to A. C.
Ivy, 2 July 1946, NSMR Archives, Box 10, Folder: AV Propaganda/Curcura Story/1940-1953.
408 "1945-1946 Report: National Society for Medical Research to Association of American
Medical Colleges (Draft)," 12, NSMR Archives, Box 1, Folder: NSMR Annual Reports/19451949.
409 Notably, NSMR redrafted its official press account of Ivy's efforts at the Doctors' Trial in
order to increase the likelihood of press coverage of Ivy's claims regarding the supposed
Nazi ban on vivisection and its purported consequences. Pairing Ivy's assertions about Nazi
antivivisection with his description of thirst experiments performed upon concentration
camp prisoners, a handwritten note on a draft copy of NSMR's Ivy trial chronicle
recommended, "maybe run two together, so they'll use A-V item." The final version
incorporated this suggested strategy. "Ivy Story & sidelights on German Trip," 1947, 4,
NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board of Directors/Members/Ivy/Andrew/1947-1952; "Ivy
Story & sidelights on German Trip (Draft)," 1947, 4, NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board of
Directors/Members, Ivy/Andrew/1947-1952.
4
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concentration camp-framed argumentation of the pro-animal experimentation
movement. 410 Significantly bolstering the research defense quest to own the specter
of human vivisection, Ivy reported that the Nazis banned or mostly banned animal
experimentation in 1933, and that this ban or near ban resulted in a dearth of
animal subjects that led to the human experiments in the concentration camps.
Though of great utility to his NSMR, as we have seen in Chapter 3 above, Ivy's
arguments unequivocally lacked historical grounding. Despite their wholesale
inaccuracy, Ivy's assertions regarding the supposed baleful consequences of an
alleged Nazi ban on animal experimentation received a warm reception from the
American medical community and media at large. In Chicago and across the country,
Ivy repeatedly regaled press conferences, professional societies, and civic
associations with his ostensible lessons of Nuremberg. In the process, Ivy's account
began to take hold within broader medical and lay communities.
Along these lines, in Atlantic City in March 1948, at the annual symposium of
the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology, Ivy delivered
perhaps the most influential talk of his career. Speaking on "The History and Ethics
of the Use of Human Subjects in Medical Experiments," Ivy informed his gathered
colleagues that though the antivivisection movement emerged in the nineteenthcentury, its true form showed itself when the movement "burst into dramatic
expression in Nazi Germany." 41 1 Explained Ivy,

For "a one-man medical information bureau", see "Citizen Doctor," Time (13 January
1947), 48.
411 A. C. Ivy, "The History and Ethics of the Use of Human Subjects in Medical Experiments,"
Symposium on Human Pharmacological Experiments, Meeting of the Federation of
410
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One of the first official acts of Hitler after he assumed power was to issue an
edict rendering animal experimentation illegal. As a commentary on this
action, the world now knows that the Nazis during the recent war used
human beings without their consent as experimental subjects [.]412
Including additional supposed linkages of antivivisection and Nazism highlighted by
Ivy, his Atlantic City speech was published later that year as an article in Science
magazine. 413 The Science publication of Ivy's talk rapidly became one of the crucial
documents on the history and ethics of human experimentation and is still cited
widely today.414
Ivy's allegations in Science regarding the supposed consequences of a
purported Nazi ban on animal experimentation quickly appeared verbatim and
nearly verbatim in a variety of professional and lay periodicals in the months and
years following the article's publication. Dubbed "the conscience of U. S. science" by
Time magazine upon his return from Nuremberg, Ivy's insistent claims that the
American Societies for Experimental Biology, Atlantic City, 15-19 March 1948, as
reproduced in Science 108 (1948): 1-5, as reprinted by NSMR (ca 1948), NSMR Archives,
Box 72, Folder: Reprints and Articles H-I.
412 In the same talk, Ivy shortly thereafter quoted American philosopher John Dewey in
further support of the axiomatic research defense position regarding the specter of human
vivisection. Quoted Ivy, "Scientific men are under definite obligation to experiment on
animals so far as that is the alternative to random and possibly harmful experimentation
upon human beings[.]" Ivy (1948a), 2, 3.

the additional supposed linkages of antivivisection and National Socialism, see
below. Notably, Ivy devoted over 20% of his speech-cum-article to castigation of the
antivivisection movement and related defense of animal experimentation. Ivy (1948a), 15. The anti-antivivisection and related material is on pages 2-3.
414 Web of Knowledge's Science CitationIndex reports Ivy's
article has been cited 692 times
since its publication. Additionally, the average annual number of citations to Ivy's article has
generally only increased over time, with 2002, 2009, 2010, and 2012 each witnessing new
record highs. Search performed on 2 May 2013.
4131For
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Nazis banned animal experimentation and that this ban resulted in the human
experimentation of the concentration camps met with fertile soil. 4 15
In making such claims, however, Ivy was not simply wrong. He was knowingly
operating with deliberate disregard for the truth. As we have seen, discussion of the
routine conduct of animal experimentation in Nazi Germany was a regular and at
times ubiquitous feature of the Doctors' Trial. And Ivy was far too conversant with
the intimate details of Nazi human experimentation presented at the Doctors' trial
to learn nothing of related Nazi German experimentation on animals. Even before
war's end, in his capacity as a medical consultant to the U. S. Navy, Ivy began
reviewing captured German documents pertaining to the concentration camp
experiments. 416 Then, after his selection by the AMA and the War Department to
serve as an expert for the prosecution of Nazi doctors, Ivy made three trips to
Germany, remained for weeks at a time, and developed an intimate familiarity with
much of the documentary evidence and trial transcript.417

415"Citizen

Doctor," Time (13 January 1947), 47.
C. Ivy, "Nazi War Crimes of a Medical Nature: Some Conclusions,"JAMA 139 (1949):
131-135, Reprint, 1-2, A.C. Ivy Papers, Box 6, Folder: 12 (Nazi War Crimes of a Medical
Nature, 1949).
417
Ivy was also repeatedly forwarded relevant captured documents and analyses thereof by
the War Crimes Branch. These documents and analyses frequently contained detailed
discussion of Nazi-era German animal experimentation and the relationship of such animal
experimentation to the human experiments in the concentration camps. For examples of
such forwards containing information on both Nazi animal and human experimentation,
some of which were explicitly requested for forwarding by Ivy himself, see Col. C. E. Straight
to Col. David Marcus, "Transmittal of Information on 'LOST' (Mustard Gas) to Dr. A. C. Ivy,
Special Consultant to the Secretary of War," WCG File No. 707 (And enclosures), 21 Dec.
1946, Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate General (Army), War Crimes Branch,
Nuremberg Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153, Box 10, Folder: 86-3-1 Book 2,
National Archives and Records Administration; Alexander (1945), 1; United States Army
War Crimes Branch, Handwritten note regarding Ivy's provision of "Treatment of shock
from prolonged exposure to cold, especially in water, by Major Leo Alexander,"
Document No.
416A.
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Ivy embarked upon his first German trip in summer 1946 during
preparations for what would later that year become the Doctors' Trial. After leaving
Chicago, Ivy extensively "reviewed and analyzed" relevant captured German medical
records at U. S. Army War Crimes Branch document centers in Washington, D. C.,
Wiesbaden, Dachau, and Nuremberg. 418 While in Germany, Ivy discussed at length
the specifics of Nazi human experimentation with U. S. Army War Crimes attorneys
and with Allied intelligence officers who had interrogated German doctors,
scientists, and SS medical administrators. 419 Ivy personally attended at least one
such interrogation. 420 Ivy also conducted interviews with former Dachau inmates, atleast one of whom had worked in the camp's experimental laboratories. 421

126381, Undated, ca. late 1945 or early 1946, RG 549, Records of U.S. Army, Europe, Judge
Advocate Division, War Crimes Branch, Records Relating to Medical Experiments, 19331947, Box 2, Folder: Medical Experiments 126260-126384.
4 18
Ivy (1946a), Part I, 3, Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate General (Army), War
Crimes Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153, Box 11, Folder: 4,
National Archives and Records Administration; A.C. Ivy, "Nazi War Crimes of a Medical
Nature," FederationBulletin of the Federation of State Medical Boards of the United States,
January 1947, 133.
419 Ivy (1946a), Part I, 3, Part III, 1-3, Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate General
(Army), War Crimes Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153, Box 11,
Folder: 4, NARA.
420 Ibid., Part III, 2, Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate General (Army), War Crimes
Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153, Box 11, Folder: 4, NARA.
421 Ibid., Part III, 1-2, Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate General
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On this trip, Ivy also personally interviewed one of the soon-to-be Doctors'
Trial defendants. Above-mentioned Georg August Weltz had been the director of the
Luftwaffe's Institute for Aviation Medicine in Munich during the war. When Ivy met
with him, Weltz was fittingly in custody at Dachau. Though the precise details of this
interview remain unknown 42 2, in nearly all of Weltz's numerous war crimes-related
interrogations both before and after his questioning by Ivy, Weltz loudly
foregrounded his own extensive wartime animal experiments. 4 23 This was one of
Weltz's key strategies for downplaying his role in the Dachau human experiments.

(Army), War Crimes Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153, Box 11,
Folder: 4, NARA.
422The only documentation regarding this interview I have been able to locate to date is
Ivy's brief mention of it in his "Outline of Itinerary" submitted to the War Department along
with his official report following his first trip to Germany in summer 1946. Ivy's interview of
Weltz took place at Dachau on August 5, 1946. The sole substantive information regarding
this interview that Ivy included in his itinerary was one a sentence note pertaining to
Weltz's relationship to Rascher.
423 Among other sets of experiments, Weltz's Institute for Aviation Medicine had housed,
and Weltz had overseen, Kottenhoff's high altitude rabbit and monkey research that
inspired Rascher's initial letter to Himmler; a letter that as we have seen resulted in
Himmler's authorization of Rascher, Kottenhoff, and Weltz to perform the human
experiments at Dachau. At this Luftwaffe Institute, Weltz had also overseen and personally
conducted much of the freezing research on large and small animals that precipitated and
co-existed with the Dachau freezing experiments on human beings. In his numerous War
Crimes-related interrogations before and after the Ivy interview, Weltz adamantly insisted
he had been involved only in animal research. In that Weltz consistently and loudly
foregrounded his and his institute's wartime animal experimentation in order to distance
himself from obvious complicity in the Dachau human experiments, it is highly unlikely he
would have failed to extensively discuss, much less mention, his animal experiments with
Allied War Crimes interviewer Ivy, even in the unlikely event Ivy failed to raise the topic
himself. For examples of Weltz loudly foregrounding his and his institute's animal
experimentation in previous and subsequent sessions with Allied War Crimes investigators,
see Interrogations of Georg August Weltz, RGB 238, M1019, Roll 78, Frame 0578-0845,
National Archives and Records Administration; Leo Alexander, "The Treatment of Shock
from Prolonged Exposure to Cold, Especially in Water," Combined Intelligence Objectives
Sub-Committee, G2-Division, Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces, 10 July
1945; Ulf Schmidt, Justice at Nuremberg: Leo Alexander and the Nazi Doctors' Trial (Great
Britain: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004),191.
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For this reason and others 424 , it is highly likely Ivy and Weltz discussed Weltz and
his institute's wide-ranging and routine Dachau-related experimentation on
animals.
After returning to Chicago, Ivy travelled again to Germany in January 1947.
With trial proceedings now underway, Ivy again consulted with U.S. prosecution
attorneys in Nuremberg and also personally conducted at least two additional
interrogations of defendants. 425 One of these defendants, Konrad Schdfer, was on
trial for his role in the Luftwaffe's seawater experiments on human beings at
Dachau. 426 Schafer had also conducted animal experiments related to the Dachau

424

As we will see below, Ivy was by this point deeply familiar with an Allied intelligence
report detailing Weltz and his institute's extensive animal experimentation and its
relationship to the Dachau freezing experiments. It is therefore highly likely Ivy would have
raised this topic himself even if Weltz had uncharacteristically not.
425 Ivy (1949a, 131-135; Testimony of A. C. Ivy, 12 June 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB
238, M887, Roll 9, Frame 1098, NARA; Leo Alexander and A. C. Ivy, "Vernehmung des Dr.
Konrad Schaefer," 22 January 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al, RGB 238, M887 Roll, 62, Frame
0851-0876, National Archives and Records Administration. The two defendants Ivy
interrogated were Wilhelm Beiglb6ck and Konrad Schafer.
426The prosecution's case against Sch5fer was among the weakest against any of the
Doctors' Trial defendants, and Schafer was found not guilty. However, especially with
Schafer's shortly subsequent employment as a scientific researcher for the U.S. military,
credible voices at the time alleged his verdict had been compromised in the interest of new
Cold War imperatives. Further, Schafer's employment by the U.S. military has since been
revealed to have been part the U.S.' notorious Project Paperclip, in which the U.S. secretly
sanitized the records of numerous Nazi war criminal scientists in order to make possible
their employment in U.S. military Cold War research. This revelation has kept allegations
pertaining to the possible deliberate compromising of Schafer's verdict live into the present.
On the weakness of the case against Schsfer and contemporary criticism of his acquittal, see
Weindling (2004), 154, 298. On Project Paperclip, including Schsfer's involvement, see
Linda Hunt, SecretAgenda: The United States Government, Nazi Scientists, and Project

Paperclip,1945 to 1990 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1991); Annie Jacobsen, Operation
Paperclip:The Secret Intelligence Programthat broughtNazi Scientists to America (New

York: Little, Brown, &Co., 2014).
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human experiments. 4 27 The record indicates that during Schafer's interrogation by
Ivy, Ivy and Schafer explicitly discussed some of SchAfer's animal
experimentation. 4 28

Also on this second trip, Ivy reviewed "about 2,000 pages of transcript of the
prosecution and about 250 documents that had been introduced by the
prosecution." 4 29 Ivy described his role up to this point as serving "in the same
capacity that a physician and scientist serves in [the U. S.] in a trial which has

Schafer's animal experimentation, see "Notes on animal experiments by Schaefer
(hunger and thirst experiments on rabbits)", (undated, ca 1944), USA v. Karl Brandt, et al.,
Schaefer Doc. NO-16. Unfortunately, though referenced, this document itself is missing from
the trial records. The document is listed as Schaefer Doc. NO-16, representing pages 54-62
of Schaefer Document Book No. I, in "Index of Document Book No. I, Dr. Konrad Schaefer,"
May 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p. 8328 (2 June 1947), 2. The
missing document is also discussed in Erika Koenig, "Affidavit," 8 May 1947, USA v. Karl
Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p. 8367 (2 June 1947), Schaefer Doc. NO-39, 1. In her
affidavit, Koenig, an assistant of Schafer's, discusses transcribing the document for Schafer.
On Schafer's animal experiments, also see Ina von Boetticher, "Affidavit," 2 April 1947, USA
v. Karl Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p. 8346 (2 June 1947), Schaefer Doc. NO-10, 1-2.
Boetticher, another assistant of Schafer's, provides details on Schafer's "hunger and thirst
experiments on rabbits and mice[.]" Finally, also see Leo Alexander and A. C. Ivy,
"Vernehmung des Dr. Konrad Schaefer," 22 January 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al, RGB 238,
M887 Roll, 62, Frame 0862-0866, National Archives and Records Administration.
428 Through also-medical-expert-for-the-prosecution Leo Alexander (who could speak
German), Ivy asked Schafer, "What was your chemo-therapeutic work at [the
pharmaceutical corporation] Schering [at which Schafer also worked in addition to his
research for the Luftwaffe]? Did you test various new preparations on animals or man?"
Schafer answered, "Yes, we have tested them on animals." Ivy (again through Alexander)
and Schafer then discussed in depth the various preparations with which Schafer
experimented on animals at Schering. Leo Alexander and A. C. Ivy, "Vernehmung des Dr.
Konrad Schaefer," 22 January 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al, RGB 238, M887 Roll, 62, Frame
0862-0866, National Archives and Records Administration, (Translation mine).
4270n
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Ivy (1947a), 134.
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medical and scientific aspects." 430 As he had been selected to be by the War
Department and the AMA, Ivy had become an expert at, and on, the Doctors' Trial.
Though not always reflected in his at times simplistic and didactic public
writings and addresses regarding the trial and its supposed lessons, 43 'Ivy's deep
expertise and familiarity with the documentary evidence and trial testimony is
unambiguously evident in his unpublished analyses written for the War Department
and the prosecution in 1946 and 1947. For example, Ivy's lengthy unpublished
August 1946 report to the War Department entitled "A Report on War Crimes of a
Medical Nature Committed in Germany and Elsewhere on German Nationals and the
Nationals of Occupied Countries by the Nazi Regime During WWII" provides a
detailed and often insightful assessment of Nazi human experimentation that draws
heavily upon a large and far-ranging swath of captured Nazi medical documents. 432
430 Ibid.

Ibid.; A. C. Ivy, "Basic Principles: The Significance of the Moral Philosophy of Medicine,"
Commencement Address, University of Nebraska, 22 March 1947, A.C. Ivy Papers, Box 6,
Folder: 8 (Basic Principles: The Significance of the Moral Philosophy of Medicine, 1947);
A. C. Ivy, "The Moral of the Nazi Medical War Crimes," Address (unknown location), 25
March 1948, Ivy Papers, Box 6, Folder: 11 (The Moral of the Nazi Medical War Crimes,
1948); Ivy (1949a); A. C. Ivy, "The Meaning of Medical Ethics Learned and Emphasized at
the Nurnberg [sic] Trials," Address (unknown location), 18 August 1949, Ivy Papers, Box
6, Folder: 10 (The Meaning of Medical Ethics Learned and Emphasized at the Nuremberg
Trials, 1949).
432
Ivy (1946a), Part I, 1-22, Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate General (Army),
War Crimes Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153, Box 11,
431
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Further, Ivy's expertise reflected in his unpublished 1946 and 1947 analyses
reveals not only his profound familiarity with the documentary evidence and trial
testimony broadly, it also demonstrates his clear knowledge of widespread Nazi-era
German animal experimentation in particular. One of the documents with which Ivy
was unequivocally fluent was a July 1945 report by fellow American medical expert
at the Doctors' Trial, Leo Alexander. 433 Produced for Allied counter-intelligence in
the immediate wake of the war, Alexander's "The Treatment of Shock from
Prolonged Exposure to Cold, Especially in Water" is a comprehensive treatise on
Rascher's freezing experiments at Dachau and the broader German medico-politicalmilitary universe within which those experiments occurred. 434
Ivy was unquestionably familiar with Alexander's report. Ivy received a
personal copy of the Alexander report from the U.S. War Department in late 1945 or
early 1946 with Ivy's name handwritten on the cover to identify the copy as his own,
and Ivy kept this report for the rest of his life. 4 3 5 Further, in Ivy's own August 1946

Folder: 4, NARA. Ivy's above-referenced "A Report on War Crimes of a Medical Nature
Committed in Germany and Elsewhere [...]" is Part I of Ivy's here-cited broader August 1946
submission to the War Department. For an even more insightful unpublished 1947 analysis
by Ivy demonstrating profound fluency with the trial evidence, see discussion of Ivy's
"Memorandum Re Ruff" below.
433Alexander (1945). For more on Alexander and his role at the Doctors' Trial, see Schmidt
(2004).
434Alexander (1945).
43sIbid, 1; Handwritten note regarding Ivy's provision of "Treatment of shock from
prolonged exposure to cold, especially in water, by Major Leo Alexander," Document No.
126381, Undated, ca. late 1945 or early 1946, RG 549, Records of U.S. Army, Europe, Judge
Advocate Division, War Crimes Branch, Records Relating to Medical Experiments, 19 331947, Box 2, Folder: Medical Experiments 126260- 126384.
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report to the War Department, Ivy repeatedly invoked multiple specific passages of
this "report on the experiments of Rascher at Dachau by major Leo Alexander,"
including analysis from Alexander and statements from German researchers quoted
by Alexander in his report.436 Ivy went so far as to suggest that proper strategizing
for the upcoming Doctors' Trial required "reading of the report by Maj. Leo
Alexander[.]"

437

This Alexander report with which Ivy was unambiguously fluent prominently
featured extended discussions of Nazi-era German animal experimentation. One of
the principle subjects of Alexander's report was Georg August Weltz, the abovediscussed director of the Luftwaffe's Institute for Aviation Medicine in Munich who
Ivy interviewed at Dachau. Referring to early-to-mid 1940s Luftwaffe freezing
experiments on animals conducted and overseen by Weltz, the first chapter of
Alexander's report was flatly titled "Animal Experiments by Weltz and his Group." 4 3 8
This chapter was a 9-page clinical review and analysis of multiple series of Luftwaffe
lethal freezing experiments on "small animals of all kinds" including rabbits, mice,
IVy (1946a), Part I, 17-19, Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate General (Army),
War Crimes Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153, Box 11, Folder:
4, NARA.
437Alexander (1945), 21.
438 Ibid., 4-12.
436
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and guinea pigs, as well as on large animals including "adult pigs[.]" 439 The chapter
included nearly a dozen citations to relevant professional publications and studies
about these and related German freezing experiments on animals, four of which
were attached to the report as appendices. Alexander's report also featured a fullpage table charting times of death of animals in a particular Luftwaffe freezing
study. This chart was labeled, "Table 1: Deaths of four groups of 20 guinea pigs
chilled in a water bath of 12'C until respiration was reduced to gasps."440
And though the second chapter of Alexander's report shifted focus from Nazi
animal experimentation to Nazi human experimentation, Alexander nonetheless
opened this second chapter by noting how prisoner accounts of freezing
experiments at Dachau struck Alexander as "strikingly similar to the animal
experiments performed by Dr. Weltz and his group." 44 1One of Ivy's explicit written
references to the Alexander report was to a page in this second chapter of the report
sandwiched immediately between two pages also explicitly dealing with Nazi-era
German animal experimentation. 442

Dr. Hans Wendt, one of the leading Luftwaffe researchers in Weltz's group, stated that,
"The pigs were especially suitable as experimental animals because of the slight amount of
hair and because its dimensions resemble those of humans, that is to say, it has similar
weight." Alexander (1945), 4-12; Hans-Joachim Wendt, "Affidavit," 29 April 1947, USA v.
Karl Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p. 10326, (28 June 1947), Defense Doc. No. Weltz 23,
439

5.

440 Alexander

(1945), 4-12. The chart is on page 11.
Ibid., 12.
442
0n page 19 of Ivy's report, he references a statement by Dr. Hubertus Strughold that is
quoted on page 13 of Alexander's report. Pages 12 and 14 of Alexander's report explicitly
441
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The rest of Alexander's report proceeded similarly. Literally from the opening
paragraph of the report's introduction to the final paragraph of Alexander's
concluding summary on the report's final page, from discussion of Luftwaffe
freezing experiments on "shaved cats" to Alexander's frank declaration that
experimental questions raised by Luftwaffe and SS researchers "were worked out in
animal experiments and in experiments on human beings[,]" Nazi-era German
animal experimentation was unavoidably among the most prominent features of the
Alexander report.443 And Ivy was unavoidably well-versed in Alexander's report.
This, however, was not the extent of Ivy's knowledge of German animal
experimentation under the Nazis. Ivy's unpublished mid-1947 memorandum to the
prosecution regarding defendant Siegfried Ruff even more patently revealed Ivy's
awareness of animal experimentation in Nazi Germany. In his "Memorandum Re
Ruff," Ivy provided the prosecution with strategies for rebutting Ruff's protestations
of partial innocence of involvement with Rascher's high altitude experiments at
Dachau. 444 To this end, Ivy astutely analyzed Ruff's testimony alongside that of also-

deal with Nazi-era German animal experimentation. Ivy (1946a), Part I, 19, Records of the Office of
the Judge Advocate General (Army), War Crimes Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files, 19441949, RG 153, Box 11, Folder: 4, NARA; Alexander (1945), 12, 14.
443 Ibid., 1-65.
444Along with co-defendant Hans Wolfgang Romberg, Ruff admitted his involvement in
some of the high altitude experiments at Dachau. Ruff also categorically stated in a trial
affidavit that, "Personally, I would not consider these experiments as immoral especially in
war time." Nonetheless, Ruff conveniently denied involvement in those Dachau high altitude
experiments that resulted in fatalities. Ruff and Romberg insisted the lethal experiments
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defendant Hans Wolfgang Romberg and witness Walter Neff. Ivy's analysis included
detailed specific references to multiple documents submitted into evidence by both
the prosecution and the defense. Repeatedly quoting directly from such evidence,
Ivy referred to these documents not only by their evidence code and document book
page numbers, but also frequently by their original dates, authors, and recipients.
Ivy even engaged in a sophisticated paragraph-by-paragraph comparison of two key
captured documents pertaining to the high altitude experiments at Dachau.4 4 s
Both of these documents compared in detail by Ivy in his "Memorandum Re
Ruff' explicitly dealt with German animal experimentation. One of these documents,
Rascher's two-page May 1942 "Secret Report" to Himmler on some results of the
Dachau high altitude experiments, as we have seen in Chapter 3 above, opened by
declaring, "Based on results of experiments which up to now various scientists had
conducted on animals only, the experiments in Dachau were to prove whether these
results would maintain their validity on human beings." 446
The second document analyzed and compared in depth by Ivy in his
memorandum was a more extended July 1942 report to the SS on the same topic by
Rascher, Ruff, and also-defendant Hans Wolfgang Romberg. This report, known to
the prosecution as Document No. 402, likewise explicitly discussed Luftwaffe high
were solely Rascher's undertaking. Ivy's "Memorandum Re Ruff' skillfully demonstrated the
untenability of such claims. A. C. Ivy, "Memorandum Re Ruff," Undated (ca mid-1947),
Nuremberg Medical Trial, 1946/47, Microfiche-Edition, Part 8, 8.2.1.2., 00618-00621
(Munich: K. G. Saur, 2001); Siegfried Ruff, "Affidavit," 25 October 1946, USA v. KarlBrandt, et
al., English Transcript: p. 161, (10 December 1946), Doc. NO-42 4, 2.
445 Ivy, "Memorandum Re Ruff," Undated (ca mid-1947).
446 Sigmund Rascher, "Secret Report," 11 May 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238,
M887, Roll 16, Doc. NO-220 b, Frame 0164, NARA.
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altitude experiments on animals and their relationship to the Dachau human
experiments. 447 Further, in his memorandum, Ivy repeatedly cited to a page in
Document No. 402 on which Rascher, Ruff, and Romberg compared and contrasted
the results of their high altitude human experiments at Dachau with the results of
high altitude experiments on animals conducted by fellow Luftwaffe researchers
Wolfgang Lutz and Hans Wendt. 4 4 8 In his memorandum, Ivy even noted that Rascher

and his associates had failed to adequately engage with the results of Lutz and
Wendt's animal experiments. 449
Finally, Ivy put this knowledge to work in June 1947 on his third trip to
Nuremberg. Now on the stand as a prosecution expert witness on medical ethics and
the Nazi human experiments

450,

Ivy himself explicitly and repeatedly discussed

Nazi-era German animal experimentation. In the course of Ivy's testimony on June
447 Sigmund

Rascher, Siegfried Ruff, and Hans Wolfgang Romberg, "Experiments on Rescue
from High Altitudes," 28 July 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc.
NO-402, Frame 0179-0180, 0185, 0188, NARA.
448 Ivy cites twice to page 16 of Document No. 402 which explicitly compares and contrasts
the results of the high altitude human experiments at Dachau with the results of high
altitude experiments on animals conducted by Luftwaffe researchers Wolfgang Lutz and
Hans Wendt. Ivy, "Memorandum Re Ruff"; Sigmund Rascher, Siegfried Ruff, and Hans
Wolfgang Romberg, "Experiments on Rescue from High Altitudes," 28 July 1942, USA v. Karl
Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc.
NO-402, Frame 0179, NARA.
449A. C. Ivy, "Memorandum Re Ruff," Undated (ca mid-1947).
450 Among other procedural issues with Ivy's testimony, the defendants' counsel repeatedly
protested the large and seemingly ever-expanding range of subjects argued by the
prosecution to be within Ivy's formal expertise. And as noted by historian of medicine Jon
M. Harkness, "The source of [Ivy's] ethical expertise is unclear, but this did not diminish the
force of or effect of his moral pronouncements at Nuremberg." For examples of defense
objections to the breadth of Ivy's purported expertise, see objections of defense counsel
Alfred Seidl, Fritz Sauter, Robert Servatius, and Fritz Flemming, 13 June 1947, USA v. Karl
Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 9, Frame 1136-1137, 1138-1140, 1141, 1167, 1169,
NARA. For the Harkness quotation, see Jon M. Harkness, Research Behind Bars:A History of
NontherapeuticExperimentationon American Prisoners(Diss.: University of Wisconsin,

Madison, 1996), 156.
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12, 1947, prosecution attorney Alexander Hardy pointedly asked, "Dr. Ivy, are you
familiar with the evidence which has been presented before the Tribunal in
connection with the high altitude experiments conducted at the Dachau
concentration camps?" Ivy answered, "I am." Hardy continued, "Have you had the
opportunity to study the report written by Ruff, Romberg, and Rascher, which is
Document No. 402[?]" Ivy again answered in the affirmative. 45 1
Continued prosecutor Hardy, "Do you think it was necessary to subject these
human beings to [a particularly dangerous series of high altitude experiments at
Dachau referenced in Document No. 402]?" Answered Ivy, "No, I believe that the
information which was obtained by these experiments on human beings could be
obtained from animals, as is indicated by the results of Lutz and Wendt referred to
in the document. The differences between the responses of the human subjects and
the animals as reported by Lutz and Wendt were not sufficient, in my opinion, to
warrant the performance of these quite hazardous experiments." 45 2
So, here we have Ivy on the stand in Nuremberg as an expert witness at the
Doctors' Trial arguing under oath that some of Rascher, Ruff, and Romberg's
experiments at Dachau were criminal in part because Luftwaffe animal
experimentation had rendered the concentration camp human experiments
Ivy again explicitly highlighted his deep familiarity with Document 402 later that
afternoon. In response to a question from Judge Sebring about Ivy's knowledge of the
document, Ivy answered, "I have studied it quite carefully." Indeed, the following day,
defendant Ruff himself acknowledged to Ivy that, "You have read our document 402 very
carefully[.]" Testimony of A. C. Ivy, 12 June 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RG3 238, M887,
Roll 9, Frame 1086, 1162, NARA; Cross-Examination of A. C. Ivy by Siegfried Ruff, 14 June
1947, USA v. KarlBrandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 9, Frame 1247, NARA.
452 Testimony of A. C. Ivy, 12 June 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RG3 238, M887, Roll 9,
Frame 1086-1087, NARA.
451
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unnecessary. Ivy then made the same point on the stand later that afternoon, again
the following day, and yet again the day after that.45 3 On this final instance, Ivy
discussed the matter directly with defendant Ruff himself, who had been granted
permission to personally cross-examine Ivy. Queried Ruff of the witness,
Now, Professor Ivy, another question - a question about animal experiments.
From the record you have, no doubt, seen that before our [human]
experiments we carried out orientation experiments on animals. Yesterday
you yourself mentioned the work of Lutz and Wendt and, if I understood you
correctly, [...] you came to the conclusion that the slight difference between
results of animal experiments and human experiments does not completely
justify experiments on human beings. Did I understand you correctly? 4s4
Ivy again answered in the affirmative. 45 5
There is no ambiguity. Ivy was keenly aware of the continuation and even
routine practice of animal experimentation in the Third Reich. While in Germany he
read about it, wrote about it, talked about it, and even testified about it. His
abundant assertions in the United States of a supposed Nazi ban on animal
experimentation purportedly resulting in the human experimentation of the
concentration camps can only be understood as a deliberate distortion of the
historical record.

453 Testimony

of A. C. Ivy, 12-14 June 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 9,
Frame 1132, 1237, 1247-1248, NARA.
454 Cross-Examination of A. C. Ivy by Siegfried Ruff, 14 June 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al.,
RGB 238, M887, Roll 9, Frame 1247, NARA.
455 Testimony of A. C. Ivy, 14 June 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 9,
Frame 1247, NARA.
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-II From Chicago to Nuremberg and Back Again
In May 1946, the U.S. War Department first requested the American Medical
Association (AMA) select an expert to assist in formulating the proper national and
international response to Nazi medical crimes. This triggered a near-frenzied
response from the AMA, which had significant vested interests in the nature of any
such response. Rushing into action, the AMA called an "emergency meeting" of its
Executive Committee. Less than twenty-four hours after receiving the War
Department's request, the AMA selected Ivy. They chose well. 4 56
Though authentically interested in assisting with the prosecution of German
researchers, the AMA was distressed by the potential hazards such prosecution
harbored for medical research interests in the United States. Ivy fully shared these
concerns. Shuttling back and forth to Nuremberg, Ivy moved to neutralize the threat.

At trial, Ivy was intended to serve in part as an expert witness on the ethics of
human experimentation. His task was complicated by the lack of well-established
codified rules on the matter.457 Consequently, and as articulated by historian of
Ivy also accepted the position within that same twenty-four-hour timeframe. Col. Robert
J. Carpenter to Director, Civil Affairs Division, War Department, 17 May 1946, Records of the
Office of the Judge Advocate General (Army), War Crimes Branch, Nuremberg
Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153, Box 10, Folder: 86-3-1 Book 2, NARA; Col. David
Marcus, Memorandum for the Surgeon General, War Department, "Subject: Condemnation
of Vicious Medical Experimentation by Germans," 16 May 1946, Records of the Office of the
Judge Advocate General (Army), War Crimes Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files,
1944-1949, RG 153, Box 10, Folder: 86-3-1 Book 2, NARA.
457 Despite efforts by Ivy and others at the trial to marshal the Hippocratic Oath to this end,
the actual text of the Oath renders it less suited for this purpose than is popularly
understood. On contested attempts to utilize the Oath along these lines at the trial, see
Evelyne Shuster, "The Nuremberg Code: Hippocratic Ethics and human rights," Lancet 351
(1998) 974-977; Evelyne Shuster, "Fifty Years Later: The Significance of The Nuremberg
456
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medicine Jon M. Harkness

458 ,

"the U.S. prosecution team suggested that written rules

were not really necessary because researchers outside Nazi Germany had for many
years universally and unerringly followed an unwritten set of rules 'by common
agreement and practice' when experimenting with human subjects." 459
Attorneys for the German defendants seized upon this dubious and
untenable position in an attempt to undercut the prosecution's legitimacy. Among
other troubling human experiments conducted by the Allied powers, the attorneys
for the German defendants highlighted the recent research of British physician and
Cambridge University Professor of Experimental Medicine, R. A. McCance. Funded
by the British Medical Research Council (BMRC) and working in Occupied Germany
around the time of the Doctors' Trial, McCance had enlisted the aid of the British
zonal military to locate German infants afflicted with the disease spina bifida in
order "to make some tests on these children[.]" 460 Questioned by the Doctors' Trial

Code," NEJM 337 (1997) 1436-1440; Harkness (1996a), 140, 177-178 note 9; Jon M.
Harkness, "Nuremberg and the Issue of Wartime Experiments on US Prisoners: The Green
Committee,"JAMA 276 (1996) 1672; Weindling (2004), 281-283.
4581For Harkness' work on this subject, see Harkness (1996a); Harkness (1996b).
4 59
Harkness (1996b), 1673.
460 Headquarters Military Government North Rhine Region to Oberprasident, North Rhine
Province, 22 June 1946, Defense documents for Karl Brandt, document no. 93, as quoted in
Jonathan D. Moreno, Undue Risk: Secret State Experiments on Humans (New York: Routledge,
2001), 67.
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defense attorneys

461 ,

McCance conceded he had had safety concerns regarding the

experiments, had not sought parental approval for the experiments, and had chosen
seriously ill infants as his experimental subjects because he did "not feel quite
justified in carrying out [the experiments] on perfectly healthy children." 462
Though McCance's and other similar research proved embarrassing for the
American prosecution at the Doctors' Trial, even more problematic were examples
of disquieting human experimentation performed by the U.S. (and U.S. researchers)
itself before, during, and after the war. Indeed, as we have seen, though not as vile as
the human experiments performed at Dachau and Auschwitz, the U.S. had an often
deeply troubling record on this score. As demonstrated by medical historian David
Rothman, while some U.S. human experimentation during World War II had been
conducted with genuine attention to the rights of experimental subjects, much of it
flatly had not. For example, summarizes Rothman,
The [U.S. wartime] research into dysentery, malaria, and influenza revealed a
pervasive disregard of the rights of subjects--a willingness to experiment on
the mentally retarded, the mentally ill, prisoners, ward patients, soldiers, and
medical students without concern for obtaining consent.463

461 This

questioning occurred via written correspondence. The judges allowed the German
attorneys to question McCance, but not to compel McCance's appearance in court. See
Weindling (2004), 202-203.
462 Headquarters Military Government North Rhine Region to Oberprasident, North Rhine
Province, 22 June 1946, Defense documents for Karl Brandt, document no. 93, as quoted in
Moreno (2004), 202-203.
463

David Rothman, Strangersat the Bedside: A History of How Law and Ethics Transformed

Medical Decision-Making (New York: Basic Books, 1991), 47-48.
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This German defense strategy at the Doctors' Trial highlighting this troubling
U.S. research met with some unexpected success during cross-examination of
prosecution witness Dr. Werner Leibbrandt. Leibbrandt was a physician, medical
historian, survivor of Nazi racial persecution, and fellow expert witness for the
prosecution alongside Ivy at the Doctors Trial. When German counsel questioned
Leibbrandt if prisoners could ever truly consent to human experimentation,
Leibbrandt responded, "No. According to medical ethics this is not the case. The
patient or inmate [is] basically brought into a forcible situation by being arrested"
and therefore cannot provide actual uncoerced consent. 464
The German defense attorney next confronted Leibbrandt with an
acclamatory 4 June 1945 Life magazine article about a particular U.S. wartime
human experimentation program utilizing inmates at prisons in Atlanta, New Jersey,
and most importantly for immediate purposes, at Statesville Prison in Illinois. When
asked by the German defense attorney for his opinion on the ethics of these human
experiments, in which purportedly consenting prisoners were deliberately infected
with malaria, Leibbrandt remained consistent, responding, "On principle[,] I cannot
deviate from my view mentioned before on a medical, ethical basis. I am of the
opinion that even such experiments are excesses and outgrowths of" the same sort

464 Harkness

(1996b), 1672-1673.
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of reductionist thinking invoked by many of the Nazi doctors to justify their own
human experimentation. 46 s
In the absence of codified rules against which to judge the German doctors,
the soundness of the prosecution's case to some extent rested upon the asserted
moral soundness of American human experimentation in supposed conformity with
unwritten yet purportedly universally accepted ethical norms. 466 The Germans
employed the U.S. prison malaria experiments (and other examples of questionable
human experimentation by the Allies), as well as prosecution witness Leibbrandt's
own testimony that such experiments violated medical ethics as he understood
them, to argue that if German scientists were guilty of medical crimes against
humanity, so too were researchers in the United States. 467
Ivy was present in Nuremberg for Leibbrandt's testimony and the
condemnation of American human experiments on prisoners from both defense
attorneys and prosecution witness alike. Deeply troubled by these events, Ivy
returned to his home state of Illinois where he propositioned Governor Dwight H.
Green to establish a committee to investigate the ethics of the Statesville Prison
malaria experiments. Ivy, Ivy recommended, would chair this committee. Governor

465

As quoted and discussed in Harkness (1996a), 140-142.
It is unclear to what extent the prosecution's case was actually threatened by the
shakiness of the prosecution's arguments along these lines. What it is clear, however, is that
Ivy believed this to be so. Ibid., 149-150.
467 Ibid., 140-143.
466
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Green assented, contacted other prominent Illinois citizens to this end, and the
Green Committee was established with Ivy at its helm. 4 68
Ivy thereafter returned to Nuremberg to testify. Questioned on the stand
regarding the Illinois prison malaria experiments, Ivy averred he was in fact anideal
person to discuss such matters, as he just so happened to be the chair of a
committee charged with investigating the ethics of those very experiments. 469 Ivy
spoke glowingly of the ethical propriety of the Statesville prison experiments in
particular and of U.S. human experimentation broadly. To this end, Ivy quoted on
the stand directly from the printed "conclusions" of the Green Committee, which Ivy
informed had found the Illinois experiments to be a paragon of medical ethics.

4 70

Perjuriously, Ivy failed to mention the Green Committee had never met, and
that the conclusions of the Green Committee had been authored by Ivy alone in
preparation for his testimony in Nuremberg. Ivy also flatly denied that the

468As

indicated by the acclamatory 1945 article about the Statesville Prison malaria

experiments in Life magazine, human experimentation, including such experiments on
prisoners, was a reasonably popular practice in the World War II and post-war United
States. Argues Harkness, during this time, the primary concern likely to be voiced in the U.S.
about medical experiments on prisoners was that dangerous or undeserving convicts might
be unleashed upon the public as a reward for participation in prison experimentation.
Therefore, argues Harkness, Governor Green's consent to Ivy's plan to establish a
committee to investigate the ethics of the Statesville malaria experiments was "likely
motivated by a desire to have some advice on the question of whether to pardon any of the
Illinois prisoners who had participated in the research." Harkness (1996b), 1673; Harkness

(1996a), 143.
(1996a), 145.
470 Ibid., 144-147.
469 Harkness
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establishment of the Green Committee had anything to do with the trial.47 1 More so,
Ivy repeatedly provided knowingly false testimony sanitizing past and
contemporary human experimentation by U.S. researchers in order to maintain his
position that functionally all U.S. human experimentation was and had been entirely
beyond moral reproach. 472
Following Ivy's return to the United States, the conclusions of the Green
Committee were published as a special article in the Journal of the American Medical
Association. With JAMA editor Morris Fishbein listed as one of the members of the
Green Committee 473, the Green Committee's report inJAMA declared the Statesville
prison malaria experiments to be "ideal because of their conformity" with medical
ethics and "absence of coercion in any form."4 7 4 In so doing, Ivy's Green Committee
further fulfilled its purpose. As Jon Harkness wrote in an issue of JAMA nearly fifty
471

Question from defense attorney Servatius to witness Ivy: "Did the formation of this

committee have anything to do with the fact that this trial is going on ... ?" Answer from Ivy:

"There is no connection between the action of this committee and this trial." As quoted in
Ibid., 146.
472 For a more detailed analysis of Ivy's testimony along these lines, which Jon Harkness
characterizes as "Ivy flirt[ing] (at least) with perjury", see Ibid., 144-149.
473 Upon his return from Nuremberg, Ivy for the first time shared his "conclusions" of the
Green Committee with the other members of that committee which had never met. These
members included a priest, a rabbi, a lawyer, a cardiologist, JAMA editor Morris Fishbein,
and pork magnate Oscar Mayer. Though Ivy suggested to the others that his conclusions
obviated the need for the committee to actually meet, the others disagreed. The Committee
met twice and made significant alterations to Ivy's conclusions before publishing in JAMA.
However, as Harkness writes, "[T]there is no evidence that anyone on the committee
challenged the fundamental premise that the group was created to endorse: that prison
research American-style was ethically acceptable" and even morally exemplary. Ibid., 144,
149-152.
474JAMA, "Special Articles: Ethics Governing the Service of Prisoners as Subjects in Medical
Experiments: Report of a Committee Appointed by Governor Dwight H. Green of Illinois,"
JAMA 136 (1948): 457-458; Harkness (1996b), 1675.
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years later, Ivy's actions in Nuremberg, and their instantiation in the JAMA report of
the Green Committee, significantly "contributed to a widespread failure among US
medical scientists to grapple with the difficult ethical questions about their own
work that the Nuremberg Medical Trial might have raised." 475 Indeed, the JAMA
report of the Green Committee served as a principle apology and justification for the
continuation and dramatic expansion of medical experimentation on American
prisoners in the decades following World War II.476

So, even as Ivy leveraged his participation in the Doctors' Trial to defend
animal experimentation in the United States by falsely asserting the Nazis banned
animal experimentation in Germany, and that this supposed Nazi anti-vivisectionist
ban necessarily led to human experimentation on concentration camp prisoners, Ivy
simultaneously mobilized his participation in the same Doctors' Trial to defend
unregulated medical experimentation on U.S. prison inmates. In so doing, Ivy
invoked the specter of human vivisection to cast the anti-vivisection movement as
fostering human experimentation on vulnerable subjects, while at the same time
ensuring that human experiments on vulnerable populations in the United States
continued unabated. If Ivy appears to have been on both sides of the issue, however,
he was not.

475Harkness
476

(1996b), 1675.
Ibid., 1675; Harkness (1996a), 139-140.
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As selected for this reason by the AMA, Ivy's central purpose for involvement
in the Doctors' Trial was the defense of unregulated U.S. medical experimentation
upon human beings and animals alike. Ivy and the AMA jointly feared that
unmanaged public revelations about German scientific research on human beings
could lead to scrutiny of U.S. experimental practices. Beyond the Green Committee
affair alone, in a 1964 letter sent by Ivy to a former NSMR attorney and two other
lawyers interested in the intersections of medical experimentation and the law, Ivy
made explicit his core motivation for participation in the Doctors' Trial. Though his
prose is a bit garbled and his narrative a bit questionable, Ivy's point regarding his
own motivation is unmistakable. Wrote Ivy,
I might add that I accepted the invitation to serve at the Nuernberg Trials
only because I had in mind the objective of placing human beings may serve
as subjects in a medical experiment, so that these conditions would become
the international common law on the subject. Otherwise I would have had
nothing to do with the nasty and obnoxious business. [....]
I did not reveal my objective to anyone except Messers Haney and Hardy
until January, 1947. And, at that time, I was invited by a member of the
Tribunal (late in January, 1947) to have lunch with them. At the luncheon, the
judges indicated [...] the defense was arguing that medical scientists had
done to prisoners in penitentiaries and to "Conscientious objectors" in the
U.S.A. the same thing and under the same conditions that the Nazi prisoners
had done to their prisoners. This opening was the first opportunity that I had
to inform the Tribunal of my objective and the reasons for it.4 7

Ivy's 1946 account of his participation in a critical medical war crimes trial planning
meeting that year in Paris further makes his position plain. Wrote Ivy (in the third
person) of this meeting,
Doctor Ivy warned that unless appropriate care is taken[,] the publicity
associated with the trial of the experimenters in question, and also the
477A.C. Ivy to Irving Ladimer et al., 23 March 1964, 1-2, Ivy Papers, Box 89, Folder 5.
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publicity which is bound to be attached to the official report of this meeting,
may so stir public opinion against the use of humans in any experimental
manner whatsoever that a hindrance will thereby result to the progress of
science. 478
Continued Ivy of the same meeting,
It was agreed that the publicity of the medical trials should be prepared so
that it will not stir public opinions against the ethical use of human subjects
for experiments. 479
In like vein, Ivy also admonished leading U.S. Army and U.S. war crimes trial officials
in 1947 that,
I recommend that if our government decides to turn the [medical war
crimes] matter over to the Health Committee of United Nations[,] that the
Committee be appraised of the desirability of early consideration and action
from the viewpoint of public relations. 480
To this end, one of the core features of Ivy's public relations management of
the Nuremberg Doctors' Trial was to distinguish as absolutely as possible between
Nazi German human experimentation and all other human experimentation. For
example, in his 1946 report to the Army on Nazi medical crimes, Ivy recommended,
that the official in charge of the publicity of these trials should be cautioned
to release the publicity in such a form that it will not jeopardize ethical
experimentation on human subjects; i.e. the publicity should be pointed to
478A.C. Ivy, "Appendix C: Minutes of Meeting to Discuss of Medical Nature Executed in
Germany Under the Nazi Regime", 31 July 1946, 4, in Ivy (1946a), Records of the Office of
the Judge Advocate General (Army), War Crimes Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files,
1944-1949, RG 153, Box 11, Folder: 4, NARA.
479A.C. Ivy, "A Report on the Paris Meeting of the Representatives of the American, British
and French Governments to consider the War Crimes of a Medical Nature", 4, in Ibid,
480 A.C. Ivy, "Supplemental Report Submitted by Dr. A, C. Ivy on 27 January 1947", 3, Records

of the Office of the Judge Advocate General (Army), War Crimes Branch, Nuremberg
Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153, Box 11, Folder: 4, NARA.
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emphasize the contrastbetween the unethical and illegal experimentation of
the Nazis and the ethical experimentation conducted in Allied countries[.]481
Similarly, in an August 1946 meeting in Dachau between Ivy and U.S. Army Brig.
General Telford Taylor, the Chief Counsel for the U.S. Nuremberg Military Tribunals,
Ivy warned that, "caution should be exercised in the release of publicity on the
medical trials so that it would not jeopardize ethical experimentation." 482 Convinced
by Ivy, Taylor set up a subsequent meeting to discuss the matter between Ivy and
John Anspacher, the head of public relations for the Nuremberg International
Military Tribunal. After this second meeting, Ivy noted he had succeeding in
convincing Anspacher, and that now "Mr. Anspacher agreed that the publicity on the
medical trials should be pointed so as to emphasize the difference between ethical
and unethical experimentation." 483

A second core feature of Ivy's public relations management of the Nuremberg
Doctors' Trial in order to protect American research interests was to insistently
proclaim that Nazi scientific experiments on human beings were not actually science
Ivy (1946a), 20-21, Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate General (Army), War
Crimes Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153, Box 11, Folder: 4,
NARA. Emphasis mine.
482 Ibid., Part III, 2-3, Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate General (Army), War
Crimes Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153, Box 11, Folder: 4,
NARA.
483 Ibid., Part III, 2, Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate General (Army), War Crimes
Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153, Box 11, Folder: 4, NARA.
481
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at all. Despite the fact that many of the Nazi experiments were conducted by leading
German scientific and medical researchers, and were funded by leading German
scientific and medical institutions, these experiments were overwhelmingly or even
entirely, Ivy insisted, "pseudo-scientific." 484 Ivy went so far in his 1946 Army report
on Nazi medical crimes as to put the word "experiments" itself in scare quotes, and
JAMA's influential article later that year summarizing Ivy's report described the Nazi
experiments on the whole as pseudo-scientific murder "camouflaged by a mask of
research."

485

484A.C. Ivy, "Statement by Andrew C. Ivy, M.D.", in Alexander Mitscherlich and Fred Mielke,
Doctors of Infamy: The Story of the Nazi Medical Crimes (New York: Henry Schuman, Inc.,
1949), xii.
485 Although for somewhat different reasons, Ivy was not the only prominent American
associated with the Doctors' Trial who advanced the false narrative that the Nazi medical
experiments were not actually medical research. Raphael Lemkin, a lawyer, scholar, and
Russian Jew who battled Nazis in the defense of Warsaw in 1939 prior to escaping to the
United States in 1941, in 1945 was appointed as an advisor to Nuremberg IMT chief counsel
(and U.S. Supreme Court Justice) Robert H. Jackson. In late 1946 or early 1947, U.S. Col.
David Marcus, Chief of the War Crimes Branch, requested Lemkin's input regarding
prosecutorial strategy for the upcoming Doctors Trial. Pursuant of decisively securing
convictions, and advancing the concept of genocide, which Lemkin had coined late in the
war, Lemkin's response to Col. Marcus at times heavily echoed Ivy's sentiments (although
from a legalistic rather than scientific perspective, and without seeking to exonerate U.S.
and Western medical research on the whole, as did Ivy). In his January 1947 memorandum
to Marcus, entitled, "The Importance of the Genocide Concept for the Doctors Case," Lemkin
placed both the words "doctors" and "scientific" in scare quotes. Further, Lemkin explicitly
asserted, "The Doctors case has nothing to do with the misuse of human life for science.
Such a case might happen in a democratic society, when a fanatical scientist, being
essentially idealistic, oversteps the canons of professional ethics. He thinks that by
sacrificing one individual, he might save later the life of millions. Throughout history such
cases happened. But the situation is completely different, when a fanatical Nazi kills or
misuses individuals for the purpose of developing a method by which millions will be killed
or by which the biological continuity of a whole people will be disrupted forever. In the
doctors case we have to deal not with experimentation for science, but with
experimentation in crime. 'Scientific' experimentation in crime does not convert a crime
into science. Crime remains crime. By attaching the stigma of genocide to the acts of the
defendants, we will preclude them, effectively and justly from invoking the plea that their
experiments were scientific.[....] We will also rightly deprive them of the possibility of
camouflaging murder behind alleged science. The discussion on medical ethics involvingthe
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Central to this argument, Ivy also insistently proclaimed that because most
and perhaps all the Nazi human experiments were pseudo-science, the Nazi human
experiments on the whole produced no usable results. For example, after
disparaging the scientific credentials of Nazi researchers during a 1947 Chicago
meeting of the Federation of State Medical Boards (FSMB), Ivy asserted that, "The
tragedy of all of these experiments of this blotch on the history of medicine is that
nothing of significance was added to medical knowledge." 486 Similarly, in his 1949
JAMA piece titled "Nazi War Crimes of a Medical Nature," just after discussing Nazi
medial pseudo-science, Ivy queried, "Is there any wonder that nothing of scientific
value came from these laboratories?" 487 Even more pointedly, in his 1949
introduction to the English language version of the German Doctors' Trial
documentary reader, Doctors of Infamy", Ivy insisted that not only was no
scientifically meaningful information produced during the Nazi experiments, but
that any real medical man would automatically know as much without even needing
to review evidence.
One further point should be made, I believe, to answer a question that
undoubtedly arises in many minds, although I believe the true and
enlightened physician cannot but be aware of the answer immediately. Were
relationship between doctor and patient does not apply in this case." Raphael Lemkin to Col.
David Marcus, "The Importance of the Genocide Concept for the Doctors Case," 10 Jan. 1947.
For Ivy, "The Brutalities of Nazi Physicians", JAMA Vol 132, No. 12:715. For Lemkin, see
Raphael Lemkin, "Memorandum for Colonel David Marcus, Chief, War Crimes Branch from
Raphael Lemkin, Advisor on Foreign Affairs, WCB, WD: The Importance of the Genocide
Concept for the Doctors Case", 10 Jan. 1947, 1-3, Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate
General (Army), War Crimes Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153,
Box 10, Folder: 2, NARA.
4 86
Ivy (1947a), 7 (sic).
487 Ivy (1949a), 1.
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the criminal medical experiments carried out in Nazi Germany of any real
scientific value? As a matter of fact they were not.4 8 8

Also closely related to this line of argument, and pursuant of the same end,
Ivy additionally insisted that only a negligible segment of German researchers were
actually involved with Nazi medical crimes. For example, during the above-noted
1947 FSMB meeting in Chicago, Ivy informed, "Fortunately, for the sake of our own
profession, only about seventy of the Nazi physicians were involved in this work,
and only few of them were well known, and none were outstanding physicians and
scientists." 489
As with his assertions regarding the supposed Nazi ban on animal
experimentation, and his assertions regarding the Green Committee, Ivy's assertions
made pursuant of public relations management of the Nuremberg Doctors' Trial
were also demonstrably false. A large percentage of German scientists, physicians,
and biomedical researchers had been complicit in Nazi medical crimes. Far from a
purely "pseudo-scientific" endeavor, much of this research had prominently
featured many of the leading researchers and research institutions in Germany. And
far from producing "nothing of scientific value", as unethical as they were, the Nazi
human experiments generated a wealth of new scientific and medical knowledge
hungrily appropriated by the post-war U.S. and British militaries.

488 A.C.

Ivy, "Statement by Andrew C. Ivy, M.D.", in Alexander Mitscherlich and Fred Mielke,

Doctors of Infamy: The Story of the Nazi Medical Crimes (New York: Henry Schuman, Inc.,
1949), xi-xii.
489

Ivy (1947a), 4.
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Yet, as also with Ivy's Nazi vivisection allegations and his assertions
regarding the Green Committee, Ivy successfully disseminated his Doctors' Trial
"tpublic relations" assertions made pursuant of protecting unregulated human
experimentation outside Nazi Germany. In addition to his written works, Ivy
frequently accomplished this through press interviews. For example, Ivy devoted
portions of "his first press conference since his return from Nurenberg" to pointedly
contrasting the depraved state of Nazi medical research with the allegedly entirely
ethical and heroic nature of American medical research. 490 Helpfully for Ivy, much of
his Doctors' Trial public relations argumentation was also disseminated via the
official press releases sent out by the War Crimes Public Relations Office of the Chief
Counsel for War Crimes. For example, in Special Release No. 54, the War Crimes
Public Relations Office announced the forthcoming Doctors' Trial not as a
prosecution of German medical researchers, but rather as a prosecution of military
and SS "atrocities committed under the guise of medical research." 49 1
As reflected in the press clippings collected by the Division of Press
Intelligence, this messaging stuck. For example, following Ivy's lead, in articles run
about the Doctors' Trial, the newswire United Press repeatedly ran the word

490 Anon,

"Bares re at Himmler Beating by U.S. Science: Dr. Ivy Tells of Reaction to Seawater
Finding," Chicago Tribune (30 Jan. 1947).
491 Public Relations Office, Office of the Chief Counsel for War Crimes, "Special Release No.
54", (25 Oct. 1946), Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate General (Army), War Crimes
Branch, Nuremberg Administrative Files, 1944-1949, RG 153, Box 11, Folder: 4, NARA.
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"experiments" within scare quotes. 492 Even U.S. newspaper advertisements for
Doctorsof Infamy
highlighted the same, running under the faux headline, "They called it
'science'... but it was MURDER", and repeatedly placing the word "experiments"
within scare quotes. 493 Similarly, the New York Times'own announcement of the
Doctors of Infamy placed the word "medical" within scare quotes. 494

"Absolutefreedom from all ordinarypoliticaland commercial control"
As we have seen, Ivy mobilized his time in Nuremberg to falsely tar antivivisectionists as hell-bent on fostering human experimentation on vulnerable
populations, while simultaneously invoking Nuremberg to ensure American human
experimentation on vulnerable populations continued unabated. As we shall see
below, Ivy's core motivation for doing so was his dogged commitment to the defense
of absolute research autonomy. In some regards, this is consistent with the findings
of other scholars of Nazi and subsequent human experimentation. These scholars
have identified the immediate post-war and early Cold War era as giving rise to a
fervent, even religious belief among medical and scientific men that defense of the
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absolute freedom of science was necessary not only for the benefit of their
professions, but also for the survival of the nation and even humanity itself.4 95
Further, asserts this line of argument, new Cold War national security research
priorities fueled this rise. For a prominent example of such argumentation, we can
look at historian Paul Weindling's impressive Nazi Medicine and the Nuremberg
Code. Argues Weindling, the post-war and early Cold War era birthed the faith
among medical men and scientists that "the state should not undermine the
autonomy and freedom of the physician or scientist" in any way.496 Continues
Weindling, in the post-war and early Cold War eras, "Physicians invested
clinical autonomy with a sacrosanct aura[.]"497 "Scientists had increasing appetites
for state funding, while adopting notions of the freedom of science to
guarantee autonomy and immunity from public scrutiny." "The Cold War prioritized
liberty of research[,]"[....] [p] hysicians wanted autonomy," and "[n] ational security

came to override the autonomy, freedoms and rights of the individual [research
subject.]"498

Weindling and others are correct that the immediate post-war and early Cold
War era witnessed a significant rise in sacralized, professional campaigns for the
examples, see Weindling (2004), Schmidt (2004), John L. Rudolph, Scientists in the
Classroom: The Cold War Reconstruction ofAmerican Science Education (New Yok: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2002).
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absolute autonomy of science. Weinlding and others are also correct that this rise
was in part fueled by its coupling with new Cold War national security research
imperatives. Indeed, this overall trend was perfectly reflected in a signed late 1945
declaration of full support by the professors of the University of Minnesota
Laboratory of Physical Hygiene for Vannevar Bush's call for a National Science
Foundation (in which Bush himself argued that the promotion and freedom of
scientific research was "absolutely essential to national security", that failure to
head his admonitions "might prove fatal to [...] our way of life", and threatened
possibly even "the survival [...] of civilization") 499 . Distinguished researcher Ancel
Keys, the primary author of the University of Minnesota declaration of support for
Bush's call, mailed a copy of the declaration to Ivy at that time, and the document
remains among Ivy's papers to this day.500 Asserted Keys and his laboratory
colleagues, research into basic science, and the needs of scientific researchers to
that end, "are inseparable from national security[.]" Further, "Absolute freedom
from all ordinary political and commercial control and dictation must be guaranteed
to the researchers[.]" Additionally, they continued, "Throughout all time the
wellspring of scientific accomplishment and creative research has been the free
pursuit of a fuller understanding of the world in which we live", and that anything
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beyond the most minimal outside oversight of research decision-making was
"dangerous and possibly disastrous[.] "So1
And while Weindling and others are correct about this post-war trend, they
are off-base that researchers' fervid belief in in the necessity of their total freedom,
as well as those men's aggressive proselytizing for this creed, was a new
phenomenon. Weindling and the others are likewise off-base that the confluence of
this research autonomy faith and U.S. national security imperatives was itself a
product of the Cold War. As we have seen, especially in the context of the fight over
animal experimentation, since the late 19th century, medical researchers and their
allies had espoused, and aggressively campaigned for in overtly religious terms, the
absolute autonomy of science. Further, since U.S. entry into World War I, "research
defenders" had explicitly coupled the crusade for the total freedom of science with
U.S. national security, and even the survival of the United States and human
civilization itself.
Ivy's post-war efforts were in full keeping with this venerable research
defense tradition, of which he was now the proud, pugnacious flagbearer. Ivy, a
devout Methodist who believed religious piety was essential to the functioning of
the state, emphatically understood medical and scientific research in religious
terms. In like vain, Ivy understood medical and scientific researchers as akin to the
human embodiment of the divine. In a 1951 lecture, Ivy informed, "The virtues of
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science are honesty, sincerity, courage, carefulness, perseverance, faith, altruism
and cooperation - virtues which are requisite for scientific achievement."5 0 2 In
another 1951 address, Ivy declared, "As a group, scientists manifest a more striking
example of altruism and cooperation [...] than any other group in society."50 3 In a
1952 lecture titled "The Ideal Medical Student", Ivy preached that medical and
scientific researchers are in the service of "the Goddess of Truth", and that,
Christ, when asked which is the greatest of the commandments, replied to
the effect --- Though shall love God and thy neighbor as thyself; [... and then
continued] by telling the story of the Good Samaritan - a story which
exemplifies [...] the responsibility of a good neighbor and physician.
In the same address, Ivy intoned,
[S] tand[ing] above the common herd [of other classes of men][...] is the
physician almost as a rule. He is the flower (such as it is) of our civilization;
and when that stage of man is done with, and only to be marveled at in
history, he will be thought to have shared as little as any in the defects of the
period, and most notably exhibited the virtues of the race.50 4
And in 1947, Ivy informed Time magazine that he considered his research, and his
political defense of research interests, to be nothing "missionary" work.505
Similarly, Ivy routinely linked U.S. medical and scientific research (and the
freedom thereof) to the soul of the American nation, as well as to the salvation of the
country and human species. In a 1954 lecture, Ivy informed, "Science is the highest
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personification of the nation[.]"506 In a 1954 address, Ivy insisted that America must
enable its scientific workers to make the U.S. a "spiritually [...] better place to
live."50 7 And in a 1947 Commencement Address to the University of Nebraska
Medical School, Ivy preached that medical men's commitment to those under their
care is a "holy" matter. Continued Ivy, if humanity only "could inculcate" this
physicians' spirt "into the majority of human beings, we could bring perpetual peace
to mankind."508
Ivy was also a true believer in the ardent defense of the total freedom of
science, which he viewed as perilously under threat from numerous sources. To an
audience in 1947, Ivy warned that without multiple forms of vigilance, "scientific
and academic freedom [...] will be lost."50 9 For Ivy, one clear such threat requiring
tremendous vigilance was the antivivisectionists. As we have seen, the lessons of
Nuremberg, Ivy insisted, made clear that Nazi antivivisection efforts limiting
German freedom of science lead directly to human experimentation in the
concentration camps.
However, antivivisection was not the only threat to the freedom of American
science, or to vulnerable human research populations, Ivy claimed was made plain
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to him in Nuremberg. Another such threat, as Ivy (and the AMA 5 10) saw it, was
President Truman's push for universal health care to address the staggering medical
access and quality disparities plaguing the United States. Linking Truman's health
insurance plan to the Auschwitz human experiments to the German universal health
care plan introduced by Otto von Bismarck in the 1880s, Ivy opened his 1948 piece,
"The Moral of the Nazi Medical War Crimes" by declaring,
While I was serving as a medical and scientific consultant at the trials of the
Nazi physician scientists at Nuremberg, I tried [...] to ascertain [the
foundation] on which the Nazi human experiments and atrocities was based.
I found that one of the main factors was the introduction of the industrial
insurance system [.]

'

[....] The profession must continue to manifest the foresight and courage to
fight those proposals which would place in jeopardy the free choice of a
physician. 51
In like vein, at a 1947 talk titled "Nazi War Crimes of a Medical Nature" presented at
the annual dinner of the U.S. Federation of State Medical Boards, Ivy admonished,
"We must oppose any political theory which would regiment the profession under a
totalitarian authority or insidiously strangle its independence."5 12 Similarly, in a
1949 address titled, "The Meaning of Medical Ethics Learned and Emphasized at the
Nurnberg Trials", Ivy railed against the "dangers of 'socialized medicine"', which he
510 The
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asserted in part "made these atrocities possible."5 13 Proclaimed Ivy, the doctorpatient relationship, which centrally included the researcher and human research
subject relationship, "in this country is our medical birthright."

14 Further,

asserted

Ivy, the American doctor-patient relationship,
has been a priceless medical heritage that has made America medically great
and has given to the common man as well as the rich and powerful the most
cherished freedoms man has ever enjoyed, namely the right, in moments of
anxiety, sorrow, and pain, to choose and to seek help who not only is a
physician but who is also a friend.
Concluded Ivy, President Truman's proposed universal health care plan would,
rob man individually and society as a whole of one of the most comforting
relationships that mortals can experience, and will sooner or later most
assuredly cause a loss of confidence in physicians, a mediocrity of
professional skill and service, a stagnation of scientific though and progress,
and a decay of morals and ethics which in the past has always been
accompanied by evils that decisively and clearly sounded the death knell of
the dignity of the common man.515
And just like with his other "lesson of Nuremberg," Ivy widely disseminated
this understanding. For example, a 1948 Chicago Tribune article titled, "Socialization
Hit for German Medical Crimes" lauded Ivy's recent talk at the Illinois Institute of
Technology and read almost as a press release for Ivy and the AMA's position.516
Dr. A.C. Ivy [...] yesterday traced the moral and professional degeneration of
German medicine to the introduction of medical insurance by Bismarck
which led German physicians to consider human beings as numbers rather
than as individuals.
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[....]

The medical insurance system introduced by Bismarck is similar to the

British Labor party's socialization of British medicine, and to the medical
socialization schemes being urged by President Truman.
And in skillful fashion, Ivy managed to have included in the Tribune piece
Nazi-themed attacks on both Truman's universal health care plan and the American
antivivisection movement. Based on his analysis, Ivy informed the lecture audience
and the Tribune readership,
it was easy to see why the Nazis went in for mass medical slaughter, why
medical students experimented on concentration camp inmates, and why
war prisoners used as medical subjects were given less consideration than
Americans give laboratory animals.5 17
But universal health care and antivivisection were hardly the only threats
animating Ivy's fears for the fate of research autonomy. Governmental or societal
regulation and oversight of science, or for the most part even of science funding, was
also a potentially disastrous threat. Indeed, even (or especially) in the wake of
Nuremberg and Hiroshima, Ivy argued the belief that scientists ought take some
responsibility for the fruits of their efforts was itself a direct threat to the freedom of
science, and therefore to the fate of the world. In making this and related points to a
1951 audience at Roosevelt College, Ivy repeatedly referenced "the fall of
civilizations", and made clear the potential stakes included whether "man or his
present civilization will survive."5 18 In making this case, Ivy equated medical and
scientific researchers with both God and Christopher Columbus. Asserted Ivy,

517 bid., 2.
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It has been stated and more frequently implied that scientists are responsible
for the uses made of scientific discoveries. The truth of such an idea is readily
challenged. For example, the Creator of the forces and laws of Nature is not
responsible for the way they are used by man. Certainly Columbus is not
responsible for the way America is being used by man, or how some men
treated the Indians. If the scientistwere responsiblefor the uses made of his
discovery, then he would be subject to disciplineand the loss of scientific
freedom.
Invoking Vannevar Bush's call, Ivy continued that,
The scientist cannot make his contributions unless he is free. Even undue
committee control of scientific endeavor by so-called experts is dangerous.
There are too many cases where the progress of science has depended on the
fact that a scientist has not been discouraged by the disapproval of experts.
No one has the wisdom to set limits on what is really an endless frontier.
And shifting responsibility for the social implications of scientific advances to
literally everyone other than scientists, Ivy additionally asserted that,
And, further, the application of a discovery is practically always made by
industrialists not by scientists. It is the manufacturer and salesman of the
product of the discovery that should be controlled, not the discoverer. Truly
the only solution for the problem of the misuse of scientific discoveries is the
development of a good society. [....] A positive morality is the only insurance

against another tragedy in human affairs.
However, Ivy did believe researchers had at least one responsibility to the
public: educating the public about the necessity of the freedom of science. Continued
Ivy,
The scientists, however, do have an educational responsibility to discharge
toward the solution to the solution of the problem. Scientists in order to
preserve their freedom and to help create a society which will properly use
the discoveries of science will have to leave their laboratories occasionally
and help educate the people. [....] To teach is the responsibility of those who

know. No one can convince the public better than a scientist that the
discoveries of physics, chemistry, biology and medicine have resulted from
freedom for scientific endeavor. 19

s19 Ibid., 7. Italics mine.
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Perhaps Ivy's greatest successes at Nuremberg was to embed the defense of
research autonomy into the very fabric of the Nuremberg Code. Drafting and
promoting what were ultimately incorporated as key portions of the Code, Ivy was
one of the Code's principle authors.520 As historian of Medicine, Ethics, and Medical
Humanities Ulf Schmidt correctly notes in his excellent,Justice at Nuremberg: Leo
Alexander and the Nazi Doctors'Trial, "Of central importance in formulating the
Code were Ivy's three principles from the Autumn of 1946, which had been adopted
and published by the American Medical Association in December, and which had
also been read into the trial record in June 1947."521 As Schmidt further correctly
notes, in order to protect the unregulated nature of U.S. human experimentation,
Ivy's three principles were by design,
far from specific. There was no mention of what 'consent' meant, how it
would be obtained and by whom, or what kind of information the subject was
entitled to receive. There was also no reference to vulnerable groups like the
mentally handicapped and children, nor did the rules explain what 'for the
good of society" actually meant. [....] Ivy had kept them deliberately vague in
order to allow room for interpretation and discretion for medical scientists
in the future.5 22
And while the resulting Nuremberg Code mildly corrected limited portions of
these defects, in the end, the Code largely assimilated them. Coupled with Ivy and
5
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Fishbein's Green Committee effort, as well as subsequent similar pushes by research
defenders, post-War U.S. human experimentation on vulnerable populations
proceeded unscathed and unregulated. As American physician, Yale Law School
professor, and medical ethicist, Jay Katz, who himself fled Nazi persecution, has
noted, U.S. and allied researchers after the war came to view the Nuremberg Code as
"a good code for barbarians but an unnecessary code for ordinary physicianscientists."5 23
Ivy's incorporation of research autonomy into the Nuremberg Code was not
limited to his defense of unregulated U.S. human experimentation. Ivy also
successfully integrated into the Code his defense of unregulated animal
experimentation. The third principle of the Nuremberg Code asserts, "The
experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal
experimentation[.]" This is a nearly verbatim import from Ivy's declaration of the
same in his 1946 three principles memorandum and his June 1947 testimony.5 24
Additionally, Ivy also managed to directly link to the Code his demonstrably false
assertions regarding the supposed Nazi ban on vivisection and its alleged woeful
consequences. In Ivy's major 1946 report, immediately following his three-principle
memorandum, Ivy included a second memorandum titled "Are the Experiments
Performed 'Crimes' and 'Barbarities?"'. This second memorandum informed in part
that,
Katz, "The Consent Principle of the Nuremberg Code: Its Significance Then and Now",
in Annas and Grodin (1992), 228.
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In fact, the Nazis working under Himmler, Brandt, Conti, Grawitz, et al, used
human beings as rats, guinea pigs, sheep, rabbits, dogs and monkeys are
used, and gave their human subjects decidedly less consideration as regards
pain, suffering, and hygienic care than is given to animals when they are used
as experimental subjects, according to the rules for animal experimentation
of the Am. Medical Assoc. (see rules).5 2s
Beyond primarily being a codification of the need for researcher, rather than
external, oversight of animal experimentation, the referenced "rules", Ivy's attached
write-up, "Rules for Animal Experimentation: Adopted by the Am. Med. Assoc.",
concluded by informing that,
Note: When Hitler and Himmler first came into power they abolished animal
experimentation by decree. Then during the war, they treated human beings
worse than rats, guinea pigs, rabbits, dogs, and monkeys.5 26
Extending beyond the Code itself, in somewhat attenuated form, Ivy's
willfully erroneous narrative even featured prominently in the now famous opening
statement by lead prosecutor Telford Taylor at the Doctors' Trial. Despite in his
statement repeatedly referencing widespread animal experimentation in Nazi
Germany5 27 , based largely on Ivy's messaging, Taylor nonetheless declared,
We need look no further than the law which the Nazis themselves passed on
the 24th of November 1933 for the protection of animals. This law states
explicitly that it is designed to prevent cruelty and indifference of man
5 5
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towards animals and to awaken and develop sympathy and understanding
for animals as one of the highest moral values of a people. [....] The law states

further that all operations or treatments which are associated with pain or
injury, especially experiments involving the use of cold, heat, or infection, are
prohibited and can be permitted only special exceptional circumstances. [....]
If the principles announced in this law had been followed for human beings
as well, this indictment would never have been filed.528

III- "GrislyMonuments to the Antivivisectionist Creed"
Ivy's National Society for Medical Research next utilized its growing reach
and media savvy to make Ivy's Nuremberg narrative canonical within American
medical and lay communities. Drawn upon the core tropes of previous generations
of American research defense advocacy, Ivy and the NSMR fused two additional
elements to this narrative. This pairing significantly increased the salience and
traction of Ivy and NSMR's Nazi vivisection narrative. The first of these was to
explicitly pathologize "the antivivisectionist mind." The second was to cast the
products of the pathologized antivivisectionist mind as an existential menace to core
American values and U.S. national security. As we have seen in Chapter 2 above, in
1909, Cornell neurologist and president of the American Neurological Society,
Charles Loomis Dana, conceived and popularized the diagnosis "Zoophil-Psychosis"
to recast political opposition to animal experimentation as a societally menacing
disease of the mind. As we have also seen in Chapter 2 above, at the heart of Dana's
newly coined pathology was the understanding that antivivisection did not reflect
s 2 8 Ibid., 89-90.
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an authentic humane concern for animals, but rather a pathological hatred of
humanity masquerading as compassion for animals. As the New York Times
approvingly summarized in 1910, "They are a queer people- the antivivisectionists.
Unhappy victims of what Dr. Dana called the zoophil-neurosis, their love of animals
seems to involve an actual hatred of human beings."5 2 9 And as we have also seen in
Chapter 2 above, early 20th Century research defense titans W.W. Keen and W.B.
Cannon heavily incorporated this line of attack in their anti-anti-vivisection
crusades.
This same pathologizing was also central to Ivy and the NSMR's post-War
efforts to the same end. Indeed, NSMR's first ever organizational report (19451946) trumpeted the need to "Expose the psychopathic and dangerous character of
the antivivisection cult" as a distinct category itself. And though NSMR had only
been in full organizational existence for several months at the time of the report's
publication, this category boasted twenty-six entries of completed supporting
actions, tied for the most of any category.5 30
Altering Dana's diagnosis slightly, NMSR pushed the concept under the
banner of "Zoophilia". And despite the group's great emphasis on this line of attack,
NSMR's efforts to repathologize the antivivisectionist mind encountered some initial
obstacles. Seeking to enlist expert professional support, in January 1946, Ivy set
about attempting to enroll mental health professionals in service of producing an
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NSMR-proposed article "on the psychology of zoophilists."5 3 1Pursuant of this end,
on 13 April 1946, Ivy and his NSMR circulated a survey to prominent mental health
practitioners across the nation seeking usable case histories from medical literature
or patients for the proposed article.s 32
To the great disappointment of Ivy and his NSMR, the responses were mainly
ambivalent, and in fact often hostile to the proposed project. Of the twenty-six
responses to the survey received by NSMR, only six offered relevant case histories
or citations. Of those six, two were from foreign literature (French and German),and
two more were citations to articles over forty years old. Of these two older works,
one from 1913 cited an article attempting to posthumously psychoanalyze the
philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860). The other, from 1909, referenced
Dana himself; notably the only mention of Dana among the responses. 5 33
Only two of the twenty-six responses can be said to have provided Ivy and
NSMR with something resembling what they hoped to receive. Even these, however,
proved disappointing. Dr. Franz Alexander of Chicago referenced his 1935 book
Roots of Crime. Alexander's chapter "A Friend of Animals" sparked Ivy's interest and
he noted "Read this case" in the letter margin.5 34 However, the chapter provided
little of value for NSMR's efforts to pathologize antivivisectionists. It contained the
case history of one Elmer Tome, a socially awkward young man haunted by feelings
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of sexual guilt stemming from his family's staunch Catholicism and frequent
admonitions that he would "burn" for surrendering to his urges, first by his father's
hand and later the Devil's.5 35
Alexander referred to Elmer as in part suffering from "zoophily" but this
referred primarily to Elmer's sexual attraction to animals, not a strong concern for
their well-being. And even this was weak. While Elmer was especially fond of
horses, he was disgusted by the thought of actual sexual contact with any animals.
Further, horses appear to have been the only animal which occupied a special place
in Elmer's affections. Elmer was terrified of dogs and suffered from recurring
nightmares about them ever since reading a story wherein a dog became a man
through the power of black magic. Additionally, Elmer was terrified of snakes,
frequently and needlessly slaughtering the animals whenever he encountered
one.5 36
The vast majority of responses to NSMR's survey offered nothing of value
from NSMR's perspective. Some of these responses were vaguely sympathetic but
unable to provide any material of assistance, such as the response from Dr. Sara
Bonnett of the New York Psychoanalytic Institute. In her letter to Ivy, she responded
that while, "I do not doubt that there are psychoanalysts who have actually analyzed
such people [...] I do not happen to know of one nor have I had occasion to treat any
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in my own practice."5 37 Other such responses were encouraging but still without
utility, such as the response from Dr. Richard Hutchings of Utica, New York. Dr.
Hutchins wrote Ivy that he hoped NSMR's proposed journalist "will find the material
he needs and will publish it[.]"5 38

Others responses were decidedly more neutral, such as that from Dr.
Margaret Fries of New York City who wrote, "Dear Mr. Ivy: In response to your
request for case histories on Zoophilia, I am sorry to inform you that such a case has
not, as yet, come to my attention."5 39 Similarly, the response from Professor Frank
Beach of the Department of Psychology at Yale wrote that, as far as "the possibility
of antivivisection activities being interpreted in terms of abnormal psychology," "So
far as I know this particular idea has never been expressed in the psychological
literature."

540

Beach's lack of assistance in this matter is especially notable given his

position as chairman of the American Psychological Association's Committee on
Precautions in Animal Experimentation, which had "as its chief duty [the] combating
[of] antivivisection agitation."s 41
Even less welcome from the NSMR's perspective were the numerous
responses to Ivy actually hostile to the very idea of the proposed article. Several of
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the respondents expressed concern that the proposed article could backfire, as nonantivivisectionist animal lovers might take umbrage. Dr. Martin Grotjahn from the
Institute for Psychoanalysis in Chicago feared, "Magazine readers will not like to
hear that their love for pets is considered a perversion by others."

42 Dr.

Bernard

Kamm of Chicago echoed that sentiment and admonished that, "A paper dealing
with objections against animal experimentation should, in my opinion, not directly
criticize various forms of love for animals (and in this way provoke the resistance of
readers to whom it is mainly addressed)[.]"43 Dr. Robert Knight, Chief of Staff at the
Menninger Clinic in Topeka, and a former student of Ivy's at Northwestern,
concurred and expressed his "doubts as to whether the particular plan of campaign
apparently indicated by this inquiry is a very judicious one[.]" It cold lead, feared
Knight, Ivy and NSMR having "jumping down your throat many organizations and
many individuals who love animals but are in favor of scientific experimentation
and who up until now have not interfered with such work[.]" Dr. Knight continued
that the defense of animal experimentation should be made "without resorting to
direct or veiled attack on people who like animals or who would protect them", and
that he "could not refrain from expressing some dismay at the prospect of a
campaign and publicity which seems to me to be putting the accent in the wrong
place in this controversy."5 44
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Other respondents to Ivy's survey challenged the proposed article on
scientific grounds. Even some potentially sympathetic responses informed that
strong attachments to animals were, at best, secondary or tertiary symptoms, rather
than causal roots of a mental infirmity. As Dr. Kamm put it, "Abnormal emotional
relations to animals (both positive and negative), play a great role in many neuroses
[....] However, in cases which are accessible to psychoanalysis, such tendencies are

not as prevalent as to permit a classification as a separate entity (Zoophilist,
Zoophilia)."5 45 Ivy's one-time student Robert Knight also averred: "The main
diagnosis would never have been this one symptom."5 4 6

Other respondents who challenged the scientific merit of NSMR's proposal
were more openly antagonistic. In his survey, Ivy informed that the proposed article
was to be titled, "Don't Love Your Dog Too Much", because such a love for animals
was the flipside of hatred for man. 547 Directly challenging this research defense
axiom, several respondents noted that compassion for animals was hardly exclusive
of compassion for man. Dr. Fritz Wittels of Manhattan wrote Ivy that, "I know and
you know a great number of people who love animals and humans."5 48 Others
respondents noted that even many of those with strong attachments to animals
were not necessarily opposed to animal experimentation. Along these lines, Dr.
Bertram Lewin, also of Manhattan, replied that he had several patients with
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"excessive" attachments to dogs and cats, none of whom opposed vivisection. One of
these patients, according to Dr. Lewin, even himself participated "very objectively"
in experiments upon rabbits.5 49
Yet other respondents challenged Ivy and the NSMR's diagnostic premise
even more directly. Dr. Fritz Redl of Wayne University in Michigan wrote Ivy, "I have
no special expertise with the treatment of doglovers. However, I am sure the
psychology of this isn't quite as simple as the quotation you mention, nor have I
hear[d] any psychoanalysts propound that theory myself. I think a variety of
motivations may go into the emotional relationships of people toward their dogs." 550
Similarly, Dr. Gregory Zilboorg of New York City wrote, "May I be so bold to suggest
that from the scientific point of view it is not quite accurate to say that 'the
zoophilist is usually one who for some reason hates people, etc.' I don't believe that
psychoanalysts believe this, nor is it true. A person might like animals for a wealth of
reasons and not because he hates people."55 1 Still more stridently yet, Dr. Dexter
Bullard, the Physician in Charge at the Chesnut Lodge Sanitarium in Rockville,
Maryland, wrote, "Dear Dr. Ivy: We have no data which would support any such title
of an article as, "Don't Love Your Dog Too Much". It does not strike me that this a
desirable type of publicity. If the zoophilist hates people, the problem is why he

549 Dr.
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hates people, not his compensatory love for animals. I do not believe such an article
can be defended on valid psychopathological grounds. 5 s

2

Failing to receive the expert support and patient histories necessary to
medically support their diagnosis, NSMR shelved its proposed zoophilia article. This,
however, did not stop NSMR from aggressively continuing its efforts to pathologize
the antivivisectionist mind. Just as in previous eras of American research defense
advocacy, these efforts proved effective. Despite the unavailability of medical
experts or self-identified sufferers, NSMR nonetheless managed to successfully
produce zoophilia as, as Ian Hacking has described in reference to "transient mental
illnesses", "something that count[ed] as madness within a society."5 s 3 NSMR
succeeded in repopularizing and widely disseminating the medicalized but nonmedical diagnosis of zoophilia to portray antivivisectionists not as possessing a
genuine humane concern for the welfare of animals, but rather a pathological and
potentially catastrophic hatred of man.
Without actual medical evidence or expert support, in a 1948 article in the
Bulletin of the Woman's Auxiliary to the American Medical Association, NSMR cofounder and Ivy's mentor, the legendary physiologist Dr. Anton Carlson, plainly
informed that,
The fact is that the true antivivisectionist is like the man who thinks he is
Napoleon. He has no rational position.
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What then is the basis for antivivisectionism? There seems to be several. One
is a neurosis known as zoophilia, in which abnormal love of animals is the
other side of the coin of hatred of man. This condition is the result of real or
imagined rejection by the patient's family, friends, lover, or co-workers. The
zoophile compensates by wallowing in the satisfying adulation of friendly
pets. The zoophile cannot in his condition comprehend the broader aspects
of animal welfare.
Carlson continued that,
It seems unbelievable but is unfortunately true that the antivivisectionists
are successful. They are more than a threat. [....] They have precipitated a
crisis affecting the life and health of everyone.
Seeking to further deny even the remote possibility of a legitimate debate regarding
unregulated animal experimentation, Carlson asked and answered that,
What can be done? I believe that the last thing to be done is to attack the
antivivisectionist with heated argument. This misleads others to think that
maybe the man is Napoleon and being denied recognition.'
Finally, openly yearning for the psychiatric institutionalization of opponents of
animal experimentation, Carlson concluded,
And let us be kind to the neurotic antivivisectionists, for they are sick - like
alcoholics and like victims of heart disease, cancer, or pneumonia. Perhaps in
the future we shall have mental hygiene clinics in which these unfortunates
can receive help. ss4
Following its publication in the Bulletin of the Woman's Auxiliary to the American
Medical Association, Carlson's article was reproduced and widely circulated by his
and Ivy's NSMR.s55
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Even in articles without reference to the specific diagnosis zoophilia, again
and again, NSMR-assisted, medically-themed pronouncements appeared in lay
publications heralding the same point. With NSMR's guidance, Harper'sMagazine
reported in 1946 that antivivisection,
needs psychiatric explanation. An appearance of benevolence, kindness, pity,
and the championship if the helpless is a gloss that covers a pathological
misanthropy, a residue of primitive totemism, and a still more primitive
destructiveness.
Continued Harper's,
In the extreme 'anti-vivisectionist' may be observed one manifestation of
what Freudians call the death wish. The pathological champion of animals is
pathologically afraid of mankind- or a pathological hater of men.
Concluded Harper's,
They must be thought of as best neurotic and at worst corrupt. That they think of
themselves as humanitarian should purchase them no more privilege among us
than we grant neurosis and corruption anywhere. 556
As with Carlson's similarly-themed piece for the Bulletin of the Woman's Auxiliary to
the American Medical Association, upon its publication, NSMR reprinted and widely
distributed the Harper'spiece.55 7
Also without explicit reference to the term zoophile, Carlson made the same
case in his ca 1946 speech entitled, "Some Observations on How the Menace of the
Antivivisection Cult Can Be Eliminated". Again beginning by pathologizing
antivivisectionist politics in order to negate even the possibility of legitimate debate
about unregulated animal experimentation, Carlson declared,
556 Bernard
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Millions of words have been written by famous scientists proving beyond the
shadow of a doubt that the AV's are not only wrong but dangerous.
Unfortunately, the AV's exist in a dimension that transcends logic. When a
patient suffers from the delusion that he is God, the psychiatrist doesn't think
of curing him by showing him his social security card and birth certificate.
[....] How then can the medical profession hope to escape the shadow the

anti-vivisectionists by proving that they are wrong?
Answered Carlson of his own question,
The first step is to recognize the disguise which the cult has taken. When we
regard the AV's as misguided humanitarians or kindly sentimentalists we
give them the mantle of respectability as a disguise for their anti-social
activities. [....] [A]s a matter of fact, it is not the antivivisectionists' love of

animals but their hatred of mankind which makes them distinctive.
Continued Carlson,
Make no mistake about it. The antivivisectionists are not champions of the
welfare of either animals or men. Their goal is to wreck medical science and
sabotage the war against disease and pain. They are neither kindly nor are
they humanitarian. [....] They are neurotic zealots and cannot be converted.

And as often done by NSMR and its allies, in his talk Carlson also broadened the site
of the disease from the body of the supposed zoophile to the body politic. Concluded
Carlson,
We must recognize the antivivisection movement as a pathema of society just
as cancer is a pathological condition of the body, and we must deal with it in
the same way.558
As did Keen, Cannon, and other earlier American research defenders, NSMR
and its allies also asserted the purported hazard posed by zoophilia was a direct
threat to the national security of the United States. For example, a 1953 Today's
Health article titled "Antivivisection Threatens You", written with assistance from
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NSMR, informed its readership that, "The true antivivisectionist is a victim of a
neurosis known to psychiatry as zoophilia, in which frustrations and consequent
hatred of people find expression in an abnormal love for animals." Consequently,
warned Today's Health, "the safety and very existence of our nation" is imperiled by
the zoophiles. 559
Similarly, in 1948, NSMR helped craft a lengthy feature on the antivivisection
movement for the SaturdayEvening Post. Officially penned by Dr. Virgil H. Moon, an
emeritus professor of pathology at Jefferson Medical College and anti-antivivisectionist, the piece was titled, "They're Trifling With Your Life." The article
opened with the assertion, "Among the things which medical science so far has
failed to do is to find a cure for crackpots." Further, the Saturday Evening Post
continued, while some may have previously believed antivivisectionists to be
"among the nonmalignant species of crackpots[....] [,] that has turned out to be a bad
prognosis." Further scalar pathologizing antivivisectionists, the Saturday Evening
Post declared the AV movement to be no "superficial itch" but rather "a malignant
cancer.
After declaring animal experimentation crucial to the American military
effort during World War II, the NSMR-assisted Saturday Evening Postpiece
continued by contrasting the post-War masculinist authority of white men in white
coats with the entirely female-coded male and female membership of the pernicious
antivivisection movement. Informed Dr. Moon, "The antivivisection movement is no
longer just a relatively small collection of sweet but vague old ladies [and]
559
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maladjusted old maids of both sexes," but rather is now an existential threat "which
literally menaces the life and health of every person in this country." And again,
following its publication by the Saturday Evening Post, NSMR reprinted and
disseminated the piece widely, including multiple printings and editions.560
Some NSMR antivivisection pathologizing articles moved the source of
relevant medical authority even further afield yet retained the same key points.
While NSMR shifted the source from expert medical to non-expert medical and even
to non-medical professional writers and opinion leaders, other NSMR-involved
articles extended authority all the way down to the man on the street and the
woman at home. In his widely syndicated medically-themed column "Off My Chest",
which notably bore the disclaimer "non-medical", "well-known novelist, publicist
and editor" Phillip Wylie commented falsely of anti-vivisectionists in November
1946 that,
learned doctors of the mind-psychiatrists-- have looked them over. And
they have frequently discovered (as the well briefed readers of this column
will suspect) that a wild attitude towards animal experiment is not normal.
On the contrary. It is, sometimes, the response in a mature person to a sense
of guilt, built up from the forgotten fact that he (or she) was an animal
torturer as a child. And sometimes it is the compensation in the individual,
who is, or has been, mean and cruel to friends or relatives; he (or she) tries to
make up for that by imagining scientists are hateful to laboratory animals
and then starting a furious crusade against the imagined evil. Such persons
vainly try to compensate for their meanness to man by convincing
themselves they are great and tender lovers of beasts.
"Non-medical" Wylie then invited his non-medical readers to hop into the therapists
chair themselves.
560 Virgil
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If you know an anti-vivisectionist, it would be interesting to look him over
from that standpoint. Was he (or she) perhaps a thoughtlessly cruel child? Or
is he or she, despite a great solicitude for beasts, abnormally inhumane to
humanity?
Following publication, Wylie's column was reprinted by the AMA and distributed by
both the AMA and NSMR.5 61

Further building directly on the work of earlier research defense luminaries,
Ivy, Carlson, and their NSMR explicitly sought not only to pathologize
antivivisectionists as dangerous, psychotic misanthropes merely masquerading as
proponents of animal welfare, but to also cast antivivisectionists as actually cruel to
animals, and to declare animal researchers the true animal protectionists. Perfectly
echoing W.W. Keen and his paramount research defense quest to seize ownership of
the notion of "the humane" itself, a 1949 Chicago Daily Tribune article titled "Animal
Suffering Reduced", written with Ivy's assistance, declared of antivivisectionists,
These zealots fail to recognize that their misplaced efforts, if successful, will
defeat the very cause they profess to advocate. The happiness and well-being
of animals, especially dogs, require experiments on dogs. Many diseases are
common to both man and animals. Others are peculiar to animals. Animal
experimentation makes possible the prevention and control of both.
Informed the Tribune,
Dr. Andrew C. Ivy, vice president of the University of Illinois, lists the
following contributions of science to the dog: the prevention and cure of
rabies, the killing of hookworm, the prevention and cure of blacktongue,
improved understanding of puppy birth, progress in control of distemper, the
development of operational techniques to deal with diseases of the thyroid
gland and intestines, and improved knowledge of proper diet for the dog.
Philip Wylie, "A Peek Inside the Anti-Vivisectionists," 9 November 1946, reprinted by the
American Medical Association, NSMR Archives, Box 14, Folder: National Antivivisection
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Continued the Tribune,
'What have the opponents of animal experimentation done for either man or
dog?' Dr. Ivy asks. 'Nothing! The opponents of animal experimentation,
known also as anti-vivisectionists, would prevent experiments on dogs for
the sake of dogkind. Anti-vivisection would make it impossible for veterinary
science to experiment on one dog for the sake of dogs as a group.'
Defending pound seizure in part by conflating the practice with patriotic compliance
with the military draft, the Tribune insisted that pound dogs "are drafted for
experiments serving dog and man alike." Concluded the Tribune, in seeking to
prohibit pound seizure, the antivivisectionists,
would deny to their animal friends benefits in equal degree to those accruing
to humans from the great progress registered in medical science thru animal
experimentation. In that respect they are the enemies of the animals as well
as of their own fellows.56 2
As with earlier generations of research defenders, NSMR and its allies also
sought to wrest ownership of "the humane" from antivivisectionists by highlighting
animal suffering caused by humans other than medical researchers, and calling
attention to (and universalizing) silence on such matters from some
antivivisectionists. For example, in the conclusion of the above-discussed 1948
NSMR-facilitated SaturdayEvening Post article "They're Trifling With Your Life", Dr.
Moon excoriated AVs by parroting NSMR and asserting,
It is also noteworthy that no record can be found of the professional
antivivisectionists' protesting against the castration of animals to make them
more palatable eating or of horses to make them more docile, the dehorning
and branding of cattle, the shooting of ducks, deer and other game, the
boiling of live lobsters, the slashing open of marine animals or the trapping of
harmless wild creatures for their fur. [....] I also have been mean enough to

note pictures of women attending antivivisection meetings in fur coats which
562 "Animal
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cost the lives of dozens of animals which had died tortured deaths in steel
traps.5 63

Ivy's willfully erroneous narrative regarding the supposed Nazi ban on
vivisection and its purported woeful consequences quickly became a core element
of NSMR's efforts to pathologize the antivivisectionists. In the absence of expert
medical sanction or relevant patient histories, Ivy's narrative from Nuremberg
functioned as a central piece of evidentiary support in NSMR's quest to popularize
its medicalized diagnosis of its political opposition. To this end, Hitler and his
henchmen became the archetypal zoophilia patients and exemplars of the dire
consequences of this dread disease if left unchecked. In 1909, Dr. Dana ominously
forecast the likely worst-case outcomes in zoophil-psychosis cases would be
neglected babies, dirty households, and empty wombs due to women's involvement
in animal protection activities. Dana fret that if zoophil-psychosis went untreated,
"There will come next tears over the suffering of a fading flower and over the
unquenched thirst of the withering plant."5 6 4 Upping the stakes dramatically, Ivy
and his NSMR explicitly argued the final stages of zoophilia were world war and
death camps.
Chicago-area research defense leaders had already been invoking Hitler to
pathologize American antivivisectionists as threats to American national security
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even prior to war's end and Ivy's invention of his Nuremberg narrative. Referencing
a 1944 Chicago pound seizure bill, the Chicago Daily Tribune, with help from Chicago
research defense leaders, possibly including Ivy himself, informed of
antivivisectionists,
There comes a time when patience with people like this ceases to be a virtue.
It is no excuse to plead for them that they are sincere. So, probably, is Hitler,
who is no crazier than some anti-vivisectionists." [.... If this law passes,] it
will have forced the scientists of Chicago universities and hospitals to
abandon many of their research projects, some of which at this moment are
being carried on that the sons of Chicago who are fighting in Europe and the
Pacific may have a better chance for life.565
The Hitler-oriented portion of the above excerpt was then quoted and reproduced in
a 9 Sept. 1944 editorial inJAMA.5 66
Ivy's Nuremberg narrative significantly increased the salience of such
invocations. For example, in Ivy's above-discussed, widely influential symposium in
March 1948 on "The History and Ethics of the Use of Human Subjects in Medical
Experiments", in addition to loudly defending the purportedly uniformly ethical
conduct of human experimentation by U.S. researchers, Ivy mobilized his supposed
antivivisection lesson of Nuremberg to pathologize American antivivisectionists.
Declared Ivy,
The attack of the Antivivisectionists grew in vehemence and burst into
dramatic expression in Nazi Germany.
One of the first official acts of Hitler after he took power was to issue an edict
rendering animal experimentation illegal. As a commentary on this action,
the world now knows that the Nazis during the recent war used human
beings without their consent as experimental subjects [....] As another

commentary on Hitler's edict, an entry in Goebbel's diary on October 15,
1925, reads: "I have learned to despise the human being from the bottom of
565 Editorial,
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my soul"; and another entry on August 17, 1926, reads: "The more I get to
know the human species, the more I care for my dog."
Here in the words of Goebbels--the man whose false propagandaand racial
views resulted in the most wanton torture and destruction of human beings in
the history of the human race-we have the crux of the ethical questions
regardingthe use of animals and man as subjects in medical experiments. The
questions are: should one love animals more than human beings? Should one
love disease more than health?"5 67

Ivy's speech was later reproduced in the 2 July 1948 issue of Science, as well as
repeatedly by the NSMR. This speech rapidly became one of the seminal documents
in discussions of the history and ethics of human experimentation and is still widely
cited today. Ivy's allegations in Science regarding the supposed consequences of
excessive concern for animals, as putatively seen in the supposed Nazi vivisection
ban, appeared nearly verbatim in lay and professional periodicals over the following
years. An editorial hailing NSMR in the March 1949 issue of Science Illustrated,
which was then reprinted and distributed by NSMR, parroted Ivy's Science
comments on the ban and antivivisectionists. Added Science Illustratedregarding
American antivivisectionists, "The danger is real. [....] In being humane, they would

sacrifice humanity."5 68 Ivy's words Science Illustrated editorial additions then
reappeared again the following month, this time flowing from the pen of Wisconsin
State Senator Arthur Padrutt in an opinion piece for the Wisconsin MedicalJournal.
Under the title "Letter to a Constituent," Senator Padrutt explained his opposition to
567 IVy
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a pound seizure bill by parroting verbatim from the Science Illustratededitorial,
which was itself taken from Ivy's Science piece. 56 9 Newspapers likewise repeated
Ivy's Science allegations. For example, in an Aug. 1948 piece borrowing heavily from
Ivy's speech in Science, Salt Lake City's the Deseret News published an editorial titled
"Shall Doctors Experiment on Humans or Animals?" Citing Ivy castigating
antivivisectionists and animal shelters as "so-called Humane societies", the Desert
News informed,
This attack has been going on for three-quarters of a century. It burst into
dramatic expression in Nazi Germany. One of the first official acts of Hitler
after he assumed power was issue an antivivisection edict rendering animal
experimentation illegal. Yet this same dictator did not hesitate during the
recent war to use human beings, without their consent, for experimentation,
and without giving them even the consideration given animal in scientific
laboratories. 570

With or without direct attribution to Ivy, Hitler and various forms of Ivy's
Nuremberg narrative increasingly functioned as perceived evidentiary support for
NSMR's efforts to push its zoophilia diagnosis. One such example ran as a March
1949 pro-pound seizure letter to the editor in the Milwaukee Journal. Penned by the
dean of Marquette University School of Medicine, and running under the headline
"Medical Scientists Not Cruel", the letter informed Milwaukee that,
Medical scientists are against all cruelty to animals. [....] The

antivivisectionists are confounded by their own adherents. Hitler, that
strange and dangerous man, was an ardent antivivisectionist at the same
time that he conceived those monstrous factories of cruelty, the Nazi
concentration camps, where the helpless men, women and children of
Europe were vivisected without anesthesia for questionable or pseudoL. Padrutt, "Letter to a Constituent," Wisconsin MedicalJournal48 (1949): 350351, as reproduced in Bulletin of the National Society for Medical Research, July-August,
1949, 11-12.
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scientific purposes.5 71

And a 1952 pharmaceutical industry newsletter carried an NSMR influenced article
titled "The Case of Mutt vs. Man." After referring to antivivisectionists as
"antisocial[s]" seeking "cohorts of destruction," the writer asks:
Who are the unfortunate people who swell the ranks of the
antivivisectionists? Or in other instances, what was the motive behind the
mind of an individual which inflamed public opinions for wars, thus
apparently preferring vivisection of the human race, to vivisection of dogs?
Perhaps there is reason to question the sanity of Hitler's mind which allowed
the murder of ten million human beings but was notably tender about
dogs.5 72

Helpfully for NSMR, earlier antivivisection myopia provided perfect fodder
for the organization's Nazi-themed attacks. Not only were the Nazis
antivivisectionists, argued NSMR, but American antivivisectionists were also Nazis.
Though erroneous, NSMR's argument did not come out of nowhere. After Hermann
Goring's initial 1933 antivivisection proclamation, American antivivisectionists
joined their German counterparts in nearly falling over themselves exclaiming
support for the proposed Nazi ban. One of the primary American antivivisection
groups, the National Anti-Vivisection Society (NAVS), cabled Hitler at the time,
"congratulating him upon his decisive step and assuring him that he had set a
precedent for the whole world to follow."5 73 As seen in Chapter 3 above, American
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antivivisectionists rapidly grew disillusioned with both the German regulations and
regime, but their shameful paean to the Fihrer came back to haunt them.
Not noted by NSMR in the late 1940s and 1950s when assailing American
antivivisectionists' 1933 praise of Hitler, however, was the American pro-vivisection
leaderships' similarly myopic relationship with a high-ranking Nazi official. As noted
in Chapter 3 above, from summer 1933 through much of 1934, with Walter B.
Cannon's blessing, Elliot Cutler, Chairman of the A.M.A.'s Committee on the
Protection of Medical Research (of which Ivy was a member), engaged in flattering
correspondence with Ernst Hanfstaengl. Though later falling out of favor with the
Nazi regime, Hanfstaengl played a key role in Hitler's rise to power, and by 1933
was one of the new Reich's chief propagandists as well as one of Hitler's most
trusted comrades.5 74 Cutler was aware of, and even overestimated, Hanfstaengl's
power within Hitler's inner circle. As Cutler informed Cannon, "I understand
[Hanfstaengl] is the man behind Hitler, intelligent enough not to appear, but merely
pulls the strings." 575 Yet in 1933, Cutler chose to implore Hanfstaengl to utilize his

Though it was the only such group of which NSMR was aware, NAVS was not the only
American antivivisection organization to shower public praise on the Nazi regime in August
1933 for its proposed ban on animal experimentation. Among others, the California AntiVivisection Society publicly cabled G6ring, declaring that the ban, "marks an epoch in a
humanitarian world for humans and animals. [....] Prussia receives homage of an

enlightened world." And the American Anti-Vivisection Society's magazine also hailed
Goring, hoping "other nations follo[w] in the footsteps of Prussia, as behooves enlightened
peoples." "Vivisection Ban in Reich Hailed," Los Angeles Times (22 Aug. 1933), A5; "Heard
and Read," The Starry Cross (Sept. 1933), 94.
574 Hanfstaengl's central role
as a Nazi propagandist eventually earned him the jealousy of
Joseph Goebbels. Goebbels jealousy may have ultimately contributed to Hanfstaengl's fall
from grace from the Nazi inner circle.
575Elliot Cutler to Walter B. Cannon, 21 August 1933, Harvard Cannon Papers, Box 35,
Folder 441.
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perceived profound influence with Hitler not to ease the already pronounced
German persecution of its Jewish citizens, but rather to permit animal
experimentation. Cutler stressed to Hanfstaengl, who himself loudly engaged in
routine anti-Semitic propaganda, that the German animal research issue was of "the
greatest significance", and that Cutler "could not imagine a worse blow for
humanity" from Germany than the prohibition of animal experimentation. Cutler
implored Hanfstaengl "to prevent cessation of animal investigation" even "though it
may cost you even your position in life[.]" "If you can be the person to stop this,"
Cutler advised this Nazi leader and accomplice to Hitler and the Nazi's infamous
1923 NSDAP Beer Hall Putsch, "you will have achieved in your lifetime enough
credit for any one individual" and will one day be able to look back on your life's
accomplishments with "happiness in your soul[.]"576
Adequately assessing the American anti and pro-vivisection communities'
1933 and 1934 communications with leading Nazi officials is trickier than it might
appear at first blush. Clearly, both groups' missives were shamefully myopic,
choosing to privilege animal experimentation politics over all other matters
occurring in National Socialist Germany. And though the Nazi animal
experimentation controversy played out largely within the first months of the new
Reich, when Kristallnachtand the even more horrific violence of the Final Solution
were still years away, more than enough had already transpired within Germany,

576 Elliot Cutler to Ernst Hanfstaengl, 21 August 1933, Harvard Cannon Papers, Box 35,
Folder 441.
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and been reported upon in the United States, to have given pause to American
vivisection partisans of both sides.
The National Anti-Vivisection Society's postwar damage control efforts
suggesting otherwise were categorically disingenuous. In a 1952 response to
NSMR's trumpeting of NAVS' 1933 cable, Clarence E. Richards, president of NAVS
since 1928 and the man whose signature graced the group's August 1933 cable to
the Fuhrer, lamely insisted, "In 1933 Hitler was the respected head of a friendly
nation. He had not yet started his attacks upon the Jewish people, nor had he done
any of the other things which later caused his condemnation by the whole civilized
world."5 77
This simply was not true. Not only were Hitler's proto-genocidal rantings
long since published in Mein Kampf, but as of March 1933, the Chicago Tribune was
already informing Richard's city that,
On the nights of March 9 and 10, bands of Nazis throughout Germany carried
out wholesale raids to intimidate the opposition, particularly the Jews. [....]
[M]en and women were insulted, slapped, punched in the face, hit over the
heads with blackjacks, dragged out of their homes in night clothes and
otherwise molested. [....] [Jews and political opponents] are taken to jail or put
to work in a concentration camp. [....][Never has this reporter] seen law

abiding citizens living in such terror[.]578
Likewise, in April 1933, the New York Evening Post reported that, "Not even in
Czarist Russia with its 'pale' have the Jews been subjected to a more violent
77 Clarence E. Richard (NAVS) to Louis Ruppel (Collier's Magazine), 14 July 1952, as
reproduced in the Bulletin of the National Anti-Vivisection Society (August-September
1952).
578 Edmund Taylor, "German Terror? Here Are The Facts," Chicago Tribune (26 March
1933), A somewhat mangled version of this quotation, as quoted from American Jewish
Committee, The Jews in Nazi Germany: The FactualRecord of their Persecutionby the
NationalSocialists (New York, 1933), is offered in Deborah E. Lispstadt, Beyond Belief The
American Press and the Coming of the Holocaust: 1933-1945 (New York: The Free Press,

1986), 14.
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campaign of murderous agitation."5 79 In a similar vein, in April 1933, the New York
Times suggested Nazi violence and persecution of Jews and political opponents was
evidence that an entire nation could "suddenly go mad." 580
Further, not only were Jews already the objects of public Nazi violence prior
to and during the time of the German controversy over animal experimentation, but
the two issues were occasionally linked in the American press. For example, in
September 1933, the New York Times quoted a German Jewish leader who declared
that, while Jews sought no special status in the new Reich, "From a regime that
prohibits vivisection we ask treatment at least as good as that accorded to
animals."5 8 1
Similarly, the misdeeds of Elliot Cutler's Harvard chum Ernst Hanfstaengl
were also already widely known in the U.S. For example, as reported in the New
York Times, when the American Chamber of Commerce met in New York in April
1933 to protest Nazi-coordinated boycotts of Jewish businesses in Germany, Hitler

579H.

R. Knickerbocker, New York Evening Post (15 April 1933), as quoted in Deborah E.

Lispstadt, Beyond Belief The American Press and the Coming of the Holocaust: 1933-1945

(New York: The Free Press, 1986) 14, as quoted from American Jewish Committee, The Jews
in Nazi Germany: The FactualRecord of their Persecutionby the NationalSocialists (New

York, 1933).
580 "First Makes Insane," New York Times, 2 April 1933, 4E, as quoted in Deborah E.
Lispstadt, Beyond Belief The American Press and the Coming of the Holocaust: 1933-1945

(New York: The Free Press, 1986), 15.
581 "Jews in Germany Train the Jobless," New York Times, 20 Sept. 1933, 12. The American
Anti-Vivisection Society also publicly inked the two issues in October 1933, noting,
"Everything affecting the Jews in Germany has been featured by the newspapers, headlines
have blared and demonstrations against the Nazis have been incited. Why then have not the
[American] medical profession and the scientists gathered together in riots and
protestations and why has the [American] press not poured the vials of its wrath upon this
latest and greatest Hitler outrage, this desperate attack upon civilization whereby the
vivisectors are tied hand and foot and prevented from exercising their noble calling for the
benefit of humanity." Robert Logan, The Starry Cross, October 1933, 104.
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sent Hanfstaengl to the U.S. as his "personal representative" to defend the Nazi antiSemitic actions.58 2 Hanfstaengl's central role within the Reich and its affairs was so
broadly understood in the U. S. that within months of Hanfstaengl and Cutler's
vivisection correspondence, the New York Times reported that Hanfstaengl's 1934
steamship arrival in Manhattan was greeted by 1500 picketers, forcing the Nazi
official to "debark secretly onto a tugboat and stea[m] up the Hudson River to an
undisclosed location."58 3
The purpose of Hanfstaengl's contested visit to the U. S. was to attend his
Harvard class reunion at the request of Elliot Cutler himself. Likely in appreciation
for Hanfstaengl's perceived assistance on the vivisection issue, 584 Cutler, who was

582 Frederick

T. Birchall, "Germans Warned of Protests Here," New York Times, 22 April
1933, 7. Defending or denying Nazi anti-Semitic actions to the American press was a semiregular feature of Hanfstaengl's official duties. For example, when at his Harvard class
reunion, a rabbi and fellow Harvard graduate confronted Hanfstaengl and asked him "what
he had meant by his statement yesterday that the Jewish problem would soon be restored
to normal." "Did you mean by extermination?" asked the Rabbi. Hanfstaengl refused to
answer, noting only, "Now, now. That's a political question," which Hanfstaengl had
previously announced he would not answer.
"Honors are Denied for Hanfstaengl," New York Times, 19 June 1934, 8. See also
Hanfstaengl's denial of the March 1933 German anti-Semitic pogroms (noted above) and
Hanfstaengl's anti-Semitic rant and defense of Hitler's anti-Jewish actions in Hanfstaengl's
own August 1934 article in Collier's. Beyond Belief The American Press and the Coming of the

Holocaust: 1933-1945 (New York: The Free Press, 1986, 18.
Ernst Hanfstaengl, "My Leader," Collier's,4 August 1934, 9, as quoted in William M. Tuttle,
Jr., "American Higher Education and the Nazis: the Case of James B. Conant and Harvard
University's 'Diplomatic Relations' With Germany," American Studies 20 (1979): 58.
5 83
"Hanfstaengl Here, Avoids Foes At Pier," New York Times, 17 June 1934, 1; William M.
Tuttle, Jr., "American Higher Education and the Nazis: the Case of James B. Conant and
Harvard University's 'Diplomatic Relations' With Germany," American Studies 20 (1979): 56.
584 Much of the correspondence between Cutler and Hanfstaengl is missing and therefore
definitive proof of the vivisection issue's role in Cutler's decision to invite Hanfstaengl to the
Harvard reunion in such an honorific capacity is not available. However, what is clear is that
prior to the German vivisection controversy in mid-to-late 1933, Cutler had not had any
contact with Hanfstaengl for many years. Then, in the immediate wake of the vivisection
controversy in early 1934, Cutler bestowed upon Hanfstaengl the honor of participating in
the reunion ceremonies as formal aide of the class president. That such an honor was
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president of the two men's Harvard alumni class, invited Hanfstaengl in early 1934
to serve as Cutler's official presidential aid at the Harvard reunion ceremonies.s

5

Much of the American press response was so hostile to this news that Cutler
personally phoned Hanfstaengl in Berlin to warn him of the uproar and to insist that
Hanfstaengl attend the Harvard reunion regardless. 5 86
Despite Cutler's support, when Hanfstaengl arrived in Cambridge for the
festivities at his alma mater in summer 1934, the high-ranking Nazi official was
greeted with protest placards shouting, "Give Hanfstaengl a Degree," "Master of
Concentration Camps," "Master of Sterilization," and "A Bachelor of
Bookburning."

87 When

Harvard President James Conant attempted to deliver his

address to those gathered for the reunion, including Hanfstaengl, two women
chained themselves to the wooden bleachers upon which the alumni were seated.
With policemen literally tearing the bleachers apart to remove the protesters, the
women hurled invectives at the "'fascist butchers' Hanfstaengl and Hitler." Before
the day was out, 2000 anti-Hanfstaengl protesters amassed in Harvard Square,

resultant of Cutler's appreciation for Hanfstaengl's assistance in the vivisection affair is by
far the most likely causal scenario. On the many years between the vivisection controversy
and Cutler's and Hanfstaengl's last previous contact, see, Elliot Cutler to Ernst Hanfstaengl,
21 August 1933, Harvard Cannon Papers, Box 35, Folder 441.
s5 On Cutler inviting Hanfstaengl to serve as his presidential aid, see Peter Conradi, Hitler's
Piano Player: The Rise and Fall of ErnstHanfstaengl:Confidant of Hitler, Ally of FDR (New

York: Carroll & Graf Publishers, 2004), 144.
586 Cutler did advise on the phone, however, that due to the outcry, Hanfstaengl might be
wise to attend the reunion in a private capacity rather than as Cutler's official aid.
Hanfstaengl took Cutler's advice. Ernst Hanfstaengl, Hitler: The Memoir of a Nazi Insider

Who Turned Against the Fuhrer(New York: Arcade Publishing, 1947, 2011), 242.
"Honors are Denied for Hanfstaengl," New York Times, 19 June 1934, 8; William M.
Tuttle, Jr., "American Higher Education and the Nazis: The Case of James B. Conant and
Harvard University's 'Diplomatic Relations' With Germany," American Studies 20 (1979): 57.
587See
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seven of whom were arrested, including one who handcuffed himself to the iron
fence enclosing Harvard Yard, and another who scaled a telegraph pole from which
to denounce the leading Nazi in their midst.588 Even Congressman Emanuel Celler
(D-NY), in response to Hanfstaengl's presence on U. S. soil, urged Americans to give
"no quarter" to this Nazi and his "gang of marauders, hooligans, and torturers."58 9
Still, it is too simple to judge that American anti and pro-vivisectionists
should have known better. Yes, as we have seen, there was already more than ample
information available as to crimes committed by the new Reich and its leadership.
Yet, that information hardly represented the totality of the picture presented to the
American public. As Deborah Lipstadt has shown in her study of American press
responses to Nazi Germany and the persecution of European Jewry, though many
American newspapers prominently reported Nazi anti-Semitic outrages, more
frequently papers buried these stories or even cast doubt as to the accuracy of such
accounts. 590 In the early years of the Third Reich, many American papers, including
those of the massive Hearst chain, were even frequently pro-Nazi in their
coverage.5 91

588 "Anti-Nazis

Break Into Harvard Yard," New York Times, 22 June 1934, 1; William M.

Tuttle, Jr., "American Higher Education and the Nazis: the Case of James B. Conant and
Harvard University's 'Diplomatic Relations' With Germany," American Studies 20 (1979): 57.
589 William M. Tuttle, Jr., "American Higher Education and the Nazis: the Case of James B.
Conant and Harvard University's 'Diplomatic Relations' With Germany," American Studies
20 (1979): 57.
590

Deborah E. Lispstadt, Beyond Belief The American Press and the Coming of the Holocaust:

1933-1945 (New York: The Free Press, 1986). On 1933 and 1934, see especially Chapter 1.
591 As Lipstadt has shown, the Hearst newspaper chain from the 193 Os through the early
1940s tilted towards a pro-fascist and pro-Nazi orientation, even running columns by
Goring, Nazi racial theorist Alfred Rosenberg, and Mussolini. Notably, however, as Lipstadt
also demonstrates, "by 1943, the Hearst press had become one of the strongest advocates
outside the ranks of the liberal press of Allied action on behalf of the Jews." While most
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The U. S. Department of State, then notoriously anti-Semitic itself, added to
the confusion when it repeatedly pressured American reporters to adopt a "spirit of
moderation" when writing about events in Germany.592 Despite receiving
information to the contrary from his own officials in Germany, U. S. Secretary of
State Cordell Hull in March 1933 personally informed American reporters that news
of Jewish persecution at the hands of the Nazis was greatly exaggerated.

93

Consequently, the New York Times and the New York Herald both ran Hull's
allegations of exaggeration on their front pages.5 94 Indeed, as Lipstadt has shown,
Until Kristallnacht [in 1938], and even to a small degree thereafter, much of
the [American] press continued to be optimistic regarding Nazism's
treatment of the Jews. It condemned the violence and then predicted that this
particular act - whatever it might be - marked the end of the terrorist

campaign against the Jews. It never did[.] s9

Ernst Hanfstaengl's above-discussed summer 1934 appearance at his Harvard
reunion represents an excellent example of this confusing welter of American press
and popular attitudes towards the new Hitler state. Though the New York Times
reported that a prominent Manhattan attorney condemned the visiting Hanfstaengl
leading American papers ignored, buried, or even refuted evidence of the ongoing
annihilation of European Jewry, the Hearst press not only highlighted such atrocities, it
called for Allied military intervention to halt the slaughter. Deborah E. Lispstadt, Beyond
Belief The American Pressand the Coming of the Holocaust: 1933-1945 (New York: The Free
Press, 1986), 138-139.
592 Lispstadt,
20.
593
59

Ibid.

4 The

two referenced front cover stories appeared on 27 March 1933. Ibid. To its credit,
writes Lipstadt, Newsweek rejected Secretary Hull's advice and ran a story highly critical of
Nazi anti-Semitic abuses on 1 April 1933.
s9s Ibid., 5 3.
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as "typif[ying] in its most offensive form the Hitler rule of brutal race persecution,
bigotry and fanaticism as does no other official of that regime - except his soap-box
orating associates Hitler and Goebbels", the Times that same day also reported that
the New York high society Astor clan had invited Hanfstaengl to their upcoming
family wedding as the "guest of honor."5 96 Similarly, though anti-Nazi women
chained themselves to the Harvard alumni bleachers in protest of Hanfstaengl's
presence at the reunion festivities, Harvard alumni chanted down the women,
decrying them as "radicals."597 Though anti-Nazi protest placards urged Harvard to
award Hanfstaengl the degree "Master of Concentration Camps", the Harvard
student newspaper The Crimson demanded the university award Hanfstaengl a true
honorary degree "as a tribute to the position he has risen" to in the Third Reich.5 98
Though a rabbi and fellow-Harvard graduate confronted Hanfstaengl in Harvard
Yard demanding answers regarding the fate of Jews in Nazi Germany, Hanfstaengl
while in Cambridge resided at the home of Harvard medical luminary Cutler
himself.5 99 And though the New York Times reported the presence of 2000 anti-Nazi
protesters encircling Harvard Yard, the Times also reported the class reunion
parade was a "colorful spectacle", replete with "free beer" and Hanfstaengl
participating in the "annual confetti battle" while jovially offering Nazi siegheil
596 "Thousands Pledge Boycott on Nazis," New York Times (28 June 1934), 15, 21; The

Astor's invited Hanfstaengl to the wedding and to a more intimate pre-wedding luncheon
hosted by the father of the bride, the smaller event at which Hanfstaengl was the guest of
honor.
597 "Anti-Nazis Break Into Harvard Yard," New York Times (22 June 1934), 1.
598"Urges Harvard Honor Hanfstaengl by Degree," New York Times (13 June 1934), 13.
599 On the Harvard alumni rabbi, see above and "Honors are Denied for Hanfstaengl," New
York Times (19 June 1934), 8. On Hanfstaengl residing at Cutler's house during the reunion,
see Hanfstaengl's apology/memoir, Ernst Hanfstaengl, Hitler: The Memoir of a Nazi Insider

Who Turned Against the Fuhrer(New York: Arcade Publishing, 1947, 2011), 244.
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salutes to fellow classmates. With Elliot Cutler at its helm, the parade also featured
Hanfstaengl being honored by a "several hundred strong" contingent of Harvard
alumni "march [ing] in goose-step and h[olding] their right hands up in the Nazi
salute" as other Harvard alumni "march[ed] across the field with their hand up in
Nazi salute while carrying [a placard proclaiming] "Hanfstaengel [sic] for
President[.]"600
So, while American vivisection partisans on both sides could have known
better, it was in keeping with the messiness of popular sentiment at the time that
they did not. Further, no evidence exists to suggest that either American anti or provivisectionists in 1933 and 1934 were actually supportive of Nazi politics beyond
those connected to the vivisection question. Indeed, in both cases, the available
evidence suggests the contrary. 60 1 Though to their discredit both sides
demonstrated a blinkered willingness to privilege the fate of animal
experimentation in Germany above all other concerns, this reflected mutual myopia
rather than malevolence.
"Gay Alumni Paraders at Harvard Class day Lampoon Current Events: Hanfstaengl
Incident Is Also Burlesqued in the Colorful Class Day Exercises," New York Times, 21 June
1934, 14. The "current events" being lampooned, as referenced in the article's title, were
Roosevelt's New Deal and associated liberal politics. On Cutler's role at the head of the

600

parade, see Peter Conradi, Hitler'sPianoPlayer: The Rise and Fall of ErnstHanfstaengl:
Confidant of Hitler, Ally ofFDR (New York: Carroll & Graf Publishers, 2004), 155.

For example, in November 1933, the American Anti-Vivisection Society alluded to its
opposition to non-animal related Nazi policy when it wrote that, "many earlier edicts and
actions of the present Government in Germany are much out of harmony with the sudden
prohibition of vivisection." Likewise, Walter B. Cannon alluded to his opposition to nonanimal related National Socialist policy when, after the Nazi ban on animal experimentation
had been defeated, he wrote to Elliot Cutler that, "It is pleasant to see that there is some
reasonableness still left in the heads of some of the persons who are controlling Germany."
N. C. W., "Vivisection Agitation in Germany," The StarryCross (November 1933,) 116. Walter
B. Cannon to Elliot Cutler, 1 November 1933, Harvard Cannon Papers, Box 35, Folder 441.
601
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That said, it was fortunate for the American research defense community
that Cutler's 1933 communications with Hanfstaengl occurred privately and his
1934 public celebration of Hanfstaengl went unremembered. The National AntiVivisection Society was not so lucky. After rediscovering NAVS' 1933 cable to Hitler
in 1947, NSMR highlighted it regularly in articles, pamphlets, and interviews to
argue that U.S. antivivisectionists had voiced support for America's enemy-to-be,
and were eager to implement Nazi policy in the United States.
For example, the above-discussed NSMR-assisted 1948 Saturday Evening
Postpiece, They're Trifling with Your Life", also warned demanded of readers,
should we experiment on animals,
Or should we experiment on human beings, as the Nazis did? The Nazis,
incidentally outlawed animal vivisection in 1933. Whereupon the National
Anti-Vivisection Society in Chicago announced that it had 'immediately
cabled Chancellor Hitler congratulating him upon his decisive step assuring
him that he had set a precedent for the rest of the world to follow.' 6 0 2

Similarly, in a disparaging late 1940s and early 1950s list titled "Who's Who of the
Anti-Vivisection 'Authorities"' produced by NSMR, under the header for Clarence E.
Richards, NAVS' managing director since 1928, NSMR informed that, "Richards
cabled congratulations to Hitler. (Nazi Germany is the only nation to ever pass an
antivivisection law.) 60 3 And a Wisconsin State Assemblyman using NSMR materials
informed a 1951 hearing on a pound seizure bill that the,
antivivisectionists will undoubtedly hold a meeting in commemoration of the
birth of Hitler next month. In 1933, the Nazis outlawed vivisection,
Virgil H. Moon, M.D. with David G. Wittels, "They're Trifling With Your Life," Saturday
Evening Post (24 July 1948), reprinted by NSMR, NSMR Archives, Box 14, Folder:
National Antivivisection Society Publications 1946-1948.
603 NSMR, "Who's Who
of the Anti-Vivisection 'Authorities", (circa 1950), NSMR Archives,
Box 9, Folder: Anti-Vivisection Authorities, 4.
602
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whereupon the Antivivisectionist Society in Chicago congratulated Hitler on
his decisive step and assured him that he had set a precedent. He used
humans after that. 604

The Assemblyman's remarks regarding the NAVS cable were then reproduced the
following day in the Milwaukee Journal. 605
The NAVS cable, argued NSMR, was clear evidence that American
antivivisectionists were full-fledged Nazis eager to open concentration camps on
American soil. In its own Bulletin in early 1948, NSMR reprinted the entire text of
the NAVS cable under the stark headline, "And then came the NurembergTrials..."60 6
Working out front and behind the scenes, Ivy and his NSMR disseminated his
Nazi antivivisection lesson of Nuremberg widely. With assistance from NSMR, in July
1950, Modern Hospital ran an article titled "How Miracle Drugs are Born" that
declared "Germany, under Hitler, outlawed the use of the cat and dog and used
minority groups instead of human beings instead." The piece was then republished
by the Committee on Pharmacy and Therapeutics of the University of Illinois.

607An

NSMR-assisted 1952 article in Collier's concluded by declaring,
When you speak to the scientists about the pros and cons of animal
experimentation, they smile incredulously. To them there is only one side to
the question. They know that you either use humans or animals, and that - as

604 Wisconsin

State Senate Committee on Education and Public Welfare, "Hearing of Bill 441,
S., Relating to Use or Export of Cats or Dogs for Experiments," 4 April 1951, 15, NSMR
Archives, Box 22, Folder: U. S. Laws/State Pound Laws, Wisconsin, 1951.
605 Milwaukee Journal (5 April 1951), 9, NSMR Archives.
606 NSMR, "And Then Came the Nuremberg Trials...", Bulletin of the National Society for
Medical Research (March-April 1948), 9.
607 Committee on Pharmacy and Therapeutics of the University of Illinois, "How Miracle
Drugs are Born", 3, NSMR Archives, Box 72, Folder: Reprints and Articles H-I.
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more than one doctor has pointed out, the only country that ever abolished
animal experimentation to use humans was Nazi Germany. 608
A late 1940s and early 1950s question and answer booklet produced by NSMR
rhetorically asked "Is Animal Experimentation Outlawed in any Country?" The
pamphlet then answered,
No. The only country that ever tried an antivivisection law was Germany
under Hitler. Buchenwald, Dachau, and Auschwitz, where political prisoners
were arbitrarily used for animal experimentation, are monuments to the
Hitler antivivisection ideal. 609
Over morning coffee during in the midst of dueling pro and anti-pound seizure
ballot initiatives in 1950, Los Angelinos read an NSMR news piece warning that, "if
medical research is to continue [in the United States], research on dogs and cats also
must continue- unless we like Hitler, use human beings instead[.]" 610 And in 1957,
NSMR associate Water Root, President of the New York Academy of Sciences,
authored an official NYAS publication in asserting that,
The only nation to prohibit animal experimentation has been Germany under
the Nazi government. As a result [...], biological hypothesis were tested upon
human beings without their consent in the infamous concentration camps. 611

Despite Ivy and his colleagues lead roles in securing the continuation of
unregulated human experimentation upon American prisoners, orphans, and
Bill Davidson, "Antivivisectionists: Are They Finished?", Collier's (16 Aug. 1952), as
reprinted by NSMR, NSMR Archives, Box 72, Folder: Reprints and Articles A.
609 NSMR, "38 Common Question/Authoritative Answers: Subject: Animal Experimentation",
1952, 6, Harvard Countway.
610Cal Dyster, "Medics Give Good Care to Animals in Research," Los Angeles Mirror (4
October 1950), as reprinted by the Medical Research Association of Southern California,
NSMR Archives, Box 12, Folder: Medical Research Association of California, Los Angeles
Campaign, 1950; NSMR, "These are the Antivivisectionist's Scientific Authorities" (NSMR
leaflet adapted by Medical Research Association of California), 1950, 3, NSMR Archives, Box
12, Folder: Medical Research Association of California, Los Angeles Campaign, 1950.
611Walter S. Root, "The Case for Animal Experimentation," Reprinted
from Transactionsof
608

The New York Academy of Sciences (January 1957), 212.
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resident of U.S. mental institutions, often this narrative located the desire for such
experimentation on American antivivisectionists themselves. An August 1947 letter
to the editor penned by Ralph Rohweder, who was in charge of NSMR's day-to-day
operations, informed the LaCrosse (Wisc.) Tribune that,
Nazi Germany [...] had an antivivisection law passed soon after Hitler came to
power. (Hermann Goering was honorary president of the German
Antivivisection Society.) The substitute for animal tests in Nazi Germany was
tests on prisoners-a practice constantly advocated by many
antivivisectionists in this country. 612
In like vein, a 1948 NSMR pamphlet included a section titled, "And then there were
the Nazis". This section informed that,
The new Nazi state prohibited the experimental use of animals for the benefit
of man. [....] Therefore human beings took the place of mice, dogs, and guinea
pigs at Buchenwald, Dachau, and other Nazi institutions.
The pamphlet continued that,
The so-called antivivisectionists [...] advocate the use of human beings - such

subjects to be obtained, the antivivisectionists say, from prisons, from among
the poor, from inferior races, etc.
The NSMR pamphlet also contained a pledge to defend animal experimentation and
pound seizure. This pledge announced,
Whereas, in all civilized countries on earth it is a rule of medical scientists to
perform the first, most dangerous medical experiments on lower animals
rather than on human beings whenever possible - the only exception in
recent history being at Dachau, Buchenwald, and other such institutions in
Nazi Germany under the antivivisectionist regime of Hitler
And the pledge concluded with that the declaration that,
Be it further resolved that the [undersigned] condemn all efforts to stop
medical research or to bring the Nazi antivivisection system to America by
substituting human experiments for animal experiments. 613

Ralph A. Rohweder, Letter to the Editor of the LaCrosse Tribune (Wisc.), 13 Aug. 1947,
NSMR Archives, Box 10, Folder: AV Letters From Individuals.
613 NSMR, "Which is Your Choice?" leaflet of the National Society for Medical Research, (ca
1948), 4, NSMR Archives, Box 73, Folder: Reprints and Articles W-Z.
612
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NSMR's dissemination of Ivy's narrative even spread from politics to the pews. In
1957, Monsignor A.C. Dalton, the director of Catholic Hospitals for the Archdiocese
of Boston, with prompting from NSMR, informed parishioners that,
Germany in 1933 tried an anti-vivisection law under Hitler. This undue
exaltation of the non-rational creature led only to [...] the incredible horrors
of Hitler's concentration camps at Buchenwald, Dachau, and Auschwitz,
where political prisoners took the place of dogs, rabbits, and mice in the
vilest and most obscene practices of vivisection and experimentation[.] 614
NSMR even managed to enshrine Ivy's narrative as part of the official definition of
"Animal Experimentation" in Encyclopxdia Britannica.A 1953 entry Britannica
entry penned by NSMR officer N. R. Brewer declared,
In Germany, when the Nazis came into power, one of the first edicts issued by
their government was that prohibiting the use of lower animals in research.
As a result of this edict, when it came necessary to test certain biological
hypotheses, the Nazis used human beings, and without their consent.615
Perhaps the most poetic articulation of Ivy's narrative appeared in a 1957
memorandum from NSMR to its member groups. "It may be a matter of orthodoxy",
NSMR informed, "for fascists to be antivivisectionists. In 1933, under Hitler, the first
and only national antivivisection law was adopted. Hermann Goering was honorary
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president of the German National Antivivisection Society. Buchenwald and Dachau
could be regarded as grisly monuments to the antivivisectionist creed." 616
And bringing it all together, NSMR affiliate, Chicago medical researcher, and
local radio personality, P.P. Foa, in 1949 broadcast in English, Italian, and Polish in
support of a local pro-pound seizure ordinance. Foa informed his listeners that tales
of animal suffering in laboratories were all the "product of someone's imagination"
borne of "misguided sentimentality" and spread by "fanatics". Continued Foa,
The antivivisectionists are at war with the community! It is not just a
question of medical research versus antivivisectionists. It is also
antivivisectionists against the great body of the American people. That is you
and your children.
True to form, Foa announced that "Dogs also are benefited by research on dogs", as
well as added a novel Nazi twist to the argument. If dogs are not procured by
research laboratories through pound seizure, Foa argued,
[T] hey are killed by electrocution or by putting them in a gas chamber after
the system of the Nazis, and the antivivisectionists call this "humane"[.] [....]

What do you want? That the stray dogs be turned into fertilizer and soap or
that they be used to fight disease?
Executing his role perfectly, Foa also employed Ivy's Nuremberg narrative to cast
American antivivisectionists as the true proponents of experimentation upon
vulnerable human populations. Broadcast Foa of U.S. antivivisectionists,
These people have many times suggested that criminals and alcoholics be
used for medical experiments[.] [....] In this they are not original: On August
17, 1933, Hermann Goering issued a decree prohibiting animal
experimentation in Germany. [...] [W]hen the war came, and the need for
medical knowledge became acute, Hitler ordered that, instead of dogs, the
German physicians use the unfortunate human beings in the infamous
concentration camps.
Finally, Foa invoked NAVS' 1933 cable to Hitler as proof that the work of World War
II was not yet done, because American antivivisection represented a menacing fifth
column requiring prosecutorial and military solutions. Proclaimed Foa,
616 Ralph
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On the occasion of the 1933 decree, the American National Anti-vivisection
Society cabled Hitler congratulating him upon his decisive step! Allied victory
and the Nurnberg trials have stopped all that, but not the activities of the
antivivisectionists. 617

Despite post-war American antivivisection efforts to utilize the "lessons" of
Nuremberg and Nazi vivisection, famed physiologist and expert witness for the
prosecution at the Doctors' Trial, A.C. Ivy, convincingly laid claim to those supposed
lessons for the research defense camp. Ivy did so in two ways. First, he knowingly
created the false narrative that the Nazis banned animal experimentation in 1933,
and that this supposed ban had led to a dearth of animal research subjects which
required the Nazis to experiment upon human beings instead. Along with his newlyfounded pro-vivisection organization the National Society for Medical Research, Ivy
skillfully disseminated this narrative extensively within professional and lay
communities. Second, Ivy his NSMR highlighted momentary U.S. antivivisection
support for Nazi posturing in 1933 on the vivisection issue as a vehicle to tar
American antivivisectionists as Nazi saboteurs menacing domestic security. In so
doing, Ivy and his organization conveniently ignored 1933-1934 efforts by leading
U.S. pro-vivisection figures to curry favor with the Hitler regime also in hopes of
impacting Nazi vivisection policy. Additionally, around the same time, Ivy also
mobilized his role at the Doctors' Trial to prevent regulation of human
experimentation on prisoners in the United States.
617 P.P.
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As a result of Ivy and his NSMR's politicized medical public relations
campaigns, countless Americans received the message loud and clear. American
animal experimenters were heroic Allied fighters standing up to subversive,
pathologically cruel Nazis antivivisectionists abroad and at home who directly
menaced helpless American citizens, democratic freedoms, and sought to institute a
Hitlerian system of human vivisection in the United States. These narratives proved
resonant and durable. Buoyed by successfully seizing control of the supposed
lessons of Nuremberg, Ivy and the research defense camp now decisively owned the
specter of human vivisection. This would prove a valuable asset as the American
vivisection conflict entered the Cold War.
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Chapter 5- "ForeignAgents Rejoice." Fifth-Columnism, NSMR, & the American
early Cold War Battle over Vivisection

On June 13, 1945, the Chicago Tribune reported, "Yesterday will be
remembered as D-Day -D

for Dog[.]" The previous afternoon, three women walked

down the 14th floor hallway of a Northwestern University Medical School building in
downtown Chicago, turning when they reached the laboratory. One of the women,
Grace Petkus, was a member of the recently established Chicago Board of Health's
Dog Advisory Committee. With Petkus were Josephine Rutson and Irene Castle.
Castle was the famed performer who in Paris spectacularly appeared as one of two
dancers in the first ballroom dance exhibition in world history, starred in Irving
Berlin's first Broadway production, brought modern dance to the masses, became a
giant of the silent-era silver screen, defied racial and sexual norms by touring in the
19 10's with an all-black orchestra and proudly lesbian stage manager, and became
the international fashion icon and socialite of the 1910s and 1920s who personified
glamor, "invented bobbed hair", and popularized the foxtrot. The now retired and
always outspoken 52-year old Castle primarily devoted herself these days to the
Chicago-based antivivisection organization and animal shelter, Orphans of the
Storm, of which she was the founder and president. 618

618 "Battle

at N.U. Told by Foes of Vivisection," Chicago Tribune (13 June 1945), as
reproduced as "Beginning of the Case: Clipping #1" in Anon., "The Vivisection Blues:
Antivivisection Battle Waged Against Northwestern University: Chicago-May-June-1945," 1,
NSMR Archives; "Doctors, Irene Castle Fight Over Dog," Chicago-HeraldAmerican (13 June
1945), as reproduced as "Beginning of the Case: Clipping #2" in Anon., "The Vivisection
Blues: Antivivisection Battle Waged Against Northwestern University:
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Petkus, described as "scrappy" by the Chicago HeraldAmerican, had arrived
at the medical building alone. Upon entering the laboratory, as she now regularly
did in the course of her inspection duties, she "found conditions so shocking that I
immediately telephoned the Board of Health" to request an additional
representative be sent. Receiving no answer, Petkus phoned Castle, who had
previously served as a representative for the Board of Health, and Rutson, who was
the managing director of the Illinois Citizens Animal Welfare league. The three
women entered a holding area in the laboratory for post-operative experimental
animals. Inside, they found living and dead dogs crammed together in what Petkus
described in her official report as a scene "of misery and indescribable filth." The
researcher in charge of the experiments was Northwestern's renowned Professor
and head of the Physiology Department, Dr. A. C. Ivy.619
In a crowded wet cage in the animal holding area, the trio came across a
small, emaciated brown toy Collie mix who was so motionless, they, and laboratory
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personnel, presumed her to be dead. Castle, however, "noticed the little dog gasp for
air", and picked the whimpering animal up from her cage. The women sought to
have a photographer capture a picture of the suffering dog in order to document the
situation, so it could be reported to the Board of Health. 620 Petkus informed the
Chicago Tribune that because the Health Commissioner, himself a prominent animal
researcher, had to that point refused to accept any of the Dog Advisory Committee's
reports of code violations at the Northwestern laboratory, irrefutable evidence of
infraction was a necessity. Men working in the laboratory, however, prevented the
photographer from entering.621

Intent on reporting what they perceived to be clear health and cruelty code
violations, the three women took the little brown dog and left, planning to
personally present the moribund Collie as evidence to the hostile Health
Commissioner. Laboratory workers blocked Petkus, Rutson, and Castle from using
the building's elevator, so they walked 14 flights down to the street, with the dog
cradled in Castle's arms. Reported the HeraldAmerican, at this point, the "street
battle" began. 622
"No sooner had we reached the sidewalk", Petkus told the Chicago Tribune,
"than we were physically attacked by Dr. Ivy[.]" In her official report, Petkus wrote,
"We had hardly reached the sidewalk when Dr. Ivy came rushing at us like a man
who had gone berserk." According to the three women, Ivy ripped the dog from

Ibid.
Ibid.
622 Ibid.
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Castle's arms and "grabbed it by its neck and flung it the grass." Ivy knocked Castle
to the ground, and "then set upon us." In addition to Ivy, at least two other men
working at the laboratory physically accosted the women. Rutson informed the
paper, "It was a pretty rough fight." After Ivy tore the dog from Castle's arms and
threw the Collie to the ground, Rutson reported, "I tried to pick up the dog, when
someone swung at me. I went down, and so did he. Dr. Ivy then had me by the arms
-

one is pretty severely bruised." 623
Petkus continued, at that point, "Our clothing was ripped. I finally got hold of

the dog again, and, with it in my arms", "started running down the street. Dr. Ivy ran
after me." "When I looked around, I found Dr. Ivy at my heels." "He tore the dog out
of my arms and again tossed it aside." Then, "Another man grabbed the dog and
carried it back into the building." Providing an account more from Ivy's perspective,
the Chicago HeraldAmerican reported that, "Dr. Ivy's shirt was nearly ripped from
his back before he got what he was fighting for - a dying dog."6 24
In addition to attempting to compel legally required oversight of Ivy and his
colleagues' Northwestern University laboratory, Petkus, Rutson, and Castle were
also seeking to prevent the laboratory from obtaining stray dogs for
experimentation from the local pound. By statute, verified laboratory violations of
the anti-cruelty code ought to trigger such a prohibition. On the basis of Petkus'
report, a Chicago judge issued warrants on cruelty charge for Ivy, the dean of
Northwestern University Medical School, and the president of the University.
bL3 Ibid.
624

Ibid.
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Despite Board of Health official, Dr. John L. White's testimony that at the laboratory
he found multiple dead dogs in cages, generally unsanitary conditions, excessive
temperatures coupled with nearly non-existent ventilation, and ten dogs awaiting
experimentation crammed into a single crate, after only four hours, Judge John
McSweeney abruptly ended the trial. Before Ivy and the two other defendants even
testified, Judge McSweeney dropped all charges against them. The defendants'
attorneys had argued that by containing no provisions explicitly pertaining to
medical science, the state's anti-cruelty code implicitly exempted research
institutions from its purview, thus placing animal experimentation wholly outside
the law. Though this dubious theory had never been tested in Illinois court, the
judge immediately acquiesced, and sent the three men of knowledge back to their
laboratories and offices victorious. 625
The three women fared less well. Not only did they lose in court, they
watched as Ivy and all Illinois animal experimenters secured total legal exemption
from prosecution for even the most egregious and blatant acts of animal cruelty.
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Further, for having the temerity to advocate for animals in a manner that
inconvenienced and potentially impinged upon the professional autonomy of
"serious" men, the three women were dragged through the press along viciously
gendered lines. With the exception of the solidly antivivisectionist Hearst Press,
popular and professional coverage of the women was merciless. Irene Castle, who at
trial had given clear, emotional testimony detailing the cruelty she witnessed inside
the laboratory, was targeted for special derision.
An editorial in the Chicago Sun declared, "Everybody has a jolly good time, of
course, on the various occasions when Irene Castle [...] and officials of the Animal
Welfare League get themselves a little publicity by their crusade in behalf of our
dumb animal friends." However, the paper cautioned, "valuable time is wasted"
when medical researchers are "compelled to defend themselves against
'inspections"' and frivolous allegations of cruelty. Castle, the paper concluded,
"doubtless has plenty of time to spend in pursuit of her hobby, but there ought to be
some protection for physicians, scientists and university officials who are victimized
by incessant persecution." 626
Going further, under the headline, "Irene's crying act leaves court cold", The
ChicagoDaily Times included an entire subsection of its article under the header,
"Irene Hysterical". The Times made clear that Castle's testimony was understood by
those in the courtroom, and ought to be understood by the paper's readers,
626
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primarily as the amusing ramblings of a silly woman. The paper reported that the
"spectators" in the courtroom "kept their eyes glued on Irene [....] And it paid off.
She grew hysterical and sobbed on the witness stand." In pointed contrast, thepaper
reported that University president and defendant, "Dr. Snyder[,] never did anything
except look pensive and dignified." Further belittling both Castle and the paper's
female readership, the Times added, "For you girls who are listening, Irene wore a
chic Navy blue bolero suit with large gold buttons, a blue hat and white gloves, and
gold bracelets six inches wide on each wrist." 6 2 7

For her opposition to animal experimentation and pound seizure, the Chicago
Daily News and the Chicago-based Journalof the American MedicalAssociation
accused Castle of sabotaging the ongoing war effort. Both periodicals ran a letter
ostensibly from a returning lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Army Medical Corps. After
praising Ivy, and while unknowingly echoing Keen, the now stateside Army medic
wrote, "There can be no dispute that surgery in this war is saving lives and limbs of
thousands of servicemen who would die had their surgeons been less well trained
- and had they not at least begun their training by vivisection." Continued the
lieutenant colonel, "I believe the people of Chicago are entitled to know what Mrs.
[Castle] has done for the war effort that she thinks entitles her to interfere with the
training of our surgeons." 628
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An even more blistering take came from the paper most tightly allied with
Ivy and his research defense colleagues, the Chicago Tribune. Unabashedly
pathologizing the three animal protectionist women in a piece officially endorsed by
the University and the Medical School, and likely ghostwritten by Ivy or one of his
colleagues, the Tribune titled its piece, "Lunacy on the Loose". Opined the Tribune,
"The absurd spectacle" of the trial "is a fitting commentary on the frenzies of the
anti-vivisectionists[.]" Dr. Ivy, the dean of the Medical School, and the University
president "were distracted from their urgent duties for six hours while a parcel of
babbling women sought to prove them guilty of cruelty to animals." The Tribune
continued, "Any sane person" would have known that "[o]f course, the defendants"
would be found not guilty. 629
Following Keen and Baynes' "Beneficence of Vivisection" strategy identifying
vivisectors as the true friends of animals (See Chapter 2), the Tribune continued that
the agitated women "do not desire to becloud their pure sentimentality of outlook
[...] by introducing fact." If they did, they would "learn that dogs themselves, as well
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as men, women, and children, have been immeasurably benefited by humane
experimentation on animals." No, damned the Tribune, for these women, "The
frenetic screech suits them better."630
Decrying the women's unwelcome, inane, and disruptive violation of the
sacred physical space the quest for research autonomy literally existed to shield, the
Tribune identified the recent granting of laboratory inspection authority to laymen,
or worse, lay women, as the supremely offensive element of the entire affair. In
demanding to puncture even a small hole in the secrecy-ensuring sealing off of the
laboratory from even the mildest lay external oversight, the Tribune argued, the
three women and their ilk had forgotten their proper place in the social order.
Voiced the Tribune, "Ever since the city created a so-called advisory committee on
dogs to the health department, a group of publicity seekers and other misguided
people who apparently love dogs more than they do children has the right to invade
every scientific laboratory in the city which draws upon the city pound[.] [....] These

people are perpetually bursting in to indulge in tantrums and distract conscientious
scientists form their work." 631
Finally, spat the Chicago Tribune, "This field day for lunacy could have been
prophesied when the city council and the leading medical institutions of the city
"Lunacy on the Loose," Chicago Tribune (2 July 1945), as reproduced as "Editorial from
Chicago Tribune [Clipping]" in Anon., "The Vivisection Blues: Antivivisection Battle Waged
Against Northwestern University: Chicago-May-June-1945," 12, NSMR Archives, Box 38,
Folder: Legal Cases: AV's vs Northwestern University.
631 Ibid.
630
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failed to resist the demand of an insignificant minority of hysterics for the right of
laboratory invasion. The institutions and the council have permitted the farce to go
far enough." Concluding with its most palpably misogynistic prose yet, the Tribune
angrily insisted, "It is time for [the council] to summon the courage to abrogate the
dog advisory committee, lock the doors of the laboratory against the snoopers, and
tell these fanatics to abandon their witch hunt and go home and do their
housework[.]"

632

In significant part as a result of Keen and his allies' World War I tarring of
antivivisectionists as agents of the Kaiser (See Chapter 2), the decade or so following
the First World War witnessed a dramatic decline in antivivisection fortunes.
However, by the early 1930s, the movement in the U.S. was again on the rise.
Germany in 1933 was hardly anomalous in devoting legislative attention to
vivisection and other perceived forms of animal cruelty and abuse. That same year,
Great Britain passed the Bill for the Protection of Birds, prohibiting the capture of
wild birds for profit, and the Bill for the Protection of Dogs, granting the magistrate
authority to seize dogs from individuals convicted of cruelty to any animal. 633
Further, a Bill to Prohibit the Vivisection of Dogs was introduced, but defeated. 634
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Back across the Atlantic, bills to ban, restrict, or regulate animal
experimentation were introduced in New York, California, Massachusetts, Maine,
Ohio, and Wisconsin with varying degrees of success.

635 Meanwhile,

on the world

scene, in summer 1932, when the 26th International Congress of the Dental
Federation in Zurich announced plans to hold a competition of dental experiments
on dogs, 63 6 the reaction of those opposed was fierce. By the beginning of 1933, the
list of those protesting the experiments read like a Who's Who of European high
society, including the Prime Minister of France, the Prime Minister of Romania, the
President of the Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments, the
Secretary General of the General Labor Conference, His Highness the Aga Khan, and
the Secretary General of the League of Nations. 637 In Geneva, numerous press
organizations including Le Temps and Reuter also added their names to the
petition. 638
To counter the resurgent antivivisection threat, on October 28, 1944, Dr.
George Wakerlin of the University of Illinois College of Medicine delivered a paper
titled, "A Plan for the Protection of Medical Research" at the annual meeting of the
Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) in Detroit. In this paper, Wakerlin,
head of the Department of Physiology and prominent animal researcher, decried the
63s
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reactive and uncoordinated nature of American research defense efforts to date.
Wakerlin asserted the "laissez faire" approach to research defense had allowed the
"antivivisection bloc" to achieve "slow but consistent progress." 639
Wakerlin cited increasingly menacing legislative efforts of antivivisectionists,
particularly in the Mid-West and West, and declared, "There is only one way to meet
this ever present threat to the security of medical research in the United States. We
must institute a well planned, positive nationwide campaign of lay education." His
audience agreed, and a special committee was established to explore the
proposal. 640 This Committee for the Promotion and Protection of Animal
Experimentation in Biological, Medical and Dental Research and Teaching
(CPPAEBMDRT) boasted both A.C. Ivy and his mentor and Anton Carlson among its
ranks. 64 1
At the annual meeting of the AAMC the following year in Pittsburgh,
CPPAEBMDRT recommended the parent body sponsor a permanent organization to
respond to the threatening "enactment of national and local legislation restrictive to
animal experimentation." 642 The recommendation was approved and the National
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Commission for the Protection of Medical Science was formed. 643 Early the following
year, the organization's name was changed to the National Society for Medical
Research (NSMR), ushering in a new era in the American war over vivisection. 644
Only days after the name change, on February 23, 1946, the Journalof the
American Medical Association announced that the "intensification of the fight to
cripple or destroy medical research by legislative prohibition of animal
experimentation [has] met its first defeat[.]" 645 The editorial concerned the recent
defeat of a New York antivivisectionist-supported bill by an ad hoc coalition of
several local New York medical societies. Despite the success, JAMA asserted, "[t]he
threat to medical progress by interference with animal experimentation should be
met at the national level by a strong organization whose influence can supplement
and coordinate local activities[.]"

64 6 In

glowing terms, JAMA announced "[s]uch an

organization is now underway", the NSMR. 647 Though not mentioned in the JAMA
piece, the nascent NSMR, particularly Ivy, Carlson, and Wakerlin, had already been
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intimately involved behind the scenes helping the New Yorkers handle the "acute"
legislative crisis on their hands. 648
The timing of its development and the language of its genesis makes clear the
legislative initiatives of a resurgent and increasingly potent antivivisection
movement spurred the scientists to action. Indeed, medical researchers had much to
fear from antivivisectionists in the middle of the 20th century. As we have seen,
antivivisectionists were quite active in 1933 and had only increased in strength by
the beginning of the next decade. Antivivisection grew in strength because of the
establishment of a coordinating national organization, the partial adoption of mass
media strategies, and the unprecedented and sensational support of the Hearst
press. 649 While victories remained elusive, the frequency of the fights multiplied.
The war did little to alter the situation. Speaking to the gathered crowd at the
International Conference against Vivisection in New York City's Continental Hotel in
January 1942, Republican Rep. Usher Burdick of North Dakota announced the
previous month's bombing of Pearl Harbor and America's entry into their war had
"temporarily shelved" antivivisection legislation in Congress. Burdick assured the
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conference-goers, however, the "the issue would be revived at the earliest possible
opportunity." 650
He would not make them wait long. On January 6, 1943, Burdick introduced
into the House an antivivisection bill decried by researchers as providing "absurdly
drastic penalties for trivial violation", though in reality it was basic regularity
measure. A complimentary bill was introduced in the Senate two weeks later.65 1
These efforts failed to pass, but antivivisection efforts continued. The following year,
a bill to repeal the ordinance allowing medical schools to experiment on pound dogs
was introduced in Chicago. Backed by Irene Castle and the Hearst Press, the bill was
only narrowly defeated by Ivy and his colleagues backed by Hearst's primary
competitor, the Chicago Tribune.65 2 And after Petkus, Rutson, and Castle lost in their
subsequent 1945 effort taking Ivy and his colleagues to court, the Herald-American
declared, "We haven't begun to fight." 65 3
Earlier that year, another bill prohibiting the use of pound dogs for
experiments in medical schools passed the New York State Senate, receiving 39 of
48 votes, though after acrimonious fighting it finally failed in the Assembly.65 4
Buoyed by the initial success of the New York bill, North Dakota Representative
William Lemke introduced a resolution in Congress to make it illegal "for any person
to experiment or operate in any manner whatsoever upon any living dog, for any
"War Postpones Antivivisection Laws, Group Told," The Washington Post (Jan 25, 1942),
X8.
651 "Renewed Antivivisection Threat," FederationProceedings (Dec. 1944), 279.
652 "More Dogs or Better Babies?," The Roche Review (Dec. 1946), 87.
653 Ibid., 88.
650

654Ibid.
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purpose other than the healing or curing of said dog" in the federally controlled
District of Columbia. 655 In Maryland, Baltimore antivivisectionists also forwarded
legislation attempting to prohibit the use of living dogs in medical experiments. 6 s6
By early 1946, antivivisectionist-sponsored bills were pending in
Massachusetts, Maryland, New York, and Washington, D.C. The Massachusetts bill
was defeated by a single vote, and over 246,500 New Yorkers signed a petition
supporting the legislation in that state.657 Though state-wide victories were not
forthcoming, antivivisectionists were growing more successful on the local level. By
the end of 1946, Cleveland, New York City, San Francisco, and Boston had all
enacted legislation prohibiting medical schools from experimenting on pound
dogs. 6 58

NSMR's emergence dramatically altered this landscape. In late 1944, the
Committee on Defense of Biological Research of the Federation of American
Societies for Experimental Biology asserted in an article entitled "Renewed
Antivivisection Threat" that part of the antivivisectionists' success was because the
national antivivisection organizations "participate actively in all local legislative
efforts [while] the experimental biologists have no national agency representing all
branches of their efforts and are not equipped to participate in local activities." 659

"Ibid., 89; "Science and Sentimentalism," A.A.A.S. Bulletin (March 1946), 19.
"More Dogs or Better Babies?," The Roche Review (Dec. 1946), 89-90.
657 "Science and Sentimentalism," A.A.A.S. Bulletin (March 1946), 19; "Offers to Debunk
Vivisectionists," New York Journal-American(22 Jan. 1946).
658 "More Dogs or Better Babies,?" The Roche Review (Dec. 1946), 90.
659 "Renewed Antivivisection Threat," FederationProceedings(Dec. 1944), 279.
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NSMR entered this void. NSMR explicitly rejected what it asserted were the
core operating assumptions for dealing with antivivisectionists held by medical
researchers for the past seventy-five years. NSMR discarded what it coined the long
prevailing "Ostrich Code" of medical research. Afraid of adding fuel to the
antivivisection fire, many researchers made every effort to avoid drawing public
attention to their experiments on animals, and restricted "combat with
antivivisectionists to anguished last-minute defense measures." 660 Conversely, the
NSMR proclaimed it "exemplifie[d] a revolution against the traditional reticence of
medical scientists regarding publicity." 6 61

In shifting the response to antivivisection from one of intermittent reactive
defense to continuous offensive engagement, NSMR envisioned itself both as a
central "factory" for the production of research defense strategies, "articles,
releases, pamphlets and other materials", and as a coordinating and magnifying
force to tap the vast public relations potential of the medical and scientific
communities. 662 NSMR envisioned itself as "an umbrella organization" representing
the American research, medical, and communities. The group functioned as a

660 NSMR,
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production and "clearing house for information" on the antivivisection movement
and the virtues of animal experimentation. 663
To these ends, NSMR adopted and employed the techniques of a modern
public relations entity. Early NSMR spent considerable time mastering the "science
and art of publicity" and "mass communication." 664 In this effort, the organization
took public relations courses, enlisted the help of popular freelance writers, and
employed professional news item placement services. 665
NSMR's approach to communications model was almost entirely grounded in
the deficit model. Determined to "modify the policies and methods of medical news
reporting at all levels," NSMR "urged scientists to accept the important
responsibility" of serving as press representatives for animal research. 666 To
accomplish this, NSMR developed "the chain reaction technique." First NSMR
"develop[ed] ideas and [...] policies" which it would then "sell" to "administrators
and so-called 'thought leaders.'

667 These

thought leaders, including doctors,

researchers, journalists, and politicians, would in turn spread the message and
wtI. ingman to james t. Webster, 22 April 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board of
Directors/Members: H.E. Kingman: 1974; NSMR, "The Work of the National Society for
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664 NSMR, "Editorial," Bulletin for the NationalSociety for Medical Research (NovemberDecember 1954), 1; NSMR, "The Work of the National Society for Medical Research," NSMR
Archives, Box 67, Loose.
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policies of the NSMR to the public at large.

668 To

assist them in this endeavor, NSMR

conducted public relations seminars and produced public relations handbooks for
scientists and researchers. 669 These handbooks included instructions on enticing
media and effective timing of articles, as well as offered lists dozens of stock provivisection story concepts. One early NSMR handbook devoted eleven pages to
paragraph long stock story suggestions. Suggestions included, "Famous Research
Animals Living at the Institution", "Homeless Dogs Find Good Home at Research
Center", and "Famous Dog Hero to Visit City." 67 0

With NSMR's rapidly progressing media prowess coupled with the newfound
eagerness of the medical and scientific community to mouthpiece NSMR's
messaging, the approach proved immediately successful. Even during the first "few
months of full scale operation", NSMR discovered "that almost every organization,
almost every newspaper, every magazine, every institution contacted [was] willing
to endorse and work for the objectives of the Society." 671 Within three years, NSMR
proudly reported back to its parent AAMC that positive press coverage of animal
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experimentation in the United States had increased by roughly 3,000 per cent since
the Society's inception. 672
One of NSMR's most effective mass communication techniques was to aid in
the development of news stories, tap a local, respected scientist or researcher to
write or more often attach his name to the story, direct the selected author on how
to get the story printed, then reprint and distribute the published article as
impartial evidence supporting NSMR's position. Many of NSMR's staple pamphlets
developed through this process.

673

It was in response to the growing legislative threat posed by
antivivisectionists late in the Second World War that the American research defense
community marshaled the energy and support to develop such intensive strategies
and establish a permanent, centralized, coordinating, aggressive, public relations
savvy organization. By the end of 1947, NSMR boasted 226 member organizations,
including the American Red Cross. 674 By the end of 1948, the NSMR Bulletin had a
circulation of over 10,000, NSMR programs were carried weekly by ninety-two
radio stations, over 125,000 copies of pamphlets and articles NSMR had authored,
assisted, or reprinted were being disseminated a year, and the Society had begun
distributing material to television networks. 675 Within a few years, 396 of NSMR's
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short films were in use by television stations. 676 NSMR now existed as an entity with
the clout, skills, reach, and savvy to powerfully disseminate its core messaging in
service of agenda.

NSMR's agenda was to defend the absolute autonomy of research and to
secure an endless supply of free or inexpensive living bodies upon which American
researchers could experiment. Pursuant of this agenda, NSMR's core messaging was
to conflate all opponents of unregulated animal experimentation with
antivivisectionists, and to vilify antivivisectionists as dangerously deranged threats
to American national security.
As we have seen in Chapters 3 and 4 above, NSMR immediately pursued this
line by capitalizing on the celebrity its co-founder, A.C. Ivy, as well as his specious
Nuremberg narrative. Upon Ivy's return from testifying at the trial of Nazi doctors in
Germany, Ivy and his NSMR endlessly disseminated the linked notions that the Nazis
were antivivisectionists who had banned animal experimentation, this this
purported ban produced a dearth of animal subjects for research, and that this
necessitated the use of human subjects for medical experiments in the
concentration camps. Despite Ivy being entirely aware that his assertions were
patent falsehoods, he and his NSMR disseminated them skillfully and incessantly.

676 NSMR,
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A 1948 NSMR pamphlet proclaimed the "The Nazi state prohibited the
experimental use of animals for the benefit of man [...] Therefore human beings took
the place of mice, dogs, and guinea pigs at Buchenwald, Dachau, and other Nazi
institutions." 677 A later page in the same pamphlet contained a pledge for the
support of animal experimentation. It read that the undersigned condemn "all
efforts to stop medical research or to bring the Nazi antivivisection system to
America by substituting human experiments for animal experiments." 678 A
Wisconsin Assemblyman receiving materials from NSMR informed a 1951 pound
seizure hearing that "antivivisectionists will undoubtedly hold a meeting in
commemoration of the birth of Hitler next month. In 1933 the Nazis outlawed
vivisection. [...] He used humans after that."679 Perhaps the research defense
organization's most poetic articulation of this line can be found in a 1957
memorandum from NSMR to its member groups. Informed, NSMR, "It may be a
matter of orthodoxy for fascists to be antivivisectionists. In 1933, under Hitler, the
first and only national antivivisection law was adopted. [...] Buchenwald and Dachau
could be regarded as grisly monuments to the antivivisectionist creed."680
As he we have also seen in Chapters 3 and 4 above, NSMR then capitalized on
earlier antivivisection myopia to render this narrative, and the antivivisectionists,
677 NSMR,
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even more menacing. Not only were the Nazis antivivisectionists, argued NSMR, but
American antivivisectionists were also Nazis. Following Hermann Gring's initial
1933 antivivisection proclamation, American antivivisectionists did briefly join their
German counterparts in falling over themselves exclaiming support for the
proposed ban. One of the leading American antivivisection organizations, the
Chicago-based National Anti-Vivisection Society (NAVS), cabled Hitler at the time,
"congratulating him upon his decisive step and assuring him that he had set a
precedent for the whole world to follow." 681 American antivivisectionists rapidly
grew disillusioned with both the German regulations and regime, but their shameful
paean to the Fuhrer would come back to haunt them.
NSMR exploited this moral failing and tied onetime antivivisection support
for Nazi policy into its Nuremberg narrative. Reprinting the text of the 1933
National Anti-Vivisection Society cable to Hitler under such headlines as, "And then
came the Nuremberg Trials...", NSMR alleged that antivivisectionists were
responsible for human experimentation in the concentration camps, that American
antivivisectionists were complicit in this crime, had voiced support for America's
enemy-to-be, and were eager to implement Nazi policy in the U.S. 682 Alerting his
listeners to this terrible menace, an NSMR associate, Chicago researcher, and local
radio personality broadcast that even "Allied victory and the Nurnberg [sic] trials"

NAVS, Bulletin of the National Anti-Vivisection Society (1 Sept. 1933), as reproduced in
"And Then Came the Nuremberg Trials...," NSMR Bulletin (March-April 1948), 9.
682 Ibid.
681
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were not enough to stop the antivivisectionists. He then listed American cities in
which antivivisectionists were seeking to prohibit pound seizure.

683

The emerging Cold War dramatically impacted the American struggle over
animal experimentation, and NSMR responded by shifting its focus from World War
II to World War III. With rapidly degenerating relations between the U.S. and Soviet
Union, anticommunism took central position in the incipient lexicon of early Cold
War Americanism. In 1949 and 1950, Americans were bombarded with news of
Soviet atom bombs, hydrogen bombs, war in Korea, Reds in China, atomic
espionage, and McCarthy's list of alleged communists at home. The following year,
Mike Hammer, detective hero of Mickey Spillane's bestselling pulp novel One Lonely
Night, baldly crowed, "I killed more people tonight than I have fingers on my hands.
I shot them in cold blood and enjoyed every minute of it. [...] They were commies.
[...]

They were red sons-of-bitches who should have died long ago[.]"684
In this climate, NSMR employed a strategy of "fifth-columnism", deftly

arguing that by opposing the surrender of pound animals to research institutions,
some of which were conducting radiation experiments, American antivivisectionists
were undermining national security in order to pave the way for Soviet atomic
aggression and overthrow of the United States government. In so doing, NSMR
benefited from and amplified the phenomenon "Red Fascism". As historians Les K.

P.P. Foa, Radio Broadcast, (6 June 1949), WGES, Chicago, transcript. pp. 2-3, NSMR
Archives, Box 63, Folder: Media Publicity/Radio Shows: 1949.
684 Mickey Spillane, One Lonely Night (New York: Signet Books, 1951, 1958), 154.
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Adler and Thomas G. Patterson have written, Red Fascism was the "potent and
pervasive notion" by which Americans "casually and deliberately articulated
distorted similarities between Nazi and Communist" regimes.685 This understanding
afforded continuing and even heightened significance to Nazi analogies, binding
them necessarily to the new Soviet threat. Weaponizing popular fixations on lurid
tales of Nazi and Soviet fifth-columnists menacing American freedoms, NSMR fused
Ivy's Nuremberg narrative with also entirely spurious accusations that American
pound seizure opponents received their orders from the Kremlin. In so doing,
NSMR directly linked American antivivisectionists to foreign enemies from both the
last war and the next.6 86 This approach proved devastatingly effective.

The testing ground for this new strategy was Proposition C, the pivotal Los
Angeles pound seizure initiative of 1950. And though Proposition C was a contest
over whether Los Angeles municipal animal shelters would be legally required to
surrender stray dogs and cats to research institutions, NSMR and its local affiliates
loudly proclaimed Proposition C was in reality a desperate fight to protect the
woefully threatened and inextricably linked imperatives of total research autonomy
685
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and American national security. Declared the Medical Research Society of Southern
California (MRSSC), "THIS IS AN EMERGENCY". 687
On script, the research defenders claimed mandating that stray pets be
surrendered to biomedical laboratories was also in the best interests of animals.
NSMR's local affiliate MRSSC asserted that Proposition C would "provide those who
would alleviate the pain and prolong the life of man and animal alike with the
freedom and opportunity to do so."688 Further promoting the purported benefits of
pound seizure to the animals themselves, MRSSC paraded Anton Rost, about Los
Angeles, introducing him as the head of the Professional Dog Judges Association.
Rost was also a close NSMR ally and head of the National Canine Research
Foundation. Rost strongly backed Proposition C, which MRSSC declared ought to
alleviate any humane concerns about the measure. After all, as a leading MRSSC
official told the Los Angeles Times, Rost was "certainly one of the foremost dog lovers
in the country." 689
NSMR was concerned, however, that MRSSC's approach would not be
adequately "double-fisted" given the urgency of the moment. Consequently, NSMR
replaced the MRSSC official in charge of the Proposition C campaign with George
MRSSC, Mailer, 7 April 1950, 1, Stafford L. Warren to Admiral Chester Nimitz (Telegram),
5 July 1950, Administrative Files of Stafford Warren: 1925-1928, University of Southern
California (UCLA) School of Medicine, UCLA University Archives, Record Series #300
(Hereafter Stafford Warren Papers), Box 46, Folder: 1002A Anti-Vivisection Bill: 1945-April
687
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Morrison, NSMR's seasoned, notoriously cynical head of public relations. Morrison
explicitly determined that the Proposition C fight needed to be waged as a "strong,
emotionally appealing, aggressive campaign" foregrounding the theme,
"Antivivisectionism-The New Fifth Column". 690
To this end, in his sizable profile piece in the ardently pro-Proposition C Los
Angeles Times, Rost associated Prop C's opponents with members of the Communist
Party USA. Reported the Times, "The antivivisectionist propagandists are like the
United States Communist propagandists, according to Anton Rost, president of the
Professional Dog Judges Association." 69 1
Next, over morning coffee, Los Angelinos read of the National AntiVivisection Society's 1933 telegram to Hitler, and were warned that, "if medical
research is to continue [in the U.S.], research on dogs and cats also must continueunless we like Hitler, use human beings instead [.]"692 Ivy himself even made the
trip to L.A. and informed the press of the supposed disastrous effects of "Hitler's"
vivisection edict.69 3
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MRSSC informed the press that antivivisectionists were "distorting
mankind's natural love of animals into a false, hysterical sentimentality which sets
the welfare of animals above that of humans." 694 The MRSSC then released a report
declaring that "the fanatics who oppose animal experimentation for sentimental
reasons are being joined, and in some parts led, by Communists and Communist
sympathizers interested in sabotaging national defense." 695
This report, carried widely in the press, informed LA that "[n]ational defense
projects aimed at minimizing deaths from possible attacks with atomic bombs" were
being crippled by antivivisectionists, and that "foreign agents rejoice at every
victory scored by antivivisectionists[.]"696 A Los Angeles Times editorial concurred

that it was "beyond dispute" that "[a]nimal experimentation is necessary for the
national defense, and opposition to it plays directly into the hands of the Russian
Communists and their schemes to overthrow the United States." 697
In its Proposition C and other pro-pound seizure campaigns, NSMR most
frequently targeted its pathologizing efforts at antivivisectionist women. NSMR and
its allies took great pains to repeatedly highlight the predominantly female
character of the antivivisection movement. In a moment when America's military
and technological strength vis a vis the Soviet Union were paramount, NSMR gained
much by contrasting the supposedly "soft", frivolous female qualities of the
"The Truth About Vivisection: Issue on L.A. Ballot in Nov. 7 Election," Los Angeles Mirror
(2 Oct. 1950).
695 "[Editorial] Reds and Fanatics," Los Angeles Times (18 April 1950), A4.
696 William S. Barton, "Scientists Decry Dearth of Animals: Researchers Claim Vital Work
Stalled by Antivivisectionists," Los Angeles Times (16 April,1950), 44.
697 "[Editorial] No Disputing Facts," Los Angeles Times (16 April 1950), A4.
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antivivisection movement with the "hard", masculine and serious nature of science,
medicine, and defense.
One Los Angeles Times photograph in particular, taken at an L.A. City Council
meeting related to the Proposition C campaign, was frequently disseminated by
research defenders. This image and its routine reproduction perfectly illustrated
thes blatant gendering. While many men, including veterans of WWII, went on
record against the pound seizure bill at the L.A. City Council meeting, the NSMRsympathetic Los Angeles Times ran only photographs of antivivisectionist women.
Above the caption "Tempestuous", the largest such photograph depicted several
"woman pet-lovers" physically struggling with each other over access to the
microphone. The Los Angeles Times contrasted this image of squabbling women with
a "dignified" image of a "group of physicians representing the Atomic Energy
Commission, the Armed Forces, the Veteran's Administration Center, and local
medical schools", including General MacArthur's onetime personal physician, all of
whom testified to the "vital necessity" of animal experimentation and Proposition C
to protect America against atomic attack. 698
Despite Los Angeles being an antivivisection stronghold, Proposition C
passed with a solid margin. In the wake of this momentous research defense victory,
scientific, military, and civilian leaders publicly linked animal experimention and
pound seizure policies with protection from nuclear holocaust. People Today
Magazine featured research pound pup "Blackie", who, read the caption, "may save
69"Council
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thousands from A-Bombs."6 99 A 1952 Pitman Moore Pharmaceuticals advertisement
designed by NSMR depicts a Lassie look-alike staring stoically past a mushroom
cloud above instructions that, "We must thank Animals if good comes from the
atomic bomb." 7 00 And 1951 New York headlines announced the coming of the "A[tomic] Era Vivisection Bill." This bill, known as the Metcalf-Hatch Act, was another
pivotal NSMR-backed pound seizure mandate. 70 1 NSMR modelled both the language
of the Metcalf-Hatch Act, and the nature of the group's campaign to secure its
passage, on Proposition C. Following an equally caustic, similarly caustic, national
security-oriented campaign waged by NSMR and its NY affiliates, Metcalf-Hatch
became law in 1952. With this signal defeat, the strongly resurgent post-war
American antivivisection movement again experienced a steep decline. Once again
successfully tarred as enemy agents, the antivivisectionists had been rendered
helpless against the ascendant American biomedical and research defense
communities, now flush with cash and ever-deepening to the expanding national
security state.

Meanwhile, though Ivy and his NSMR successfully vilified American
antivivisectionists as Communist saboteurs and threats to the United States, the FBI
itself appears to have almost entirely rejected this purported national security
"Dogs Versus Death," People Today (September 1952), as reprinted by NSMR, NSMR
Archives, Box 72, Folder Reprints and Articles D.
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threat. Not only did numerous FOIA requests to the FBI submitted for this study fail
to produce documents on most antivivisection leaders and organizations for this
period, the few such FOIA requests that did yield responsive documents paint a
neutral and at times even warm rosy picture. For example, in the course of an
unrelated leftist subversion investigation by the Bureau in 1961, the FBI's New York
City field office reported it had never (and still had not) opened a file on the
influential NYC antivivisection organization the Vivisection Investigation League.7 02
Similarly, a 1951 memorandum from the FBI's Philadelphia field office suggested
the only records the FBI office maintained on the Philadelphia-based, leading
national organization, the American Anti-Vivisection Society, pertained to
allegations of subversion made by opponents of the antivivisection cause. 703
More so, FBI records obtained via FOIA litigation for this study reveal longserving president of the prominent New England Anti-Vivisection Society, George R.
Farnum, was "a long-time friend" of FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, that the two men
were "on a first-name basis", and that Farnum was on the FBI's Special
Correspondents' List for law enforcement and other trusted friends of the Bureau.7 04
Likewise, Hoover appreciatively received copies of AAVS periodicals at FBI
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headquarters. 705 Further, AAVS publications repeatedly republished with
permission FBI articles and photographs, and Farnum lavished what appears to be
genuine praise on Hoover. In a 1962 letter forwarding an article on classroom
dissection to the FBI Director, Farnum opened with "Dear Edgar" and closed with
"High esteem, warm regards, and felicitation on the great work of the Bureau under
your inspired direction." In a 1966 letter to Hoover including the latest copy of
AAVS' magazine, Farnum concluded with, "As ever, warmest regards from your old
friend". 706 Hoover reciprocated in kind. In response to the article on classroom
dissection, Hoover responded to the AAVS president, "Dear George: I have your note
of December 29th, with enclosure, and I want to thank you for your best wishes and
generous comments regarding my administration of the FBI. It was good of you to
send me this material, and I deeply appreciate your thoughtfulness. Sincerely,
Edgar". 707
However, while Hoover and the FBI dismissed allegations of security threats
posed by the antivivisection movement, additional documents obtained via FOIA for
this study reveal the FBI's attitude towards key figures in the research defense
community was decidedly more hostile. Though unrelated to the men's' provivisection activities, the FBI undertook aggressive Communist subversion
investigations of key NSMR officials. This included Ivy's mentor and NSMR cofounder, Anton J. Carlson, as well as core NSMR affiliate and future head of the
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organization, Maurice B. Visscher. 70 8 Notably, this also included Ivy himself. As with
much of FBI operations during the Red Scare (and other) years, the FBI's
investigations of Ivy and his colleagues were wrong-headed and baseless. As
historian of Science Peter J. Kuznick has written, Ivy, Carlson, Visscher and other
American medical researchers were affiliated with medical and science-related
progressive causes in the 1930s. 7 09 However, by the time of NSMR's emergence, Ivy
and the others had largely cut ties with such organizations. Ivy in particular not only
cut whatever ties he had maintained in his youth with scientific elements on the left,
he also enthusiastically and bellicosely embraced the Cold War and its fervent anticommunism. Ivy was absolutely convinced of the evils of Communism and the
existential threat it supposedly posed to the American way of life.
Nonetheless, J. Edgar Hoover and his FBI were almost equally convinced Ivy
was a Communist agent intent on obtaining atomic secrets for the Soviet Union. In
1940, the Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) alerted the FBI that an ONI confidential
informant reported Ivy was a member of the top-ranking Executive Committee of
the Central Committee of the Communist Party USA, also known as the American
Politburo. When Ivy applied for a security clearance in 1948 to conduct work with
the Atomic Energy Commission, however, the FBI noted in its assessment of the ONI
informant's wild allegation that ONI's source "was frequently found to be in error."

examples, see Special Agent in Charge, Edward Scheidt to Director, FBI, "Re: Dr.
Anton J. Carlson: Security Matter - C" (100-HQ-98164), 19 May 1951, 1-4, FOIA: FBI; Special
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Matter - C" (100-8867, 100-8868), 19 Feb. 1953, 1-2, FOIA: FBI.
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The FBI's 1948 assessment also summarized a 1942 Bureau investigation of Ivy
concluding, "no information was developed to indicate that Ivy was a member of the
Communist Party as reported by ONI." The FBI's 1948 assessment further noted Ivy
had "renounced" his earlier affiliation with a left-leaning scientific group "because
that organization's approach to present day problems were too allying with
Communist front organizations", that ONI was "the only source" of the allegation
against Ivy, and that "no information has ever come to the Bureau through our
established sources to the effect that Ivy is or has been a Communist Party
member".710

Regardless, the Chicago Special Agent in Charge of the 1948 Ivy investigation
concluded Ivy may indeed be a Communist agent and recommended FBI Chicago
"maintain contact with the local Atomic Energy Commission Personnel Clearance
Office in order to be advised in the event applicant is granted clearance. If such
clearance is granted the Bureau should be immediately notified." 711 Hoover strongly
concurred. Upon Ivy receiving AEC security clearance, in 1951 Hoover wrote to FBI
Chicago that Ivy "may be a security risk in his present position" and directed FBI
Chicago to submit a report on Ivy every six months to FBI Headquarters. 712
Hoover and his office remained hawkishly involved in the case. When the
FBI's Baltimore field office failed in 1953 to submit one of its required twice annual
F.J. Baumgardner (FBI) to Mr. Ladd (FBI), "Subject: Andrew Conway Ivy: Security Matter
- C" (77-19655-7), 7 June 1948, 1-3, FOIA: FBI.
711Special Agent in Charge, FBI Chicago to Director, FBI, "Andrew Conway Ivy: Atomic
Energy Act - Applicant" (116-HQ-91562-11), 21 Sept. 1948, FOIA: FBI.
710

712 Director, FBI to Special Agent in Charge, Chicago, "Andrew Conway Ivy - CH - 393:

Atomic Energy Act - Employee: Security Matter" (116-HQ-91562-18), 4 June 1951, FOIA:
FBI.
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reports, Hoover's office wrote to the Special Agent in Charge and demanded
submission of the delinquent Ivy report "immediately". 713 Also in 1953, still
dissatisfied, Hoover personally ordered a new "immediate, thorough"
"reinvestigation" of Ivy. 7 14 Yet, despite the absence of any new incriminating
information produced by this reinvestigation, the requirement for new reports on
Ivy every six months continued.715
In 1954, FBI Chicago informed Hoover that Ivy's "access to restricted data is
very limited", potentially occurring only during "possible discussion of classified
information while council meetings between midwestern universities might be in
progress and at which Ivy might be in attendance as a representative of the
University of the University of Illinois." 716 Additionally, in a 1956 interview with the
FBI, Ivy accurately informed that "in view of his anti-Communist views, widely
known in scientific circles, he doubts that any representative of a Communist
government would approach him in an attempt to obtain information."71 7
Nonetheless, due to the FBI's continuing suspicion of "espionage", Hoover
personally had Ivy placed on the FBI's "Security Risk List" for immediate revocation
of security clearance in event of national emergency, and ensured Ivy was
monitored under the FBI's CINRAD (Communist Infiltration of Radiation
713 Director, FBI to Special Agent in Charge, FBI Baltimore, (116-0153), 28 Dec. 1951,
"Subject: Andrew Conway Ivy - CH - 393: AEA-E" (62-PH-50762-A), 3 Nov. 1953, FOIA: FBI.
7 4
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Special Agent in Charge, FBI Chicago to Director, FBI, "Subject: Andrew Conway Ivy - CH
- 393: AEA-E" (116-HQ-91562, 116-CG-9048), 25 Nov. 1953, FOIA: FBI.
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- 393: AEAE (Refer Espionage)" (116-HQ-91562, 116-CG-9048), 15 Oct. 1954, FOIA: FBI.
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Laboratory) program.7 18 Finally, in 1958, the FBI ended its intensive CINRAD
investigation of Ivy. However, even this was only due to the revocation of Ivy's
security clearance consequent of Ivy's unrelated departure from his role requiring
the clearance. 719

In the early years of the Cold War, A.C. Ivy's National Society for Medical
Research sought to neutralize the resurgent American antivivisection movement by
linking American antivivisectionists to foreign enemies from both the last war and
the next. These fights largely occurred in the context of battles over pound seizure
legislation. In particular, Ivy and his NSMR added to their Nazi-couched narratives
by convincingly arguing that opposition to pound seizure was a Kremlin-directed
plot to undermine American security and pave the way for Soviet atomic aggression
and overthrow of the United States government. NSMR's atomic-themed defeat of
Proposition C, the anti-pound seizure Los Angeles ballot initiative of 1950, and the
similarly-argued passage of the Metcalf-Hatch Act, the pivotal pro-pound seizure
New York legislative initiative of 1952, were key NSMR victories in this effort. These
twin victories and numerous others following them not only halted post-war
antivivisection momentum and made compulsory pound seizure the norm, they also
7 8
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seriously weakened the American antivivisection movement by again successfully
casting the movement as fifth column menacing American security. However, while
the FBI properly rejected NSMR and its allies' allegations against the antivivisection
movement, for unrelated reasons, the FBI unrelentingly and without basis
investigated Ivy and many of his NSMR colleagues as possible Communist agents
themselves intent on undermining American atomic security.
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Chapter 6- "Ourdistinct advantage over the unfeeling Soviet state."
Communist Space Dogs, the FBI & the Amalgamated Meat Cutters, and a
"Declarationof Independence for Science

L "Sputniksand Muttniks"

"Communist Dog in Space," hollered headlines.72O Only a month after the
shock of Sputnik, on November 4, 1957, Americans awoke to learn the Soviet Union
had successfully launched yet another earth satellite into orbit. Sputnik II, the
Kremlin declared, carried within its steel belly not mere transmitters as in the first
artificial moon lofted by the Russians, but an actual live space traveler. Lording over
the earthbound, a small mixed breed dog stared down from one thousand fifty-six
miles above. 721
Americans trembled. Sputnik I had been more than bad enough. With a new
breed of rocket and what President Eisenhower dismissively referred to as "one
small ball in the air," the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics had cast asunder its
technologically backwards visage and emerged as a superpower rival to the U.S..7 2 2
Sputnik, decried as a "Pearl Harbor in space," made all too real the dismaying
knowledge that the Soviets, and not the Americans, possessed intercontinental
ballistic missiles and orbiting spacecraft with which to menace the United States.

72 3

For millions of Americans, the incessant beeping of that one small Russian ball
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rendered meaningless the comfort previously afforded by the vast expanses of the
Atlantic and Pacific. Now, many believed, the Soviets could rain annihilation on the
U.S. at any moment from the inky blackness of space. 724 Khrushchev himself
explicitly reinforced this belief, declaring the USSR had now proven it was "capable
of directing a rocket to any part of the Earth, and, if need be, with a hydrogen
warhead." 725
That the Russians had done it again was too much for many to bear. And this
time, there was a living, breathing agent of the Kremlin aloft above the United States.
The agent, a "small, shaggy dog" of a breed related to huskies, had only recently
been a stray on the streets of Moscow. 72 6 Captured and hastily trained for space

work, the brown and white animal now hurtled at just under 18,000 miles an hour,
her bark broadcast by Soviet radio for all the world to hear.727 She was, Moscow
proudly trumpeted, the first living Earth creature in space.
Despite her newfound prominence as "The most famous dog in the world,"
the name of the canine cosmonaut was initially shrouded in confusion. 728 The New
York Times suggested her name "seems to be 'top secret" because so many different
versions emanated from Soviet officials. 729 Early reports bore the moniker
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"Kudryavka" (Little Curly) or "Damka," (Little Lady).7 30 The director of the Moscow
Planetarium informed that the dog's proper appellation was "Limonchik (Little
Lemon". 73 1Other suggested contenders included the sanguine name "Lucky." 732
The Soviet State Committee for Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries,
however, announced that the dog's name was "Laika." 733 The Soviet Army paper
KrasnayaZvezda (Red Star) concurred. 734 Perhaps the Committee and Red Star
confused the dog's name with her breed, as "Laika" is a Russian breed from which
the dog in the satellite was likely partially descended. The Soviet Communist Party
newspaper Pravdaand the Soviet wire service Tass both employed the term "Laika"
in that manner. 735 As a spokesman for the Soviet Embassy in London explained, in
the Russian north, "every dog gets called 'Laika." 736 Nonetheless, within little more
than a day, the press, socialist and bourgeois and alike, accepted the animal's true
name as Laika.
And Laika terrified Americans below. "Every one hour and 42 minutes the
Russian [Laika] is barking in front of my and your front door," one letter to The
Washington Post declared. Convinced, like many, that the perceived complacency of
the Eisenhower administration had resulted in a disastrous imbalance of power, the
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writer continued, "The crucial question is will [U.S. policymakers] have time to wake
up from their somnambulistic sleep, induced by the virus of smiling coexistence
with our potential butchers." 737
Life Magazine argued "The Case for Being Panicky." 738 A Washington Post
Columnist opined that the dog rode aboard "space machines which could wipe out
humanity[.]"

739 The

New York Times described Laika as "laying in wait among the

stars like a celestial housedog waiting to bite an [American] interstellar
postman[.]"740
Fear of Laika was not limited to elite circles. The country music outfit Ray
Anderson and the Homefolks gained notoriety with its track, "Sputniks and Mutniks
[sic]." With a thick drawl, Anderson cried,
Sputniks and mutniks flying through the air. Sputniks and mutniks flying
everywhere. They're so ironic. Are they atomic? Those funny missiles have
got me scared.
Continued Anderson and his Homefolks,
Our scientists have admitted that we're five years behind. And if that's true
I'm telling you, this hiding place is mine. Don't care if it's roomy, just so it's
[...] somewhere Sputnik can't find me.7 4 1

Back in Washington, politicians experienced their own sort of "moon dog"
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panic, fretting at the likelihood of political backlash over what The Washington Post
termed "responsibility for the world-wide plunge in American prestige[.]"742
Playing on this theme, Moscow television quipped that, "The space dog is now flying
over Washington. American Senators are worried about whether it will bite." 743
In addition to the pervasive fear, however, another powerful emotion
dominated: pity. An outpouring of concern for the dog chained inside her "rocketshaped doghouse" flooded forth from across America and Western Europe. 744 Press
clipping services reported that some newspapers "published eight to ten [protest]
letters a day for more than a week straight" about little "Muttnick." 745 The New York
Times declared Laika "The shaggiest, lonesomest, saddest dog in all history." 746
Across the free world, one question resonated: Is Laika coming home?
Representatively, as the U.S. Embassy in Vienna cabled the State Department, CIA,
and other agencies, "Entire Austrian press giving full coverage Soviet launching
second satellite [....] Close attention given to all scientific details and greatest

interest is of course focused on fact that Sputnik II carries dog which Soviet
scientists expect to return to Earth." 747 Early indications suggested the Russians
may be able to do just that. Almost immediately, reports issued from Soviet sources
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claiming that the dog "might successfully be returned to the earth without harm." 74 8
One Soviet scientist publicly declared that the animal's life was "assured."749
Budapest radio quoted a Soviet astronomer asserting that the dog "will be back on
earth safe and sound in less than a week." 750 Yet another Russian scientist publicly
discussed how the dog could be remotely ejected from the satellite and "gradually
float to earth in a parachute." 75 ' The Soviet Ambassador in Bonn concurred, naming
the following Monday as the likely date for the dog to "land in Russia." 75 2 American
scientists confirmed the potential feasibility of such a plan. 75 3
Quietly, some U.S. leaders fretted the Soviets may be able to pull it off. As the
U.S. Embassy in Oslo confidentially cabled the State Department and the CIA, a
Norwegian political and military official had informed the Embassy that, "[I]f the
Russians were able to bring the dog down to a pre-announced spot, the whole effect
of Sputniks I and II on Norwegians would be 'trebled', since the dog could just as
well have been a nuclear bomb." 75 4

The American public, however, anxiously hoped for the dogs return, even as
pessimism grew. As hours and days passed, the questions mounted. "What's new on
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Laika? Is the dog still alive? Is it true they may bring her back in a parachute?" 755
Moscow announced that radio signals from the satellite demonstrated the
dog's condition was good. Nonetheless, popular fear for her wellbeing intensified.
An 11-year old girl from Detroit seemed to sum up the U.S. national mood in a letter
to the editor.
Please do something for I can't sleep nights and I'm having
trouble in school. Although I'm just a little 11- year old girl I
know what's going on. I know the Russians never will be able
to get that dog down in a parachute [....] I can't write this

letter to Russia, but I had to write it to someone. When that
dog barked, he probably wanted to come down. 756

Such concerns were further heightened when leading Russian scientist Kirill
P. Stanyukovich inadvertently indicated Laika was not destined to return.
Answering a question about the axis and rotation of Sputnik II, Stanyukovich made
reference to the early days of the satellite "while it [the dog] is still alive." 757 The
New York Times noted this statement "seemed to rule out any plans to bring the
animal back to earth." 758
Still, there was hope. From Moscow, the official word remained that sensors
indicate the dog is "calm" and "its general condition satisfactory." 759 Even the
perceived end-over-end tumbling of the satellite was reported to be a survivable
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experience. 760 But disconcerting signs continued to mount. Public head of the Soviet
satellite initiative, Anatoly A. Blagonravov, further dampened the spirits of dog
lovers in a conversation with a reporter from the London Daily News. The reporter
asked Blagonravov if there was any sort of "braking system in Sputnik two to enable
it to return to earth." No, Blagonravov replied. "There are no brakes." 76 1
Then silence from the Soviets seemed to finally confirm doom for Laika. Each
evening since the launch on November 3, the Soviet wire service Tass had issued
with fanfare an update on the progress of the satellite and health of the dog. On the
evening of November 7, for the first time, the update omitted any mention of
Laika. 762
The following night, the Russian communique again failed to discuss the dog
in space. 76 3 "The persistent silence," the New York Times reported, "tends to
reinforce the belief here that the dog has died." 764 The absence of information,
lamented the paper, gives rise to "the suspicion that the dog had become the world's
first victim of space travel."76 s
However, Soviet sources noted the silence regarding Laika "should be no
cause for alarm," and that the brevity of the nightly reports was the consequence of
a well-deserved vacation among the satellite program's scientific personnel. 766
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Besides, Soviet Premier Nikolai Bulganin added, "We don't put everything in the
communiqu6" anyway. 767
A British scientist suggested Sputnik's silence may be the result of damage to
the satellite's instruments stemming from a Russian attempt to "catapult the dog"
back to Earth. 768 Indeed, the November 12 Baltimore Sun ran a story citing a Soviet
news dispatch confirming that "the Russian space dog Laika has been catapulted
successfully out of Sputnik II and has landed near Moscow." 769
After a third night of official silence, however, the Soviets, still vague about
the present condition of the dog, revealed what would be her ultimate fate. Sputnik
II's radio, Tass reported, had ceased to function. This, according to the Soviet wire
service, had been planned. The active stage of the Sputnik II experiment was only
intended to last a week. Now at week's end, Tass proudly announced, the
experiment was a success and had "been fulfilled completely." 770
While the official pronouncement again failed to mention Laika specifically,
the implications were manifest. If the experiment had been "fulfilled completely",
clearly, no provisions were in place to secure Laika's return. As the New York Times
concluded, it could now only be assumed that "the satellite's dog passenger was
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dead or would be soon." 771
The following day, L'Unita, the newspaper of the Italian Communist Party,
reported that Laika had been provided with "poison deliberately included in its
food" to ensure a painless death. 772 Further, the organ reported, that death had
come. Laika was dead. Hastily and presumably under pressure from Moscow, the
story was quickly retracted. 773
Other reports suggested the satellite had been equipped with timed-release
poison gas to ease Laika into the eternal sleep of space. 774 Some in the American
press speculated that Laika would simply be left to eventually starve when her food
supplies ran out. 775 One way or another, Laika's fate appeared sealed.

On November 12, Moscow Planetarium lecturer Professor Konstantin A.
Portsevsky informed his audience that Laika was indeed dead. Again it was quickly
noted that Portsevsky's statement was not official, but neither frantic backpedaling
nor retractions accompanied his statement as had happened with the L'Unita story
the previous day.77 6

Official word would have to wait until the 15th. At a press conference in
Moscow, Dr. Aleksei Pokrovsky, a physiologist associated with the Soviet space
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program, broke the news. Although he conceded it was by now "well known,"
Pokrovsky finally pronounced Laika officially dead. 7 7 7
Laika, Pokrovsky assured, had died "painlessly" due to a lack of oxygen
consequent of the satellite's instruments turning off as planned at the end of a week
in orbit. 778 The dog, Moscow radio noted, had been "quite well and comfortable to
the end." 7 7 9 On April 14, 1958, after five months and 2570 orbits, Sputnik II
disintegrated upon reentering the earth's atmosphere, scattering Laika's remains in
the Caribbean Sea. 7 80 The U.S. Central Intelligence Agency's best contemporary
intelligence regarding Laika concurred with the official Soviet cause of death. A
classified 1959 CIA Office of Scientific Intelligence report on Soviet biomedical space
research concluded, "'Laika" apparently died of anoxia." 781
It took nearly half a century and the collapse of the Soviet Union for the
actual details of Laika's demise to be made public. In 2002, at the World Space
Congress in Houston, Texas, the information finally came from Dimitri Malashenkov
of the Institute for Biological Problems in Moscow. Malashenkov revealed that
Sputnik II's heat shields and its cooling system had failed almost immediately. Laika
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died of "overheating and panic" within hours of takeoff.782 For Laika, these system
failures, as one recent history of the space race describes it, resulted in "a horrific
fate akin to being slow-roasted alive in a convection oven." 783

IL "Unusualmenus for theirpoodles"
That the gruesome details of Laika's end were not known in November 1957
made little difference. Nor did ignorance of the fact that the Soviets had fabricated
days worth of biological readings from a dead dog in space to cover up the failings of
their mission. Confirmation of Laika's death and the realization that no provisions
had been made for her recovery were more than enough to send the canine-loving
world into convulsions of grief.
The New York Times reported without hesitation that, "The death of little
Laika saddened millions." 784 Donations poured into animal protection organizations
in memory of Laika. 785 A typical letter to The Washington Post groaned, "With
thousands of others I grieve over little 'Muttnick." 786
The name Laika itself became synonymous with sad and untimely death, and
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entered everyday speech in service of a variety of political agendas. A Royal Air
Force pilot calling for greater NATO attention to the menace posed by Soviet
submarines declared the underwater vessels "threaten us far more than the aerial
bomb that bore the poor dog Laika through the heavens." 787 An American critic of
the Soviet satellite display at the international Fair in Poznen, Poland noted that,
"No human being is particularly anxious to suffer Laika's sad fate in outer space." 788
Vice President Richard Nixon asserted the success of the United States' Pioneer
space probe in October 1958 rendered Democratic criticisms of Republican
weakness "deader than poor little Laika." 789 The ChicagoAmerican eulogized that
when Sputnik II finally burned up in orbit that year, "cremating" the dead dog
within, her "kennel had changed into a tomb and in the six months that were to pass
before it turned into a pyre and vanished forever, it fixed itself in the collective mind
of mankind[.]"

790

Grieved responses were not limited to the United States. Britain's Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals reported its phones were ringing
with protest calls even before the official Soviet launch announcement ended. 79 1 The
town of Rapallo, Italy announced planned to build a monument to the dead space
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dog in the town's dog cemetery. 792 France followed suit, constructing a marble Laika
(known as Frisette in France) monument at an animal cemetery northeast of
Paris. 793 The British League Against Cruelty Sports declared the Soviet launch an act
"besides which the sickening stories of the inhuman cruelties of the Middle Ages
fade into insignificance." 794 Laika even became an issue at the United Nations. While
discussing a proposed Covenant on Civil and Political rights, the delegate from
Uruguay castigated the Soviet Union for abandoning Laika as she "starved to
death." 795
The seemingly ceaseless torrent of global outrage over Laika infuriated Soviet
leadership. As in America and the West, Laika occupied much space in both the
newspapers and minds of Soviet citizens and leaders. However, in Russia she did so
do not as an object of pity, but rather of glory.
Laika had unambiguously become a canine hero of the Soviet Union. Her
image adorned stamps throughout the Communist bloc. 79 6 The first filtered

cigarettes in the U.S.S.R. were Laika Cigarettes and bore a picture of the dog stoically
blazing through the heavens beneath a similarly celestial hammer and sickle.7 97
"Spectacular" Laika centerpiece displays were erected by the Russians at
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international events from the New York Coliseum to the International Trade Show
in Osaka to the Brussels World's Fair.798 The Brussels exhibit came complete with
live cameo appearances by Laika's "kennel mates" from space school. 799 And cross
the Atlantic in the newly revolutionary tropics, as the New York Times wrote,
"European Communist intellectuals in horn-rimmed glasses and rolled up
shirtsleeves" sipped slowly on "Laika cocktails" in Havana. 800
Laika represented more than just Soviet technological achievement. Laika
was literally and metonymically understood as a pioneer of the larger socialist
project. The Soviets openly stated the ultimate purpose of the Russian space
program was "the extension of Soviet society throughout the solar system[.]"

801

Laika was the first colonist in this grand vision of interstellar socialism. Her launch
into orbit had officially been undertaken to celebrate the fortieth anniversary of the
October Socialist revolution.80 2 It was fervently hoped in Moscow, and seriously
feared in Washington, that communist dogs, or even men, might celebrate the
fiftieth anniversary on the moon.80 3
Western criticism of Russian treatment of Laika was perceived as attacking
the very heart of the Soviet project. "It is not Laika that worries them," the Soviet
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Army newspaper Red Star castigated. "Blunt hatred and malice for our country, for
our workers, for our wonderful scientists, that's what makes them bark and foam at
the mouth." 804
Further, the Soviets noted hypocrisy in the hue and cry over Laika, and
exploited the opportunity to highlight the inequities of capitalism, American society,
and Western foreign policy. Red Star insisted the objections emanated primarily
from "rich ignoramuses who are able only to fix unusual menus for their poodles,
who by the way are in better condition than many American unemployed
workers."8 05
On a similar note, a Soviet journalistic propaganda account of the United
States reported the author's purported experience of visiting the U.N. in New York in
late 1957. "When a Soviet rocket was sent into space with Laika, I saw a letter in the
United Nations press center from a group of women in Mississippi." "They wrote: If
it is so necessary to send living things into space for the advancement of science,
why use poor dogs for this purpose when in our city alone there are so many negro
children that could be used?" 806
Likewise, when the British Canine Defense League protested to the Soviet
Ambassador, Russian radio in the Middle East declared such sentiment would be
"drowned in the laughter of millions," and suggested a more appropriate redrafting
of the group's protest.
804"Satellite Pieces May Reach Earth," New York Times (17 Nov. 1957), 61.
805
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To all humanitarians who are bombing Yemeni villages,
shooting nationalists in Algeria, persecuting Negroes in Little
Rock and exterminating indigenous people in South Africa,
we dog-lovers call for a condemnation of the Russian
barbarians who have succeeded in launching Sputnik II in
which they placed a dog for experimental purposes. They are
barbarians who denounce the arms race, wage a struggle for
peace and defend the colonized and dependent countries. 807

III. "What the boys in the laboratoryhave been up to"
The Soviets were not the only ones who sensed hypocrisy and possibility in
the popular outcry over Laika. American antivivisectionists embraced the
opportunity to further their crusade against animal experimentation. Responding to,
and further stirring up, popular outrage over Laika, antivivisectionists seized the
issue.
The Chicago-based National Anti-Vivisection Society wired Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles, urging him to submit a formal diplomatic protest to the Soviet
Ambassador. 808 The American Anti-Vivisection Society, the Minnesota AntiVivisection Society, the Animal Protective league Against Vivisection of Milwaukee,
the Pacific Coast Anti-Vivisection Society, and the Anti-vivisection Society of the
District of Columbia all followed suit. 809 The organizations called upon their
membership and the general public to flood Dulles with irate missives. Despite
"Moscow Denounces Dog-Lover Protests," The Washington Post (6 Nov. 1957), A3.
"Russians Use of Dog Assailed," New York Times (8 Nov. 1957), 4; "Anti-Canine Cut Up,"
ChicagoDaily Tribune (15 Nov. 1957), as reproduced in the Bulletin of the National
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receiving only form letters from State for their troubles, the mail kept coming. 810
Western European antivivisectionists also lent their voices to the din. In
London, the Conference of Anti-Vivisection Societies protested to the Soviet
embassy that "there was nothing that could be learned from dogs sent into space
that could not be learned from instruments." 811 Howls also came from the British
Union for the Abolition of Vivisection, the Irish Union for the Abolition of Vivisection,
the Royal Society for the Protection of Animals, and a federation of West German
animal protection societies. 812 And American antivivisectionists staged a dog
demonstration in front of the United Nations headquarters in Manhattan. Posing
dutifully for the cameras, an assortment of impassioned pooches sported placards
decrying the "inhuman treatment" of their "brethren." Another placard-bearing pup
at the U.N. insisted the Russians "send up Khrushchev instead."8 13
American audiences responded to the message. Seemingly making good on
the protesting dog's sandwich board, the ChicagoAmerican ran a political cartoon
depicting a terrified Khrushchev strapped to a rocket. Under the caption, "If Dogs
Behaved Like Humans," a giddy mutt prepared to flip the switch to blast the Soviet
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leader to the moon." 814

Antivivisectionists were not content to merely amplify the chorus of
disapproval surrounding the Russian space dog experiment. As did the Russians,
antivivisectionists saw hypocrisy in the popular outcry over Laika, and in this they
smelled possibility. "This single experiment," antivivisectionists insisted, is being
cloned a thousand fold in far greater cruelty here in this country." 8 15 "This act of

Russia," they continued, "has focused the eyes of the world on CRUELTY. Let us
emphasize that behind the laboratory doors is much cruelty as well." 8 16

Directing the flood of indignation over the death of one dog to speak to the
"torture" and death of tens of thousands, antivivisectionists employed Laika to
redirect the humane spotlight onto the treatment of animals in American and
Western laboratories. As one antivivisection letter to the editor put it, "Though
sending of this one dog aloft is indeed cruel, compared to the cruelties involved in
vivisection it is certainly very mild."817
This sentiment was echoed ceaselessly by virtually every antivivisection
society and legions of their supporters. Frequently, the ethical parallel was drawn
not only to American and Western experiments, but specifically to rocket, atomic,

814"If Dogs Behaved Like Humans," The ChicagoAmerican (17 Dec. 1957), as reproduced in
the Bulletin of the National Antivivisection Society (Jan.-Feb. 1958).
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and other military tests on animals in democratic countries. One antivivisection
organization proclaimed, "We protest the cruelty of the Sputnik experiment, but we
had better realize as well what we are doing to animals right here." Throughout all
the clamor over Laika, the statement declared, "in the Nevada desert [experimental]
animals were being exposed to the atomic bombs[.]"818
Another antivivisection outfit, after noting its protest to the Russian
ambassador, called upon Americans to turn their gaze upon their own government.
"Vivisection is rampant in this country. Animals have been used in missile
experiments for the past ten years." As such, they argued, anyone incensed over
Russian's treatment of Laika should likewise pen a protest to the American
Department of Defense. 819
Continuing, they asserted, "millions of animals [...] are tortured annually
behind the closed doors of our own country's medical schools and commercial
laboratories-less spectacularly [than Laika], perhaps, but none the less ruthlessly.
It is the whole barbaric system of animal experimentation that we are
opposing[.]"820
In a similar vein, an Irish antivivisection group declared, "Decent people
condemn the scientists who sent an unfortunate dog shut up in a satellite to die of
suffocation in space. But scientists do much worse than this to animals." The
818 "Anti-vivisection
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declaration continued, "We wish everybody could know the tortures legally
committed on dogs, cats, monkeys, rats, and other creatures in the name of medical
'

research." 82

Close by, a leading British antivivisection organization publicly lambasted
the "evident contrast between this clamor [over Laika] and the silence observed
everywhere about hundreds of animals recently launched in rockets by the
American authorities and exposed to similar, if not worse suffering than the Russian
dog[.]" Further, "One is dumbfounded above all in view of the millions of animals
[...] sacrificed each year in the secrecy of British and other laboratories. Why then
this up-in arms attitude in one case and the silence of the grave in others."822
This Silence would not last long. Mainstream editors and columnists took up
the message with full force, at times even beating antivivisectionists to the punch.
One paper ran a column decrying the "Hypocrisy in Protests Over Soviet Use of Dogs
in Tests." "Whom do we think we're kidding?," the columnist asked. Countless
animals "are confined under our own A-bomb and H-bomb blasts so that their
reactions may be studied. We have sent mice and monkeys up in our rockets for test
purposes[.]" Sadly, the article continued, the "onlooking countries of the world must
surely feel that while the cruelties committed in Russia may be blamed on the
leaders, those committed in America have the approval of the people."82 3
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Syndicated columnist Paul Harvey wrote that "Certainly the Russians have
done nothing more cruel than when our own scientists subjected animals to the
effects of nuclear weapons' tests repeatedly in recent months." "Radiation burns," he
noted, "are hideously painful and prolonged."8 24 Pursuing the same theme and tying
together the menace posed by experiments furthering the arms race with the
cruelties of experiments on animals, Robert Ruark's widely syndicated column
reported
"And so the idea of a lonely pooch, lost and whirling in the
skies, bereft of a door to scratch on, with no fire to snore in
front of, no hand to lick or to pat his head, no fleas to
scratch-unable even to bay at the moon-suddenly fetched
us up to an awe-filled realization of what the boys in the
laboratory have been up to." 825

Even more forcefully, Frank Tripp, Chairman of the Board of the Gannett
newspaper chain in New York, penned a column featuring an imagined interview
with his own dog, Cokey. Scolding her master for his tears shed over Laika, Cokey
admonished, "Why go so far from home?' When all across our boasted humane
nation every day dogs are brutally vivisected: often more cruelly treated than 'Laika'
in Spunitk I." "And now because a nation, of which cruelty is expected, used a dog to
further man's knowledge, as your own scientists do every day, your heart breaks for
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one defenseless dog. Shame on you!"8 2 6

IV: "To Preserve our Way of Life"
The issue of threats to internal threats to U.S. national security borne of
alleged direct or indirect Soviet subversion and influence on the U.S. vivisection
controversy remained of relevance during the Laika controversy. As we have seen,
for the previous decade, American antivivisectionists had been hammered by
accusations of 'fifth-columnism.' Such withering blows contributed heavily to the
retreat of the only recently fearsome antivivisection movement. Reinvigorated, with
membership and bank books overflowing at the end of World War II, by the early
1950s American antivivisectionists had been forced into an entirely defensive
posture. Painted as socialists and saboteurs, antivivisection had been tarred with a
distinctly "un-American" hue.
The public outcry over Laika allowed American antivivisectionists to turn
the tables on researchers. Now it was animal protectionists who gained public
traction by decrying the "Communistic practices" of American scientists. 827 Putting
it plain, a Wisconsin antivivisectionist writing under the banner "Voice of the
People" sternly asserted, "I am firmly opposed to cruelty to animals wherever it
exists-also to the Communist form of government. But let's be honest-while we
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are shouting about the blackness of the Russian kettle it behooves us to start
scrubbing our own pot." 82 8

Further, the controversy over Laika put American research defenders in the
awkward position of having to choose between their scientific and patriotic
allegiances. More often than not, they appeared to choose profession over country.
Actively concerned, it turns out with good reason, that popular reactions to the
Soviet launch could reignite controversy over the use of animal experimentation in
the West, NSMR chose to publicly support the humane credentials of their
communist counterparts.
Before it became clear to all that the Soviets had no plans for Laika's return,
NSMR issued a press release assuring Americans of the dog's eventual safe retrieval.
The NSMR release declared that, "Even if the Russians had not the slightest
humanitarian concern for the dog in Sputnik II, they must certainly have used all the
resources at their command to try to assure the dog's safety and comfort[.]" The
release continued that, "Experimental animals which survive such harrowing
experiences in American laboratories often "live the life of Riley" to a ripe old
age [.]"829
Other American researchers and research defenders made similar
statements. Prominent among them was close NSMR ally Dr. A.C. Barger. In addition
82 8 "Voice
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to being a professor of physiology at Harvard Medical School, Dr. Barger was the
president of NSMR's important Massachusetts affiliate, the Massachusetts Society
for Medical Research, as well as the recent recipient of NSMR's award recognizing
outstanding contributions" to NSMR's work.830 Dr. Barger opined to the Boston
Heraldthat Laika was fine, would likely be brought home by the Soviet's, and
presently probably just going his merry way" in orbit. Continued Barger,
I am an animal lover, but the interesting philosophical point here is that since
we feel it is perfectly proper to ask millions of men to sacrifice their lives to
preserve our way of life, is it too much to ask of an animal to contribute in
such a fashion - especially if he will be brought back unharmed, as the
Russians have intimated?
Similarly, lauding animal researchers', even Soviet researchers', purported deep
love for their experimental animals, Barger's Harvard colleague Dr. Ross McFarland
informed the Herald that the Soviet's likely set up the satellite so that right now
Laika may well be "just as comfortable as at his master's feet." 831
In like vein, University of California, Davis Professor of Pharmacology and
Physiology, S. A. Peoples, made similar statements to the press on the West Coast.
Dr. People's informed the SacramentoBee that Laika was probably "relatively
happy", and in fact, "it would appear she is just taking it easy" in space. The Bee also
reported Dr. Peoples expected the Russians to "eject the dog's part of the satellite
from the main portion and to parachute it safely to Earth." 832
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Not only were NSMR and its allies sanguine predictions an embarrassing
error, their defense of what was broadly perceived as Soviet barbarism put
American researchers on the unpopular and even treacherously unpatriotic side of
the issue back home. Antivivisectionists reveled in the role reversal. Indeed, the
Animal Welfare Institute (discussed in greater detail below) specifically called out
Dr. Barger as a perfectly representative example. Hammered AWI,
Professions of love for animals are being issued right and left as a result of
the travels of the small dog in Sputnik II, but strangely enough, it is not the
people protested but those who upheld the Russians "right" to shoot dogs
into the sky who claim to be the animal lovers. [....]

Dr. Barger's interview [about Laika in the Boston Herald],urging the public to
imagine Laika safe and happy in outer space, is typical not only of his own
much publicized statements on laboratory animals here in the United States,
but of the statements of men like him throughout the country who, whenever
the subject of animal experimentation comes up, reach for the white-wash
and apply it vigorously. [....]

In Massachusetts, during the recent animal seizure bill fight, Dr. Barger, who
is a professor at Harvard, was widely-and quite naturally-- believed when
he assured the public that all was well with dogs in Massachusetts
laboratories. When he issued the same tranquilizing verbiage on behalf of
Russian scientists, readers may have asked themselves whether Dr. Barger
was so remarkably well-informed that he could speak authoritatively of the
humanness of scientists 6,000 miles away and of their intent to rescue the
dog.
Since the Russians haven't been sending us, to date, the results of their rocket
experiments, it is hard to understand just how Laika could help to "preserve
our way of life" regardless of her own fate. Barger's statements are so
inextricably tangled because of his determination, at all costs, to justify any
experiment involving an animal.
It is this overwhelming concentration on the justification of experimentation
regardless of the nature of an experiment or its purpose, regardless of
whether it is humanely or inhumanely carried out, regardless of whether it is
done by friend or enemy, regardless of whether it is more likely to create vast
human suffering and death than to prevent it, regardless in short, of any
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ethical or moral value whatsoever, that has led the Animal Welfare Institute
to oppose the fanatics of the societies for medical research, so called. 83 3
The newly heightened sensitivity to the plight of animals coupled with the
now popular linkage of cruelty and the Soviet experiment allowed American
antivivisectionists to effectively employ Americanist and anti-communist rhetoric
while drawing attention to animal experimentation in the United States.8 34 This
represented a sea change in the debate over vivisection in America.
Americans felt they had been lulled into a situation of technological
vulnerability and what was needed now was not a history lesson but an immediate
"good old fashioned" distinctly American response to the Russian challenge.
This fit the antivivisectionists' agenda and rhetoric perfectly. Even as they
drew links between Soviet experiments and American laboratories, they drew a
sharp divide between communist cruelty and the American humane spirit. As the
American Anti-Vivisection Society intoned, the cruelty of Sputnik II "emphasized the
difference between our way of thought and philosophy and such of the Soviet creed
as emerges from time to time from behind the Iron Curtain." American compassion
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for Laika, they argued, "brings out in, in sharp outline, the difference between our
outlook and that of the masters-or master-of the Soviet Union."

835

Deftly wresting the specter of human vivisection back from the researchers,
antivivisectionists argued that the same cruel Russian outlook that killed Laika, and
was daily reproduced in American laboratories, menaced freedom loving human
beings everywhere. Owen Hunt, president of the American Anti-Vivisection Society,
informed the press that "Sending the animal up into space [...] is in keeping with
Russia's 'whole Godless philosophy that living creatures may be freely used as
subjects of so-called scientific experiments, regardless of the tortures or cruelty
involved." "This Soviet doctrine," Hunt continued, "does not exclude the use of
human beings for such experiments. They may in fact have already made such
experiments secretly." 836
American press reports the following month of a possible failed and fatal
Soviet manned rocket attempt ignited the antivivisectionists. Publishing under thick
headlines of "Human Experiments?,", antivivisectionists claimed confirmation of the
inevitable progression from experiments on animals to experiments on human
beings. 837 Basking in the reversal, it was now American antivivisectionists perceived
as defending national values, and American medical researchers popularly
associated with a murderous foreign regime.
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The danger posed by the Russian vivisectionist mindset, however, wasn't
limited to helpless guinea pigs, both human and other. The menace, argued animal
protectionists, had already crept into the United States and now directly threatened
America's security and the fate of the entire free world. The very possibility of
American success in the Cold War, they asserted, depended upon America's
rejection of this insidious vivisectionist creed. "Americans' hope for world
leadership," announced the antivivisectionists, "lies in convincing the outside world
that our philosophy and way of life is better than that of the Soviets." This, the
animal protectionists argued, could only be achieved through a rejection of "Soviet
callousness and cruelty."8 38
Many, including the New York Times, concurred. After noting the contrast
between Soviet inhumanity to Laika and America's pampering of its own pets, the
Times suggested that it was exactly this humane sentiment that would lead America
out of the darkness. "As we race to catch up with the Russians in weaponry and
space supremacy," the Times wrote, "it may well be that our eventual victory will
depend on those qualities of the spirit that give us our distinct advantage over the
unfeeling Soviet state." This American spirit, "including even the pampering of
dogs," "remains as our best and greatest hope."8 3 9

The outrage over Laika and the subsequent spotlighting of the plight of
animals in U.S. laboratories sparked a resurgence of American antivivisection. In

"Protests Against Sputnik II," The Evening Bulletin (Philadelphia) (4 Nov. 1957), as
reproduced in The A-V(Nov. 1957), 147.
839 "Topics of the Times," New York Times (26 Nov. 1957), 32.
838
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death Laika breathed new life into the only recently struggling movement. As the
National Antivivisection Society asserted, "the Russian dog in the satellite has
changed the thinking of all America about the suffering of animals in vivisection
laboratories." 840 While this may have been something of an overstatement, NAVS
was on firmer ground in claiming that, "The victim in Russia has awakened the press
and public as never before in our history." 84 'Antivivisectionists found the dead
space dog such a productive topic that the American Anti-Vivisection Society closed
each issue of its monthly newsletter with a full page Laika image well into the mid
1960s.

84 2

As one United Press reporter put it, "Laika has given [the antivivisectionists] a
new take-off point." He continued, "this reporter knows one "science administrator
who is worried lest the emotionally exploited ghost of that Russian dog eventually
set back American scientific progress."8 43 Antivivisectionist gains from the space
dog controversy grew so great that even the New EnglandJournalof Medicine felt
compelled to dedicate considerable ink to denounce the Laika-fueled "emotional
platform from which a new attack on medical research has been launched[.]"

44

By the opening of 1958, NSMR warned that "medical institutions are in for
the greatest amount of trouble in years from the opponents of animal
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843UP, "People Protest Animal Rockets," as reproduced in the Bulletin of the National
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experimentation."8 45 This prediction proved accurate, as strengthened
antivivisection societies overcame factional differences and retargeted their
campaigns from local affairs to federal legislation.
American scientific public relations men learned from the row as well. In
racing to catch up with the Soviets, American researchers first made sure to exclude
dogs from U.S. rockets. 846 Less popular animals such as monkeys and mice took their
place on often-fiery one-way shots. Second, American experimental space animals
were given "unsentimental and unfeminine names," in order to "minimize the
protests from animal enthusiasts, organized and unorganized[.]" 847
This newfound sensitivity also extended to animal loving nations with
strategic Cold War significance. The experimental rhesus monkeys, American
officials assured, were born in Independence, Kansas, not in India where they are
revered as gods. 848 Not all, however, could be convinced of the need for such a
delicate approach. When asked in 1958 about the status of recovery efforts for a
missing mouse in a Thor-Vanguard nose cone, General Curtis LeMay, Air Force Vice
Chief of Staff and real life inspiration for atomic trigger happy General Jack D. Ripper

Austin C. Wehrwein, New York Times (23 Nov. 1958), 57.
846 Richard Witkin, "Russian Expected as First in Orbit," New York Times (21 Aug. 1960), 32.
847 Richard Witkin, "2 Monkeys Survive flight Into Space in U.S. Rocket and are Retrieved at
Sea," New York Times (29 May 1959), 1.
845

848 Ibid.
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in Dr. Strangelove, briskly retorted, "I don't know where the mouse is and frankly I
don't care." 84 9

The Soviets too took public relations lessons from the Laika affair. First, they
released celebratory newsreel footage depicting a dog launched into the upper
reaches of the atmosphere and then "parachuted back to earth" where he "joyously
greeted the white-gowned attendants who released him from his capsule."850 Then,
when the Russians actually did mange to return two dogs from space in August
1960, "Belka" and "Strelka" were held up for all the world to see. Flown to Moscow
as celebrities, the two were publicly fed halva and other treats by Soviet officials. 85 1
Gaining even greater media savvy, the Russians paraded the next set of returned
Soviet space dogs, "Breezie" and "Blackie," in front of television cameras with the
two still clad in their canine space suits. 8 5 2

The Soviets achieved further public relations mileage when Strelka gave
birth to a healthy litter in January of 1961. According to the New York Times,
"Muscovites were more excited today about detailed news of the birth of six puppies
than about the inauguration of President Kennedy."85 3 The most successful Soviet
public relations coup, however, came out of the Vienna Summit in 1961, when Nikita

849
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853Seymour Topping, "Space Dog's Puppies Moscow's Big News of Day," New York Times (21
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Khrushchev gave President Kennedy Pushinka, daughter of Strelka.8 S 4 Both a kind
gesture and a not too subtle reminder of Russia's continued dominance in the space
race, the red dog in the White House caused quite a stir.
However, it was nothing close to the clamor caused by the birth of a litter to
Strelka and Charlie, the Kennedy's "aristocratically bred" Welsh terrier, in June
1963. Over 5000 letters flooded the White House from Americans "begging" to
adopt a "Pupnik." 855 One of the lucky recipients, ten year old Karen House of
Westchester Illinois, had been told by her mother that she could only have a dog if
President Kennedy decided to give her one of his.8Ss Receiving "Butterfly" at O'Hare
International Airport, a teary eyed Karen cradled her beloved new pet before the
flashing bulbs of two dozen photographers and reporters. The Chicago Tribune
remarked the dog's welcome to Chicago "nearly equaled the reception accorded her
maternal grandmother after she orbited the earth in a Soviet capsule three years
ago." 8 57

"Exchange of Gifts," Chicago Daily Tribune (22 June 1961), 12.
Nan Robertson, "5000 Asking White House for Four 'Pupniks," New York Times (6 Aug.
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V: "Doesnot prohibitor even seriously restrict"
Notably, conspicuously absent from the "Muttnick Affair" was any serious
invocation of a supposed Nazi ban on animal experimentation. At that point, such
invocation by research defenders had been all but ubiquitous for a decade. As we
have seen, since the late nineteenth century, both camps in the U.S. vivisection
debate actively competed for rhetorical ownership of the specter of human
vivisection. Antivivisectionists held as an article of faith that experiments on animals
led to experiments on vulnerable groups of human beings such as orphans, charity
patients, and prisoners. Researchers countered that experiments on animals were
the strongest bulwark against human experimentation. As we have seen in Chapters
3 and 4 above, this contest raged through the Second World War and came into full
relief at the subsequent trial of Nazi doctors in Nuremberg. And though both groups
of U.S. vivisection partisans sought to publicly transform the Doctors' Trial into
lessons that would ostensibly prove their long held assertions, only the medical
researchers proved victorious. The researchers' effort was led by famed
physiologist, Vice President of the University of Illinois, expert witness on medical
ethics at the Doctors Trial, and cofounder of the leading research defense
organization National Society for Medical Research (NMSR), Andrew Conway (A.C.)
Ivy. Ivy and his NSMR dishonestly but successfully argued that the Nazis had banned
vivisection of animals and that this ban resulted in a dearth of animal subjects which
necessarily led to experiments on human beings in the concentration camps.
Further, Ivy and his NSMR successfully argued, American antivivisectionists were in
league with Hitler's plan and now represented a domestic threat to American
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national security. As we have seen in Chapter 5 above, in the early Cold War period,
Ivy and his NSMR merged the purported security threat posed by American
antivivisection's non-existent but alleged allegiance to Hitler with a new purported
security threat posed by American antivivisection's non-existent but alleged
subservience to Moscow. As we have seen in Chapter 5 above, Ivy and his NSMR's
strategy of directly linking antivivisectionists to foreign enemies from both the last
war was in full relief the pivotal Los Angeles and New York pound seizure legislative
initiatives of 1950 and 1951, and this approach proved devastating for opponents of
animal experimentation.
Following these victories, NSMR aggressively continued utilization of Ivy's
Nuremberg-borne myth of a Nazi ban on vivisection and its alleged baleful
consequences. In 1952, NSMR featured Ivy's narrative as a fundamental element of
the organization's widely distributed "frank and authoritative" question and answer
booklet about animal experimentation.85 8 Asked NSMR rhetorically, "Is Animal
Experimentation Outlawed in any Country?" The pamphlet then answered,
No. The only country that ever tried an antivivisection law was Germany
under Hitler. Buchenwald, Dachau, and Auschwitz, where political prisoners
were arbitrarily used for animal experimentation, are monuments to the
Hitler antivivisection ideal. 85 9

Later that same year, in response to continued antivivisection comparisons
of medical researchers to Nazis, NSMR again republished in its monthly Bulletin the

NSMR, Advertisement: "Two New NSMR Publications," NSMR Bulletin (Jan.-Feb. 1953),
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full text of the National Antivivisection Society's 1933 cable to Hitler. 860 Under the
header "The Nazis and the Antivivisectionists", NSMR scolded further editorialized
that the antivivisectionists' "gall and effrontery in pursuing this tack is
dumbfounding, especially in view of the fact that their own opinion of Nazi Germany
was not always so virtuous. [....] Obviously a strong stomach and a short memory
are integral parts of the average antivivisectionist." 861
Also that same year an NSMR-assisted article in Collier'smagazine concluded by
declaring,
When you speak to the scientists about the pros and cons of animal
experimentation, they smile incredulously. To them there is only one side to
the question. They know that you either use humans or animals, and that - as
more than one doctor has pointed out, the only country that ever abolished
animal experimentation to use humans was Nazi Germany. 862
In 1953, NSMR responded to a critic that,
The ethics of human experimentation are well defined. Every scientist knows
them. The suggestion that certain classes or groups of society be used as nonvolunteer subjects for experimentation is a classic antivivisection position. It
was also a Nazi position. The NSMR abhors it, as do all American scientists.
[....]

A paper on the subject by Dr. A.C. Ivy is enclosed. 86 3

For discussion of issues surrounding NSMR's first publication of this text, see Chapter 4
above.
86 1 NSMR, "The Nazis
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Officers, Internal discussion document regarding NAVS' i Sept. 1933 News Bulletin (earlyto-mid 1952), NSMR Archives, Box 13, Folder: NAVS Membership Letters: 1931-1953.
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Also in 1953, NSMR even managed to enshrine Ivy's narrative as part of the
official definition of "Animal Experimentation" in Encyclopxdia Britannica.A 1953
entry Britannica entry penned by NSMR officer N. R. Brewer declared,
In Germany, when the Nazis came into power, one of the first edicts issued by
their government was that prohibiting the use of lower animals in research.
As a result of this edict, when it came necessary to test certain biological
hypotheses, the Nazis used human beings, and without their consent. 864
In like vein, a widely distributed 1954 NSMR pound seizure pamphlet titled "Which
Fate" intoned that,
Preliminary tests are made whenever possible on animals below man - the
sole exception being in Nazi Germany at Buchenwald, Dachau, Auschwitz,
and other notorious centers. 865
In 1956, NSMR insisted without evidence that a new Chicago-based animal
protection organization was "made up of some former [pro-Nazi] GermanAmericana Bund leaders," and further editorialized that,
It may be a matter of orthodoxy", NSMR informed, "for fascists to be
antivivisectionists. In 1933, under Hitler, the first and only national
antivivisection law was adopted. Hermann Goering was honorary president
of the German National Antivivisection Society. Buchenwald and Dachau
could be regarded as grisly monuments to the antivivisectionist creed. 866

864 "Animal

Experimentation," Encyclopaedia Britannica,1953. "A," 965. For evidence of
NSMR's authorship of the article, see memo from N.R. Brewer, undated, NSMR Archives, Box
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In a memorandum to the heads of its member organizations, NSMR then repeated
verbatim the same claims the following year. 86 7

Also in 1957, NSMR's dissemination of Ivy's narrative spread from politics to
the pews. With assistance from NSMR, Monsignor A.C. Dalton, the director of
Catholic Hospitals for the Archdiocese of Boston, informed his parishioners and the
people of Boston that,
Germany in 1933 tried an anti-vivisection law under Hitler. This undue
exaltation of the non-rational creature led only to [...] the incredible horrors
of Hitler's concentration camps at Buchenwald, Dachau, and Auschwitz,
where political prisoners took the place of dogs, rabbits, and mice in the
vilest and most obscene practices of vivisection and experimentation[.] 868
Also in 1957, NSMR associate Dr. Water Root, President of the New York Academy of
Sciences, authored an official NYAS publication in asserting that,
The only nation to prohibit animal experimentation has been Germany under
the Nazi government. As a result of this kind of idealism, biological
hypothesis were tested upon human beings without their consent in the
infamous concentration camps. 8 69

Later that same year, N.R. Brewer, NSMR officer and author of the NSMR-drafted
1953 Encyclopxdia Britannicaentry on of "Animal Experimentation" (which
presented the supposed Nazi ban on vivisection as fact), republished Root's claim
verbatim in a NSMR affiliate organization's news bulletin. 870 In 1958, Brewer
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published in the same NSMR affiliate organization publication that in "Germany [...]
the restrictions on animal experimentation were followed several years later by
concentration camps." 871
However, though still potent, NSMR's efforts to promote Ivy's false Nazi
vivisection narrative had already in part begun to falter. In 1954 and 1955, NSMR
invested heavily in a film adaptation of its above-noted pound seizure-oriented
pamphlet, "Which Fate". NSMR intended the film to prominently include a section
devoted to Ivy's Nuremberg narrative. Read the script,
Narrator: The Nazis didn't believe in animal research. And so, in Hitler's
Germany a law was passed making it a crime to do research on animals.
German researchers either quit working or studied life in another way. They
used people.
Buchenwald, Dachau, Auschwitz were all slave labor camps. But they were
also Nazi research laboratories.
Thousands of men, women and children died as the subjects of laboratory
experiments.
Nazis thought that the lives of human beings were not worth as much as the
lives of animals.
The script then warned it would be disastrous "[i]f an antivivisection law passed in
America[.]"

872

However, though previously much enamored of NSMR's Nazi-framed
argumentation, on multiple fronts, NSMR's affiliates and distinguished outside
advisors largely panned its inclusion in the film. Following a 1955 test screening of
ISMR, "A History of Illinois Society for Medical Research: Chapter V: Early attempts to
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the movie, Professor A.J. Walker of Tulane University wrote NSMR that "the Nazi
reference [...] really has no place in the film." 873 Following test screenings in 1954
and 1955, a representative from the American Dental Association twice informed
NSMR that "the logical ending [is] before the sequence on Nazi treatment of human
beings." 874 A New York City public relations executive retained by NSMR to assist on
the film responded to a screening by writing in 1954 that,
I still think we should seriously consider eliminating the scene [depicting] a
woman inhumanely treated by German doctors under Hitler. With some lay
citizens, that item may lend some support to the charge of the
antivivisectionists that doctors and biological investigators are sadists. 875
NSMR's aggressive affiliate organization, the Maryland Society for Medical Research
(MSMR) also unflinchingly found fault with the Nazi vivisection scene. Wrote MSMR
to NSMR,
The shots showing prisoners in Nazi concentration camps strikes me as being
too close to caricature. I am very much afraid that the point would be lost
and that these scenes would be laughed at by school children. This is
particularly true of the Nazi guard who looks like a comic book Hitler. 876
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In response to the chorus of disapproval, NSMR ultimately cut the Nazi sequence
from the final version of its film.877

NSMR's difficulties in continuing to successfully disseminate Ivy's Nuremberg
narrative, however, were not limited to the organization's ham-fisted film
production aesthetics. In 1957, a relatively obscure, local New York City
antivivisection Society named the Legion Against Vivisection attacked the
foundations of the narrative head on. Decrying "the propaganda [that NSMR has
been using] for years that the Nazis performed human experiments because Hitler
had abolished vivisection of animals", the Legion trenchantly published a bulletin
"with documentary proof that vivisection of animals had never been outlawed in
Nazi Germany, and that your Dr. Ivy must have known that as he played an
important part in prosecution of German war criminals." 878
In its 1957 bulletin, the Legion "reprinted old newspaper articles and got
from England a translation of the German humane law passed in 1933 by Hitler
which prove[s NSMR's] propaganda utterly false." As far as the Legion was
concerned, this evidence permanently discredited the "brazenly false propaganda
that [NSMR has been using] for years in the press, radio and other news media, that
the Germans experimented on human beings because Hitler had outlawed the use of
animals for vivisection." 879 Unfortunately for the Legion and the broader
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antivivisection cause, however, despite being informationally accurate, the New
York organization's small size and relative obscurity allowed NSMR to all but totally
ignore the Legion's critique.
Unfortunately for NSMR, the research defense society was unable to so
cavalierly dismiss a separate attack on Ivy's Nazi vivisection myth that same year
from the far more influential Animal Welfare Institute (AWI). Founded in 1951 and
also based in Manhattan, AWI possessed vastly greater firepower than the Legion.
AWI's founder, Christine Stevens offered a dynamic, innovative approach to the
animal experimentation conflict. NSMR quickly came to regard Stevens' AWI not
only as an ardent "saboteur" of science, but also as "one of the most dangerous and
subtle enemies of medical research." 880 In a piece published in the Bulletin of the
American Institute of Biological Sciences, NSMR invoked "Machiavelli's rule of
deliberate hypocrisy" to compare AWI to "Adolph Hitler and Joseph Stalin" and "a
Communist Trojan horse." 881NSMR's head of day to day operations, Ralph
Rohweder, bitterly complained of Christine Stevens' efficacy compared to other
animal protection leaders, even as he struggled to trivialize her efforts on gendered
grounds. In a private 1957 letter to an NSMR-friendly reporter at the Saturday
Evening Post, Rohweder fretted over the potential viability of Mrs. Stevens' novel
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tactics, and added, "Naturally Christine and I are old enemies. Still I'll concede that
she is pretty."88 2
Stevens brought to the table not only shrewd intelligence but also serious
financial heft and scientific credibility. Stevens' husband Roger was a politically
connected New York City real estate magnate, Broadway producer, and
philanthropist. The same year Mrs. Stevens founded AWI, Mr. Stevens led a group of
investors in purchasing the Empire State Building, in which AWI set up its first
offices. Also of tremendous value to AWI, Christine Stevens' father was Dr. Robert
Gesell, the highly-respected Chair of the University of Michigan's Department of
Physiology.8 8 3 Dr. Gesell was supportive of, and involved with, AWI's work, and this

significantly challenged NSMR and the broader research defense community's
decades-long assertion that all critics of animal experimentation were no-nothing
cranks or "soft-headed" women.
NSMR regarded Gesell as an apostate and true threat to the cause, and Gesell
was ferocious in his public denunciations of NSMR. Wrote Gesell in 1953 to the
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Medicine, vilifying
antivivisectionists is NSMR's,
only avenue for unlimited procurement of animals for unlimited and
uncontrolled experimentation. The NSMR has had but one idea since its
organization, namely - to provide an inexhaustible number of animals to an
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ever growing crowd of career scientists with but little biological background
and scant interest in the future of man." 8 84

Lacking an expertise, gender, or national security-couched argument with
which to dismiss Gesell as a credible voice on the subject of animal experimentation,
NSMR and its allies opted to pathologize the distinguished physiologist's mind. In a
1953 letter, NSMR's Ralph Rohweder informed that the previous year, a committee
of the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Medicine concluded that
Dr. Gesell's having become "especially concerned about the welfare of laboratory
animals several years ago" was potentially linked to his having had a stroke. Beyond
that, continued Rohweder, "The committee was unable to reach any particular
conclusions other than that Dr. Gesell has developed an obsession of some order."885
Similarly, NSMR affiliate the Medical Research Association of California advocated
letters to the editor highlighting, "the obviously neglected guilt experienced by Mrs.
Stevens' father, Dr. Robert Gesell, in his premature senescence. "886
To NSMR's consternation, since shortly after AWI's founding, Dr. Gesell
explicitly and repeatedly invoked Nazi experimentation to harshly criticize much of
U.S. animal experimentation. In an address considered traitorous sacrilege by NSMR
and others within the U.S. biomedical research community, at a 1952 conference of
the American Physiological Society, Gesell provided a detailed, heavily supported
critique of common experimental practices in order to demonstrate that much
884 Dr.
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ongoing U.S. animal experimentation was needless and cruel. Research defenders
fretted that, "Dr. Gesell's statement, [if allowed to spread] could grow to malignant
proportions." 887
Even more infuriating for NSMR and its allies, in the same speech, the
esteemed Dr. Gesell openly compared much U.S. animal experimentation to the
barbarity on display at the Doctors' Trial in Nuremberg. Declared Gesell, "These
ominous experiments make us search our souls and wonder what the future has in
store for us, and reminds us inescapably of the 'Doctors of Infamy' who performed
terminal experiments on men and women without the use of anesthetic. An
apoplectic medical researcher responding to Gesell's address, both in his own public
lecture and in a private write-up for NSMR, invoked Ivy and NSMR's Nazi vivisection
narrative in castigating Gesell's "Doctors of Infamy" remarks. Fumed the
distinguished Dr. Carl

J. Wiggers,

director of Western Reserve University's

Department of Physiology, Dr. Gesell's "statement is intolerable to one who can
recall that Hitler approved such human experimentation at the same time he
forbade the use of animals for experimentation in Germany. Incidentally, the
National Antivivisection Society in Chicago cabled Hitler their congratulations." 888
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Frustrated by a decade of Ivy's Nuremberg narrative serving to delegitimize
American animal protection efforts, In 1957, Stevens' AWI directly challenged NSMR
on this point. In April 1957, in a letter to the editor published in the Akron Beacon
Journal, an NSMR official characteristically declared, "The only national antivivisection law ever passed anywhere in the world was signed in Germany, 1933, by
Adolph Hitler." 889 More unignorably than the Legion Against Vivisection's efforts
that same year, AWI demanded NSMR finally back up its Nazi assertions. Though
AWI had already quietly located and analyzed a copy on its own, in a May 1957
letter, AWI demanded NSMR produce a copy of the 1933 Nazi vivisection law longtouted by NSMR, which NSMR had most recently invoked in its letter to the Akron
Beacon Journal.890 With its bluff called, and fearing Stevens' public relations abilities,
the following month NSMR sheepishly conceded. Responded NSMR to AWI in a
letter, "We have looked up the German law, have found that it is still in effect, and
have found that it does not prohibitor even seriously restrictanimal
experimentation."891
Further, in its letter, NSMR attempted to blame any confusion on the
antivivisectionists themselves. Wrote NSMR to AWI, "In September 1933, the
National-Antivivisection Society published in its News Bulletin a report that [...]"
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NSMR then again reproduced the entire text of NAVS's 1933 announcement of its
cable to Hitler.8 92
AWI crowed about its victory in a bi-monthly Report and its Annual Report
for the year 1957. Proudly announced AWI, "The National Society for Medical
Research has, at last, following a direct request for substantiation, admitted the
falsity of the story it has been spreading for nearly ten years to the effect that Hitler
passed an anti-vivisection law." AWI then reproduced much of the text of NSMR's
letter, and further declared that,
Before its retraction, the Nazi story was effectively used in propaganda for
the passage of the Massachusetts and Ohio animal seizure laws. The truth of
the matter is that the Nazis used both people and animals in large numbers
for cruel experiments. 893
In its 1957 reports, AWI additionally addressed NSMR's weak attempt to
shift blame for its decade of aggressive spreading of deliberate misinformation.
Noted AWI, only days after NSMR conceded its error to AWI, a letter on the matter
from an NSMR official was published in an Ohio newspaper "stating the Society had
been misled by the anti-vivisectionists into thinking there was a Nazi vivisection
law." 89 4

892 NSMR to AWI, 3 June 1957, NSMR Archives, Box 8, Folder: Animal Welfare Institute: April
1957; AWI to NSMR, 17 May 1957, NSMR Archives, Box 8, Folder: Animal Welfare Institute:
April 1957.
893 AWI, "Summary of Information Reports" in "Sixth Annual Report" of the Animal Welfare
Institute, 1957, 5, NSMR Archives, Box 9, Folder: Animal Welfare Institute Publications
1956.
894 Ibid.
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VI: The Fall of a Giant

Additionally, by the time of the Laika controversy, NSMR's ability to
compelling deploy Ivy's Nazi vivisection narrative had suffered yet another blow:
Ivy's ignominious fall from medical grace. Beginning at the same basic moment
NSMR completed its rout of the postwar antivivisection surge, Ivy was the central
figure in a highly-publicized hoax cancer cure scandal that essentially cost him his
career. 895 In March 1951, Ivy announced to a press conference at Chicago's Drake
Hotel that he was in possession of a miracle anti-cancer drug named Krebiozen.
Given Ivy's claim and status as a medical celebrity, the national press coverage
surrounding Krebiozen was instant and overwhelming.
Immediately and over the following years, the medical community, however,
resisted strongly. In flagrant violation of established norms, Ivy's study on
Krebiozen was almost universally seen as inadequate by medical men to support his
extravagant claims. Ivy announced the findings of his study not via peer reviewed
writing or at a scientific conference, but rather to a room full of newsmen,
politicians, and businessmen. Ivy omitted 8 patient deaths from his report asserting
that "20 of 22 patients have shown an improvement in their general condition and a
cessation of the growth and a regression of the cancer." 896 And beyond the asserted
claim that the drug "was extracted from the blood serum of a horse after its

895 Unless

otherwise noted, the following account of the Krebiozen controversy and trial is
drawn from Patricia Bell Ward, "Who will bell the cat: A.C. Ivy and Krebiozen," Bulletin of
the History of Medicine 58: 28-52 (1984).
896

As quoted in George D. Stoddard, "Krebiozen"The GreatCancerMystery (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1955), 203.
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reticuloendothelial system had been stimulated by a new method"8 9 7 , Ivy insisted he
was unable to disclose the composition of Krebiozen. Ivy insisted his inability to
reveal the make-up of the drug even to medical persons was because the drug's
composition had to remain "secret" because the Yugoslavian Durovic brothers who
had brought Ivy the drug refused to inform even Ivy of its composition. The
mysterious Durovic brothers, whose family allegedly lived in a castle in
Montenegro8 98, and with whom Ivy was now working on Krebiozen, refused to
disclose the drug's make-up, according to Ivy, due to the brothers' alleged concerns
about patent control, as well as the brothers' purported concern that public
disclosure of Krebiozen's composition would allow "the Communists" to make use of
it.899 Notably, Ivy also had his team experiment upon human subjects with
Krebiozen after engaging in only minimal animal experimentation, all of it on small
animals, and in some cases preforming no animal experimentation prior to human
experimentation at all. This led the Executive Committee of the faculty of the
University of Illinois College of Medicine to reprimand Ivy(!) that, "It is unjustifiable
to administer new drugs to human beings without first adequately testing these

897A.C. Ivy, "The Explanation of My (A.C. Ivy) Association with Research on Krebiozen"

(draft), 24 Nov. 1952, 2, NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board of Directors/Members Ivy:
1952-53.
898

Ibid., 1.

899 On

Communists, see Ivy (1952b); Ward, 58:30.
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substances in animals." 9 00

At first, professional and friendly efforts to convince Ivy to abandon his
advocacy of Krebiozen were engaged in quietly. Ivy's mentor and NSMR co-founder
and president, Anton Carlson, was among those who privately pleaded with Ivy to
drop Krebiozen and return to the graces of the medical fold. Carlson and others'
efforts, however, proved fruitless. In the face of Ivy's angry defiance, in October
1951, the Journalof the American Medical Association released a blistering report on
Krebiozen and the AMA's former golden boy, Ivy. Ivy in turn published his own
belligerent responses castigating the AMA and, alleged Ivy, the AMA's profit-driven
conspiracy to suppress Krebiozen. In November 1951, the Chicago Medical Society
found Ivy guilty of "unethical behavior" and suspended him for three months. Yet,
fueled by fervent lay support, powerful political backing, and his own combative
nature, Ivy continued to helm his pro-Krebiozen, anti-AMA crusade. 901 Ivy was
Incensed at what he perceived to be a betrayal by the medical community, who, Ivy
appeared to believed, should have defended his freedom of research no essentially
no matter the circumstances. Angrily wrote Ivy to the General Assembly of the State
of Illinois in late 1952, "Medical scientists should never lose sight of the fact that

900 As

quoted in Stoddard, 204. Ivy denied this claim, as he did many of the Krebiozenrelated accusations against him, but the evidence against Ivy in this case (and in most of
the Krebiozen-related cases) appears to weigh strongly against him. In part, see Stoddard,
24- 29, 57, 73-74,203-204
901
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they have a brotherhood that transcends everything else[.]" 902
As the highly-publicized drama unfolded interminably, Ivy and the Duravic
brothers continued to withhold the true composition of Krebiozen, blamed their
continued failures to produce samples of Krebiozen for government testing on
increasingly ludicrous grounds, and reneged on their offer to open their records for
outside expert review. 903 American anti-vivisectionists gloried in the drama,
delighting in headlines such as, "Dr. Ivy's Friends and Foes Call Names, Cut Throats
in the Medical Melee of the Century." 904
Ivy and the Duravics also continued to file applications to the FDA for
approval to sell Krebiozen. The FDA continued to reject the applications.. 905 For
their 1963 application, Ivy and collaborators finally produced samples of Krebiozen
for testing. Following the FDA's denial of this application, the agency publicly
released the results of its Krebiozen chemical analysis. Announced the FDA,
We have examined samples of Krebiozen and it has been determined that
some of the samples consisted of Creatinine, a common laboratory chemical;
some samples consisted of a derivative of Creatine with alcohol and mineral
oil; and some samples consisted of mineral oil alone. 906

902As reproduced in Stoddard, 209-210.

the matter of expert review and reneging, see Dr. Robert M. Farrier (NIH) to Assistant
to the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, 30 April 1959. Retrieved via the CIA's
CREST database (CIA-RDP80R01731R000200080072-7).
904Ward Caille, "The Doctors Differ: Dr. Ivy's Friends and Foes Call Names, Cut Throats in
the Medical Melee of the Century," The National Magazine (of the National Anti-Vivisection
Society) (Jan. 1954), 5-7, 33-34, NSMR Archives, Box 11, Folder: Anti-Vivisection
Publications: 1953-1966.
905 Ward, 58:30.
906 D.W. Johnson (FDA) to Mrs. Stephen J. Brenkus, 20 March 1972, 1, Ivy Papers, Box 91,
Folder: 4 (Correspondence: June-Dec. 1972). The FDA's analysis referenced in the letter
was conducted in 1963.
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Also noted the FDA, "This combination is worthless as an anti-cancer agent." 907
In light of what it perceived to be a clear "hoax", the FDA next requested the
Department of Justice initiate a criminal investigation of Ivy, the Duravic brothers,
and Chicago physician and key Krebiozen-collaborator, Dr. William Phillips. A
federal grand jury in Chicago indicted the four men in November 1964 on forty-nine
counts. Continuing into early 1966, it was at that time the longest federal criminal
proceeding in Chicago history. The imposing, no-nonsense Chicago jurist Judge
Julius Hoffman presided over the case 908, and Ivy was represented by longtime
NSMR attorney and Ivy acolyte, John F. Sembower. 909 Despite extensive evidence of
guilt on multiple counts, Ivy and all his codefendants defeated all charges against
them. 910
To produce this outcome, while not conclusive, evidence is strong that Ivy
mobilized his deep ties to the leadership of Chicago's meatpacking unions to tamper
907 FDA,

"FDA Fact Sheet: Krebiozen," August 1971, Ivy Papers, Box 91, Folder: 5
(Correspondence: June-Dec. 1973). The FDA's analysis referenced in the letter was
conducted in 1963.
908 For an example of Hoffman's especially hard-nosed approach to courtroom control, only
several years after the close of the Krebiozen case, Hoffman infamously presided over the
trial of the Chicago 7, in which Hoffman cited famed "defense attorney William Kunstler for
contempt 24 times and had [Black Panther Bobby] Seale bound and gagged during a pretrial hearing." "Judge Julius Hoffman Dies," Washington Post (2 July 1983) (viewed at
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/local/1983/07/02/judge-julius-hoffmandies/38d4f3ea-d97f-40be-a715-d247ef257ffa/?utmterm=.517cca795b5b on 22 Sept.
2017).
909 On Ivy's representation at trial by Sembower, see Sheila Wolfe, "Jury Shown X-Ray Study
of Krebiozen," Chicago Tribune (Undated, ca 1965), in FBI File 72-1703 (1205913-0-072-

HQ-1703) (Regarding obstruction of criminal justice pertaining to the Krebiozen trial),
FOIA: FBI.
910 Ward, 58:30.
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with the jury. Analyzing the Krebiozen trial in the Bulletin of the History of Medicine,
historian Patricia Spain Ward writes,
Making the most of his connections to organized labor, Ivy engaged in a
series of highly prejudicial actions whose consequences remained unknown
to Judge Hoffman until after the trial had ended in the acquittal of all four
defendants on all forty-nine charges. 911
And as revealed in FBI files obtained via the Freedom of Information Act for
this study, even while the trial was ongoing, both Judge Hoffman and Edward V.
Hanrahan, the Department of Justice's United States Attorney for Chicago, contacted
the FBI strongly urging the FBI to investigate apparent jury tampering. Unusually
for the FBI, the FBI declined the request from both men. Then, immediately
following the trial's conclusion, Judge Hoffman again contacted the FBI requesting
the Bureau investigate likely jury tampering in the case. Over the years, Hoffman
had repeatedly and with profitable results requested FBI investigation of suspected
jury tampering. Reaching out to the FBI for the second time in the Krebiozen matter,
Judge Hoffman stressed to the FBI that "the evidence presented by the government
was so overwhelming as to several of the counts that it could not help but raise a
suspicion in his mind." On this second attempt, Judge Hoffman additionally informed
the FBI that his view of the matter was shared by DOJ USA Hanrahan, who, informed
Hoffman, "felt very strongly that the Federal Bureau of Investigation should conduct
such an investigation." Indeed, the DOJ's Hanrahan himself also made a second
entreaty to the FBI to investigate the seemingly glaring jury tampering in the
Krebiozen case. And still the FBI refused. When informed by the FBI after his second
911

Ward, 58:49.
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request of the Bureau's continuing refusal to investigate, the DOJ's Hanrahan
responded to the FBI that he was "extremely disappointed that the Federal Bureau
of Investigation would not conduct an investigation in this matter."912
In light of compelling evidence of federal jury tampering, as well as Judge
Hoffman's and U.S. Attorney Hanrahan's repeated, adamant requests for FBI
investigation of this alleged tampering, the FBI's consistent and uncharacteristic
refusal to investigate remains perplexing. The FBI has twice denied my Freedom of
Information Act requests for the records that would resolve this question. I am
optimistic, however, that I will ultimately prevail in compelling their release.
Whatever the FBI's motivations not to investigate, it was unlikely to have
been sympathy for Ivy. As we have seen in Chapter 5, despite Ivy's routine redbaiting of antivivisectionists and others with whom he disagreed, throughout the
1950s, the FBI remained convinced it was Ivy himself who posed the likely
Communist threat to American national security. Though the FBI's unrelenting
suspicions that Ivy might be working for the Kremlin were as preposterous and
unfounded as Ivy's red-baiting attacks on American antivivisectionists, true to form,
the FBI remained firm in its fears. Indeed, as we have seen in Chapter 5, the FBI had
monitored Ivy as a suspected Communist agent since the late 1930s, had monitored
Ivy under its CINRAD (Communist Infiltration of Radiation Laboratory) program
through most of the 1950s, FBI Director

J. Edgar Hoover personally harbored deep

(Chicago Field Office), "Alleged Tampering with Jury Hearing 'Krebiozen Trial,'
United States District Court, Chicago, Illinois, Obstruction of Justice," 15 Feb. 1956, 1, in FBI
File 72-1732 (1205913-0-072-HQ-1732 SUB A), FOIA: FBI
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suspicions regarding Ivy being under Kremlin control, and Hoover personally signed
off on the retention of Ivy on the FBI's notorious "Security Risk Index" until Ivy's
association with the Argonne National Laboratory finally ended in 1958.913
So, fondness for Ivy was almost certainly not what motivated the FBI's odd
decision not to investigate federal jury tampering in the Krebiozen case. However,
an FBI interest in protecting itself from potentially embarrassing public exposures
exists as a far more plausible explanation. Such a possibility is suggested in analysis
of the partial FBI documents released to me on the subject via the Freedom of
Information Act.
As these documents make clear, the FBI's decision-making during an earlier
period of the Krebiozen affair had already raised questions about the propriety of
FBI actions in the public mind. In 1950, the FBI investigated the Duravic brothers in
response to allegations that the Yugoslavian lawyer and doctor were actually agents
of Moscow. Though the FBI never made its investigation of the Duravics, or the
findings thereof, public, the FBI did ultimately determine the allegations to have
been without merit. Yet, in 1955, two fiercely-dueling book length accounts of the
Krebiozen controversy each suggested the FBI's determination regarding the
Bureau's Duravics investigation might in part have been the result of undue
influence.
The matter appeared in similar form in both the gushingly pro-Krebiozen

913See Chapter 5 and SAC Albany to J. Edgar Hoover, "Security Risk Program: Atomic Energy
Act: Employee: Refer Espionage: Andrew Conway Ivy," 12 Jan. 1955, 1-2, in FBI Files 117HQ-1654 and 116-91562, FOIA: FBI.
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volume, Krebiozen: Key to Cancer?, by Herbert Bailey, a Chicago-area freelance
author and drama critic tightly allied with Ivy's and his pro-Krebiozen effort, and
President of the University of Illinois, George D. Stoddard's scathing anti-Ivy book,
Krebiozen: The Great CancerMystery.914 Apparently word of the ongoing
investigation had somehow circulated back to the Duravics, and the brothers were
troubled. Then, quoting here from Bailey's Pro-Krebiozen volume, according to Dr.
Duravic, during the investigation, a "high F.B.I. official" in the Bureau's Chicago office
requested that Kenneth Brainard, a businessman associated with the Duravics and
Krebiozen, ask Dr. Duravic to enroll the FBI official's mother-in-law in a Krebiozen
study. According to Dr. Duravic, Dr. Duravic declined the FBI official's request
because, in the alleged interests of "'complete objectivity," the Duravics would not
enroll the FBI official's mother-in-law in one of their Krebiozen studies until the
FBI's investigation of the Duravics had been terminated. According to Dr. Duravic
and as published by Bailey, "Then [...] several weeks later Brainard appeared at the
Duravics' home one night. He was accompanied by the FBI official who had
previously [...] requested Krebiozen for his mother-in-law." According to Dr.
Duravic, at this meeting, the FBI official informed the Duravics that the FBI's
investigation was now "concluded and the charges had been rejected as 'without
foundation in fact."' According to Dr. Duravic, the Duravics "then accepted this
gentleman's mother-in-law as an experimental case." 915
As revealed in the FOIA-obtained FBI files, in 1958, FBI Headquarters became
Herbert Bailey, Krebiozen-Key to Cancer? (New York: Hermitage House, 1955), 63;
Stoddard (1955), 94.
914
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aware of Bailey and Stoddard's published accounts of the above alleged events.
Troubled, at least in part over the possibility of bad press for the Bureau, FBI
Headquarters launched an internal review of the affair. 916 The FBI's "No. 3 man,"
Hoover's close confidant John Mohr, was brought in on the matter. 917 The FBI's
investigation of the Duravics had involved classified "Secret" material, as well the
collaboration of the Central Intelligence Agency and G-2 Army Intelligence. 918 As it
had done with its investigation of the Duravics, the FBI handled its 1958 review
under FBI File Classification "100" (Domestic Security) and FBI File Classification
"105" (Foreign Counterintelligence), both national security classifications. 919
Though the records the FBI released to me on this matter are partial and
incomplete, it is nonetheless clear from these documents that the FBI determined
that at or around the time of the FBI's 1950 anti-Communist investigation of the
915 Bailey, 63.

Memorandum, Special Agent in Charge, Los Angeles Field Office to J. Edgar Hoover,
"Krebiozen Controversy Research (Crime Records)," 4 Sept. 1958, 1-2, (in FBI File 100353858 and FBI File 105-CG-446 and FBI File 62-104962)(1205913-0-100-HQ-353858
SER 47X); FBI Memorandum, M.A. Jones (Chief of Research, FBI HQ Records and
Communications Division) to Gordon A. Nease (Assistant Director, FBI HQ Records and
Communications Division), "Krebiozen; Controversial Drug Alleged to be Useful in Fighting
Cancer," 18 Sept. 1958, 1,4 (in FBI File 100-353858)(1205913-0-100-HQ-353858 SER 49),
FOIA: FBI.
9170n John Mohr as Hoover's "No. 3 man," see the New York Times obituary for Mohr.
Robert Mcg. Thomas Jr., "John Mohr, 86, Hoover confidant and ally at FBI, dies," New York
Times (1 Feb. 1997), viewed online at http://www.nytimes.com/1997/02/01/us/johnmohr-86-hoover-confidant-and-ally-at-fbi-dies.html?mcubz=0.
918 Jeremiah J. Hurley (FBI Chicago), "Report: Internal Security: Dr. Marco Nikola
Djurovic/Dr. Stevan Djurovic," 20 March 1952, (in FBI File 100-HQ-353858 and FBI File
105- HQ-353858 and FBI File 105-CG-446)(1205913-0-100-HQ-353858 SER 25), FOIA: FBI.
919 FBI Memorandum, Special Agent in Charge, Los Angeles Field Office to J. Edgar Hoover,
"Krebiozen Controversy Research (Crime Records)," 4 Sept. 1958, 1-2, (in FBI File 100353858 and FBI File 105-CG-446 and FBI File 62-104962)(1205913-0-100-HQ-353858
SER 47X); FBI Memorandum, M.A. Jones (Chief of Research, FBI HQ Records and
Communications Division) to Gordon A. Nease (Assistant Director, FBI HQ Records and
Communications Division), "Krebiozen; Controversial Drug Alleged to be Useful in Fighting
Cancer," 18 Sept. 1958, 1,4 (in FBI File 100-353858), FOIA: FBI.
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Duravics, FBI Chicago Special Agent John Gerard Groves did in fact secure through
the Krebiozen-linked businessman Kenneth Brainard a meeting with Dr. Duravic
and his brother. Further, the FBI's internal review determined the purpose of this
meeting was indeed to request enrollment of Special Agent (SA) Groves' mother-inlaw in a Krebiozen study. According to SA Groves' account, Dr. Duravic immediately
assented to his request for enrollment, and only then lamented the FBI's ongoing
investigation of his brother and him. According to SA Groves, the special agent
neither confirmed nor denied for the Duravics or anyone else the existence of the
FBI's investigation of the brothers. 920
However, when interviewed about the matter by the FBI, SA Groves also
acknowledged that after his meeting with the Duravics, during which Groves states
Dr. Duravic agreed to accept the special agent's mother-in-law in a Krebiozen study,
SA Groves "checked the indices of the Chicago office the following day and
ascertained that an investigation had been made concerning Dr. Duravic and that
the investigation was closed in the Chicago Office." Despite having needlessly
reviewed classified files to obtain this information, Special Agent Groves insisted
during the FBI's review that he never divulged the information to the Duravics or
related parties. 92 1

920 FBI

Memorandum, M.A. Jones (Chief of Research, FBI HQ Records and Communications
Division) to Gordon A. Nease (Assistant Director, FBI HQ Records and Communications
Division), "Krebiozen; Controversial Drug Alleged to be Useful in Fighting Cancer," 18 Sept.
1958, 1,4 (in FBI File 100-353858)(1205913-0-100-HQ-353858 SER 49), FOIA: FBI.
921 Ibid.
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Also notably, according to SA Groves, his meeting with the Duravics occurred
in August or September 1950. SA Groves further asserted during the FBI's review
that within one day of this meeting, he reviewed the FBI's records and determined
the investigation of the Duravics to be closed. However, according to the FOIAobtained FBI documents, FBI Chicago's investigation of the Duravics continued until
October 1950. So, contrary to SA Groves statement, when he met with the Duravics
the FBI's investigation of the brothers was still active. Further, the FBI's
investigation of the brothers closed within a matter of weeks or a month after SA
Groves' meeting with the Duravics.
Though contradictory of SA Groves' own account, this timeframe is
consistent with Dr. Duravic's published assertions. As noted above, and as
reproduced in Hailey and Stoddard's books, Dr. Duravic stated that "several weeks"
after the FBI official's request for enrollment of his mother-in-law in a Krebiozen
study, the FBI official appeared again at the Duravics' home and informed the
brothers that the FBI's investigation of them was now closed. According to Dr.
Duravic's account, it was only after this termination of the FBI's investigation at the
second meeting that the FBI official's mother-in-law was permitted to enroll in the
study. As also revealed in the released documents, for reasons that remain unclear,
in June 1951, FBI Chicago reopened its investigation of the Duravics and (fruitlessly)
pursued it through July 1953.922

FBI Memorandum, Special Agent in Charge, Los Angeles Field Office to J. Edgar Hoover,
"Krebiozen Controversy Research (Crime Records)," 4 Sept. 1958, 1-2, (in FBI File 100353858 and FBI File 105-CG-446 and FBI File 62-104962)(1205913-0-100-HQ-353858
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Even more troubling from the perspective of the FBI, Special Agent Groves
informed the Bureau that he had been introduced to the Krebizoen-linked
businessman Kenneth Brainard, who had subsequently introduced Groves to the
Duravics, by Groves' "boyfriend friend" Dr. William Phillips. Dr. Philips was Ivy's key
research, and at times publicity, collaborator regarding Krebiozen. And alongside
Ivy and the Duravics, Dr. Phillips would be the fourth defendant in the Krebiozen
trial. During the FBI's 1958 internal review, SA Groves informed the Bureau that his
mother-in-law had travelled from Los Angeles to Chicago, where she was treated for
cancer. SA Groves continued that in Chicago, Groves had his mother-in-law placed
under the care of his "boyfriend friend" Dr. Phillips. Dr. Phillips then facilitated and
attended SA Groves' meeting(s?) at the Duravics home.9 2 3
At a minimum, SA Groves' claim that, though he needlessly reviewed the
FBI's classified files on the Duravics' the day after meeting with the brothers in a
meeting intended to secure enrollment of his mother-in-law in a hoped-to-be lifesaving study, Groves refused to disclose any information about the case either to the
Duravics (who he believed might be able to save his mother-in-law's life) or his
childhood friend Dr. Phillips (who was in charge of his mother-in-law's medical care,

SER 47X); FBI Memorandum, M.A. Jones (Chief of Research, FBI HQ Records and
Communications Division) to Gordon A. Nease (Assistant Director, FBI HQ Records and
Communications Division), "Krebiozen; Controversial Drug Alleged to be Useful in Fighting
Cancer," 18 Sept. 1958, 1,4 (in FBI File 100-353858)(1205913-0-100-HQ-353858 SER 49),
FOIA: FBI; Bailey (1955), 63; Stoddard (1955), 94.
923 FBI Memorandum, M.A. Jones (Chief of Research, FBI HQ Records and Communications
Division) to Gordon A. Nease (Assistant Director, FBI HQ Records and Communications
Division), "Krebiozen; Controversial Drug Alleged to be Useful in Fighting Cancer," 18 Sept.
1958, 1,4 (in FBI File 100-353858)(1205913-0-100-HQ-353858 SER 49), FOIA: FBI.
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had the ear and confidence of the Duravics, and was himself in charge of much of the
Krebiozen research), seems dubious. 9 4 The accuracy of Special Agent Groves'
account is further undermined by his erroneous assertion regarding the FBI's
investigation of the Duravics being closed at the time of his (first?) meeting with the
brothers. This is especially the case in light of the timing of the FBI's closure of its
investigation of the Duravics being consistent with Dr. Duravic's account of the FBI
official returning for a second visit with news of the investigation's closure, and only
then being permitted to enroll his mother-in-law in the Krebiozen study.
Though the complete story awaits FBI release of the necessary documents,
from the documents released to date it is clear that in its 1958 review, the
notoriously image sensitive FBI became aware that Special Agent Groves may have
provided the subjects of an FBI national security investigation with classified
information pertaining to that investigation, and may even have played an improper
role in prematurely terminating that investigation. And though the FBI's ongoing
refusal to release to me the relevant documents makes it presently impossible know
what the FBI's internal review ultimately concluded, the FBI was certainly aware
that whatever the truth, additional public exposure of the affair could lead to
significant public embarrassment for the Bureau.
Whatever the full truth may have been, an FBI Special Agent had
unambiguously engaged in highly suspicious, national security-oriented personal
the FBI's investigation of the Duravics involving classified "Secret" records, see
Jeremiah J. Hurley (FBI Chicago), "Report: Internal Security: Dr. Marco Nikola Djurovic/Dr.
Stevan Djurovic," 20 March 1952, (in FBI File 100-HQ-353858 and FBI File 105-HQ353858 and FBI File 105-CG-446)(1205913-0-100-HQ-353858 SER 25), FOIA: FBI.
924n
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dealings with three of the four Krebiozen trial defendants, one of whom was the
special agent's boyhood friend, all of whom possessed something the special agent
desperately wanted, and all of whom would potentially speak about this deeply
questionable affair publicly if they again found themselves the subjects of FBI
investigative interest. As above, though the incomplete and limited nature of the FBI
documents released to me to date makes it impossible to state with confidence9 25 , it
is more than plausible that this state of affairs informed the FBI's otherwise
perplexing decision not to investigate Ivy, the Duravic brothers, and Dr. Phillips for
federal jury tampering.
Perhaps tellingly, the FBI collected press clippings and other materials
pertaining to Krebiozen trial jury tampering both during and after the trial. Those
reviewing the documents, some of them marked "Urgent", included Clyde Tolson,
the No. 2 man at the FBI and Hoover's closest confidant in work and life, and Alan
Belmont and Cartha DeLoach, both of whom shared the position of FBI's No. 3
man. 92 6 Though not investigating the Krebizoen trial jury tampering, the FBI was
definitely interested in developments pertaining to

it.927

925 As

noted above, the FBI has twice denied my Freedom of Information Act requests for
the records that would resolve this question. Again as above, I am optimistic I will
ultimately prevail in compelling their release.
9260n Alan Belmont being the "No. 3" man at the FBI, see "Obituary: Alan H. Belmont,
Retired from No. 3 Position at FBI," Washington Post (2 Aug. 1977), viewed online at
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/local/1977/08/02/alan-h-belmont-retiredfrom-no-3-position-in-fbi/a9604b34-fc33-4274-al5bb03bOOl3blOd/?utmterm=.84f6068171b7
927For examples see: FBI Press Clipping, Roy M. Fisher, "4 Krebiozen Trial Jurors Tell of
Influence Attempts," Chicago Daily News (17 Feb. 1966); FBI Press Clipping, "Admits Mailing
Letters to Krebiozen Jury," ChicagoAmerican (19 Feb. 1966); FBI Press Clipping, Krebiozen
Backer Asserts She Sent Letters to Jury," New York Times (19 Feb. 1966); FBI Press Clipping,
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Whatever the FBI's motivation for not investigating, Judge Hoffman remained
undeterred. The judge continued pursuit of the issue with the limited tools available
to him. While Hoffman was unable to go after Ivy, the Duravics, or Dr. Phillips, he
was able to initiate criminal contempt proceeding against one of the Krebiozen trial
jurors.
As discussed in Ward's treatment of the trial in the Bulletin of the History of
Medicine, Ivy had deep ties to Chicago's organized labor unions. Two months into
the trial, Ivy, with at least one of his codefendants at his side, gave a fiery speech
about the trial to labor leaders gathered at the headquarters of the Amalgamated
Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen of North America. Not long thereafter, Ivy and
another of his codefendants again visited the headquarters of the Amalgamated
Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen of North America to discuss the trial with union
leaders. Further, a piece written by Ivy about the trial was soon thereafter published
in the Butcher Workman, the official publication of the Amalgamated Meat Cutters
and Butcher Workmen of North America. And Ivy's piece about the trial in the
union's publication was accompanied by supporting materials from Patrick Gorman,
one of the most powerful and persuasive officials in the Amalgamated Meat Cutters
and Butcher Workmen of North America. 928
As Ward discusses it, following the trial, Krebiozen juror Joseph Bukowski
Washington Press Service, "UPI-61 (Krebiozen)" (8 March 1966). All in FBI File 72-HQ-1732
(205913-0-072-HQ-1732 SUB A); Special Agent in Charge, FBI Chicago Field Office to J.
Edgar Hoover, "Urgent [REDACTED]," 4 Aug. 1965, 1-2. In FBI File 72-HQ-1703 (1205913-0072-HQ-1703), FOIA: FBI.
928Ward, 58: 28-52. On Cartha DeLoach as "No. 3", see Bruce Weber, "Obituary: Cartha D.
DeLoach, No. 3 in the FBI, is Dead at 92," New York Times (15 March 2013), A22.
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openly bragged to the press about his role in perverting the trial's verdict. Press
interviews with other jurors confirmed Bukowski's account. Though not highlighted
in the press accounts, Bukowski was an executive board member of the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen of North America. Among the
acts about which Bukowski bragged was his repeatedly bringing Ivy and Gorman's
article in the Butcher Workman into the jury room to convince the other jurors to
acquit. And after the "not guilty" verdict, Bukowski was invited to two separate,
extravagant official victory parties. Enjoying the finery at two of Chicago's most
exclusive locales, Bukowksi proudly posed for celebratory photographs with Ivy and
the other defendants. 929
In 1969, Judge Hoffman found Bukowski guilty of criminal contempt and
sentenced the former juror to a prison sentence of three years. Fumed the judge,
Bukowski's actions had imperiled "the authority and sanctity of the federal court
and jury system." Still, as Bukowski refused to implicate, or acknowledge the
existence of, any co-conspirators, legal punishment for the jury tampering remained
limited to him alone. Also unwilling to let the case go, DOJ USA Hanrahan launched
tax fraud proceedings against the Duravics. Hanrahan, the DOJ, and the Internal
Revenue Service alleged the brothers owed a combined total of roughly $815,000 of
unpaid taxes and fines stemming from profits from the sale of Krebiozen. 930 Dr.
Duravic fled to Switzerland. His brother remained and, living quote comfortably,
Ward, 58: 28-52.
of $195,000 Tax Charged to Dr. Durovic," Washington Post (25 Feb. 1966), A10;
Ward, 58: 52.
929
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fought the charges until his death. Dr. Phillips returned to his practice. Ivy declared
the trial "a victory for freedom" and continued with his work.931

Indeed, Ivy and his allies' consistent rallying cry throughout the Krebiozen
controversy was freedom; namely, the freedom of science. Ivy's stubborn insistence
on helming the Krebiozen effort appears motivated not by any financial interests of
his own, but rather by his interest in defending his own absolute freedom of
research. Ivy perceived this freedom to be challenged by the AMA and University of
Illinois' insistence that Ivy follow the established professional and ethical codes for
medical research.
This notion of the defense of freedom of research was at the core of Ivy and
his allies' Krebiozen-related argumentation. For example, Ivy's suggested title for a
book on the Krebiozen controversy was, "On Medical Freedom". Explained Ivy, "We
must preserve medical freedom", and the suggested volume would be "really a very
important book" which was necessary "to establish or restore medical freedom". 932
Likewise, in defending Ivy, Ivy's (and NSMR's) attorney, John Sembower, and head
of NSMR's day-to-day operations, Ralph Rohweder, followed the same playbook.
Sembower and Rohweder agreed that the bulk of Ivy's Krebiozen-related public
relations efforts should not appear to the public to come directly from Ivy or the
other principals, so a new organization should be formed to this end. Sembower and
931

Ibid., 58: 52.

932 A.C.

Ivy to Joan Alcorn, 22 July 1964, Ivy Papers, Box 89, Folder: 6 (Correspondence:
April-Sept. 1964).
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Rohweder's proposed name for this front organization was the "Committee for
Freedom in Medical Research".

933 Rohweder

volunteered to take a leave of us

absence from NSMR to manage the "Committee". 934
Similarly in keeping with personal and organizational precedent, Ivy and
allies routinely conflated the absolute freedom of research in the Krebiozen
controversy with fundamental American values and institutions. In a lengthy 1953
piece on Krebiozen, Ivy declared, "My actions are motivated for the sake of the truth,
the cancer patient, freedom in research, and fair play. However, I must state that in
the investigation of Krebiozen the American principle of fair play has been
crushed[.]" In the same piece, Ivy continued by comparing his travails in the
Krebiozen controversy to those of "my forefathers who pioneered in this country
since the 1620s[.]" 935
Again imbuing his case for research autonomy with Americanist tropes, in
further asserting the need for the proposed book, "On Medical Freedom", Ivy
decried attempts to threaten medical freedom as probably "unconstitutional".

936 In

like vein, Ivy declared that his freedom to research and administer Krebiozen
however he saw fit was protected by the Declaration of Independence. This,
according to Ivy, was because, "The Declaration of Independence states that life,

John Sembower to Ralph Rohweder, 1 Dec. 1952, Ivy Papers, Box 100, Folder: 8
(Correspondence: Sembower, John F.: 1952-1954).
934 Ralph Rohweder to Krebiozen Research Foundation, 22 Jan. 1953, 1-2, Ivy Papers, Box
100, Folder: 8 (Correspondence: Sembower, John F.: 1952-1954).
935 A.C. Ivy, "The Krebiozen Problem: A Reply to Certain Criticisms and Rumors," circa 1952,
1-2, NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board of Directors/Members Ivy: 1952-53.
936A.C.
Ivy to Joan Alcorn, 22 July 1964, Ivy Papers, Box 89, Folder: 6 (Correspondence:
933
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liberty, and the right to pursue happiness are inalienable rights, and [....] This

inalienable right should not be infringed upon by law or governmental
regulation." 937 Similarly, writer Herbert Bailey of Ivy's Krebiozen public relations
team declared that anti-Krebiozen efforts "not only violated the principles of
academic and scientific freedom, but violated most of the Bill of Rights and the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution as well." 938 Covering the same thematic
terrain, in a Krebiozen-related letter to Congress written about, and with significant
input from, Ivy, a Congressman from New York was informed that imperative for
American research was new legislation "safeguarding free inquiry" "based on the
Bill of Rights' guarantees of freedom of speech, press, and assembly." 939 And,
warned Ivy and Krebiozen loyalist Bishop Bernard Sheil, "This problem is not just
concerned with the freedom of research in science or medicine. It's a question of
whether our fundamental liberties will remain intact. It all intertwines with our
fundamental liberties. Dr. Ivy saw his liberty of research go; we may see our own
liberty of thought of if this type of thing continues." 940
Also entirely true to form, Ivy and his associates attempted to link the
freedom of research in the Krebiozen controversy with American national security.
Not all that subtly invoking the Soviet menace, Ivy suggested efforts to stifle

Ivy to Walter B. Cole, 7 July 1966, 1-4, Ivy Papers, Box 90, Folder: 7
(Correspondence: Jan.-June 1967).
938 Bailey, 223.
939 Laurence T. Wyly to Rep. William F. Ryan, 15 May 1967, Ivy Papers, Box 90, Folder: 6
(Correspondence: March-Dec. 1966).
940 Bailey, 258.
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Krebiozen constituted "an iron curtain against knowledge." 94 'Further, Ivy's "iron
curtain" quote graced the front cover of his lengthy 1953 public relations booklet,
"the Truth About Krebiozen." 942 Similarly, before an investigative hearing that same
year, Ivy declared, "[A] most vital issue in the so-called 'Krebiozen controversy' is
freedom of research. [...] [I]t is a basic issue and should not be forgotten in the
United States although it is forgotten under totalitarian government." 943 Likewise, as
noted above, the Duravics insisted they could not reveal Krebiozen's composition in
part due to fears that Communists might make use of it. Even more awkwardly, Ivy
alleged that anti-Krebiozen efforts also might actually aid the Nazis. At a 1953 public
hearing on Krebiozen, Ivy was accurately summarized as declaring that Nazi-era
German scientists were "hot on the trail of the Krebiozen principle", leading to
sympathetic, improbable headlines such as, "Doctor Fears Reich Will Learn Secret of
Cancer Drug First". 944
Most true to form, in defense of his Krebiozen efforts, Ivy and his allies again
invoked his time in Nuremberg to conflate the supposed lessons of Nazi vivisection,
American values, the fate of the human race, and the freedom of research. In the
early 1950s, Ivy's support organization released a short essay titled, "The
Nuremberg Code- An Ivy Contribution: The Operation of Conscience in the
94 1As

quoted in Ward, 58: 39.
58: 39 n. 31.
943 Stoddard,
72.
944Arthur J. Snider, "German Scientists are Hot on Trail of Krebiozen, Ivy Tells Probe: Doctor
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1953), 1-4.
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Nuremberg Trials and Krebiozen Controversy". Straining to conform the history of
the Doctors' Trial to Ivy's preferred narrative of it, the piece informed,
The record of the case makes it quite clear that it was actually the basic
principles of American Democracy that were on trial as the "real defendants."
[....] Little did Ivy realize in 1946-47 that he would soon thereafter again face
problems in medical ethics and American justice, and become involved in
another struggle for the preservation of human life and thefreedom of ethical
research in medicine.
That struggle, of course, was the struggle for Krebiozen. After decrying the perfidy
of the AMA, and the professional risks Ivy faced in continuing to helm this struggle,
the piece continued,
Dr. Ivy knew that if he did not continue his research on Krebiozen, it would
brand him a hypocrite in view of his position at the Nuremberg Trial. [....] He
accordingly had no alternative but to proceed [with] his decision of the
necessity of further investigation and research[.]
Concluded the piece triumphantly, with Krebiozen,
There was no wavering by Dr. Ivy. He chose to follow the dictates of his
conscience and to stand firm for the freedom of research, and the ethics of
both his profession and American Democracy, which he had so successfully
defended at Nuremberg on behalf of the United States Government and all of
humanity. 945

Also completely true to form, in navigating the Krebiozen controversy, NSMR
too trumpeted the freedom of research. However, the result was not to Ivy's liking.
In 1945, Ivy co-founded NSMR with his mentor in physiology and research defense,
the legendary Anton Carlson. In 1954, Carlson and NSMR forced Ivy out of the
group. Asked about Ivy and the Krebiozen affair, Carlson responded, "Oh, Ivy, that
H. Stroupe, "The Nuremberg Code- An Ivy Contribution: The Operation of
Conscience in the Nuremberg Trials and Krebiozen Controversy," Ivy Cancer Research
Foundation, circa 1953, Ivy Papers, Box 6, Folder: 13 (Nazi War Crimes: The
Nuremberg Code: An Ivy Contribution). Italics in original. SIC.
945Albert
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hurt me worse than my coronary." 946 AMA officials held a meeting in 1954 at AMA's
headquarters in Chicago to discuss the perceived threat to organized medicine's
reputation posed by Ivy and his Krebiozen crusade. At this meeting, the AMA
determined that if NSMR wished to maintain the support of the AMA, as well as of
AMA-associated organizations and individuals, Ivy must resign from his official role
as NSMR Secretary-Treasurer and leave the organization entirely. 947
Consequently, NSMR requested Ivy do just that. Not long-thereafter, one of
Ivy's loudest public relations mouthpieces, Herbert Bailey, castigated Carlson's
perceived capitulation to the AMA. Wrote Bailey in reference to Carlson following
Ivy's ouster from NSMR, it was "tragic [...] that a one-time great teacher and
defender of absolute freedom in research failed to accept the challenge of his most
famous pupil[.]"948 Ralph Rohweder, who was in charge of NSMR's day-to-day
operations, and who was also the man who had earlier offered to leave his NSMR
post to run Ivy's "Committee for Freedom in Medical Research," later confided that,
"[W] atching the unfolding tragedy of A.C. Ivy has been one of the saddest
experiences of my life." 949 Privately explained Rohweder in 1954 of NSMR's decision
to force Ivy's resignation,
The [NSMR] Executive Committee discussed the matter from two
standpoints: practical organization politics and scientific freedom. The
conclusion of the Committee was that in his capacity as Secretary-Treasurer
of the NSMR, a public relations agency, Dr. Ivy was a political personality
946 As

quoted in Dill, 21.
947 Ralph Rohweder to Dr. William H. Bachrach, 27 April 1954, NSMR Archives, Box 5,
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948 Bailey, 280.
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rather than an academic personality. Political expediency, therefore, was
concluded to be the more important consideration."9 50
So, while both Ivy and NSMR believed the freedom of research to be at the core of
the Krebiozen controversy, NSMR ultimately privileged its ability to most effectively
politically advocate for the absolute freedom of research over Ivy's claims that his
individual freedom of research was being threatened.

VII: Re-Evaluation of the Nuremberg ExperimentalPrinciples
Ivy's fall from professional respectability and associated forced departure
from NSMR was a great loss for the organization. One way this loss manifested was
NSMR's inability to place Ivy and his unique credentials at the heart of an ambitious
effort deemed by NSMR to be one of the most important in the organization's
history: the effort to water down the Nuremberg Code and loosen the already
negligible protections for human research subjects in the United States.
As we have seen, NSMR and much of the broader scientific community had
long believed public and political interest in the regulation of animal
experimentation and other scientific research was largely resultant not of any
legitimate public concerns about the practices of science, but rather were born of a
"deficit" of public understanding of science and the necessity of scientific freedom.
As the organization grew, NSMR held fast to this position. Declared NSMR in its
Ralph Rohweder to Dr. William H. Bachrach, 27 April 1954, NSMR Archives, Box 5,
Folder: Board of Directors/Members Ivy: 1954-56.
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Annual Report for 1954, "From the outset, the officers of the National Society for
Medical Research recognized that the antivivisection movement was but one
symptom of generally inadequate public understanding of science in general and
biological research particularly." 95 1
By the mid-1950s, NSMR had been so successful in routing the post-war
antivivisectionist resurgence that the organization set its sights beyond the defense
of freedom of research for animal experimentation alone. In its Report for 1954,
NSMR triumphantly announced that in the fight against antivivisectionists, "medical
science won every specific showdown fight in the past year. All legislation adopted
in the field has been favorable to research. All court decisions in this field were
favorable to research." 95 2 However, cautioned NSMR, "while the scientists in active
contact with NSMR were feeling good about developments in the fight against
antivivisectionists, they were communicating to us other worries about public
understanding." 95 3 Indeed, NSMR announced in its 1954 Report that now, "NSMR
finds itself confronted with other important public relations problems of biological
science." 95 4 Just as NSMR had been powerfully successful in securing access to
animal bodies for utilization in American laboratories, the organization now sought
9s1NSMR, "Eighth Annual Report of the National Society for Medical Research to the

Association of American Medical Colleges," 18 Oct. 1954, 2, NSMR Archives, Box 1, Folder:
Annual Reports: 1950-55.
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to do something of the same for human experimentation.
Pursuant of this end, in early 1957, NSMR's "Board of Directors approved a
recommendation that the laws effecting all aspects of medical research be explored
in a National Conference on the Legal Environment of Medical Sciences."

955

Lester

Dragstedt, NSMR's president following Anton Carlson's death in 1956, explained the
genesis for the conference as originating out of a conversation among NSMR
leadership regarding legal restrictions impacting the freedom of science. "As we
talked this problem over among ourselves," Dragstedt informed, "it seemed to us
that in many areas the laws and statutes governing medical science had not kept
pace with the progress of medical research, and that in some areas these laws and
statutes were not helpful to medical progress but that they were actually in
opposition to it."956 Even more pointedly, Dragstedt invoked Vannevar Bush's
Science: The Endless Frontierto argue that government regulation was crippling
post-War American biomedical research. Declared Dragstedt, "In an era when
physical science knows no limits, biology and medical science are thwarted by jerrybuilt laws which were enacted before new medical possibilities appeared on the
horizon." 957
In addition to the continued defense of unregulated animal experimentation,
the central aim of the conference would be to loosen legal and social limitations on
955NSMR, "Forward," ca 1958, 2, NSMR Archives, Box 48, Folder: National Conference

Reports (Draft): 1958 (emphasis in original).
956 Lester R. Dragstedt (NSMR), "Opening Address of the President," 1, ca 1958/1959, NSMR
Archives, Box 48, Folder: National Conference Reports (Draft): 1958.
957 NSMR Press Clippings, "Laws Hamper
Medics," Chicago American (28 May 1959), NSMR
Archives, Box 48, Folder: National Conference Publicity 1957-1959.
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human experimentation in the United States. At the heart of this effort was NSMR's
intention to "re-evaluate" the Nuremberg Code to make the (already non-binding)
Code less limiting to the freedom of science. Declared NSMR's Ralph Rohweder in
preparing for the Conference, "I think this might turn out to be the most important
job ever done through the NSMR and, indeed, one of the most important jobs ever
done to expedite medical research." 958
For two days in late May 1959, roughly 150-200 scientists, physicians,
attorneys, and others attended NSMR's National Conference on the Legal
Environment of Medical Science. NSMR's conference was hosted by the University of
Chicago and sponsored by the AMA, which also assisted in planning and promoting
the conference. 959 As intended, the conference advanced NSMR and the research
defense community's core position of absolute research autonomy. Friendly press
accounts reproduced NSMR's position perfectly. Under headlines such as "Laws
Hamper Medics" and "150 Act to Cut Legal Chains on Medicine", publications
informed their readerships that the central message of the conference was that,
"There is no need for definitive legal measures governing investigative procedures,
but the public and courts should be better informed as to the true nature of

Ralph Rohweder to Dr. Oliver P. Jones, 5 June 1957, NSMR Archives, Box 47, Folder:
National Conference 1959: Correspondence: I-J; F.J.L. Blasingame (AMA) to Ralph Rohweder
(NSMR), 21 July 1958, NSMR Archives, Box 47, Folder: National Conference 1959:
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acceptable clinical research."960
First, speaking on the threat posed by any regulation of animal
experimentation were NSMR and Ivy's attorney John Sembower, NSMR officer and
Dean of Veterinary Medicine at the University of Minnesota, Dr. William Thorp, and
Dr. N.R. Brewer, the Director of Central Animal Quarters at the University of Chicago
and the NSMR officer who penned the 1953 "vivisection" entry parroting Ivy's
Nuremberg narrative for EncyclopaediaBritannica.961 Making plain the position of
NSMR, and ultimately of the conference, Thorp asserted matter-of-factly that, "There
is no basis for federal law dealing with regulation of scientific experiments or
interstate shipments of animals." Thorp continued by asserting that the federal
government was already doing enough to protect animals in laboratories by
providing federal funding for the construction and maintenance of additional
laboratories. Said Thorp immediately following his declaration that there was no
need for federal legislation of nay to protect animals in laboratories, "The United
States government is to be commended for its constructive approach to the
improvement of animal care through support of construction of better research
facilities and educational activities to improve laboratory care and control of

960 NSMR
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laboratory animal diseases." 962 Similarly dismissing any need for external regulation
of oversight of any element of animal experimentation, NSMR's speakers informed
that, "Ethical, rather than legal considerations bind the supplier of animals." 963
Also on script, NSMR's John Sembower pathologized the antivivisectionist
mind and its supposed threat while simultaneously casting animal researchers as
the true humane workers for all species. In his speech at the conference, Sembower
bemoaned the perils of "the anti-vivisection menace" and the "fevered
sentimentality supplied by the antivivisectionists." Combining these assessments
with deficit model framing and self-congratulatory praise for NSMR's crushing of the
post-war antivivisection resurgence, Sembower continued that, "[T]he marauders in
this sickly cult were stopped from poisoning the wells of public understanding
regarding the humane and constructive role which animals play as aides of man in
the conquest of disease and misery afflicting both humans and animals on this
planet." 964
To further highlight this pathologization and associated menace, despite
NSMR's seeming abandonment of Ivy's false Nuremberg narrative following AWI's

9
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public debunking of it two year prior, Sembower incorporated a version of Ivy's
narrative into his talk. Informed Sembower to the conference attendees,
Elsewhere in the world scene, it always has been interesting to note the
highly restrictive law relating to animal experimentation which was adopted
in Hitler's Germany, although the Nazi regime was so conspicuous for its
unmitigated bestiality and cruelty toward human beings. Which goes to show
how the civilizing and uplifting influence of kindness toward animals can be
perverted all out of proportion in reason and logic by those to whom it
becomes an hysterical obsession. 965

Simultaneously at the conference, NSMR pushed the case for significantly
loosening the already minimal and non-binding legal and social restrictions on
human experimentation in the United States. As one of the invited speakers summed
up the perceived situation,
The problem as I see it consists of two parts. The first part is whether the
area open for human experimentation is sufficiently broad enough to serve
the purposes of medical research. The second part of the problem is, if this is
not the situation, should the enactment of statutes permitting a wider area
for human experimentation be sought, keeping in the forefront the
realization that the rights of certain individuals will be to some extent
sacrificed? 966

NSMR and the vast bulk of the invited speakers emphatically made clear the
answers to these two questions were, respectively, no and yes.
In seeking to resolve this perceived problem, NSMR's speakers devoted some
time to an attempt to narrow the meaning of the word "experimentation." This was

Ibid., 7-8.
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pursuant of definitionally excluding on its face a good amount of human
experimentation from the purview of applicable codes. Cautioned NSMR, "the term
'experimentation' must be carefully used." 967 Invoking an Ivy talking point as
generalized wisdom to support this claim, medico-legal consultant to NSMR,
Conference Secretary and chief Conference organizer, and Assistant Chief of the
Office of Research Planning at NIH, Irving Ladimer, informed the conference that, "It
has been said that experimentation goes on daily in each doctor's office." As such,
Ladimer insisted, the vast majority of experimental treatments administered to
patients by physicians ought not be considered actual "experimentation," even when
done as part of "a series of clinical cases capable of statistical analysis[.]" 968
While NSMR utilized the conference to definitionally exclude much human
experimentation from the purview of codes governing human experimentation on
the basis that those experiments were in fact not experimentation, NSMR devoted
even greater resources at the conference in an effort to prevent, weaken, or
eliminate the few already weak codes on experimentation. Again and again, NSMR
and its invited speakers stressed that any oversight of the laboratory must be
elastic, non-binding, and self-regulating. Found the conference, "To allow for
flexibility and changes as medicine progresses, it is preferable at this stage to
consider the development of standards by research workers rather than the
967 NSMR,
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formulation of statutes. The latter might create unreasonable restrictions and
establish limits unsuited to future investigations." 969 Similarly, the conference found
that, "to establish an inflexible statutory system might result in unreasonable
limitations upon modern research methods." 970
To the same end, Ladimer declared, "Professional self-discipline by
adherence to such recommended legal-ethical standards should create a high level
of scientific investigation and a preventive malpractice program for medical
research." 97 1 In making this point, Ladimer reiterated that it was a public deficit of
knowledge about science, rather than public concern about any practices of science,
that required addressing. As NSMR's New York affiliate summarized Ladimer as
saying, "[N] either the lay nor medical public is ready for a code of ethics applicable
to the clinical investigator. The public health and welfare will be better served by a
program of education to arouse public interest in a new dimension of medicine, the
treating physician-investigator, [and] to eliminate barriers from the public
mind[.]"972 Indeed, as ultimately concluded the conference, "To establish a statutory
system might result in unreasonable limitations upon modern research methods.
9
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Until there is a clear and real dangerto society, the methodology and control should
be self-governing within the profession." 973

Shifting focus from the threat posed by external regulation in general to that
posed specifically by the regulations emerging from the trial of Nazi doctors in
particular, NSMR took aim at the Nuremberg Code. Central to NSMR's overall
purpose at the conference was the group's effort to attenuate the Nuremberg Code.
Ivy had crafted his portions of the Nuremberg Code in order to condemn Nazi
human experimentation while at the same time leaving U.S. human experimentation
a clean record and a free hand. Yet within a decade, many American researchers,
here lead by NSMR, were finding the already thin, non-binding Nuremberg Code to
be overly restrictive of the freedom of science. NSMR's New York affiliate reported
that the position of the conference was,
Mandatory consent in the ethical code is chiefly the result of the revelations
of the Nuremberg trials. Those practices bear faint resemblance to valid
experimentation within the physical, psychological and ethical values of
civilized humanity. 974
In like vein, in the report of the conference's Committee on the "Re-evaluation of the
Nuremberg Experimental Principles", Ladimer wrote,
In general, the Committee agreed that the principles set forth in the
Nuremberg decision require further discussion. Although the concept of such
a code is valuable, it is not established that the particulars are applicable to
973NSMR, "National Council on the Legal Environment of Medical Science: Report of Group
III," 27 May 1959, 2, NSMR Archives, Box 47, Folder: National Conference/Ethical 1959.
Italics added.
974New York State Society for Medical Research (NYSSMR), NYSSMR News Letter: Report on
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the current [research] situation and that a code with specific direction will be
more helpful than harmful. 9 7 5

Notably, one element of the Nuremberg Code NSMR suggested weakening
was its provision mandating animal experimentation prior to human
experimentation. Though Ivy had included this provision in the Code at least
partially pursuant of the defense of animal experimentation, by 1959 NSMR found it
potentially limiting to the freedom of science. Consequently, a conference session
headed by NSMR and NIH's Irving Ladimer officially held that the Code should be
modified to ensure researchers need not first conduct animal experimentation prior
to human experimentation. Ladimer's commitee noted that,
Paragraph 3 of the Nuremberg Code reads:
"The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal
experimentation and knowledge of the natural history of the disease[.]"
As an "alternative to take into account any future requirements of the scientific
method", Ladimer's committee officially advocated altering the Code's Paragraph 3
to read,
'The experiment should be designed and conducted in accord with the
research methodology which is known, or should be known, to the
investigator at the time." 976
However, at the heart of NSMR's push to weaken the Nuremberg Code was
NSMR's effort to attenuate the Code's most salient feature, the requirement of
informed consent. One committee at NSMR's conference concluded that informed

975 NSMR,

"National Council on the Legal Environment of Medical Science: Report of Group
III," 27 May 1959, 5, NSMR Archives, Box 47, Folder: National Conference/Ethical 1959.
976 Irving Ladimer, "Session III: Committee Report: Committee on Re-Evaluation of the
Nuremberg Experimental Principles: Summary of the Session by Rev. Thomas J. O'Donnell,
S.J.," 27-28 May 1959, 7, NSMR Archives, Box 48, Folder: National Conference Reports
(Draft) 1958.
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consent should be discarded as a requirement and maintained instead as a
preferred course of action when not overly burdensome to the researcher or the
research. The Conference's "Committee on Legal Battery and Clinical Research"
formally recommended that, "Consent should ordinarily be obtained for all
procedures, where practicable." The Committee further noted that, "The definition
of'ordinary' and 'practicable' was not defined or agreed upon." This was because,
according to the Committee, "'Ordinary' and 'practicable' are not susceptible to
precise definition in view of the dynamics and the variety of circumstances now and
likely to be invented. They must be considered in research contexts." 977 Also, the
Committee immediately thereafter identified the public's alleged deficit of
knowledge about experimentation as the true core of the problem. Recommended
the Committee, "The public should be better informed as to the true nature of
acceptable clinical research."

978

Significant attenuation of the Nuremberg Code's requirement of informed
consent was especially necessary, NSMR believed, in the case of obtaining consent
from minors and the mentally incompetent. Summarized NSMR's New York affiliate
of the conference's position,
The concept of the Nuremberg Trial code is of great value, but some of its
precepts need revision in the light of post-war developments and
experiences, particularly those dealing with children and mental

977 NSMR,

"National Council on the Legal Environment of Medical Science: Report of Group
III," 27 May 1959,4, NSMR Archives, Box 47, Folder: National Conference/Ethical 1959. The
handwritten words "precise" and "invented" are difficult to read in the original document
and may in fact be different words with similar meaning.
978 Ibid.
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incompetents. 979
Described Ladimer, "Such persons include minors whom the law considers too
young or inexperienced to appreciate the nature of such a promise and
incompetents who, because of injury, disease, illness, advanced age or other
infirmity, do not have the capacity to comprehend." Asserted Ladimer at the
conference, "A general prohibition against research involving such individuals is
neither legally nor morally indicated and would, moreover, constitute a serious and
unpardonable obstacle to medical progress." 980
The inability of children and the mentally incompetent to provide informed
consent, declared Ladimer, rendered the Nuremberg Code potentially "a serious and
unpardonable obstacle to medical progress." 981 Pursuant of removing this obstacle,
Ladimer asserted in the report of the conference's Committee on the "Re-evaluation
of the Nuremberg Experimental Principles" that,
At present, the first sentence of the first principle of the [Nuremberg] code
reads: "The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential."
It is recommended that the word "consent" be modified by: "either explicit or
reasonably presumed." 982
Continuing, Ladimer's committee advocated further dilution of the Code's critical
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15, NSMR Archives, Box 48, Folder: National Conference Reports 1958.
981 Ibid.
982 NSMR, "National Council on the Legal Environment of Medical Science: Report of Group
III," 27 May 1959, 5, NSMR Archives, Box 47, Folder: National Conference/Ethical 1959.
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first principle.
The remainder of the first principle relating to consent contains many legal
technicalities which might leave research workers open to unrealistic
damage charges. The spirit of these precautions, however, should be
preserved by language demanding a clear mutual understanding between the
investigator and the subject. 983

Along the same lines, Ladimer and the conference's Committee on the "Reevaluation of the Nuremberg Experimental Principles" offered further "additions" to
Paragraph 1 of the Code, which, they asserted, "might be desirable in order to
permit the investigator to seek as subjects persons not able, legally or socially to
provide personal consent." 984 These additions were that the experiment was
unlikely to be harmful to the subject as best the researcher could determine at the
time "in light of established knowledge", that the "consent of a competent subject,
under similar circumstances, could be reasonably presumed", that "[t]he subject or
guardians are not subjected to economic sacrifice", that "[t]here is reasonable hope
such studies will contribute information of importance", and that a self-regulating
"review body" of fellow researchers, "not including the investigator", assess the
experiment regarding these criteria. 985
Further explicating the acceptable circumstances for experiments upon
minors and the mentally incompetent, Ladimer noted that such experiments ought
983NSMR,

"National Council on the Legal Environment of Medical Science: Report of Group
III," 28 May 1959, 5, NSMR Archives, Box 48, Folder: National Conference Reports (Draft)
1958.
984
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entail at least a potential medical benefit to the research subject. However, asserted
Ladimer, "The benefit need not be immediate or direct. It is sufficient if it is
prospective or anticipated, so long as there is some realistic basis for presuming an
advantage." 986 Continued Ladimer, the potential benefit need not actually
potentially accrue to the subject him or herself, but may also accrue to a
hypothetical future self, or to a class of individuals to which the subject may now or
in the future potentially belong. Indeed, lectured Ladimer, with this understanding,
even forced "drug experiments" on "'cured' addicts" held in state institutions are
acceptable because perhaps the "cured" addict may someday relapse, in which case
the experimental drug may possibly eventually prove to be of some utility to the
experimental subject at that time. Asserted Ladimer,
A benefit may be potential, in that some gain may devolve upon a class of
persons to which the minor or incompetent belongs and may in fact aid the
individual himself. Thus, participants in drug experiments by 'cured' addicts
(whose full competency may be questioned but whose engagement is
authorized by the state) may be justified in the knowledge that there is high
rate of recidivism and any of the patients may eventually improve by use of a
new drug.9 87

Ladimer even suggested that for the same reasons, mass experimental vaccine trials
upon children, including such trials wherein some of the children are led to believe
they are receiving the vaccine, but in reality are merely serving as "blind controls",
also ought qualify as providing the child with a legitimate "potential gain" adequate

Irving Ladimer, "Session III: Resource Paper: Medical Research on Human Beings: Part II:
Clinical Research on Persons Not Competent to Provide Personal Consent," 27-28 May 1959,
18, NSMR Archives, Box 48, Folder: National Conference Reports 1958.
987 Ibid., 19.
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to justify their experimentation. 988
Along the same lines, Ladimer cautioned that while "surgical study or virus
research" on "mental patients" should not be considered solely because the "mental
patients", by virtue of their institutionalization, are "manageable and are not
otherwise occupied", other forced experimentation on such populations would be
acceptable. As an example, Ladimer argued that a psychiatric institution, pursuant of
establishing greater discipline at its facility, may acceptably perform mass, forced
experimentation on its patients utilizing experimental tranquilizing agents.
Although, suggested Ladimer, many of the patients subjected to such
experimentation would possess no medical conditions warranting potential
tranquilization, as a class, patients in mental institutions may someday require
tranquilization, and as a class such patients are also potentially benefited by the
more efficient operating of the facility in which they are institutionalized. Argued
Ladimer of "mental patients", "Studies on the effect of tranquilizing drugs, for
instance, would be appropriate, since some of the patients are afflicted by the
conditions which may be remedied, even though a more immediate result may be
better institutional control." 989
Dispensing entirely with the need for even a peripheral potential benefit to
"This reasoning has been extended by some to include the type of design in which only a
proportion, numerically but not individually identified, receive the trial substance, the
others acting as blind controls." Irving Ladimer, "Session III: Resource Paper: Medical
Research on Human Beings: Part II: Clinical Research on Persons Not Competent to Provide
Personal Consent," 27-28 May 1959, 19-20, NSMR Archives, Box 48, Folder: National
Conference Reports 1958.
989 Irving Ladimer, "Session III: Resource Paper: Medical Research on Human Beings: Part II:
Clinical Research on Persons Not Competent to Provide Personal Consent," 27-28 May 1959,
19, NSMR Archives, Box 48, Folder: National Conference Reports 1958.
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the research subject in experimentation upon children and the mentally
incompetent, NSMR's Ladimer also offered two grounds he suggested could justify
the total abandonment of the Nuremberg Code's requirement of informed consent.
The first was national security. The second was simply that the researchers
determined an experiment was important enough. Declared Ladimer,
There may perhaps be justification in the absence of this requirement [for a
potential benefit to a child or mentally incompetent person subjected to
experimentation] in a national emergency or for an experiment of utmost
importance. Here, the availability of certain persons, not able to consent
personally, may constitute a strategic resource in terms of time or location
not otherwise obtainable." 990
Even Ladimer's most extreme arguments were well-received at the
Conference. The even more radical proposals advanced by another figure brought in
by NSMR, however, proved at least somewhat controversial. Dr. Jack Kevorkian at
the time was a 31-year old researcher who had recently been ejected from the
University of Michigan's medical residency program. The reason for Kevorkian's
ejection by the University of Michigan was the same as NSMR's reason for inviting
him to serve on the Conference's Ladimer-chaired "Committee on Re-Evaluation of
the Nuremberg Experimental Principles". 99 1 Dr. Kevorkian loudly advocated
preforming lethal human experimentation on "consenting" American prisoners
sentenced to death.
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On Dr. Kevorkian's serving on the Committee on Re-Evaluation of the Nuremberg
Experimental Principles, see NSMR, Bulletinfor Medical Progress, "Special Review of the
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The previous year Kevorkian had discussed his proposition before a joint
Manhattan meeting of the American Society of Criminology and the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. One. newspaper accurately reported
that, "Scientists reacted with interest, guarded enthusiasm or shocked disapproval
yesterday to a proposal that the live bodies of criminals condemned to death be
used by surgeons to aid medical research." While giving "his startling proposal" at
the meeting, one female audience member fainted in disbelief. As reported in the
press, Dr. Kevorkian halted his talk, "stepped down from the podium to help revive
her and then returned to conclude his presentation." 992
Another conference attendee informed the room that he supported
Kevorkian's plan because it would allow the U.S. to overcome its Laika-based
embarrassment. "One of the convict volunteers", the attendee explained, "could be
rocketed into orbit in a missile as the first space man." Dr. Kevorkian, however,
rejected this suggestion on the basis that it was "impractical [...] because the
volunteer might survive." Reported the press, under Kevorkian's plan "the death
sentences imposed by the courts" must be executed "by the medical researchers at
the conclusion of their experiments." 993
It did not take long before Nuremberg's shadow entered the discussion.
Those opposing Kevorkian's proposal included Donald E. J. MacNamara, the dean of
Robert E. Clark, "Vivisection of Humans Stirs Sharp Reaction," The Star (Washington,
D.C.) (28 Dec. 1958), as reproduced in Bulletin of the National Anti-Vivisection Society (Jan.Feb. 1959), NSMR Archives, Box 12, Folder: National Anti-Vivisection Society 1959.
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the New York Institute of Criminology and the chairman of the of American Society
of Criminology meeting. Explained MacNamara of his opposition,'The Nazis proved
that you can't trust even medical scientists with something like this." Dr. Kevorkian,
however, sought to distinguish his proposed lethal experiments on prisoners from
the Nazi's lethal experiments on prisoners by asserting, "the Nazis used
concentration camp inmates rather than volunteers for their medical experiments
and often employed no pain-killing anesthetics." 994
Kevorkian also cited the limited applicability of experiments upon animal
bodies to knowledge of human health as one of the factors necessitating lethal
experimention upon human prisoners. Argued Kevorkoan, "There are many
answers in medical research that can never be supplied by experimentation on dogs,
monkeys and other animals used for vivisection." Continued Kevorkian, "Until we
work on living human brains we will never know their ultimate anatomy and
physiology because there are no animal brains which resemble ours closely
enough." 995
Most plainly, Kevorkian argued that American researchers needed the
freedom to perform lethal medical experiments on human beings in order to
advance knowledge. Kevorkian noted that "executions in the United States have
averaged more than 100 a year for the last 10 years." He continued, "Medical science
9941bid.
9951bid.
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would be decades in advance of where we now are now if the bodies of these men
could have been used in research." Concluded Kevorkian, "We can perform 10
million experiments on mice and rats and it means nothing until you try it on
men." 996

In Kevorkian's proposal, American antivivisectionists saw the perfect
articulation of their long-held axiomatic position: That experiments on animals will
inevitably lead to experiments on vulnerable groups of human beings. Accordingly,
American antivivisectionists pounced. The newsletter of the National AntiVivisection Society reproduced a press account of Kevorkian's talk. In large font
above the article, NAVS editorialized, "[T]his is precisely what anti-vivisectionists
have been saying for years." 997
NAVS was not the only organization to jump on the Nazi echoes. The Animal
Welfare Institute devoted portions of two issues of its newsletter to decrying
NSMR's "Committee on Re-Evaluation of the Nuremberg Experimental Principles"
and its resulting assault the Nuremberg Code's critical requirement for informed
consent. Predictably, NSMR took offense that AWI would cast aspersions on the
valiant effort of the Committee members and associated researchers who "worked
on into the early hours of the morning, trying to reach agreement on improvements
in the code." Further, and as predictably, NSMR sought to deflect the accurate
996
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critique that it was in fact attempting to water down the Nuremberg Code. In its
Bulletin, NSMR alleged AWI's critique of the Committee's findings was disingenuous
because the Conference on the whole had not officially adopted the Committee's
proposed alterations to the Code. NSMR's critique, however, was itself disingenuous.
At no point did the Conference on the whole vote to adopt or reject the findings of
any of the various conference committees. The official report of each committee was
the final and official word of the conference on each matter. 998 Unfazed, NSMR
ultimately chose to ignore AWI's follow-up critiques and instead opened the
following issue of NSMR's Bulletin by finding questioning the utility of the
Nuremberg Code, asking "should the Nuremberg Code of Ethics be amended?", and
"What can NSMR do with a problem like this?" 999

VIII: The Senatorfrom Kentucky and the Nazis
Despite NSMR and its 1959 conference's finding that, "There is no basis for
federal law dealing with regulation of scientific experiments or interstate shipments
of animals", in 1960 American animal protection organizations successfully pushed
for the introduction of a federal law seeking to regulate animal experimentation and
NSM R, Bulletinfor Medical Research, "Editorial", in "Special Review of the National
Conference on the Legal Environment of Medical Science," (May-Aug. 1959), 2, NSMR
Archives, Box 48, Loose; NSMR, Bulletin for MedicalResearch, "Special Review of the
National Conference on the Legal Environment of Medical Science," (May-Aug. 1959), NSMR
Archives, Box 48, Loose; NSMR, "1st Draft Proofed Reply to Sept-Oct. AWl Report," NSMR
Archives, Box 9, Folder: AWI/Publications 1956.
999 Lester Dragstedt, "Editorial" in Bulletin for Medical Research, (Sept-Oct. 1959), 3, NSMR
Archives, Box 48, Loose.
998
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the interstate shipment of animal for experimentation. 1000 The measure introduced
by Senator John Sherman Cooper, a Republican from Kentucky, was a mild bill to
implement basic minimum licensing, record keeping, care, and sanitation
requirements for animal experimentation laboratories and the suppliers of animals
to such laboratories. Quickly endorsed by other Senators and with a companion bill
introduced in the House, S3570, or the Cooper Bill, sent NSMR and its allies into a
panic.
Also in 1960, Encyclopxdia Britannicahad revised its entry on "Animal
Experimentation." Now far more detailed even if still disproportionally favorable to
research defense interests, the new entry had removed any mention of a supposed
Nazi ban on vivisection or its purported consequences. The only reference to
German affairs noted in the new entry was that under the law of 1933 and
regulations promulgated in 1934 and 1951, German law provides some protections
for both vertebrates and invertebrates, and that "there is inspection [of
laboratories] by state-employed doctors and veterinary surgeons."1 00 1
Nonetheless, to fight the arrival long-dreaded menace of federal regulatory
legislation, NSMR resurrected Ivy's Nuremberg narrative. Cried NSMR,
The Cooper bill is identical in its major provisions to the German law adopted
when the Nazis first came to power in 1933. The Nazi law was sponsored by
Hermann Goering, who was then Honorary President of the German National
Antivivisection Society.
1000 NSMR,

Press Release: "The National Conference on the Legal Environment of Medical
Science: University of Chicago, May 27-28, 1959: Legal Environment of Medical Science:
Animal Experimentation," 27 July 1958, 7, NSMR Archives, Box 48, Folder: National
Conference Publicity: 1959.
1001 "Animal Experimentation," EncyclopaediaBritannica,1960. "A," 964B-966.
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However, NSMR resurrected its discredited Nazi narrative with somewhat
modified details to fit the new circumstances. Continued NSMR,
The German law did not actually prohibit animal experiments but so
encumbered animal experimentation that it was cited at the Nuremberg
trials as one reason why some Nazi experimenters turned to the use of
prisoners in concentration camps.1002

As AWI quipped, "it may be seen that NSMR offers three different choices of
interpretation of the German law[.]"1 00 3 As of 1947, according to NSMR, the German
law of 1933 was a total ban that led directly to the human experimentation in the
concentration camps. Then, following pressure from AWI and the Legion Against
Vivisection in 1957, NSMR finally conceded that, "We have looked up the German
law, have found that it is still in effect, and have found that it does not prohibit or
even seriously restrict animal experimentation." 1004 Then, faced with the
introduction of mild federal regulation of animal experimentation in 1960, NSMR
again revised its interpretation of the effects of the 1933 German law. Now, argued
NSMR, the German law was not a ban but nonetheless so seriously restricted animal
experimentation as to warrant mention at Nuremberg (by Ivy and others basing
their remarks on Ivy's reports) as a partial cause of the Nazi human
experimentation.
In this third iteration, however, NSMR made sure to again utilize the
1002NSMR, as cited in, "Opposition to the Cooper Bill," in Information Report of the Animal
Welfare Institute (May-June 1960), 2.
1003 AWI,

"Opposition to the Cooper Bill," in Information Report of the Animal Welfare
Institute (May-June 1960), 2.
1004NSMR to AWI, 3 June 1957, AWI to NSMR, 17 May 1957, NSMR Archives, Box 8, Folder:
Animal Welfare Institute: April 1957. Italics added.
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opportunity to highlight the dangerous disloyalty of American antivivisection. Under
an all capital, bold font header of "FEDERAL REGULATION OF ANIMAL RESEARCH
PROPOSED", NSMR's Bulletin informed that the Cooper Bill is in part modelled on
"the German law adopted when the Nazis first came to power in 1933[.]" And NSMR
informed, "NAVS sent a congratulatory telegram to Adolph Hitler when the German
counterpart to the Cooper Bill was adopted on November 24, 1933."1005
While the Cooper Bill ultimately failed in 1960, new federal legislation
seeking to regulate animal experimentation and interstate shipment of animals for
such experimentation was introduced each subsequent year. Increasingly fearful of
eventually passage, NSMR again began relying on the original version of Ivy's
Nuremberg narrative. For example, in 1962, NSMR republished its classic pamphlet,
"38 Common Questions, 38 Authoritative Answers: Subject: Animal
Experimentation." And despite significant revisions made by NSMR to numerous
portions of the pamphlet, the portion on the German law remained the same. As it
had for years, NSMR's pamphlet again authoritatively asked and answered,
Is animal experimentation outlawed by any country? No. The only country
that ever tried an anti-vivisection law was Germany under Hitler.
Buchenwald, Dachau and Auschwitz, where political prisoners were
arbitrarily used for animal experimentation, are monuments to the Hitler
antivivisection ideal.100 6

NSMR, "Federal Regulation of Animal Research Proposed," Bulletin for Medical Research
(March-June 1960), 4-5.
1006NSMR, "38 Questions" revision notes, NSMR Archives, Box 67, Folder: Publications: 38
Questions 1962.
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IX: A Declarationof Independence for Science
Perhaps as predictably, NSMR and its allies responded to the threat of even
the most mild federal regulation of animal experimentation by heralding the cause
of absolute freedom of science. Literature distributed by one NSMR ally in 1961
cried in all capitals that, "SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH [is] THREATENED BY PROPOSED
POLICE BY ROPOSED POLICE REGULATION!" The handbill warned that unless such
regulation is stopped, "Medical and biological research, except on plants and
microbes, could be stopped for thousands of years[.]"1007 Though NSMR's own
statements on the matter adopted a somewhat less apoplectic tone, the underlying
messaging was the same.
More so, and entirely true to form, NSMR's response to the growing threat of
federal legislation beginning in 1960 centrally highlighted the freedom of science
and the purported centrality of this freedom to American freedom, institutions, and
values. Representa

008tively,

one position statement drafted by NSMR in 1963 was

titled, "A Declaration of Independence for Science". Mirroring the United States' own
Declaration of Independence, "Declaration of Independence" began, "When in the
course of human events, the body of bio-medical sciences undergoes unwarranted,
widespread attack for its use and treatment of experimental animals [...]" Similarly
mirroring, the statement also included the phrasing, "With this as our belief, we hold
these truths to be self-evident[.]"
unknown, "Research Should Not Be Government Regulated," 1, NSMR Archives,
Box 11, Folder: Antivivisection Publications 1953-1966.
1008 NSMR, "A Declaration of Independence for Science or A Position Statement for BioMedical Science," ca 7 Oct. 1963, NSMR Archives, Box 1, Folder: NSMR Position Statements,
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Similarly mirroring, the NSMR statement continued,
We, therefore, the representatives of science assembled, declare:
[....] That freedom of thought and self-discipline create greater advances in
the sciences than rigidly policed systems;
That, therefore, the body of science merits freedom from interference or
harassment by well-meaning but untrained people, and freedom from
unnecessary federal governmental regulation;
That in the area of animal experimentation we must depend upon human
judgement and understanding with the freedom to make decisions that are
best for all concerned and will best serve the public interest;
That laws and policing simply place these judgements in the hands of other
humans who, as a group, are less capable of such judgements;
That humane treatment of laboratory animals, therefore, is a proper area for
self-discipline by professional scientific groups and accrediting bodies. 1009
NSMR and its allies' efforts successfully forestalled passage of federal
regulation until 1966, when Congress passed the Laboratory Animal Welfare Act.
The Act, spearheaded by AWl and HSUS, was later amended and renamed simply the
Animal Welfare Act. The likelihood of the Act's passage in 1966 was questionable.
However, Nazi-themed rhetoric this time worked to the benefit of the animal
protectionists. Already in 1965, Frank McMahon, an HSUS investigator, informed a
Congressional hearing that a recent newspaper expos6 of the facility of one of the
East Coast's largest suppliers of dogs for laboratory experimentation "accurately
described it as a Dachau for animals."1

010

1009 Ibid.

Testimony of Frank J. McMahon, Director of Field Services for HSUS, "Regulate the
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Then, on February 4, 1966, Life Magazine published a bombshell
photographic report of a similar facility in Maryland under the headline,
"Concentration Camps for Dogs". In undertaking the expos6, Life was operating on a
tip from HSUS' McMahon. Life's resulting gruesome "Concentration Camps for Dogs"
story and photographs produced a public furor. This brought a tremendous amount
of additional attention the issue of animal experimentation in general, and to the
issue of "dog-napping" in particular. As anti-vivisectionists had been trying to make
them afraid for decades, many American were now desperately afraid that their
beloved pets could end up abducted by unscrupulous dealers who would hoard
them in concentration camp like facilities before transporting them under equally
brutal conditions to a paying laboratory. In the end, this proved too much for even
NSMR, and then Laboratory Animal Welfare Act became law.
NSMR viewed the passage of federal legislation as a disaster. However, in
that the bill as passed primarily addressed the dog-napping issue and related issues
of animal care in transportation to a laboratory, NSMR was less distraught with the
particulars in this instance than it otherwise may have been. Following passage,
NSMR issued a resolution encouraging researchers to give "Voluntary Compliance"
with the new federal law. This was because, as NSMR's resolution declared,
[T]he law specifically excludes establishment of standards for maintaining
animals during actual research, and [...] the time when animals are deemed
to be under actual research is to be determined by the research facility[.] 1011

Committee on Agriculture, House of Representatives, 89th Congress, 1st Session, 2 Sept.
1965, Serial R," (Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 1965) 27.
1011 NSMR, "Resolution No. I: Voluntary Compliance with P.L. 89-544," NSMR Archives, Box
7, Folder: National Council Meeting 1967.
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Trumpeting the freedom of science, NSMR also issued a press release
following passage announcing that, "It is a credit to the wisdom of our elected
representatives that they have steadfastly refused to enact legislation that would
hamper the essential procedures of basic research itself." NSMR's press release also
highlighted the need to prevent limitations on the "freedom of scientific inquiry"
and to maintain a research "atmosphere free of unnecessary red tape." 1012 NSMR's
had substantial grounds for being relieved by the new act. Even the United States
Department of Agriculture, which was tasked with enforcing the new act, explicitly
stated, "[T]he jurisdiction of the Act extends only to the research doors [.]"1013

Popular outrage over Soviet treatment of Laika, the Russian space dog killed
in the course of Sputnik II, provide the Soviets a vehicle to criticize U.S.
humanitarian hypocrisy. In another fashion, it also provided American
antivivisectionists a vehicle to do the same. Antivivisectionist narratives asked why
Americans were so distraught over a death of one dog in a Soviet experiment while
remaining largely silent about the deaths of countless more in U.S. laboratories. This
proved a compelling and well-timed argument which played a major role in the rise
of the American antivivisection and humane movements in the late 1950s and

"News Release," 24 Aug. 1966, NSMR Archives, Box 13, Folder: NAVS
Publications Undated.
1013 USDA, USDA Pamphlet PA/924, 1969, as quoted in Dr. Sigmund Rich to Harry Kingman,
7 Nov. 1969, 1, NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board of Directors/Members/Rich 19681972.
1012NSMR,
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1960s. Further, because NSMR and other American biomedical researchers publicly
defended the propriety of the Russian's inclusion of Laika in the reviled Sputnik II
launch, U.S. antivivisectionists were finally able to turn the tables and cast American
animal experimenters as the true domestic allies of America's overseas foes.
During the same time period, antivivisectionists and other animal
protectionists successfully challenged NSMR regarding Ivy's Nuremberg narrative,
but NSMR largely continued employing the narrative regardless. Additionally, NSMR
and its allies sought to extend the group's efforts from the defense of unregulated
animal experimentation in the U.S. to the defense of unregulated human
experimentation in the U.S. as well. This included an NSMR effort to water down the
already weak informed consent provisions of the Nuremberg Code. NSMR and the
research defense community also met a new push for even the most minimal federal
regulation of animal experimentation by invoking an Americanist-couched
argument for the necessity of the absolute freedom of science. Finally, Andrew
Conway Ivy's leading role in pushing a hoax cancer cure named Krebiozen led to his
forced removal from NSMR and much of the broader American medical community.
It appears only Ivy's deep ties to Chicago meatpacking unions kept him and his
collaborators out of federal prison for fraud. It further appears a possible FBI effort
to cover up earlier grossly problematic actions related to the case by a Chicago FBI
special agent kept Ivy and his collaborators out of federal prison for jury tampering.
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Chapter 7- "A vote against beagles is a vote against apple pie." The Battle over
Puppies and Poison Gas Experiments: 1973-1975

In the conflagrant summer of 1973, Representative Les Aspin (D-WI.) ignited
a political firestorm that, for many Americans, seemed to dwarf all others. With U.S.
bombs raining across Indochina, Weathermen bombs rocking New York City, an
energy crisis crippling the U.S. economy, and Watergate hearings toppling a
President, at Aspin's behest, countless Americans focused their outrage on the fate
of 200 beagle puppies. 1014 As one elderly voter wrote to the Representative, "I have
lived 88 years and in all my years, I have not ever had anything stir me so deeply as
this hair brain idea of using our poor little doggies."1 015 Over the months that
followed, fomenting and capitalizing upon commanding popular, political, and press
support, the fight to save the "poor little doggies" appeared increasingly poised for
victory. By summer 1975, however, those rallying behind Aspin's call conceded the

1014 The

perceived primacy of the beagle controversy in relation to other ongoing crises was
not limited to dog lovers. For but one example, see The Washington Post's 5 June 1974
article covering the multiply raucous events of the previous day's Senate and House
sessions. While also reporting on heated debates over an imminent "major battle on
overseas troop slashes," mandatory declassification and publication of CIA, Defense
Intelligence Agency, and other military and security-oriented intelligence units' aggregate
expenditures, disturbing new evidence of the Soviet Union's vast quantitatively and
qualitatively superior offensive chemical weapons capability, and the "almost certain proof'
that the Red Army "is prepared to use [that capability] if the appropriate opportunity were
to arise[,]" The Post ran the story of the Senate and House sessions under the bold print
headline "Senate Votes Ban on Army Use of Beagles to Test Poison Gas." Spencer Rich,
"Senate Votes Ban on Army Use of Beagles to Test Poison Gas," The Washington Post (5 June
1974), A2.
1015 Constance Holden, "Beagles: Army under Attack for Research at Edgewood," Science 185
(1974): 131.
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"Battle of the Beagles" was lost, and the nation went on with its business.1 016
Despite its virtual non-existence in the secondary literature1 017, the feud over
Pentagon beagles was a pivotal and transformative event in the evolution of American
animal protection and experimentation that both drew upon and engendered seismic
shifts in Americans' understandings of themselves in relation to their government, their
military, their medicine, their environment, and not least, their animals. Examining the
institutional archives and publications of multiple antivivisection and research defense
organizations, popular press accounts, and records obtained for this study from the U.S.
Army through the Freedom of Information Act, this chapter seeks to make sense of the
1973-1975 "Battle of the Beagles" and the nexus of science, species, and security within
which it was waged.

I-

As do many, the beagle furor began mundanely enough. It remains unclear
whether the brief solicitation in the Department of Commerce's trade periodical
Commerce Business Daily was first stumbled upon by an Aspin staffer, as claimed by
101 6 Thomas J. Emory, Jr., "War Gas Tests: Battle of Beagles Lost, SPCA Says," Evening Sun
(Baltimore) (6 June 1975), C4, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal's internal clippings
file, "Newspaper Articles-Related to 74-75 Beagle Protest & use of animals" (Hereafter
Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file), FOIA: Army.
1017 Bernard Unti offers a brief and somewhat sanitized mention of the Humane Society of
the United States' role in the beagle controversy in his generally strong Bernard Oreste Unti,
ProtectingAll Animals: A Fifty-Year History of the Humane Society of the United States
(Washington D.C.: Humane Society Press, 2004), 75. Diane Beers provides a brief and
greatly oversimplified paragraph on the controversy in her generally excellent, Diane L.
Beers, For the Prevention of Cruelty: The History and Legacy ofAnimal Rights Activism in the
United States (Ohio: Swallow/Ohio University Press, 2006), 179-180. The American AntiVivisection Society (AAVS) features a somewhat misleading two-sentence mention of the
controversy on its website at AAVS, "History of the American Anti-Vivisection Society,"
http://www.aavs.org/history.html (Viewed on 24 Feb. 2010). Andrew Rowan provides the
longest and best available account of the controversy in three short paragraphs in his
Andrew N. Rowan, Of Mice, Models, and Men: A CriticalEvaluation ofAnimal Research (NY:
State University of New York Press, 1984), 164.
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the Representative, or forwarded to his office by one of the antivivisection
organizations, as suggested by animal research advocates.1 018 Either way, in June
1973, Aspin went public with news of the blurb and its call for bids to provide 200
surgically "debarked" purebred beagle puppies for use in inhalation experiments at
the Aerospace Medical-Research Laboratory at the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
in Ohio. Whether preplanned or providential, after Aspin's announcement, and with
his vigorous backing, a coalition of antivivisection societies seized upon the issue
and embarked upon a furious campaign to preclude the bidding and any resultant
experimentation. The core strategy of the antivivisection drive was to deter DOD
planners by producing and inducing an enraged citizenry to everywhere thunder
their overwhelming horror and fury over the Pentagon's supposed war on beagles.
The people did not disappoint. Echoing earlier mass outrage over the Navy's
use of experimental animals during the 1946 atomic tests at Bikini Atoll (see
chapter 5), by November 1973, irate Americans flooded the Pentagon, Congress, and
019
the White House with the most protest mail "since Truman sacked MacArthur."1

As an aid to the House Armed Services Committee testified, the deluge of missives
protesting the DOD beagle tests was three times greater than that received about
the My Lai Massacre, and even surpassed mail protesting the entire war in
Vietnam.1020 Letter after letter urged the DOD to spare the beagles and use "some

National Society for Medical Research (NSMR), "Air Force Beagle Problem," Undated, ca.
19 Nov. 1973, 1, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974.
1019 Owen Hunt, "A Message from Owen B. Hunt, President," Bulletin of the American AntiVivisection Society (AAVS) (28 November 1973).
1020 "Gas Testing of Dogs Draws Huge Outcry," Air Force Times (28 November 1973), 1.
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crooked politicians" or "the people who thought this experiment up" instead.1 021
Distraught pleas that the Pentagon not subject pets to "agony in government gas
chambers," repeated widely in the press, cascaded from across standard divisions of
education, region, and age. One of the most well publicized remonstrances came
from a 13-year-old North Carolina girl, who charged that the Air Force was "pigheaded, stupid and idiotic[,]" and that she wished to see all 200 puppies relieve
022
themselves "on the Air Force's front porch."'1

The tumult transcended national boundaries as individuals around the globe
vented their anger at outposts of an American government preparing to gas its
puppies. The U.S. Embassy in London groaned under a swelling mountain of protest
mail decrying the tests as "[h]orrifying, vile, degrading, wanton, monstrous,
disgusting, atrocious, heinous, sadistic, [and] diabolic." "We occasionally get a letter
or telegram of sympathy or support from someone here about Watergate or
Vietnam," lamented one Embassy official. "But [...] [t]here ain't nobody here
supporting us on the beagles." Previously unaware of the experiments and
"[a]stounded" by the barrage, Embassy officials at first presumed the whole thing
might be an anti-American hoax. Disabused by the State Department and facing
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Ibid.

1022 Holden

(1974), 130-131; "Gas Testing of Dogs Draws Huge Outcry,"Air Force Times (28
November 1973), 1, AP, "Plans to Experiment on Dogs Stir Flood of Protest Letters," The
Miami Herald(4 October 1973), as reproduced in NAVS Bulletin (November 1973), 8, NSMR
Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/Articles/1973.
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increasingly intolerable hostility from their British hosts, the exasperated Embassy
quietly suggested the tests be called off. 1023
More loudly, scores of American politicians from both sides of the aisle
demanded the same. Pledging their "full support" to Aspin and his cause, numerous
Congressmen and Senators, including Edward Kennedy (D-MA) and Bob Dole (RKS), added their voices to the ever-growing chorus of disapproval.1 024 Speaking for
many of his colleagues, and even more of their constituents, Senate Minority Leader
Hugh Scott (R-PA) declared flatly, "[T]his project should be cancelled for
1025
humanitarian reasons."

For a moment in late September, it appeared the Pentagon might do just that.
Taken aback by the vehemence and breadth of opposition, the Secretary of the Air
Force Air Force telephoned protesting Congressman Gerry Studds (D-MA) and
informed him that due to the massive outcry, the Air Force would now be "taking a
Tom Lambert, "Muffled Beagles Cause Britons to Speak," St. PetersburgTimes (12
August 1973), as reproduced in National Anti-Vivisection Society (NAVS), "Special Bulletin,"
Undated (ca. Sept. 1973), NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air
Force/Army/Articles/1973; Tom Lambert, "Beagles for Tests: Britons Furious Over Air
Force Experiment," Los Angeles Times (23 July 1973), 5.
1024AAVS, "To Our A-V Members and Friends," November 1973, NSMR Archives, Box 53,
Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/ 1973-1974; AAVS, "Congressmen Supporting
Representative Aspin's Stand Against the Beagle Experiment," in AAVS letter to
membership, Undated, ca. Aug. 1974, 5, American Anti-Vivisection Society Archives,
Jenkintown, PA (Hereafter AAVS Archives); Clarence E. Richard to The Editor, Louisville
Times (KY), 9 Nov. 1973, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/
1973-1974; NSMR, "Legislation Poses Serious Threat to Medical Research," NSMR Bulletin,
June 1974, 2.
1025 Owen Hunt, "A Message from Owen B. Hunt, President," Bulletin of the AAVS (28
November 1973); Owen B. Hunt, "Readers' Views: Credit claimed for saving beagles,"
Sunday Bulletin (Philadelphia) (3 Feb. 1974), as reproduced in AAVS, "Special Bulletin" (4
Feb. 1974), NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974;
Sen. Hugh Scott to Maurice Visscher, 17 Jan. 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 61, Folder: USAF
Toxicity Studies/1973-1974.
1023
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long, hard second look at [...] the entire issue." 10 26 Dog lovers believed they saw light
at the end of the tunnel, and the Associated Press speculated that as far as the beagle
tests were concerned, the Pentagon might soon be "put[ting] its tail between its
legs [.] "1027
Instead, the DOD treated flames with kerosene. Only days after the Air
Force's response, Aspin learned of, and announced, a new DOD advertisement for an
additional 400 beagles for use in another set of inhalation experiments. These
puppies were to be delivered straight to the birthplace of America's chemical and
biological weapons (CBW) program, the Army's Biomedical Laboratory at
Edgewood Arsenal in northern Maryland. "From the looks of things," Aspin fumed,
"the U.S. military is apparently trying to decimate the beagle population of the entire
country."1

028

Almost overnight, membership in the already surging opposition to the tests
expanded dramatically, and the once merely furious became apoplectic.
Antivivisection societies went all in, pouring unprecedented cash into equally

1026 Patriot

Ledger Washington Bureau, "AF Reconsiders Use of Puppies to Test Fumes,"
Patriot-Ledger(Quincy, MA) (28 September 1973), as reproduced in Bulletin of NAVS
(November 1973), 1, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air
Force/Army/Articles/1973.
1
02 7 AP, "Plans to Experiment on Dogs Stir Flood of Protest Letters," The Miami Herald (4
October 1973), as reproduced in NAVS Bulletin, November 1973, 8, NSMR Archives, Box
53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/Articles/1973.
1028 Reuter, "Testing of Nerve Gas on Beagles Decried," The Washington Post (30 Sept. 1973),
A-14; Office of Les Aspin, "Press Release from Congressman Les Aspin: Aspin: Army to Use
400 Beagles in Chemical Warfare Tests," 30 Sept. 1973, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal
beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
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precedential full-page advertisements in the nation's leading papers.1 029 The gamble
appeared to pay off. The American Anti-Vivisection Society (AAVS), the oldest such
organization in the country, reported this was the "biggest issue" in its 90-year
history, and that "new members [were] coming in hand over fist."1

030

Pursuing a

complimentary strategy that functioned both on its own terms and sparked
significant press attention, thereby adding further volume to the anti-DOD din, the
National Antivivisection Society (NAVS) filed a federal suit seeking to enjoin the Air
Force and Army beagle tests as a misuse of public funds on the grounds that they
were inhumane to animals, experimentally redundant, fiscally wasteful, and
scientifically useless.1031
The flood of protest letters soon exceeded those received about "any other
U.S. military action in history," and the Pentagon again appeared to waver.1 032
Professional advocates of animal research conceded amongst themselves that Aspin
and the antivivisectionists had succeeded in "shak[ing] the top level personnel of the

November 1974, AAVS alone had already spent nearly $100,000 on newspaper
advertisements alone. AAVS, "Dear Friend of the A.A.V.S," November 1974, AAVS Archives.
1030 The president of the National Anti-Vivisection Society likewise made a similar
declaration. Holden (1974), 131; Clarence E. Richards to Sen. Lawton Chiles, 15 November
1973, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974.
1031U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois: Eastern Division, "Civil Action: No.
730 2181: Complaint for Injunctive Relief: National Anti-Vivisection Society et al. vs. James
Schlesinger et al.," 7 Sept. 1973; "Air Force sued over pollution tests on pups," Chicago SunTimes (25 Aug, 1973), as reproduced in NAVS, "Special Bulletin," Undated (ca. Sept. 1973),
NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/Articles/1973; UPI, "Army
Added to Suit to Save 600 Beagles in Experiment," New York Times (3 October 1973), 89.
1032ZNS, "Pentagon censors pups," Los Angeles Free Press (30 November 1973), NSMR
Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/Articles/1973; Capt. Maron I.
Varon (AFFRI), "Disposition Form: Minutes of the Directorate, Department Heads/Chairmen
Staff Meeting, 1 November 1973," 2 Nov. 1973, as reproduced in AAVS, Bulletin (28
November 1973).
10291By
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Air Force."1 033 According to an internal strategy document of the National Society
for Medical Research (NSMR), for decades the leading pro-animal research lobbying
and public relations organization in the U.S., the beagle controversy had grown so
troublesome as to require the attention of the Secretary of the Air Force himself,
who had been subjected to "personal abuse" over the matter. According to NSMR,
the Secretary was now so "fed up" with the entire issue that those on his staff more
keen to defend the experiments were "having a hard time keeping him convinced
0 34

that the project is worth while."1

NSMR had serious concerns about the Army's commitment to the
experiments as well. Sending NSMR into a fit, the procurement division of the
Army's Natick Laboratories in Massachusetts responded to the beagle uproar by
preemptively forbidding purchase of American Kennel Club registered dog breeds
or "any animal that can be kept as a pet."1 03 s Worse, as with their Air Force
counterparts, Army brass not particularly invested in the research began to view the
Edgewood beagle tests as potentially more of a liability than an asset. As the
controversy progressed, some leading Army officials grew so frustrated with
Edgewood's handling of the issue that the Edgewood Laboratory's deputy director
confided in an FOIA-obtained internal memo that he now feared his superiors

NSMR, "Air Force Beagle Problem," Undated (ca. Nov-Dec. 1973), 3, NSMR Archives, Box
53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/ 1973-1974.
1034 Ibid.
1035 Maurice B. Visscher to Bennet J. Cohen, 2 May 1974, 1-2, Visscher Papers, Box 33,
Folder: NSMR Board Meeting 1973-1974; NSMR, Handwritten notes on the Natick
Laboratories "episode," Undated, ca. March 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder:
DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/Articles/1973.
1033
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actually "question[ed] the ability of [the] Biomedical Laboratory to evaluate a
036
research problem, design a protocol and conduct meaningful scientific research."1

NSMR's concerns about the DOD's commitment to the experiments appeared
well founded. Although the first of the Air Force experiments had been scheduled to
begin on November 1, the American Anti-Vivisection Society tentatively
congratulated its membership early that month that, "At this writing it looks as if the
Air Force will stop the experiment." 0 37 0nly weeks later, the Air Force informed
pro-beagle Senator Harrison Williams of New Jersey that it had called for an
"independent review" of the issue by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS). The
NAS was to appoint "a blue ribbon panel" to evaluate the "value and need" of the
beagle gas tests.1 038 And in early January 1974, a Pentagon spokesman from the
Office of Defense Research announced that in the interim, the DOD would consider
alternatives to live animal tests, would attempt a "reduction in the [number of]

the same document, Edgewood Arsenal's Biomedical Laboratory's deputy director
also confided that again attempting to satisfy Army superiors on the beagle issue "may be
another exercise in futility[,]" but, "I also feel that we must respond to any opportunity we
have to obtain beagles and continue the research program at [the] Biomedical Laboratory
that we feel is necessary for the defensive posture of the United States." "Name redacted"
(Deputy Director, Edgewood Arsenal Biomedical Laboratory), "Disposition Form: Subject:
Procurement of Beagles/Protocols for Experiments Using Beagles," 11 Feb. 1975, FOIA:
Army.
10361n
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AAVS, "To Our A-V Members and Friends," November 1973, AAVS Archives.

Rep. Stewart B. McKinney to Maurice Visscher, 18 Jan. 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 61,
Folder: USAF Toxicity Studies/1973-1974; AAVS, "Special Bulletin," 4 Feb. 1974, NSMR
Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974; Advertisement of
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beagles" and other pet animals used in its various laboratories, and would explore
ending the "debarking" practice employed to surgically silence its dogs.10 39
While dismissing the appointment of the NAS panel as akin to "setting a fox
to guard the chickens" due to the Academy's long-standing commitment to animal
research (and membership of animal researchers), many antivivisectionists and
their allies nonetheless rejoiced that the beagles had been saved.1 040 Cautiously
confident, in February, Owen Hunt, President of the American Anti-Vivisection
Society, assured his membership that, "so far, the experiments on all beagles have
04
stopped."1 1

Soon, however, animal protectionists' optimism began to sour as they sensed
victory slowly ebbing from their hands. As weeks and months passed without event,
opponents of the beagle tests began to fear the DOD had no intention of cancelation.
A new round of antivivisection advertisements with titles such as "The Pentagon's
Waiting Game...," and "Talk, Talk, Talk," alleged the Pentagon was merely stalling
and seeking to divert attention from the beagle controversy until the public would

1039 AP,

"Pentagon Cuts Tests on Beagles," Kalamazoo Gazette (6 January 1974), A3; Dana
Adams Schmidt, "Pentagon reduces use of beagles, other pets in laboratory tests," Christian
Science Monitor (3 January 1974), 1, 8; Advertisement of New England Anti-Vivisection
Society (NEAVS), "Talk, Talk, Talk[...]" New York Times (24 March 1974), 211.
1040 Clarence E. Richards to Sen. Lawton Chiles, 15 November 1973, NSMR Archives, Box 53,
Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974; Owen B. Hunt, "Readers' Views: Credit
claimed for saving beagles," Sunday Bulletin (Philadelphia) (3 Feb. 1974) as reproduced in
AAVS, "Special Bulletin" (4 Feb. 1974), NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air
Force/Army/1973-1974.
10410wen B. Hunt, "Readers' Views: Credit claimed for saving beagles," Sunday Bulletin
(Philadelphia) (3 Feb. 1974), as reproduced in AAVS, "Special Bulletin" (4 Feb. 1974),
NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974.
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"cool off."1 04 2 Adding to the pro-beagle campaign's woes, a federal judge dismissed

the National Antivivisection Society's lawsuit for lack of jurisdiction.1 043
Further, it became increasingly apparent to the self-proclaimed "defenders of
dogs" that the tests had in fact not been discontinued or even delayed.1 044 "Beagles
are still being used and their numbers have not been reduced," cried the New
England Anti-Vivisection Society in late March.1 045 A cutting sense of betrayal spread
among animal protectionists as they grappled with what they perceived to be
blatant DOD "double-talk" and duplicity. 0 4 6 Opponents of the experiments found
their already tenuous patience fading rapidly, leaving in its wake only mounting
frustration and rage.
The Pentagon broke its silence, and whatever fleeting goodwill remained,
with an Army advertisement in mid-May for yet another 450 purebred beagle
puppies for a new round of inhalation and toxicology experiments at the Edgewood
Arsenal Biomedical Laboratory. Abandoning any hope of inducing the DOD to
voluntarily halt its experiments, the massive and now blindingly furious opposition
embarked upon a more compulsory course. Incensed that the Pentagon had "failed
to live up to its promise" to limit or eliminate gas tests on beagles, Aspin quickly
of NEAVS, "The Pentagon's Waiting Game...," New York Times (16 June
1974), 196; Advertisement of NEAVS, "Talk, Talk, Talk[...]," New York Times (24 March
1974), 211.
1043 National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council (Committee on Toxicology), "A
Review of the Toxicology Research Program of the 6570th Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory: Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio," June 1974, 3.
1042Advertisement

1044AAVS,

"Special Bulletin" (21 January 1974), AAVS Archives.

Advertisement of NEAVS, "Talk, Talk, Talk[...]," New York Times, (24 March 1974),
211 (emphasis in original).
1046Advertisement of NEAVS, "The Pentagon's Waiting Game...," New York Times (16 June
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1974), 196.
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introduced to the House of Representatives a bill that would ban all biological and
chemical weapons experimentation on dogs. 104 7
Aspin's colleagues received his "beagle bill" with great fanfare, and the
measure was followed almost immediately by two additional legislative assaults on
the Pentagon tests. The first came from prominent hawkish GOP senator, and recent
chairman of the Republican National Committee, Sen. Robert Dole (R-KS). Dole's bill
broadly called for a ban on all federal experiments "likely to result in needless or
excessive suffering" of dogs.1 048 Right behind him, Senator, former Vice-President,
and 1968 Democratic Party candidate for President (losing to Nixon by less than 1%
of the popular vote), Hubert Humphrey (D-MN), introduced an amendment to the
Defense Appropriations Bill that would end the beagle experiments by prohibiting
funds in the Bill from going to any biological, chemical, or radiological experiments
on dogs.1 0 49

Despite widespread enthusiasm from allies in Congress, Aspin's bill, HR
15082, met a quiet death at the hands of the House Armed Services Committee.
Dole's S. 3559 fared little better in the Senate Committee on Commerce. Humphrey's

1 047 Sheilah Kast, "Army in Hot Water Again Over Beagles," Washington Star News (DC), No
visible date, ca. late May 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air
Force/Army/1973-1974; UPI, "Army Seen Continuing Gas Tests on Dogs," St Petersburg
Times (Florida) (28 May 1974), 1OA; Holden (1974), 130-13 1.
1048 CongressionalRecord, 31 May 1974, as quoted in NSMR, "Legislation Poses Serious
Threat to Medical Research," NSMR Bulletin (June 1974), 1-2.
1049 Holden, (1974), 130-131.
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amendment, S. 705, however, proved far more successful, and cleared the Senate on
June 4, 1974 with a resounding 76-12 vote1050
Events thereafter unfolded rapidly. With the deadline for bids to provide
beagle puppies for the latest Army experiments only days away, Humphrey sent an
urgent request to Secretary of Defense (Designate) James Schlesinger, imploring
him to cancel or postpone bidding in light of S. 705. Schlesinger and his Pentagon,
however, remained silent. On June 10, Humphrey alerted the press to this silence,
and the press alerted the public that the beagles were "on death row[.]"1 05 1 The
following day, the Senate overwhelmingly passed the Defense Appropriations Bill,
Humphrey's dog amendment S. 705 included. 105 2 Less than twenty-four hours later,
an Edgewood Arsenal spokesman announced orders had come down from above
partially agreeing to Humphrey's demand. Bidding to provide beagles for the new
Army tests was now delayed until July 5.10s3

The following week, the National Academy of Sciences finally released its
long awaited "blue ribbon" report. To the surprise of few, the NAS report defended

1050

Ibid; AAVS, Letter to membership, 31 July 1974, AAVS Archives; AAVS, "Special Bulletin,"

Undated, ca. 13 Oct. 1974, AAVS Archives; Spencer Rich, "Senate Votes Ban on Army Use of
Beagles to Test Poison Gas," The Washington Post (5 June 1974), A2.
10 51Reuter, "Beagles still on death row," The Baltimore Sun (11 June 1974), as reproduced
in Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.

B. Hunt, AAVS letter to membership, 12 June 1974, AAVS Archives; Thomas
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animal research in general, and the Air Force beagle gas tests in particular.105 4
Among the panel's harshest words appeared in its gentle reproach that "superb"
laboratory facilities, including the large custom-built gassing domes at WrightPatterson Air Force base in which the Air Force gassed its beagles, were "underused" and thus not being exploited "to their full potential." Also, with a nod towards
public relations, the report recommended abandoning the phrase "debarking" in
favor of the less emotive "voice modification."1 055 Infuriated, and just as predictably,
antivivisectionists charged the panel's findings were a "report by known
vivisectionists for vivisectionists," and were "nothing more than an attempt by the
Pentagon, to lull the public conscience and quiet the outcry[.]"1056
Whatever boon the NAS report may have provided the DOD did not last long.
Emboldened by the Army's decision to delay bidding the previous week, and with
the new Army deadline for bids approaching fast, antivivisection organizations and
allied politicians went into overdrive assailing the beagle tests. At the end of June,
the situation reached a fever pitch as irate dog lovers marched from the Capital

National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council (1974); NSMR, NSMR, "News
Release: Beagle Use in Air Force Tests Approved by National Research Council," June 1974,
NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974.
1055 While recommending a shift to use of the phrase "voice modification," and defending the
practice itself, the NAS report also noted, however, that the operation "should not be a
routine, automatic procedure for all dogs entering the laboratory[,]" as was Air Force policy
at the time. Instead, the report encouraged the researchers to assess "which experimental
programs require voice modification and which do not." National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council (1974), 1,3, 20, 25.
1056Advertisement of NEAVS, "Beagles Called Necessary for Poisons Research But... Are
They Really?," New York Times (15 September 1974), 205. Emphasis in original.
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building to the White House demanding permanent cessation of the beagle
experiments.1 057 The Army appeared to blink. Citing public opposition and the
possibility of defunding threatened by Humphrey's amendment, a Pentagon
spokesman on June 27 tersely cancelled the impending July 5 bids. Reading from a
prepared statement, the spokesman announced that the entire issue was now
"under intensive review . . within the Department of Defense. Pending the outcome
of that review, the procurement (of beagles) has been suspended" indefinitely.1 058

Surveying the field of battle, the antivivisectionists were pleased with the
scene before them. They had assembled an astonishingly broad and popular
coalition that forced the DOD to cancel the latest Army bids and suspend any new
procurement of beagles. They had gotten a highly favorable amendment introduced
by a leading Senator and overwhelmingly passed by the Senate. Best of all, the
amendment now enjoyed widespread support on both sides of the aisle and in both
Houses of Congress. Transcending the limited issue of beagle inhalation tests,
Humphrey's amendment appeared poised to give the antivivisectionists their first
substantive victory in the movement's history. As we have seen, though possessed of
great strength in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, and then again in the years
following the Second World War, the American antivivisection movement had few
"Leave Snoopy Alone," Idaho State Journal (2 July 1974), 4A; "Welfare League to
Protest Animal Tests at Edgewood," The News American (9 July 1975), as reproduced in
Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
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tangible gains to show for its efforts. Successfully taking on the American armed
forces to prohibit an entire class of experiments on an entire species of animal
would have been by far the single greatest achievement of their hard-fought yet
largely unavailing hundred-year struggle.
Salivating at what they believed to be signal victory, antivivisectionists
applauded as Humphrey's S. 705 moved from the Senate with the rest of the Defense
Appropriations Bill to a sympathetic joint committee appointed to iron out
differences between the Senate and House versions. When the Appropriations Bill
returned from committee for final passage, however, Humphrey's ban was nowhere
to be found. After heated backroom negotiation, S. 705 was fundamentally
redrafted. To the dismay of animal protectionists and the delight of NSMR and the
DOD, the new language prohibited chemical and biological weapons tests on dogs in
experiments "whose only purpose is to destroy life." 1059 This allowed the Pentagon
to argue its beagle tests, regardless of their nature or stated purpose, could yield
information that may in some way serve to protect American soldiers or civilians. As
aptly reported by UPI newswire, this amounted to "a loophole allowing the services
to continue using the dogs just as they have in the past." 1060 In agreement, the New

1059 Rep.

Gilbert Gude to Dr. L.S. Lilienfield, 31 July 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder:
Board of Directors/Members, Rose, John C./1972-1975; United States House-Senate Joint
Committee on H.R. 14592, "Conference Report," 23 July 1974, 45, as included in Rep. Gilbert
Gude to L.S. Lilienfield, 31 July 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board of
Directors/Members Rose, John C./1972-1975 (emphasis added).
1060 Warren L. Nelson (UPI), "Loophole in new law will allow Services to continue dog tests,"
The Dispatch (Lexington, KY) (25 July 1974), 17.
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York Times concluded "the rewritten amendment seem[s] to allow the Pentagon to
do exactly what it had been doing with the dogs" all along.1 06 1
The following week, President Nixon signed into law the Department of
Defense Appropriation Authorization Act, including the now neutered provision on
experiments with dogs. 1062 With the Pentagon still ostensibly conducting its
"intensive review" of military beagle experimentation, stunned antivivisectionists
and their allies spent the following months scrambling to salvage their campaign.
The antivivisection organizations continued to call for protest letters, and many test
opponents continued to oblige. But as time dragged on, such efforts seemed
increasingly futile. The coalition's ultimate impotence became unavoidably manifest
on June 4, 1975, when the Army announced it had just solicited, and accepted, a bid
to provide 350 beagle puppies for a new round of experiments at its Edgewood
Arsenal Biomedical Laboratory. Headlines the following morning made plain the
"Army wants puppies."1 063 Speaking candidly, a spokesperson for the Maryland

Both the anti-vivisectionists and NSMR also concurred with this assessment. AAVS
informed its membership that the Congressional joint "conferees watered down the
amendment to a point of worthlessness." And while NSMR publicly described the redrafted
amendment as "a good compromise[,]" the group privately (and much more honestly)
gloated that with its help, "the provision was stricken in conference[.]" UPI, "Conferees
Agree to Cut Billion In White House Arms Budget," New York Times (24 July 1974), 4; AAVS
letter to membership, Undated, ca. Aug. 1974, 3, AAVS Archives; NSMR, "Few Restrictions
Placed on Military Toxicology Research Using Animals," NSMR Bulletin (Aug. 1974), 3;
Maurice Visscher to Lewis Thomas and Robert A. Good (Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer
Research), 10 April 1975, NSMR Archives, Box 35, Folder: Board of
Directors/Members/Visscher/1975.
1062 Richard Nixon, "Department of Defense Appropriation'Authorization Act: Statement by
the President Upon Signing the Bill into Law While Expressing Reservations about Certain
1061

of its Provisions," 1975, 5 August 1974, in Weekly compilation of Presidentialdocuments, Vol.

10, No. 32, 1562-1563 (Washington, DC: Office of the Federal Register, National Archives
and Records Service, General Services Administration).
1063 "Army Wants Puppies," Reno Evening Gazette (5 June 1975), 2.
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SPCA, geographically the closest humane society to Edgewood Arsenal and an active
participant in the anti-test fight, ruefully conceded the "Battle of the Beagles" was
lost.1 064

II-

Indeed, it was. Given the American antivivisection movement's dismal track
record, however, the beagle campaign's near success is more enigmatic than its
ultimate defeat. What accounted for this anomaly? How did a movement so lacking
in tangible accomplishments nearly compel major concessions from the most
powerful fighting force in human history? Why did so many Americans otherwise
unaffiliated with the movement rally passionately behind its call to save a few
hundred beagles, and why did they do so while at the same time largely ignoring the
tens of millions of dogs and other animals also in American laboratories, both
civilian and military? Answers to these questions lay at the volatile intersection of a
series of momentarily overlapping social, political, economic, scientific, and military
developments.
As we have seen (Chapters 2-5), in all previous major engagements in which
conflicts over animal experimentation intersected with issues of national security,
American antivivisectionists entirely failed to prohibit or even seriously threaten
war-related tests on animals. Additionally, since the 1930s, research defenders
Thomas J. Emory, Jr., "War Gas Tests: Battle of Beagles Lost, SPCA Says," Evening Sun
(Baltimore) (6 June 1975), C4, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file,
FOIA: Army.
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successfully highlighted the potential military significance of animal
experimentation to secure passage of dozens of legislative initiatives mandating the
surrender of pound animals to laboratories that may or may not have been involved
with defense research. Further, in the course of the above failures,
antivivisectionists repeatedly suffered devastating and movement-crippling
allegations of fifth-columnism and anti-Americanism that precipitated severe
downturns in movement fortunes and relevance. Cast as domestic agents of alien
enemies from the Kaiser to Hitler to Stalin, the antivivisection movement had for
decades been convincingly portrayed by research defenders as saboteurs not only of
science, but of American security as well.
In the 1973-75 debate over the Pentagon beagle tests, however, though war
remained a central concern, the rhetoric of subversion was wholly and
conspicuously absent. Indeed, even when the military and the FBI had the clear
opportunity to treat the animal protectionists as a security threat, they balked. As
revealed in records obtained for this study by a Freedom of Information Act request
submitted to the FBI, the military and the FBI, both of which were at that time near
the height of their subversive hunting-frenzy, they found nothing at all to
investigate. In March 1974, when the nascent organization the Society for Animal
Rights planned to bring in protesters form around the country for a march on the
Pentagon to oppose the beagle experiments, the Physical Security Branch of the
Office of the Secretary of Defense (PSB OSD) investigated. Despite garnering massive
press and embarrassing the DOD in the process, following the protest, PSB OSD
ultimately reported that "[I]t seemed to be a legitimate protest. No subversive
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information was developed and no extremist acts occurred." 106 s After investigating
the situation itself, the FBI determined with uncharacteristic calm that, "The
purpose of the intended demonstration is to make the public aware that the
Department of Defense is using animals for experiments." 1066 The FBI declined to
conduct further investigation, and even filed the few pages of paperwork the Bureau
had created on the matter under the FBI's mundane classification for topics
1067
considered "Miscellaneous: Non-Subversive."

So, compared to the near ubiquity of such allegations until only a few years
prior, why was there such an absence of fifth-columnist allegations directed at
antivivisectionists during the Pentagon beagle controversy? To be sure, this absence
was not resultant of a lack of raw material from which to craft such arguments. The
very day the Senate passed Humphrey's amendment passed 76-12, the House heard
reports on the urgent need to improve American technological preparedness for
possible chemical warfare with the Soviet Union. After the discovery of exotic
Soviet-made chemical weapons-related equipment on the corpses of Egyptian and
Syrian soldiers killed during the recent Yom-Kippur War with Israel, American
weapons systems analysts argued that, compared to the U.S., the U.S.S.R. possessed
vastly superior capabilities to wage chemical warfare, and testified to "the almost
certain proof" that the Red Army was already preparing to do so. Immediate and

1065 Special

Agent in Charge, FBI Alexandria to Director, FBI, 5 April 1974, FOIA: FBI.
Agent in Charge, FBI Washington, D.C. Field Office to Director, FBI, 1 March
1974, FOIA: FBI.
1066 Special
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FBI Classification Code "62".
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extensive research, concluded the U.S. Army, was necessary to correct this
dangerous imbalance. 1068 Yet, no correlation was made in the Senate or the press
between this perceived pressing need for research to counter the chemical weapons
"gap" on the one hand, and the ongoing campaign to deprive that effort of one of its
most firmly established research tools on the other.
In fact, even pro-animal experimentation commentators drew nearly the
opposite conclusion. Science magazine had been more than sympathetic in previous
eras to wartime equations of antivivisection with anti-Americanism. Now, however,
the very periodical that proudly ran W. W. Keen's "The Red Cross and the
Antivivisectionists" during WWI openly fretted that Aspin and the
antivivisectionists had a good chance of winning in Congress because, "A vote
against beagles is a vote against apple pie." 1069 For once, it was the
antivivisectionists who possessed a firmer hold on the rhetoric and iconography of
American patriotism.
Why the reversal? With evidence of American military defeat in Vietnam and
deception at home more obvious by the day, news of continuing U.S. overseas
atrocities on the TV news every night, and an intense antagonism to all things
military gripping wide swaths of the U.S. public, the rhetoric of subversion simply
Spencer Rich, "Senate Votes Ban on Army Use of Beagles to Test Poison Gas," The
Washington Post (5 June 1974), A2; Jeffrey K. Smart, "History of Chemical and Biological
Warfare: An American Perspective," in Frederick R. Sidell, Ernest T. Takafuji, and David R.
1068
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1069 Holden (1974), 131.
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lacked the resonance it enjoyed until only a few years prior. If anything, attempts to
paint critics of the beagle tests as threats to the deeply unpopular war in Asia, that
conflict's roots in the increasingly discredited, or at least questioned, broader Cold
War with the Soviets, or to any purportedly unique needs of the DOD, would, in the
eyes of many, have only bolstered the antivivisectionists' drive to shut down the
experiments. While a case for the (unintentionally) national security-compromising
consequences of antivivisection activity had never been more plausible, professional
animal research advocates and the DOD wisely steered clear.
This climate of popular anti-militarism not only shielded opponents of
animal experimentation from accusations of sabotage and sedition, it lent increased
salience to their critiques of Army and Air Force beagle research. Tapping into the
prevailing sentiment, antivivisectionists brazenly adopted a rhetoric of direct
confrontation with the Pentagon. The American Anti-Vivisection society declared
the beagle experiments to be an offense "atrocity [...] "equaled only by the contempt
and disregard of the military for the wishes of the American people[,]" and urged its
membership not to "be out-waited and finessed by usual military arrogance."1 070 At
times, the antivivisectionists even couched their struggle as an actual military battle
againstthe American military. The New England Anti-Vivisection Society implored
its members to implore their elected representatives to support Representative
Aspin, the fearless crusader "who is waging a self-declared war with the Air Force

Advertisement of AAVS, "Why Me?," New York Times (16 June 1974), 42; Owen Hunt, "A
Message from Owen B. Hunt, President," Bulletin of AAVS (28 November 1973).
1070
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against this needless sacrifice[.]" 1071 This language of military struggle against the
armed forces of the United States would have been nearly unthinkable, and even
less advisable, in earlier contests over animal experimentation.
Not content to condemn what they argued to be the depraved state of
America's modern defense establishment, antivivisectionists sought to highlight just
how far that institution had fallen. Securing and touting the support of a literal
embodiment of untarnished martial glory, the antivivisectionists deployed a troop
of venerated American veterans against the blemished modern DOD. On behalf of
his membership, H.F. Garbuschewski, Hawaii State and National Chairman of the
Pearl Harbor Survivors Association, unceremoniously took the Pentagon to task on
nearly every aspect of the beagle research. In a strident and much-publicized
missive to the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Garbuschewski averred that the
1072
Pentagon's defense of the beagle tests was nothing more than "a line of baloney."

Along with similar pro-beagle condemnations from other veterans' organizations,
this mobilization of ex-servicemen against service-related experiments only
reinforced the palpability of the Pentagon's growing isolation.1 073

107 1 NEAVS

repeatedly emphasized this theme. For example, in another pro-beagle
advertisement, NEAVS asserted Aspin was "waging a one-man war with the Air Force
against the use of 200 beagle puppies[.]" Advertisement of NEAVS, "Agony... by government
decree!," New York Times (28 October 1973), 210; Advertisement of NEAVS, "Another
Year... Another Pentagon 'Bombshell,"' New York Times (23 Dec. 1973), 116.
1072 H.F Garbuschewski to Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, 21 November 1973,
as reproduced in Bulletin of AAVS, 28 November 1973.
1073 For an example of other protesting veterans' organizations, see Veterans Political
Council of San Francisco to (Chairman of the House Committee on Armed Services) Rep. F.
Edward Hebert, 27 Oct. 1973, as reproduced in AAVS, "To Our A-V Members and Friends,"
May 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 7, Folder: AAVS 1961-1964.
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Just as the antivivisectionists' campaign profited from a marked decline in
esteem for the armed forces, it also reaped benefits from a concurrent crisis of
confidence in American government as a whole. Much of this "credibility gap"
stemmed from a sharp economic recession.1 074 One particularly useful feature of
this credibility gap from the perspective of the beagle campaign was a growing
belief that many of the nation's top leaders were not only fiscal dunces, they were
also robbing the country blind. A principal wellspring for this perception was VicePresident Spiro Agnew, known as Nixon's "attack dog." In late summer 1973, the
Department of Justice openly investigated Agnew for, amongst other transgressions,
accepting hundreds of thousands of dollars in bribes. The case against him was
solid, and Agnew plead "no contest" in October to a much reduced charge in return
for his resignation, a $10,000 fine, and three years probation.1 075 In no small part
because of Agnew's crimes, many Americans increasingly suspected a good number
of the country's most intractable problems remained unfixed largely because some

1074 Beginning

around 1970, inflation in large part due to Vietnam War expenses sent the
value of the dollar plummeting and the economy into a seemingly hopeless tailspin.
Between January 1973 and December 1974, stock prices (as measured by the S&P500)
dropped by nearly 50%. Concurrently, the skyrocketing cost of oil following U. S. support
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useless as the gasless cars in American driveways. Frederick S. Mishkin and Eugene N.
White, "National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper 8992: U. S. Stock Market
Crashes and Their Aftermath: Implications for Monetary Policy" (Cambridge, MA: National
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in power chose to stuff their pockets with ill-gotten cash as honest citizens struggled
to make ends meet.
Greatly aided by the Vice-President's prosecution and conviction at the very
moment the beagle controversy first gripped the nation, antivivisectionists built
heavily upon this suspicion and routinely paired their cries of cruelty to beagles
with almost as emphatic denunciations of the tests' grossly, and suspiciously,
wasteful nature. "THE ARMED FORCES NEVER CEASE TO SQUANDER MILLIONS OF
TAX PAYER'S DOLLARS INFLICTING CRUELTY ON DEFENSELESS ANIMALS[J"
blared a "Special Bulletin" of the AAVS.1 076 Again and again, the beagle campaign
claimed the tests were a "waste of taxpayers' $3, 600,000" and "just another
1077
example of the Military creating 'make work' projects for its own people."

The antivivisectionists' allegations of avarice extended far beyond the DOD
itself and encompassed a host of entities associated with the beagle research. AAVS
insisted defenders of the tests were nothing more than "Defense Department and
American Medical Association lobbyists muster[ing] all their resources to protect
the huge Federal Grant reservoir."'1 078 Likewise, support for the beagle experiments
on Capital Hill emanated from the "many Congressmen who have become
accustomed to the Pentagon's 'freebies', the foreign junkets, the free air travel,

AAVS, "Special Bulletin," (Undated, ca May 1975) (sic), AAVS Archives.
Owen B. Hunt, "A Message from Owen B. Hunt, President," Bulletin of the AAVS
(28 November 1973) (sic).
1078 AAVS, Untitled mailing to membership ("This will summarize[...]"), 31 July 1974, 5,
AAVS Archives (sic).
1076
1077
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etc."1 079 The very supply of dogs for the experiments, asserted the Maryland SPCA,
evidenced "greed in the hearts of commercial beagle breeders."1 08 0
Such assertions flourished in concert with the popular press' almost
fetishistic monitoring of the ever-climbing unit cost per test beagle. Simultaneously
reinforcing the antivivisectionists' semi-paradoxical claims about the Pentagon's
cheap regard for life and profligate use of Americans' money, newspapers, often in
their headlines, obsessed over fluctuations in beagle price across breeders and DOD
bidding cycles. Describing the June 1975 resumption of Army experimentation that
led the Maryland SPCA to admit defeat, a Baltimore Sun headline declared, "Price on
head of test puppy now tops $100, Army finds." The Sun summarized the DOD tests
within the now familiar context of per-beagle pricing, finding the low bid on the
latest contract, $104.50 from a breeder in Virginia, was "about 30 per cent higher
than the $80 the Army paid for each of 400 beagles two years ago and nearly 15 per
08
cent more than the price paid [more recently to a breeder in] Kalamazoo[.]"1 1

The per-beagle price issue functioned within, and further legitimized, the
antivivisectionists' already resonant oft-made claims about DOD waste and greed.
So central were these narratives to their campaign that, when begging for donations

1079 The mailing continues, "If your congressman is one of these you must make him aware

of your position. He is up for re-election in a few months. He needs your vote and he needs it
badly. Confront him. Demand to know his position BEFORE election." Ibid. (emphasis in
original).
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to help manage the "great burden on us" imposed by advertising purchases,AAVS
assured its membership that "Preventing this inhumane treatment of beagles and
the waste of $3,600,000 of taxpayers' money is worth it."1082
Antivivisection efforts also rode a concurrent wave of disgust over seemingly
omnipresent government perfidy far beyond the financial. As the beagle
controversy unfolded, so too did the sordid details of President Nixon's Watergate
crimes, and his efforts to cover-up those crimes. For countless citizens, seeing the
President of the United States exposed as a criminal and a liar was the final nail in
the coffin of government credibility.1 083 Worse, the Watergate scandal itself
unfolded in the wake of Daniel Ellsberg's recent leak of the classified Department of
Defense report known as the "Pentagon Papers," which unequivocally established
that the DOD and a succession of Presidents from Truman to Johnson had for
decades willfully deceived the American public about U.S. military involvement in
Vietnam.1084

Into this tempest of government and military crimes and concealment
thereof exposed, the antivivisectionists announced a "cover-up" scandal of their
own. In November 1973, "an anonymous Pentagon source" leaked a DOD memo to
Aspin's office. The document detailed the minutes of a November 7, 1973 meeting of
the Directors of the Armed Forces Radio-biology Research Institute (AFFRI) and
Membership enrollment form, Bulletin of the American Anti-Vivisection Society (AAVS),
28 November 1973, (emphasis added).
10830n the Watergate scandal and public reactions to it, see Stanley I. Kutler, The Wars of
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made special note of Pentagon concern regarding the beagle protests.1 085 Reported
under headlines such as "Pentagon censors pups," the leaked memo, Aspin informed
reporters, revealed the Pentagon to be "quietly launching a campaign to censor all
Defense Department movies that show animals being employed in experiments."1

086

"Another Year... Another Pentagon 'Bombshell,"' blared antivivisectionist ads
highlighting the memo and its implications.1 087 Worse still for defenders of the
experiments, this and other pro-beagle publicity ran side by side with
advertisements for the latest Watergate-themed "devastating indictment of Richard
Nixon" and tell-all interviews with Ellsberg.1 088 And while Aspin and the
antivivisectionists took some liberties relating the contents of the leaked memo,1 089
108s AP,

"Pentagon Accused of Censoring films On Its Animal Tests," New York Times
(14 November 1973), as reproduced in AAVS, Bulletin (28 November 1973).

1086ZNS, "Pentagon censors pups," Los Angeles Free Press (30 November 1973), NSMR

Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/Articles/1973; AP, "Pentagon
Accused of Censoring films On Its Animal Tests," New York Times (14 November 1973),
as reproduced in AAVS, Bulletin (28 November 1973).
1087 Advertisement of NEAVS, "Another Year... Another Pentagon 'Bombshell,"' New York

Times (23 Dec. 1973), 116.

1088 For examples, see juxtaposition of Ibid. and Advertisement of Quadrangle/New York

Times Book Co., "Frank Mankiewicz' devastating indictment of Richard Nixon's Political
Career: Perfectly Clear: Nixon from Whittier to Watergate," New York Times (23 Dec. 1973),
116; Juxtaposition of Advertisement of NEAVS, "Giving Thanks... For the compassion you
have shown 200 beagle puppies," and Advertisement of Rolling Stone, "Dan Ellsberg reveals
the incredible world of government secrecy[,]" New York Times (25 Nov. 1973), 243.
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The leaked memo was indeed damning, but Aspin greatly overstated his claim. Rather

than a blanket policy sanitizing all DOD depictions of animal experimentation, the AFFRI
minutes recorded the case of a specific Defense Department film on head injuries. According
to the document, the Deputy Director informed attendees at the November 7 AFFRI meeting
that, prior to the film's recent screening at the Walter Reed Army Medical Center, it had
contained "many scenes of animals [that] were cut in order to avoid any potential
embarrassment to the DoD." While a far cry from Aspin's assertions of an explicit DOD
campaign "to censor all Defense Department movies" depicting animal experimentation, the
meeting minutes nonetheless revealed a more limited effort along those lines. Further, the
minutes additionally disclosed that at the October 25 Joint Medical Research Conference,
also held at Walter Reed, representatives of various military medical services reported on
"the recent publicity on the use of Beagle dogs in research." That presentation, according to
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coverage of the censorship affair nonetheless armed the pro-beagle campaign with
supposed proof of DOD mendacity. Consequently, the AFFRI memo benefited from
and buttressed already firm understandings of the beagle tests as multiply
illegitimate and reflecting a corrupt national leadership hell-bent on maintaining its
unaccountability.
Further exacerbating the situation in the antivivisectionists' favor, many
Americans associated the DOD's "debarking" of beagles with the recent and ongoing
often-violent suppression of political dissent in the United States. News of Pentagon
beagle debarking came in the wake of intense police violence used against anti-war
protesters outside the 1968 Democratic Party Convention in Chicago, the
subsequent prosecutions of those protesters rather than of the police, the
assassinations of outspoken Vietnam War and U. S. government critics including
Martin Luther King, Malcolm X, and Robert Kennedy, the 1970 shooting of unarmed
anti-war college students by the Ohio National Guard at Kent State University, the
Nixon administration's (unsuccessful) 1971 attempt to prevent the New York Times
and Washington Post from publishing the Pentagon Papers, the Nixon
administration's (also unsuccessful) effort to prosecute Ellsberg under the WWI-era
Espionage Act for having released the Pentagon Papers, and the successful 1973
prosecution of White House aides and affiliated CIA operatives for acts committed

the AFFRI minutes, highlighted "the real sensitive nature of animal research," and that the
beagle controversy had already produced more protest letters "than any received in past
history for a controversial event." See Capt. Maron I. Varon (AFFRI), "Disposition Form:
Minutes of the Directorate, Department Heads/Chairmen Staff Meeting, 1 November 1973,"
2 Nov. 1973, as reproduced in Bulletin of the AAVS (28 November 1973).
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during their Nixon-ordered covert campaign of burglary, defamation, and attempted
violence against Ellsberg to prevent him from leaking any additional documents. 1090
Linking this frequently violent suppression of anti-war protest on American
streets with the violent suppression of protest from distressed beagles in DOD
laboratories, antivivisection ads intoned, "The Air Force states the dogs would first
be 'debarked' to avoid the distractions of their whimpering and yelping. Under the
program these animals would suffer prolonged agonies and eventual death, unable
even to bark their protest."109 1 Similarly, a telegram from a British woman to the U.S.
embassy in London demanded to know, "Why cut the puppies' vocal cords? [....] At

least let them protest."1 092 With much of the press in full agreement, representative
summer 1973 articles and editorials ran under headlines such as "Without a voice
you cannot scream" and "The Puppies Will Die Quietly."1 093
Having successfully excoriated their enemies in the military, medicine,
Congress, and commerce, the antivivisectionists adopted a somewhat less
antagonistic posture towards the White House. That said, in order secure Nixon's
acquiescence to their agenda, the antivivisectionists nonetheless attempted to
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leverage the multiplying scandals of martial disgrace and national dishonor to move
the embattled President. Via Western Union, and subsequently published in the
organization's monthly bulletin, the National Anti-Vivisection Society enumerated
for the President the escalating crises on his plate. Noting "the decline of the dollar
abroad, the debacle in the stock market, inflation and numerous other vital
problems" including "the Watergate tragedy," NAVS added to the list, asserting that
the beagle experiments were "deplorable and unworthy of all military
tradition[.]"1

094

Harkening back to a past pinnacle of Nixon's political career while
simultaneously appealing to his duty to restore honor to the armed forces, and
perhaps to his office in the process, NAVS invoked the President's celebrated and
career-saving 1952 "Checkers Speech." Rejecting allegations that he had accepted,
or should return, illicit campaign contributions financial or otherwise, the then
Senator and Vice-Presidential candidate famously and sardonically quipped that he
also refused to give up the family dog, despite his being a recent gift from a Texas
businessman.10 95 "All of us remember 'Checkers' and your family devotion to him,"
admonished NAVS. "If 'Checkers' were alive today would you volunteer to turn him
over to the Air Force for the same sort of agony in store for the beagle pups? We
Clarence E. Richard to President Richard M. Nixon, 25 July 1973, as reproduced in NAVS,
"Special Bulletin," Undated, ca. August-early September 1973, 2.
1095 Nixon's Checkers speech was in part inspired by F.D.R.'s own highly successful "Fala
speech" during the 1944 presidential election. Responding to Republican accusations that
he deployed a Navy destroyer during wartime to the Aleutian Islands as a taxi for his
Scottish Terrier Fala, F.D.R. retorted, "I am accustomed to hearing malicious falsehoods
about myself [, .... ] But I think I have a right to resent, to object, to libelous statements about
my dog." On the Fala speech serving as partial inspiration for the Checkers speech, see
1094
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believe you would not, Mr. President, and, as Commander-in-Chief of the armed
forces, we urge you to stop this atrocity." 1096

IIIAs we've seen, a motley assortment of external circumstances converged and
together afforded uniquely propitious ground upon which to war against the
Pentagon beagle tests. Two additional factors, these more internal to the specific
research at issue, added to the mix and significantly amplified the potency of the
antivivisectionists' attack. The first involved a key feature of the experiments
themselves. Though the actual nature of the experiments was far more varied than
asserted by either the antivivisectionists or the DOD, the one word most
consistently associated with them was "gas." The 1973-1975 controversy over
Pentagon tests on beagles was distinctly a controversy over Pentagon gas tests on
beagles. And Pentagon gas unmistakably conjured the specter of chemical warfare.
Despite endlessly assuring the public that the dogs "will not be used to test
'poison gases' or any chemical or biological warfare agents," the Defense
Department fought an uphill battle on this point. Frustrated by what it described as
the "half-truths, unsupported allegations, and innuendos" of the antivivisectionists,
DOD officials corrected that the experiments were designed not to study chemical
weapons, but rather for "humane and worthwhile" purposes such as "establishing
safe human exposure limits" for substances ranging from aviation fuels and
1096 Clarence E. Richard to President Richard M. Nixon, 25 July 1973, as reproduced in NAVS,
"Special Bulletin," Undated, ca. August-early September 1973, 2.
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adhesives to "demilitarized" munitions residues and detergents. 1097 These
clarifications, however, did little to alter many Americans' horrified perceptions that
puppies were being gassed to death in militarily labs, be it with mustard gas or Mr.
Clean.
Further, antivivisectionists insisted the experiments were indeed being
"conducted with deadly chemical warfare gases."1 098 This welter of conflicting
accounts engendered vicious cycles of media-driven conflations of accusation and
actuality. Aspin's allegation that the Army was seeking 400 beagle puppies "to test
chemical warfare gasses" translated into the Washington Post's headline "Testing of
Nerve Gas on Beagles Decried."1 099 Such headlines triggered outraged protests from
dog lovers about chemical weapons gas tests on beagles, which in turn inspired
further reporting and repetition of the claim.
Adding to the confusion, antivivisectionists hedged their bets somewhat in
light of the DOD's firm protestations, and interchangeably characterized the tests as
involving the slightly vaguer locutions "poisonous gases," "poisonous fumes," "toxic

1097 U.S.

Air Force, "Fact Sheet on Research Involving Beagle Dogs," 17 July 1973, U.S. District
Court for the Northern District of Illinois: Eastern Division, "Civil Action: No. 730 2181:
Complaint for Injunctive Relief: NationalAn ti-Vivisection Society et al. vs. JamesSchlesinger

et al.," 7 Sept. 1973, Exhibit A; "Research Recruits: Army Building Beagle Corps,"
Washington Star-News (30 Sept. 1973), A13, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal beagle
clippings file, FOIA: Army
1098 Office of Representative Les Aspin, Beagle Newsletter, Undated, ca Oct. 1973, as
reprinted in Bulletin of NAVS, November 1973, 14.
1099 Office of Les Aspin, "Press Release from Congressman Les Aspin: Aspin: Army to Use
400 Beagles in Chemical Warfare Tests," 30 Sept. 1973, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal
beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army; Reuter, "Testing of Nerve Gas on Beagles Decried," The
Washington Post (30 Sept. 1973), A-14.
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gases" and "war chemicals."11 00 Though just as flatly rejected by the Pentagon, these
looser descriptors, along with their bolder cousins "chemical weapons" and "nerve
agents," mingled promiscuously in press accounts and popular belief. Given the
Pentagon's shattered credibility, it is not especially surprising so many Americans
remained skeptical of the DOD's probity in describing its research.
The geography of the Army experiments also significantly reinforced
associations between the beagle tests and chemical weapons research. Though the
broader site within which the Army Biomedical Laboratory lay was formally
designated the "Edgewood Area, Aberdeen Proving Ground," it was popularly
known as the "Edgewood Arsenal Chemical Warfare Research Center." Worse,
despite being officially erroneous, this vernacular title accurately described the
site's principal function. Since before American entry into World War I, Edgewood
served as the primary home of the United States' chemical warfare research and
development programs. As discussed in Chapter 2, American antivivisectionists had
campaigned against chemical warfare experiments on animals at the site since that
time. And despite numerous official changes to the site's name over the decades,
Edgewood's fundamental mission held firm.1101 As proudly declared in 1964 by

For examples see Advertisement of NEAVS, "Giving Thanks... For the compassion you
have shown 200 beagle puppies," New York Times (25 Nov. 1973), 243; Eleanor Seiling
(United Action for Animals) to Sen. Adlai Stevenson, III, 20 Nov. 1973, as reproduced in
NAVS, "To All NAVS Members," Undated, ca. Nov. 1973, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder:
DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/Articles/1973; Sen. Edward W. Brooke to Clarence E.
Richard (NAVS), 14 Sept. 1973, as reproduced in NAVS Bulletin (Nov. 1973), 6; AAVS, "To
Our A-V Members and Friends," May 1974, 1, NSMR Archives, Box 7, Folder: AAVS 19611964.
1101 Smart (1997) in Sidell et al. (1997), Exhibit 2-1: Name Changes of Edgewood Arsenal,
49.
1100
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Brigadier General J. H. Rothschild, retired Commanding General of the U. S. Army
Chemical Corps Research and Development Command, those laboring at Edgewood
remained "charged with the major responsibility for research and development in
the Department of Defense [...] for chemical and biological offensive and defensive
matters []"1102
The designation "Edgewood Area, Aberdeen Proving Ground" was itself
barely two years old when Aspin's announced Army intentions to gas beagles
there.11 03 In the thirty years up to that point, the site went variously by the more
descriptive official monikers "Edgewood Arsenal," "Army Chemical Center," and
"Chemical Warfare Center."11 04 Shifting labels did little to shift public opinion,
however, and by the time of the beagle controversy, many Americans put more
stock in appellations bestowed upon the site by the press than by the Pentagon. As
unflatteringly made plain by the Associated Press in October 1969, regardless of
Iu- Rothschild (1964), xiv.

Beagle protesters weren't the only ones to ignore the site's recent name change. Though
it had been "Edgewood Area, Aberdeen Proving Ground" since July 1, 1971, many of the
individuals officially associated with the site continued referring to it by its previous name,
"Edgewood Arsenal." Likewise, many documents produced at the site over the course of the
beagle controversy also bore the by then formally inaccurate designation "Edgewood
Arsenal." For example, see B. P. McNamara's "The Use of Dogs and Other Species in
Toxicological Testing." The cover page of this June 1974 official report by the Chief of the
Toxicology Department of Edgewood Biomedical Research Laboratory lists its provenance
as "Biomedical Laboratory, Edgewood Arsenal." B. P. McNamara, "The Use of Dogs and
Other Species in Toxicological Testing," 21 June 1974, Biomedical Laboratory, Edgewood
Arsenal, FOIA: Army.
11 04 Smart (1997) in Sidell et al. (1997), Exhibit 2-1: Name Changes of Edgewood Arsenal,
49.
1103
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formal DOD nomenclature, Edgewood's true title was "Nerve Gas Capital of
America.""

05

Adding further to the Army's credibility troubles, Edgewood's deep
association with chemical weapons research was hardly coupled with a
corresponding reputation for candor about that research. Accurate or not,
Edgewood had a reputation for being "the most secret military base in the
country."11 06 The base's own pained attempts at public relations unquestionably
accounted in part for this dubious distinction. With justification, frustrated
journalistic accounts in the late 1960s and early 1970s routinely described
Edgewood officials' press statements as little more than empty "Pentagon-approved
answers[.]"1107 Less helpful still were Edgewood spokesmen's frequently
mysterious, hostile, and even nonsensical replies to press queries. Cryptically
speaking to an assortment of questions about scientific, ethical, and policy issues
related to the development, testing, and stockpiling of a broad range of chemical and
biological warfare agents, Edgewood's Deputy Director for Medical Sciences, Col.
Joseph R. Blair, responded, "We develop these things because they are."1

08 This

sort

of routine barely-veiled disdain for the press and public's desire for specific
information reinforced a growing perception that Edgewood was a virtual black
Jean Heller (AP), "Edgewood Arsenal Nerve Gas Capital," The Register (Danville, VA) (3
Oct. 1969), 4A. This AP story, picked up widely in papers across the nation, repeated the
"Nerve Gas Capital" accusation in the article's headline, body, and photo caption.
1105

1106 Linda

Hunt, Secret Agenda: The United States Government, Nazi Scientist, and Project

Paperclip,1945 to 1990 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1991), 157.
1107

Jean Heller

(AP), "Edgewood Arsenal Nerve Gas Capital," The Register (Danville, VA) (3

Oct. 1969), 4A.
1108 The AP account of the exchange noted, "He did not identify 'they."' Ibid.
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hole outside Baltimore within which a mendacious Pentagon conducted and covered
up untold experiments on untold subjects with an untold array of chemical warfare
agents.
So, out of confusion, conviction, geography, or simple distrust of the
Department of Defense, many Americans watching the beagle controversy came to
believe or suspect that the Pentagon was indeed gassing beagles with chemical
weapons. This impression was not at all advantageous to the armed forces. Despite
the DOD's widespread disrepute, there were still a good number of citizens for
whom the beagle experiments' military imprimatur in itself would not have been
discrediting. The belief that the tests involved chemical weapons, however,
dramatically altered this picture. Though widely popular in the mid-to-late 1950s,
by the mid-to-late 1960s, chemical weapons were objects of quickly mounting mass
ignominy. 1109 As a result of heavy American use of defoliant herbicides such as
Agent Orange in Vietnam, a string of U.S. military accidents involving nerve agents at
home and abroad, DOD oceanic dumping of surplus and damaged chemical weapons
in American coastal waters (including dumps of leaking rockets filled with the nerve
agents VX and Sarin), and failed Pentagon attempts to cover up nearly all of these
events, the much-vaunted wonder weapons of the previous decade transformed

1109 On

popular attitudes towards chemical weapons in the 1950s, see Edmund Russell, War

and Nature:Fighting Humans and Insects with Chemicalsfrom World War I to Silent Spring

(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 184-203.
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almost overnight into the most insidious armaments within the Pentagon's already
insidious arsenal.11 10
Against this backdrop, and in many ways closely paralleling the course of the
beagle controversy just a few years off, American popular opposition to chemical
weapons exploded in summer 1969. The fury began when appalled Congressmen
prominently revealed the Army to be conducting open-air gas tests of a variety of
nerve agents and other chemical weapons at Edgewood Arsenal. Quickly, enraged
protesters and eager reporters swarmed the Pentagon and the Arsenal. Caught offguard, the DOD announced suspension of the open-air gassings, and established a
panel of outside experts to evaluate the safety and utility of such tests.""
Though initially somewhat mollified by the suspension and the panel,
protesters, along with allies in Congress and across the country, were again soon
furious upon new revelations of Army open-air Sarin nerve gas tests in Hawaii, and
failed DOD attempts to cover-up of those tests. With pressure mounting on the
Pentagon, the outside panel released its report. It found the Edgewood gassings to

1110Smart

(1997) in Sidell et al. (1997), 62-64; Jonathan B. Tucker, War of Nerves: Chemical

Warfarefrom World War I to Al-Qaeda (Anchor, 2007), 196-222; Jean Heller (AP),

"Edgewood Arsenal Nerve Gas Capital," The Register (Danville, VA) (3 Oct. 1969), 4A.;
Robert M. Smith, "Laird Asks Halt in Germ Output for Use in War," New York Times, 1.
1111 Smart (1997) in Sidell et al. (1997), 62-63; Tucker (2007), 212-217.
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be resoundingly safe and effective, and recommended full resumption of the tests.
Congress furiously raced to prevent such an outcome with legislation that would
functionally, though not explicitly, prohibit open-air testing of nerve agents and
other chemical weapons. In the saga's only serious departure from the general
outline of the upcoming beagle controversy, in November 1969, Congress passed a
bill with language strong enough to actually shut down the Pentagon gas tests.11 12
Cessation of these particular tests, however, scarcely began to address the
broader critiques raging about chemical weaponry. Attempting to pacify domestic
critics that December, President Nixon officially limited America's biological warfare
program to defensive purposes and recommitted the country to a policy of "no first
use" of chemical weapons. Though Nixon also indicated his potential openness to
signing the Geneva Protocol to prohibit first use of chemical and biological gases in
warfare, a treaty consistently rejected by the U.S. since 1925, the President
simultaneously scuttled that possibility by explicitly exempting herbicides, toxins,
and riot control agents from the Protocols' prohibitions.1113

Ibid., 63; Ibid., 216.
1113 Ibid., 63-64; Tucker (2007), 216-217; Elizabeth Sigmund, Rage Against the Dying:
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To Nixon's great irritation, his concessions mollified few, particularly as they
were shortly followed by revelations of an Army Sarin gas leak and cover-up in
Alabama, Naval dumping of leaking Sarin and VX gas-filled rockets off the Florida
coast, and Army plans to relocate to Oregon large quantities of liquid Sarin from the
site of a recent spill of the nerve agent at a U.S. base in Okinawa; a spill that had also
been the object of a recent failed DOD cover-up."1

4 Incensed,

protesters marched

from the Capital Building to the White House, and then again descended upon
Edgewood in July 1970, this time demanding an end to all U.S. military chemical and
biological warfare programs. Cheered on by Pete Seeger at a support rally nearby,
the protesters occupied the area just outside the Edgewood gates for over a week.
Rapt journalists filed daily reports from the base detailing the Military Police's
arrests of dozens of protesters engaged in repeated symbolic civil disobedience
attempts to plant trees on Edgewood property. 11 5
The mood of popular protest and revulsion over chemical weapons expanded
further still with new revelations that the Army "apparently forgo [t]" about and
misplaced hundreds of Sarin gas cylinders in Alaska, and covered-up this debacle,
Holden (1974), 131; "The Nerve Gas Controversy," The Atlantic Monthly (September
1974), 52-56.
1114 "Kenneth Reich, "Nerve Gas Leak Admitted: Army to Sink Stuff in Sea," News Journal
(Mansfield, OH), 13; Sanford J. Ungar, "Army Sees Uncertainty About Gas: Safety Cited at
Hearing," The VictoriaAdvocate (TX) (14 Aug. 1970), Al; "Disposal Plans Blasted," The
Robesonian (Lumberton, NC) (11 Aug. 1970), 1; AP, "Trainloads of Death Slowly Crossing
State: Nerve Gas Ship Moves with Heavy Guard to Port," The Robesonian (Lumberton, NC),
(11 Aug. 1970), 1; AP, "'Nerve Gas' Ship Heads to Sinking," Winnipeg Free Press (18 Aug.
1970), 5; UPI, "Nerve Gas Goes Down: Ship Sunk in Atlantic," The Ruston DailyLeader (LA),
(18 Aug. 1970), Al; "Nobody Likes Nerve Gas," Ironwood Daily Globe (MI) (18 May 1970), 4;
"Nerve Gas Movement," The DailyHerald (Biloxi-Gulfport MS) (23 May 1970), 4.
111s Herbert M. Kritzer, "The Military as a Target of Protest," Gandhi Marg 17 (1973): 58-73;
AP, "Edgewood Police Seize Protesters," The News (Frederick, MD) (14 July 1970), A2; AP,
"40 Protest in District," The FrederickPost (MD) (2 July 1970), Al.
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and the Navy's refusal to monitor Sarin and VX-filled munitions it dumped off the
New Jersey coast.1 116 Viewing the DOD as now completely without credibility on the
issue, Congress moved to greatly expand the recent prohibitions on domestic
movement and testing of chemical weapons it had passed to shut down the open-air
gas tests at Edgewood. In early 1971, Congress succeeded in banning the proposed
shipment of chemical weapons from Okinawa to the United States, and by 1972 had
banned the oceanic dumping of chemical weapons as well.111'7 Tasting blood in the
water, Congress in 1973 assailed the Army's storage of 500,000 gallons of liquid
Sarin at its Rocky Mountain Arsenal in Colorado. This fight culminated in early June
when local Congressmen insisted upon destruction of the agent. Belatedly
recognizing the ubiquity of antagonism towards chemical weapons, the Pentagon
agreed to the stockpile's destruction that very day.'118
Less than 72 earlier, Aspin announced his first allegations of Army plans to
gas beagles with chemical weapons at Edgewood Arsenal.111 9 From the Pentagon's
perspective, the timing was disastrous. While a majority of Americans supported
some animal experimentation for medical purposes, many had come to view

1116 Michael
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1117 "Nixon Signs Tonkin Gulf Repealer," The Washington Post (13 Jan. 1971), A3; David
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Jan. 2007), 7.
1118AP, "Army Vows to Destroy Nerve Gas," Star News (Pasadena) (4 October 1973), A2.
1119 Office of Les Aspin, "Press Release from Congressman Les Aspin: Aspin: Army to Use
400 Beagles in Chemical Warfare Tests," 30 Sept. 1973, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal
beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
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military experiments on animals as particularly unjustifiable."12 0 The perception
that the beagle experiments involved chemical weapons, despite the DOD's endless
unequivocal assertions to the contrary, allowed antivivisectionists to plausibly
portray the contested tests not only as needless, but as uniquely hateful.
Irrespective of its accuracy, the belief that the Pentagon was gassing beagles with
chemical weapons added incalculably to the force of the antivivisectionists' crusade.

One additional factor, again specific to the research itself, dramatically
amplified popular outrage over the Pentagon's experiments on beagles: they were
being conducted on beagles. Simply, the beagle was America's dog. A 1976 study by
the American Kennel Club (AKC) found that, "Out of a pack of 121 pure-bred dogs
recognized in the United States, the beagle has been the most popular over the last
60 years[.]" The beagle was the only breed to make the AKC's "Top 5" breed list
every year since 1915, and the beagle secured the coveted "#1' spot on the list for
the better part of the 1950s. Mounting crime rates during the economic turmoil of
the early 1970s knocked the beagle down a few places as larger, more protective
breeds such as the German Shepherd and Doberman Pincher came into vogue.1121

For examples, see Stephen M. Brown (AP), "Dog Gas Tests Seen Revived, The Record (5
June 1975), as reproduced in AAVS, "Special Bulletin," Undated, ca. June 1975, NSMR
Archives, Box 7, Folder: AAVS/1973-1979; John Hamer, "Experiment on Journalists - Not
Dogs," The Tampa Tribune (10 Nov. 1975), as reproduced in AAVS, "Special Bulletin," 25
Nov. 1975, AAVS Archives; For example, see, "Utilization of Animals," The High Point
Enterprise(North Carolina) (23 Oct. 1975), 4A.
1121Joyce and Frank Leeming, "Beagle Leads Dog Popularity Pack," Daily Mail (Charleston,
WV) (4 March 1976), 2.
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Still, the beagle never dropped below #5, and for homes more interested in a "family
dog" than a guard dog, the beagle remained the breed of choice."

22

Lyndon Johnson discovered the hard way the depth of American
"beaglemania" in the years just anteceding the Pentagon gassing controversy. In
1964, in front of a gaggle of reporters gathered in the White House Rose Garden, the
election year President yanked his two pet beagles "Him" and "Her" up by their ears
to make the dogs yelp for the assembled cameras. Almost immediately, beaglelovers
"howled in disagreement," and showered torrents of livid letters, phone calls, and
telegrams upon the White House"1

23 Front

page headlines screamed "Dogdom

Devastated by LBJ's Action: Ear-Yanking President Loses Beagle Vote."
Organizations from the ASPCA to the AKC to the National Beagle Club joined the
holler.11 24
To Johnson's great consternation, the issue would not die, and beagles
haunted the President throughout the 1964 campaign. Republican candidate Barry
Goldwater (R-AZ) distributed buttons depicting the staunchly hawkish Senator
25 Republican students at a Johnson
lifting a puppy gently in a velvet-lined basket.s
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WV) (4 March 1976), 2; Mary Daniels, "Every dog has his day in popularity poll," Salt Lake
Tribune (13 November 1975), Cll.
1123 "The Presidency: Another One of Those Weeks," Time Magazine (8 May 1964), viewed
online at http://content.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,897147,00.html
1124AP, "Dogdom Devastated by LBJ's Action: Ear-Yanking President Loses Beagle Vote," The
Oneonta Star (NY) (29 April 1964), Al.
1125 Among numerous other beagle-related campaign moves, Goldwater also released a
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campaign stop in Tennessee stole some of the President's thunder by bearing
beagles bearing Goldwater pins and bandaged ears. 1126 A UPI columnist quipped
that a new politically-themed parlor game would have been more realistic had it
1127
included a playing card marked "Lifts beagle by ears; loses 500,000 votes."

Goldwater repeatedly highlighted the "beagle affair" in speeches, including one
speech at which the former ally of Joseph McCarthy declared, "Maybe Lyndon
Johnson thinks that he can pick communism up by the ears and make it yell--the
way he handles his beagles. Well, he can't. He seems to know as little about handling
the one as he does about the other." 1128 Johnson's "puppy problem" grew so intense
that a host of political commentators lamented that "puppy lifting" threatened to
"overshado[w] medical bills, civil rights, Cuba, Vietnam, and poverty as the make-orbreak issue for the Republican and Democratic nominees."11 29 Though Johnson
ultimately defeated Goldwater, the fervor and political durability of the beagle issue
in the 1964 campaign reflected the vast depths of sentiment and affection

CedarRapids Gazette (IA) (12 May 1964), 28; UPI, "Beagle Ears Are Important in Politics,"
The Daily News (Huntingdon and Mount Union, PA) (15 May 1964), 1, 16.
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(Beckley, WV) (3 June 1964), 2.
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Americans held for this particular breed of beast in the years immediately preceding
the controversy over Pentagon beagles.
Adding further to this animals' charms, most Americans related to the beagle
not only as an adored breed, but as embodied in the breed's most famous
representative; Snoopy. As the best loved character in one of the longest running,
most successful, multi-media series of all time, Snoopy was an American icon. If the
beagle was America's dog, Snoopy was America's pet. And Snoopy was everywhere.
In 1965, Snoopy and his "Peanuts" cast mates graced the front cover of Time
Magazine.1130 In 1967, Governor Ronald Reagan and the California State Legislature
declared "Charles Schulz Day" in honor of Snoopy's creator." 31 Between 1971 and
1975, the Peanuts comic ran in nearly 1500 American newspapers, had a global
readership of roughly 90,000,000, and was nominated for four Emmy awards for
televised specials, including winning the Emmy for the November 1973 A Charlie
Brown Thanksgiving.1132
Capitalizing heavily on the relationship between America's most cherished
pooch and the breed of the Pentagon's experimental subjects, opponents of the
beagle tests routinely invoked Snoopy to accuse the DOD of far worse than earpulling. The press ate it up. Articles covering the beagle gas conflict frequently ran

Time Magazine (9 April 1965), Cover.
the process, Reagan proclaimed, "Happiness is having Charles Schulz a California
resident[.]" Marian Dern, "You're A Success, Charlie Brown!," IndependentStar News
(Pasadena, CA) (11 June 1967), 17.
11 3 2 "Timeline: The Life of Charles M. Schulz: 1970s," viewed online at
http://schulzmuseum.org/timeline/#!/1970; "Holiday Show Set Thursday," Raleigh
Register and Beckley Post-Herald(Beckley, WV) Weekender &TViewer (16 Nov. 1974),
6.
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under headlines such as "Don't Snuff out Snoopy!" and "Leave Snoopy Alone."1

1 33

One of the dispute's most publicized events, an early 1974 pro-beagle protest march
to the Pentagon steps, foregrounded the cartoon canine both at the march and in its
subsequent coverage. As widely reported in the press, leading the pack of over a
hundred protesters was an actual leashed pet beagle named "Snoopy." Wrote UPI,
this flesh and blood Snoopy "turned out to be quite a ham and mugged for the TV
cameras [and] marched with the demonstrators[,]" even if he "broke ranks after half
an hour to take a rest and watch from the Pentagon steps."11 34 Dozens of papers
across the country ran the story alongside a UPI photograph of a seemingly defiant
"Snoopy" leading scores of protesting humans to confrontation with the
Pentagon.113s Asked to explain the fierce intensity of the beagle campaign, an aid to
the House Armed Services Committee responded to the Air Force Times that
Americans "think the Air Force is trying to snuff out Snoopy."11 36 He was not wrong.

Even in the most receptive of previous eras, American antivivisectionists'
found at best only a small handful of their arguments especially resonant among
non-members. While changing circumstances altered which of those arguments
1 33
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proved compelling at any given moment, the aggregate of persuasive American
antivivisection appeals never proved adequate to defeat the more robust amassed
argumentation of their research defense adversaries. However, as we have seen, a
volatile and wide-ranging host of social, cultural, political, diplomatic, legal,
economic, scientific, and military factors, external and related to the beagle
experiments, converged in the United States between 1973 and 1975 and rendered
much of the American populace uniquely receptive to an almost equally wideranging array of antivivisection arguments. As we have seen in the earlier chapters
of this study, almost none of the antivivisectionists' beagle controversy arguments
were new. What was new is that the arguments worked, and worked at the same
time. Especially when freed from the specter of fifth-columnism, the force of this
unprecedented validation of the antivivisectionists' entire argumentative
armamentarium furnished the beagle campaign with its most powerful appeal of all:
it offered something for everyone.
For a movement accustomed to decades of marginality and even outright
persecution, the antivivisectionists' sudden ecumenical appeal appeared to them as
heaven-sent. Above all, it allowed the beagle campaign to attract and hold countless
new members with divergent backgrounds and agendas, and with no previous
affiliation with, or necessary attraction to, the movement coordinating the effort.
Most crucial among these new converts were scores of politicians now ardently
advancing the antivivisectionists' cause. The movement had enjoyed Congressional
allies at points in the past, but never before had so many legislators been so eager to
collectively prosecute an antivivisection battle. And while there is little reason to
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doubt the sincerity of the throngs of politicians who called on Americans to join with
them "in protest against 'this latest example of needless cruelty to our four-footed
friends,"' the reality was that Congressmen opposed the Pentagon beagle tests for
reasons more varied than simple fondness for America's dog.1137
Les Aspin, the antivivisectionists' most stalwart friend on the Hill, was far
more interested in the Pentagon itself than any of its puppies. Despite later
becoming Secretary of Defense under Bill Clinton, Aspin owed much of his early
prominence to his repeated exposes of what he perceived to be wasteful or
pernicious military activities.11 38 Dubbed an "indefatigable Pentagon gadfly" by the
Air Force Times, Aspin saw in the beagle issue a vehicle to further his own multiple
crusades against the DOD.11 39 Hubert Humphrey similarly grounded his profusions
of passion for pets upon a bedrock of broader anti-Pentagon grievances.11 40
Most fervently, both leaders sought to abolish the use, stockpiling, and
development of chemical weapons.1141Considering their belief that the beagle tests
Office of Les Aspin, "Press Release from Congressman Les Aspin: Aspin: Army to Use
400 Beagles in Chemical Warfare Tests," 30 Sept. 1973, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal
beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
11 38 Holden (1974), 130.
1139 "Gas Testing of Dogs Draws Huge Outcry," Air Force Times (28 November 1973), 1.
1140 Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey to Maurice Visscher, 14 August 1974, Maurice B. Visscher
Papers, 1926-1981, Box 13, Folder: Humphrey, Hubert 1963-1978, University of Minnesota
Archives, Minneapolis, MN (Hereafter Visscher Papers); Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey to Luther
Terry (Surgeon General of the United States, retired), 13 Aug. 1974, Visscher Papers, Box 33,
Folder: NSMR Board Meeting 1973-1974; Holden (1974), 130.
11 41 Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey to Maurice Visscher, 14 August 1974, Visscher Papers, Box 13,
Folder: Humphrey, Hubert 1963-1978; Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey to Luther Terry (Surgeon
General of the United States, retired), 13 Aug. 1974, Visscher Papers, Box 33, Folder: NSMR
Board Meeting 1973-1974; Holden (1974), 130-131.
1137
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involved chemical weapons, the experiments ran directly afoul of these two political
powerhouses' most pressing concerns. Not only did the Congressmen conclude that
the beagle experiments included work on nerve agents, they also viewed the
experiments as directly menacing American ratification of the Geneva Protocol of
1925. Aspin and Humphrey vigilantly supported U. S. entry into the Protocol that
sought to prohibit first use of chemical and biological agents in warfare.11 42 Despite
Nixon's recent indications of potential willingness to sign the treaty, the President's
insistence upon exemptions for first use of so-called riot control agents and
herbicides all but ensured international refusal of American entry.11 43
According to the Pentagon, among the "humane and worthwhile" purposes of
the beagle experiments was the development and testing of new riot control agents,
themselves argued by the DOD to be a more "humane" form of warfare.1 144 Given
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey to Maurice Visscher, 14 August 1974, Visscher Papers, Box 13,
Folder: Humphrey, Hubert 1963-1978; Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey to Luther Terry (Surgeon
General of the United States, retired), 13 Aug. 1974, Visscher Papers, Box 33, Folder: NSMR
Board Meeting 1973-1974; Holden (1974), 130-131.
1143 Henry A. Kissinger, "National Security Council: National Security Decision Memorandum
35, United States policy on chemical warfare program and bacteriological/biological
warfare program," 25 Nov. 1969, available online at
http://www2.gwu.edu/-nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB58/RNCBW8.pdf, 25 November 2013;
Holden (1974), 130-131; John F. Henahan, "The Nerve Gas Controversy," The Atlantic
Monthly (September 1974), 52-56.
11440n Pentagon assertions the beagle tests were in part designed to develop and test
chemical riot control agents, see "Research Recruits: Army Building Beagle Corps,"
Washington Star-News (30 Sept. 1973), A13, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal beagle
clippings file, FOIA: Army. On the purported "humaneness" of such weapons, key voices in
the American armed forces insisted upon the superior "humaneness" of chemical weapons
broadly over more conventional armaments as far back as WWI. During WWI, Colonel Harry
Gilchrist of the Army Medical Corps declared chemical weapons gasses to be "the most
humane method ever applied on the battlefield." Beginning in the late 1950s, the Army
embarked upon a renewed publicity campaign for chemical weapons to convince Americans
of that very point. Pursuant of this end, in 1964, Brigadier General J. H. Rothschild, retired
1142
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that continued development of such agents, particularly by the Department of
Defense, was inimical to U. S. entry into the Protocol, both Aspin and Humphrey
backed a total moratorium on development and testing of incapacitant and riot
control agents until after American ratification.114 5 Though the politicians' concern
for the welfare of persecuted pets was genuine, opposition to chemical weapons, as
well as to a general dearth of civilian oversight of DOD affairs, provided essential
undergirding for Congressional antagonism to the beagle tests. As an Aspin aid
frankly told reporters, if nothing else works to quell the beagle controversy, the
46
Pentagon could simply "stop stockpiling chemical warfare agents."11

Commanding General of the U. S. Army Chemical Corps Research and Development
Command at Edgewood, informed the country that chemical weapons were "the most
humane weapons of all." Beginning around the same time, DOD officials likewise began to
argue that incapacitant chemical weapons such as riot control agents and hallucinogenics
were the most humane representatives of this already most humane class of weapon. For
Gilchrist and Rothchild's quotations, see Rothschild (1964), 3, 10. For the renewed
Pentagon publicity campaign for chemical weapons in the late 1950s and 1960s, see
Edmund Russell, War and Nature: Fighting Humans and Insects with Chemicalsfrom World

War I to Silent Spring (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 2 04-228. For 1950s1970s DOD argumentation about the uniquely humane nature of incapacitant chemical
weapons, see the memoir by James S. Ketchum, 1960s and early 1970s Chief of the Clinical
Research Department at the Medical Research Laboratory at Edgewood. James S. Ketchum,
Chemical Warfare Secrets Almost Forgotten:A PersonalStory of Medical Testing ofArmy

Volunteers (Santa Rosa, CA: ChemBooks, 2006), 5. Both Rothchild's 1964 volume and
Ketchum's 2006 work were explicitly written to advocate for the "humaneness" of chemical
weapons, as well as to support Edgewood's efforts to develop and standardize those
weapons.
1145 Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey to Maurice Visscher, 14 August 1974, Visscher Papers, Box 13,
Folder: Humphrey, Hubert 1963-1978; Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey to Luther Terry (Surgeon
General of the United States, retired), 13 Aug. 1974, Visscher Papers, Box 33, Folder: NSMR
Board Meeting 1973-1974; Holden (1974), 130-131.
11 46 Sheilah Kast, "Army in Hot Water Again Over Beagles," Washington Star-News (DC), No
visible date, ca. late May 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air
Force/Army/1973-1974.
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Science magazine unflatteringly dubbed those attracted to this confluence of
partially overlapping concerns "a bizarre coalition."11 47 Bizarre or not, the beagle
campaign's position at the amorphous intersection of humane sentiment for dogs,
opposition to chemical weapons, antipathy to broader DOD policy, economic
hardship, and generalized distrust of government, resonated strongly with millions
of Americans who, more often than not, accepted nearly the full package. As a
Pennsylvania housewife informed the Army Times, "As far as I'm concerned, we
shouldn't even be tampering with the toxic substances involved, let alone subjecting
helpless creatures to the witches brew we concoct. [....] I prefer my taxes being used
to help all living creatures, human and animal. I would rather relieve suffering than
cause it."1148 Sympathy for the complete range of antivivisection arguments,
however, was hardly a prerequisite of coalition membership, and those animated by
narrower interests likewise flocked to the beagle camp. As popular syndicated
columnist Bob Cromie intoned in early 1974, "If you feel the least bit concerned
about this experimenting or if you are more concerned that the Pentagon is
continuing chemical warfare gas tests on living things or if you don't want your tax
49
dollar to be spent on such things, write your individual protests to[....]"11

Thousands of his readers did.

11 47 Holden

(1974), 130.
Marion G. Schuk, "Beagles and Gas," Army Times (31 Oct. 1973), 12, as reproduced in
Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
1149 Wilfred Beaver as quoted in Bob Cromie, "Man's inhumanity to lesser animals," Chicago
Tribune (19 January 1974), S12.
1148
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IVGiven the unprecedented advantages afforded the antivivisectionists, why
did their campaign to save beagles from Pentagon gas ultimately fail? As with their
near success, antivivisection defeat likewise drew upon an assortment of
wellsprings. First, the National Society for Medical Research threw its formidable
hat into the ring. These veteran defenders of animal research, however, were unable
to prosecute the sort of pitched battle with which they were most familiar. NSMR
leaders complained in private that the DOD itself was hamstringing the antiantivivisection fight. Due to greatly reduced popular regard for all things military,
NSMR counseled the Pentagon, and in particular the Air Force, to emphasize civilian
benefits of its beagle experiments. 115 0 Though it had enjoyed an active and highly
productive affiliation with the DOD in general, and the Army and Air Force in
particular, since the group's inception at the birth of the atomic era, NSMR fretted
the Pentagon was now rejecting its expert advice.111
With good reason, military brass was loath to offer additional ammunition to
the growing hordes of hostile and resource-jealous civilian detractors circling
wagons around the Pentagon, a coterie that included Aspin and Humphrey. Such
concerns, NSMR feared, led the Pentagon to adopt an anemic defense of its own

NSMR, "Air Force Beagle Problem," Undated, ca. 19 Nov. 1973, NSMR Archives, Box 53,
Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974, 3.
1110n NSMR's longstanding relationship with the Army, see Chapter 5. On the Air Force's
official institutional membership in, and participation with, NSMR dating back to at least
1962, see NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Air Force/1962-1974. On the Air Force
explicitly seeking out NSMR counsel on responding to proposed federal legislation dealing
with animal experimentation as early as 1960, see Frank W. Hartman (US Air Force,
Aerospace Medical Division, Office of the Surgeon General) to Ralph Rohweder, 24 June
1960, NSMR Archives, Box 34, Folder: Federal Regulations/Resolutions/June 1960.
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experimentation. As lamented in an internal NSMR strategy document, the Air Force
rejected a policy of explicit accentuation of civilian benefits of its beagle tests
because the Surgeon General of the Air Force "felt that this would open the door to
transfer of DOD research to civilian agencies such as NIH." 115 2 This attitude, believed
NSMR, deprived the pro-test forces of their strongest claim. Additionally, the
Pentagon resisted full-blooded NSMR-styled vilification campaigns against the foes
of animal research. Worst of all, as NSMR leaders bemoaned privately, the Pentagon
at times actually appeared to be considering the unthinkable: giving in to the
antivivisectionists.115 3
Nonetheless, and not always with the DOD's blessing, NSMR conducted high
profile and backroom initiatives to thwart pro-beagle advances. Recruiting doctors,
scientists, academics, civic groups, and the pharmaceutical industry to its cause,
NSMR again stressed the theme of "freedom of science."11 5 4 "The effectiveness of the
anti-science [beagle] campaign cannot be denied, but it can be countered[,] intoned
NSMR. To that end, NSMR called upon all those "who are concerned with the threat
1152 NSMR, "Air Force Beagle Problem," Undated, ca. 19 Nov. 1973, NSMR Archives, Box 53,

&

Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974, 3.
1153 Ibid.; James Bosarge to William H. McBeath (American Public Health Association), 13
December 1973, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/19731974.
11540n beagle controversy-oriented NSMR recruitment efforts broadly, see Clarence Dennis
to C. Rollins Hanlon, 9 Jan. 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air
Force/Army/1973-1974. For beagle controversy-oriented NSMR recruitment efforts
specifically to the pharmaceutical industry, see H.E. Kingman, Jr. to Warren Easley
(Monsanto), No date visible, ca. June-July 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board of
Directors/Members/Kingman/1974; H.E. Kingman, Jr. to Lex Cowsert (American Home
Products/Wyeth International), No date visible, ca. June-July 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 61,
Folder: Wyeth Laboratories/1960-1967; H.E. Kingman, Jr. John W. Bausch (Armour
Company), No date visible, ca. June-July 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 39, Folder: Armour
Pharmaceutical Company/1973-1979.
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posed to medical researchers' freedom to conduct studies as they see fit" to contact
their congressmen. 115 s Along these lines and at NSMR's behest, the Chairman of
Georgetown University's Department of Physiology and Biophysics reached out to
Representative Gilbert Gude (R-MD). The professor stressed to the Congressman
that the United States was the only nation "of all the major free countries in the
world" in which researchers had the absolute right to select any animal of their
choosing for experiments. This "extremely important principle," he insisted, "must
be preserved[.]"1156 Such efforts bore fruit. By December 1973, in a similarlythemed appeal letter to the American Public Health Association, NSMR quietly
reported, "Results thus far have been most gratifying. Scientists working for the Air
Force and Army have told us that [the NSMR campaign] is having a favorable effect
on what we consider an important principle--- the right of researchers to determine
what model they should use[.]"1157
NSMR also employed additional classic research defense strategies while
waging its beagle fight. In both soft and hard forms, the group gendered the conflict.
Contrasting the purportedly feminine nature of most test opponents to the
ostensibly masculine nature of supporters, NSMR routinely opined that any success
enjoyed by the antivivisectionists on this issue was due to their "highly effective [...]

NSMR, "Legislation Poses Serious Threat to Medical Research," NSMR Bulletin (June
1974), 2.
11S6L.S. Lilienfield to Rep. Gilbert Gude, 30 July 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board
of Directors/Members/Rose, John C./1972-1975.
1157 James Bosarge to William H. McBeath (APHA), 13 December 1973, NSMR Archives, Box
53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974, 1.
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publicity campaign that appeals to emotion rather than reason."11 58 More explicitly,
NSMR derided the leaders of one of the chief pro-beagle organizations, United
Action for Animals, as being "[t]wo little old ladies in tennis shoes[.]"1159 Even more
pointedly, NSMR commonly referred to those opposing its agenda as "Little old
ladies of both sexes[.]"1160

Also classically, NSMR pathologized its political adversaries. Critics of the
beagle tests were "humane-iacs[.]"1161 Opposition to animal experimentation
reflected "basic zoophilia and misanthropy."11

62 And

again, Hitler, "who instituted

the most restrictive laws with respect to animal experimentation that existed
anywhere in the world[,]" asserted NSMR, "behaved exactly like the dedicated
animal anti-vivisectionists in England in 1876, and in America in the 1970s."1163
Hammering the point home with perhaps the most durable rhetorical weapons in
the research defense canon, as well as NSMR's longstanding favorite, the group
argued of the beagle experiments that "the only alternative to use of animals in
acute toxicity studies is experimental exposure of humans. This may be acceptable
118 NSMR,

"Legislation Poses Serious Threat to Medical Research," NSMR Bulletin (June

1974), 1.
Hugh H. Hussey to William R. Barkley, "Subject: Meeting, Board of Directors, National
Society for Medical Research," 13 August 1973, 1, Visscher Papers, Box 33, Folder: Folder:
NSMR Board of Directors Correspondence, 1969-1973.
1160 For examples, see Maurice B. Visscher, "The New Anti-Vivisectionists," Speech read on
11 Nov. 1971, 8, NSMR Archives, Box 8, Folder: Board of Directors/Members/Visscher,
Maurice B./1971-1974; Maurice B. Visscher to Dr. Mrs. Harry E. Kingman, 16 Dec. 1976,
Visscher Papers, Box 15, Folder: Harry E. Kingman 1974-79.
1161 Hugh H. Hussey to Harold J. Hudson, 4 Feb. 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder:
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PhilosophicalSociety 116 (1972): 160.
Maurice B. Visscher, "Retrospective and Prospective Views of Ethical Problems in
Biomedical Research," Speech presented at Wayne State University, March 1973, 12,
Visscher Papers, Box 5, Folder: Antivivisection Literature: MBV's Articles 1934-74.
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to some of the anti-science groups in this country, but it should not be the only
alternative left because of" their pernicious anti-human agitation. 1164
Additionally, though the preceding years' events dramatically reduced the
salience of NSMR's perfected allegations of anti-vivisection fifth-columnism, it was
still difficult for many Americans to openly side against the armed forces of their
country, particularly when troop safety could even semi-plausibly be invoked. The
Joint Congressional Committee that "redrafted" Humphrey's amendment expressed
such concerns in explaining its actions. One of the key deciding factors, wrote the
Committee, was testimony from defenders of the tests asserting that the original
amendment would endanger "the health and safety of civilian and military defense
personnel[.]"116

5

Intersecting with NSMR's efforts, the beagle campaign's greatest strength
also presaged its own downfall. The panoply of concerns animating the "bizarre
coalition" opened the corridors of power and legitimacy to the antivivisectionist
cause as never before. But politicians attracted to the beagle issue for reasons other
than the protection of dogs ultimately privileged those concerns over animal
welfare when the agendas no longer aligned. Les Aspin was initially mollified by the
National Academy of Sciences report on the Air Force experiments because it
concluded the Air Force tests did not in fact involve chemical weapons. He only took
the cause up again only after the Army's additional request for beagles for use at
1164 NSMR,

"NAS/NRC Report Supports Continued Animal Use in Air Force Toxicology
Studies," NSMR Bulletin, July 1974, 2.
1165 United States House-Senate Joint Committee on H.R. 14592, "Conference Report," 23
July 1974, 45, as included in Rep. Gilbert Gude to L.S. Lilienfield, 31 July 1974, NSMR
Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board of Directors/Members Rose, John C./1972-1975.
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Edgewood again raised the specter of chemical warfare tests.11 66 And Hubert
Humphrey made his own similar leanings plain in August 1974 letters to his
longtime friend and NSMR president Maurice Visscher"1
General and now NSMR board member Luther Terry

67,

and former U.S. Surgeon

168. Explained

Humphrey, "I

realize the vital need of medical research, and strongly support it in every way
possible. I hope you understand that I introduced this amendment because of my
strong support for the provisions of the Geneva Protocol of 1925, which prohibits
69
the use of asphyxiating, poisonous, or other gases in war[.]"11

Humphrey rejected the NAS report, but not because it defended the beagle experiments.
Rather, he believed that regardless of specifics, all medical research should be shifted from
military into civilian hands. Constance H olden, "Beagles: Army under Attack for Research at
Edgewood," Science 185 (1974): 130.
1167 Humphrey and Visscher had a productive personal and professional relationship dating
back decades, including Humphrey's having providing some assistance to Visscher on
pound seizure issues as early as the late 1940s. In a 1975 letter to other researchers
touching upon the beagle controversy not long after the controversy's resolution, Visscher
referred to Humphrey as "my good friend Hubert Humphrey who I am sure did not realize
what he was really doing." On Humphrey and Visscher's longstanding relationship, see
Visscher Papers, Box 13, Folders: Humphrey, Hubert 1945-1954, Humphrey, Hubert 19551959, Humphrey, Hubert 1960-1962, Humphrey, Hubert 1963-1978. For the letter and "my
good friend" quotation, see Maurice Visscher to Lewis Thomas and Robert A. Good (Sloan
Kettering Institute for Cancer Research), 10 April 1975, NSMR Archives, Box 35, Folder:
Board of Directors/Members/Visscher/1975.
1168 Terry was elected to the NSMR board of directors in 1967 (only two years after his term
as Surgeon General), and he continued to actively sit on the NSMR board at the time of the
beagle controversy. See NSMR, "NSMR Council Asks Exercise Study, Elects Three to Board,
NSMR Bulletin, March 1967, 1-2; NSMR, National Council Meeting "Minutes," 2 Feb. 1974, 7,
NSMR Archives, Box 7, Folder: National Council/Minutes/1974-1980. Terry's performance
as Surgeon General was especially notable for his 1964 landmark report on the hazards of
1166

tobacco smoking. On this report, see Allan M. Brandt, The CigaretteCentury: The Rise, Fall,
and Deadly Persistenceof the Product thatDefined America (New York: Basic Books, 2007),

210-239. For a more critical assessment of the report, see Robert N. Proctor, Golden
Holocaust: Originsof the CigaretteCatastropheand the Casefor Abolition (Berkeley:

University of California Press, 2011), 235-239.
1169 Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey to Maurice Visscher, 14 August 1974, Visscher Papers, Box 13,
Folder: Humphrey, Hubert 1963-1978; Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey to Luther Terry (Surgeon
General of the United States, retired), 13 Aug. 1974, Visscher Papers, Box 33, Folder: NSMR
Board Meeting 1973-1974.
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Critically, the Congressional Joint Committee demonstrated similar priorities
and sacrificed its opposition to gassing dogs in deference to its opposition to
chemical weapons. As we've seen, the final amendment to the Department of
Defense Appropriations Bill explicitly forbade "the use of dogs for research in
chemical and biological agents whose only purpose is to destroy life."11 70 While this
modestly complicated the Pentagon's ability to develop new chemical weapons
systems, it did little-to-nothing to end the beagle experiments. Most crucially,
though publicly helming the pro-beagle crusade, Hubert Humphrey himself paved
the way for this outcome. In a closed-door deal, Humphrey accepted a study on the
state of chemical weapons development in return for his quiet abandonment of his
beagle amendment." 7 ' This move then empowered NSMR to wage a powerful
backroom campaign against the amendment on the basis that, "Mr. Humphrey is not
72
pressing for its final enactment."11

Celebrating its victory over the antivivisectionist hordes, NSMR crowed its
triumph was all the more heroic for having been secured despite Pentagon

United States House-Senate Joint Committee on H.R. 14592, "Conference Report," 23
July 1974, 45, as included in Rep. Gilbert Gude to L.S. Lilienfield, 31 July 1974, NSMR
Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board of Directors/Members Rose, John C./1972-1975.
1171 H.E. Kingman, Jr. to Warren Easley (Monsanto), No date visible, ca. June-July 1974, 3,
NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board of Directors/Members/Kingman/19 74. Frustratingly,
the NSMR Archives' copy of this crucial letter is incomplete. Only the third page of three
remains. It is not possible to ascertain from the extant page alone exactly what the study in
question was to explore. I am currently pursuing alternate means of locating the complete
letter or otherwise determining the specifics of the study, including correspondence with
the recipient of the letter, Monsanto, research in additional archives, and further Freedom
of Information Act requests to the DOD.
1172 H.E. Kingman, Jr. to Dr. John O'Harra, 13 June 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board
of Directors/Members/Kingman/19 74.
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pusillanimity and inaction. This self-congratulatory assessment, however, was
grievously mistaken. The Pentagon was anything but passive in the face of its
antivivisection challenge. NSMR simply failed to recognize the extent of the
challenge, and the sophistication of the DOD's response to it.
First, the Pentagon did initially follow NSMR's advice to justify its beagle
experiments on the basis of non-military benefits. This approach proved a dismal
failure. Given its reluctance to venture too far into civilian medical waters, the
Pentagon opted for a course simultaneously non-martial and outside NIH purview:
environmentalism. One impetus for one set of the Air Force's beagle experiments
was a complaint from British environmentalists that fumes from American
warplanes were polluting Her Majesty's air. 17 3 On this basis, the DOD attempted to
position nearly the full range of beagle experiments as ecologically motivated.
This tack, however, was a nonstarter. The burgeoning environmental
movement, already fiercely battling the military over testing and use of nuclear and
chemical weapons in general, was heavily disinclined to back the military on
chemical weapons tests on dogs. This disinclination was all the more pronounced in
the face of antivivisection media blitzes and subsequent public outrage. As animal
protectionists declared in a full-page Washington Post advertisement featuring a
graphic photograph of mechanically restrained beagles in the process of being
gassed, such experiments were to be understood as "a continuing war against
NSMR, "Air Force Beagle Problem," Undated, ca. 19 Nov. 1973, 1, NSMR Archives, Box
53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974; U.S. Air Force, "Fact Sheet on
Research Involving Beagle Dogs," 17 July 1973, U.S. District Court for the Northern District
of Illinois: Eastern Division, "Civil Action: No. 730 2181: Complaint for Injunctive Relief:
1173
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animals, not against environmental dangers." The advertisement additionally
offered readers a copy of a 40-page report entitled "Animal Agony and The
Environment, or Chemical Warfare Against Animals."1 174 Environmental
organizations, such as the newly formed Greenpeace, were savvy enough not to
bring needless misery upon themselves by attempting to protect only-recently
popular species such whales and dolphins at the expense of puppies.1175
So great was the antipathy of environmentalists for the Pentagon in general,
and chemical weaponry in particular, that pointed antivivisection admonitions were
hardly necessary. A seminal catalyzing event for both the emerging environmental
movement and impassioned American opposition to chemical weapons established
this state of affairs unambiguously in March 1968. Malfunctioning instrumentation
1174 This

advertisement by United Action for Animals (UAA) implicitly both advanced and
piggy-backed upon the campaign against the Pentagon experiments. More recently founded
and somewhat more aggressive than the older American antivivisection societies, UAA
joined them in the DOD beagle fight. In the process, UAA capitalized on the publicity
surrounding that fight in order to further its own campaigns against government (primarily
FDA and EPA) sponsored toxicological experimentation on animals. These experiments at
times also took the form of gas tests on beagles and were likewise increasingly defended on
the basis of environmental concerns. Most notable about this particular advertisement is
that while it nowhere explicitly mentions the Pentagon's beagle experiments, it nonetheless
strongly seeks to link popular opprobrium surrounding the DOD tests with somewhat
similar ongoing beagle experiments conducted by the EPA and FDA. The advertisement's
depiction of gassed beagles, the repeated invocation of war and chemical weaponry, and the
timing of the advertisement itself (only weeks after Aspin's initial announcement) speak to
the perceived power of the DOD beagle controversy to advance the broader interests of the
antivivisection and militant animal protection movements. United Action for Animals,
"Environmentalists! Consumers! Concerned Citizens! Are you turning your back on animal
agony?," The Washington Post (24 July 1973), C22.

Environmental movement acquiescence to some animal protectionist concerns was
motivated by more than strategic calculations alone, Leading environmentalists cautiously
aligned themselves with militant animal protectionists on philosophical grounds as well.
Asked by a colleague to sign the "Animals' Bill of Rights" in November 1974, Greenpeace
cofounder Rex Weyler later reminisced, "Animal rights seemed as revolutionary in 1974 as
the Bill of Rights might have seemed to King William III and Queen Mary in 1689, [....] and
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during a secret open-air nerve agent test at the Army's Dugway Proving Ground in
rural Utah resulted in the unintended release of colorless odorless VX gas across the
surrounding areas. Particularly hard hit were the adjacent grazing lands known as
Skull Valley. Within days, thousands of sheep in Skull Valley began vomiting,
convulsing uncontrollably, and shortly thereafter, dying. As press around the world
reported every detail of the "Skull Valley Sheep Kill," the U. S. Army flatly denied
responsibility for the deaths. Pesticide poisoning, not the DOD, insisted the
Pentagon, was the true sheep killer. Continued investigation by state authorities,
however, soon conclusively confirmed that Army nerve gas was to blame and that
the DOD knew so all along. 1176 For the just then coalescing environmental
movement, writes activist and historian Chip Ward, "Skull Valley was the template"
for future understandings of the military's relationship to nature.1 177
In the wake of its failed appeals to ecology, the Pentagon quickly realized it
needed a more nuanced response to the beagle controversy than could be found in
the simplistic counsel of NSMR. Not only was NSMR's advice inadequate to the task
at hand, the nature of that task was far more daunting than NSMR understood. As
revealed in analysis of documents obtained for this study through the Freedom of
Information Act, despite its illimitable avowals otherwise, the Pentagon was very
much experimenting on beagles with chemical weapons.
1176 United
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In order to formulate a response to the rapidly escalating beagle controversy,
the Army's Office of the Chief of Research and Development (OCRD) in October 1973
requested that Army Materiel Command (AMC) conduct an internal survey of all
experiments on beagles underway at the Edgewood Arsenal Biomedical
Laboratory.11 78 Though more of a semi-detailed overview than an all-inclusive
accounting, the resulting report was informative enough. Virtually every research
protocol included in the report unambiguously revolved directly around chemical
weapons.
Some of the protocols involved single chemical weapons agents, such as the
protocol "Toxicology of Liquid Waste," which exposed beagles and rabbits to various
concentrations of mustard gas.11 79 Other protocols exposed beagles and other
animals to a wider range of chemical warfare agents, such as the protocol titled
"Toxicology of Chemical Agents." As spelled out in the AMC report, the "Goal of
Research" for this protocol was "To assess the lethal and incapacitating effects of
new or other compounds and to select the most promising, which will receive
intensive study." Such assessments entailed "Acute, subacute, and chronic exposures
of animals [including beagles] to the compounds of concern."11 80 Another protocol

1178 Deputy-Commander

to Commander, U.S. Army Materiel Command, "Use of Animals in
the Army," 6 Nov. 1973, FOIA: U.S. Army.
1179 U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Project OMA Appropriation No. 2132020:
Toxicology of Liquid Waste," in Army AMC review of fiscal year 1973 Edgewood Biomedical
Laboratory programs involving beagle dogs (Hereafter Army AMC FY1973 review of
Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory beagle experiments), 6 Nov. 1973, 8, FOIA: Army.
1180 At the time of the AMC report, this protocol focused on experiments with chemicals
related to the "manufacture, filling, storage, transportation, and use of the XM687, 155mm
Binary Projectile." For more on binary chemical weapons and their relationship to the
beagle controversy, see below. U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Project
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titled "Initial Toxicity Screening" experimented upon beagles and other animals with
"new chemical compounds and compound mixtures of significance for offensive and
defensive purposes." The report continued that, "The program is designed to
determine the lethality, other physiological effects, and safety margins of potential
chemical agents[.]"1181 Another protocol titled "Life Sciences Basic Research in

'Support of Material-Chemical"' experimented on beagles, goats, cats, rodents, and
pigs to obtain "fundamental information leading to knowledge: (1) of body systems
that may be affected by a minute quantity of chemical compounds to produce
incapacitation or death; (2) of the chemicals which will produce these effects[.]"1182
Several broad areas of chemical weapons research dominated Army Materiel
Command's list of ongoing Edgewood beagle experiments. Most prominent among
these were investigations involving nerve agents. For example, a "[c]hronic
inhalation toxicology" protocol labeled "Agent Sensitization Studies" exposed
beagles and rodents to varying less-than-immediately lethal doses of Sarin gas "for
six hours per day, five days per week for 52 weeks." The AMC report indicates the
mortality rate for the 40 beagles utilized in this protocol in FY1973 was 75%1183 The

1W162116AD2 1-01: Toxicology of Chemical Agents," in Army AMC FY1973 review of
Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory beagle experiments, 6 Nov. 1973, 2, FOIA: Army.
1181 U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Project IW162116AD10-01: Initial Toxicity
Screening," in Army AMC FY1973 review of Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory beagle
experiments, 6 Nov. 1973, 5, FOIA: Army.
1182 U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Project 1T161102B71A-02: Life Sciences Basic
Research in 'Support of Material-Chemical," in Army AMC FY1973 review of Edgewood
Biomedical Laboratory beagle experiments, 6 Nov. 1973, 1, FOIA: Army, (emphasis in
original).
1183 The mortality rates and total numbers used for the other species were: Mice, 80% (of
610); and Rats, 81% (of 1810). U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Project OMA 2132020:
Agent Sensitization Studies," in Army AMC FY1973 review of Edgewood Biomedical
Laboratory beagle experiments, 6 Nov. 1973, 9, FOIA: Army.
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protocol "Prophylaxis and Therapy for Lethal Agents" subjected beagles, monkeys,
cats, sheep, and other animals to a range of nerve agents. The AMC report indicates
the mortality rate for the 122 beagles utilized in this protocol in FY1973 was
100%.1184And a protocol designated "APTA [Airborne Percutaneous Toxic

Aerosols]/IVA [Intermediate Volatility Agents] Investigations" examined "the effects
of liquid, aerosol, and vapor nerve agent contamination" on beagles, pigs, rabbits,
and other rodents "wearing various US and foreign clothing assemblies[.]" The AMC
report indicates the mortality rate for the 24 beagles utilized in this protocol in
FY1973 was also

100%1185

In addition to the nerve agent studies above, the AMC report detailed two
other primary categories of chemical weapons experiments on beagles in progress
at Edgewood Arsenal. The first involved research on binary weapons. Binary
weapons are nerve agent munitions composed of two nerve agents precursors
segregated within a delivery system. When deployed, the two precursors mix to
produce a complete nerve agent, generally Sarin or VX. In the AMC report, the
"Toxicology of Chemical Agents" study, and another protocol named "Projectile, 8"
Lethal Binary," focused explicitly on the development, production, and deployment
the exception of the 18 sheep utilized, all of whom are reported to have survived
the protocol, the mortality rates and total numbers used for the other species were: Rabbits,
73% (of 228); Monkeys, 76% (of 33); Rats, 84% (of 1558); Mice, 87% (of 1160); Guinea
Pigs, 100% (of 55); and Cats, 100% (of 35). U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Project
1W762710AD25-02: Prophylaxis and Therapy for Lethal Agents," in Army AMC FY1973
review of Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory beagle experiments, 6 Nov. 1973, 3, FOIA:
Army.
1185 The mortality rates and total numbers used for the other species were: Rabbits, 100%
(of 500); Guinea Pigs, 100% (of 144); Mice, 100% (of 80); Rats, 100% (of 250); and Pigs,
100% (of 18). U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Project 1W662608AD11-03: APTA/IVA
Investigations," in Army AMC FY1973 review of Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory beagle
experiments, 6 Nov. 1973, 4, FOIA: Army.
1184With
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of binary weapons. "Toxicology of Chemical Agents" experimented on beagles,
rabbits, and rodents to assess "health hazards associated with" production and use
of the experimental 155mm binary shell XM687.11 86 "Projectile, 8" Lethal Binary"
sought to advance realization of the same by conducting "acute toxicity and health
hazard evaluations [on beagles and rodents] to determine the effectiveness of
agents produced by binary techniques[.]"1187
The next primary category examined in the AMC report centered upon the
class of chemical weapons known as "incapacitants." Incapacitants include a wide
array of chemical warfare agents designed to in some way incapacitate target
persons utilizing ostensibly non-lethal means. Examples include lachrymatory
agents (such as tear gas), euphoric agents (such as the gaseous synthetic THC agent
Red Oil), vomiting agents (such as DM), and hallucinogenic agents (such as gaseous
LSD). In practice, these categories often overlap, as with the deliriant incapacitant
known as BZ, which induces vivid hallucinations, intense disorientation, and either
euphoria or terror in those exposed. Some of the key studies included in the Army
Materiel Command report fell under the Edgewood research protocol listed as "BZ
Stockpile Reliability." This protocol involved "[i]nhalation toxicology and behavioral
studies" designed "[t]o establish concentration levels of BZ which will produce a
measurable effect in the performance of trained beagle hounds to determine

1186 U.S.

Army, Army Materiel Command, "Project 1W162116AD21-01: Toxicology of
Chemical Agents," in Army AMC FY1973 review of Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory beagle
experiments, 6 Nov. 1973, 2, FOIA: Army.
1187 U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Project 1W563615DE76-02: Projectile, 8" Lethal
Binary," in Army AMC FY1973 review of Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory beagle
experiments, 6 Nov. 1973, 6, FOIA: Army.
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whether the effective concentrations indicate an acceptable level of agent efficienty
[sic].""

88

So, in the first months of the beagle controversy, despite the Pentagon's
constant and vehement protestations to the controversy, the DOD was deeply and
fundamentally involved in chemical weapons research on beagles. This research
was centered at the Army's Biomedical Laboratory at Edgewood Arsenal. And as the
controversy wore on, the Pentagon steadfastly maintained both its beagle tests and
its denials.
The Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory began systematically utilizing beagles
for chemical weapons research in 1963.1189 Like at many research facilities, the
majority of these investigations were explicitly intended as multi-year efforts.11 90
Consistent with this design, many of the protocols outlined in the Army Materiel
Command report predated, continued throughout, and extended beyond the beagle
controversy.1191 The September 1973 Army solicitation for beagles that provoked

1188 U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Project OMA Appropriation No. 2132020: BZ
Stockpile Reliability," in Army AMC FY1973 review of Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory
beagle experiments, 6 Nov. 1973, 7, FOIA: Army.
1189 McNamara (1974), 2, FOIA: Army.
1190 Ibid., 3; U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Review of Research Programs Requiring
the Use of Beagle Dogs," Undated, ca. 10 January 1975, 8, FOIA: Army; United States General

Accounting Office, "Report of the Comptroller General of the United States: Use of Dogs in
Experiments at Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland, Department of the Army," 12 March 1976, 5.
1191 For example, the protocol "Toxicology of Chemical Agents" was ongoing since 1970 and
was scheduled to continue through at least 1979. United States General Accounting Office,
"Report of the Comptroller General of the United States: Use of Dogs in Experiments at
Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland, Department of the Army," 12 March 1976, 4-5.
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Aspin and the antivivisectionists was a solicitation to resupply the ongoing
protocols detailed in the AMC report with beagles for the new fiscal year. As the
DOD accurately explained in defense of the Army's public solicitation, "The present
contract for the procurement of beagles for use in research at Edgewood Arsenal is
an annual renewal of an on-going requirement and did not represent the
inauguration of a major new program to develop new lethal agents."11 92 Provided
one ignores that the Pentagon's public characterizations of its ongoing FY1973
research entailed tremendous distortions of fact, the above declaration is among the
most truthful about beagle tests offered by the DOD over the entire course of the
controversy.

This concealed reality of extensive chemical weapons tests on beagles
occasioned four especially tricky complications for the Pentagon. First, continuation
of the beagle tests themselves would likely have been unsalvageable had their true
nature and details become public during the controversy. Mere allegations along
these lines nearly doomed the experiments from the outset. Proof and details of
DOD chemical weapons tests on beagles, much of it directly related to nerve agents
and the development of new chemical warfare agents and delivery systems, would
almost certainly have proved adequately incendiary to result in restrictive
1192 The

military also stressed this point in a press release from the Office of the Army Chief
Information Officer describing the Edgewood beagle experiments as a "current research
program on-going at Edgewood Arsenal[.]" U.S. Department of Defense, "Fact Sheet: Use of
Dogs in DOD Research," Undated, ca. Summer 1974, 3 (emphasis added, sic), FOIA: Army; US
Army, Office of the Chief Information Officer (CINFO), "Department of Army CINFO Release:
Comments on Representative Aspin's Release," 1 Oct. 1973, as reproduced in Edgewood
Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
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Congressional action. Nothing would have been more damaging to DOD efforts to
preserve its beagle tests than public availability of accurate information about the
nature of those tests.
Such an outcome would have been far more costly to the Pentagon than
simple loss of face. It would have also have meant decreased revenue and
professional prestige resultant from the inability to accept outside research
contracts involving beagles, a standard practice at Edgewood and other DOD
research facilities.11 93 Even more importantly, as a large amount of animal research
at Edgewood (and elsewhere) centrally involved experiments on beagles, much of
the existing biomedical data on key questions of relevance to the Edgewood
researchers relied upon baseline data specific to beagles. If deprived of the dogs,
Pentagon research efforts would have been set back years or even decades as its
researchers scrambled to re-conduct thousands of experimental protocols on nonbeagle animals.11 94
Second, the Pentagon desperately hoped to avoid anything potentially
jeopardizing to its Edgewood-based incapacitant agent research and development
programs. As the domestic and international climate grew increasingly hostile to
chemical weapons, the DOD increasingly banked on new ostensibly non-lethal
"humane" chemical weapons agents (which it generally referred to as "riot control"

1193U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Review of Research Programs Requiring the Use

of Beagle Dogs," Undated, ca. 10 January 1975, 14, FOIA: Army.
1194 Ibid.,

11-12, FOIA: Army.
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agents) to redeem and defend its beleaguered chemical warfare program.1195
Further, the Pentagon required strong public and political support for its non-lethal
chemical weapons program in order to force foreign acceptance of the proposed
Geneva Protocol exemptions for American first use of riot control agents desired by
the Nixon administration and by the DOD.
However, despite Pentagon claims to the contrary, the reality of the U.S.
"non-lethal" chemical warfare arsenal repeatedly failed to live up to its much-touted
promise. Known officially as SN, the Army's first standardized incapacitant agent is
today better known by its street names PCP and Angel Dust.1196 Approved for Army
use in 1959, SN's frequently violent, psychotic, and at times fatal consequences
encouraged the DOD to seek alternative incapacitant agents that more convincingly
1197
merited the appellation "humane."

In 1961, this search resulted in Army standardization of the above-discussed
incapacitant BZ. 1198 Safer and more effective than SN, BZ nonetheless proved

Rothschild (1964), 3,10; Edmund Russell, War and Nature: FightingHumans and
Insects with Chemicalsfrom World War I to Silent Spring (Cambridge: Cambridge University
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Press, 2001), 204-228. For 1950s-1970s DOD argumentation about the uniquely humane
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(Santa Rosa, CA: ChemBooks, 2006).
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problematic. Not only was it expensive and prone to spontaneous ignition on the
assembly line, but up to 80% of adverse reactions to BZ among human test subjects
"required restraint to prevent self-injury," and common personality derangements
during recovery included paranoia and mania.11 99 Consequently, by the late 1960s,
the Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory was deeply invested in research to replace BZ,
to tame the agent's less than desirable qualities, and to expand the Pentagon's nonlethal chemical warfare arsenal.1 200
By the end of the decade, though the Pentagon's public relations needs for a
viable humane chemical warfare agent had never been greater, research to produce
such an agent continued to suffer frustrating setbacks. Pursuant of a workable nonlethal chemical weapon, 1960's experiments at Edgewood on dogs, rodents, and pigs
with the agent CN resulted in "lacrimation [tearing], conjunctivitis [swelling of the
membrane lining the eyelids], salivation, frothing at the mouth and nose, erythema,
and swelling around the eyes, genitalia, and extremities, dyspnea [labored
breathing], hyperactivity followed by hypoactivity and death."'12 0 In 1969,
according to a then classified Edgewood report, extensive testing on dogs and
rodents with another promising non-lethal agent candidate named EA 3547 caused
"signs of nasal and ocular irritation immediately upon exposure, followed by

1199Ibid., 3.
1200 Ibid.
12 01B.

P. McNamara et al, "Edgewood Arsenal Technical Report: EATR 4309: Toxicology of
Riot Control Chemicals-CS, CN, and DM," November 1969, Edgewood Arsenal Research
Laboratories, 26.
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hyperactivity, salivation, lacrimation, preening, vomiting, defecation (dogs), and
2 02
bloody tears (guinea pigs)."1

Yet another compound long under consideration for use in America's nonlethal arsenal was the agent known as DM. According to a separate 1969 Edgewood
report, "Immediately upon exposure [to high doses of DM] the dogs became
extremely restless, jumping and barking were noted. Salivation, retching, and
vomiting occurred. The animals became ataxic [loss of bodily control] and some
were unable to maintain standing posture. Upon removal from the chamber they
were hypoactive, they pawed their faces; gagging and vomiting occurred
periodically for 24 hours. They consumed little food or water for 7 days and they
became emaciated."1 203 Though some of the dogs improved after the first week,
many died during the seven days following exposure.1 204
In experiments on monkeys used for the same protocol, the report from the
Edgewood researchers recorded that, "During exposure, salivation, vomiting,
rhinorrhea, ataxia, and difficulty of breathing were noted. Upon removal from the
chamber the animals exhibited wheezing, ptosis [drooping eyelids], and lethargy.
Coughing and vomiting persisted for 24 to 48 hours. After 24 to 48 hours, open
lesions were noted on the face and around the eyes, possibly due to pawing by the
1202
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Animals," October 1970, Edgewood Arsenal Medical Research Laboratory, 29.
1203 McNamara (1969), 31-32.
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animal. Prior to death, the monkeys layed face down, and breathing seemed to be
depressed."12 05 In goats, the same Edgewood tests resulted in "hyperactivity,
shaking of the head, rearing on the hind legs, licking, chewing, frothing at the mouth,
ataxia convulsions, bloating and death. During the week following exposures, the
animals were hypoactive, knelt on their forelegs, gagged, and vomited. The goats
seemed weak. They collapsed and convulsed prior to death. All goats were bloated
206
upon death."1

By the time of the beagle controversy, the Pentagon was desperate to
produce and develop a working non-lethal agent to tout as an example of the longheralded but stubbornly non-existent "humane" chemical weapons.1 207 Another
FOIA-obtained Army Materiel Command report, this one surveying Edgewood
chemical warfare tests on beagles in 1974 and 1975, highlighted the priority of the
search for non-lethal chemical agents and the centrality of beagle experiments to
this effort. A protocol listed in this later AMC report titled "Riot Control Agent
Investigations" sought to determine the cause of a problematic issue related to the
then leading non-lethal chemical candidate. Though the unnamed "volatile riot

Ibid., 32. (sic).
Ibid., 31-32.
1207A deliriant known as EA 3834 appeared poised to replace BZ along these lines, but
experiments on human beings at Edgewood in the early 1970s resulted in, amongst other
unwelcome symptoms, test subjects urinating blood for up to a year following exposure.
Kirby, 3.
1205
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control agent currently under development [....] satisfie[d] all requirements for an
improved riot control agent," it also,
produce[d] a paralysis of unknown etiology when applied in large
doses to dogs. Further experiments are needed to delineate the [...]
cause of the temporary paralysis. If answers to these questions are
not obtained, the only current candidate for a volatile, rapid, and longlasting, easily decontaminated, and disseminated riot control agent
will be dropped from the R&D program. This agent development has
very recently been indorsed by the Under Secretary of the Army as
important to the Riot Control Program.1 208
Since the "slowly reversible paralysis" produced by the agent in question had
to date only been observed in beagles, continued research on beagles, asserted
Army Materiel Command, was essential for the potential success of the Pentagon's
non-lethal chemical warfare program.1 209 As with the broad range of DOD chemical
weapons tests on beagles, the public availability of accurate information about the
beagle tests at Edgewood would have seriously threatened the viability of major
portions of the Pentagon's prized "non-lethal" chemical agents development

U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Review of Research Programs Requiring the Use
of Beagle Dogs," Undated, ca. 10 January 1975, 11, FOIA: Army (sic); W.W. Vaughan (LTG),
"Procurement of Beagles for CW Medical Defense Research," U.S. Army, Headquarters Army
Materiel Command, 10 Jan. 1975, FOIA: Army. The review continued, "The generalized
protocol for testing of volatile riot control agents is as follows: On the day preceding the
test, the dogs will be clipped free of hair in the middle of their backs, allowing a bare skin
area approximately six inches square for agent application. The animals will be taken to the
test area on the day of the study, applied topically with graded doses of test agent, and
placed into holding areas where they are unrestrained and have free access to food and
water. At the end of the experimental period, when total agent evaporation is assured, the
animals will be returned to their home area for observation until they are completely
recovered. Any animals that die during the course of the study will be immediately
submitted for complete pathological examination. Survivors will be held until completely
normal and then used for other toxicological studies." U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command,
"Review of Research Programs Requiring the Use of Beagle Dogs [FY 1975]," 10 January
1975, 11, FOIA: Army.
1209 Ibid.
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program, as well as its efforts to secure popular support for an exemption to the
Geneva Protocol for first use of "riot control agents" in warfare. The beagle
controversy directly and seriously imperiled these core DOD objectives.
Third, the beagle controversy also directly threatened the DOD's binary
weapons research program. The Pentagon considered this research even more
important to the viability of its overall chemical warfare program than the
development of "humane" chemical agents. As intended, the Congressional
restrictions on the movement and storage of chemical weapons imposed during the
recent controversy over open-air testing of nerve agents at Edgewood seriously
constrained the DOD's ability to sustain a workable chemical warfare program.
Because the two nerve agent precursors housed within binary weapons remained
only somewhat toxic until mixed together upon deployment, the Pentagon banked
that such weapons could salvage its embattled chemical program by bypassing
Congress' new safety regulations while simultaneously dampening Americans' fears
that "the Army's chemical weapons might be as big a threat to their own lives as
they [are] to the enemy's."1 2 10
Such an outcome, however, was almost entirely contingent upon
Congressional funding for continued research and development of binary weapons,
and this funding was far from guaranteed. Commencing and proceeding in near lock
step with the beagle controversy, the Pentagon's hard sell for significantly increased
funding for its binary work met with an equally strident Congressional counter
w2luHenahan

(191/4), !Z-56.
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campaign helmed by the already pro-beagle Ted Kennedy (D-MA), who vowed to
thwart the Pentagon's binary effort.1 211
Kennedy and his allies threatened not only the DOD's domestic agenda for
binary weapons, but also the Pentagon's ambitious international aims. As argued by
Rep. Wayne Owens (D-UT), whose own fervent opposition to chemical weapons
stemmed from the 1968 Skull Valley Sheep Kill in his home state, "By broaching the
idea [of significantly increased funding for binaries] at this time, the Defense
Department seems to be making a calculated end run around negotiations on
international chemical-weapons disarmament underway in Geneva."1 212 Explicitly
linking Army binary development with the DOD and the Nixon administration's
insistence on Geneva Protocol exemptions for U.S. first-use of herbicides and riot
control agents, opponents of the DOD funding request excoriated the Pentagon for
clandestinely attempting to sink the Geneva efforts by developing a new line of
nerve agent weapons during the heat of negotiations.1 213 This view regarding the
internationally incendiary nature of the U.S. binary weapons program, as well as the
pressing urgency of U.S. ratification of the Geneva Protocol without exemptions, was
widespread. It was openly shared not only by Fred Ikle, Director of the United States
Arms Control Agency,1 2 14 but also notably by the President of the American
Chemical Society (ACS). Until its recent damning assessment of the damage caused
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by DOD use of herbicides in Vietnam, the ACS had for decades been among the most
stalwart boosters of blanket funding for Pentagon chemical weapons programs.1 215
No more, and the Pentagon was acutely aware of its growing isolation on the issue.
Given the immensely high value placed upon the binary program by the DOD,
and the precarious position in which that program existed, the Pentagon was
beyond keen to avoid any additional complications. Possible success for binaries in
Congress required that the weapons be widely regarded as a cure for America's
chemical warfare woes rather than an extension of them. The centrality of beagle
experiments to the Army's binary program, and the nature of those experiments,
threatened to seriously exacerbate the Pentagon's already daunting challenges by
imbuing the binary controversy with the mass opprobrium of the beagle affair.
Further, the DOD recognized its binary strategy required the timely production of
compelling scientific evidence that these weapons indeed posed no threat to the
American public. Such evidence, however, required experimentation, and for the
reasons noted above, such experimentation required beagles. Accurate public
information about the Edgewood beagle binary research program would almost
certainly have further tarnished the public image of binaries as a cruel, dangerous,
and immoral technology, as well as resulted in passage of restrictive legislation
prohibiting chemical weapons tests (including binary weapons tests) on beagles.
Fourth, in addition to threatening the Pentagon's highly valued general use of
beagles in research, the viability of its prized "humane" agents development

1215 Ibid.
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program, and the success of its even more cherished binary weapons program, the
beagle controversy threatened to expose classified DOD secrets of the most
explosive kind. Beagles were not the only problematic species in Defense
Department chemical weapons laboratories. From the early 1950s through 1975,
the Army and the CIA exposed thousands of unknowing and semi-knowing
American servicemen and civilians to chemical warfare agents including
hallucinogens, deliriants, riot control agents, blister agents, and nerve agents. Many
of these experiments resulted in unexplained lifelong debilitating and painful
ailments, and a smaller number of them resulted in death of the human subjects.
Headquartered at the Army's Biomedical Laboratory at Edgewood Arsenal, much of
this human experimentation continued throughout the beagle controversy. 1216 The
timing could scarcely have been worse.
Deeply concerned in early 1973 that intensified Congressional scrutiny of
defense-related affairs might lead to public exposure of the decades of chemical
warfare experiments on human beings, CIA Director Richard Helms ordered the
destruction of all records pertaining to Operation MKULTRA, the CIA's secret human
experimentation program. 1217 Nonetheless, beginning late the following year, a
1216
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(Washington DC, National Academy Press, 1993).
1217 Before a Senate hearing, Helms later justified this explicitly improper destruction of CIA
human experimentation records on the basis that, "there had been relationships with
outsiders in government agencies and other organizations and that these would be sensitive
in this kind of a thing but that since the program was over and finished and done with, we
thought we would just get rid of files as well, so that anybody who assisted us in the past
would not be subject to follow-up questions, embarrassment, if you will." Staff of the
Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments to Members of the Advisory
Committee on Human Radiation Experiments, "Methodological Review of Agency Data
Collection Efforts: Initial Report on the Central Intelligence Agency Document Search," 27
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series of front page New York Times exposes by Seymour Hersh revealed a wide
range of scandalous CIA activities at home and abroad, including some of the
Agency's human experiments on American citizens. 1218
Hersh's articles inspired the Congressional "Church Committee," "Pike
Committee," and "Rockefeller Committee" investigations of U.S. intelligence
operations. It quickly became apparent that the scope of CIA human
experimentation was far greater than initially understood, that the Army was also
deeply engaged in problematic human experimentation with chemical weapons, and
that Edgewood Arsenal served as a primary site for both the Army and CIA
experiments. Though the magnitude of the Army's human experimentation
programs only began to come into focus towards the tail end of the beagle
controversy, the revelation that the Army had at all been involved in subjecting
unknowing and semi-knowing human beings to chemical warfare agents unleashed
a firestorm that proved well beyond the DOD's ability to contain.1 219
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This was exactly the scenario the Pentagon feared the beagle controversy
might provoke. While it was ultimately press and Congressional scrutiny of CIA
misdeeds, rather than of DOD beagle gassings, that first exposed the Army's decades
of hidden human experimentation, in 1973 and 1974, the Pentagon still had sound
reason to believe the beagle controversy might produce this same feared outcome.
Driving this anxiety was the multiply classified fact that the Edgewood human and
beagle research protocols were deeply and inextricably linked. Both took place at
the same laboratory over the same period of time. Both pursued the same
experimental questions and investigated the same chemical agents.1 2 2 0 Both were
explicitly designed to meet the needs or extend the findings of the other.1 221 Both
were routinely conducted by the same researchers.1 222 Finally, both the human and
For one example among many, compare Punte CL, Ballard TA, Weimer JT, "Inhalation
studies with chloroacetophenone, diphenyl aminochloroarsine, and pelargonic
morpholide-I. Animal exposures," Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J., 1962; 23: 194-198 and Punte CL,
Gutentag PJ, Owens EJ, Gongwer LE., "Inhalation studies with chloroacetophenone,
diphenylaminochloroarsine, and pelargonic morpholide - I. Human exposures," Am. Ind.
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Chemical Center, MD, 1958; Gutentag PJ, Hart J, Owens EJ, Punte CL., "Chemical Warfare

Laboratory Report: CWLR 2365: The evaluation of CS aerosol as a riot control agent in
man," US Army Chemical Warfare Laboratories: Army Chemical Center, MD, 1960; Punte CL,
Ballard TA, Weimer JT. "Inhalation studies with chloroacetophenone, diphenyl
aminochloroarsine, and pelargonic morpholide-. Animal exposures." Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc.
J., 1962; 23: 194-198; Punte CL, Gutentag PJ, Owens EJ, Gongwer LE., "Inhalation studies
with chloroacetophenone, diphenylaminochloroarsine, and pelargonic morpholide - I.
Human exposures," Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J., 1962; 23: 199 - 202; Punte CL, Weimer JT, Ballard
TA, Wilding JL., "Toxicologic studies on o-chlorobenzylidene malononitrile," Toxicol.Appl.
Pharmacol.1962;4: 656-662; Punte CL, Owens EJ, Gutentag PJ., "Exposures to
orthochlorobenzylidene malononitrile-controlled human exposures." Arch. Environ. Health,

1963; 6: 366-374; Owens EJ, Punte CL,. "Human respiratory and ocular irri-tation studies
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beagle experimentation at Edgewood were often conducted in direct tandem with
one another.
Lieutenant Colonel James Ketchum proudly recounts one such instance in his
rose-tinted memoir of his tenure as Chief of Clinical Research at the Edgewood
Biomedical Laboratory. In November 1964, Ketchum oversaw an experimental
protocol titled "Project Dork" that he designed to investigate the possibility of using
chemical agents to incapacitate Soviet fishing vessels off the Alaskan coast. At the
Army proving grounds in Utah adjacent to Skull Valley, Ketchum and his team of
Edgewood researchers simultaneously exposed caged beagles and human Army
"volunteers" to open-air clouds of BZ gas.1 2 23 A later unclassified Army review of
classified reports of Project Dork concluded, "the tests produced positive
results."1

224

A less wistful account of a similar experiment involving both human and
beagle subjects was provided by Don Bowen, a "volunteer" on loan from the Air
Force. Inside a gas chamber at the Army's Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory in April
1961, Bowen noted that cages filled with experimental animals lined the walls

utilizing o-chlorobenzylidene malononitrile aerosols," Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J., 1963; 24: 262264; Hellrich A, Goldman RH, Bottiglieri NG, Weimer JT., "Edgewood Arsenal Technical
Report: EATR 4075: The effects of thermally-generated CS aerosols on human skin," US
Army Medical Research Laboratory: Edgewood Arsenal, MD, 1967; Swentzel KC, Merkey RP,
Cucinell SA, Weimer JT, Vocci Fj., "Edgewood Arsenal Technical Memorandum: EATM 100-8:
Unchanged thiocyanate levels in human subjects following exposure to CS aerosol," US
Army Medical Research Laboratory: Edgewood Arsenal, MD, June 1970.
1223 Ketchum (2006), 141-152.
1224 James R. Taylor and William N. Johnson, "DAIG IN 21-75: Report on Use of Volunteers in
Chemical Agent Research," Inspector General, Department of the Army, 10 March 1976, 130.
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around him. "[T]here were rows of animals: dogs, cats, mice, rats, guinea pigs,
rabbits-just a little bit of everything." When an unidentified gas (likely BZ) filled
the chamber, Bowen reports "the animals went bananas. They were running around
[their cages]," "screaming, and then slumped onto the floor." Bowen attempted to
hold his breathe, but eventually inhaled. "[I]t burned my nose and it burned my
nostrils and my lips and throat." Though his memory is limited after that point,
Bowen recalls being taken from the chamber by two men who delivered him to the
laboratory's hospital section in order to monitor his delirium and racing heart.1 225
In addition to having good reason to fear that the intimate ties between the
Army's human and beagle chemical warfare research programs might lead to
exposure of the human experiments, after information about the human
experiments finally began to emerge, the Pentagon still had solid grounds to fear the
beagle controversy might seriously exacerbate the unfolding human research
subjects scandal. 1226 Indeed, almost immediately upon that emergence, pundits,

The last thing Bowen remembers of the experience is the sight at the hospital of "the
boy who went into the gas chamber after me, the paratrooper. [....] He could not pick up his
sheets; he could not lay down; he could not see; his eyes, like mine, were jerking erratically.
He couldn't accomplish anything on his own. He had to have people with him all the time.
[....] He was sitting in a [full] bathtub in full uniform, with boots and everything else[.]" "The
Army's Human Guinea Pigs," Freedom, August 1979, 8-9; Hunt (1991), 161. Regarding the
likelihood of the agent to which Bowen was exposed being BZ, the symptoms described by
Bowen are consistent with BZ exposure, and the timing of Bowen's exposure (1961) is
consistent with the timing of the initial wave of intensive BZ testing at Edgewood (19601963). For the timing of Edgewood BZ experimentation, see Ketchum (2006), 44.
1226 SOclosely did the Army associate the public relations fallout from the two controversies
that Edgewood's internal file "Newspaper Articles-Related to 74-75 Beagle Protest &use of
animals" included press clippings about the human experimentation controversy that made
1225
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concerned scientists, and members of the public alike drew parallels between
defense-related human and beagle experimentation. 1227 Even when these parallels
were intended to highlight differences between the two experimental regimes, or
the initially disproportionate responses to them, as in a BaltimoreSun letter to the
editor titled "Dogs 1st, Humans 2d," the DOD nonetheless always came out worse for
wear.

1228

And when parallels were intended to highlight continuities between the two
regimes, as in a June 1975 column by wildly popular TV, radio, and newspaper
personality Paul Harvey, the DOD came out far worse yet. Harvey, whose opinion
pieces to this day have been reprinted in the Congressional Record more so than any
other commentator's, had until that point been on the fence about the beagle
controversy.1 229 However, as solid details about the Army and CIA human
experimentation became clear, Harvey opened a column titled "Man and Other
Animals" with the declaration, "The Army is purchasing beagle puppies. Within 60
days the Army will buy a hundred of these dogs for $104.50 each and ship them to
Edgewood Arsenal, Md." After then briefly summarizing his attempts until that point
to "straddle the vivisection issue," Harvey recounted his recent discovery of a
no reference to beagles or animal experimentation, Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file,
FOIA: Army.
1227 Stockholm

International Peace Research Institute, Delayed Toxic Effects of Chemical

Warfare (Stockholm and New York: Almqvist &Wiksell International, 1975), 38. Though
published in 1975, the book was written in 1974 and cites a July 1974 article on the beagle
controversy. See pp. v and 55.
1228 William D. Townsend, "Dogs 1st, Humans 2d," Baltimore Evening Sun (24 June 1975),
A10. Also see, Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (1975), 38.
1229 United States House of Representatives, "H. Res. 223: Honoring the life, achievements,
and contributions of Paul Harvey, affectionately known for his signature line,'This is Paul
Harvey...Good Day"' (30 March 2009).
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passage "which has now compelled me take sides." Penned in 1947 during the
Nuremberg Medical Trial by noted British theologian and author C. S. Lewis, and
discussed earlier herein in Chapter 3, the passage trumpeted the longstanding
axiomatic antivivisection position of inevitable progression from animal research to
experiments upon unconsenting human beings. Openly equating animal and human
experimentation and Nazi German and American DOD research practices, Harvey
quoted Lewis verbatim and ended his column by proclaiming:
No argument for experiments on animals can be found which is not
also an argument for experiments on inferior men. If we cut up beasts
because they cannot prevent us, and because we are backing our own
side in the struggle for existence, then it only logical to cut up
imbeciles, criminals, enemies or capitalists for the same reason.
230
Indeed, some such experiments on men have already begun."1

VSo, in order to avoid a host of potential crises pertaining to DOD beagle
testing on the whole, research on "humane" chemical agents, binary weapons
development, and decades of human experimentation by the Army, the Pentagon
found itself in need of a strategy that would both ensure continuation of its beagle
experiments and prevent information on the true nature of those tests from
becoming public. As we have seen, the insistently voiced strategy suggestions from
NSMR, the standard fount of anti-anti-vivisection strategizing since the 1940s,
proved multiply lacking in this case. Not only did NSMR's plan to highlight the
civilian benefits of military tests turn out dead on arrival, but the organization's
trademark scorched earth style campaigns of vilification risked escalating rather
1230

Paul Harvey, "Man and Other Animals," The Daily Herald (Utah) (11 June 1975), 37.
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than deflating the beagle controversy. Since inciting additional fervor over beagles
would almost certainly have incited additional scrutiny of research at Edgewood,
this was exactly the opposite of a desirable strategy from the perspective of the
Pentagon. Rather than confront the beagle protesters head-on, the DOD chose
instead to foster a diffuse climate of confusion it hoped would eventually render the
antivivisectionists and their allies off-balance, weary, and easily mollified. To this
end, the Pentagon settled upon a brilliant campaign of concealment, obfuscation,
faux concessions, co-optation, and outright mendacity.
As it seems no experiments with chemical warfare agents were being
conducted at Wright-Patterson Air force Base's Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratories (AMRL) at the time of the controversy, the DOD's task was far easier
when only Air Force beagle experiments were under attack. Still, the Pentagon took
few chances and employed many of the techniques it would later use when the
situation turned more severe. Among the most consistent of these techniques were
language games flirting dangerously with simple deception. The Air Force's first
major response to the antivivisection challenge was to issue a "Fact Sheet" on its
beagle research. The sheet insisted, "The animals will not be used to test 'poison
gases' or any chemical or biological warfare agents, as some reports alleged." 12 31
While the Air Force's claims regarding an absence of avowedly chemical or
biological warfare agents were likely accurate, its claim that beagles would not be

U.S. Air Force, "Fact Sheet on Research Involving Beagle Dogs," 17 July 1973, U.S. District
Court for the Northern District of Illinois: Eastern Division, "Civil Action: No. 730 2181:
1231

Complaint for Injunctive Relief: NationalAnti-Vivisection Society et al. vs. James Schlesinger

et al.," 7 Sept. 1973, Exhibit A. Emphasis in original.
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subjected to "poison gases" requires an exceedingly generous reading in order to
arrive at a similar conclusion. The Air Force's experiments were explicitly designed
to expose beagles to known or suspected toxic substances in gaseous (and other)
form to determine what concentrations of, and exposure durations to, those
substances would produce disease and death in test beagles.1 232 The National
Academy of Sciences' glowing review of the Air Force's experiments flatly declared
"[a]cute toxicity experiments" to be AMRL's "bread and butter work."1 2 33 It is simply
difficult to imagine a meaningful definition of the terms by which the Air Force was
not exposing beagles to "poison gas."
The Air Force also strayed from candor in its frequent invocations of outside
necessity in order to diffuse responsibility for the commission of its beagle tests. For
example, the Air Force claimed the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
bore responsibility for Air Force debarking practices as a mandated workplace noise

National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council (1974); J. D. MacEwen and E.
H. Vernot, "AMRL-TR-74-78: Toxic Hazards Research Unit Annual Technical Report: 1974,"
July 1974, Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio;
J. D. MacEwen and E. H. Vernot, "AMRL-TR-75-57: Toxic Hazards Research Unit Annual
Technical Report: 1975," Oct. 1974, Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, WrightPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio; E. H. Vernot, C. C. Haun, J. D. MacEwen, and G. F. Egan, "Acute
Inhalation Toxicity and Proposed Emergency Exposure Limits of Nitrogen Trifluoride,"
Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology26 (1973): 1-13; Charles E. Witchett, "AMRL-TR-7488: Exposure of Dog Erythrocytes In Vivo to Phenylhydrazine and Monomethylhydrazine: A
Freeze-Etch Study of erythrocyte Damage," March 1975, Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
1233 National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council (1974), 14.
1232
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safety requirement. 1234 However, many laboratories experimenting on large
colonies of beagles, including the laboratories at both Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base and Edgewood Arsenal by the end of the controversy, routinely opted without
incident to forgo debarking.1 235
Likewise, the Air Force stretched the limits of truth in its frequent
invocations of external support for its beagle experiments. For example, the Air
Force's fact sheet also asserted that "All public laws" pertaining to the treatment of
laboratory animals "are strictly followed."1 236 This assertion was not necessarily
untrue as much as it misleading implied such compliance was demonstrative of an
absence of animal suffering. As we have seen in the previous chapter, the applicable
federal law was the USDA-enforced Animal Welfare Act (AWA) passed in 1966 and
amended in 1970.1237 During the years of the beagle controversy, the AWA
1234 Holden

(1974), 131.
National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council (1974), 2, 25; Dana Adams
Schmidt, "Pentagon reduces use of beagles, other pets in laboratory tests," ChristianScience
Monitor (3 January 1974), 8; Charlie Stough, "Pups Study Has No Bite," Daily News (Dayton,
OH) (17 Sept. 1973), as reproduced in Bulletin of the NAVS (November 1973); U.S. Army,
Army Materiel Command, "Review of Research Programs Requiring the Use of Beagle
Dogs," Undated, ca. January 1975, 2, 5,9, 12, 13, 14, FOIA: Army.
1236 The Army soon made a similar and similarly misleading claim regarding compliance
with "all the federal legislations governing animal research." U.S. Air Force, "Fact Sheet on
Research Involving Beagle Dogs," 17 July 1973, U.S. District Court for the Northern District
of Illinois: Eastern Division, "Civil Action: No. 730 2181: Complaint for Injunctive Relief:
1235

NationalAnti-Vivisection Society et al. vs. James Schlesinger et al.," 7 Sept. 1973, Appendix A;

US Army, Office of the Chief Information Officer (CINFO), "Department of Army CINFO
Release: Comments on Representative Aspin's Release," 1 Oct. 1973, as reproduced in
Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file, (sic), FOIA: Army.
1237 The law as passed in 1966 was referred to as the "Laboratory Animal Welfare Act"
(LAWA). However, largely because NSMR and the broader research defense community
took umbrage at the suggestion that animals in laboratories were especially in need of
protection, the 1970 amendments renamed LAWA simply the "Animal Welfare Act." See
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principally regulated only the procurement, transportation, housing, and veterinary
care of experimental animals. The AWA explicitly established no provisions
regulating the conduct of actual experimentation upon animals. In the words of the
USDA itself, "the jurisdiction of the Act extends only to the research doors[.]"1238

Maurice B. Visscher, "The Animal Welfare Act of 1970," Science 172 (1971): 916; Harry E.
Kingman, Jr., "Statement of Harry E. Kingman, Jr., D.V.M., Executive Director, National
Society for Medical Research, on H.R. 11112, To the Committee on Agriculture,
Subcommittee on Livestock and Grains," 30 Sept. 1976, Visscher Papers, Box 33, Folder:
NSMR Board Meeting 1975-1978, 4.
1238 Indeed, as we have also seen, NSMR too understood the AWA accordingly. As NSMR's
National Council approvingly remarked after passage of the act in 1966, "the law specifically
excludes establishment of standards for maintaining animals during actual research, and
[...] the time when animals are deemed to be under actual research is to be determined by
the research facility[.]" It should be pointed out that both the USDA quotation in the above
text and the NSMR quotation above in this note refer to the Act as passed in 1966. As
discussed above, the Act was amended somewhat in 1970 but the implications for the
present point remained essentially unchanged. As Rep. Thomas Foley (D-WA), one of the
1970 bill's architects and a friend of NSMR, proudly asserted at the time, the amended act
"specifically guarantees the absolute authority of the research institutions to conduct
research experiments[.]" In agreement, NSMR president Maurice Visscher wrote in Science
in 1971, "The act of 1970 [...] provides a specific prohibition against any interference by the
Secretary of Agriculture with the design or execution of any experiment. The institution is
responsible for the conduct of experimental procedures in accord with professionally
acceptable standards." Visscher again made a similar declaration in his 1975 monograph,
Ethical Constraintsand Imperatives in Medical Research. Asserted Visscher regarding animal
experimentation, "At the present time in the United States the only explicitly applicable
Federal statutes [the 1966 Act and its 1970 amendment] are both laws dealing with the
housing and care of animals employed in scientific study rather than with actual scientific
experimentation." NSMR Executive Director Harry Kingman, Jr. made the same point again
the following year when speaking before a Congressional subcommittee. Referring to the
1970 revisions to the Act, Kingman testified, "The amendment provides a specific
prohibition against any interference by the Secretary of Agriculture or anyone else with the
design or execution of any experiment." Sigmund T. Rich to H. E. Kingman, Jr., 7 Nov. 1969,
NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder: Board of Directors/Members/Rich/1968-1972; NSMR,
"Resolution No. I: Voluntary Compliance with P. L. 89-544," Undated, ca. 1966-1967, NSMR
Archives, Box 7, Folder: National Council/Meeting/1967; Animal Welfare Institute, "Animal
Welfare Act of 1970 Passed by House and Senate," Information Report (Oct.-Dec. 1970), 1;
Maurice B. Visscher, "The Animal Welfare Act of 1970," Science 172 (1971): 916-917;
Maurice B. Visscher, Ethical Constraintsand Imperatives in Medical Research (Springfield,
Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 1975), 90; Harry E. Kingman, Jr., "Statement of Harry
E. Kingman, Jr., D.V.M., Executive Director, National Society for Medical Research, on H.R.
11112, To the Committee on Agriculture, Subcommittee on Livestock and Grains," 30 Sept.
1976, Visscher Papers, Box 33, Folder: NSMR Board Meeting 1975-1978, 4; On Foley's
friendly relations with NSMR, see Harry Kingman, Jr., "Report of Executive Director," 3 Nov.
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Sen. Bob Dole raised this very issue when advancing his pro-beagle legislation in
May 1974. Intoned Dole, "At present there are no laws to protect dogs in
laboratories, no regulations at all as to what can be done to them, no requirements
that they be treated humanely-only suggested guidelines." 1239 So, though the Air
Force may have been in technical compliance with "All public laws," this compliance
had little bearing on the well-being of beagles while actually being gassed.
Similarly disingenuous, the next sentence in the Air Force's "Fact Sheet"
asserted, "The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals concurs in these
principals." 1240 However, there was no such organization as The Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. There were local SPCAs, such as the Maryland
SPCA, and an American SPCA, but none of these organizations endorsed the Air
Force experiments. Indeed, when called on this bluff, the Air Force quickly deleted
the misleading line about "The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals"
from its fact sheet.124 1

1975, 1-2, NSMR Archives, Box 7, Folder: National Council/Meeting/1975; NSMR, National
Council Meeting "Minutes," 1 Feb. 1975, 4-7, Box 7, Folder: National Council/Minutes/19741980; NSMR, "Rep. Foley Speaks to Nat'l Council: House Does Not Seek to Interfere with
Valid Animal Research," NSMR Bulletin (Feb. 1975), 1-2.
1239 Notably, Dole borrowed this passage almost verbatim from anti-vivisectionist literature.
For Dole's quotation, see CongressionalRecord, 31 May 1974, as quoted in NSMR,
"Legislation Poses Serious Threat to Medical Research," NSMR Bulletin (June 1974), 2. For
an example of the passage's likely source, see Anonymous advertisement, "Beagles... Mute
Victims in Pollution Test," The Daily News (Bogalusa, LA) (2 Jan. 1974), NSMR Archives, Box
53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1974.
1240 U.S. Air Force, "Fact Sheet on Research Involving Beagle Dogs," 17 July 1973, U.S. District
Court for the Northern District of Illinois: Eastern Division, "Civil Action: No. 730 2181:
Complaint for Injunctive Relief: NationalAnti-Vivisection Society et al. vs. James Schlesinger
et aL," 7 Sept. 1973, Appendix A.

Clarence E. Richard to President Richard M. Nixon, 25 July 1973, as reproduced in NAVS,
Special Bulletin," Undated, ca. August-early September 1973, 2; U.S. Air Force, "Fact Sheet on
Research Involving Beagle Dogs," 17 July 1973, U.S. District Court for the Northern District
1241
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However, the most significant of the Air Force's appeals to external
validation was even more loosely tethered to traditional understandings of candor.
The National Academy of Sciences' "independent" expert review of the Air Force
experiments involved particularly egregious transgressions. First, though the
review only covered the Air Force experiments, the DOD and NSMR routinely
utilized the glowing NAS report to conflate and thereby ostensibly exonerate both
the Air Force and the Army experiments. 1242
Second, the antivivisectionists were correct to question the impartiality of
the review committee. As the antivivisectionists suspected, the NAS review
committee was indeed largely comprised of animal researchers.1 243 However, closer
scrutiny by the antivivisectionists would have provided beagle protesters with even
more damning ammunition. The list of those involved with the NAS report reads like
an antivivisection "Who's Who?" of the enemy camp. For starters, two members of
the NAS 10-man Committee on Toxicology responsible for the report were provided

of Illinois: Eastern Division, "Civil Action: No. 730 2181: Complaint for Injunctive Relief:
NationalAnti-Vivisection Society et al. vs.James Schlesinger et al.," 7 Sept. 1973, Appendix B.
124 2

1n the

context of the NAS report and otherwise, this conflation was a standard move on
the parts of those defending the beagle experiments. See for examples NSMR, "Legislation
Poses Serious Threat to Medical Research," NSMR Bulletin (June 1974, 1-2); Department of
Defense, "Department of Defense Position [on Senate Bill, Section 703]," 14 June 1974, 2,
FOIA: Army; Department of the Army, "The U.S. Army Position on the Use of Beagles in
Research," Undated, ca. August 1974, FOIA: Army; James Bosarge to William H. McBeath
(American Public Health Association), 13 December 1973, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder:
DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974; NSMR, "NSMR Board Action: Air Force Toxicity
Studies Supported in Resolution, NSMR Bulletin, Dec. 1973, 4; NSMR, "Resolution," 19 Nov.
1973, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974.
1243 National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council (1974), Appendix 1.
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by the Edgewood Arsenal Biomedical Laboratory.1 24 4 Another member of the
Committee, the director of Environmental Biosciences at the Naval Medical
Research Institute, accepted the Air Force's offer almost immediately following the
beagle controversy to relocate a portion of his laboratory to Wright Patterson Air
Force Base in order to make use of the Air Force's "splendid" custom gassing
domes.1 245 The seven-man NAS review Sub-committee appointed by the Committee
on Toxicology to investigate the Air Force experiments included a sitting
representative of NSMR's National Council.1 246 Another member of the Subcommittee presented a paper on his own research on inhalation animal experiments

1244 Lieutenant

General W.W. Vaughan (LTG), "Procurement of Beagles for CW Medical
Defense Research," U.S. Army, Headquarters Army Materiel Command, 10 Jan. 1975, FOIA:
Army, 3. Lieutenant General W.W. Vaughan wrote this memo in direct relation to the
ongoing beagle controversy, and explicitly boasted that the Edgewood Biomedical
Laboratory "provides two members on the Committee on Toxicology of the National
Academy of Sciences." In this memo, Vaughan did not identify by name the two Committee
members provided by Edgewood, or how he defined "provided" for immediate purposes. As
none of the NAS Committee on Toxicology members at the time openly identified as
working at Edgewood, and indeed worked elsewhere, it is likely Vaughn meant two NAS
Toxicology Committee members were selected by Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory.
Presuming this to be the case, there is a good probability that one of the NAS Toxicology
Committee members selected by Edgewood was Yves Alarie. Until shortly before the beagle
controversy, Alarie had worked at nearby Hazleton laboratories, which both performed
contract toxicology work on chemical warfare agents for Edgewood, and supplied beagles
for chemical warfare agents experiments at Edgewood. And while at Hazleton, Alarie
personally performed chemical warfare inhalation animal experiments on contract for
Edgewood. See Y. Alarie and C. Tibbets, Hazelton Laboratories, "Special Report: Contract
DA-18-035-AM6-950(A): Desensitization to Unusual Irritants," Confidential Report, August
1967; Curriculum Vitae of Yves Alarie (Updated April 2015), accessed on 1 April 2016 at
http://www.pitt.edu/-rdS0/Alarie%20 CV%2004-2015.pdf.
1245 Committee member Seymour L. Friess. See Seymour L. Friess, "Introductory Remarks,"
in "Proceedings of the 7thAnnual Conference on Environmental Toxicology, 13, 14 and 15
October 1976 (AMRL-TR-76-125)," Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, April 1977, 10.
1246 Sub-committee member Edward C. Melby was a representative to NSMR's National
Council. See H. E. Kingman to selected representatives of NSMR's National Council, 30 July
1973, Visscher Papers, Box 23, Folder: NSMR Board Meeting 1973-1974; NSMR, National
Council Meeting Minutes, 3 Nov. 1975, Visscher Papers, Box 23, Folder: NSMR Board
Meeting 1975-1978.
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to an audience at Wright Patterson Air Force Base within weeks of reviewing
WPAFB for the NAS, likely while still drafting his portion of the NAS report.1 247
Another member sitting on both the Committee on Toxicology and the review Subcommittee would shortly be elected to the NSMR Board of Directors.1 248 And another
member also sitting on both committees, and serving as Chairman of the Subcommittee, was a Vice President of NSMR's vociferous Empire State affiliate,the
New York State Society for Medical Research.1 249
Most tellingly, however, yet another member of the Sub-committee was
Lloyd W. Hazleton. Hazleton was the recently retired founder of Hazleton
Laboratories.1250 In addition to being a major contract toxicology laboratory and
dealer of animals for research to other laboratories, Hazleton was a routine supplier
of beagles for research in DOD laboratories, had conducted classified and
unclassified contract toxicology work on chemical warfare agents for the DOD since
1247 Along

with the rest of the Sub-committee, Sub-committee member C. Boyd Shaffer

interviewed WPAFB personnel and inspected WPAFB facilities on October 5, 1973. Shaffer
then presented a paper pertaining to WPAFB animal toxicity studies while at a conference
at WPAFB on 16-18 October 1973. On NAS Sub-committee WPAFB interview and inspection
dates, see below. On Shaffer's paper presentation at WPAFB immediately thereafter, see

Seymour L. Friess, "Guides for Short Term Exposure Limits to Hydrazines," in "Proceedings
of the 4th Annual Conference on Environmental Toxicology, 16, 17 and 15 October 1973
(AMRL-TR-73-125)," Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio, Dec. 1973,235.
1248 Committee and Sub-committee member Harold M. Peck was elected to the NSMR Board
of Directors in 1977. See NSMR, Board of Directors Meeting Minutes, 9 Nov. 1977, Visscher
Papers, Box 23, Folder: NSMR Board Meeting 1975-1978; NSMR, Board of Directors Meeting
Minutes, 28 Aug. 1978, Visscher Papers, Box 23, Folder: NSMR Board Meeting 1975-1978.
1249 Committee and Sub-committee member, and Sub-committee Chairman Frank G.
Standaert, was a Vice President of the New York Society for Medical Research (NYSSMR).
See Lowell M. Greenbaum to Hon. Lister Hill, 12 May 1966, Visscher Papers, Box 23, Folder:
Folder: Hearings on Bills, NSMR, 1966.
1250 National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council (1974), Appendix 1.
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at least 1960, was soon awarded the contract to supply beagles for the very Air
Force gas experiments under review, and was also soon awarded the contract to
supply beagles for the experiments at Edgewood.12 5 1 Even among proponents of
animal research, it would have been difficult to locate a less "impartial" voice than
that of Lloyd Hazleton.

Further, the timing of the NAS review and report was perhaps the most
manipulated element of the Air Force's response to the entire beagle affair. In
November 1973, the Air Force announced it was requesting the NAS review.125 2
However, the Air Force had already requested the review by September 1973 at the

12 5 Hazleton Laboratories, Inc., Falls Church, VA, Reports issued under Contract DA-18-108-

405-CML-826 between 1960 and 1963, U.S. Army Chemical Research and Development
Laboratories, Army Chemical Center, MD; J. Mennear, H. Jennings, D. McCarthy, H. Baldin, J.
Ott, B. Smith, and P. Warman, "Hazleton Laboratories Contract Report DA18-108-AMC78(A), Histology Addendum to Acute Inhalation Study - Mice, Rats, Guinea Pigs, Dogs and
Monkeys," September 1963; J.H. Mennear, G.K. Samuel, M.H. Joffe, and J.K.. Kodama, "The
Effects of Scopolamine and Atropine on the Performance of an Exercise-Avoidance Test by
Dogs," Psychopharmacologia9 (1966): 347-350; [Authors' names redacted by U.S. Army],
"Edgewood Arsenal Technical Report 4456: Creatine Phosphokinase, Glutamic
OxalaceticTransaminase, Aldolase, Lactic Dehydrogenase, and Alkaline Phosphatase:
Normal Serum Values in Male Beagles," Nov. 1970, Edgewood Arsenal Research
Laboratories, Maryland, FOIA: U.S. Army; Litton Bionetics, Inc., Kensington, MD for Office of
Naval Research, "Subacute Toxicity of RDX and TNT in Dogs, Final Report" (19 July 1974);J.
D. MacEwen and E. H. Vernot, "AMRL-TR-74-78: Toxic Hazards Research Unit Annual
Technical Report: 1974" (July 1974), Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, WrightPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio; Charles E. Witchett, "AMRL-TR-74-88: Exposure of Dog
Erythrocytes In Vivo to Phenylhydrazine and Monomethylhydrazine: A Freeze-Etch Study of
erythrocyte Damage" (March 1975), Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, WrightPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio; Edna Goldberg, "Price on head of test puppy now tops $100,
Army finds," The Sun (Baltimore) (5 June 1975), C16, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal
beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army. On Lloyd Hazleton in general, see "Lloyd W. Hazleton, 79,
Biological Researcher," New York Times (4 July 1990), L13.
1252AAVS, "Special Bulletin" (4 February 1974), NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder:
DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1974; Rep. Stewart B. McKinney to Maurice Visscher, 18 Jan.
1974, NSMR Archives, Box 61, Folder: USAF Toxicity Studies/1973-1974; Sen. Lawton
Chiles to Clarence E. Richards, 5 November 1973, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder:
DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974.
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latest. 125 3 Further, and despite Air Force efforts to obscure this fact, the NAS review
itself actually began on September 24, well over a month prior to the Air Force's
announcement of its initial request.125 4
More so, although it remains unclear precisely when the NAS completed its
report125 5 , it is likely the Air Force ultimately withheld news of the report's
completion for months. The NAS Sub-committee finished its interviews with Air
Force personnel and inspections of Air Force research facilities on October 5, 1973
(a month prior to the Air Force's announcement it had even requested the review).
Later that same day, the NAS Sub-committee members "met in executive session to
discuss observations and outline the report," and were "assigned specific sections to
draft." 125 6 Then, on February 2, 1974, NSMR president Maurice Visscher privately
informed NSMR officers the NAS had completed its review, and had "given the [Air
Force] program a clean bill of health, so to speak." 1257 NSMR learned of the NAS
review's completion sometime between November 19, 1973 and Visscher's private
National Academy or sciences-National Research Council (1974), 5.
Lawton Chiles to Clarence E. Richards, 5 November 1973, NSMR Archives, Box 53,
Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974; National Academy of Sciences-National
Research Council (1974), 5.
1255 Despite its length and detailed attention to its own genesis and chronology, the NAS
report is conspicuously silent on the date the Air Force requested the report and the date
the NAS completed it. National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council (1974).
1256 Ibid., 5.
1257 Maurice Visscher, "Report of the President," 2 February 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 7,
Folder: National Council/Meeting/1973, 15.
'~

12s4 Sen.
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announcement on the matter in early February 1974.1258 Yet, it was not until more
than eight months after the NAS' completion of interviews and the Sub-committee's
executive session, and more than four months after Visscher's declaration of the
review's completion, that the NAS finally released its report to the public. As
revealed in an internal NSMR memo, after the NAS completed its "independent"
review of Air Force animal experimentation, the report was then sent to the Air
Force for review and approval.125 90nce satisfied with the report, the Air Force
appears to have sat on the report until its release could be of maximum public
relations utility. Finally, with a green light from the Air Force, the NAS released its
report to the public in mid-June 1974, immediately following the Senate's vote to
approve the Defense Appropriations Bill that included Humphrey's amendment to
ban the beagle experiments.1 2 60

The Army's entry into the fray with its September 1973 solicitation for
beagles for use at Edgewood greatly complicated matters, and the Pentagon upped

12 58Visscher's

statement regarding NAS' completion of its review was not an announcement

of a new development, but rather was delivered as part of Visscher's summary of
developments of the previous year (1973) at the 2 February 1974 meeting of NSMR's
National Council. Further, as of 19 November 1973, NSMR had still understood that review

to be ongoing. So, NSMR appears to have learned of NAS' completion of its review sometime
between 20 November 1973 and 1 February 1974. Maurice Visscher, "Report of the
President," 2 February 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 7, Folder: National
Council/Meeting/1973, 15; NSMR, "Air Force Beagle Problem," Undated, ca. 19 Nov. 1973, 2,

NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974.
1259 After

its completion by the NAS Sub-committee and prior to its being sent to the Air
Force for review, the report also underwent additional review at the NAS level. NSMR, "Air
Force Beagle Problem," Undated, ca. 19 Nov. 1973, 2, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder:
DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/1973-1974.
1260 AP, "Beagle Test Use Held Necessary," Evening Independent (St. Petersburg, FL) (19
June 1974), 16A.
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its public relations efforts accordingly. Some of the Army's moves were taken
straight from the timeworn research defense playbook. Chief among these were
assertions that not only were its experiments and experimenters humane, they were
in fact uniquely so. Advancing this line, a veteran Edgewood toxicologist defended
the beagle tests on the basis that, "The dogs handled and used by the personnel of
Edgewood Arsenal are really treated much better than most pet owners treat their
own pet dogs [....] The Edgewood Arsenal dogs receive the best food and medical

attention available and receive absolutely no physical harm or ill-treatment in the
testings." So humane were the Edgewood experiments, he argued in response to
criticism from the Baltimore SPCA, that opposing the tests was itself the true cruelty.
"If you continue to fight the Army dog tests, you are defeating your own purpose and
mission. The Army personnel also love dogs, and the work they do with them is all
in the interest of humanity." Further assuming the animal protectionist mantle, he
chided that if the SPCA truly wanted to help animals, it should ignore
experimentation and instead focus upon real cruelty, such as the "use [of] horses on
the race track." For good measure, he also deployed the most durable maneuver in
the entire research defense canon, adding, "[Y]ou seem to place the value of dogs
above that of humans [....] [but] our children and grandchildren are worth far more
26
than beagle dogs."1 1

Similarly, if with less vitriol, official pronouncements from the Army and DOD
asserted that while the Edgewood beagles were "treated better and given more
Fred W. Oberst (retired), "Better Care," Publication not visible (It is a daily newspaper,
most likely in the Baltimore area, possibly The News American), Date not visible, ca. late May
1975, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
1261
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medical care than most pets[,]" Humphrey's amendment to prohibit poison gas and
chemical tests on dogs, if passed, would itself become a source of animal cruelty.
Though acknowledging the amendment's "laudable [....] desire to protect the

beagle," the DOD argued the bill would actually harm dogs by "forbid[ding]
veterinary medical researchers [from] conducting programs to improve the health
of military dogs[.]" This was because, argued the DOD in a newly expansive
understanding of the term, "all drugs are to a degree poisonous[.]"1

2 62

Language games and diffusing of responsibility also proved vital in defending
the Army experiments. One of the trickiest acknowledged purposes of the
Edgewood tests was to assess health risks involved in the "demilitarization" of
"obsolete" chemical warfare munitions.1 263 In practice, this meant exposing beagles
and other animals to burning chemical warfare agents. The DOD asserted that
Congress held responsibility for these tests as the Army was simply trying to
dispose of chemical agents to which Congress had voiced opposition. The Pentagon
failed to note that many of these munitions were "obsolete" only in relation to
binary weapons, and that "demilitarization" of so-called "obsolete" munitions was

U.S. Army, "GAO OKays Dog Experiments [Press release, Version 2]," Undated, ca. March
1976, 2, FOIA: Army; A. R. Curreri (Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, President,
Uniformed Services University) to Sen. Hubert Humphrey, 13 June 1974, FOIA: Army;
Department of Defense, "Department of Defense Position [on Senate Bill, Section 703]," 14
June 1974, 1, FOIA: Army; U.S. Department of Defense, "Fact Sheet: Use of Dogs in DOD
Research," Undated, ca. Summer 1974, 2, FOIA: Army.
1263 "Research Recruits: Army Building Beagle Corps," Washington Star-News (30 Sept.
1973), A13, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
1262
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merely another element of the Army's strategy for securing additional funding for
its binary research and development program.12 64
Even the Pentagon's official narrative on this issue, however, required
somewhat tortured language games to maintain. "We do not willfully subject these
beagles to poisonous substances," declared Army Spokesman Colonel Leonard Reed.
However, when pressed, Reed conceded, "They are exposed to materials which may
in fact be toxic."1

265

Similarly, Walter Cronkite quoted an Army spokesman

reasserting that the dogs would not be used to test "deadly nerve gas." Rather, the
tests would include exposure to gas "residue" in the course of demilitarization
experiments. However, when pressed as to whether these residues "could harm or
266
kill the beagles," the Army spokesman admitted, 'Yes, indeed."1

The Pentagon also employed faux concessions to mollify, distract, and
confuse beagle protesters. In January 1974, DOD spokesman Colonel Augerson of
the Army Medical Corps announced that due to "public outrage[,]" the Pentagon was
modifying its experimental practices. "'We have people now doing things that are
essential to a changeover."1 267 The key feature of this purported changeover was to
be a decrease in the use of beagles and other "animals that people regard as pets."
1264 Henahan (1974), 52-56.
1265 Sheilah Kast, "Army in Hot

Water Again Over Beagles," Washington Star-News (DC), No
visible date, ca. late May 1974, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air
Force/Army/ 1973-1974.
1266 American Anti-Vivisection Society, "Special Bulletin" (31 May 1974), AAVS Archives.
CBS, "CBS Evening News" (28 May 1974), Vanderbilt University Television News Archive,
Nashville, TN.
1267 Dana Adams Schmidt, "Pentagon reduces use of beagles, other pets in laboratory tests,"
ChristianScience Monitor (3 Jan. 1974), 1, 8.
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However, no such decrease was planned. In fact, it appears Edgewood actually
increased its use of beagles each year of the controversy. The Army Materiel
Command reports and other FOIA-obtained documents indicate that Edgewood
Arsenal increased its beagle utilization from 416 beagles in FY1973 to 446 beagles
in FY1974. And until at least as late as May 28, 1974, months after Colonel
Augerson's announcement, and at the very tail end of FY19741268, Edgewood was
still requesting and planning for a further increase to 486 beagles for FY1975.

1269

,

Indeed, in March 1975, roughly two-thirds of the way through FY19751 270

Edgewood calculated its beagle usage for that fiscal year would ultimately climb as
high as 588.1271

Because so much of the beagle furor stemmed from the beloved species and
breed of the research subjects, the Pentagon also took great pains to convince the
public that the beagles in DOD laboratories were a fundamentally different animal

12 6 8At

-

the time of the beagle controversy and until 1976, the U.S. fiscal year ran from 1 July
30 June.
1269 U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, FY1973 review of Edgewood Biomedical
Laboratory beagle experiments, 6 Nov. 1973, 1-10, FOIA: Army; U.S. Army, Army Materiel
Command, "Protocols In Which Beagles Are Used, Biomedical Laboratory [Draft]," Undated,
ca. mid-to-late 1974, 1, FOIA: Army; [Name Redacted] (Chief, Veterinary Medicine Division)
to Director of Biomedical Lab, "Information on Use of Beagle Dogs- FY74, 75 at Biomedical

Laboratory, EA-AFG," 28 May 1974, FOIA: Army.
1270 The precise number of beagles used by Edgewood in FY1975 is difficult to determine
due to inconsistent and almost certainly deceptive figures later provided by the Army after
passage of the Department of Defense Appropriation Authorization Act in summer 1974.
And though a decrease in the number of beagles ultimately used by Edgewood in FY1975 is
possible, if improbable, the fact remains clear that no such decrease appears to have been
planned in Jan. 1974 when Colonel Augerson announced the Army's supposed "changeover"
in January 1974. Further, the fact also remains clear that eight months into FY1975,
Edgewood estimated it would ultimately use 588 beagles, well above the 446 experimented
upon at Edgewood the previous fiscal year.
1271 U.S. Army, "Fact Sheet: Review of FY 1975 Research Using Animals at Edgewood Arsenal
[Version 1]," Undated, ca. March 1975, 1-2, FOIA: Army
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than beagles at the hearthside. Among the talking points for DOD spokesmen
prepared by the Biomedical Laboratory at Edgewood was the bizarre and fallacious
assertion that, "The general public, mislead by the antivivisectionists, believes that
the beagle dogs used for research are the same strain as their house pets, and are
being inhumanely treated. Neither of these beliefs is true. Laboratory animals are
1272
bred to be genetically pure. In general, they would make very poor pets indeed."

The Air Force made a similar argument to the NAS review panel, and the NAS report
endorsed the claim. "[F]or reliable studies of physiology, pharmacology, or chronic
toxicology, it is important to use dogs of as nearly uniform characteristics as
possible. Purebred beagle dogs are raised for these purposes. They are separate and
1 2 73
distinct from the pedigreed dogs raised for show, hunting, or as pets."

Not only did the DOD fail to provide any evidence to support these dubious
claims, the beagle breeders supplying the DOD's dogs publicly pushed back against
them. Speaking to reporters in May 1975, the new president of Hazleton
Laboratories attested that all beagles his firm was providing the Army "were
registered pedigrees, 'much like you'd find in a pet store."' The head of Edgewood's
veterinary facilities, Lt. Col. James Morris, was forced to fire back in the press that
the dogs at Edgewood "are not pet or show quality. 'These animals are supplied to

U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Review of Research Programs Requiring the Use
of Beagle Dogs," Undated, ca. 10 January 1975, 12, FOIA: Army.
1273 National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council (1974), 25.
1272
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us for the express purpose of toxicology experimentation. They are bred for that
purpose, and that purpose alone."

1274

Further, when it suited their purposes, Pentagon representatives also
invoked similaritiesbetween beagles in U.S. military laboratories and those at home.
In a June 1974 defense of the Army beagle tests, B. P. McNamara, Chief of the
Toxicology Department at Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory, asserted, "Trained
beagles are used to observe temporary changes in mental functions and
performance capability produced by exposure to chemical materials. The trainingis
akin to thatdisplayed by house pets."1 27 s In addition to contradicting DOD assertions
about the fundamental dissimilarity of DOD research beagles and pet beagles,
McNamara failed to mention that the standard means of this training centered on
repeated electrical shock punishment for incorrect behavior. 1276 While the beagles
in Pentagon laboratories were indeed largely indistinguishable from house pets, it is
unlikely such training methods would have appeared familiar to most American pet
owners.
When misleading statements proved inadequate, flat mendacity became
crucial. Endlessly, the Pentagon and the Army insisted "The dogs will not be exposed
to nerve gas[,]" "The dogs will not be used for testing nerve gas[,]" experiments on
"Humane Society Charges Army with Animal Cruelty," The Morning Herald
(Hagerstown, MD) (26 June 1975), 39.
127 5McNamara
(1974), 2 (emphasis added), FOIA: U.S. Army.
1276 Biomedical Laboratory, Edgewood Arsenal, "General Protocol of Physiologic Evaluations
Using Beagle Dogs," Undated, ca. Sept. 1973, 2, FOIA: U.S. Army; J.H. Mennear, G.K. Samuel,
M.H. Joffe, and J.K.. Kodama (Hazleton Laboratories for Edgewood Arsenal), "The Effects of
Scopolamine and Atropine on the Performance of an Exercise-Avoidance Test by Dogs,"
Psychopharmacologia9 (1966): 347-350.
1274AP,
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beagles will "not involve chemical or biological warfare," and "In no case are any of
the beagles to be used in testing lethal weapons[.]"1277 As we have seen, from the
beginning, all of these assertions were bald-faced lies.
Things got somewhat more complicated on this front in summer 1974 after
passage of the final Defense Appropriation Bill (PL-596). Though what little
remained of Humphrey's original amendment seemingly contained a loophole large
enough to fit all of Edgewood Arsenal within, the DOD nonetheless moved to
publicly depict its beagle experiments as in compliance with the new act. This effort
again routinely involved seriously misleading and flatly deceitful statements from
the military.
Quoting from PL-596 in an early 1975 "Information Paper," the Army noted
the new act forbid experimentation on dogs "for the purpose of developing
biological or chemical weapons." However, the quote continued, the law did not
"prohibit research on dogs for other purposes such as establishing immunologic
levels, occupational safety hazard levels and other vital medical research designed
to improve and save lives." "The Department of Defense," the paper concluded, "will,
278
of course, follow the guidance of the Congress."1

"The Army is renewing experiments on beagles," The Overseas Weekly (Stateside
Edition) (1 July 1974), 13, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA:
Army; AAVS, "Special Bulletin" (31 May 1974), AAVS Archives; "The Beagle Tests," The
News American (Baltimore) (20 May 1975), 4B, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal
beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army; Lee Belser, "APG to get $9.1 Million for Animal Test
1277

Labs," The News American (11 June 1975), 3A.
1278

U.S. Army, "Information Paper," Undated, ca. March 1975, FOIA: Army.
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Much of this DOD guidance-following took the form of the Army simply
recasting its ongoing beagle experiments within the framework of the new law. For
example, in the internal FY1973 AMC report, the Army explicitly identified its
experiments testing binary weapons components on beagles as pursuant of
developing binaries as a new chemical weapons system.1 279 Since this was in clear
violation of PL-596, by summer 1974, the Army changed course by publically
asserting of the same binary experiments that they were not aimed at developing
"new lethal agents." Rather, claimed the Army, "the use of research animals
[including dogs] in the binary program is for the purpose of developing occupational
280
health standards."

1279 Read

the AMC report, "These compounds [utilized in a particular protocol] may be for
the purpose of offensive use (including the components of proposed binary systems)[.]"
Another Army document from the same period also flatly describes the purpose of the
binary component experiments (and all binary related experiments) as being the
"Development of a binary chemical weapons system whose components are non-lethal until
combined mechanically enroute to a target." U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Project
1W162116AD10-01: Initial Toxicity Screening," in Army AMC FY1973 review of Edgewood
Biomedical Laboratory beagle experiments, 6 Nov. 1973, 5, FOIA: Army; U.S. Army, "Fact
Sheet on Army Toxicology Research Program," Undated, ca. 1 Oct. 1973, (sic), FOIA: Army.
1280 The Army gave the same justification for its binary experiments the following year to
the Congressional Government Accountability Office (GAO) when, at Aspin's request, the
GAO investigated Edgewood for compliance with PL-596. Based upon the Army's assertion,
the consequent GAO report found, "The [binary] project is directed toward satisfying
occupational safety limits for personnel working in laboratories, field tests, handling, and
transporting of chemical substances. [....] Army documentation states that data from the
studies will be used to determine airborne concentration levels which in turn will be used
to establish human health hazards. [....] This particular research project supports the binary
munitions program but is oriented toward the health hazard evaluation of chemical
compounds. The Senate and House Conference Report for Public Law 93-365 said that the
intent of the law was not to prohibit research on dogs for such purposes as establishing
occupational safety levels. Therefore, as long as the research on dogs is for the purpose of
evaluating the health hazard of chemical compounds to insure safe working conditions for
personnel handling the compounds, we believe that the Army is complying with the intent
of the law for this particular project." U.S. Department of Defense, "Fact Sheet: Use of Dogs
in DOD Research," Undated, ca. Summer 1974, 3, FOIA: Army; United States General
Accounting Office, "Report of the Comptroller General of the United States: Use of Dogs in
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In addition to misrepresenting the purpose of its binary experiments, the
Army also grossly misrepresented their nature. Both in the run up to and following
passage of PL-596, the Army publicly asserted that while it exposed beagles to "'the
components of the binary system[,]" this exposure was "only to 'inert' chemicals or
components that are not lethal until they are combined."1 28 1This statement was
possibly false, although currently available evidence remains murky.1 282 More
importantly, this distinction would have made only marginal difference to many of
the dogs involved. Even if Edgewood did in fact limit binary experiments on
beagles1 283 to tests of unmixed precursors, one of the AMC reports reveals that a
major feature of the Edgewood binary experiments was to conduct tests known as
"LD 50, i.e. the dose that results in death of 50% of the animals[,]" of precursor

Experiments at Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland, Department of the Army," 12 March 1976, 45.
1281 Gas Testing of Dogs Draws Huge Outcry," Air Force Times (28 November 1973), 1;
AP, "Pentagon Cuts Tests on Beagles," Kalamazoo Gazette (6 January 1974), A3; Frank
Bender (Chief, Information Office, Edgewood Arsenal) to Redacted (Headquarters, U.S.
Army Materiel Command) for Sen. John V. Tunney, 24 June 1976, 3-4, FOIA: Army.
1282 The first AMC report, which is the most candid of these documents, is unambiguously
clear that rabbits, guinea pigs, rats, and mice were experimented upon with the final nerve
agent produced by mixing of the two combined precursor compounds, with the "Goal of
Research" for this protocol being "To develop a field useful 8" binary projectile." Beagles are
also listed in this AMC report as having been involved in this protocol. Indeed, the report
was a report specifically and exclusively about protocols involving beagles. However, the
report is vague enough regarding precisely how beagles were utilized in this protocol that
one cannot conclude with confidence that beagles in this study were exposed to the final
nerve agent rather than to the precursor binary compounds alone. U.S. Army, Army Materiel
Command, "Project 1W563615DE76-02: Projectile, 8" Lethal Binary," in Army AMC FY1973
review of Edgewood Biomedical Laboratory beagle experiments, 6 Nov. 1973, 6, FOIA:
Army.
2 83
1 As noted above, other species experimented upon in this protocol were unequivocally
exposed to the final nerve agent produced by mixing of the two combined binary precursor
compounds.
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compounds on beagles. 1284 This means that even without exposing dogs to the final
combined agent, the Edgewood experiments by design would lethally poison at least
half of the beagles.
A similar protocol at Edgewood involved another of the DOD's top priority
research objectives. Attempting to recreate the exotic Soviet chemical weapons selftreatment equipment recovered by Israeli forces during the recent Yom Kippur war,
the Army (along with the CIA) embarked upon a research imitative code-named
"Project Grand Plot."128s Centered at Edgewood and heavily involving beagles, Grand
Plot was internally understood to be vital for matching the "chemical agents
[capabilities] known to exist in Soviet bloc countries."1 286 The Army publicly
acknowledged it was using beagles for research on therapeutics to counter nerve
agent poisoning. However, the Army in part defended these experiments by
insisting the tests did not involve actual exposure to nerve agents.1 287
Again, even if true, the value of such a distinction would have been marginal.
Though not communicated to politicians or the press, and as with the Edgewood
experiments involving binary components above, Project Grand Plot included
"acute" exposures of beagles to deliberately lethal doses. As made clear in an early
1975 AMC report detailing beagle usage in Grand Plot, "In the acute studies animals
1284U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Protocols in Which Beagles Are Used, Biomedical
Laboratory [Draft]," Undated, ca. mid-to-late 1974, 1-2, FOIA: Army.
1285 For more on Project Grand Plot, see below.
1

28 6

U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Review of Research Programs Requiring the Use

of Beagle Dogs," Undated, ca. January 1975, 8-10, FOIA: Army.
1287 For examples, see Holden (1974), 131; "The Army is renewing experiments on
beagles," The Overseas Weekly (Stateside Edition) (1 July 1974), 13, as reproduced in
Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
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will be given single intramuscular injections of the material under study over a
range of dose levels sufficient to determine the LD50" response.1 288
Further, despite continued strident Army and DOD insistence that the
beagles were not being subjected to nerve agents, the same 1975 AMC report
reveals a related Edgewood protocol to develop nerve agent countermeasures was
doing precisely that. The AMC report reads that in this protocol "to determine the
effectiveness of prophylactic and therapeutic treatment regimes" for nerve agent
poisoning, the dogs "will be pretreated with protective drug combinations at
variously time intervals and ultimately challenged with a lethal dose of a toxic
chemical agent." Additionally, the same protocol also involved nerve agent
experiments on beagles independent of any potentially protective treatment.
Continued the report, "In other experiments designed to elucidate the mechanism of
action [of nerve agent poisoning, the dogs] will be exposed to a challenging dose of
the toxic agent so that specific functions during onset of symptoms and recoverycan
be monitored." Further still, in an apparent move to at least make good in part on its
claims that the beagles were not being gassed with nerve agents, the Edgewood
researchers in this protocol chose to expose beagles to nerve agents intravenously
rather than by inhalation. In a somewhat bizarre and unsatisfying justification for
this decision, the AMC report explains that, "In order to challenge the effectiveness
of prophylaxis and therapy the toxic chemical will be administered intravenously
Not all of the Project Grand Plot acute studies were deliberately lethal. In addition to the
LD-SO tests, the protocol also included acute tests to determine the MED-50, or median
effective dose, of the materials under study. U.S. Army, Army Materiel Command, "Review of
Research Programs Requiring the Use of Beagle Dogs," Undated, ca. January 1975, 8-10,
FOIA: Army.
1288
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since this route has been found to mimic the effects of inhalation of a toxic
substance."

1289

In addition to obfuscating through its deceptive and erroneous statements,
the DOD at times also fostered confusion by practicing silence. When the Army
announced its intentions to proceed with the purchase of 450 beagle puppies in May
1974, it flatly refused to answer questions regarding the purpose of that purchase.
Newspaper after newspaper ran the story with the disclaimer, "A Defense
290
Department spokesman was unable to say what the beagles would be used for."1

At other times, the DOD chose to speak very quietly about the tests. In April 1975,
the Army purchased another 100 beagles through a secret unpublished solicitation
process in which Edgewood personnel conveyed the solicitation to selected beagle
breeders by telephone.1 291
Frequently, DOD taciturnity came as the result of formal directive. An
internal 1973 Edgewood document from early in the controversy titled "General
Protocol of Physiologic Evaluations Using Beagle Dogs" noted on page one that, "it is
requested that discretion be used in discussing these efforts outside of our

Ibid., 4-5, FOIA: Army.
For examples, see, UPI, "Gas Tests on Dogs," Daily News (New York) (28 May 1974), as
reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army; "Beagle Experiments,"
Washington Star-News (28 May 1974), as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal beagle
clippings file, FOIA: Army.
1291 Edna Goldberg, "Price on head of test puppy now tops $100, Army finds," The Sun
(Baltimore) (5 June 1975), C16, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings
file, FOIA: Army.
1289

1290
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immediate scientific community."1 292 More explicitly, a summer 1974 memo from
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (OASD) titled "Public Affairs
Guidance Regarding Experimentation Using Animals" instructed bluntly that DOD
information officers were forbidden from discussing the beagle tests with media or
the public. Instead, "All queries concerning experimentation using any animals are
to be referred to OASD[.]"12 93 Alternatively, DOD information officers wishing to
respond personally to beagle-related questions were instructed to submit the
questions to OASD's Public Affairs (PA) division, "get responses from OASD (PA),
and then release" the information, or instead just provide requestors with the
294
Pentagon's "previously approved fact sheet[.]"1

Finally, the DOD at times enforced silence and obscured truth by officially or
unofficially classifying unknowable volumes of information pertaining to the beagle
tests. Flatly, the Pentagon made sure much information about the experiments was
classified.1 295 And even information of peripheral relevance to the tests was argued
to be as well. For example, when Hareford County Humane Society officials received
a limited tour of some of Edgewood's animal holding areas in June 1975, nearly all of
the Humane Society's questions to their guide, Col. Kenneth Stahl, Edgewood's
Biomedical Laboratory, Edgewood Arsenal, "General Protocol of Physiologic Evaluations
Using Beagle Dogs," Undated, ca. Sept. 1973, 1-2, FOIA: U.S. Army.
1293 In the interest of clarity, I have corrected the spelling of the word "quiries" as it appears
in the memo to the proper "queries."
1294 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, "Public Affair[s] Guidance Regarding
Experimentation Using Animals," Undated, ca. July 1974, FOIA: U.S. Army.
1295 For example, see Francis J. Bender (Chief, Information Office, Edgewood Arsenal) to
Warren Brodwick (Manager, Humane Society of Harford County), "[R]esponses to 29
questions you submitted," 18 July 1975, 6, FOIA: Army; Peter Hegeman, "More information
sought on care of test animals," The Record (2 July 1975), 17A, as reproduced in Edgewood
Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
1292
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commanding officer, were rebuffed with the statement, "I am sorry, but I cannot
296
answer questions of those sort on the basis of national security."1

Taken as a whole, the Pentagon's overall strategy proved breathtakingly
effective in keeping the antivivisectionists and their allies in the dark and offbalance. It was this climate of murkiness and confusion that allowed the Pentagon to
obscure the realties of chemical weapons research on beagles. And it was that signal
victory of information control that allowed the Pentagon to convince lawmakers
that Humphrey's amendment was overly broad and required curtailing. Despite
NSMR's self-serving claims of credit and its castigation of a supposedly servile DOD,
it was ultimately the Pentagon that brilliantly (and deceitfully) rescued its beagle
experiments from almost certain cancellation.
Perhaps most impressively, the Pentagon not only salvaged its beagle
experiments, it also co-opted the concerns of animal protectionists in order to
expand its beagle research. When USDA inspectors toured the Edgewood animal
housing facilities in August 1975, they found the canine holding facility to be
"[m]arginal or substandard in physical or structural aspects[,]" some of the rabbit
cages to "have insufficient space[,]" and some of the primate cages to be "marginal in
times, critics of the beagle experiments responded to this secrecy by themselves
invoking the rhetoric of the Cold War. For example, an official of the Hareford County
Humane Society who participated in the Edgewood animal holding area tour declared there
was "no excuse whatsoever for the Department of Defense to drape an iron curtain over this
scientific work." AP, "Humane Society Charges Army with Animal Cruelty," The Morning
Herald (Hagerstown, MD) (26 June 1975), 39; "Humane Society to push issue of tests on
animals," The Sun (Baltimore) (27 June 1975), C2, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal
beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
1296At
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compliance" with the Animal Welfare Act "in floor space and height[.]" Worse, the
USDA inspectors found that while the semi-dilapidated nature of the repurposed
buildings in which the animals were kept "provide[d] little in the way of
temperature control[,]" the walls and ceilings of those buildings, as well the
ventilation shafts and the animal feed storage units within them, afforded "excellent
harborage for small wild rodents, birds, and insects."1
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Instead of experiencing such a report as a liability, however, Edgewood
retooled it for its own purposes. Edgewood Base Commander, Col. Kenneth L. Stahl,
informed the press that, "because of the substandard conditions of these facilities,
the Army is seeking $9.1 million to build an entirely new facility." In reference to the
building described as Edgewood's worst, Stahl continued,'This facility isn't the most
1298
modern. You're right. That's why we want the nine million from Congress."

Despite being critical of much of the physical structure and conditions of the Edgewood
animal housing facilities, the USDA report was not entirely, nor even largely, negative.
Instead, the report took pains to contrast the deficient nature of the physical conditions at
Edgewod with an overall positive assessment of the veterinary care provided there. United
States Department of Agriculture Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (USDA APHIS),
"Inspection of Animal Facilities, Sites or Premises: Biomedical Laboratory, Edgewood
Arsenal," 8-11 Aug. 1975, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/
1975; John A. Acree (USDA APHIS), "Animal Welfare-Request Inspection-Edgewood
Arsenal," 13 Aug. 1975, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/
1975; D.F. Schwindaman (USDA APHIS), "Report of an Inspection at Edgewood Arsenal,
Aberdeen, Maryland," 19 Aug. 1975, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air
Force/Army/ 1975.
1298 The Army argued similarly to pro-beagle Senator Charles Mathias, Jr. (R-MD). In
response to a letter from Mathias highlighting the USDA report's critical findings, Lt. Col.
Max Thomas of the Army's Congressional Inquiry Division acknowledged that, "The physical
facilities at Edgewood Arsenal do not meet the minimum standards for animals covered by
[the Animal Welfare Act]," and "It is precisely for this reason that a request for $9.2M was
submitted to Congress to upgrade these facilities." Peter Hegeman, "More information
sought on care of test animals," The Record (2 July 1975), 17A, as reproduced in Edgewood
Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army; Lt. Col. Max Thomas to Sen. Charles Mathias, 8
Aug. 1975, NSMR Archives, Box 53, Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/ 1975.
1297
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Though the Pentagon's quest for a "humane" chemical warfare agent never
overcame the seeming non-existence of such an entity, and though Congress ratified
the Geneva Protocol in 1975 (with limited exemptions for U.S. first use of herbicides
and riot control agents), and though the DOD's binary weapons program was
effectively shut down by Congress in 1976 (until being resurrected for a time under
Ronald Reagan), and though Project Grand Plot failed so miserably it resulted in the
1980 destruction of millions of units of faulty nerve agent countermeasures (and the
,

project's derision in the press as "one of the most mammoth CBW errors ever") 1299
and though the details of the Army's human experimentation program had become
spectacularly public by the same time, in 1975 Congress approved the $9,100,000
for construction of expanded animal research laboratories at Edgewood. 1300 True,

the Pentagon failed to achieve what it hoped to with its beagle research. However, in
face of the mightiest antivivisection challenge in the history of the United States, the
Pentagon not only held its ground, it expanded it.

The 1973-1975 battle over chemical warfare experiments on Pentagon
beagles was so heated it produced more protest letters to the military than any
other event in U.S. history. Yet, due in large part to the late Vietnam War-era
significant decline in popular American respect for the military and official
Jack Anderson and Michael Binstein, "U.S. bungles arms espionage," LawrenceJournalWorld (Kansas) (15 June 1994), lIB.
1300 Lee Belser, "APG to get $9.1 Million for Animal Test Labs," The News American (11 June
1975), 3A, as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
1299
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arguments pertaining to national security, NSMR and its research defense allies
could not successfully mobilize their standard fifth-columnist argumentation to
neutralize the antivivisection threat. The combination of the war, seemingly endless
domestic scandals, the centrality of chemical weapons to the controversy, and
related social changes almost led U.S. antivivisectionists to the first true campaign
victory in their movement's one hundred-year existence. And despite NSMR's
incorrect belief that the DoD was pulling its punches during the fight, skillful,
tremendously dishonest DoD information management during the controversy
allowed the military, and consequently NSMR, to defeat the antivivisectionists at the
last moment. This approach to the conflict was especially important to the DoD as
popular outrage over the beagle controversy threatened to expose the Army and
CIA's clandestine chemical warfare and mind control agent experiments on U.S.
citizens being conducted in tandem with the beagle tests.
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Chapter 8- "Slaves no more!" The Undersea Railroad, Henry Spira, & the Rise of
the Modern Animal Rights Movement

Though they acknowledged defeat, the antivivisectionists perceived their
campaign to shut down the Pentagon's beagle experiments as a partial victory. Many
suspected it might even prove to be a pivotal turning point in their long-running
struggle. As the American Anti-Vivisection Society informed its membership in
1975, "We may have lost a battle fighting against formidable odds, but we have not
lost the war[.]"1301 AAVS then enumerated for its members eight ostensibly
unparalleled accomplishments won by antivivisectionists over the course of the
beagle fight. The list largely read as a feeble attempt to sugarcoat failure, which
indeed, it largely was. However, the antivivisectionists did have much by which to
be encouraged, even if most of those items were absent from AAVS'list.
First, the battle over Pentagon beagles rescued the broader issue of animal
experimentation from semi-obscurity. More so than in many decades, the issue now
received serious popular, press, and political consideration. Particularly as a result
of the DoD's (largely accurate) insistence that its animal experiments were not
qualitatively different than that occurring in thousands of civilian laboratories
across the country, many Americans, including some in Congress, increasingly
looked at the ethics of animal experimentation on the whole with new eyes. As
Senator and former Air Force Sergeant Stewart B. McKinney (R-CT) wrote to a
constituent during the beagle affair, "The enclosed position paper released by the
1301AAVS,

"Your Officers and Directors...," (Undated. ca early-to-mid 1975), 1-2, AAVS

Archives.
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Air Force tends to make this experiment look quite routine. If that be the case, then I
1302
feel it is time new guidelines for experimental testing of animals be devised."

Also representing a seismic shift in the vivisection debate, the beagle
controversy established for the first time the notion of scientific "alternatives" to
animal experimentation as a legitimate, viable, and even quickly achievable
objective. Antivivisectionists had for decades advocated that existing or rapidly
developable alternative experimental methodologies could obviate any need for
animal experiments. However, the research defense community loudly dismissed
such calls as scientifically illiterate wishful thinking advanced by cranks.
Even shortly prior to the beagle controversy, in 1970, Ralph Rohweder, the
head of NSMR's day-to-day operations from the group's founding through 1966,
wrote then NSMR Executive Director Harry Kingman, "A current bit of
antivivisectionist nonsense is the idea that systems analysis can replace
experimentation in biology and medicine, now." Rohweder suggested the release of
a public statement disparaging as farcical the antivivisectionists' alleged "contention
that theoretical prophesy might replace actual tests in biology and medicine" now or
in the near future.130 3 In part due to the unfailing hostility of the research defense
community to contemplate even the notion of alternatives, much less resource
allocation for their development, the idea never gained serious traction outside the
antivivisection movement. However, during the beagle controversy, the
1302Stewart

B. McKinney to (redacted CT voter), 10 Set. 1973, as reproduced in Bulletin of

the NationalAn ti-Vivisection Society (Nov. 1973), 12.

Ralph Rohweder to Harry Kingman, 28 July 1970, 1 and Enclosure, NSMR Archives, Box
5, Folder: Board of Directors/Members: Ralph A. Rohweder.
1303
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antivivisectionists' frequent calls for the tests on beagles to be replaced by alternate
means of scientific knowledge production met with a surprisingly receptive
audience. For instance, a 1973 press release from Rep. William Whitehurst (R-VA)
demanded of the DoD, "Is there any reason why computers and spectrographic
130 4
analysis can not be used to test the various substances?"

This significant antivivisection achievement was all the more impressive in
light of the fact that the antivivisectionists' primary vehicle for the advancement of
alternatives during the beagle controversy was so off-base as to actually border on
the farcical. Endlessly, the leading antivivisection organizations demanded to know,
"Why did the Army and the Air Force acquire $3.6 million to test 600 beagles with
lethal and pollutant gas when they had prior knowledge of data to find one part of
pollutant gas in ten million with a laser and a computer, published June, 1973 in
MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED, a science journal."1 30s The claim that the DoD's
experiments on beagles with chemical warfare agents could be replaced by a laser
and computer pollutant gas analyzer featured in Mechanix Illustratedwas among the
most consistent messages from the antivivisection camp throughout the entire
affair. Again and again during the beagle controversy, the antivivisectionists wielded
the Mechanix Illustratedlaser and computer as their foolproof trump card.
Yet, Mechanix Illustratedwas hardly the bastion of scientific legitimacy the
antivivisectionists made it out to be. Rather, it was a popular science "fix-it-yourself"

1304 Rep.

William Whitehurst (R-VA), "News Release of Congressman William Whitehurst.
Subject: Whitehurst Objects to Defense Animal Experiments," 3 Oct. 1973.
1305 AAVS, "Special Bulletin" ("The status of...") (19 April 1974), 2, AAVS Archives.
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rag focused on engine repair and hi-fi speaker systems that regularly featured
comely young women clad in skimpy overalls who for some reason were all named
"Mimi".1 3 0 6 Further, Mechanix Illustrated'spiece on the laser and computer pollutant

gas analyzer was a three sentence blurb in the magazine's "Hot Line Report: The
World of Science" section.1 307 Finally, even if Mechanix Illustratedhad been a serious
scientific publication, and even if the featured laser and computer pollutant analyzer
had received more than three sentences of ink, none of the contested beagle
experiments conducted by the DoD either openly or clandestinely involved the
identification of pollutant gases. Such a task was simply not part of the Pentagon's
relevant research agenda, and there was absolutely no reason for anyone to believe
otherwise. The antivivisectionists' almost fetishistic invocations of salvation
through the Mechanix Illustratedlaser and computer pollutant analyzer
demonstrated either ignorance of the most basic science or equally stark
disingenuity. Regardless, politicians and the public alike ate it up, and the viability of
scientific alternatives to animal research subsequently soon transcended mere
rhetoric.1 308
As the antivivisectionists correctly sensed, the fight over Pentagon beagles
was a turning point for their movement. However, despite important gains in
For the "Mimi" in the Mechanix Illustratedissue touted by the antivivisectionists, see,
"Mimi," Mechanix Illustrated (June 1973), 108.
1307 "Hot Line Report: The World of Science," Mechanix Illustrated (June 1973), 18.
1308 For just a few examples of the growing legitimization of "alternatives," note the 1981
founding of the Johns Hopkins University Center for Alternatives to Animal Testing, the
1985 Congressional establishment of the Animal Welfare Information Center to provide
information on (amongst other subjects) research alternatives to animal models, the 1986
Congressional Office of Technology Assessment report "Alternatives to Animal Use in
Research, Testing, and Education," and the 2000 Congressional establishment of the
Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation of Alternative Methods.
1306
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reestablishing legitimacy for the morality and scientific claims of their cause, the
beagle fight was not the sort of turning point for which they had hoped. In material
ways, the beagle controversy helped birth a new genus of animal protectionist, one
not againstanimal experimentation, butfor animal rights. The nascent animal rights
movement soon superseded the antivivisectionists and rendered their venerable
movement an anachronism. The new activists largely viewed the extant
antivivisection organizations as myopic, weak, compromised, and worst of all,
failures. The new activists held the national humane societies, such as the American
Humane Association (AHA) and the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), in
even lower regard. An early animal rights-sympathetic periodical in 1976 declared
that beyond pronounced fundraising prowess principally benefitting their
executives, the antivivisection societies and national humane societies had yielded
only "A Hundred Years of Non-Accomplishment". 1309
The nascent animal rights movement rejected the general conservativism of
the extant antivivisection societies. In its place, the coalescing movement for animal
rights embodied the abolitionist ideology of the old-school antivivisectionists, the
radical social justice politics of many of the old-school antivivisectionists, an
expansion of the non-vivisection exclusive approach to animal protection favored by
many of the old-school antivivisectionists, and the direct action-oriented militancy

Humane Information Services, "The Real Ripoff in the Humane Movement," Report to
Humanitarians(March 1976), 1-8.
1309
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of the 1960's and 1970's anti-war and liberation movements from which many of
the new animal activists hailed or found inspiration.1 310
The new animal activists found particularly distasteful the willingness of the
extant antivivisection and national humane organizations to work for the
substitution of other animals for dogs in experiments, or at least to sanction such
efforts. Rep. Aspin himself routinely asserted his primary animal-oriented objection
to the DoD experiments was the "use [ofi dogs rather than laboratory animals", and
the antivivisection organizations supportively reproduced this position of Aspin's in
generous features in their magazines and circulars.1 31 1The new breed of animal
activist, however, treated such suggestions with open disdain. In response to
momentary Pentagon indications in 1974 that the DoD might consider such
substitutions, an activist with the new Society for Animal Rights angrily declared,
"Can you believe that? They think they can appeal to people by replacing beagles
312
with a less popular species' like 'swine."1

As with the issue of scientific alternatives to animal experiments, the animal
rights activists' uncompromising call to expand the circle of human compassion
beyond dogs alone also found a surprisingly receptive audience during and after the

13100n

the nascent animal rights movement's explicit invocation of liberation and anti-war

movement lineage, see Peter Singer, Animal liberation:A new ethicsfor our treatment of

animals (Random House, 1975).
13 1 1 Les Aspin to Rear Adm. Carl. F. Stillman U.S.N. (Ret.) (undated, ca Aug. 1973), as
reproduced in National Anti-Vivisection Society, "Special Bulletin," (undated. ca. Aug. 1973),
NSMR Archives, Box 53, File: Articles/1973.
1312 UPI, "Beagle leads protest march to Pentagon: Animal lovers protesting use of beagles in
Pentagon tests," The Times Standard(Eureka, CA) (3 March 1974), 3.
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beagle affair. For example, in response to the same 1974 DoD announcement, widely
respected longtime newspaper, radio, and television personality, Bob Cromie,
sounded almost like a true convert when he penned in his popular syndicated
column that,
One of the most upsetting offshoots of the Air Force tests is that one service
spokesman, trying to head off further attacks, suggested that perhaps swine
could be used instead, which to me indicates a shocking failure to understand
the rationale behind the protests: That needless cruelty to any living thing
should be anathema. 1313
Adopting the old school antivivisectionists' axiomatic position that animal
experimentation leads to experiments on vulnerable human beings, and
incorporating Holocaust framing in so doing, Cromie concluded,
The need for a nationwide law governing animal experimentation - or for a
new one if such a law already exists - is imperative. [....]It seems obvious
that some scientists no longer are content with the use of lower animals, in
view of recent experiments conducted on inmates of prisons and other
institutions, and the quicker this Nazi mentality is curbed the better. 1314

In keeping with their expansion of moral concern to include all sentient
animals, the new activists moved beyond an exclusive focus on the issue of
vivisection. Centrally, this included adopting and advocating for a vegan diet.
Activists for animal rights looked contemptuously upon the existing antivivisection
organizations and national humane societies for focusing on dogs in laboratories
while feasting upon the bodies of other animals. As we saw in Chapter 1, in the early
decades of the antivivisection movement, many antivivisection societies and

Bob Cromie, "Man's inhumanity to lesser animals," Chicago Tribune (19 January 1974),
as reproduced in NAVS, "Special Bulletin No. 3" (17 Jan 1974), NSMR Archives, Box 53,
Folder: DOD/Beagles/Air Force/Army/Articles/1974.
1313

1314

Ibid.
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adherents included within their moral vision and campaigns a focus on a broad
range of animal cruelty and exploitation issues. This often included vegetarianism
(and even veganism prior to their being a word for such), as well as advocacy for
such. However, after the 1930s as U.S. antivivisection organizations narrowed their
focus to exclude non-experimentation related animal issues as well as became more
conservative in their politics more broadly, vegetarianism increasingly disappeared
from the main of movement consciousness.
Representatively, in a 1958 "Open Letter" to animal researchers in the
organization's Bulletin, Director of the National Anti-Vivisection Society, Clarence
Richard, discussed the ethics of meat eating. Richard wrote that only "a small
number of anti-vivisectionists are vegetarians", that "Being a vegetarian is as foreign
to me, personally, as it is to you", and that Richard could be found mockingly "raising
eyebrows at vegetarians[.]" Richard continued, however, that he feared meat eating
would eventually become "unpopular" for ethical reasons. However, he informed
with relief, "The era of total vegetarianism cannot dawn for a long, long while. It
must wait until we have synthetic foods more attractive than the foods now derived
from meat animals." 3 15
Making plain his dismissal of vegetarianism as a serious moral issue upon
which animal protectionists should act, as well as his relative indifference to the
interests and suffering of animals outside laboratories, Richard explained, "For it is a
fact that man cannot think clearly about the morals of slaughtering the defenseless
1 Clarence R. Richard (NAVSJ, "Open Letter to U.S. Doctors," Bulletin of the National AntiVivisection Society (July-Aug. 1958), 4.
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(however bovine and otherwise uninspiring) when at the same time he is
emotionally upset by the realization that if he decides in favor of the steer he will
deprive his own stomach." To make sure he was being clear, Richard also added, "I
have no intention of giving up beefsteak[.]" 1316 For the new animal activists, such
attitudes were anathema, and vegetarianism and veganism quickly became a nonnegotiable condition of entry into their movement.

The new activists found the extant antivivisectionist organizations tactically
compromised as well. Indeed, the antivivisection organizations' primary tactical
repertoire consisted primarily of fevered exhortations to members to write letters
to politicians and checks to the organizations. More creative or direct approaches to
the work had largely been of the table for decades. Representatively, during the
beagle controversy, the National Anti-Vivisection Society's Clarence Richard
explicitly assured President Nixon, "We have no intention of staging demonstrations
or inciting our members to any action except an earnest and dignified plea for
exercise of your influence[.]"1317
The new animal rights movement found not only ideological but also tactical
and strategic inspiration in the 1960s and 1970s liberation struggles. Explicitly
drawing on those movements' embrace of "direct action", it was the new animal
rights activists, not the antivivisectionists, who organized the pro-beagle protest
1316 Ibid.

1317NAVS

to President Richard M. Nixon, 12 May 1971, as reproduced in Maurice B. Visscher

(NSMR), "The Newer Anti-Vivisectionists," Proceedingsof the American PhilosophicalSociety

(17 April 1972), 158.
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marches on the Pentagon and the Capitol.1 318 Indeed, the group that coordinated
those marches was the Society for Animal Rights (SAR). SAR was founded by
longtime animal activist Helen Jones. Jones was one of several former staff members
of the American Humane Association (AHA) who in 1954, having grown
disillusioned with AHA's strategic, tactical, and ideological conservatism, founded
the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS). Jones quickly became disillusioned
with HSUS for similar reasons and left in 1959 to form the National Catholic Society
for Animal Welfare. Reflecting her continued evolution as an advocate for animals,
by the early 1970s, Jones was a crucial force in the emergence of the modern animal
rights movement.
Reflecting this evolution, Jones changed the name of her organization to the
Society for Animal Rights (SAR) in or around 1972. The Society for Animal Rights
was the first group to include the phrase "animal rights" in its name, and the SARorganized beagle protest marches appear to have been the first "animal rights"
marches. 1319 Announcing the new movement's vision, UPI wire service ran a photo
of one of the marches "with a beagle leading the way" under the headline, "Barking
for Rights".1 320

UPI, "Beagle leads protest march to Pentagon: Animal lovers protesting use of beagles in
Pentagon tests," The Times Standard(Eureka, CA) (3 March 1974), 3.
13 19 1n 1954, Helen Jones was one of several former staff members of the American Humane
Association (AHA) who, having grown disillusioned with AHA's strategic, tactical, and
ideological conservatism, founded the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS). Jones,
however, quickly became disillusioned with HSUS for similar reasons, and left to form the
National Catholic Society for Animal Welfare in 1959. Reflecting her continued evolution as
an activist, Jones changed the name of the group in or around 1972 to the Society for Animal
Rights.
1320 UPI, "Barking for Rights," Coshocton Tribune (Ohio) (3 March 1974), 2.
1318
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For many non-aligned animal advocates, such as those with the Animal
Welfare League of Greater Baltimore, these protest marches were one of the only
positive tangible developments to emerge from the beagle affair. While the League's
members once looked to the antivivisection and national humane societies for
inspiration, they now increasingly modeled themselves on examples set by the new
animal rights activists. The Society for Animal Rights' protest marches "were so
successful in bringing [the beagle issue] to the public's attention," announced
Baltimore Animal Welfare League Vice-President Sylvia Block in summer 1975, "we
figured it was time to start in again." 132 1Building on that very sentiment, in the
immediate wake of the beagle controversy, the Society for Animal Rights began
coordinating efforts between the few scattered animal rights groups in the nation
based on connections forged in the course of those groups' shared work countering
the Pentagon's beagle tests.1 322

One of the most vital of those connections was forged with a grizzled New
York City school teacher named Henry Spira. Spira was born in Belgium in 1927 to a
Jewish family who then moved to Hamburg. Shortly after Kristallnacht in November

"Welfare League to Protest Animal Tests at Edgewood," The News American (9 July
1975), as reproduced in Edgewood Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
1322 Harvard University, Office of Government and Community Affairs, and Phillip W. D.
Martin, "The Animal Rights Movement in the United States: Its Composition, Funding
Sources, Goals, Strategies, and Potential Impact on Research," Sept. 1982, 5.
1321
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1938, Spira and his family fled Hitler's Germany for Panama. They arrived by
steamer in in New York City in 1940.1323
Spira later recalled he always "identified with those who get pushed
around."1 324 Animated by this spirit, in 1944, now at Manhattan's Stuyvesant High
School for gifted students, Spira joined the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and began
recruiting other students to the Trotskyist cause. With World War II still raging, in
1945, Spira joined a contingent of fellow Trotskyists as a merchant marine in the
National Maritime Union (NMU). However, by 1952, Spira was purged from the
NMU, blacklisted by the merchant marines, and under FBI surveillance. Nonetheless
that same year he was drafted by the U.S. Army and stationed in Germany.1 325
In addition to his readings of Leftist literature such as Mutual Aid by Russian
aristocrat-turned-anarchist Peter Kropotkin, Spira's thinking was most powerfully
influenced by the Holocaust. The Nazi genocide reinforced Spira's atheism and
commitment to not standing by while others are violently persecuted. For his
continued advocacy of Leftist causes, Spira was dishonorably discharged from the
Army in 1954 for "subversive and disloyal activities".1 326 Thereafter he held a series
of jobs including assembly line worker at a General Motors plant in New Jersey and

1323
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nighttime research assistant at Bellevue Hospital before successfully returning to
the merchant marines (thanks to a civil liberties lawsuit) around 1959.1327
Throughout this period, Spira was involved in aggressive civil rights and
social justice activism with Socialist and likeminded organizations. Centrally, this
included writing under a pseudonym for the Socialist Workers Party's newspaper
The Militant. Reporting from the heart of the struggle in the Deep South, Spira
developed personal relationships with Martin Luther King Jr. and activists with the
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) and the Student Non-violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC). During the 1950s, Spira also authored for The Militant a daring
twelve-part series exposing FBI political repression of the Civil Rights Movement
and other Leftist causes. During the height of the McCarthy period, Spira's articles
carried headlines such as "J. Edgar Hoover, Chief of Thought Police" and argued,
3 28
"The true role of the FBI is to engineer the witch-hunt."1

In 1973, now a teacher in Manhattan public schools in impoverished and
underserved minority neighborhoods, Spira encountered an essay in the New York
Review of Books by a young Oxford philosopher named Peter Singer. Like Spira,
Singer was a child of Jewish parents who fled Nazi-controlled Austria in 1938.
Explicitly situating his argument within the framework of the ongoing liberation
movements struggles, Singer titled his essay, "Animal Liberation", and declared it "a

1327
1328
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manifesto for an Animal Liberation movement."1 329 Spira later recalled of first
reading Singer's essay, "I still had no inkling of animal welfare as a pollical issue,
although I soon began to wonder about the appropriateness of cuddling one animal
while sticking a knife and fork into others." Continued Spira, "I felt that animal
liberation was the logical extension of what my life was all about - identifying with
330
the powerless and the vulnerable, the victims, dominated and oppressed."1

The following year, while serving as a visiting professor in New York
University's Department of Philosophy, Singer also taught an NYU continuing
education course on the subject of "Animal Liberation". In 1974, at the age of 45,
Henry Spira attended Singer's course.
Singer later recalled of Spira's attendance that Spira,
certainly wasn't a typical 'animal person.' His whole appearance was
different: His voice had way too much of the accent of the New York working
class. The way he put things was so blunt and earthy that at times I thought I
was listening to a character from a gangster movie.1331
By the end of the course, Spira had become a vegetarian. Further, steeped in
decades of rugged street and dock level activism, Spira was fully committed to doing
much more than simply abstaining from animal exploitation. He invited his fellow
classmates to his apartment to turn what Singer later described as "ethics into

1329
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action". Along with Singer and a handful of other students from the course, Spira
began applying his vast organizing experience to the cause of animal rights. 1332
Henry Spira selected his first target in 1975. Biomedical researcher Lester
Aronson at Manhattan's famed American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) was
performing a series of National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded sexually-oriented
genital mutilation and related blinding experiments on cats. Aronson had been
doing so since 1961. Spira submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request
to NIH for grant applications and other documents bearing additional information
on Aronson's AMNH experiments.1 333 FOIA went into effect on July 4, 1967.
However, until the landmark FOIA amendments of 1974, which went into effect in
1975, rendered FOIA more than simply a good idea, relatively few Americans
availed themselves of the opportunities afforded by this pathbreaking legislation.
Spira's FOIA request to NIH for records on the AMNH cat experiments may have
been the first FOIA request submitted by an animal rights activist. And his request
produced the desired results. Now armed with documents and a full year of
strategic preparation, Spira launched his campaign against the AMNH feline genital
mutilation and blinding experiments in 1976.
Spira's FOIA-obtained documents revealed the genitally and optically
mutilated cats' screams were so loud that AMNH installed a "sound retarded" room

Ibid., 50-51.
"Animal Rights Groups Demonstrate Against Cat Research," NSMR Bulletin (Sept.
1976), 1-2; Singer (1998, 2000), 54-55.
1332
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to mute their cries. 1334 Aronson justified his experiments partially on the basis that
they could "increase our knowledge and understanding of nature" and "could lead to
335
a better understanding of some kinds of deviant sexual behavior in humans."1

Spira dismissed the first point out of hand, and on the second responded echoing the
language of Women's Liberation. In a widely read Manhattan neighborhood
newspaper, Spira wrote that, "recent major advances in our knowledge and
understanding of sex are due to women asserting themselves as sexual equals and
theorists[.] [....] The theme is liberation and freedom not manipulation and

oppression; not a return to the Dark Ages of clitorectomies - when women were
336
mutilated to rearrange their sexual behavior."1

The Society for Animal Rights and other nascent animal rights organizations
joined Spira for protests outside the museum that July. The protests ultimately
continued every weekend for over a year. Spira's shrewd management of the
campaign and responses to it quickly resulted in widespread media coverage and
growing public outrage.1 337
As with the beagle controversy, politicians sensed the shift in popular mood
and joined the choir condemning the experiments. Protesting the experiments, New
York Congressman (and future mayor of New York City) Ed Koch even did so while
1334 Henry

Spira, "Animals Suffer for Science," Our Town (23 July 1976), 1.
Ibid.; Robert P. Lowman, "Animal Research: Open Season on Scientists," APA
(American Psychological Association) Monitor (Aug. 1977), 6.
1336 Henry Spira, "Animals Suffer for Science," Our Town (23 July 1976), 1.
133'NSMR, "Animal Rights Groups Demonstrate Against Cat Research," NSMR Bulletin (Sept.
1976), 1-2; Singer (1998,2000), 56-74.
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invoking Hitler. Rep. Koch (D-NY) wrote to the U.S. Secretary of Health that, "While I
am not prepared at this moment to label this kind of experimentation as Nazi-like, it
338
does recall the barbarities of the Nazis."1

In interviews and literature distributed by the campaign to shut down the
experiments, Spira highlighted his use of the Freedom of Information Act to shed
light on the practices occurring hidden behind laboratory doors.1 339 Defenders of
the AMNH feline genital mutilation and blinding experiments similarly highlighted
the crucial role FOIA played in the campaign against them, and the menace posed by
possible future FOIA efforts by animal rights activists. An angrily pro-Aronson piece
titled "Animal Research: Open Season on Scientists" in a periodical of the American
Psychological Association lamented that, "The FOIA has made available to the public
all funded grant proposals, documents which used to be considered privileged."13 40
Likewise, Science magazine highlighted how Spira's utilization of FOIA
represented a serious new threat to animal experimentation. Cautioned Science,
"The museum's plight carries a warning for other intuitions whose experiments
with animals are susceptible to being made the focus of public passions. The animal
rights groups are particularly well informed about the cat study because through
the Freedom of Information Act, they obtained all the investigator's grant

1338 Nicholas Wade, "Animal Rights: NIH Cat Sex Study Brings Grief to New York Museum,"
Science 194 (1976), 162.
1339 For example, see "THIS INFORMATION WAS OBTAINED UNDER THE FREEDOM OF
INFORMATION ACT" in leaflet version of Henry Spira, "Animals Suffer for Science," Our

Town (23 July 1976), 2, Sipman/Daws Papers.
1340 Robert P. Lowman, "Animal Research: Open Season on Scientists," APA (American
Psychological Association) Monitor (Aug. 1977), 6.
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applications from the National Institutes of Health."1 34 1Indeed, had the beagle
campaign been able to successfully utilize FOIA three years prior, the DoD's tenuous
ability to manage the controversy through disinformation and information control
would likely have proved untenable.
Further, Spira quietly coordinated the anonymous mailing of Aronson's
FOIA-obtained grant applications for his feline sexual mutilation and blinding
experiments to Aronson's neighbors in New Jersey "so that they can know how their
neighbor earns his living."1 342 Exactly as Spira had hoped, NSMR made the mailings
the cover story of its Bulletin. In its front cover story, NSMR dubiously alleged the
mailing "constitutes the crime of assault." The organization added, "The NSMR is
very concerned about these disgusting developments and encourages all to report
any suspected illegal activities to this office."1 34 3 As Peter Singer later described it,
"Thousands of scientists were led to think about the possibility that their neighbors
too, might one day receive extracts from their grants proposals."1 344 Before 1977
was done, Spira and his coalition of animal rights organizations accomplished what
the antivivisection movement failed to do even once over the previous hundred
years: win.134s

162.
1342 NSMR, "Antivivisectionists Escalate Activities: Now Include Illegal Pursuits," NSMR
1341Wade,

Bulletin (Oct. 1977), 1.
1343 Ibid.
1344 Singer (1998, 2000), 71.
1345 For more on Spira's campaign against the AMNH feline genital mutilation and blinding
experiments, see Henry Spira, Strategiesfor Activists: From the Campaign Files of Henry
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Part of the core of Spira's strategic and tactical vision was a rejection of the
old school and extant antivivisectionists' otherworldly metrics for success. Though
genuinely concerned about animals, as we have seen, the antivivisectionists (and the
leading white anti-slavery abolitionists before them) placed even greater
importance on maintaining the purity of one's soul. They were explicitly fighting
"the good fight". Representatively, and while approvingly quoting scripture, the
longtime president of the New England Anti-Vivisection Society opened a 1962
article in the organization's bulletin with, "I have fought a good fight. I have kept the
faith." 134

6

To Spira, a militant atheist focused on producing tangible results for animals
in the here and now, this was pernicious garbage. Spira argued real world results
required real world metrics. Believing "the strategy for all freedom fights or
struggles against injustice is similar", Spira set about applying his decades of
experience fighting corrupt union bosses, Southern cops, the Ku Klux Klan, and the
FBI to the struggle for animal rights. In opposition to "fighting the good fight", Spira
advocated "Fighting to Win". And this is what he titled his 1985 essay on why the
AMNH campaign succeeded where a century of antivivisection efforts had failed. 1347
Spira concluded his "Fighting to Win" essay by explaining that the perceived purity
of one's soul is meaningless compared to what actually gets accomplished. "To fight
Spira (NY: Animal Rights International, 1996), 129-140; Singer, (1998, 2000), 45-74.
1346 George R. Farnum, "Courage in Adherence to the Right," Reverencefor Life (NEAVS)
(March 1962), 1-2.
1347 Henry Spira, "Fighting to Win," in Peter Singer (ed.), In Defense ofAnimals (New York:
Harper & Row, 1985), 194-208.
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successfully we need priorities, plans, effective organization, unity, imagination,
tenacity and commitment." "We need, too," wrote Spira, "to remember the words of
Frederick Douglass, the black leader of the movement for the abolition of slavery.
[....] Those who profess to favour freedom, and yet deprecate agitation, are people
who want rain without thunder or lighting. [....] Power concedes nothing without a
348
demand. It never did and it never will."1

Indeed, as did the old school antivivisectionists, Spira and many of his
compatriots in the nascent animal rights movement explicitly understood their
cause as a movement for the abolition of non-human slavery. Unknowingly echoing
William Lloyd Garrison's 1861 call in The Liberator(discussed in Chapter 1) on the
necessity of also securing "the rights of animals", Spira declared in the late 1970s,
"WE BELIVE that animals have rights. The right to be free and to experience
happiness in their own way. [....] Animals have feelings - they are not means to our
349
ends. ABOLISH ANIMAL SLAVERY."1

Again linking human slavery, the Holocaust, unethical human
experimentation conducted by U.S. researchers, and the U.S. war in Vietnam to
humans' treatment of other animals, Spira perfectly summed up many of the
continuities and discontinuities between the old school antivivisection movement
and the new movement for animal rights, as well as the gruesome historical
Ibid., 207-208.
Henry Spira, Declaration on Statement of Animal Rights for January 1977 rally in
Newtown, CT, (Undated ca Jan. 1977), Henry Spira Papers, Library of Congress (Hereafter:
Spira Papers); William Lloyd Garrison, "The Treatment of Animals," The Liberator(22
March 1861), 2.
1348

1349
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developments spanning and spawning that evolution. Declared Spira in a typed
thought fragment circa 1977,
We are shocked by violence against infants and the elderly because they are
so defenseless; laboratory animals are in the same vulnerable group.
And when it comes to suffering, what relevant difference is there between us
and other animals? What gives us the right of property over the body and
mind of another? As Jeremy Bentham noted: "The question is not Can they
reason? Or can they talk? But can they suffer?
One cannot be selective about permitting the strong to dominate the weak,
experiment upon, confine and butcher those weaker than ourselves. The
experiments on the retarded at Willowbrook, the concentration camps of
Dachau, the napalming of the people of Indochina and even human slavery
are not so far in our past. Oppressors customarily rationalize, in a selfserving fashion, that the victims are not after all equal to themselves.135 0

In "Fighting to Win", Spira also noted that while efforts for legislative change
have their place, I do "not see the legislative system as a major target. Legislation is
no substitute for direct action against the institutions and corporations that are
involved in animal abuse." 135 1 As the fight to shut down the AMNH cat experiments
raged in New York, five thousand miles away in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, two
scientist surfers at the University of Hawaii's Marine Vertebrate Laboratory of
Comparative Psychology, Kewalo Basin, Honolulu (MVLCP) contemplated thoughts
remarkably similar to Spira's. Recent graduates of the UH with plans for graduate
school, Steve Sipman and Kenneth ("Kenny") Le Vasseur were live-in, research
assistants and former students of the laboratory's director, Dr. Louis Herman.
MVLCP's two primary research subjects were the Atlantic bottlenose dolphins Puka
Henry Spira, Typed thought fragment, (Undated ca 1977), Spira Papers.
Henry Spira, "Fighting to Win," in Peter Singer (ed.), In Defense ofAnimals (New York:
Harper &Row, 1985), 207.
1350
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and Kea. Each captured in the Gulf of Mexico at the approximate age of 4, Puka and
Kea had since 1969 and 1972 respectively spent the entirety of their existence in
two separate, small concrete isolation tanks at the University of Hawaii's Kewalo
Laboratory. The dolphins' tanks were close enough to the beach to hear the waves,
but separated from it by a functional infinity of concrete.135 2
Puka and Kea were legally property. Though there was some uncertainty as
to who ultimately owned them, the two dolphins were unambiguously the property
of either MVLCP, the National Science Foundation, the Office of Naval Research, or
the Naval Undersea Warfare Center.135 3 The U.S. Navy and Central Intelligence
Agency had long maintained often highly classified research programs seeking to
convert dolphins and other cetaceans into instruments of human warfare.135 4 Both
Puka and Kea had been experimental research subjects at the Naval Undersea
Warfare Center at Kaneohe, Hawaii before being transferred to Kewalo.1355 The
director of the University of Hawaii's Kewalo laboratory, Dr. Louis Herman, had
previously conducted experimental interspecies communication research on

13 52 Gavan Daws, "Dolphins and the Law: 'Animal Liberation' on Trial in Hawaii",

Unpublished paper, Undated circa 1979, 1, Sipman/Daws Papers; AP, "Man who 'freed'
dolphins goes on trial in Hawaii," Des Moines Register (30 Nov. 1977), 10A.
1353 Daws (1979), 3.
13s4 Robert E. Kessler, "Navy, CIA Reported Using Dolphins in War Training," The
Washington Post (11 April 1976), as reproduced in CIA, News, Views, and Issues (11 April

1976), 6 (CIA-RDP77-00432R000100400005-8); Joe Holley, "James Fitzgerald; Pioneered
Military's Use of Dolphins," The Washington Post (27 Jan. 2006); Robert E. Kessler, "US
training dolphins for war, scientist says," Boston Globe (11 April 1976), 51.
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dolphins for the Navy at the Naval Undersea Warfare Center at Kaneohe.135 6
Funding for Herman's interspecies communication experiments on Puka and Kea at
MVLCP Kewalo Basin came from the Office of Naval Research (ONR) and related
ONR grants through the National Science Foundation as facilitated by the Naval
Undersea Warfare Center at Kaneohe.1357
As Sipman put it, over the preceding year, he and Le Vasseur gradually
determined, "We have no moral or ethical right to maintain or enslave intelligent,
emotional beings[.]"1358 Additionally, Sipman and La Vasseur were strongly opposed
to the only-recently ended war in Vietnam, with Sipman having once burned his
draft card by rolling it into a joint and smoking it.13

The two men were

increasingly disturbed by the Navy's funding for the experiments at MVLCP and
Herman's regular "filing [of] secret reports with the Navy."1 360 Combining their
militant anti-war politics with their experiences at Herman's Kewalo laboratory,
Sipman and Le Vasseur determined they were unwilling to assist in the
militarization of animals generally, and they were unwilling to risk Puka and Kea's
possible transfer back to the Naval Undersea Warfare Center.1 361Finally, viewing

1356 Ibid.,

1, 10.

1357lbid., 1.
13 58AP, "Man who 'freed' dolphins goes on trial in Hawaii," Des Moines Register (30 Nov.

1977), 10A.
1359 Steve Sipman, Email to the author, 19 May 2018.
1360 Steve Sipman, "My own motivation to commit such a 'crime"' (Handwritten draft),
Undated, 1980, 1-4, Sipman/Daws Papers; Steve Sipman, Handwritten notes re the
liberation, trial, and surrounding issues, Undated circa 1978, 2, Sipman/Daws Papers; Steve
Sipman, Email to the author, 20 May 2018.
1361 Steve Sipman, "My own motivation to commit such a 'crime"' (Handwritten draft),
Undated, 1980, 1-4, Sipman/Daws Papers; Steve Sipman, Handwritten notes re the
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themselves as on a comparable moral plane with the two dolphins with whom they
had grown quite close, Sipman and Le Vasseur determined they were unwilling to
"allow our friends to languish in a circular prison or the rest of their lives[.]"1362
Just before midnight on May 29, 1977, Sipman and Le LeVasseur drained the
concrete tanks in which the cetaceans lived. Along with a half dozen (publicly
unmentioned) sets of helping hands drawn from Honolulu's anti-war,
environmental, activist-surfing, and nascent animal rights communities, Sipman and
Le Vasseur loaded the two dolphins into the back of a rental van. With Sipman
following in his Volkswagen bus, the crew drove the dolphins to a remote beach at
Yokohama Bay on Oahu's rugged Northwest Shore. As Sipman described it, it was
"beyond the range of radio broadcasts and routine police patrols." 1363 There,
Sipman, Le Vasseur, and the others released Puka and Kea into the Pacific. Thenthey
sent out a press release. It was the first reported animal liberation in U.S. history.
The press release began, "Early this morning, two slaves were freed in
Honolulu." It continued,
They had been kept in a circular enclosure five ft. high for the last 6 years,
during which time they were kept in total isolation while undergoing
remorseless experiments.
These innocent prisoners were Bottlenose dolphins, the same species as the
famed 'Flipper'. These dolphins possess a highly developed language and
intelligence comparable to that of a human.

liberation, trial, and surrounding issues, Undated circa 1978, 2, Sipman/Daws Papers; Steve
Sipman, Interview with the author, Haiku, Hawaii, 2010.
1362 Dexter Cate (Undersea Railroad), "Xerox and Burn" Press Release of the Undersea
Railroad (#2), 30 May 1977, Sipman/Daws Papers.
1363 Steven Sipman, "Write-Up," Undated ca 1994, Sipman/Daws Papers.
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The dolphins were safely transported to a carefully chosen location where
they will start a new life of freedom. They will never again know the nets of a
captor or the relentless probing of scientific research.
A statement of our feelings was left at the Kewalo Basin Marine Animal
Research Lab.
Invoking the Underground Railroad network of abolitionists who guided slaves to
freedom in the North prior to and during the Civil War, the press release assigned
credit for the liberation to "The Undersea Railroad". 1364
The "statement" left at the laboratory by Sipman, Le Vasseur, and other
members of the Undersea Railroad consisted of white chalk lettering on the
laboratory blackboard. It read simply, "Went surfin' - Kenny, Puka, Steve and Kea,
Aloha". 1365 Additionally, on the still wet floors of the drained tanks, two inflatable
novelty dolphins now sat in for the escapees. In marker, one of them bore the
366
inscription, "Let my people go". The other read, "Slaves no more!"1

For releasing the Navy's dolphin's, the State of Hawaii prosecuted Sipman
and Le Vasseur for first-degree felony theft. Brining national security issues even
Dexter Cate (Undersea Railroad), "Xerox and Burn" Press Release of the Undersea
Railroad (#1), 29 May 1977, Combined Papers of Steven C. Sipman and Gavan Daws,
Possession of the Author (Hereafter: Sipman/Daws Papers). Though the press release is
unsigned other than by "The Undersea Railroad," Sipman informs that Dexter Cate drafted
the release. Cate was a close friend of Sipman's, as well as a teacher, surfer, direct action
environmentalist, and proto-animal rights activist in Honolulu who was of the unnamed
members of the Undersea Railroad who participated in the dolphin liberation. Steve
Sipman, Interview with the author, Haiku, Hawaii, 2010.
1365 Sipman wrote the statement on the blackboard and attempted to do so with flair,
including use of large, flowing lettering. He later recalled at the time he understood it as his
"John Hancock moment" and took pains to ensure the statement looked good in addition to
reading well. Steve Sipman, Telephone interview with the author, 14 May 2018; Arthur
Lublow, "Freed Dolphins - Theft or Animal Liberation," San FranciscoSunday Examiner
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more squarely to the fore, Dr. Michael Greenwood testified for the defense.
Greenwood was an experimental psychologist who had worked on developing
dolphin-based military systems at the Naval Undersea Warfare Center at Kaneohe
and at the Navy and CIA's classified undersea warfare research facility in Key West,
Florida.1 367 Greenwood was forced out of Naval and CIA research in 1972 due to his
growing "disagreement with the intelligence community over the use of dolphins as
biological weapons".1 368 Thereafter, Greenwood became a prominent critic of such
work, as well as a vocal advocate for the rights of dolphins and other cetaceans.1 369
Between 1973 and 1976, on CBS' Sixty Minutes, NBC News, and in
Confidential testimony submitted to the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence,
Greenwood revealed that the Navy and CIA were engaged in developing both
defensive and offensive dolphin-based military platforms.1 370 One of Greenwood's
Michael Greenwood, "Confidential: Greenwood Report to the United States Senate Select
Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Operations," 10
April 1976, Sipman/Daws Papers; Gavan Daws, "Dolphins and the Law: 'Animal Liberation'
on Trial in Hawaii," Unpublished paper, Undated circa 1979, 10, Sipman/Daws Papers; AP,
"CIA 'Killer' Dolphin Sale Claimed," The Home News (4 Dec. 1977), A3; Robert E. Kessler,
"Navy, CIA Reported Using Dolphins in War Training," The Washington Post (11 April 1976),
as reproduced in CIA, News, Views, and Issues (11 April 1976), 6 (CIA-RDP7700432R000100400005-8); Joe Holley, "James Fitzgerald; Pioneered Military's Use of
Dolphins," The Washington Post (27 Jan. 2006); Lou Cannon, "Ex-Students 'Freed' Research
Subjects: Animal Rights Key to Defense in 'Dolphin Trial'," Los Angeles Times (4 Dec. 1977),
10.
1368 Greenwood (1976); Lou Cannon, "Ex-Students 'Freed' Research Subjects: Animal Rights
Key to Defense in 'Dolphin Trial,"' Los Angeles Times (4 Dec. 1977), 10.
1369 Jack Coffman, "Moorhead man leads drive to keep dolphins our of war," Minneapolis
Tribune (21 Oct. 1974), Press Clippings, Sipman/Daws Papers; Cheryl Ellis, "Dolphin Man'
Still Fighting", The Sunday Forum (Fargo-Moorhead) (28 July 1974), B8; Steve Chapple, "Day
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most sensational claims was that the Navy and CIA developed an enemy "swimmer
nullification" weapons system, and that this system was successfully deployed in
Cam Ranh Bay in Vietnam. The Navy had urgently requested a means to prevent the
Viet Cong's highly-skilled divers from mining U.S. warships anchored in Vietnam
harbors. As Greenwood informed the Senate Select Committee, the stillexperimental version of the swimmer nullification system deployed in Cam Ranh
Bay utilized dolphins trained to wear nose cones bearing a "high pressure gas
cylinder[.]" Continued Greenwood, "Protruding from the end of the lance-like nose
cone was a heavy gauge syringe needle. [....] The ramming of this needle point into

the tissues of a swimmer would trigger the gas cylinder so that it's high pressure
contents would instantaneously exhaust through the needle." Testified the former
Navy and CIA researcher, the resulting "prolapse of the colon through the rectal
orifice" and the stomach's "balloon[ing] out of through the mouth" both kills the
targeted diver and resulted in a retrievable, floating corpse. 1371 Continuing,
Greenwood testified to the United States Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
that, "Vietnam served as a unique but Hitleresque laboratory for DOD research. It
372
was a field laboratory where anything went, and no questions were asked."1

In the ensuing press storm, the CIA refused to comment. The Navy admitted
it sent dolphins to Vietnam "to test the animals' abilities to detect enemy frogmen in
Greenwood (1976), 58, 121-123.
1372 Ibid., 58, 121.
1371
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Cam Ranh Bay." The Navy refused, however, to provide additional details because, it
asserted, the results of its dolphin platform tests in Cam Ranh Bay were still
classified. The Navy nonetheless insisted that enemy swimmer detection was the
sole function of its dolphin tests conducted in Cam Ranh Bay, and the research
program included no offensive components.1 373
The Senate withheld Greenwood's testimony from the public. Greenwood,
however, provided a copy to Newsday, which thereafter published its own heavilyresearched expose that independently confirmed many of Greenwood's core
claims. 1374 Wrote Newsday, "The outline of the various secret projects [revealed by
Greenwood] was confirmed during a Newsday investigation in which scores of Navy
and CIA personnel were interviewed." The Newsday report continued, "Although it
could not be determined whether the attack-trained dolphins were ever used in
actual combat, dolphins were trained at the Navy base in Key West, in a joint project
375
with the CIA, to attack swimmers, according to four sources."1

Following Greenwood's initial appearance on Sixty Minutes, the 1973
Hollywood film The Day of the Dolphin leant even greater cultural weight to his
1373 Newsday, "Ex-Navy Scientist Details War Training for Dolphins," Los Angeles Times (11
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Papers.
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claims. Originally set to be directed by Roman Polanski, after Polanski's wife Sharon
Tate was murdered by followers of Charles Manson, Day of the Dolphin was directed
by Mike Nichols, who had several years prior won the Academy Award for The
Graduate. The leading role in The Day of the Dolphin was played by George C. Scott,
who had just won the Academy Award for his portrayal of iconic U.S. General George
S. Patton in Patton. In The Day of the Dolphin, George C. Scott's character is a
benevolent dolphin researcher (loosely-based on John C. Lilly) with a laboratory
near Key West, Florida, who successfully teaches dolphins to speak English, albeit in
high-pitched dolphin voices. George C. Scott's dolphins, however, are kidnapped bya
nefarious, shadowy CIA-esque enterprise, which intends to use the chatty cetaceans
to murder the President while yachting. This lavishly funded and heavily promoted
movie's tagline was, "Unwittingly, he trained a dolphin to kill the President of the
United States." Though the saccharine, melodramatic, and often unintentionally silly
film was a box office disappointment, it nonetheless amplified Greenwood's claims
and helped foster a broader cultural aversion to the militarization of dolphins. 1376
This played into popular receptions of the Undersea Railroad trial in Hawaii.
At their trial, Sipman and Le Vasseur's rejected outright the notion that the
two individuals they just freed were legitimately anyone's property but their own.
1376

Joe Levine, one of the film's producers, later recalled that, "We had two scripts we were

considering. One picture was about a rabbi, and the other was The Day of the Dolphin. We
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As Le Vasseur asserted in an interview, "We didn't steal them; we gave them
back."1 377 In like vein, the Undersea Railroad's second press release declared,
"Intelligent beings, whether dolphin or human, should not be considered the
property of another being." 1378 Based on that nearly-animal rights principle1 379, in
their defense, Sipman and Le Vasseur attempted a novel strategy movement. They
argued there was no theft because Puka and Kea were legal persons, not property.
Accordingly, they argued, the dolphins' confinement by the U.S. Navy, Herman, and
MVLCP violated the 13th Amendment to the Constitution which prohibits slavery.
Judge Masato Doi, however, refused to allow the line of defense. 13 0
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Sipman and LeVasseur's prosecutions made national and international
news. 1381 Headlines read "Should This Dolphin be Set Free: The First Animal
Liberation Case Opens in Hawaii".1 382 Helen Jones of the Society for Animal Rights
applauded the Undersea Railroad, declaring to the press, "I have the greatest respect
for the men who released them." Jones further expressed pleasure in the fact that
the nascent movement for animal rights was becoming a genuine movement,
"especially among younger people." Said Jones, "I think it has to do with anti-war,
women's rights, civil rights -that there's suddenly an awareness of rights. The
1383
animals have waited a long time."

The Hawaii chapter of the American Cetacean Society (ACS) sided with
Herman and decried the Undersea Railroad's release as "a serious blow to the
progress being made in scientific research." Referencing a recent train hijacking in
the Indonesian Moluccas archipelago, the ACS accused Sipman and LeVasseur of
terrorism, asserting the release of the two dolphins was "nothing more than the
capture of a train by Moluccan terrorists." 1384 However, Rick Gaffney, the lone
dissenting member of the Hawaii chapter of the ACS, vociferously disagreed.
Asserted Gaffney,
[I]f it had not been for civil disobedience, we might still be killing men and
women in Vietnam with weapons that shouldn't be used on people, and
blacks might still be living in substandard housing without the vote in the
13 81
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South. I think there are cases of civil disobedience that are necessary to end
injustices. This is one of them. 1385
Seething over the loss of his research subjects, MVLCPB Director Louis Herman
insisted Gaffney, Sipman, LeVasseur, and the animal rights movement broadly were
focused on the wrong violation of rights. Situating himself squarely within the
research defense tradition, Herman asked combatively, "Man's right to know - isn't
386
that an ethical issue?"1

Protests for "cetacean liberation" were held in front of the courthouse.
Invoking nearly the identical themes as Spira, the Undersea Railroad flier for one of
the protests featured a silhouette of a dolphin held captive by a ball and chain under
all capital bold print lettering reading, "SLAVES NO MORE!" The flier further
featured a quotation from Jacques Cousteau comparing dolphin research to the
concentration camps.
To think that a captive dolphin is a normal dolphin is tantamount to
considering as a normal human behavior the actions of those unfortunate
victims of Nazi concentration camps who learned to lick the floor at the
sound of a whistle, knowing that they would thus earn a piece of bread.1 387
Sipman and Le Vasseur were found guilty of their felony charges. In a
sentencing statement to judge Doi, Sipman invoked classical Americanist themes of
liberty. Wrote Sipman,
It has always been my contention that the liberator and the liberated share a
common defense. The liberator casts his lot in with the liberated. [....] The

case for two dolphins' defense, and two men's, is valid. It is dependent on the
Ibid.
Ibid.
3187 Undersea Railroad, Flyer: "Slaves No More!," Dec. 1977 or 1978, Sipman/Daws Papers.
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same logical premise we justify the individual rights of liberty and justice for
all men.1 388
Back in New York City, a woman who had worked with Henry Spira on the
campaign to shut down the AMNH cat sexual mutilation and blinding experiments
approached Spira with something new. She informed Spira that she and three other
activists who had also worked on the AMNH campaign were planning to liberate
animals from a New York University research facility. She wanted guidance from
Spira on how to most effectively conduct the action. Spira provided both his
guidance and participation in the raid.1 38 9 The New York would-be liberators were
aware of the Undersea Railroad, as well as the outcome of the Hawaii trial.
Consequently, the New Yorkers opted to conduct their liberation clandestinely.1 3 90
On March 14, 1979, Spira and four other animal rights activists donned white
laboratory coats and casually entered an unlocked animal facility at NYU Medical
Center. They left with two dogs, two guinea pigs, and a cat with electrodes surgically
implanted in her skull.1391

Spira provided the group with guidance on using the press effectively as a
vehicle to advance the message.1 392 In a preplanned move, following the raid, the
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liberators brought the animals to the nearby offices of the New York Post. With their
identities concealed, the activists described and provided photographs of the
horrific scenes they encountered within the NYU facility. The liberators informed
the Post that all of them were vegetarians, that all of them had participated in the
AMNH campaign, and that at least one of them had been inspired to join the AMNH
campaign as a result of earlier learning about the Pentagon's chemical warfare
experiments on beagles.1 393 The activists identified themselves as members of the
Animal Liberation Front (ALF).1 394 It was the first ALF action in the United States.
The New York Post provided the ALF raid with sensational, sympathetic
coverage. As part of its story, the Post published a large, gruesome photograph of the
rescued cat alongside the caption, "This cat, with electrodes attached to its head,
was one of the animals 'liberated'." Under the photograph of the cat, one edition of
the Post ran using the headline, "Protesters invade NYU and 'Rescue' Five Lab
Animals". Another edition ran the photograph and the story under the simpler
headline, "Rescued!"1

3 95

NSMR's executive director, Thurman Grafton fumed at the ALF's "expert
manipulation of the media". Reeling from the literal physical violation of research
autonomy, true to form, NSMR attempted to cast the animal protectionists as cruel
and animal researchers as the true friends of animals. Grafton complained that,
David Hershkovits, "Animal Liberation Strikes NYU," The SoHo Weekly News (22 March
1979), 12; Singer (1998, 2000), 151.
1394 Marilyn Matlick, "Rescued!," New York Post (15 March 1979), Sipman/Daws Papers.
1395 Marilyn Matlick, "Protesters invade NYU and 'Rescue' Five Lab Animals," New York Post
(15 March 1979), Sipman/Daws Papers; Marilyn Matlick, "Rescued!," New York Post (15
March 1979), Sipman/Daws Papers.
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Although the media carried the euphemisms of "liberation" and "freedom",
the fact remains that this was an illegal entry by unauthorized persons into
restricted areas. The removal of the laboratory animals from a controlled
environment into subfreezing New York City tefenperates can hardly be
considered a humane act.1 396
During the beagle campaign in the early-to-mid 1970s, the antivivisection
organizations had typically ignored critiques from the new animal rights activists as
coming from fringe rabble-rousers. By the end of the decade however, the scenario
looked quite different. Faced with indisputable results, the extant antivivisection
organizations ultimately either shifted towards the animal rights agenda, as did
AAVS, faded into obsolescence, as did NAVS, or were actively taken over, as was
NEAVS by the upstart animal rights group People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA).1 397 Despite all the fire, fury, passion, and promise of the beagle
campaign, which for a moment appeared poised to be the American antivivisection
movement's greatest victory, it instead proved to be their last real hurrah.

The dawning obsolescence of their century-long rivals proved no boon for
the research defense community. Though ultimately successful in defense of the
DoD beagle tests, victory came for NSMR with a heavy price. Focused on its own
pressing agendas and largely unconcerned with the "defense of research" as such,
DoD public relations strategies during the beagle controversy often undermined
"Antivivisectionists Invade New York Research Facility," NSMR Bulletin (April
1979), 1.
1397 See, Harvard University, Office of Government and Community Affairs, and Phillip W. D.
Martin, "The Animal Rights Movement in the United States: Its Composition, Funding
Sources, Goals, Strategies, and Potential Impact on Research," Sept. 1982. Harvard
University, Office of Government and Community Affairs, 5, 9, 10; "Court Calendar," Animal
People (May 1997), 7.
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much of the work pursued by NSMR for decades. NSMR since its inception had
justified nearly all civilian animal experimentation on the basis of frequently
tangential relationships to military necessity. During the beagle controversy, the
DoD did just the opposite.
Pentagon spokesmen routinely defended the beagle experiments on the basis
of their fundamental similarity to civilian animal research practices. By arguing, as
did a public relations officer at Edgewood in June 1975, the beagle experiments
were "basically medical, not military", and that the dogs were being "used for
medical research, not unlike animals that are used for experiments at hospitals,
universities and drug companies", the Pentagon defended its tests by shifting the
opprobrium associated with military testing onto the practice of animal
experimentation more broadly. 1398 While the linkage worked powerfully to NSMR's
advantage from the mid 1940s through the mid 1960s, by the early 1970s, such
connections were decidedly disadvantageous to research defense interests.
Similarly, incessant Pentagon assertions that uniform pure-bred beagles
were essential for quality research, and that so-called "mongrel" dogs of unknown
pedigree were nearly valueless for such ends, directly threatened one of NSMR's
most crucial longstanding goals: the unhindered procurement of pound animals for
experimental purposes. NSMR cringed as the Pentagon's defense of experiments
involving a few hundred beagles resulted in DoD assertions that,

"Toxic Chemical Experiments: Edgewood Arsenal Considering Bids on Contract for 350
Beagle Puppies," Baltimore Evening Sun (5 June 1975), C3, as reproduced in Edgewood
Arsenal beagle clippings file, FOIA: Army.
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Mongrel dogs are useful for certain very elementary short-term studies but
are totally unsuitable for the high quality of research needed for predicting
human effects from chemicals, for example, long-term exposures. Mongrels
are usually infested with parasites, and often are diseased and in poor health.
Purebred dogs, especially beagles specifically developed and bred for
research purposes, do not have these problems and are less likely to die of
extraneous causes during experiments. Thus, an experiment with purebred
beagles requires many fewer animals -- perhaps only one tenth as many - to

get statistically significant results.1 399
Indeed, among the first goals of the nascent animal rights movement was to
overturn the dozens of "pound seizure" mandates won by NSMR over the previous
decades. Following his victory against the AMNH experiments in 1977, Spira turned
his sites to securing repeal of the Metcalf-Hatch Act.1 400 A landmark New York State
pound seizure law, Metcalfe-Hatch passed in 1952 after a signature NSMR campaign
avowing national security demanded that New Yorkers pass an "Atomic Era
Vivisection Bill" (See Chapter 5).1401 Spira again began by filing Freedom of
Information requests, which revealed that thousands of stray dogs a year were
being seized by laboratories from New York animal shelters.140 2 NSMR, however,
managed to neutralize the repeal effort, boasting in the organization's Bulletin that
of group and its allies' "major effort [....] to thwart the repeal measure" by

1399 National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council (1974), 24.
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Animals (New York: Harper & Row, 1985), 200-20 1.
14 0 1 AP, "A-Era Vivisection Bill OK Asked," The Times Union (Rochester, NY) (3 March 1951).
1402 Henry Spira, Flier: "Coalition to Abolish Metcalf-Hatch," Undated circa 1978,
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successfully lobbying to keep the bill from being reported out of the relevant New
York State Senate Committee.1 403 NSMR likewise accomplished the same in 1978.1404
Forcing the issue again in 1979, Spira skillfully turned NSMR's words against
the organization. In a widely-read Manhattan neighborhood newspaper, Spira
assailed NSMR's admitted prevention of the repeal bill from receiving a full vote.
Calling out the group by name, Spira decried NSMR's lobbying as "national
orchestration by special interests" that "frustrat[es] the popular will" of New
405
Yorkers and "is inappropriate to a democratic system."1

Spira also used the Metcalf-Hatch repeal effort to highlight the animal
experimentation issue more broadly. In the same piece, Spira asked New Yorkers,
"Do we really need laboratory animal concentration camps in every basement?"
Spira accurately continued that, "Recent American animal experiments include [....]
[d]deliberately cutting out the eyes of one-week old Rhesus monkeys so that
scientists at the University of Illinois could measure the time it took these babies to
find their mothers using only their sense of touch and smell." Concluding by aiming
directly at NSMR and the research community's self-proclaimed right to experiment
free from external restraint of any sort, Spira declared, "Repeal of Metcalf-Hatch
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Henry Spira, "Metcalf-Hatch repeal means lab accountability," Our Town (29 April
1979), Sipman/Daws Papers.
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would set the precedent - that animal researchers are no longer a law unto
themselves."

1406

Spira also personally lobbied in Albany with the Republican Chair of the
relevant State Senate Committee, created a coalition with and extensive and diverse
range of other organizations, and generated so much publicity for the issue that the
State Senate Committee received more mail supporting repeal of Metcalf-Hatch than
it received on any other topic.1 4 0 7 The Senate Committee Chairman allowed the
repeal bill out of committee for a full vote, where it passed overwhelmingly in both
houses, and was then signed into law by the Governor.1 408 During the campaign
against the AMNH experiments, a colleague of Spira's described Metcalf-Hatch as
"the supreme symbol of the impotence" of the animal protection movement. 1409 Two
years later, and after twenty-seven years of securing pound animals for research
laboratories, Metcalf-Hatch was gone.
Little could have been more dispiriting to NSMR than watching MetcalfHatch's repeal serve as precedentially after 1979 as its passage had been prior to
that point. And yet even more devastatingly for the research defenders, in 1981, the
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Los Angeles City Council overwhelmingly voted to repeal Proposition C.1410
Proposition C was the critical Los Angeles pound seizure initiative of 1950 which
had served as the blueprint for passage of the Metcalf-Hatch Act. As with MetcalfHatch (and as also discussed in Chapter 5), Proposition C was won by NSMR and its
local affiliate after a fiery campaign in which the research defenders declared that
opposition to mandated pound seizure "plays directly into the hands of the Russian
Communists and their schemes to overthrow the United States."1 411 The fall of
Proposition C, especially coming in the wake of Metcalf-Hatch's demise, added yet
another nail to the coffins of both pound seizure and the NSMR.

Through it all, NSMR and its allies continued pushing for the absolute
autonomy of research. Recognizing a significant shift in public attitudes on this
subject, in his campaign against the feline genital mutilation and blinding
experiments at the American Museum of Natural History, Spira turned the research
and research defense communities' core value into a liability. Shortly before Spira
launched his campaign against AMNH, the New York Times ran a fairly mundane
story about the Museum's budget, including brief descriptions of some Museum
program's the paper referred to as "not of any obvious practical value." The Times
included a passing reference to Dr. Aronson's cat sex mutilation and blinding
experiments. In the piece, AMNH director Dr. Thomas Nicholson defended such
14 10 Joseph P. Van
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experiments by invoking the absolute freedom of science. Nicholson told the Times,
"If anything has distinguished this museum, it has been its freedom to study
whatever it chooses, without regard to its demonstrable practical value. We intend
412
to maintain that tradition."1

Spira believed these remarks and the sentiment they reflected could be
successfully framed as abhorrent to much of the general public.1 4 13 He was right. In
his article serving as the opening salvo of the AMNH campaign, Spira began with, "At
the American Museum of Natural History, cats are in agony because our tax money
is paying for absurd sex experiments. And Museum Director Nicholson stoutly
defends the Museum's "freedom to study whatever it chooses [.]"1414
Spira's approach worked so well that within a few months, even Science
magazine identified it as a significant liability for the AMNH experiments and the
defense of research more broadly. The first full sentence of Science's lengthy article
entitled, "Animal Rights: NIH Cat Sex Study Brings Grief to New York Museum" read,
"A public relations disaster has settled like a poisonous fog over the American
Museum of Natural History and seems to grow thicker with every attempt to dispel
it."141s Above

the first sentence, Science reprinted AMNH Director Nicholson's

declaration that, "If anything has distinguished this museum, it has been its freedom
to study whatever it chooses, without regard to its demonstrable practical value. We
1412
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intend to maintain that tradition."1

416 Science immediately

followed Director

Nicholson's statement with a contrasting one from author and animal rights
advocate, Brigid Brophy. It read,
Science is an instrument of society, and society has the right to insist that it
stays within the limits of a morality which society can demonstrate to be
reasonable. We have as much right to forbid vivisection of the other animals
as we have to forbid vivisection of human animals.1417
Science continued that,
the codes of practice governing animal experimentation do not concede that
animals have any rights whatever that should way against the purposes of
the experimenter. That statement of principles issued by the [...] National
Society for Medical Research [....] implicitly embody an absolute freedom by
the researcher to use animals however he will.1 4 18

The article then quoted from Peter Singer's Animal Liberation,writing, "'Surely one
day,' Singer observes in Animal Liberation, 'our children's children, reading about
what was done in the laboratories of the 20th century, will feel the same horror and
incredulity" as "what otherwise civilized people" feel when they read about "the 18th
century slave trade." Science then concluded its piece, asserting, "The projection
may sound far-fetched, yet history teaches that only fashion in clothes changes
faster than fashion in ethics."1

4 19

Yet NSMR held the course. In so doing, NSMR grievously misread the
changing political and social tides. Even before the AMNH campaign, the forces
Ibid., 162.
Ibid., 165.
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driving these tides included, among others, the 1971 revelations of long-running
hepatitis experiments on disabled children at the Willowbrook State School in
Staten Island, the 1972 Congressional revelations of the Public Health Service's
decades-long syphilis experiments on poor black men in Tuskegee, Alabama, the
1973-1975 Pentagon chemical warfare beagle controversy, and the still then
unfolding Army and CIA human experimentation scandals. Yet, NSMR president
Maurice Visscher had stayed on script and loudly pathologized critics of the beagle
tests and of unregulated human experimentation more broadly as nothing but
misanthropic "paranoid zoophiles" and anti-science ignoramuses who drew succor
from their intellectual roots in Hitler's Germany.1 420 Invoking core Americanist
tropes, Visscher appropriated a quotation commonly attributed Thomas Jefferson
and declared, "Eternal vigilance is the price not only of personal liberty, but of
42
progress in biological science so long as the antivivisection movement exists."1 1

Visscher asserted that concern about animal experimentation, as well as over
"scientific research on specific groups of human subjects, such as children, mental,
patients and prisoners", reflected "very poor logic" on the parts of critics. Into this
mix Visscher also railed against the "intolerably burdensome" Endangered Species
Act and the "totally useless" prohibitions against importation of dangerous animals
into the U. S. Both of which, according to Visscher, served only to "impede
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biomedical research."1 422 Most importantly, the present self-regulating mechanisms
of the medical research community, he asserted, were more than adequate to deal
with the rare occurrences of questionable experimentation.1 423 The truly unethical
behavior, declared Visscher, would be "to impose unnecessary impediments to
medical research."1 424 Any threat to the freedom to seek knowledge at all costs,
insisted Visscher, was the true cruelty.
Similarly-themed comments came from NSMR ally Bernard Davis. Davis was
a prominent Harvard physiologist who expounded regularly on issues at the
intersections of science and society. This included Davis' incendiary 1976 opinion
piece in the New EnglandJournalof Medicine decrying affirmative action and
increasing minority student in admittance rates at prestigious medical schools.
Davis' piece led to increased attacks on minority admissions programs nationally
and lead to multiple incidents at Boston area hospitals in which white patients
refused treatment by black doctors.1 425 Davis, a staunch defender of unregulated
experimentation, asserted that same year the existing system of voluntary
regulation of human and animal experimental research was sufficient to the task
because, "My impression of my colleagues in clinical research is that they are a
1422 Visscher (1975), 92-93.
1423 Ibid., Front cover.
1424 Ibid., vii.
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responsible group, who function not simply as investigators but also as concerned
physicians." New consumer protection regulations enacted as a result of the recent
thalidomide tragedy, Davis warned, were proof that legislators were inclined to
devise safety and ethical restrictions for research that were "too stringent" and
would make it "exceedingly expensive to gain approval of a new drug."1426
As with Visscher, to Davis, the real issue had to do with American freedoms.
Argued Davis, the most pernicious element of these needless protections for
experimental subjects and consumers alike was the threat they posed to the most
vital American freedom of all: the freedom of research. Insisted Davis, "Freedom of
inquiry is closely related to freedom of speech and to freedom of the press. Its
absence from the Bill of Rights may simply reflect the fact that scientific inquiry had
not yet become a substantial social activity." Drawing explicitly on language used by
the Supreme Court to justify the suppression of dissident speech during the First
World War, Davis continued, "We abrogate such freedoms only reluctantly, and in
the face of a clear and present danger." Concluded Davis in language functionally
identically to that used by American research defenders for roughly a century,
427
"Indeed, the scientist [...] sees freedom of inquiry as virtually an absolute."1

Bernard D. Davis, "Novel Pressures on the Advance of Science," Annals of the New York
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NSMR and its allies not only publicly attacked efforts to regulate human
experimentation in the United States, they actively worked to subvert such efforts
on the policy level. Building upon NSMR's 1959 National Conference on the Legal
Environment of Medical Science (See Chapter 6), in which the organization sought
to water down the Nuremberg Code in general and the Code's provisions on
informed consent in particular, NSMR thereafter made the defense of unregulated
human experimentation and the dilution of informed consent increasingly central
elements of the organization's mission. In 1966, after James Goddard, Commissioner
of the FDA, released a statement requiring that informed consent be obtained "in
writing", NSMR's President Maurice Visscher compared the statement to an
arbitrary, dictatorial statement issued by the Russian government. Deriding the
"'ukase' on 'informed' consent in connection with the human testing of new drugs",
Visscher fretted informed consent would become "a major problem", possibly
resulting in "no one but a medical school graduate ever be[ing] 'informed' in the
Goddard sense, leaving physicians as the only legally proper 'guinea pigs' for new
drug testing!" Consequently, Visscher called upon NSMR's Board of Directors to
consider publicly "questioning the propriety and wisdom" of efforts to formalize and
enforce standards for informed consent.14 28
The board approved, and by 1977, as Spira's campaigns highlighted
researchers' dangerous devotion to the absolute freedom of science, NSMR's
Executive Director Clarence Dennis sought to influence the National Commission for
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the Protection of Human Subjects in Biomedical and Behavioral Research
(NCPHSBBR) to weaken its requirements for informed consent. Dennis called upon
NSMR's board members, affiliates, and allies to provide "a formal presentation" or
otherwise testify at upcoming meetings of the NCPHSBBR. Stressed Dennis, "The
crux of what seems at the moment important to say is as follows:",
NSMR is concerned that the rigidity of the requirements for information to be
given to prospective subjects hampers a substantial portion of clinical
investigation.
1. A portion of this derives from the stipulation that each possible untoward
reaction be spelled out in considerable detail, unlikely though that reaction
might be. The consequence of this is limitation in the subject population
through fear stimulated.
2. A further portion derives from the fear of investigators and institutions
that disapproval of their projects may result unless the protective measures
they spell out are very stringent[.]1 429
However, even some of NSMR's board of directors began to rebel. In
response to Dennis' call and instructions for testimony at upcoming NCPHSBBR
meetings, NSMR board member and Dean of the Abraham Lincoln School of
Medicine in Chicago, Dr. Bernard Sigel, politely but firmly took issue with the
organization's position. In so doing, Sigel explicitly endorsed insistence upon
serious, specific requirements for informed consent, even if such requirements
resulted in limitations on the freedom of science. Responded Sigel, "While I am
concerned about rigidity and arbitrary obstacles to research, I believe that full
disclosure needs to be accomplished in obtaining informed consent. This may cause

Clarence Dennis to Dr. James H. Leathem, 25 Feb. 1977, 1, NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder:
Board of Directors /Members, Leathem, 1977-1978.
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some individuals to withhold consent, but I do not think this is a significant problem
430
if the matter is approached in a positive manner."1

Visscher and Davis' articulation of American freedom as the freedom of
scientists from external restraint, and Dennis' calls for dilution of the requirements
for informed consent even the immediate wake of numerous revelations of
unethical human experimentation by U.S researchers, were approvingly received
and repeated by some physiologists, other medical researchers, and research
defenders. However, NSMR and its allies' unyielding devotion to the absolute
freedom of research proved to be at ever-growing variance with popular and even
professional opinion. Unable and unwilling to adapt to the new terrain, NSMR fumed
over the defections and perceived betrayals of a growing number of affiliate groups
that no longer followed orders, or worse yet, no longer mailed in membership
dues.1 431
NSMR's onetime allies turned on NSRM on multiple fronts, but most
consistently on the issue of the organization's continued uncompromising defense
of the absolute autonomy of research despite the changing social climate. In October
1977, the Federation of American Scientists (FAS) issued a damning report calling
on the one hand for greater scientific consideration of the rights of animals and on
the other for the dethroning of NSMR. The FAS report scathingly opened by
declaring that, "The only scientists directly involved [in issues pertaining to the
Dr. Bernard Sigel to Clarence Dennis, 10 March 1977, NSMR Archives, Box 5, Folder:
Board of Directors /Members, Shumway, 1969.
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protection of animals] are the spokesmen for the animal experimenters who
overreact not only to any constructive proposals for change but even to minor turns
1432
of phrase in little read government documents."

After detailing that the federal Animal Welfare Act provides no limitations of
any kind on what an experimenter may do to an animal in the course of an
experiment, the FAS statement continued,
The lobby for the animal experimenters in shaping this legislation was the
National Society for Medical Research (NSMR) which asserts its primary
purpose, on brochures, to be: assure continued progress in the U.S.
biomedical research effort by protecting the scientific investigator's right to
use laboratory animals, whenever he feels it necessary.
The FAS also noted of NSMR's gendered emphasis, "italics in original." 1433
Two years later, shortly after the fall of Metcalf-Hatch, Dr. J. Russell Lindsey,
the widely-respected Chairman of the University of Alabama's Department of
Comparative Medicine, delivered a speech at the annual meeting of the NSMR Board
of Directors in Chicago. Titled, "NSMR: Its Image, Direction and Future", Dr. Lindsey
opened by stating he "would like to emphasize certain realties usually not accepted
by NSMR."1

434 In

his blistering speech to the NSMR Board of Directors, Lindsey

informed that,
NSMR, like all of its predecessors representing the scientific community, has
consistently maintained a defensive posture while claiming that allpractices
of animal use and care within the biomedical community have been'lily
Federation of American Scientists, PublicInterest Report: Special Issue: Animal Rights
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white.' In my judgement, this has been a major tactical error because abuses
of freedoms to use animals in research too frequently have been and
continue to be common knowledge. [....] NSMR's complete unwillingness to

face up to these realities and to respond positively to the public's legitimate
concerns has led to the inevitable loss of credibility and steady decline in
influence.1 435
Lindsey continued, for this and other related reasons "In the process, many of the
most ardent would-be supporters of NSMR have been alienated. The net result has
been an organization with a posture generally viewed as counter-productive, and as
a consequence, operating in an ever-diminishing sphere of friends and
influence."1

436

In response to this and similar, scathing critiques from within its own camp,
and as the research defense community had done since the beginning in response to
public resistance to their movement's message, NSMR viewed even internal,
scientific opposition to its agenda and practices as primarily a product of ignorance.
Now applying the deficit model to other researchers and scientists criticizing the
group, at an NSMR Board Meeting in 1979, the organization self-reassuringly
determined that a major part of the problem "is that people don't understand what
we do." As a result, the NSMR Board proposed that in order "to sell [its] program" to

Ibid., 230.
1436 Ibid.
1435
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other researchers and scientists, NSMR would need to initiate an education
campaign "to tell them,'This is what I am doing for you!"

14 37

Unsurprisingly to nearly all outside the organization, having lost the faith of
the community it existed to defend, NSMR's evaporating relevance led to its everdwindling bank accounts, which in turn rendered the group increasingly
impotent. 1438 The once indomitable organization collapsed in 1984 due to lack of
funds. 1439 By that point, however, much like their intimate enemies the
antivivisectionists, NSMR had already been superseded by a new generation of
equally belligerent but far more dynamic partisans in the evolving war over animal
experimentation.1 440

NSMR's also once mighty co-founder, the indefatigable Andrew Conway Ivy,
likewise went out true to form and a shadow of his former glory. Following his
dismissal as Vice President of the University of Illinois due to his leading role in the
Krebiozen hoax cancer cure scandal, Ivy ultimately accepted a faculty appointment
at Roosevelt University in Chicago, where he stayed until 1966.1441 Following that,
Ivy was forced to conduct his research outside academia entirely. Consequent of
1437NSMR,

"National Society for Medical Research Minutes, Board of Directors Meeting,
Sept. 11, 1979," 1, NSMR Archives, Box 75, Folder: Board of Directors Meeting Sept. 11,
1979.
1438 Ibid., 3-4,7.
1439

See F. Barbara Orlans, In the Name ofScience: Issues in Responsible Animal

Experimentation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), 46-47.
1440 Ibid., 46-47.
1441Harkness (1999), 728.
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mounting state and federal legal prohibitions on the sale and distribution of
Krebiozen, in the words of one of his colleagues, Ivy "divorced himself' from his
Krebiozen Research Foundation and opened in its place the Ivy Cancer Research
Foundation. As he did at his first foundation, Ivy served as Director of Research at
the "new" one.1 442 Relatedly, Ivy changed the name of the substance upon which he
and his foundation worked from Krebiozen to "Carcalon". And though the executive
director of the Ivy Cancer Research Foundation insisted in 1972 that Krebiozen and
Carcalon were distinct substances, Ivy had several years prior already admitted the
two were identical.1 443 Stated Ivy in 1967 to the always Ivy-friendly Chicago
American, "I've manufactured some of the drug myself, I call it carcalon, not
Krebiozen. Krebiozen is a commercial name; carcalon is its biomedical name. But it's
44 4
the same thing."1

Ivy likewise continued his aggressive open and proxy efforts to force his
detractors into submission with appeals to his scientific expertise, shock-and-awe
style frivolous litigation, and allegations of sinister conspiracies against him and his
life-saving work. The medical community dismissed the results of Ivy's research
foundation as invalid for, among other reasons, Ivy's grossly inadequate
experimental design. Ivy responded by insisting to a Chicago doctor in 1967
(Previously distributed by the American Cancer Society to its Divisions),
"Unproven Methods of Cancer Management: Krebiozen and Carcalon," CA Cancerj Clin
23(2)(1973), 111-115.
1443 Ibid., 111-115.
1442Anon.

Hartzell, "Dr. Ivy - Life begins anew at 74," Chicago American (2 April 1967), as
quoted in Anon. (Previously distributed by the American Cancer Society to its Divisions),
"Unproven Methods of Cancer Management: Krebiozen and Carcalon," CA CancerJClin
23(2)(1973), 111-115.
1444Wesley
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authoring a book on anti-cancer agents that, "'randomizing of patients' is a bad
experimental design for testing a therapy in certain diseases and unnecessary in
other cases.' As I stated to you by phone, in my experience cancer patients even with
the same organ type are not very homogenous."1 445 Around the same time, Ivy
pursued a libel lawsuit against former President of the University of Illinois and
chief adversary in the Krebiozen fight, Dr. George D. Stoddard. As described in a
contemporary press account, Ivy's lawsuit "alleges that Stoddard libeled Ivy by
questioning medical benefits of the drug."1 446 The suit against Stoddard was
ultimately unsuccessful but lengthy and costly.
In 1967, in a separate legal case, an appeal of the dismissal of a federal
lawsuit filed by an Ivy medical associate and patients wishing to receive treatment
with Krebiozen was rejected by the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals. The plaintiffs
alleged their inability to receive Krebiozen constituted a violation of their civil rights
and the U.S. Constitution. As described by the Seventh Circuit, the plaintiffs' case,
"presumably" intent on "establishing a conspiracy of medical and health
organizations and institutions, is a full frontal attack on defendants, the American
Medical Association, the American Cancer Society, the medical profession generally,
the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois, [and] the Federal Food and Drug
Administration (FDA)". The Seventh Circuit noted that even, "The mammoth
amended complaint - 243 pages, excluding exhibits - which contained eight
1445 A.C.

Ivy to Frances E. Knock, 28 Aug. 1967, Ivy Papers, Box 91, Folder: Correspondence:
July-Dec. 1967.
1446AP, "Krebiozen to be Center of More Legal Wrangles," RacineJournal-Times (WI) (2 Feb
1966), 11A.
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counts, is difficult to characterize. Most of the complaint is general, irrelevant,
vituperative, scandalous and conclusory."1 447 Despite the Seventh Circuit finding the
suit to be entirely without merit, Ivy's proxies kept the case alive for years through a
series of additional appeals and refilings.
Advocating to the media along similar lines in 1972, Dr. George Crane,
President of the Ivy Cancer Research Foundation, insisted to the press that, "[I]t is
the usual jealousy of the dictocrats at the Home Offices of the A.M.A. and FDA which
has stymied the widespread testing of Carcalon!"1 448 The following year, the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen of North America, the same
Chicago labor union which earlier coordinated the egregiously blatant federal jury
tampering to secure not guilty verdicts for Ivy and his Krebiozen codefendants (See
Chapter 6), likewise accused the FDA and AMA of orchestrating a plot against, Ivy,
Krebiozen, and Carcalon. In its reply letter to the Secretary-Treasurer of the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen, the FDA responded, "[P]lease be
assured no conspiracy exists, either by the American Medical Association or the
Food and Drug Administration, to ban any drug which is worthwhile and has been
proven to be safe and effective[.]"1449

Dr. F. Allen Rutherford et al. v American Medical Association et al., Nos. 15847, 15930,
United States Court of Appeals Seventh Circuit (23 June 1967).
1448 Dr. George W. Crane, "Dr. Ivy's carcalon (#1)," The Evening Standard (Uniontown, PA)
(Feb. 1972), clippings in Ivy Papers, Box 91, Folder: Correspondence: Jan- Dec. 1972,
1449 Joshua B. Zatman (FDA) to Patrick E. Gorman (Secretary-Treasurer of the Amalgamated
Meat Cutters and Burcher Workmen), 28 Nov. 1973, Ivy Papers, Box 91, Folder:
Correspondence: Jan-Dec. 1973.
1447
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Beyond the continued vitriolic defense of his unrestricted right to research,
and to distribute the "fruits" of that research however he saw fit, Ivy applied his
particular argumentative skills and style to combatting a host of social changes he
found menacing. Ivy was a lifelong Christian of devout faith, and in addition to his
prolific scientific publications, Ivy was the author of such titles as, "The
Absoluteness of The Certainty of God's Existence".1450 Ivy explicitly viewed the
waning centrality of religion in American life as a pernicious blight that threatened
the continued existence of the nation. Fearing the threat of "atheistic communism",
"Ivy lectured, "I do not believe that a Free Society has survival value unless it is
based on a belief in God and loyalty to a Church[.]"14s1 Ivy noted ominously, "The
Fall of Greek Civilization was associated with skepticism, unbelief, immorality,
disintegration of character, infertility." Inaccurately referencing Plato, Ivy lamented,
"There is no use to ask people in a court to swear to God, because so few people
believe in God any more." Adding that "the modern world has no cement other than
religion", Ivy warned it was only so long that "churches and other institutions
standing for morality" could "be removed from a population" before "produc[ing] a
5
Sodom and Gomorrah[.]"14

1450

2

Andrew Conway Ivy, "The Absoluteness of The Certainty of God's Existence," in John

Clover Monsma (ed.), Evidence of God in an Expanding Universe: FortyAmerican Scientists
Declare their Affirmative Views on Religion (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1958).

A.C. Ivy, "The Meaning of Loyalty or Faithfulness: For church Loyalty Sunday: An
Outline," (Undated ca 1954), 4, 7, Ivy Papers, Box 88, Folder: Correspondence: Jan-Dec.
1954.
1452 Ivy (1951-1952), 5-6; Ivy (1949a),131-135.
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This was the lens through which Ivy viewed the societal changes of the 1960s
and 70s. By the 1960s, Ivy, the self-identified defender of liberty, was explicitly
advocating that adults had no moral or legal right to drink alcohol. Ivy wrote the
author of an anti-alcohol volume that his otherwise "excellent" work did not go far
enough. Ivy, unsolicited, advised the author that he should cut a sentence from the
book. Wrote Ivy, the offending line, "reads 'People have a right to drink if they want
to'. I would omit that sentence in your next printing, as people do not have such a
right, if alcohol does what you say and know it does; and hence, people should not
be told they have a right to drink. People do not have a moral or legal right to injure
53
themselves or others deliberately."14

In 1974, Ivy became enamored of a peripherally U.S. Army-related study he
read about in a newspaper seeking to assess the impacts of childhood habits on
adult drug usage. Gloated Ivy at the study's findings, "The results indicated that the
only activity which seemed to matter in preventing drug abuse, including alcohol,
was church going." 145 4 That same year, Ivy advocated informing the public that, "The
only absolute insurance against alcoholism or problem drinking is lifelong
55

abstinence."14

Ivy to Charles Malley, 20 July 1962, Ivy Papers, Box 89, Folder: Correspondence:
June-Aug. 1962.
1454 A.C. Ivy to The National Observer, 7 Oct. 1974, Ivy Papers, Box 91, Folder:
Correspondence: Jan. 1974-Feb. 1978.
14 55
A.C. Ivy to Walter Krusich, 2 Jan. 1974, Ivy Papers, Box 91, Folder: Correspondence:
Jan. 1974-Feb. 1978. (Emphasis in original).
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Far more than widespread permissive attitudes towards the consumption of
alcohol and other drugs, however, the social change which repulsed Ivy most was
the primary objective of the burgeoning feminist movement; legalized abortion on
demand. In a 1970 open letter to the Illinois Legislature, Ivy decried that, "Some
legislators of the State of Illinois" propose that "physicians 'on demand' be
permitted to murder unborn babies[.]" Continued Ivy, "The proposal of abortion on
demand is part of the 'deluge of immorality' that is sweeping over us."145 6 Of
American citizens advocating for legalized abortion, which Ivy referred to as a
"blood bath", Ivy separately wrote, "It is a strain on my equanimity to observe small
minorities trying to destroy our Country."1 457 As Roe v. Wade awaited a decision as
to whether the case would be heard by the Supreme Court, Ivy declared, "Everyone
must act in some way to restrain and to reverse the increasing moral depravity of
58
the people of our Country."14

Perfectly true to form, Ivy invoked his role in Nuremberg as a form of unique
knowledge and moral credibility on the subject of abortion. In his anti-abortion
"Open Letter" to the Illinois Legislature, Ivy's signature was followed by "Expert
Medical Science and Ethics Advisor and Witness, Nuremberg Medical Trials, 1946-

14 5 6A.C.

Ivy, "An Open Letter to the Members of the General Assembly of the State of
Illinois," 7 May 1970, Ivy Papers, Box 91, Folder: Correspondence: Feb. 1970-Oct.
1971.
1457A.C. Ivy to Roy Brackin, 15 May 1970, Ivy Papers, Box 91, Folder: Correspondence:
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47."1459 And just as he had done in his crusades for unregulated animal

experimentation and absolute research autonomy, against universal health care
("socialized medicine"), and in defense of Krebiozen, Ivy identified the values
espoused by his political adversaries as having been a causal factor leading to the
Holocaust.
In a 1970 opinion piece for the Chicago Tribune, Ivy began, "In 1947,
following World War II with Hitler Germany, I testified as the expert witness for the
prosecution before the Nuremberg tribunal in the trial of Nazi war criminals for
medical crimes against humanity." Consequently, Ivy wrote somberly, "I am
impelled to make the following comment on the arguments of today's proponents of
relaxed abortion laws." Proclaimed Ivy, "With their talk of [...] murder of the human
fetus; and with their attack against religion[;] their arguments become so painfully
reminiscent of Nazi Germany that I am literally horror-stricken with the change in
thinking that has taken place in our great democracy in one generation."1

460

In his final years, spurned by and disillusioned with the people, government,
and medical establishment of his country, Ivy, seeking any validation for his work,
turned to Communist China. As revealed in documents obtained for this study
through a Freedom of Information Act request to the FBI, Ivy sought, he believed
illicitly, to provide the People's Republic of China with detailed, technical medical
Ivy, "An Open Letter to the Members of the General Assembly of the State of
Illinois," 7 May 1970, Ivy Papers, Box 91, Folder: Correspondence: Feb. 1970-Oct.
1971.
1460 Andrew C. Ivy, "Abortion Like Nazi Medical Crimes," Chicago Tribune (7 May 1970), 20.
14s9A.C.
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and scientific information pertaining to Carcalon. In April 1973, a high value FBI
confidential informant who furnished the Bureau with reliable and "sensitive
information on a continuing basis regarding Chinese Communist activities in the NY
area" apprised the FBI of a recent meeting. The meeting was between the informant
and a United Nations journalist (whose name is redacted from the documents by the
FBI) who had "conferred extensively" with Chinese Ambassador to the United
Nations, Huang Hua.1 46 1
The journalist, who was operating in an unclear by decidedly non-journalistic
capacity, informed Ambassador Huang he had recently spoken with Dr. A.C. Ivy. The
journalist relayed to Huang that Ivy would be travelling to New York in just over a
month, at which time Ivy would make himself available for discussion with the
Chinese Ambassador. The journalist communicated that Ivy wished to speak with
Ambassador Huang about a supposed wonder drug. The Bureau's confidential
informant almost but could not quite recall the name Carcalon, recounting to the FBI
the journalist referred to it as something like "carcola (phonetic; perhaps
cokula)".

14
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The journalist had extensive, if erroneous, information about Carcalon. It is
difficult to determine which from the documents, but the journalist gained his
information about the drug either through his recent conversation with Ivy, or more
likely, as a result of a longer relationship of some kind with Ivy. The journalist
informed Huang, and then the FBI source, that Carcalon "is effective with 65% of the
people taking it, and that it has no side effects." Further, he relayed to the Chinese
Ambassador and then the FBI informant, "the United States Government is not
interested in the drug, despite its having saved 5000 lives, because of 'bureaucratic
jealousy, politics, and commercialism", and because of underhanded efforts "by the
463
drug and pharmaceutical interests."1

The FBI's Classified Confidential Letterhead Memo on the subject reveals the
Bureau's informant reported the journalist and Ambassador Huang "had previously
discussed [Carcalon] in Panama City, Panama." Further, at his recent meeting with
the journalist, "Ambassador Huang asked if Dr. Ivy could send to his counterpart [...]
(a doctor within the PRC) the technical aspects of the process." The FBI source
reported the journalist "and Dr. Ivy planned to send the complete process, including
every step from the bleeding of the horse to the ampule (phonetic) itself -

every

step to arrive at the carcola." The source conveyed that the journalist told the
Chinese Ambassador that "Dr. Ivy was sending [the journalist] two books to be
FBI NY to Director FBI, Memorandum re 105-NY-127882/62-HQ-93802, 11 July 1973, FOIA:
FBI.
1463 SAC FBI NY to Acting Director FBI, Airtel re 105-NY-127882, 18 April 1973, 1-2, FOIA:
FBI; FBI, Classified (Confidential) Letterhead Memo re 105-NY-127882, 18 April 1973, 1-3,
FOIA: FBI; SAC FBI Chicago to Acting Director FBI, Memorandum "Re NY Airtel and LNH to
Acting Director, 4/18/73, copies to Chicago" (105-CG-35871), 19 June 1973, FOIA: FBI; SAC
FBI NY to Director FBI, Memorandum re 105-NY-127882/62-HQ-93802, 11 July 1973, FOIA:
FBI.
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forwarded to [specific] physicians in the PRC[.]" Damningly, the source informed the
FBI the journalist "said Dr. Ivy 'knew' he could not send the books directly to the
doctors in Peking", and that Dr. Ivy "thought the books might be sent by diplomatic
pouch." The informant reported to the FBI the journalist indicated he "and
Ambassador Huang agreed to reconfer when [the journalist] received the books
from Dr.

Ivy."1
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Upon receipt of this intelligence from its confidential informant, the FBI
opened a Foreign Counterintelligence investigation of Ivy and the journalist's plot to
provide detailed technical information to the Chinese Ambassador in order that that
information be secretly delivered to Communist China via diplomatic pouch. The FBI
alerted the State Department of its investigation, as well as the CIA's feared and
famously paranoid longtime Chief of Counterintelligence, James Jesus Angleton.1 465
By mid-June 1973, however, the FBI closed its investigation. Though Ivy
"knew" the information he wished to provide the Chinese must be sent
clandestinely, Ivy's knowledge was wrong. As part of his efforts to normalize
relations with China, beginning with his "ping pong diplomacy" in 1971, President
Nixon had already significantly relaxed restrictions on the export of nonstrategic
items and information to the Communist state.1 466 Consequently, the FBI
1464 FBI,
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determined of Ivy's efforts that, "Inasmuch as his area of work, cancer research, is in
a non-sensitive area, no security risk factor would appear to be involved in this
matter." Therefore, concluded the Bureau, "no further investigation is contemplated
467
in this matter."1

Feeling unfairly stymied in his work, as well as inadequately appreciated for
his brilliance, a bitter Ivy decided he knew better and chose to advance his research
by explicitly violating critical norms enacted by external parties. Just as did his fifty
years of politico-scientific campaigns to that point, fervidly patriotic and antiCommunistic Ivy's needless but blatant attempt to provide Communist China with
information the transfer of which he believed to be prohibited by the U.S.
government on national security grounds placed one thing in stark relief: As with
the research defense community on the whole, at its core, Ivy's quest for the total
freedom of science was little more than a self-serving declaration that the personal
interests of the researcher inherently trump the interests of all others. The research
defense community's crusade for absolute research autonomy is malignant
narcissism masquerading as a religion of science masquerading as impartial,
prudent policy. And just as it has done since its emergence, it poses a genuine threat
to democracy and the individual.

https://www.nytimes.com/1971/04/15/archives/nixon-eases-china-trade-embargo-toallow-nonstrategic-exports-u-s.html.
146 7 FBI, Classified (Confidential) Letterhead Memo re 105-NY-127882, 18 April 1973, 1-3,
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July 1973, FOIA: FBI.
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The 1973-1975 fight over Pentagon beagles helped usher in a new type of
animal protectionist, one not against animal experimentation, but for animal rights.
Explicitly growing out of and building upon the liberation struggles of the 1960s and
70s, the nascent animal rights movement soon superseded the antivivisectionists
and rendered their venerable movement an anachronism. A pivotal figure in this
development was longtime NYC Trotskyist, social justice organizer, and Holocaust
survivor, Henry Spira. Spira applied his decades of street and dock level organizing
to the fight for animal rights. In so doing, he replaced the antivivisection
movement's otherworldly "fighting the good fight" approach with a far more
material approach of "fighting to win". Relying heavily upon FOIA-obtained
documents, the first test of Spira's strategy was his 1976 campaign against cat
genital and optical mutilation experiments at the American Museum of National
History in Manhattan. By 1978, Spira accomplished what the American
antivivisection movement had failed to do for a hundred years: He won. By 1979,
Spira had also led the successful campaign to repeal the seminal pro-pound seizure
Metcalf-Hatch Act of 1952. Los Angeles' Prop C fell not long after.
Around the same time, in 1977, two surfer scientists calling themselves the
Undersea Railroad conducted the first reported animal liberation in U.S. history.
Invoking liberation struggle and classical Americanist anti-slavery themes, Steven
Sipman and Kenneth Le Vasseur released into the Pacific the dolphins Puka and Kea
from the University of Hawaii's and Navy's Marine Vertebrate Laboratory of
Comparative Psychology at Kewalo Basin, Honolulu. Back in NYC, in 1979 Spira
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participated in the first Animal Liberation Front raid in the U.S. which took place at
an NYU laboratory.
The antivivisectionists' growing obsolesce was of little benefit to NSMR.
Unable and unwilling to recognize or adapt to seismic political and cultural shifts in
part resultant of seemingly endless U.S. scandals involving unethical human
experimentation on vulnerable populations, NSMR and its allies continued to press
for further weakening of the Nuremberg Code and informed consent, and continued
trumpeting in Americanist tones the call for the absolute freedom of science. This
was a critical factor leading to devastating defections even from some of NSNR's
formerly most stalwart allies. The group finally collapsed in 1984 and was absorbed
by the National Association for Biomedical Research (NABR), one of the equally
belligerent but far more dynamic new research defense organizations in the
evolving war over animal experimentation.1 468
Much like his NSMR, A.C. Ivy went out true to form and a shadow of his
former glory. Invoking his Nuremberg experience to rail against what he perceived
to be godless social degeneracy such as permissive attitudes towards alcohol and
drug use and legalized abortion on demand. Finally, out of bitterness over what he
perceived to be the lack of adequate support from his countrymen and government
for his genius and work, ferociously patriotic and anti-Communistic Ivy attempted
NABR was founded by Frankie Trull in 1979 as the Research Animal Alliance (RAA) and
changed its name shortly thereafter to the Association for Biomedical Research (ABR).
When the group absorbed NSMR in 1984, it changed its name again to the National
Association for Biomedical Research (NABR). Along with its component organization the
Foundation for Biomedical Research (FBR), NABR/FBR functions in many ways in a similar
capacity as had NSMR before it.
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to provide what he incorrectly perceived to be prohibited information to
Communist China. Ivy died in 1978. Though some former friends remembered him
warmly and even more remembered him in disgrace, for the most part Ivy was, as
he had already mostly become, simply forgotten.
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Epilogue- Green is the Old Red

This epilogue is a first attempt to briefly sketch some of the preliminary contours of
my research project in progress following and growing out of this dissertation. The nascent
animal rights movement entered the 1980s largely an unknown and left the decade a
household name. Beginning with the Undersea Railroad's Hawaii dolphin liberation in 1977
and the Animal Liberation Front's (ALF) first U.S. raid at NYU in 1979, a series of shrewdly
publicized ALF laboratory raids throughout the 1980s rocketed the movement to front
page status. Much of this news coverage was surprisingly positive and at times glowing.
Terrified by the new threat to research autonomy, the U.S. biomedical community
mobilized in 1987 to form a counteroffensive. This new research defense community was
principally coordinated by Dr. Frederick K. Goodwin, then director of the National Institute
of Mental Health (NIMH), the American Medical Association (AMA), the NSMR-absorbing
National Association for Biomedical Research (NABR)/Foundation for Biomedical Research
(FBR), and industry front groups such as the U.S. Surgical-funded ostensible research
defense organization, Americans for Medical Progress (AMP).
As had their predecessors over the past century and beyond, the new research
defense (and increasingly, broadly anti-animal rights) movement met the new animal
activists with vitriol, gendered attacks, insistence that those seeking to thwart animal
protection legislation were the true defenders of animals, and accusations that politicized
compassion for animals was a false compassion serving to mask a pathological hatred of
humanity and a plot to eliminate cherished liberties. Though NSMR and its cofounder Ivy
had already faded from memory, some of their core contributions to politicized fights over
animals proved tremendously durable.
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Notably, the American anti-animal rights countermovement beginning in the late
1980s prominently incorporated Ivy's Nazi vivisection narrative. In 1989, AMA spokesman
and later president Dr. Daniel Johnson and NIMH's Dr. Frederick K. Goodwin declared on
national television the Nazis were the only nation to ever ban animal experimentation and
that this ban led to the horrific experiments on human beings in the concentration camps.
The AMA's Johnson did so again the following evening. That same year, Goodwin also
produced and distributed an official Department of Health and Human Services slideshow
"on the threat to the use of animals in biomedical research." Goodwin's slideshow and its
script of "Amplified Talking Points" included a slide and commentary comparing G6ring's
supposed ban on animal experimentation to the then recent remarks of a president of a
prominent American animal rights organization.' Also that same year, Science reported that
in response to antivivisectionist animal rights protests at Stanford, Donald Kennedy, then
Stanford's Vice President for Public Affairs and later editor-in-chief of Science, "was
particular vocal" on the matter, asserting that "antivivisection was one of the policies of the
Hitler regime." 2 In like vein, in 1990, Adrian R. Morrison, noted Professor of Animal Biology
at the University of Pennsylvania, as well as co-founder of the research defense and more
broadly anti-animal rights organization, the National Animal Interest Alliance, testified
before a Congressional Subcommittee hearing that, "[T]here has only been one nation in
history that has actually abolished animal vivisection, and that was Nazi Germany."

1 Frederick K. Goodwin to William Raub (Deputy Director of the NIH), 7 September 1989, FOIA:
NIH.
2Constance Holden, "Universities Fight Animal Activists," Science 243 (1989): 18. Also see Larry
Horton, "A Look at the Politics of Research with Animals: Regaining Lost Perspective," The
Physiologist(June 1988), 41; Larry Horton, "Commentary: The Enduring Animal Issue," Journalof
the National CancerInstitute (22 May 1989) 740.
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Continued Morrison continued, "You know the result after that." 3 In 1998, Dr. Howard
Simon's medical crime thriller novel, ForbiddenResearch featured the same argument.
Delivering what he believed to be a fatal blow in a televised debate with an animal rights
activist, Simon's researcher protagonist asserted that the only leader in world history to
abolish vivisection was Adolf Hitler, "and we all know who he experimented on" after that.4
And at least as late as 2008, the "Frequently Asked Questions About Animal Research"
portion of the website for the NSMR successor group Foundation for Biomedical Research
informed, "The Nazis [...] outlawed animal experimentation but allowed experiments on

Jews [.] "5
Though making solid use of Ivy and NSMR's Nazi vivisection smear, if likely without
any sense of its origins, the new research defense/anti-animal rights movement had its
sights set on a related but far more powerful line of attack. Linking the new animal rights
activists to Hitler successfully tied animal protectionists to the now almost uniformly
understood embodiment of evil incarnate. This was certainly useful from the new research
defenders' perspective. However, by the late 1980s, the idea of the National Socialists as a
military threat to the United States was so removed that the approach no longer a
functioned successfully to cast animal activists as threats to American security. The new
anti-animal rights movement worked assiduously to accomplish this end through other
means.

3"NIH

Reauthorization and Protection of Health Facilities: Hearings before the Subcommittee on
Health and the Environment of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, House of
Representatives," One Hundred First Congress, Second Session, 8 February 1990, Serial No. 101191, 65.
4 Howard Simon, Forbidden Research (New York: Pocket Books, 1998), 219-220.
5https://web.archive.org/web/20080612020621/http://www.fbresearch.org/About/FAQ.htm
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"Terrorism" was that means. From the very beginning of the U.S. animal rights
movement, research defenders accused animal activists of terrorism. As we saw in Chapter
8, the Hawaii chapter of the American Cetacean Society (ACS) asserted that Steve Sipman,
Kenneth LeVasseur, and the Undersea Railroad's 1977 dolphin liberation was "nothing
more than the capture of a train by Moluccan terrorists."6 However, that argument failed to
gain traction. To the extent they encountered it all, press, politicians, and the broader
public largely dismissed the accusation. There was widespread debate as to the ethics and
legality of the Undersea Railroad's action, but following a decade of routine political
bombings, assassinations, and commercial aircraft hijackings in the U.S., nearly all were
convinced that freeing or stealing two dolphins was simply not an act of terrorism.
Despite the two dolphins having partially been the property of the Naval Undersea
Warfare Center (NUWC), even the Department of Justice (DOJ) did not contemplate
pursuing the case as a terrorism matter. In fact, the DOJ determined the case to be outside
of federal concern entirely. FBI documents obtained via FOIA litigation for this study reveal
the National Science Foundation (NSF) wrote Kewalo laboratory director Louis Herman
and the NUWC in June 1977, stating, "Since the Dolphins are government property, we
suggest that you notify the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) so they can conduct an
investigation. We would appreciate being advised on all reports and correspondence from
the FBI." 7 Herman thereafter contacted the DOJ, which contacted the FBI's Honolulu field
office, which opened an investigation of the dolphin liberation as a "Theft of Government

Lublow, "Freed Dolphins - Theft or Animal Liberation," San FranciscoSunday Examiner
Chronicle:Sunday Punch (30 Oct. 1977), 2.
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Division of Grants and Contracts to Dr. Louis Herman (CC NUWC), (52-HN-4002-2), 27 June
1977, FOIA: FBI.
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Property" case. However, the DOJ relatively quickly removed itself from the case and
decided to leave any possible "prosecution of LeVasseur and Sipman to the City and County
of Honolulu." 8 The FBI and DOJ likewise largely ignored the numerous high-profile ALF
laboratory raids that occurred over the following decade. 9
By the late 1980s, the new research defense/anti-animal rights movement routinely
and loudly cried "terrorism" to tar the animal rights movement as a security threat. Yet, just
as it had been in 1977, most of the press, politicians, and public dismissed the liberation or
theft of animals and occasional damage of laboratory equipment as outside any reasonable
definition of "terrorism." The chief problem limiting the viability of the U.S. anti-animal
rights movement's terrorism narrative was the absence of any physical violence or injury
caused by American animal rights activists. Consequently, the anti-animal rights movement
set about manufacturing this sorely needed but problematically nonexistent violence. Two
cases of such manufactured violence proved pivotal.
Leon Hirsch's Norwalk, Connecticut-based U.S. Surgical Corporation (USSC) was the
leading manufacturer of surgical staplers. Since the early 1980s, CEO Hirsch and his USSC
had been the target of routine, angry protests by animal rights activists on account of
USSC's routine use of pound seizure dogs in lethal sales pitches for the company's products.
Hirsch had employed that language of "terrorism" for years in an effort to end the protests
outside his headquarters and secure passage of state and federal anti-terrorism legislation
specifically targeting animal rights protest activities. Hirsch's cries, however, fell on deaf

8 Special Agent in Charge Lester F. Laster (FBI) to U.S. Attorney Harold M. Fong (DOJ), "Re: Kenneth
LeVasseur; Steve Sipman: Theft of Government Property" (52-HN-4002-5), 28 Oct. 1977, FOIA: FBI.
9 Review of FBI documents obtained by Freedom of Information Act litigation in case Shapiro v. DOJ,
Civ. A. No. 12-cv-313 (D.D.C.), especially see 100A-LA-87472.
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ears. The USSC protests may have been a nuisance and threat to corporate profits, but very
few saw in them anything approximating genuine violence, much less terrorism.
So Hirsch manufactured his own. To this end, in 1988, Hirsch hired former CIA
operative Jan Reber's private intelligence and security firm, Perceptions International, to
infiltrate the animal rights movement. Reber's lead mole, Mary Lou Sapone, was a
professional right-wing infiltrator of progressive causes. Operating primarily in New York
City and Connecticut, Sapone successfully infiltrated the still largely close-knit animal
rights movement. Yet, many in the movement viewed Sapone's whispered calls for
campaigns of physical violence as either wrong-headed and dangerous or the work of a
provocateur. Nonetheless, Sapone had luck with Stephanie "Fran" Trutt. Trutt was a young,
vulnerable, emotionally troubled animal activist from Queens. Working for Perceptions
International at USSC's behest, Sapone successfully convinced Trutt the two of them must
bomb USSC CEO Leon Hirsch. Sapone provided Trutt with a pipe bomb, a plan of action, and
a ride to USSC headquarters. Trutt attempted to back out of the plan, but Sapone badgered
her back in. Driven to USSC headquarters by additional Perceptions International operative
Marc Mead, Trutt placed Sapone's pipe bomb under Hirsch's parked car. The local police
department, having only just been informed of the plot, arrested Trutt on the spot as Mead
scurried into the bushes. Though the attempted assassination of USSC's Hirsch was
orchestrated by Hirsch himself, Hirsch and his research defense front group, Americans for
Medical Progress (AMP), made quick and skillful use of the "attack". A representative
headline in Time Magazine soon screamed of "A Serious Case of Puppy Love: Violence
Becomes an Issue in an Animal Rights Protest," and the incident provided crucial
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ammunition for the effort to make credible the until then faltering notion "animal rights
terrorism."' 0
In a second pivotal case, the new research defense/anti-animal rights movement's
skillful manipulation of the unrelated-to-animal-issues 1990 murder of Dr. Hyram Kitchen,
Dean of the College of Veterinary Medicine at the University of Tennessee, provided
additional crucial ammunition in this effort. At first unwittingly, but ultimately as active
participants, the FBI and DOJ were key players in the affair. Dr. Kitchen was gunned down
in his driveway. Research defenders provided the FBI with a "lead" that the ALF, which
explicitly rejects physical violence, was responsible for the shooting and would be
repeating the act by assassinating another U.S. veterinary school dean every month until
animal experimentation was abolished.
The FBI issued a public bulletin highlighting Kitchen's murder and the purported
animal rights assassination threat. As revealed in FBI documents obtained via FOIA
litigation for this study, the FBI and Knox County Sheriffs Department concluded the
original lead pointing the finger at animal activists was "totally uncorroborated" and that
animal issues and activists had nothing to do with Kitchen's murder. This determination
was never publicly released. However, the FBI's original bulletin was carried widely in the

Review of FBI documents obtained by Freedom of Information Act litigation in case Shapirov.
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Animal Rights," New York Times (12 Nov. 1988), 29-30; Barclay Palmer, "Pipe Bomb Case Mired in
Intrigue," The Advocate (Stamford, CT) (13 Nov. 1989, Al, A14; Barclay Palmer, "Under Scrutiny:
Private Eyes in Bomb Plot: Firm's Chief 'Terrorism Expert," The Advocate (Stamford, CT) (29 Jan.
1990), Al, A10; Barclay Palmer, "Under Scrutiny: Private Eyes in Bomb Plot: Activists
Charge Newsletter 'Phony," The Advocate (Stamford, CT) (29 Jan. 1990), Al, A10.
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press and endlessly reproduced by the research defense/anti-animal rights movement as
further proof of animal rights violence and terrorism. As late as 2010, the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security, through the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and
Responses to Terrorism, funded a study premised on the assertion that the "the Kitchen
assassination" was one of "The two terrorist attacks most likely to have affected the
environmental and animal rights movement[.]""
The research defense/anti-animal rights countermovement's efforts were further
buoyed by the FBI's jumping more fully into the ring. In 1987, the ALF conducted its first
arson in the U.S., torching a laboratory complex being built at U.C Davis. The action resulted
in millions of dollars of damage and furious U.C. Regents. The FBI labelled the ALF a
terrorist organization, yet distraught FBI leadership realized the Bureau knew almost
nothing about the ALF or the animal rights movement more broadly. As revealed in
additional documents obtained via FOIA litigation for this study, the FBI turned to industry
for answers. Organizations such as NABR/FBR and USSC's Americans for Medical provided
the FBI a wealth of information on animal rights activists and organizations gathered
without First Amendment protections. Fueled by this rabidly anti-animal rights industryborne "intelligence" cache, the FBI aggressively pursued a 50 state, multi-year campaign
investigating the entire U.S. animal rights movement as a possible ALF terrorist plot.12

Review of FBI documents obtained by Freedom of Information Act litigation in case Shapirov.
DOJ, Civ. A. No. 12-cv-313 (D.D.C.), especially see KX 62-0-7508 and 100A-LA-87472; "Alert Issued
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Following suit, in 1990, U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Services, Louis Sullivan,
decried the roughly 25,000 animal rights activists then in D.C. for a peaceful march on the
National Mall as a bunch of "terrorists". A longtime veteran of government campaigns to
smear progressive activists as threats to the state, Henry Spira responded by taking out an
advertisement in the Washington Times calling out Sullivan under the bold headline, "Are
You a Terrorist?"13
In 1992, Leon Hirsch, Frederick K. Goodwin, the AMA, NABR/FBR, and allied antianimal rights forces got their wish and secured passage of the 1992 Animal Enterprise
Protection Act (AEPA), a controversial piece of federal legislation explicitly targeting many
animal and environmental protest activities as federal felony terrorist offenses. The
supposed reality and threat of animal rights and environmental violence was the critical
factor in securing the bill's passage. Tellingly, both the attempted bombing of USSC's Leon
Hirsch and the murder of Hyram Kitchen featured in the DOJ and USDA's influential 1993
"Report to Congress on the Extent and Effects of Domestic and International Terrorism in
Animal Enterprises" which provided official justification for passage of the AEPA the
previous year.14
Following the terrorism-centric research defense/anti-animal rights
countermovement of the late 1980s and early 1990s, FBI terrorism investigations, and
passage of the AEPA, the U.S. national animal rights organizations, such as People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), grew more cautious in the types of action in which

13Singer (1998, 2000), 156,
14 U.S. Department of Justice

and United States Department of Agriculture, "Report to Congress on
the Extent and Effects of Domestic and International Terrorism in Animal Enterprises," Aug. 1993,
16, 27.
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they would engage. Beginning in the mid 1990s, a new and aggressive U.S. grassroots
animal rights movement arose which employed confrontational protest strategies and
openly embraced direct action tactics such as animal liberation and property destruction.1 5
Physical violence by animal rights and environmental activists remained nonexistent, but
property crimes such as live liberations and vandalism occurred regularly, as did lawful,
often economically costly, boycott and pressure campaigns. However, despite passage of
the AEPA, which rendered any criminal act committed against a broadly defined "animal
enterprise" a federal felony terrorist offense, the law simply gathered dust.
Research defense and other animal industry groups grew increasingly frustrated
that animal rights protesters and non-violent direct action activists were primarily being
treated as protesters and petty criminals rather than as terrorists warranting federal
counterterrorism intervention. In response, professional anti-animal rights forces staged a
second terrorism-oriented counteroffensive in 1997. As revealed in FBI documents
obtained via FOIA litigation for this study, fur industry and research defense organizations
in 1997 requested meetings with the DOJ and FBI, during which these groups demanded
federal intervention and application of the AEPA and other federal anti-terror tools to the
animal rights movement. The DOJ and FBI agreed to the groups' demands. As occurred a
decade earlier, the groups again provided the FBI with a wealth of "intelligence" on animal
rights activists and organizations gathered without First Amendment protections by the
research defense and animal industry groups or private security and intelligence firms
contracted by those groups. This included provision to the FBI of dossiers on numerous

The author was an active participant in the U.S. grassroots animal rights movement of the 1990s
and early-to-mid 2000s.
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individual animal rights activists and organizations the anti-animal rights organizations
desired federal action against. This time the research defense and industry groups
established permanent information sharing networks with the Bureau. The FBI quickly
prioritized campaigns against animal and environmental activists as a high priority and
began investigating many of these cases as AEPA terrorist crimes.16
Relatively shortly before or following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001,
despite the continued nonexistence of physical violence committed by animal or
environmental activists in the United States, the FBI designated the animal rights and
environmental movements the leading domestic terrorism threat in the United States. On
this point, FBI Deputy Assistant Director John Lewis explicitly informed Congress in 2005
that, "The No. 1 domestic terrorism threat is the eco-terrorism, animal-rights
movement[.]"1 7 Though no fan of the animal rights movement, Mark Potok of the Southern
Poverty Law Center (SPLC), which tracks terrorist violence in the U.S., informed CNN
following Deputy Assistant Director Lewis' speech that, "It is simply ludicrous to describe
animal rights and eco-terrorism as the No. 1 threat. [....] It is difficult to understand how the
leaders of our major national security organizations can see it this way." CNN ran Potok's
comments under the incredulous sub-headline, "Eco-terrorists are now above ultra-right
extremists on the FBI charts."18

Review of FBI documents obtained by Freedom of Information Act litigation in case Shapiro v.
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Also in 2005, the DOJ convicted six grassroots animal rights activists who ran an
anti-animal experimentation website under the terrorism provisions of the Animal
Enterprise Protection Act. The six activists ran an anti-animal experimentation
organization called Stop Huntington Life Sciences (SHAC) which sought to shut down an
international for-hire toxicology lab named Huntington Life Sciences (HLS). The six
defendants (and one additional defendant against whom charges were dropped early in the
case) are popularly referred to as the SHAC7. The SHAC7 case was the first successful
prosecution under the AEPA. SHAC as an organization consisted of little more than a
(venomously toned) website that encouraged and chronicled unknown others' protests and
direct actions against HLS and its affiliates. Convicted of federal felony terrorist offense for
running the website, the six activists were sentenced to years in federal prison and fined
$1,000,000 payable to HLS1 9 As revealed in FBI documents obtained via FOIA litigation for
this study, the FBI's massively resource intense investigation resulting in the SHAC7 case
included the now earliest known FBI utilization of classified, remote installation malware
to circumvent encryption.20 Further, these FOIA-obtained documents also reveal the DOJ
unlawfully withheld this information from Congress. 21

The story of the SHAC7 case and related developments are chronicled in University of Michigan
Professor of Journalism's excellent book on the topic, Green is the New Red. Will Potter, Green is the
19

New Red: An Insider'sAccount of a Social Movement UnderSiege (City Lights Publishers, 2011).
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The following year, a coalition including the FBI, DOJ, and research defense and
animal industry groups secured passage of the federal Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act
(AETA). The AETA is an expanded version of the AEPA with a broader still definition of
"animal enterprise" and significantly enhanced penalties for violation of the Act.2 2 The first
people prosecuted under the federal terrorist felony AETA were California animal rights
activists whose supposed terrorist offenses included writing anti-animal experimentation
slogans on the sidewalk in chalk.23
University of Michigan Professor of Journalism, Will Potter, coined the term "Green
Scare" to refer to the post-September 11, 2001 disproportionate utilization of national
security concerns to target animal and environmental activists. 24 Referencing the Red Scare
of the McCarthy period, the title of Potter's book (and civil liberties news blog of the same
name) on the SHAC7 case and broader Green Scare is Green is the New Red. Potter's book
and overall body of work are excellent. However, green is not the new red. As the present
study makes plain, today's Green Scare stands on the shoulders of a century of similarly
and often successful efforts to marginalize animal protectionists as threats to the state.25

For information on the AETA, see https://cldc.org/resources/animal-enterprise-terrorism-actaeta/. Additionally, the author was a plaintiff in Blum v. Holder, the federal lawsuit challenging the
constitutionality of the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act. See Ryan Noah Shapiro, "The Animal
Enterprise Terrorism Act is an Assault on Dissent and Animals," Mass Dissent (National Lawyers
Guild, Massachusetts Chapter) (Fall 2014), 8-9. For more on Blum v. Holder, see
https://ccrjustice.org/home/what-we-do/our-cases/blum-v-holder.
23 For information of the case of the "AETA 4" (United States v. Buddenberg), see
https://ccrjustice.org/home/what-we-do/our-cases/united-states-v-buddenberg.
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*

On a final, related note, this dissertation itself has become something of a national
security issue. Faced with numerous, unlawful, multi-year delays by the FBI in the
processing of my FOIA requests submitted for this study, I filed a lawsuit suit against the
Bureau for failure to comply with the Freedom of Information Act. In response, the FBI
argued in federal court that it would require seven years just to figure out how it wanted to
proceed with my case, because, according to the Bureau, my experimental dissertation
FOIA research methodologies themselves constitute a threat to national security.2 6
Further, the FBI submitted the overwhelming majority of its evidentiary support for
this preposterous contention in the form of an ex parte, in camera declaration. In other
words, the FBI justified its position in a secret filing to the judge penned by the Deputy
Assistant Director of the FBI Counterterrorism Division. This is an especially circular and
Kafkaesque line of argument. The FBI considers it a national security threat to make public
its reasoning for considering it a national security threat to creatively use federal law to
request information about the FBI's deeply problematic understanding of national security
threats. After a lengthy legal fight, my attorney, Jeffrey Light, and I secured release of an
almost entirely redacted version of the FBI's ex parte, in camera declaration. Among the few
relevant, non-redacted portions is a footnote providing a description of the Animal
Enterprise Terrorism Act. 2 7
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27 Declaration of Michael A. Clancy, Deputy Assistant Director, Counterterrorism Division, FBI, 24
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Appendix 1: Antivivisection and the Historiography of the Holocaust in
American Life
The centrality of Nazi vivisection within American conflicts over animal and
human experimentation in the 1940s and 1950s requires a shift in our historical
understanding of the Holocaust in American social and political discourse. In his
landmark 1999 The Holocaustin American Life, the late University of Chicago
historian Peter Novick argues that "what we now call the Holocaust" did not enter
American popular consciousness until the 1960s. As Novick skillfully demonstrates,
the Nazi extermination of European Jewry remained for most Americans subsumed
within a broader sense of generalized Nazi mass murder. Americans knew about the
concentration camps and that many Jews died during the war. Yet, Americans did
not conceptualize Hitler's attempt to exterminate Europe's Jews as a specific crime
unto itself, or even the camps as particularly Jewish sites of death. As it was
generally understood in the U. S. in the 1940s and 1950s, tens of millions of people
died at the hands of the Nazi war machine, some gentile, some Jew, some on the
battlefield, some in gas chambers. It was not until the 1961-1962 Israeli trial and
execution of Adolf Eichmann, one of the architects of the Final Solution, that "what
we now call the Holocaust was presented to the American public as an entity in its
own right, distinct from Nazi barbarism in general[,]" and that "the word 'Holocaust'
first became firmly attached to the murder of European Jewry" in the American
lexicon.1 Prior to that point, argues Novick, whether as a Jewish or more ecumenical
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affair, "'the Holocaust made scarcely any appearance in American public
discourse[.]" 2
Novick's claims are in part contingent upon his subsidiary argument that
"Jews have taken the initiative in focusing attention on the Holocaust in this
country." 3 For a welter of reasons, inclduing U. S. governmental and Jewish aversion
to publicly highlighting Jewish persecution during the war, the shift from WWII to
Cold War imperatives in which Germany rapidly morphed from depraved fiend to
essential ally, perceived American Jewish need to conform to this new terrain to
counter popular American associations of Jews with Communism, and a popular
American culture that still primarily lionized heroism in the form of victory rather
than victimhood, postwar American Jews largely remained silent regarding the Final
Solution, "especially [in speech] directed to gentiles." 4 Argues Novick, this resulted
in "fifteen years of near silence on the Holocaust[,]" Jewish or otherwise, in the
United States.5
The core of Novick's above argumentation remains solid, that in American
culture until the 1960s, "'the Holocaust' as a Jewish-specific conceptual entity hardly
existed." 6 However, contrary to Novick's argumentation, as a non-Jewish-specific
entity, many of the most defining features of what we now call the Holocaust were
prominently discussed by Americans in the fifteen years following the war, and even
during it. As the centrality of Nazi vivisection in wartime and postwar American

2
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3 Ibid.,
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debates over animal and human experimentation demonstrates, the concentration
camps, and especially the horrific medical experimentation within those camps,
played active roles within non-Jewish-specific American cultural and political life
well before the 1960s.
Further, Novick additionally argues that the Holocaust as a source of
supposed moral and political lessons was likewise a product of 1960's and 1970's
American Jewish attention to the Nazi experience, primarily in the course of
mobilizing support for a beleaguered Israel in response the 1967 and 1973 Middle
East wars.7 It was only in the wake of such efforts, argues Novick, that "promoters of
many causes sought enhanced legitimacy and visibility by association with the
Holocaust." 8 Consequently, the Holocaust "became a screen on which people"
projected their own parochial concerns, articulated as "lessons."9 Notably, Novick
highlights "animal rights activists" as among the many groups eventually
appropriating the Holocaust in furtherance of their own agendas.1 0
While this account holds true in certain respects, as demonstrated herein,
animal protectionists and their adversaries deployed much of the key rhetoric and
imagery of the Holocaust decades before mainstream Jewish America followed suit.
Even before war's end, antivivisectionists framed their core arguments in terms of
the "lessons" of Dachau and Auschwitz. From the immediate wake of the war
onward, the research defense community did the same. Though without the word
"Holocaust" and without an emphasis on Jewish victims, the "lessons" of the
7 Ibid.,
8 Ibid.,

145-169.
231.
9 Ibid., 234.
10

Ibid., 241-243.
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Holocaust in general, and as mobilized for or against animal experimentation in
particular, long predate the periodization posited by Novick. Flatly, the Third Reich,
the death camps, and the human experimentation within them served as potent
reservoirs from which primarily non-Jewish Americans found and disseminated
"lessons" about animals and experimentation from the early 1940s onwards.
Though American Jews beginning in the 1960s did ultimately (and properly)
render the Nazi attempt to exterminate European Jewry a crime unto itself, in the
process establishing the Holocaust as a "supreme evil" to be endlessly invoked on
behalf of Jewish and non-Jewish causes, this Holocaust as it came to exist in
American cultural life did not appear de novo. Some of its most defining contours
had long been prominently rehearsed and rehashed by leading partisans on both
sides of the American vivisection struggle. Further, this realization suggests
additional research regarding the possible role of the Holocaust in other fields of
wartime and postwar American cultural and political life is warranted.
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Appendix 2: Historiography of the Controversy over Animal
Experimentation in Nazi Germany
As demonstrated herein, the Nazis did not ban animal experimentation, no
relevant party at the time believed (for long) that the Nazis banned animal
experimentation, animal experimentation expanded under the Nazis, and animal
experimentation proved to be a critical element of eventual human experimentation
within the concentration camps and related facilities. One would be unlikely to
arrive at these same conclusions, however, if surveying the multiply problematic
existing historiography. First, most historical works dealing with Nazism broadly or
the Nazi medical crimes in particular are either totally silent about the controversy
or offer a sentence or two describing the supposed Nazi ban on animal vivisection as
an ironic historical oddity of little lasting significance. From volumes on Nazi
doctors to biographies of Hermann G6ring (the source of the supposed ban), most
treatments rarely mention the issue, and when they do, they offer little of substance.
There are a few notable exceptions. These include the efforts of Arnold
Arluke, Professor of Sociology and Anthropology at Northeastern University, and
Boria Sax, an independent intellectual historian. Both men specialize in topics
pertaining to human relationships with animals and nature. Arluke and Sax
coauthored an essay titled "The Nazi Treatment of Animals and People" which
appeared in its most complete from in the 1995 Reinventing Biology: Respectfor Life
and the Creationof Knowledge." Expanding upon this theme, Sax then wrote a

Arnold Arluke and Boria Sax, "The Nazi Treatment of Animals and People," in Lynda Birke
and Ruth Hubbard (eds.), Reinventing Biology: Respectfor Life and the Creation of Knowledge
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995), 228-260.
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monograph on related material in 2000 titled Animals in the Third Reich: Pets,
Scapegoats, and the Holocaust.12 Both works are often insightful and informative.
However, their treatment of the supposed Nazi ban on vivisection is limited and
problematic. Though frequently rich, both pieces are largely intellectual histories of
shifting perceptions of the roles of animals in Germany and examinations of animal
tropes, and the politics thereof, in the Third Reich. While there is much of value in
these efforts, even in Sax's book length treatment, only one chapter is devoted to
actual Nazi policy regarding animal protection, and only a small portion of that deals
with experimentation issues. And while Arluke and Sax note the continuation of
animal experimentation in Nazi Germany, both works (especially their joint essay)
represent Nazi policy and enforcement regarding animal experimentation as vastly
more restrictive than it was, and both works (especially Sax's solo effort) seriously
misunderstand the causal factors driving both animal and human experimentation
in Nazi Germany, as well as the relationships between the two.
Also of note as an exception is University of Ohio historian of the German
environment, Raymond H. Dominick III's 1992 The EnvironmentalMovement in
Germany. Dominick offers an accurate, albeit brief, assessment of the matter, in
which he writes, "in November 1933 the Nazi government adopted a law outlawing
'unnecessary' cruelty to animals. 'Unnecessary' was defined as cruelty that 'served

Boria Sax, Animals In the third Reich: Pets, Scapegoats, and the Holocaust (New York:
Continuum, 2000).
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no rational, justified purpose,' a provision that permitted continued scientific and
medical testing but outlawed Jewish ritual slaughter."13
Almost certainly the most extensive English language treatment of the
controversy is John E. Lesch's 2007 The FirstMiracle Drugs: How the Sulfa Drugs
Transformed Medicine. Professor Emeritus of History at the University of California,
Berkeley, Lesch provides a strong, roughly ten-page account of the efforts of I. G.
Farben chemist Heinrich H6rlein to counter the proposed ban on animal
experimentation.1 4 Such efforts, he writes, ultimately rendered the proposed ban "a
moderate animal protection law that allowed animal experiments, therefore medical
and pharmaceutical research, to continue in Germany."'s Concludes Lesch, the initial
abolitionist intent of G6ring's initial proclamation was replaced by "regulations
[that] drew a sharp line between vivisection, which was to be prohibited, and
'serious scientific research, in the interest of the health and life of men and
animals[,]" which was not.16

Perhaps the best (English language) treatment of the controversy as a whole,
in essence if not detail, appears in Frank Uekoetter's 2006 The Green & the Brown: A
Historyof Conservation in Nazi Germany. A German environmental historian and
fellow at the Rachel Carson Center in Munich, Uekoetter devotes only three pages or
so to the subject but his treatment is solid. Writes Uekoetter, though leading Nazis
briefly considered stringent vivisection regulations in mid-to-late 1933 (and for
13 Raymond H. Dominick III, The EnvironmentalMovement in Germany: Prophetsand
Pioneers,1871-1971 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1992), 106.
14john E. Lesch, The FirstMiracle Drugs: How the Sulfa Drugs TransformedMedicine (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 72-81.
15

Ibid., 81.

16

Ibid., 76.
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several weeks passed such a prohibition in Prussia), "It gradually dawned on the
Nazis that vivisection was important to research, including research instrumental to
the overarching goal of rearmament. As a result, the [proposed] laws' original
intentions were quickly abandoned, and regulations were successfully watered
down [....] In the end, the ministry of the interior handed out blank permits to

university institutes to conduct experiments with animals and refrained from any
closer supervision of experimental practice." Further, writes Uekoetter, "The key
motivation [for Nazi animal protection laws] had little to do with environmental [or
animal protection] considerations," but rather functioned, as intended, primarily in
the realm of Nazi propaganda and as tools with which to marginalize Jews. 17
And while not explicitly discussing the Nazi controversy over animal
experimentation, acclaimed late historian of medicine Roy Porter nonetheless
dipped into relevant waters in his 1997 The GreatestBenefit to Mankind:A Medical
History of Humanity. Explicitly invoking the axiomatic antivivisectionist position
regarding the specter of human vivisection in his discussion of concentration camp
medical experiments on unconsenting human beings, Porter asserted, "Nazi
practices seemingly confirmed the fears of nineteenth-century antivivisectionists
who had prophesized that vivisection experimentation was bound to proceed from
animals to humans."18
These exceptions aside, more problematic than the general silence or nearsilence of most scholars regarding the Nazi vivisection controversy is the seeming
Frank Uekoetter, The Green & the Brown: A History of Conservation in Nazi Germany (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 55-56.
18 Roy Porter, The GreatestBenefit to Mankind: A Medical History of Humanity (New York: W.
W. Norton &Co., 1999), 649.
17
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consensus of the majority of works that do address the topic. Despite the claim's
unequivocal lack of historical grounding, Ivy and the NSMR's assertions regarding
an actualized Nazi ban or near-ban on animal experimentation that led to or
encouraged unconsenting human experimentation in the concentration camps
became, and to some extent remains, a historiographical staple in numerous works
dealing with Nazi human experimentation or touching upon Nazism more broadly.
Relatedly, this same understanding became, and also to some extent remains,
virtually canonical within influential segments of the western biomedical
community. At times explicit and others offered implicitly, these claims draw either
direct or ostensibly telling linkages between a supposed Nazi ban or severe
restriction on animal experimentation and the unconsenting human
experimentation that was to come are almost invariably off mark.
For example, one of the leading historical and bioethical works on the Nazi
medical crimes is Oxford University Press' 1992 collection, The Nazi Doctors and the
Nuremberg Code: Human Rights in Human Experimentation. Despite the book's many
fine features, regarding the Nazi animal vivisection controversy, volume co-editor
Michael A. Grodin's own contribution, a chapter titled "The Historical Origins of the
Nuremberg Code," essentially channels Ivy for a modern audience. Grodin, Director
of the Program in Bioethics at the Boston University Schools of Medicine and Public
Health, writes, "On November 24, 1933, the Nazis passed a law to prevent cruelty
and indifference of humans to animals. The law stated that all operations or
treatments [on animals] that were associated with pain or injury, especially
experiments involving the use of cold hear or infection, were prohibited and could
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be permitted only under exceptional circumstances. This law, of course, would
prevent the use of animals as an alternativeto human experimentation."19
Not only is this assertion erroneous, as is the case with a good number of historical
works making similar claims, other portions of the same book which he co-edited
explicitly reference the routine conduct of animal experimentation in Nazi
Germany. 20 Grodin also makes the same claim in the reprint of his chapter in John J.
Michalczyk's 1994 edited volume, Medicine, Ethics, and the Third Reich: Historical
and ContemporaryIssues.2 ' Other subsequent historical treatments of the Nazi
medical crimes, such as Georgetown University's Naomi Baumslag's 2005
MurderousMedicine, and Naomi Spitz's (who actually served as a reporter at the
Doctors Trial in Nuremberg and continues to lecture globally on related topics)
2005 Doctorsfrom Hell, make similar assertions. 22
A significant factor in many of the misleading or flatly untrue scholarly
treatments of the Nazi animal experimentation controversy is a lack of adequate
engagement with primary source materials or overreliance on a tiny fraction of such
material. Frequently, offending works reference merely a single document or two in
support of sweeping assertions. The text of Goring's August 1933 proclamation is a
common choice, as is prosecutor Telford Taylor's opening statement at the Doctors'
Michael A. Grodin, "Historical Origins of the Nuremberg Code," in George J. Annas and
Michael A. Grodin (eds.), The Nazi Doctors and the Nuremberg Code: Human Rights in Human
Experimentation(New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 132 (emphasis added).
20 See for example, Ibid., 36, 71, 78, 79, 82.
21 Michael A. Grodin, "Historical Origins of the Nuremberg Code," in John J. Michalczyk (ed.),
Medicine, Ethics, and the Third Reich: Historicaland ContemporaryIssues (Kansas City: Sheed
&Ward, 1994), 184.
22 Naomi Baumslag, MurderousMedicine: Nazi Doctors, Human Experimentation,and Typhus
(Westport: Praeger, 2005), 47; Naomi Spitz, Doctorsfrom Hell: The HorrificAccount of Nazi
Experiments on Humans (Colorado: Sentient Publications, 2005), 62.
19
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Trial. Indeed, all three examples in the above paragraph rely on Taylor's statement.
Worse, while Taylor, for rhetorical purposes, did note the malignant incongruity of
supposed Nazi concern for the welfare of experimental animals alongside brutal
Nazi experimentation upon unconsenting human beings, Taylor's own opening
statement itself repeatedly referenced widespread animal experimentation within
Nazi Germany, and that statement is reproduced in full in Grodin's The Nazi Doctors
and the Nuremberg Code.23
One of the only historically oriented works on animal experimentation
controversies (of which there are not many to begin with) to address the Nazi
vivisection controversy is Deborah Rudacille's 2000 The Scalpel and the Butterfly:
The War Between Animal Research and Animal Protection.Rudacille, then a
researcher and science writer at the Johns Hopkins Center for Alternatives to
Animal Testing, devotes an eighteen-page chapter to Nazi-related issues broadly.
She touches upon the Nazi animal experimentation issue on several of those pages.
Though there is much of value in Rudacille's book, her treatment of the Nazi
vivisection controversy is multiply and significantly defective. Rudacille writes that
in Germany as of 1936 (due to Goring's actions in 1933), "Vivisection was now
banned in Prussia and Bavaria and was severely limited elsewhere [....] Occasionally

animal experiments might still be carried out, but they were strictly regulated." 24
Then, while shortly thereafter discussing the substitution of human for animal

Telford Taylor, "Opening Statement of the Prosecution, December 9, 1946," in George J.
Annas and Michael A. Grodin (eds.), The Nazi Doctors and the Nuremberg Code: Human
Rights in Human Experimentation (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 67-93.
24 Deborah Rudacille, The Scalpel and the Butterfly: The War Between Animal Research and
Animal Protection (New York: Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, 2000), 81.
23
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subjects in the concentration camps, Rudacille asks and answers, "Does an elevation
in the moral status of animals inevitably result in a degradation in the moral status
of human beings? Certainly in Nazi Germany such appears to be the case." 25
Even in works touching only peripherally upon Nazi medical issues, these
same claims continue to arise. For example, distinguished University Professor of
History and Art History at Columbia University, Simon Schama, wrote in his
landmark 1995 Landscape and Memory that in Nazi Germany, "Vivisection was
prohibited on pain of deportation or of being dispatched to a concentration camp
where the medical staff was less fussy about operating on humans than hounds." 26
Similarly, psychiatrist and noted scholar and critic of psychiatry, Thomas Szasz,
wrote in 2001 that, "After Hitler became Chancellor, Reichsmarshall Hermann
Goring announced an end to the 'unbearable torture and suffering in animal
experiments.' The medical mass murderof mental patients went hand in hand with
the prohibition of vivisection."27
Even in works not drawing sinister links between Nazi animal and human
experimental paradigms, a number of leading scholars of relevant subjects
nonetheless accept and assert the fundamental accuracy of the supposed Nazi ban
on animal experimentation. For example, Arthur L. Caplan, a longtime leading
bioethicist and now the Drs. William F and Virginia Connolly Mitty Professor and
founding head of the Division of Medical Ethics at NYU School of Medicine, as well as
frequently one of the most insightful bioethical voices on issues pertaining to Nazi
25
26

Ibid., 90-91.

Simon Schama, Landscape and Memory (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1995), 68.
Thomas Szasz, Pharmacracy:Medicine and Politicsin America, (Westport: Praeger, 2001),
149 (Emphasis added).

27
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medical crimes, wrote in the prestigious Hastings Center Report in 1990 that, "the
Nazis had for all practical purposes banned experiments on animals[.]"28 Likewise,
in his chapter in a 2005 collection on German environmental history, Joachim
Radkau, one of Europe's foremost environmental historians, writes, "one of the first
laws that the Nazis enforced after their seizure of power made vivisection illegal,
even threatening offenders with concentration camps[.]"29

Even the otherwise exceptional works of Robert Proctor, professor of the
History of Science at Stanford and deservedly one of the most authoritative voices
on the history of Nazi medicine and science, also fall into this category. Proctor's
first and most seminal book, the 1988 Racial Hygiene: Medicine Under the Nazis,
spends several sentences noting Goring's 1933 proclamation banning vivisection in
Prussia and threatening to send offenders to concentration camps. 30 Indeed, Arthur
Caplan's above assertion regarding the supposed Nazi ban is taken from Caplan's
glowing review of Proctor's Racial Hygiene. Further, Proctor's also excellent second
exploration of Nazi medicine and science, his 1999 The Nazi War on Cancer, likewise
briefly notes Gbring's "order banning vivisection" (and includes a striking
accompanying graphic, discussed above) without making any reference to changes

Arthur Caplan, "Telling it Like it was," review of Racial Hygiene: Medicine Under the Nazis,
by Robert N. Proctor, 1988, Hastings CenterReport 20 (1990): 48.
29 Joachim Radkau, "Germany as a focus of European 'Particularities' in Environmental
History," in Thomas Lekan and Thomas Zeller (eds.), Germany'sNature: CulturalLandscapes
and EnvironmentalHistory (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2005), 17.
30 Robert Proctor, Racial Hygiene: Medicine Under the Nazis (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1988), 227.
28
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in the ultimate law or its lack of implementation, 31 despite numerous references to
routine animal experimentation in Nazi Germany featured elsewhere in his book. 32
As noted, this understanding of the actuality of a supposed Nazi ban or near
ban on animal experimentation, often coupled with causal or ominously suggestive
linkages to Nazi human experimentation, has also become (or rather, remained)
widespread within influential segments of the Western biomedical community. For
example, writing in 1986 in The Lancet, William E. Seidelman, a professor of
medicine at the University of Toronto and himself a frequent contributor to
scholarly volumes and other projects pertaining to Nazi medicine, penned a letter
titled "Animal Experiments in Nazi Germany" in which he asserted, "A tragic irony of
the satanic values of the Nazi regime is the fact that one of the few animal species on
which the experiments were legally permitted was man." 33 Likewise, German
physician Hartmut M. Hanauske-Abel, also the author of multiple works on Nazi
medical crimes, wrote that same year in an article for The Lancet that, "while the
[Nazi] administration immediately had introduced severe punishment for lethal
experiments on animals, lethal experiments on 'non-Aryan' humans could mark the
start of university careers." 34 Similarly, writing in 1989 in his column in the journal
HospitalPractice, Harold

J. Morowitz,

who after a long career at Yale is now

Robinson Professor of Biology and Natural Philosophy at George Mason University,
Robert Proctor, The Nazi War on Cancer(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999),
128-129.
32 For examples see Proctor (1999), 63, 99, 111-112 (including illustration), 157, 167-169,
214-215, 308, 347.
33 William E. Seidelman, "Animal Experiments in Nazi Germany," The Lancet 327 (1986):
1214.
34 Hartmut M. Hanauske-Abel, "From Nazi Holocaust to Nuclear Holocaust: A lesson to
Learn?," The Lancet 328 (1986): 272.
31
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asserted, "Failure to focus on the difference ["between humans and all other forms"
of life] led Nazi Germany to enact antivivisection laws to protect animals and then to
conduct cruel-often lethal-experiments on humans." 35 Morowitz also makes the
same claim in the reprint of his column in his 1996 Oxford University Press
published collection of science writings, Entropy and the Magic Flute.36
More pointedly, many recent professional advocates of animal
experimentation, often leading members of the biomedical community themselves,
have articulated such understandings as part of efforts to discredit the modern
animal rights movement. For more on modern research defense and related
invocations of such arguments in response to the ascendancy of the animal rights
movement in the late 1980s and into the present, see above, Epilogue- Green is the
Old Red.

Harold J. Morowitz, "Humans, Animals, and Physicians' Waiting Rooms," HospitalPractice
24 (1989): 54.
36 Ibid., 42.
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Appendix 3: Heinrich Horlein and the historiography of science,
medicine, and the state in Nazi Germany
As noted in Appendix 2 above, John E. Lesch's 2007 The FirstMiracle Drugs:
How the Sulfa Drugs Transformed Medicine provides the most extensive English
language treatment to date of the controversy over animal experimentation in early
NSDAP Germany. In his biography of the sulfa drugs, Lesch, Professor Emeritus of
History at U.C. Berkeley, includes a strong roughly ten-page account of the efforts of
famed I.G. Farben chemist Heinrich H6rlein to counter the proposed Nazi ban on
animal experimentation.37 Correctly concludes Lesch, the final law was "a moderate
animal protection law that allowed animal experiments, therefore medical and
pharmaceutical research, to continue in Germany." 38
As with Lesch's treatment of the vivisection controversy, much of the rest of
his book is illuminative and insightful. Unfortunately, Lesch's arguments concerning
the broader significance of the Nazi vivisection controversy are deeply flawed. Since
the historiography of this controversy is so limited (see Appendix 2 above), and
since even at ten-pages Lesch's treatment of the subject is by far the most inclusive
(excepting of course the present dissertation), and since Lesch's broader arguments
on this score intersect with multiple issues of relevance to this dissertation, an
examination of these arguments is warranted.

37 John

E. Lesch, The FirstMiracle Drugs: How the Sulfa Drugs Transformed Medicine (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 72-81.
38 Ibid., 81.
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Heinrich Horlein and his I. G. Farben laboratory at Elberfeld were essential to
the development of the sulfa drugs. The rise of the Third Reich complicated this
development. Lesch's brief attention to the German vivisection controversy works
well within his broader narrative of the rise of the sulfa drugs. However, Lesch
encounters problems when he employs the vivisection controversy and related
issues to do more than narrative work. This appears in part to be a function of the
book's significantly greater grounding within the historiography of pharmacology
and chemistry, in which the book excels, than the historiography of NSDAP Germany
and Nazi medical crimes, in which issues arise.
In the portions of Lesch's volume dealing with the Nazi-era, Lesch utilizes
the 1933-1934 vivisection controversy and related issues to address the broader
question of, "[W]hat were the modalities of the relationships established between
scientists, doctors, biomedical research institutions, and the Nazi regime." In
answering these questions, Lesch's book at times offers an unsupported (and to
varying degrees, unsupportable) exonerative narrative concerning the roles of
Horlein, Farben, and medical science broadly in Nazi Germany. Key to this approach
is Lesch's contention that much of German medical science remained un-Nazified.
His study supports the conclusion, he asserts, of the "[...] the continuity and

apolitical character of much of the German medical press, before, during, and after
the Nazi regime. Many German physicians joined the party, but much of German
medical science did not." 3 9

39

Ibid., 120.
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First it should be noted there are significant problems with uncritically
writing of apoliticism in the context of NSDAP Germany. Apoliticism is a much
discussed and debated notion within NSDAP historiography. 40 Lesch's uncritical
invocation of it here is problematic in part because it fails to engage with or even
recognize these significant historiographical threads. It is also problematic because
Lesch appears to regard German apoliticism positively rather than as the deeply
ambiguous and troubled/troubling phenomenon it is generally understood to have
been. 4 1

For a few examples among many, see Fritz Stern, The Politicsof Cultural Despair:A Study
in the Rise of the GermanicIdeology (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1961);
George L. Mosse, The Crisisof German Ideology: Intellectual Originsof the Third Reich (New
York: Howard Fertig, 1964); Ralf Dahrendorf, Society and Democracy in Germany (London:
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1968), 404; Geoff Eley, "Origins, Post-Conservatism, and the
History of the Right," CentralEuropean History 43, (2010): 327; 1. Ronald Shearer,"The
Reichskuratorium fur Wirtschaftlichkeit: Fordism and Organized Capitalism in Germany,
1918-1945," Business History Review 71 (1997): 569-602; Sheri Berman, "Civil Society and
the Collapse of the Weimar Republic," World Politics49 (1997): 401-429; Peter Hayes, "Fritz
Roessler and Nazism: The Observations of a German Industrialist, 1930-37," Central
European History 20 (1987): 58-79; Alan E. Steinweis, "Weimar Culture and the Rise of
National Socialism: The Kampfbund ffr deutsche Kultur," CentralEuropean History 4
(1991): 402-423; Rudy Koshar, "From Stammtisch to Party: Nazi Joiners and the
Contradictions of Grass Roots Fascism in Weimar Germany," The JournalofModern History
59 (1987): 1-24; Rudy Koshar, Social Life, Local Politics, and Nazism: Marburg, 1880-1935
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1986), 1986.
41 Indeed, a significant thread of historiographical thought directly attributes the Nazi rise
to power as in no small part a function German apoliticism before and during the Nazi era.
This line asserts and decries that, "From city elites down to petty hometown notables, the
prevailing 'apoliticism' signified an absence of civil courage and civic-mindedness, a culture
of passivity and deference, which worked disastrously against the chances for any vigorous
liberalism on the model of what emerged in Britain." And while one could certainly attempt
to support a case that German apoliticism was a positive, Lesch has not done so, nor does he
seem to even recognize the need for so doing if employing apoliticism as a supposed virtue
in this context. For classic examples of this line, see Fritz Stern, The Politics of Cultural
Despair:A Study in the Rise of the Germanic Ideology (Berkeley, CA: University of California
Press, 1961); George L. Mosse, The Crisisof German Ideology: Intellectual Originsof the Third
Reich (New York: Howard Fertig, 1964); Ralf Dahrendorf, Society and Democracy in Germany
(London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1968), 404. For the quotation in this note, see Geoff
Eley, "Origins, Post-Conservatism, and the History of the Right," CentralEuropeanHistory
40
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The initial stage of Lesch's arguments along these lines concerns H6rlein
individually. Lesch attempts to exonerate H6rlein's for his NSDAP party
membership and his work for the regime on the basis that H6rlein's enrollment in
the Nazi party was merely an accommodationist tactic. H6rlein's true reason for
joining the Nazis, asserts Lesch, was to "encapsulate a zone of scientific freedom and
humane values" within the Nazi state. Argues Lesch, "H6rlein's fundamental purpose
was to preserve what he conceived of as the freedom of science in Germany and, in
particular and especially, the existence and integrity of the pharmaceutical research
and production establishment he had built."4 2

While H6rlein was certainly no rabid anti-Semite or party stalwart, Lesch's
argument is multiply off. First, as this dissertation addresses as a central theme,
despite envisioning itself as "apolitical," the quest for "the freedom of science" is
anything but outside politics. Crusades for scientific autonomy are inextricably
embedded within, and in part productive of, the broader societies within which they
are waged.
Second, one need not have been a true believer in Nazism to have been
culpable of participation in Nazi crimes. 43 Lesch's attempt to exonerate H6rlein is

Lesch (2007), 119-120.
43 Indeed, Hannah Arendt's famous description of Adolf Eichmann representing the Nazi
"banality of evil" for coordinating key elements of the Holocaust despite his seeming
indifference to ideological matters is itself now so generally entrenched (though not
uncontested) as itself to be banal. On Arendt's notion of the banality of evil, see Hannah
42

Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem:A reporton the banality of evil (New York: Viking Press,

1963). For an overview and analysis of some of the key pushback against Arendt, see the
surprisingly good Roger Berkowitz, "Misreading 'Eichmann in Jerusalem,"' New York Times
(7 July 2013), available online at
http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/07/07/misreading-hannah-arendtseichmann-in-jerusalem/?_php=true&type=blogs&_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=1
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significantly complicated by Horlein's prosecution at Nuremberg for war crimes. I.G.
Farben's role in aggressive war making and crimes against humanity during the
Nazi era is undeniable. 44 The question is the degree of H6rlein's complicity. Before
the court was the fact that H6rlein had been involved in the invention and
development of nerve agents for the German Wehrmacht. Hbrlein had sat on I.G.
Farben's board (Vorstand) during the entire Nazi period. As a member of the Farben
Vorstand, H6rlein had voted to approve construction of an I.G. Farben slave labor
synthetic rubber production facility adjacent to Auschwitz (Buna-Werke
Auschwitz), and an I.G. Farben-specific concentration camp (MonowitzBuna/Auschwitz I1) to house Auschwitz prisoners for use at Farben's Auschwitz
Buna slave labor production facility. As a member of the Farben Vorstand and
Farben Technical Committee, Horlein almost certainly had knowledge of and
approved the extensive use of slave labor at Farben's Auschwitz Buna facility and
elsewhere. Hbrlein also sat on the board of Degesch, the I.G. Farben subsidiary that
supplied the poisonous Zyklon B for the gas chambers at Auschwitz. And H6rlein
had been involved in the shipping of new I.G. Farben medications for
experimentation upon unconsenting prisoners at Auschwitz and Buchenwald.

undeniable, they are however, debatable. On I.G. Farben during the Nazi era, see
Richard Sasuly, IG Farben (New York: Boni &Gaer, 1947); Josiah E. DuBois, Jr., The Devil's
44While

Chemists: 24 Conspiratorsof the InternationalFarbenCartel Who Manufacture Wars (Boton:
The Beacon Press, 1952); Joseph Borkin, The Crime and Punishmentof I.G. Farben (New
York: The Free Press, 1978); Peter Hayes, Industry and Ideology: IG Farbenin the Nazi Era

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987, 2001); Diarmuid Jeffreys, Hell's Cartel:IG
Farbenand the Making of Hitler's War Machine (New York: Metropolitan Books, 2008);
Stephen H. Lindner, Inside IG Farben:Hoechst During the Third Reich (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 2008); Alberto L. Zuppi, "Slave Labor in Nuremberg's I.G.
Farben Case: The Lonely Voice of Paul M. Hebert," 66 La. L. Rev. (2006): 495-526.
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In response to the above, Lesch is surprisingly uncritical in his acceptance of
H6rlein's defense arguments as facts rather than as strategies to avoid the noose.
For example, with Allied troops closing in, H6rlein ordered the destruction of all
records pertaining to his Elberfeld laboratory's extensive chemical weapons
experimentation and development. Lesch uncritically accepts and reproduces
H6rlein's defense contention that H6rlein's document destruction order was
pursuant of his interest in preserving world peace rather than his own neck.45
Lesch is also persuaded by the chorus of enthusiastic support H6rlein
received during his trial from colleagues and others attesting to H6rlein's strictly
utilitarian purposes for joining the party.46 Even ignoring the issue that H6rlein's
politics were dramatically less relevant than his deeds, many of those in H6rlein's
chorus of support have themselves since been demonstrated to be guilty of Nazi-era
crimes. Indeed, in an otherwise laudatory review of Lesch's book in the journal
HistoricalStudies in the Natural Sciences, Yale historian of medicine Bruno

J. Strasser

takes Lesch to task on this very point. Writes Strasser,
The only troubling aspect of Lesch's book is his treatment of H6rlein's
involvement with the Nazi regime. As Lesch points out, there is no doubt that
H6rlein was not a passionate Nazi supporter, but it is quite a stretch to make
him a victim of unfavorable circumstances, confining him to a strategy of
"accommodation and survival." The fact that H6rlein was supported by Adolf
Butenandt during the Nuremberg trials should not be taken as conclusive
evidence of his past actions or morals, as Lesch argues it should be. Indeed,
Butenandt, we have recently learned, was a "one-man whitewashing
machine," as Robert Proctor has put it, clearing some of the most horrific
medical researchers, including Otmar von Verschuer (of sinister twin studies
fame). Describing H6rlein's values as "scientific, medical, and technical"
overlooks his responsibility as a leader in a company using slave labor,
producing medicines and combat gases for the military, and one whose
4s
46

John (2007), 118.
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wartime drug testing practices have not been fully explored. In short, Horlein
might have disliked the Nazis, but he served them well. 47

Regarding "combat gasses," Strasser could have extended his indictment of
Farben in general and H6rlein in particular even further. In August 1945, Fritz Ter
Meer, a chemist and executive colleague of H6rlein's in running I.G. Farben,
informed leading British scientific intelligence officer Major Edmund Tilley that,
Prof. Horlein had an I.G. Laboratory in Elberfeld where he developed [the
nerve agent] Tabun. The most secret part of the laboratory is called the
Zentralstelle which is in charge of Prof. Gross [who worked for H6rlein].
There the effects of poison gases and of noxious fumes of less harmful
chemical product were studied. Originally the experiments were carried out
on monkeys, later on human beings. For the latter, KZ (concentration camps)
inmates, who had been condemned to death, were selected and were allowed
to volunteer for the experiments with the proviso that in case of survival they
would be pardoned.48
Tilley further reported that, according to Ter Meer,
H6rlein met Ter Meer in Berlin for the discussion with HWA (Army
Ordnance) of I. G. production of poison gas and for the subsequent visit to the
HWA poison gas pilot plant at Spandau, in Autumn 1939. Before the meeting
with HWA representatives, at the Berlin hotel where they were staying,
H6rlein told Ter Meer that Prof. Gross had experimented on the effects of
Gelan (later called Tabun) on condemned inmates of concentration camps in
the Zentralstelle of H6rlein's I.G. Laboratory at Elberfeld. 49
47

Bruno J. Strasser, "Magic Bullets and Wonder Pills: Making Drugs and Diseases in the

Twentieth Century," HistoricalStudies in the NaturalSciences38 (2008): 303-312.

This was a standard (and false) justification given by those involved in human
experimentation on concentration camp prisoners. See above and Appendix 5:
Historiography, Heinrich Kottenhoff, and the genesis of coordinated lethal human
experimentation in the concentration camps. For the quoted passage, see Major Edmund
Tilley, "Report by Maj. E. Tilley on Examination of Dr. Fritz Ter Meer, 2 Aug. 1945, as
reproduced in United States Senate Subcommittee of the Committee on Military Affairs,
Hearings regarding "Elimination of German Resources for War, Part 10, I.G. Farben
Exhibits," Feb. 1946, 1276.
49 Notably, Ter Meer also reported to Tilley that "Some time before the war Du Pont asked
Ter Meer in the U.S.A to put them in touch with Prof. Gross. Apparently they contacted Gross
and created a Zentralstelle in their laboratories for the study of the effects of noxious fumes
on workers. Du Pont, however, confined their tests to animals." For the both the quoted
passage in the text and in the note, see Tilley (1945), 1276.
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Importantly for assessing the credibility of Ter Meer's statement, though
later convicted of war crimes in Nuremberg, at the time of his interview with Tilley,
Ter Meer was not necessarily expecting prosecution. At that time, no Allied
prosecution of German medical war crimes had been planned or announced.
Further, as an officer of FIAT (Field Information Agency, Technical), Tilley was
centrally focused on exploiting German scientific advances for the benefit of the
British military, not investigating war criminals. And as an executive of I.G. Farben
with acknowledged knowledge of Hbrlein's alleged human experimentation in the
Elberfeld Zentralstelle, Ter Meer was potentially implicating himself as well as
H6rlein in providing this information to Tilley. Indeed, Ter Meer flatly defended
H6rlein's alleged Elberfeld nerve agent experiments on concentration camp
prisoners. Wrote Tilley in his August 1945 FIAT report that was then introduced as
evidence in a damning U.S. Senate subcommittee investigation of I.G. Farben the
following year,
Ter Meer was asked if he felt that [H6rlein's] experiments on human beings
were justifiable. He argued that, (a) no harm had been done to these KZ
inmates as they would have been killed anyway and were thus offered a
chance of survival, (b) the tests had a humanitarian aim in that not only
poison gases (Kampfstoffe) were to be combatted [sic] but lives of countless
workers were to be saved by discovering antidotes for noxious vapours
emanating from the chemicals they produced.50
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In custody after the war when he too was questioned by Tilley and other
Allied investigators, Hdrlein vociferously denied Ter Meer's allegations.5 1 However,
as repeatedly noted in the records of H6rlein's multiple interrogations, not only had
Horlein ordered the destruction of all records pertaining to chemical weapons
related experiments at Elberfeld, but he was routinely dishonest, evasive, and
inconsistent in his interrogation responses to a wide rage of pertinent questions.
Horlein initially denied knowledge of the nerve agent Soman, which was developed
at Elberfeld under his watch. But then two days later the interrogation report
caustically notes, H6rlein "Now states that he may have known of Soman."5 2 The
interrogation reports likewise reveal similar evasiveness and backtracking
regarding Horlein's visits to the Spandau chemical warfare testing center.5 3
Strikingly, H6rlein also denied any specific knowledge of Auschwitz despite
H6rlein's sitting on the I.G. Farben board (Vorstand) during the entire Nazi period.5 4
With specific reference to Ter Meer's allegations, Hdrlein initially and
unequivocally denied that any human experiments with chemical warfare agents
had taken place at Elberfeld, and also loudly denied the existence of a supposed
Zentralstelle. However, H6rlein eventually amended his position and conceded that

See for examples, Heinrich Horlein to FIAT, 21 Dec. 1945, PRO London, FO 1031/103
Horlein; Signed statement of Heinrich H6rlein, 15 Sept. 1945, PRO London, FO 1031/103
H6rlein; Heinrich H6rlein to Major Edmund Tilley, 1 Feb. 1946, PRO London, FO 1031/103
Horlein.
52 FIAT, "Draft/Horlein," 29 Aug. 1945, 2, PRO London, FO 1031/103 H6rlein.
51

Ibid.
s4 Ibid.
53
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some human experiments with chemical warfare agents had taken place at
Elberfeld, but they were limited and on laboratory worker volunteers only.55
Then H6rlein again amended his position in the course of a tempestuous and
bizarre interrogation. In this 29 August 1945 session with Tilley and other Allied
investigators, H6rlein, who was later described by the prosecution at the I.G. Farben
trial as the "the cleverest witness the defense could put on the stand," 56 both
softened and muddied his stance. Wrote H6rlein,
I cannot remember the name 'Zentralstelle' (it might be, that I have
forgotten) in connection with the secret part of one of the laboratories of the
Elberfeld plant of the I.G. Farben Industrie [sic], in which toxicological
experiments went on.5 7

Potentially acknowledging the existence of a Zentralstelle while simultaneously
maintaining personal plausible deniability and possibly shifting blame onto others,
H6rlein continued,
It might be that this word 'Zentralstelle' was used in connection with
questions, which have been directed to me from government departments
(Heereswaffenamt und Militarirztliche Akademie) and which could not be
answered by myself and which I therefore transmitted to other plants of the
I.G. to receive an authentic reply for transmission to such officials as Prof. Dr.
Wirth or Dr. von Sicherer, the latter of Heereswaffenamt, Research
Department for Kampfstoffe.58

At one point during the session, H6rlein, who had insisted on writing this
statement himself by hand, abruptly stopped writing and crossed out the initial

ss Ibid., 4.
56 josiah E. DuBois, Jr., The Devil's Chemists: 24 Conspiratorsof the InternationalFarben
Cartel Who Manufacture Wars (Boston: The Beacon Press, 1952), 132.

Heinrich H6rlein, Addition to First Written Statement, 29 Aug. 1945, as reproduced in
FIAT, "Draft/H6rlein," 29 Aug. 1945, 6, PRO London, FO 1031/103 H6rlein.
58 Ibid.
57
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portion of his statement denying memory of the Zentralstelle. With Horlein now
refusing to proceed, Allied investigators informed him "that this would look really
bad in any court as he would be unable to deny his own handwriting[.]"5 9 Relenting
in form if not content, H6rlein continued writing, adding a new cryptic sentence that
again potentially acknowledged the existence of the Zentralstelle.60 Wrote H6rlein,
"Further details as to the so-called 'Zentralstelle' will be made later." 61 H6rlein never
provided further details.
However, one of his lead subordinates and chief collaborators at Elberfeld
did. Gerhardt Schrader, the chemist now remembered as the "father of nerve gas," 62
was also interned in Allied custody after the war. Unlike H6rlein, however, Tilley
regarded Schrader as "one of the most cooperative Germans [in custody] at
DUSTBIN." Reported Tilley in April 1946, "Schrader has written many useful reports
and has volunteered anything that he thought might be of use to use." Indeed, Tilley
wrote that "Schrader has come to DUSTBIN more as a volunteer than as an
internee[,]" and that Tilley hoped for Schrader's "speedy transfer to Britain" so that
Schrader could work on "insecticides and possibly poison gases there[.]" 63
On August 30, 1945, Schrader provided FIAT details on the Elberfeld
Zentralstelle. Reported Schrader,

59 Ibid.
60

Ibid.

61

Heinrich Horlein, Addition to First Written Statement, 29 Aug. 1945, as reproduced in

FIAT, "Draft/H6rlein," 29 Aug. 1945, 6, PRO London, FO 1031/103 H6rlein.
62

See http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1545227/British-spies-tried-to-recruit-

German-inventor-of-sarin-gas.html
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Major Edmund Tilley to Lt. Col. P.M. Wilson, 9 April 1946, PRO London, FO 1031/105

Schrader.
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He was frequently in Gross' laboratory to watch the experiments[.] He stated
that one part of Gross' laboratory was very secret, the 100 cubic metre
[gassing] chamber, access to which was gained both on the second and third
floors of Gross' laboratory. Only Gross had keys to the doors and only he or
Magin were entitled to use this key, Magin only in Gross' absence. Horlein
had a master key which also opened these doors and he, as Gross' chief, had
the right of access every time. 64
Schrader's reports on the matter conclusively demonstrate that H6rlein
dramatically misrepresented the existence of the Zentralstelle inside H6rlein's
Elberfeld laboratory, as well as misrepresented his intimate knowledge of the
Zentralstelle's existence. This still, however, does not conclusively confirm the
experiments on concentration camp inmates in the Zentralstelle as described by Ter
Meer. Schrader reported to FIAT that he was unaware of experiments on
concentration camp inmates inside the chamber, but he also noted that H6rlein
never shard with him information "about the experiments carried out on living
creatures" of any species, and that Schrader's knowledge of even animal
experiments in the chamber was based solely on his personal visits to those
experimental sessions. Relatedly, Schrader added that he could not speak to "night
work" in the chamber, because he had not been personally present for any such
sessions. 65 Schrader's reports also clearly reveal H6rlein to have been far more
intimately involved with the day-to-day affairs of nerve agent development than

Schrader also reported, "The 100 cubic metre chamber was partly made of glass, partly of
concrete bricks which were insulated with rubber[...., and that] employees of the laboratory
could and did enter at times to remove animals for instance, who had passed out [or died]
as a result of the tests of Sarin and Tabun etc. FIAT, "Draft/Schrader," 30 Aug. 1945, 4, 9,
PRO London, 1031/105 Schrader.
65 FIAT, "Draft/Schrader," 30 Aug. 1945, 7, 8, PRO London, 1031/105 Schrader.
64
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Horlein claimed.66 More so, Schrader's reports make clear that Hbrlein also
significantly misrepresented the scale and intensity of human experimentation at
Elberfeld with nerve agents at Elberfeld, even when on non-inmate supposed
volunteers. 67 While the smoking gun, if it should exist, was likley destroyed as a
result of Horlein's document destruction order on precisely this subject, the extant
record is emphatically clear that much of what Ter Meer described was accurate and
at least a large percentage of H6rlein's response was not. In no case was H6rlein the
innocent victim of circumstance portrayed by Lesch, and in no way does H6rlein's
fight against German antivivisectionists signal his innocence of crimes against
humanity.

Moving beyond H6rlein, Lesch accurately ties H6rlein's antivivisection foes to
then also active German proponents of "organic medicine." However, again, in
seeking to extract broader meaning from this material, Lesch errs. Building on
Robert Proctor's work on organic medicine in the Third Reich, Lesch suggests the
Nazi penchant for organic rather than orthodox pharmaceutical medicine should
have doomed wide scale medical acceptance of the sulfa drugs in Nazi Germany.
Argues Lesch, "Although H6rlein ran head into the vblkish critique of scientific
medicine, and in particular chemical medicine, early in the regime, the subsequent

PRO London, 1031/105 Schrader, including but not limited to FIAT, "Draft/Schrader," 30
Aug. 1945, 1-8, PRO London, 1031/105 Schrader.
67 Gerhard Schrader, "Physiologische Versuche mit Stoffen der Tabun-Saringruppe," 30 Aug.
1945, 1, PRO London, FO 1931/105 Schrader, as discussed in Florian Schmaltz,
"Neurosciences and Research on Chemical Weapons of Mass Destruction in Nazi Germany,"
66

Journalof the History of the Neurosciences 15 (2006): 190.
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reception of the sulfa drugs by German physicians does not appear to reflect
ideologically grounded hostility." This leads Lesch to argue that, "The present study
indicates that [...] substantial areas of medical science" in Nazi Germany "bore little
or no relationship to political doctrine." As noted above, this leads Lesch to conclude
that, "The reception of the sulfa drugs in Germany appears to exemplify the
continuity and apolitical character of much of the German technical press before,
during, and after the Nazi regime. Many Germans joined the party, but much of
German medical science did not." 6 8

Again, this is flawed on multiple levels. First, though ostensibly building upon
Proctor, Lesch fundamentally misreads Proctor's quite clear chapter on organic
medicine in the Reich. The German antivivisection movement was deeply linked to
the related but even more popular German natural healing movement, which for a
time also boasted a good number of leading Nazis as supporters. On the other side,
as with the Nazi proposed ban on animal experimentation, many German doctors
and scientists, often Party members themselves, openly decried official and semiofficial efforts to promote natural healing methods alongside more conventional
allopathic medicine. As Proctor argues, the Nazi commitment to natural healing as
legitimate medicine began to wane after 1935 and largely evaporated in the years
thereafter. Concludes Proctor, "Ultimately, Nazi support for natural healing was
subordinated to the quest for medicines that would help fight the war. Those parts
of medicine seen as vital for this effort were preserved; others were allowed to
wither. The Nazis, in other words, supported 'organic' medicine when it suited their

68

Lesch (2007), 120.
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purposes." Consequently, there are simply no grounds for Lesch to argue that an
absence of significant opposition by German physicians to sulfa drugs is illustrative
of a German medical profession somehow free from Nazism. 69
Oddly, while Lesch repeatedly claims to be building upon Proctor, the core
argument running through Proctor's entire body of work on Nazi medicine and
science is the untenability of the older historiography asserting the Nazis crippled
German medicine and science, and that scientists and doctors in Germany were
rarely active supporters of the NSDAP. In its place, Proctor's work (along with that
of other leading scholars of the subject such as Paul Weindling and Ute Deichman
among many others) demonstrates that not only did science survive under the
Nazis, the new Reich actually led numerous scientific disciplines to flourish. Further,
demonstrates Proctor, "Medical men were among the earliest adherents of National
Socialism[,]" and "Doctors in fact joined the Nazi party earlier and in greater
numbers than any other professional group." Even more so, as Proctor writes, in
many cases it was not an issue of doctors adopting or rejecting Nazi ideology, but

69 Additionally,

Nazi ideology was a far more complex, shifting, and less monolithic entity
than Lesch accounts for. Even if there had been significant resistance in the German medical
profession to the sulfa drugs, in itself this still would not have demonstrated all that much.
For example, as noted above, early Nazi ideology appealed to antivivisectionists and
research scientists alike. This is testament to the success of the NSDAP strategy seeking to
broaden its base by, as historian of National Socialism William Sheridan Allen described it,
"being all things to all men." As also historian of National Socialism Joseph Nyomarkay
explained, "The most sharply conflicting ideas were allowed to coexist in the party, which
enabled National Socialism to appeal to the most diverse groups[.][....] Programmatic

diversity proved an excellent instrument for attracting those who wanted change and who
were willing to ascribe to Nazism their particular ideals and aspirations." William Sheridan
Allen, The Nazi Seizure of Power: The Experience of a Single German Town 1922-1945 (New

York: Franklin Watts, 1965, 1984), 142; Joseph Nyomarkay, Charisma and Factionalism in
the Nazi Party (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1967), 38-39.
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rather, "it was largely medical scientists who invented racial hygiene in the first
place." 70
Somewhat strikingly, Lesch further asserts he is building upon the
conclusions of Alan Beyerchen in this regard. 7 1 While there is much positive to say
about Beyerchen's 1977 Scientists under Hitler: Politics and the Physics Community in
the Third Reich, and while its also clear why Lesch would be attracted to this volume,
Beyerchen's book is the precise work Proctor explicitly identifies in his introduction
as the sort of outmoded historiography requiring replacement.72 And indeed, it has
been replaced. The school of thought represented by Proctor is increasingly
canonical among leading historians of medicine and Science in the Third Reich. For
just two examples among many, the "Presidential Committee for the Investigation of
the History of the Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft (KWG) in the Period of National
Socialism" concluded in 2006 that,

The sufficiently safe conclusion is that the KWG and its scientists were in
their great majority partners in power of a totalitarian regime to its very end,
and not the victims one liked to think of them having been in retrospect. As
such, they shared responsibility for terror and racist persecution in Germany,
for an aggressive foreign policy and the unleashing of the war, for the crimes
against Jews, the Roma and Sinti, the civil population of the occupied lands
and Soviet prisoners of war.7 3

While there is no need to go into the specifics here, Lesch also seriously misreads
Proctor's arguments concerning continuity of medical journal publishing, essentially (again)
turning Proctor's point on its head. Proctor (1988), 38, 65-66, (emphasis in original); Paul
Weindling, Health, Race, and German Politicsbetween NationalUnification and Nazism, 18701945 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989); Ute Deichmann, Biologists UnderHitler
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1996).
71 Lesch (2007), 120.
72 Proctor (1988), 3-4.
73 Reinhard Rurup, "Kontinuitat und Neuanfang. Die Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaft im
Nationalsozialismus und die Vergangenheitspolitik der Max-Plank-Gesellschaft," in
Deutsche, Juden, Vlkermord. Der Holocaustals Geschichte und Gegenwart, ed. Jurgen
Matthaus und Klaus Malman (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 2006), 268,
70
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And the leading expert on the history of chemical weapons research in Nazi
Germany concluded that same year that,
Politically motivated personnel decisions by the National Socialist Party in
some cases obstructed scientific research [....] [b]ut these incidences should

not lead to the conclusion that the Nazi-regime was generally negatively
inclined towards science, as was often emphasized in previous sciencehistorical studies. Nazi-science policy was signified by a strong emphasis on
armament research, for which considerable amounts of money were made
available. Science, military and industry were seen as mutually supportive
resources. As exemplified by research on nerve agents, the Nazi-regime
offered attractive working conditions to the scientific elite, creating excellent
conditions for the development of chemical warfare agents, which were far
superior to anything the Allied Forces had at their command. The case of the
KWI for Medical Research proves that anti-Semitic persecution under the
Nazi-regime resulted in an increase of resources available to the non-Jewish
scientists who continued to work in Germany. German scientists made use of
these enlarged opportunities, offered by the regime.74

As noted above, Lesch's book succeeds on numerous levels. This includes the
book's core purpose of providing a sophisticated biography of a revolutionary new
class of drugs, as well as the book's peripheral effort to provide a concise history of
some key elements of the greatly neglected Nazi vivisection controversy. Lesch's
volume deserves genuine praise on these and other fronts, but the broader
historiographical interventions he attempts in the course of actualizing the above
plainly fail.

as quoted in Avraham Barkai, "Belated Confrontation," H-Net Reviews, H-German, 2007, 4,
available online at http://www.hnet.msu.edu/reviews/showrev.cgi?path=310021174661456. Barkai's entire piece is
worthwhile reading on this topic.
74 Schmaltz (2006), 204-205.
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Appendix 4: Historiography of Nazi Human Experimentation and its
Broader Medical Context
Though there are a number of works dealing with human experimentation in
NSDAP Germany, their quality is mixed. Among the best remains Mitscherlich and
Mielke's canonical documentary efforts, first published in English in 1949 as
Alexander Mitscherlich and Fred Mielke, Doctors of Infamy: The Story of the Nazi
Medical Crimes, and in extended form in 1962 as Alexander Mitscherlich and Fred
Mielke, The Death Doctors.75 Foran excellent account of the rejection of Mitscherlich
and Mielke's work by the postwar German medical community, as well as
Mitscherlich and Mielke's subsequent marginalization from that community, see
Christian Pross' 1992 essay "Nazi Doctors, German Medicine, and Historical
Truth." 76 Also of lasting value is Eugen Kogon's 1946 account in The Theory and
Practiceof Hell: The Nazi HorrorCamps and How they Worked. Kogon was a political
prisoner and member of the camp resistance in Buchenwald who served as an
assistant for Nazi researcher Erwin Ding-Schuler. Kogon's chapter on the
concentration camp experiments mixes firsthand account with review of documents
collected for war crimes trials. 77

Alexander Mitscherlich and Fred Mielke, Doctors ofInfamy: The Story of the Nazi Medical
Crimes (New York: Henry Schuman, Inc., 1949); Alexander Mitscherlich and Fred Mielke,
The Death Doctors (London: Elek Books, 1962).
76 Christian Pross, "Nazi Doctors, German Medicine, and Historical Truth," in George J. Annas
and Michael A. Grodin (eds.), The Nazi Doctors and the Nuremberg Code: Human Rights in
Human Experimentation(New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 32-52.
77 Eugen Kogon, The Theory and Practiceof Hell: The Nazi HorrorCamps and How they
Worked (New York: Berkley Books, 1950, 1980), 153-174 (translated from the German Der
SSStaat, 1946).
7s
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For scholarly monographs, among the best are Paul Julian Weindling's 2004
Nazi Medicine and the Nuremberg Trials: From Medical Crimes to Informed Consent
and Ulf Schmidt's 2004 Justice at Nuremberg: Leo Alexander and the Nazi Doctors
Trial. Both volumes cover a wide range of Nazi medical crimes within the context of
the Doctors' Trial. 78
For works addressing specific subsets of human experimentation in National
Socialist Germany, on the typhus experiments and their broader context, see Paul
Weindling's 2000 Epidemics and Genocide in Eastern Europe, 1890-1945.79 On
experiments involving Karl Brandt, Hitler's personal doctor and Reich
Commissioner for Health and Sanitation, see Ulf Schmidt's 2007 Karl Brandt: the
Nazi Doctor: Medicine and Power in the Third Reich. 80 On experiments involving the
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaft (KWG), especially KWG experiments conducted outside
concentration camps but often tied to research within the camps, see Lederer, Low,
Schmaltz, and v. Schwerin's above noted 2005 "Pathways to Human
Experimentation, 1933-1945: Germany, Japan, and the United States." 81 "Pathways"
is especially notable for its treatment of relationships between human and animal
experimentation in Nazi Germany. On the freezing experiments in general, and
78 Paul Julian Weindling, Nazi Medicine and the Nuremberg Trials: From Medical Crimes to
Informed Consent (Great Britain: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004); and Ulf Schmidt, Justice at
Nuremberg: Leo Alexander and the Nazi Doctors' Trial (Great Britain: Palgrave Macmillan,
2004).
79 Paul Weindling, Epidemics and Genocide in EasternEurope, 1890-1945 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2000), 225-427.
80 Ulf Schmidt, Karl Brandt: the Nazi Doctor: Medicine and Power in the Third Reich (Great
Britain: Hambledon Continum, 2007), 255-296.
81 Gerhard Baader, Susan E. Lederer, Morris Low, Florian Schmaltz, and Alexander v.
Schwerin, "Pathways to Human Experimentation, 1933-1945: Germany, Japan, and the
United States," in Carola Sachse and Mark Walker (eds.), Politicsand Science in Wartime:
ComparativeInternationalPerspectives on the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, Osiris 20 (2005):
205-231.
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Rascher's Dachau experiments more broadly, see Leo Alexander's in many ways still
unsurpassed 1945, "The Treatment of Shock from Prolonged Exposure to Cold,
Especially in Water." 82 Alexander, a future medical expert for the prosecution at the
Doctors' Trial, produced this report for Allied counter-intelligence in the immediate
aftermath of the war. Also on the freezing experiments, see Wolfgang U. Eckart 2006
and Hana Vondra's 2006, "Disregard for human life: Hypothermia experiments in
the Dachau concentration camp."8 3 On the chemical warfare experiments at

Natzweiler, see Florian Schmaltz's 2006, "Otto Bickenbach's Human Experiments
with Chemical Warfare Agents and the Concentration Camp Natzweiler." 84
Also of note area George

J. Annas

and Michael A. Grodin (eds.), The Nazi

Doctors and the Nuremberg Code: Human Rights in Human Experimentation (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1992); Arthur L. Caplan (ed.), When Medicine Went
Mad: Bioethics and the Holocaust (New Jersey: Humana Press, 1992); Ute
Deichmann, Biologists Under Hitler (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1996);
Michael H. Kater, Doctors Under Hitler (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1989); Robert Jay Lifton, The Nazi Doctors: Medical Killing and the Psychology
of Genocide (USA: Basic Books, 1986); John

J. Michalczyk

(ed.), Medicine, Ethics, and

82 Leo Alexander, "The Treatment of Shock from Prolonged Exposure to Cold, Especially in
Water," Combined Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee, G2-Division, Supreme
Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces, 10 July 1945.
83 Wolfgang U. Eckart and Hana Vondra, "Disregard for human life: Hypothermia
experiments in the Dachau concentration camp," in Wolfgang U. Eckart (ed.), Man, Medicine,
and the State: The Human Body as an Object of Government Sponsored Medical Research in
the 20th Century (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2006), 157-166.
84 Florian Schmaltz, "Otto Bickenbach's Human Experiments with Chemical Warfare Agents
and the Concentration Camp Natzweiler," in Wolfgang U. Eckart (ed.), Man, Medicine, and
the State: The Human Body as an Object of GovernmentSponsored MedicalResearch in the
20th Century (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2006), 139-156.
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the Third Reich: Historicaland ContemporaryIssues (Missouri: Sheed & Ward, 1994);
Benno Muller-Hill, Murderous Science: Elimination by Scientific Selection ofjews,
Gypsies, and Others in Germany, 1993-1945 (USA: Cold Springs Harbor Laboratory
Press, 1998); Robert N. Proctor, The Nazi War On Cancer(Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1999); Robert N. Proctor, RacialHygiene: Medicine Under the Nazis
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988); Paul Weindling, Health, Race, and
German Politicsbetween National Unification and Nazism, 1870-1945 (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1989); Monika Rennenberg and Mark Walker (eds.),
Science, Technology, and NationalSocialism (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1994).
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Appendix 5: Historiography, Heinrich Kottenhoff, and the genesis of
coordinated lethal human experimentation in the concentration camps
Discussion of Kottenhoff's role in the evolution of Nazi human
experimentation is just this side of nonexistent in the secondary literature. This is
problematic. Treatments of Nazi medical crimes frequently suggest Rascher's May
15, 1941 letter to Himmler requesting prisoners upon which to experiment was the
material genesis of Nazi human experimentation in the concentration camps. 85
Though there is merit to this chronology, it requires revision. Rascher did not write
to Himmler apropos of nothing. As demonstrated above, Rascher's letter was
spurred by a specific and pertinent precipitating event. While assigned to a Spring
1941 course in aviation medicine in Munich at Luftgau Kommando VII, Rascher
attended a lecture by Kottenhoff on his ongoing research involving, "The increase in
high-altitude adaptability of rabbits and monkeys." Kottenhoff concluded his lecture
by noting the limitations of animal experiments for extreme high altitude research,
as well as the desirability of human experiments to extend beyond these limitations.
Following Kottenhoff's lecture, Rascher approached Kottenhoff and suggested
utilizing concentration camp prisoners for the human experiments proposed during
the lecture. Kottenhoff signaled his interest, and then Rascher wrote Himmler, who
subsequently authorized Rascher, Kottenhoff, and Georg August Weltz to conduct

For one example among many, the first entry in the canonical 1949 Doctorsof Infamy: The
Story of the Nazi Medical Crimes is an excerpt from this letter. Alexander Mitscherlich and
85

Fred Mielke, Doctors of Infamy: The Story of the Nazi Medical Crimes (New York: Henry

Schuman, Inc., 1949), 4. For more on Doctors of Infamy and its authors, see Appendix 4:
Historiography of Nazi Human Experimentation and its Broader Medical Context.
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the experiments at Dachau. 8 6 Kottenhoff thereafter participated in preliminary
discussion sessions regarding the experiments, and if Weltz's account of one of
these sessions is to be believed, Kottenhoff adopted a fairly aggressive posture on
the necessity and ethical permissibility of experiments upon concentration camp
prisoners during wartime. 8 7 Had the experiments not been delayed, and had
Kottenhoff not been transferred to Romania prior to their eventual actualization, we
have every reason to believe he likely would have continued down the path to
Dachau, Nuremberg, and enduring infamy. 88 However, even departing from that

86 Heinrich Kottenhoff, "Affidavit," 21 Feb. 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., English
Transcript: p. 7052, (6 May 1947), Defense Doc. No. Weltz 2; Sigmund Rascher to Heinrich
Himmler, 15 May 1941, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. 1602-PS,
Frame 0140-0141, NARA; SS-Sturmbannfuhrer (Rudolf Brandt) to Sigmund Rascher,
Undated, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. 1582-PS, Frame 0143,
NARA; Sigmund Rascher to Karl Brandt, Undated, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887,
Roll 16, Doc. NO-217, Frame 0144, NARA; Nini Rascher (for Sigmund Rascher) to SSSupreme Command, 24 February 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16,
Doc. 263, Frame 0145-0146, NARA. For additional citations, see discussion of Kottenhoff
above.
87 Erich Hippke, Chief of the Medical Service of the Luftwaffe, provided an additional
account of that same session which conforms to the basic outlines of Weltz's narrative. Hans
Romberg and Georg August Weltz, "Excerpts from the Document book of the prosecution
No. 5 part 3," 29 October 1946, 8 November 1946, USA v. ErhardMilch, English Transcript:
p. 1023 (14 February 1947), Evidence code No. NOKW-391, NOKW-491, 1-2; Erich Hippke,
"Excerpt from the Protocol of the Tribunal II against E. Milch," 7 Feb. 1947, USA v. Karl
Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p. 7063, (6 May 1947), Defense Doc. No. Weltz 3, 2-4.
Kottenhoff also references this session in Heinrich Kottenhoff, "Affidavit," 21 Feb. 1947, USA
v. Karl Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p. 7052, (6 May 1947), Defense Doc. No. Weltz 2, 4-

5.
88 Kottenhoff's postwar affidavit maintains he provided Rascher with specific ethical
requirements for the conduct of any experiments on prisoners. Chief among these was that
the prisoners be volunteers. It is of course difficult to know if such purported ethical
requirements were actually given by Kottenhoff at the time or rather were invented after
the war. However, it is not entirely clear how much difference the difference would have
made. For instance, Erich Hippke, Chief of the Medical Service of the Luftwaffe, claimed in
Nuremberg to have approached the Dachau experiments with the same scruples. Yet the
experiments, of which Hippke personally approved and which occurred under his
supervision, clearly proceeded otherwise. More so, many of the defendants at the Doctors'
Trial steadfastly insisted the concentration camp prisoners upon whom they experimented
were volunteers. For example, defendant Siegfried Ruff also loudly trumpeted in Nuremberg
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path when he did, Kottenhoff nonetheless played a pivotal role in the genesis and
early evolution of Nazi human experimentation. This role should be reflected in
scholarship on the subject.
As noted above, it is not. I am aware of no English language secondary source
that mentions Kottenhoffs lecture on high altitude experiments on animals or that
lecture's concluding call for supplemental human experimentation. I am therefore
similarly unaware of any English language secondary source identifying Rascher's
attendance and conversation with Kottenhoff at that lecture as the genesis of
coordinated lethal human experimentation in the concentration camps.

the inviolate nature of consent while collaborating during the war with Rascher on the
Dachau high altitude experiments. Ruff's closing brief to the court declared, "THE FIRST
AND MOST IMPORTANT CONDITION FOR EACH EXPERIMENT OF THIS TYPE WAS THAT
THE EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT SHOULD BE VOLUNTARY." Ruff went so far as to assert
concentration camp prisoners "thronged to these experiments[.]" Likewise, defendant Hans
Wolfgang Romberg, who conducted high altitude experiments at Dachau alongside Rascher,
argued similarly. Romberg's closing brief professed that he "never had the faintest doubt
about the voluntariness of his experimental subjects. This was for him the condition sine
qua non of the beginning of the experiments at all." And if evidence suggested otherwise,
Nuremberg defendants insisted the blame must lay elsewhere. For example, in court,
Romberg had to contend with the facts that not only had he participated in the high altitude
experiments, he had also actually lived at Dachau during the course of these experiments
and had been present for and involved with at least three of the fatal experiments, thus
casting great doubt on the "voluntariness" of the subjects involved. Romberg insisted that
despite his own personal involvement with the fatal tests, those experiments were
Rascher's, not his own. Ruff similarly located blame elsewhere. As his attorney argued in
Ruff's closing brief, "only such inmates were used for the experiments who had
VOLUNTEERED for them, or who were at least regarded by Ruff as volunteers[...], and no
one could reproach him for having erred in this respect because other persons had perhaps
deceived him[.]" Heinrich Kottenhoff, "Affidavit," 21 Feb. 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al.,
English Transcript: p. 7052,, (6 May 1947), Defense Doc. No. Weltz 2; 3-5; Erich Hippke,
"Excerpt from the Protocol of the Tribunal II against E. Milch," 7 Feb. 1947, USA v. Karl
Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p. 7063, (6 May 1947), Defense Doc. No. Weltz 3, 2-4; Fritz
Sauter, "Plea and Closing Brief for Dr. Siegfried Ruff," July 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al.,
English Transcript: p. 11154, (17 July 1947), 6, 19, 48 (emphasis in original); Bernd
Vorwerk, "Closing Brief in the Case Dr. Hans-Wolfgang Romberg," July 1947, USA v. Karl
Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p. 11178, (17 July 1947), 42-43, 47-48, 68-79; Hans
Romberg, "Affidavit," 1 November 1946, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p.
7872, (20 May 1947), Doc. NO-476, 1-3. (All emphases in originals).
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Further, I am aware of no English language work by an historian that
references Kottenhoff in any capacity. To my knowledge, the single English language
scholarly work touching upon Kottenhoffs involvement is San Diego State
University biologist Robert Pozos' chapter "Nazi Hypothermia Research: Should the
Data be Used?" in the Surgeon General's Office's 2003 Military Medical Ethics,
Volume jI.89 Though informative on many fronts, Pozos provides merely a glancing
reference to Kottenhoff's authorization by Himmler to conduct experiments
alongside Rascher at Dachau. Beyond Pozos' chapter, the English language trail
grows even colder. Novelist and author Louis Falstein's 1964 work on Jewish
physicians in Poland briefly notes Himmler's authorization of Kottenhoff alongside
Rascher. 90 Like Pozos, however, Falstein provides no further information about
Kottenhoff, including even his first name.
Finally, the short list of English language secondary sources by nonhistorians ends with an internal report produced circa 2008 by the U. S. Space
Medicine Association (SMA) in response to widespread (and well-founded)
allegations that the organization's co-founder and namesake of its signature
"Strughold Award" was deeply involved with Nazi-era medical crimes. 91 Appendix I
Robert S. Pozos, "Nazi Hypothermia Research: Should the Data be Used?," in Dave E.
Lounsbury (ed.), MilitaryMedical Ethics, Volume II (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Surgeon
General, Department of the Army, 2003), 443, 460.
89

90

Louis Falstein, The Martyrdom oflewish Physiciansin Poland (New York: Exposition Press,

for Association of Jewish Physicians from Poland, 1964), 272.
91 The SMA appears to have a high tolerance for Nazi-era atrocities when bestowing honors
upon its founding and early members. In addition to the Strughold controversy, the
masthead of the SMA's current webpage for Association scholarships prominently features
a quotation from early member and notorious (though never prosecuted) SS scientist
Wernher von Braun. On the controversy over Hubertus Strughold's legacy and the SMA, see
Lucette Lagnado, "A Scientist's Nazi-Era Past Haunts Prestigious Space Prize," Wall Street
Journal, 30 November 2012. Available online at
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of the SMA's report-cum-belligerent defense of Strughold briefly noted Kottenhoff,
and in so doing provides the most informative English language secondary account
to date. The appendix to the SMA report includes a one sentence remark that
Rascher attended a Spring 1941 "aeromedical course" of Kottenhoffs in Munich, but
provides no further information, context, or analysis. 92
The situation with German language secondary sources is somewhat, but
only moderately, better than the English. A small handful of German language works
by historians briefly mention Kottenhoffs involvement in a highly limited
capacity. 93 One standout piece, German historian Karl Heinz's excellent 2001 essay
"Todliche Hohen," appears to be unique in its significant if brief discussion of
Kottenhoffs role. Though Kottenhoffs name appears on only two pages, Heinz
nonetheless mentions Kottenhoffs lecture and identifies Rascher's attendance at
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204349404578101393870218834.htm.
For the SMA's Wernher von Braun masthead, see
http://www.spacemedicineassociation.org/scholar.htm (Visited on 11 May 2013). On
Wernher von Braun, see Wayne Biddle, DarkSide of the Moon: Wernher von Braun, the Third

Reich, and the Space Race (New York: W. W. Norton &Co., 2009); Michael Neufeld, Von
Braun: DreamerofSpace, Engineerof War (USA: Vintage, 2008).

Space Medicine Association, "Appendix 1: Hypoxia Experiments," in "The Controversy of
Hubertus Strughold during World War II," (Undated ca 2008), 3. Available on the
Association's website at
http://www.spacemedicineassociation.org/strughold/Appendix%201 %20%20Hypoxia.doc (Visited on 11 May 2013).
93 See for example Andreas Frewer, Claudia Wiesemann, and Ulrich D Oppitz,
92

Medizinverbrechen vor Gericht: Die Urteile im NiirnbergerArzteprozess gegen Karl Brandt
und Andere sowie aus dem Prozess gegen GeneralfeldmarschallMilch (Erlangen: Palm und

Enke Verlag GmbH, 1999), 322. Also, though an unpublished work produced as a summer
term paper by an undergraduate student, Georg Rehberger's "Wissen aus Dachau" does (if
briefly and in limited fashion) mention Kottenhoffs lecture and Rascher's attendance. Georg
Rehberger, "Wissen aus Dachau: Unterdruckversuche am Menschen im KZ Dachau und ihr
wissenschaftliches Erbe," (Institut fur Geschichte und Ethik der Medizin, Technische
Universitit Munchen, Sommersemester 2010), 7, Available online at
http://vanreeberg.de/download/wissen-dachau.pdf
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that lecture as a foundational event in the development of Nazi human
experimentation. Further, to his credit, Heinz also provides an insightful if also short
analysis of Luftwaffe's high altitude animal experiments in relation to the high
altitude experiments on human beings at Dachau. 94
Yet even Heinz fails to identify the subject of Kottenhoff s lecture as having
been Kottenhoffs animal experimentation on this question. Likewise, Heinz fails to
note Kottenhoffs concluding call to supplement Luftwaffe animal experiments with
human experimentation. Finally, Heinz also neglects to identify the animal researchoriented subject matter of Kottenhoffs lecture and its concluding call for human
supplementation as the pivotal elements precipitating Rascher's interest and
consequent request to Himmler for unconsenting human subjects. Though these
omissions are not problematic within Heinz's essay, that select portions of three
pages of Heinz's essay represent by far the current historiographical high-water
mark regarding Kottenhoffs role is a situation requiring remedy.
One contributing factor to Kottenhoffs absence from scholarship broadly is
the American prosecution at the Doctors' Trial's confusion about Kottenhoff and
Weltz's identities. In his 15 May 1941 letter to Himmler, Rascher informed the
Reichsfuher-SS of his "absolutely confidential talk with the representative of the
Luftwaffe physician who is conducting these [monkey] experiments. He is also of the
opinion that the problem in question can only be solved by experiments on human
94 Karl Heinz Roth, "T6dliche H6hen: Die Unterdruckkammer-Experimente im

Konzentrationslager Dachau und ihre Bedeutung fur die luftfahrtmedizinische Forschung
des 'Dritten Reichs,"' in Angelika Ebbinghaus and Klaus D6rner (eds.), Vernichten und
Heilen: Der NurnbergerArzteprozess und seine Folgen (Berlin: Aufbau-Verlag GmbH, 2001),

119-121.
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beings." 95 As we have seen, this "representative of the Luftwaffe physician" was
Kottenhoff. However, the American prosecution mistakenly believed it to have been
Weltz.96 As accurately summarized by Weltz's attorney in Nuremberg, "The
prosecution concluded from this fact that Prof. Weltz [instead of Kottenhoff] had
this conversation with Dr. Rascher and that [Weltz] has therefore, to be considered
as the instigator of these experiments." 97
Notably, after being confronted with its error, the prosecution amended its
narrative in the final stages of the trial. In its closing brief against Weltz, the
prosecution now dubiously alleged that in his letter to Himmler, Rascher had
referred to both Weltz and Kottenhoff. The prosecution also then erroneously
conflated the impact on Rascher of lectures delivered at Luftgau Kommando VII by
Kottenhoff and Weltz (as well as fellow Luftwaffe researcher Franz Bichner).
Argued the prosecution referring to lectures by all three men, "This suggestion [to
Himmler] made by Rascher was obviously the direct result of the effect made on him
by the lectures he had heard." However, the documentary evidence makes plain it
was Kottenhoff's lecture alone, and Rascher and Kottenhoff's conversation following
that lecture, that directly precipitated Rascher's missive to Himmler.98

Sigmund Rascher to Heinrich Himmler, 15 May 1941, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238,
M887, Roll 16, Doc. 1602-PS, Frame 0140-0141, NARA.
96 Siegfried Wille, "Trial Brief for the Defendant Prof. Dr. Georg August Weltz," July 1947,
USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p. 11199, (18 July 1947), 1-5.
97 Ibid., 1-2.
98 Heinrich Kottenhoff, "Affidavit," 21 Feb. 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., English
Transcript: p. 7052, (6 May 1947), Defense Doc. No. Weltz 2; Sigmund Rascher to Heinrich
Himmler, 15 May 1941, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. 1602-PS,
Frame 0140-0141, NARA.
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Had the prosecution argued "lecture" rather than "lectures," the
prosecution's assertion that Rascher's request to Himmler for human experimental
subjects "was obviously the direct result of the effect made on him by the lectur[e]
he had heard[,]" would have been accurate. It would have done little, however, for
the prosecution's case. Weltz was on trial and Kottenhoff was not, and the case
against Weltz was shakier than it should have been. True, Weltz had directed the
Luftwaffe medical institute overseeing much of Rascher's experimentation (as well
as Kottenhoff's monkey and rabbit experiments), and Weltz had personally
coordinated and supervised key organizational elements of the the Dachau
experiments. Nonetheless, the prosecution struggled to prove the criminality of
Weltz's involvement beyond a reasonable doubt.99 So, though inaccurate and
unsupported, conflating the import of lectures given by Kottenhoff and Weltz aided
the prosecution by tying Weltz to the very genesis of the concentration camp
experiments. Whatever aid this move afforded, however, proved inadequate. While
conceding the case was "close," the court found Weltz not guilty.100
The above legal wranglings and others produced a significant amount of
documentary evidence and testimony regarding Kottenhoff's role, including an

99 See for example "Judgment," 19 July 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., in Trialsof War
CriminalsBefore the Nuremberg Military Tribunals, Vol. II (Washington, D. C.: U. S.

Government Printing Office, 1949), 272-277.
100 Ibid. For an historical critique of this not guilty ruling, see Karl Heinz Roth, "Todliche
H6hen: Die Unterdruckkammer-Experimente im Konzentrationslager Dachau und ihre
Bedeutung fur die luftfahrtmedizinische Forschung des 'Dritten Reichs,"' in Angelika
Ebbinghaus and Klaus D6rner (eds.), Vernichten und Heilen: Der NurnbergerArzteprozess

und seine Folgen (Berlin: Aufbau-Verlag GmbH, 2001), 143-151. For a critique of the
prosecution's strategy more broadly, also see Michael R. Marrus, "The Nuremberg Doctors'
Trial in Historical Context," Bulletin of the History of Medicine 73.1 (1999) 106-123.
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illuminative affidavit from Kottenhoff himself.101 The failure of scholars to engage
with this material is another key reason for Kottenhoffs absence from the
secondary literature. To my knowledge, with the partial exception of Heinz above,
no secondary work in English or German meaningfully cites any trial-specific
material regarding Kottenhoff. As an unfortunate consequence and with very limited
exceptions, the historiography of Nazi human experimentation is almost entirely
silent on the man not unreasonably referred to as "the instigator of these
experiments." This lacuna in historical knowledge should be filled.

Heinrich Kottenhoff, "Affidavit," 21 Feb. 1947, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., English
Transcript: p. 7052, (6 May 1947), Defense Doc. No. Weltz 2.
101
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Appendix 6: Dr. Erich Hippke's 6 March 1943 Letter to the SS in the Context of
Nazi Animal and Human Experimentation

In his March 6, 1943 letter to the SS, Dr. Erich Hippke's, Chief of the Medical
Service of the Luftwaffe, stated bluntly of Rascher's concentration camp freezing
experiments, "I immediately agreed to the experiments, because our own previous
experiments on large animals were concluded and supplementary work was
necessary."1 02 The context of Hippke's statement is illuminative on multiple fronts.
Hippke was in part defending himself against Rascher's allegations to Himmler that
Hippke and other Luftwaffe officials and experimentalists were conspiring to
prevent Rascher from utilizing Luftwaffe research equipment, while in the process
also improperly taking credit for Rascher's work.1 03 This conflict reflected tensions
over human and animal experimentation between the Luftwaffe (which facilitated
the Dachau experiments, and in which Rascher served) and the SS (to which Rascher
also owed allegiance, and which initiated the human experiments and oversaw the
concentration camps in which those experiments took place).1 04
Himmler concluded that some Luftwaffe personnel opposed unconsenting
human experimentation on the basis of "Christian medical" ideals, while Rascher's

Erich Hippke to Karl Wolff, 6 March 1943, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p.
348 (12 December 1946), Doc. NO-262, 1.
103 For Rascher's complaints to Himmler regarding his difficulties with the Luftwaffe, see
Sigmund Rascher to Heinrich Himmler, 9 October 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238,
M887, Roll 16, Doc. 1610-PS, Frame 0197-0199, NARA.
104 This was not the only internecine conflict over resources for human and animal
experimentation in NSDAP Germany. For another example of such, see Florian Schmaltz,
"Otto Bickenbach's Human Experiments with Chemical Warfare Agents and the
Concentration Camp Natzweiler," in Wolfgang U. Eckart (ed.), Man, Medicine, and the State:
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complaints appear more animated by grievances that certain Luftwaffe personnel
sought to improperly assume credit for Rascher's work while also standing in his
way.1 05 Though, as they later pleaded in Nuremberg, some Luftwaffe personnel may
have harbored ethical reservations about the human experiments in general or
Rascher's brutality in particular, any such reservations were ultimately limited in
scope and consequence. For example, while above-discussed Georg August Weltz,
director of the Luftwaffe's Institute for Aviation Medicine in Munich, did briefly
delay the first of the human experiments on the basis of concerns over possible
moral objections from Luftwaffe superiors, these apprehensions were fairly quickly
alleviated, and the Luftwaffe thereafter handily staffed and facilitated Rascher's
experiments at Dachau.1 06
As the experiments continued, however, there does appear to have been a
growing aversion on the part of some Luftwaffe personnel to what was described as
Rascher's "rather unpleasant and arrogant manner[.]" As an example of such
behavior, at a social event following the above noted late October 1942 medical
conference in Nuremberg, Rascher reportedly verbally accosted researchers who,
for reasons of conscience or circumstance, limited their experiments to animal
subjects. Rascher, likely intoxicated, challenged, "You think you are a human
For Himmler's comments regarding "Christian medical" ethics, see Heinrich Himmler to
Erhard Milch, November 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. 1617PS, Frame 0208-0209, NARA.
106 For Weltz's concerns over possible moral objections from Luftwaffe superiors regarding
the SS-proposed human experiments, his brief delay of the onset of human experiments
until those fears were alleviated, and Weltz, Hippke, and the Luftwaffe's shortly forthcoming
facilitation of the human experiments, see Leo Alexander, "The Treatment of Shock from
Prolonged Exposure to Cold, Especially in Water," Combined Intelligence Objectives SubCommittee, G2-Division, Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces, 10 July 1945,
19-21.
105
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physiologist [...] but all you ever did was work on guinea pigs and mice. I am the
only one in this whole crowd who really does and know human physiology because I
experiment on humans[.]"107
There also appears to have been a Luftwaffe interest in distributing credit for
the fruits of the Dachau human experiments beyond Rascher alone, and perhaps
without Rascher at all. Indeed, Rascher's above outburst was likely stoked in part by
what he perceived to be professional slights at the Nuremberg medical conference
preceding the social gathering. Incensing Rascher, the results of Rascher's Dachau
experiments were primarily presented at the conference by Luftwaffe personnel
other than himself.108
Rascher's 9 October 1942 letter to Himmler is illustrative of these messy
dynamics concerning internecine competition and conflict over Nazi human and
animal experimentation. Complained Rascher, "[I]t is regrettable that nowadays the
ambitiousness of certain persons can succeed in preventing an outsider like myself
from also working on this problem. For instance, the Institute Weltz [the Luftwaffe's
Institute for Aviation Medicine directed by Weltz] does not want to place [the]
apparatus at my disposal, simply because they are afraid that my experiments on
human beings might lead to quicker and better results than were possible during
many years of experiments on animals." Rascher asserted that Weltz "makes the
excuse that he needs the apparatus, since at the present time he is conducting
freezing experiments on shaved cats." But, Rascher continued, "Through the
Leo Alexander, "The Treatment of Shock from Prolonged Exposure to Cold, Especially in
Water," Combined Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee, G2-Division, Supreme
Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces, 10 July 1945, 15, 36-38.
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[Supreme Command of the Armed Forces] Weltz is trying to get captured Russians
as subjects for his experiments."1 09
As noted above, Himmler had a special fondness for Rascher. The
Reichsfdhrer-SS also preferred the Dachau experiments to proceed solely under SS
control. Himmler eventually grew so displeased by Rascher's resource and
professional jealousy difficulties with the Luftwaffe, and frustrated by the need to
coordinate the Dachau experiments with parties outside the SS, that Himmler nonetoo-subtly threatened Luftwaffe field marshal Erhard Milch into releasing Rascher
from the Luftwaffe into the service of the SS exclusively.11 0 Milch ordered Hippke,
Chief of the Medical Service of the Luftwaffe, to arrange this transfer."'
Hippke's above quotation regarding having immediately agreed to Rascher's
experiments due to their supplemental value was part of Hippke's at times testy
response to the SS following Milch's order to transfer Rascher. In writing the SS,
Hippke agreed to the transfer but indignantly maintained that not only had he not
obstructed Rascher's human experiments, but much of the blame for Rascher's
difficulties fell upon Rascher himself, whose "vanity" and penchant for selfpromotion prevented him from working "unselfishly for the common good."112
Indeed, Hippke was fundamentally involved in the Dachau human experiments. As
Chief of the Medical Service of the Luftwaffe, Hippke's personal authorization of

Sigmund Rascher to Heinrich Himmler, 9 October 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB
238, M887, Roll 16, Doc. 1610-PS, Frame 0197-0199, NARA.
110 Heinrich Himmler to Erhard Milch, November 1942, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., RGB 238,
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111 Erich Hippke to Karl Wolff, 6 March 1943, USA v. Karl Brandt, et al., English Transcript: p.
348 (12 December 1946), Doc. NO-262, 1.
112 Ibid., 1-2.
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those experiments had been an essential component of their actualization.113
Hippke had even earlier written Himmler, fawningly thanking the Reichsfuhrer-SS
for his financial and other support for the Dachau experiments. In that missive,
Hippke voiced his appreciation to Himmler specifically on the basis that, "these
experiments form a supplement which is, for [the Luftwaffe], of great value and
importance." 114
Hippke was right to be indignant. He had proved himself no foe of human
experimentation. He, like a number of other Luftwaffe personnel, simply appear to
have disliked Rascher professionally and personal grounds. So, while Hippke's
support for human experimentation at Dachau did not cleanly translate into support
for Rascher himself, Hippke's description of the evolution and logic of the
experiments, as progressing from and supplemental of Luftwaffe animal
experiments, holds firm.
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